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PREFACE.
been the habit, both of readers and
interpreters, to treat the Second Gospel as a mere abridgment, supplement, or compilation, without any independent character or value of its own, that some may be
surprised to find it here expounded independently of Luke
and Matthew, as a history complete in itself, designed to
answer a specific purpose and to make a definite impresIt has so long

sion.

This

is

not the result of caprice or accident, but of

a strong conviction, dating from an early stage of exegetical study, that Augustin's notion as to Mark's dependence

upon Matthew, although acquiesced in foi a course of
ages, is a hurtful error, and that this description applies
still more strongly to some later speculations of the German critics. This conviction has been strengthened and
confirmed by the whole course of late investigation and
discussion on the subject of the Gospels, notwithstanding

the tendency of
of

some writers

making Mark the

upon wliich the

rest

to the

opposite extreme

and the basis
were afterwards constructed. Witholdest of the Gospels,

out attempting to determine

its

precise chronological rela-

something in its structure, as described
below, which makes it eminently fit to give the first impresBion of the Gospel History, and prepare the reader for the
Btudy of the other books. This, which has long been the
tions,

tliere

is
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he is happy to
and best English works
upon the Gospels, of which he was not able to av^ail him" The notes on the
self until, his own was completed.
Gospel of St. Mark will be found to be more full than
These annois tlie case in works with a similar design.
tations were written first, with the object of calling attention to an independent record which has been treated in
Bome quarters with unmerited neglect, and with the view
of relieving the first Gospel as much as possible from a
redundancy of notes. "We would suggest to those who
may put this work into the hands of their pupils at school,
that there are reasons why the Second Gospel should be
read before any other, as the best introduction to the regular and systematic study of the J^ew Testament." (Webster and Wilkinson's Greek Testament, with notes Gramwriter's practice in academical instruction,

see sanctioned in

one of the

matical and Exegetical.

latest

Vol.

I.

p. 9.

Closely connected with these views
of

tlie

London
is

:

1855.)

another feature

plan adopted in the present volume, that of making

and leaving nothing to be eked out
or supplied by reference, even to the writer's other publi-

it

complete

cations.

of

in itself,

This will account for the occasional repetition

what he has

said elsewhere, as a lesser evil than the

irksome necessity of seeking it in places which, to many
readers of the present work, may be unknown or inaccessible.

The absence

of all reference to other and espe-

contemporary writers, some of whom he highly
values and has diligentljr studied, is partly owing to the
want of room, but also to the fact that his design is not to
supersede or rival other works upon the subject, but to
supplement them by preserving the specific fruits of his
cially

own

labours in the same great

Princeton, September

1,

1858.

field.

INTRODUCTION.
The Biblical History consists of two great parts, contained
the Old and New Testaments respectively.
The New Testa-

in

ment portion naturally falls into two divisions the Gospel History or Life of Christ, from his birth to his ascension
and the
Apostolical History, from his ascension to the close of the
;

;

canon.

The Gospel History, when measured simply by

its

chrono-

logical dimensions, or the space of time included in the narrative,
is

but a small part of the sacred history, yet fully entitled to the
it, both by
The absolute value of

place assigned

the dignity of

its

conceptions, there
his

its

absolute and relative importance.

the Gospel History

is

that ari.sinf

from

subject, as the Life of Christ, in which, to our
is

nothing

little

or uninteresting, since all

words and actions are intrinsically great and worthy

oi'

attention.

The
from

its

relative value of the Gospel History

connection with the

rest,

is

that which springs

and especially

termediate position, as the winding up of

all

its

striking in-

that goes before,

and the foundation of all that follows, so that neither the Old
Testament history nor that of the Apostolical Church would,
without it, be of any use or intelligible import.

But the Gospel History
subject and
in

which

it

its
is

is

not more distinctly marked by

relative position than

unlike

all

it is

by

its

other parts of Scripture.

its

peculiar form,

For although
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we elsewhere meet with two and sometimes even
accounts of the same events, this
narratives,

is

three parallel

the only case of four sucli

and these not merely parts or passages of books, but

complete and independent

histories.

besides the mere plurality or quadruplicity of the ac

But

counts, these four books,

nomenon

when compared, present

a singular phe-

For

of striking difference and no less striking likeness.

although the subject

is

identical,

and

all

exhibit the same Christ,

more harmoniously than Socrates is painted by his two disXenophon and Plato, there is a surprising freedom and

fur

ciples.

diversity, not only in the choice of topics, but in their arrange-

ment and expression, and an independence
details

in the statement of

amounting sometimes to apparent contradiction

;

while"in

other cases, or perhaps in the same context, there are coincidences
of form, even in minute points, too exact and yet too arbitrary
to be accidental.
.It is this

combined diversity and likeness which creates both

the necessity and difl&culty of constructing Gospel Harmonies,
i.

e.

synoptical arrangements of the four inspired accounts in-

tended mainly
to determine

to

demonstrate their consistency, but partly also

the precise

chronological succession of events, in

which attempt the harmonists have failed as signally as they have
been successful in the more important object.

The

true

use of Harmonies, as aids in the elucidation and

defence of the four Gospels, as consistent and authentic narratives,
has sometimes led to their abuse, as something to be substituted
for the

books themselves in their original and independent form,

and even to their absolute amalgamation into one new narrative,
from

distinct

all

the others, but intended to

include and super-

sede them.

This attempt proceeds upon two groundless suppositions
that exact chronological arrangement

is

;

first,

essential to the truth of

and second, that the Gospels, as we have them, are
merely crude collections of materials, out of which the history
must be constructed by the exercise of human skill and industry^

history

;

vhereas they are themselves complete

authoritative histories,
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which may be usefully compared and harmonized, but which were
dcHigned to be separately read until
If this be

so,

tiie

end of time.

the quadruplicity or fourfold form of the Gospel

History becomes a lawful and interesting subject of inquiry, as
to its specific

which

purpose, over and above the ultimate solution, of

such questions are susceptible, by simp'e reference to

all

the will of God.

which

is

The question

is

not whether

God

absolutely certain, but whether he willed

reason, either partially or wholly ascertainable

it

by

so willed

it,

for a definite
us,

and

if so

not without effect upon our methods of interpretation.
Tlie fact itself to be explained, to wit, the

immemorial

exist-

ence of the Gospel History in the form of four complete books,

by the uniform tradition of the Church, which has
never recognized as parts of the inspired canon, either more or
less than these four Gospels
nor over attached any other names
a testimony only rento them than those which they now bear
is

attested

;

;

dered more impressive by the absence of such perfect unanimity
in reference to the order of their composition,

and their original

relation to each other, which have therefore given rise to various

hypotheses of more or

less intrinsic probability,

intended to ac-

count for the existence and the several peculiarities of our

Four

Gospels.

In opposition to the view, avowedly or tacitly maintained
writers, and perhaps by most
believing

by some believing

readers, that the fourfold

form of the Gospel record

is

a matter

of course, or something altogether arbitrary, neither requiring

nor admitting explanation, some sceptical critics have attempted
to account for it as accidental,

many

by assuming the existence of one

by various combinations,
and abridgments, the canonical Four Gospels were
evolved and took their present shape a theory refuted by its
complicated and gratuitous assumptions, and its total failure
or

original gospels, out of which,

versions,

;

either to demonstrate the existence or to explain

ance of the documents, to which

A
\6

less

that

01

it

tlie

disappear-

traces the extant gospels.

extravagant and no doubt partially correct hypothesis

an oral gospel, constantly repeated, yet iuevitablj

;
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varied, so as to account for both the likeness

and the

differenct

observable between the Grospels even in minute points of arrange*

The

ment and expression.
previous suppositions,

both of this and of the

fatal defect,

that thej ascribe the present form of

is

and accidental causes
must regard that form aa

this part of the sacred history to gradual

whereas

all believers in its inspiration

an essential feature of the Gospel as divinely planned from the
beginning.

But even holding

we may

still

inquire,

fast to this

assumption as the only safe one,

what was the

specific

purpose meant to be

accomplished by recording the Life of Christ in four books

The

simplest and the most familiar answer

rather than in one

?

to this question

that the later Gospels were intended to com-

and supplement the others by supplying their omissions.

plete

But

is,

this only throws the difficulty further back,

and leaves

it

why there were omissions to be thus supplied,
why the whole was not revealed at once and

wholly unexplained
or in other words,

embodied

in a single narrative, such as

some harmonists have

since endeavoured to construct.

An

ingenious effort has been

made

to solve this difficulty

by

exhibiting a gradual formation of the Gospels to meet actual

emergencies and governed by contemporary causes

Gospel being written to supply the original
of the

first

;

demand near

the

first

the close

generation, and before the oral tradition was entirely

and Matthew being chosen to compose it as the only apostle
whose previous occupation had accustomed him to writing the
second being written to adapt the history to Gentile readers, and

lost,

;

at the

same time

the third to give

to preserve the vivid reminiscences of Peter
it

more

and formal composition
tions

;

historical completeness, as a methodical
;

and the fourth,

to

counteract corrup-

which had sprung up in the interval between

its

date and

that of the three others.

But whatever truth there may be

in these suppositions, thej

are not entirely satisfactory so long as

they ascribe the present

fourfold form of the Gospel History, if not to accidental yet to

providential causes, which are themselves left unexplained.

The
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only possible solution of the problem seems to be by adding to
these plausible hypotheses the obvious assumption, that the four

Gospels were intended to present the
in

life

and character of Christ

four harmonious but distinguishable aspects, each adapted to

produce

own impression independent of

its

the others, yet ali

reciprocally necessary to secure the aggregate effect intended to

be wrought by this part of the sacred history.

The Gospels, thus viewed, have been likened
or four

traits

landscapes,

lights

in different

all

and from

four por-

to

presenting the same objects, but

and illusmere mechan-

different points of view,

trative of one another, yet wholly insusceptible of

amalgamation without utterly destroying their distinctive

ical

character and even their intrinsic value.
really

each

So the Gospels, although
harmonious and equally inspired, are designed to answer

its

own

specific

purpose and produce

its definite

impression

on the reader, a design which would be nullified by blending

them together

in

constructed.

This view

one narrative, however chronological or skilfully
is

perfectly consistent with the plenary

inspiration of the writers, which did not destroy their individ-

may

uality, as

be seen from their peculiar use of words and

phrases, often wholly unimportant, but for that very reason the

more

certainly unstudied and the evident result of personal habit,

mind, or special purpose,

turn of

all

controlled but not con-

founded or destroyed by inspiration, any more than the authority
of Moses

is

impaired because he did not write

must needs be true of

same

The

is

true of.

different dialects

idioms, and even individual peculiarities in
the

Greek, or that

What

of Paul because he did not write in Hebrew.
different languages

in

and

the use of one and

lanoruage.

individuality and independence thus evinced by minute

peculiarities

of language,

may

be also proved by diversities of

plan and method, and apparent reference, in the
different classes of readers,

more

especially to

first

instance, to

Jews and

Gentiles,

by habitual attention to particular topics or to circumstances of a certain kind, which one systematically introduces
as well as

and the rest omit.

Such are Luke's repeated mention of our
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Lord

devotional habits, Mark's of his looks and gestures,

s

INIat-

thew's of the prophecies fulfilled in his history, and John's of
feasts

tlie

which he attended and his double affirmation (Verily,
Nor is the truth of this view in the least dependent on

ver.ly.)

our own capacity to trace distinctly or completely the specific
purpose of each Gospel as distinguished from the
cise

rest, or

the pre-

impression meant to be produced upon the reader.

enough

to

know

we have already

or to believe, as

It

is

seen abundant

reason to believe, that such a purpose and impression were in-

cluded in the plan of these divine memorials, which are therefore
be tenderly and reverently handled, not as bundles of historical

to

material to be wrought by us into a definite intelligible texture,

but as ready-made authoritative histories, adapted to
a certain manner,

when perused

can account for the

But while

as they were written,

affect

us in

whether we

effect or not.

the view, which has been

now

presented, of the

Gospels in their mutual relations and their individual peculiarities,

does not necessarily imply that these relations and pecu-

liarities are clearly traceable

by us

in all their manifold details,

does imply that each and every Gospel has a character and

it

method of
by

its

own, which

all attentive readers,

may

be readily detected and described

and which cannot be entirely neglected

without injurious effects on

interpretation, or at least without

its

obscuring those peculiar traits by which
the

rest,

and by which alone

measure be accounted

It

for.

it

is

distinguished from

separate existence can in auy

its

now remains

to ascertain

how

far

these conditions are complied with in the second Gospel.

On

examining the book

found to distinguish

it

from

itself,

all

the four, although this difference

sequence of measuring

it

the following particulars are

the others.
is

It

is

the shortest of

sometimes overrated

in con-

simply by the number of the chapters^

which are very unequally divided, and some of which

book are unusually long.
exactness,
is

it is still

in this

But even when compared with more

below the others in extent of surface.

no doubt partly owing to another circumstance, by which

distinguished,

and relating more

to its internal structure.

This
it is

If

INTRODUCTION.
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that

little

almost entirely

purely biographical, and

is

our Lord's

to

official life

third

peculiarity, less strongly

plain

its

brevity,

is

XI
is

confined

A

or public ministry.

marked, but also serving

to ex-

the predominant attention given to the Sa-

viour's actions, as distinguished from his

words or

his discourses,

which are not only introduced more sparingly, but almost always
incidentally, and as it were in illustration of the acts or incidents
with which they were connected.

Gospel

differs

even from the

to

and third, but still more from
method is pursued, the incidents

first

the fourth, in which an opposite

and actions seeming

In this respect the second

be mentioned only for the sake of the

dis-

courses which they serve to introduce and to illustrate.

A

fourth distinctive feature of this Gospel, although really

included in the one just mentioned,
fact,

itself to

to

is

the curious and interesting

overlooked by undiscriminating readers, but sufficient of

show the author's individuality and independence, that

him we owe almost

to our Saviour's looks

all

the hints that \^e possess in reference

and gestures.

in this as well as in the other Gospels,

The same thing

is

evinced,

by the frequent use of

fa-

vourite expressions, some of which will be noticed in the exposition.

Among

these singularities of diction

is

the repeated

introduction of Latin words and phrases, which has led to various
conjectures, both as to the author

Gentiles,

is

made

and the

That the

he had immediately in view.

by

probable, not only

class of readers

latter
this

whom

were not Jews but
circumstance, but

by the frequent explanation of terms and usages, with which
Jews were perfectly familiar, and particularly by the Greek
translation of our Lord's Aramaic or vernacular expressions, the
also

all

occasional retention of which

may

be regarded as another striking

feature of the second Gospel.

Besides

all

these distinctive

marks belonging

before us, and abundantly establishing

its

to its structure,

1*

This

is

is

still

another,

and of more importance

in its bearing on the question of its origin

the other Gospels.

book

claim to be regarded as

an independent and original production, there

more directly relating

to the

and mutual relation

to

the circumstance that, unlike all the
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rest, it

contains scarcely any thing entirely peculiar to

itself, iti

incidents and topics, with a few very limited exceptions, being

common

to

Matthew.

it

Its

with the others, and especially with Luke and

remarkable resemblance to the

form and substance, early led to the mistake,
current, of regarding

thew.

Mark

both in

latter,

still

unfortunately

abridgment or epitome of Mat-

as an

This error, although sanctioned by the great name of

Augustin,

is

Mark not only
which he has in common with

completely refuted by the

much of the material
in many instances adds

re-arranges

Matthew, but

not found in Matthew

;

so

fact, that

graphic and minute details

that while his incidents are fewer,

they are often far more fully and minutely stated, which

is

at variance with the very idea of abridgment, except

upon the

arbitrary and

unnatural

assumption, that

two almost inconsistent processes

in

one

wholly

the writer, blending
act, at the

same time

contracted and embellished his original.

Another

more recent date but equally untenable,

error, of

is

that of representing Mark as a compiler, who sometimes follows

Luke and sometimes Matthew.

This assumes of course that the

traditional arrangement of the Grospels,

which assigns

to

Mark

the second place, and which was recognized by Origen as chronological, has really no such foundation.

Indeed modern

critical

conjecture has in turn adopted every possible combination of the
four names, and transported

Mark

not only to the last but to the

first

place in the catalogue, as the original and fundamental Gos-

pel,

uut of which the others have been gradually amplified.

specious arguments, by which this last opinion

though far from proving

it

to

is

The

supported,

al-

be correct, do serve to show the

which repremere epitome or compilation. The ease
and plausibility, with which these opposite hypotheses may not
only be propounded a priori^ but carried out in detail when once

superficial shallow nature of the opposite extreme,

sents this Grospel as a

assumed, only shows that they are founded upon no sufficient
data,

and ought not

It is just as easy,

priority as

to be

adopted as the basis of interpretation.

by the use of such means, to establish Mark's
and it is better therefore to expound thcDO

Matthew's

;
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acquiesce

in old

and not

incredible traditions with respect to them.

Among
far as the

the oldest and most uniform of these traditions, so

main

the details,

fact

is

concerned, although extremely variant in

that which

is

represents the second Gospel as em-

bodying the vivid reminiscences of Peter, and composed

An

sense under his direction.

in

some

ingenious living writer* has im-

proved upon this ancient statement, by supposing that the second

Gospel was composed by Peter

in his native language, and transGreek under the same divine direction and authority
The proofs of this position drawn from Peter's eminent position

lated into

and the strong antecedent probability that he would have a part
recording of his Master's history, and also from supposed

in the

traces of his knowledge and experience as a seaman, although in-

conclusive, are confirmatory of the old tradition that this Gospel
is

some sense

in

and does owe some of

his,

its

most interesting

contents to his recollections.

The name attached by uniform
author

is

the

Roman

one of

Mark

tradition to this Gospel as
or

Marcus.

Upon

this,

its

with

certain supposed military attributes of style and manner, another
living writer of great

opinion, that this

eminence! has founded the remarkable

Marcus was the Roman

by Cornelius (Acts

10, 7),

soldier sent to Peter

and therefore mentioned by the former
The arguments in favour of

as his spiritual son (1 Pet. 5, 13.)
this singular conclusion,

to subvert the
this

though ingenious, are by no means likely

old traditional belief, that the

Gospel was the John Mark, often named

woman

in

Mark who wrote
Scripture as the

Jerusalem (Acts 12, 12), and a near
relative of Barnabas (Col. 4, 10), who attended him and Paul

son of a Christian

Ironi
in

Jerusalem

their

Perga

in

to

in

Antioch (Acts

12, 25),

and ministered

to

them

mission to Cyprus (Acts 13, 5), but forsook them at

Pamphylia (Acts

13, 13),

and was afterwards a subject

* Smith of Jordauhill, in a dissertation added to his " Voyage and Ship
*rreck of St. Paul," (2d edition, Loudon, 1856.)
f
'

Da Costa

in

his Lectures on the Gospels, called

Tbe Four Witnesses."

(New York.

1856.)

in the

English yersion
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of dispute between them and returned with Barnabas alone to

Cyprus (Acts

but appears in Paul's epistles as

15, 37-39),

valued fellow-labourer with Luke and others (Col.
2 Tim.

24.

4, 11),

which

is

4, 10.

perfectly consistent with

a

Philem.
his

relation to Peter (1 Pet. 5, 13) as an older acquaintance

filial

and a

spiritual father.

This Gospel has always formed a part of the
Canon, being found in

New Testament

the ancient catalogues as one of the

all

riomologumena or undisputed books, and quoted

by the earliest Christian writers.
in

many

The

(or referred to)

text has been preserved

manuscripts, of which above five hundred have been

critically collated.

Of

these about thirty are of the uncial class,

written in capitals, and for the most part without stops, accents,
breathings, or division of the words,

of later date.

Among

all

which are reckoned signs

these are the four oldest copies of the

Greek Testament known to be extant, and distinguished in the
latest critical editions by the four first letters of the alphabet.
A. The Codex Alexandrinus, in the British Museum. B. The
Codex Vaticanus, in the Papal Library at Rome. C. The Codex
Ephraemi, in the Imperial Library at Paris. D. The Codex
The precise
Bezse, in the University Library at Cambridge.
date of these manuscripts

is still

disputed, but

is

now commonly

aoreed to range from the fourth to the sixth centuries inclusive.
All

the

important variations of the oldest manuscripts, par-

ticularly those

the exposition.

adopted by the latest

The only portion

has been called in question,

is

critics, will

be noticed in

of the book, whose genuineness

the last twelve verses of the six-

teenth chapter, where the grounds of this opinion will be stated

and disposed

of.

Besides the preservation of the Greek text in these copies
the

book has

also been preserved in several ancient versions, the

most important of which are the Syriac Peshito, made
third if not the second century,

in the

and the Latin Vulgate, made by

Jerome, on the basis of an old Italic version, near the close

of

Other early versions, from the third to tho
century,
ainth
are the Egyptian in two dialects, the Ethiopic

the fcjrih century.
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Gothic, Armenian, Georgian, Arabic, and Slavonic.

Occasional

reference will be made, in the following exposition, to some mod-

ern versions, more especially to Luther's, an^ the six old English

Tyndale (1534), Cranmer (IfjIJO),
the Geneva Bible (1557), the Khemish Version (1582), and King
James's Bible (1611), the last of which is still in common use.
versions, those of Wiclif (1380),

Two

of these, Wiclif's and the Rhemish, are translations of the

Vulgate

Cranmer's

;

little

is

more than a reprint of Tyndale's,
the same is true, but in a

with a few unimportant variations

;

Geneva Bible while the common version,
some extent influenced by all the others, is founded
mainly upon Tyndale's, with occasional changes for the worse
and for the better, but a frequent adherence to him even when in
degree, of .the

les««

though

;

to

error.

Besides mere versions or translations, this book, in

common

with the other Gospels, has been a constant subject of interpretation from the earliest to the present times.

however, of the false position

DO original or independent value,

it

irrespectively) of
is

to

treat

to

it

Luke and Matthew.

especially observable in England,

as having

it,

due proof the
some
when

has not received

portion of distinct consideration until recently,
best writers have begun

In consequence,

commonly assigned

its

independently (though not

This change for the better

where

it

has been carried

out by several of the latest and best writers on the Gospels.

On

the same principle the present exposition will be so conducted as
to

show the book

to be

a complete history in

itself,

harmonious

with the other Gospels, and susceptible of illustration from them,

but designed to answer a specific purpose and produce a definite
impression.

This idea of harmonious independence

is

suggested

the Oospel according to JIarky

by the traditional but ancient
which has sometimes been erroneously explained as meaning that
title,

he was not
however,

is

its

author but a mere penman or amanuensis.

This,

no more true of the Gospels than of the Epistlesu

where the formula has never been applied by usage or tradition

The

true sense of the phrase in question

has a fourfold form (ivayyiXLov

is

T€7oa/xop</)ov'),

that

the Gospel

and that

this ii
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the particular aspect under which

it

is

presented Dy the hand of

Mark.

The present diFision into sixteen chapters was made by
Cardinal Hugo, in the thirteenth century, to facilitate the use of
his

Concordance

copies of the

to the

Latin Vulgate, and was not adopted

Greek text

the fifteenth century.

till

The

in the

division

margin of Stephens's edition (1551),
have been made by him during a journey between

into verses first appears in the

and

is

said to

Paris and Lyons.

The

actual separation of the verses, by print-

ing them in paragraphs, appears for the
editions (1565),

first

and although discontinued

time -in one of Beza'a
in the latest publica-

Greek text, still prevails in most editions of the EngBible and of other modern versions.
The history of these

tions of the
lish

divisions should be clearly understood, in order to

prevent their

being thought original, or even ancient, and thereby to deprive

them

undue influence upon the exposition of the text itself.
The distinction of the chapters in this book is sometimes injudicious and unskilful, and at best these conventional divisions are
mere matters of mechanical convenience, like the paragraphs and
of an

pages of a modern book.

But while we make use
ease of reference

of these mechanical contrivances for

and consultation, they must not be suffered

to

usurp the place of a more rational division growing out of the
relations of the

history

itself,

as a methodical and systematic

The most cursory

whole, designed to answer a specific purpose.
inspection shows the book to be,

as we have seen already, a con-

nected narrative of Christ's public ministry, as introduced by

John the Baptist and concluded by his own Ascension. The arrangement is both topical and chronological, the actual order of
events being probably retained wherever

it

was not

at variance

with the writer's purpose of displaying, chiefly by examples, the
character and method of our Saviour's work, his teachings and
bis

miracles, his treatment of the law with

utions, his preparatory steps

its

peculiar

insti-

towards the reorganization of the

Church, the reception which he met with both from friends and
foes,

and the providential causes by which the catastrophe or

crisis!
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retarded and then brought

first

about.

Mark

In execution of this purpose,

work of John the Baptist and the preliminaries of

atory

own

begins with the prepar-

ministry, his baptism

and temptation,

teacher in GaliU'C, and the calling of his

Christ's

appearance as a

his

first disciples,

with ex-

amples of his miracles, avowedly selected from a greater number,

and the commencement of
with

his

powerful efiect upon

its

ministry in Galilee,

itinerant

people,

the

evinced

as

extraordinary concourse which attended him (ch.

by the

i.)

It entered into the design of the evangelist, not only to describe our

Lord's success, but the malignant opposition of his

He now

enemies.

presents the dark side of the picture, and

enables us to trace the growth of this malignant opposition from
its earliest

appearance in a series of charges brought against him

as a violator of the law

;

by claiming power

to forgive sins

;

by

holding intercourse with publicans and sinners, and even calling
a publican to be one of his apostles
of

;

by

his free

and simple mode

involving the neglect (as they supposed) of

life,

all

ascetic

duties; and lastly by his frequent violation of the Sabbath (ch.

But
larity

in spite of this increasing opposition, his

were growing

still

more rapidly

tained their height, he takes his
of the

first

;

fame and popu-

and when they had

still

at-

step towards the re-or^anizing

Church by formally embodying the twelve

the concourse

ii.)

apostles.

As

continues, he refuses to be checked in his la-

by the well-meant but mistaken interference of his
by the growing rancour of his enemies, who now

bours, either
friends, or

accuse him of collusion with the Evil

One

;

but solemnly repels

both forms of opposition, by warning men against the unpardon-

by asserting his own independence of all natural
when in conflict with the claims of his great spiritual

able sin, and
relations,

family (ch. in.)

Besides selecting, training, and embodying the
the

Church was

to be organized

Christ prepared the

way

for

the principles on which his

upon

its

new

that great change

kingdom was

men by whonj

or Christian basis,

by teaching men

to be established

and
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This was one primary design of our Lord's para-

adminxstered.

which mode of instruction Mark gives both a general de-

bles, of

scription and particular examples, setting forth the various recep-

*aon of the Grospel, its independence of all

human

agency, and

its

expansive nature and design, by figures borrowed from the pro*
cesses of
It

husbandry

(ch. iv.)

becomes more clear as we proceed, that the evangelist's

design was to illustrate, by alternate instances, the two great
functions of our Lord's prophetic ministry, his teachings and his
miracles, in their most intimate reciprocal connection as attesting

Having thus exemplified

and enforcing one another.

method

his parabolio

of instruction, he resumes the account of his miraculous

performances, presenting a

new

of four miracles selected

series

from the mass, not only on account of their intrinsic greatness,
but as representing different kinds or classes of such wonders.

The
if

first

shows his absolute dominion over winds and waves, as

they were his slaves

even

in great

;

the second his control of evil spirits,

numbers, and his power to regulate their presence

and possession both of men and brutes

;

the third his knowledge

of the most secret and inveterate diseases and his power to heal

them by mere contact with
power over death

itself,

his person

;

and the fourth

his higher

as exerted in his first recorded miracle of

resuscitation (ch. iv. v.)

Reverting once more to the dark side of the picture,
iescribes our Lord's rejection

by

his oldest neighbours

quaintances at Nazareth, but instantly contrasts with
fatigable labours, both in person

of the apostles,

whom

it

sand, followed

ac-

and by proxy, through the agency

turn of the apostles from their

new

and

his inde-

he now commissions and sends forth, with

powerful effect upon the people and their wicked ruler.

occasion to a

Mark

first

The

re-

experimental mission gives

creative wonder, that of feeding the five thou-

by another proof of his capacity

to rule the ele-

ments, and by a general description of his miracles in that same
egioii

By
t\\e

and that period of

his ministry (ch. vi.)

another alternation and transition, clearly showing that

writer had a definite though complex end in view, he

now
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resumes the history of the Pharisaic opposition to our Sariour
aud records a fresh attack upon him on account of his neglect

and

condemnation of their superstitious baptisms, or uncom-

tacit

mauded ceremonial washings, with

his striking

answer, exposing their corruption of the law in
laying

down important

With

this,

and authoritative
tliis

respeci,

and

doctrines as to ritual and moral purity.

by a natural association, and perhaps by immediate
is connected an account of our Lord's

chronological succession,

one

visit to the

Gentile world, and of a miracle performed upon a

Gentile subject, under circumstances otherwise remarkable and

The

unlike those of any other case recorded in the Gospels.

same thing
is

is

true of another miracle here added, which moreover

among the few found only in this Gospel (ch. vii.)
The care with which the writer thus far has avoided

all

un-

necessary repetition, or the record of events precisely similar,

by which a multiand shows that the evanperfectly distinct events, and not as vary-

draws additional attention
tude was

to a second miracle

nourished with a little food,

gelist regarded these as

The opposition of the Pharisees now
anew by demanding a peculiar proof of Christ's Meswhich he refuses, and admonishes his followers against

ing versions of the same.

shows

itself

siahship,
their

hypocritical formality.

closes with

The

series

of his miracles here

another case peculiar to this Gospel, aud the only

one on record of a gradual or progressive restoration (ch.

Having thus

exemplified, concisely yet as fully as his plan

required, the progress both of the Messiah's
sition to

it,

Mark

begins what

of his history, by showing

may

expression of their

own

own

work and of the oppo-

be called the second portion

how our Lord prepared

diate followers for the close of his career, by

his

viii.)

his

more imme

first eliciting

a strong

belief of his pretensions, then predicting

passion and their sufi'erings in his behalf, and warning

them against the danger and temptation of denying him

(ch.

VIII.)

These solemn and distressing premonitions are succeeded and
relieved by a

momentary

anticipation of his glory, afforded to hig

three most confidential followers, which gives occasion to an

ai»

;
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thoritative exposition of the prophecies respecting his forerunner
a miracle of dispossession, which all the parallel

Then comes

ao

counts place directly after the Transfiguration, and an unsuccess'
ful effort to

that

perform

This

occasion.

it

by the nine who had been

failure, at

a time

left

when he was

behind on
so soon to

leave them, leads to a fresh prediction of his death, and this to a

humiliating strife for the pre-eminence, from which he takes oc«

kingdom and the only mode

casion to explain the nature of his
of rising to distinction in

it,

with appropriate warnings against

the corresponding sins and errors (ch. ix.)

The

discourses and incidents which follow might have seemed

incoherent, or at least without a definite relation to any general

plan or purpose, but for certain intimations in the narrative

itself,

that they all chronologically appertain to Christ's last journey to

The

Jerusalem.

answer

topics thus connected

and determined

are,

an

a question of the Pharisees in reference to marriage

to

and divorce an interesting vindication of the rights of children
a still more interesting exposition of the hinderances to men's
salvation, and the only means by which they can be overcome
a fresh prediction of his passion, and a fresh display of blind am;

;

bition on the part of his disciples,

and a fresh declaration of the

nature of his kingdom and affecting exhibition of his

own exam-

not only in words but by a miracle of healing wrought in

ple,

the last stage of his journey to Jerusalem (ch. x.)

Having brought the Saviour

to the scene of his last suffer-

ings, the evangelist records with great particularity the principal

occurrences which took place during the eventful week succeeding
his arrival
siah,

and

;

his public recognition

his entrance as such into

of the temple in the same capacity

denunciation of the

fior-tree.

by the multitude as the Mesthe Holy City
his purgation
;

;

his judicial

and symbolical

This varied assertion of his Mes

movements on
opponents, beginning with a formal and official

aianic claims provokes a series of corresponding

the part of his

demand from

the

national authorities, as to the nature of his

claims and the foundation upon which they rested.

mand he makes no

To

this de-

answer, save by an appeal to the testimony of
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hifi

forerunner, as a messenger from God, commissioned to prepare

his

way and to attest the truth of
The rulers being thus foiled

his pretensions (eh. xi.)
in their effort to suppress hia

Messianic measures, two of the adverse parties, the Herodians

and Pharisees, unite

in

an insidious attempt to bring him into

hostile collision either with the
also failing, the

upon

more frivolous Sadducees seek

his teaching

by a

resurrection, but are

real or

insidious or frivolous,

This endeavour

throw contempt

to

pretended case of doubt as to the

met by a solemn and an unexpected

assertion of that doctrine.

to

Jews or Romans.

A

re-

third (juestion, rather curious than

was propounded by a Scribe, and had respect

the relative importance of the precepts in the decalogue, to

which our Lord replied by quoting the familiar summary recorded
in the Pentateuch itself
He then turns the tables by proposing
an unanswerable question in relation to a Messianic prophecy, the
true sense of which had been lost sight
leaders,

of,

even by their spiritual

and warns the people against leaders so unworthy

trusted, both on account of their false doctrine

to

be

and their covetous

hypocrisy, with which he puts in striking contrast the small but
self-denying contributions of an

treasury (ch.

humble widow

the

to

divine

xii.)

Having publicly assumed
exercise its powers

;

his Messianic office,

and begun

to

having defined his position with respect to

the existing theocratical authorities, and by his denunciations cut
off all

hope of further tolerance or reconciliation

;

our Lord now

bids farewell to the temple, with a solemn prophecy of
tion.

This

is

its

destruc-

addressed to his disciples, whose inquiries with

respect to the true premonitions of the great catastrophe afford
occasion for a long prophetical discourse,

m

which he

first

tells

them what are not and then what are the signs of the approaching end, concluding with an earnest exhortation to perpetual vigi
lance and constant preparation for his

Having wound up the history
Mark now proceeds to treat of

coming

(ch. xiii.)

of Christ's prophetic ministry,
his

sacerdotal work, beginning

with the final resolution of the rulers to destroy him, coinciding

with the treachery of Judas, as matured by an occurrence which
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took place at Bethany and

Jewish and

first

is

two dispensations

;

;

the mysterious prelude to his final

passion in the garden of G-ethsemane

is

and arraign-

his seizure

;

Sanhedrim

as a criminal before the

himself, but final declaration,
his

follows the last

the prediction of his followers desertion and

especially of Peter's fall

ment

Then

here recorded.

Christian passover, dividing yet connecting the

;

his refusal to defend

under oath, of

his

Messiahship

consequent conviction on the charge of blasphemy; to which

added, as a sort of episode or supplement, the literal fulfilment

of his prophecy respecting Peter (ch. xiv.)

Mark now

proceeds to give the second part of the judicial

process, namely, that

Pilate

which took place at the judgment-seat of

Christ's avowal of

;

his regal dignity, but silence with

respect to the Jewish accusations

but

final

;

Pilate's efforts to release him,

submission to the people and their rulers

;

the proces-

sion to the place of execution,

and the actual crucifixion

incidences tending to identify

him

prophecies

mies

;

the preternatural darkness

free access to
tiles

;

the derision of his ene-

;

charge of his execution, as well as by his
witnessed
to

who had
female followers who

and the recognition of his claims, by the

;

it,

the co-

upon the cross the rending of the vail, denoting
God, thrown open by his death to Jews and Gen-

his death

;

;

as the subject of the Messianic

and seem

to

officer

have been providentially commissioned

supply the place of the apostles during their defection, by

watching over his remains between the burial and resurrection
(ch. XV.)

The whole

history

is

now wound up by

a narrative of Christ's

Resurrection and Ascension, with his intermediate appearances to
his disciples.

This account, though really harmonious with those

of Matthew, Luke, and John,

is

strikingly distinguished from

them by the choice of incidents and facts recorded, a distinction
by Mark's specific purpose to show how
first, by
the incredulity of the eleven was gradually overcome
then, by that of Mary Magdalen
the testimony of the women

satisfactorily explained

;

;

ilone
aaaus

by that of the two

who returned from

Em

;

then,

;

and, lastly by the Saviour's actual appearance to them

disciples
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narrative then closes with the renewal and

enlargement of their great commission, his ascension into heaven,
iud their execution of his farewell orders (ch. xvi.)

This sununary attempt to show beforehand that the book

is

not a desultory series of mere anecdotes or random recollections,

but a systematic history, in which the topics are selected and arranged with constant view to a specific purpose, can be verified
only

by a

ftniilysis

patient process of detailed interpretation, to which thii

may

serve as a provisional basis and an introduction

TUB

aOSPEL ACCOIIDING TO

MARK.
CHAPTER

I.

'

After a genoral proposition of his theme or statement of his purpose (1),
the Evanirelist be<i:ins its execution, by describing the preparatory mini>try of John the Baptist (2-8). and die preliminaries of our Lord's own
ministry, to wit. liis baptism and tcdiptation (0-1.'^).
Then comes the
history of the ministiy itself, beginn.na; with his fir.^t ptdjlic appearance
in Galilee (14-15) the vocation of nis first disciples (lf)-20). two examples of his earliest miraculous performances (21-31), and a general
description of their number and design (32-34).
After a .season of devotional retirement, he begins his itinerant ministry in Galilee (35-39)
and by his miracles attra'its great multitudes (40-45).
1.

of

The beginning of

God

tlie

gospel of Jesus Christ the

Son

;

The simplest and

mo.st natural construction here is (this is) tha
hcginning of {or here begins) the gospel. &c. It is then a title or description of the whole book, such as we often find in the first sentence
of an ancient writing.
(Compare the liturgical formula, Here beginnoth such a chapter here endeth such a les.son.")
Some interpreters
coimect it with the next verse, the beginning of the gospel (was) as it
is written in the prophets
others withv. 4, "the begiiming of the gos••

;

;

was John

But these constructions seem too artificial,
which they are meant to indicate, though not expressed
here, are suggestod by the context, namely, that the ministry of Christ
was introduced by John's, and that both had been predicted in the
ancient Scriptures.
According to the syntax first proposed, the verse
describes the whole book, or the book describes itself as the Gospel oj
Jesus Christ the Son of God. Gospel, according to its derivation both in
Greek and English, means good new.s, glad tidings, though commonly
applied in the classics to the reward paid for such intelligence.
In the
pel

and the

baptizing.'

facts

1

MARK

2

dialect of Scripture it denotes

1,

by way

1.

2.

of eminence the good

news

ol

salvation, or of Christ's appearance as a Saviour ; then the histor}'- of
his savin^: work, whether as oralh' related or as written by divine au-

and. lastly, the whole system of saving truth or Christian
which the Gospel, properly so called, is tlie historical foundation.
It is here used in the second of these senses, and denotes the
history of our Saviour's ministry, his personal and public work on
earth.
The other constructions, above mentioned, suppose gospel to
denote the ministry itselt^ or the act of preaching, which is contrary to
The subject of the history is Jesus Christ the Son of God,
usage.
This is not a mere personal designation, but an official title or description, showing in what specific character the subject is to be presented,
namely, as the Saviour of his people (^Jesus) as the Messiah of the
prophecies (C'hrist). i. e. the Anointed Prophet, Priest, and King of
Israel ; and, lastly, as the Son of God, not in the lower sense of creature, or the higher sense of one intensely loved, but in the highest sense
of a divine person, a partaker of the Godhead, and sustainiwg the relation of eternal Sonship to the Father, from which both take their
Some interpreters dwell only on this last clause, and
respective titles.
suppose Mark's Gospel to be distingui.shed by it from the others. But
this description would be more appropriate to John's if taken by it.self,
which is forbidden by its intimate connection with the previous titles
(Jesus Christ)^ which are equally significant, denoting the Anointed
Saviour.
find, accordingly, that Mark presents our Lord as the
Messiah and the Saviour no less than Luke and Matthew, although not
The description of the subject here is not
precisely in the same form.
distinctive or exclusive, though specific and definite, admonishing the
reader that the history which here begins is not that of a mere man or
a private person, but of one who claimed to be the anointed, promised,
and divine deliverer of his people from their sins (Matt. 1, 21.)

thority

;

doctrine, of

;

We

written in the prophets, Behold, I send my
messenger before thy face, which shall prepare thy way
before thee ;
2.

As

it is

Some interpreters, as we have seen, connect this in construction
with the first verse, and understand it as denoting that the gospel, or
the ministry of Christ, began in strict accordance with the prophecies.
But if that verse be taken bj' itself as a descriptive title of the whole
book, the one before us must be construed with what follows. As it
was written .... (so) John was hnptizing. The writer's purpose here is
to connect the ministry of Christ, through that of his forerunner, with the
ancient Scriptures and the church of the Old Testament. This he does
in a very striking form by quoting, at the outset of his narrative, the
text of the Hebrew prophets, thus connecting the two canons in tlie
closest manner, notwithstanding the long interval of four hundred
years between them. As if he had said, in commencing the gospel of
Jesus Christ, I am only recommencing the long broken series of divine

MARK

1,

2.

y

3.

communications which terminated four hundred years apo

The

in

Malarhi.

1) is slightly varied, not in suhstuJice but
in form, by beinir addressed to the Messiah as a pledfre or promise,
whieh, thouj;h not expressed, is really involved in the oriirinal. JJthold^
in <ire('k as well as Hebrew, introduces something' untxfx'ctcd and
j)ro|ihccy itself (.Mai.

.'>.

J aeinl (am sending; or about to send), the verb from which
derived
///// niixaeiKjcr. the Greek word coniuiouly translated
anijfl^ which is indeed a mere abbreviation of it, but here used in its
primary and wider sense. The original passa;;e predicts the advent
the an^'el of the covenant, who is also
of two messenjrers or anirels
represented as the Lord of the temple, and another who was to prepare
These two are here identilied. the one expiessly,
his way be'ore liim.
and the other by necessary implication.wiih our Lord and his forerunner.
l*ri])(uc. an expressive Gieek verb, meaning to make fully ready, to
Tluj way. thy advent or appearance.
equip or furnish.
Before thy
face, a literal tianslation of the Hebrew phrase, which means hefore in application both to time and space. In the Hebrew text it
stands at the end of the sentence, in the oldest coj)ies of Maik between
the clauses, a transjiosition which has no etlect uitoii the meaning. The
repetition in the common text is found neither in the Hebrew nor in
the oldest Greek manuscripts.
siirprisinii;

apostle

is

;

;

3. The voice of one -crying in tlie wilderness, Prepare
ye the way of the Lord, make his paths straight.

The function which Malachi ascribes to the forerunner, that of
preparing the Messiali's way, is evidently borrowed from an older
prophecy, still extant in Isaiah (40, 3), which Mark acordinuly subjoins, as if it were a part of the same context, and as being really the
theme of which the later passage is a variation or a new edition.
Isaiah's words are commonly referred to the return from Babylon, of
which, however, there is no express mention in the text or context.
The image really presented to the prophet is that of God returning to
Jerusalem, revisiting his people, as he did in every signal manifestation
of his presence, but above all at the advent of Mosiah, and the
opening of the new dispensation, of which John the Baptist wa,s the
The voice of one crying is the Septuagint
herald and forerunner.
version of a Hebrew phrase which might be more exactly rendered
a voice crying.
(The oldest English versions have a crier.) It is a
kind of exclamation, as if he had said hark one cries (or is crying.)
In the icilderness. both in the literal sense, tliereby identifying John
as the subject of the prophecy, and in the moral sense of spiritual
desolation, in the midst of which, or through which. God was to return to them. Prepare, not the same Greek verb that is used in the
preceding verse, although Isaiah and Malachi employ the same Hebrew
one, denoting a specific kind of preparation, that of clearing a road by
This was to be done by repentance on
the removal of obstructions.
the part of the people, and by preaching repentance on the pai't of the
I

MARK

4

1,

3.

4.

Make straight^ in Hebrew one word, straighteji^ rectify,
forerunner.
in reference either to obliquiU'^ of course or unevenness of surface, more
probably the latter, as expressed in English by the verb to level. Paths,
or worn ways, beaten tracks, as the Greek verb properly denotes.
The corresponding Hebrew word is in the singular, and means an
artifi<^ial causeway or high road.
His jjaths. in the original, a highway
for our God. These two predictions are combined by Mark, not inadvertently, much less through ignorance or by mistake, as some have
foolishly imagined, but from a clear view of their mutual relation, as
distinct and distant but harmonious predictions of the same event,
wliich might therefore be regarded, after the fulfilment, as parts of
one and the same prophetic utterance. The subordinate relation of
the later 'to the earlier prophecy as such, though equalh^ inspired,
would ace )unt for the reading, in Isaiah the prophet^ found in some old
and regarded as the true text by the latest critics. (A still
stronger case of the same kind occurs in Matt. 27, 9.)
copies,

4.

John did baptize

in the wilderness,

and preach the

baptism of repentance, for the remission of
As

it

was thus written

centuries before, so

was

sins.
it

now

fulfilled.

heard the voice of one summoning the people
to prepare the Lord's way, and as Malacrhi beheld one messenger x^r
angel preparing the way for another, so in due time this preparatory
process really began in the ministry of John the Baptist.
Was (became or came) haptizing. i. e. exercising his minist^3^ of which baptism
was the badge or seal. In outward conformity to the prediction, he
appeared in the wilderness, i. e. as we learn fiom Matthew (P), 1), the
wilderness of Judea. a phrase sometimes denoting the whole desert
region west of the Dead Sea, ap.d sometimes a particular division ot
it, here most probably the trtiCt along the Jordan north of the Dead
Preaching.^ proclaiming, publicly announcing.
feea.
The idea of mviting and exhorting, though implied, is not expressed.
Baptism,
symbolical or ceremonial washing, such as the Mosaic law prescribed
as a sign of moral renovation, and connected with the sacrificial types
of exjiiation, to indicate the internal connection of atonement and
sanctitication.
It was from these familiar and significant ablutions
that John's baptism was derived, .ind not from the practice of baptizing proselytes, the antiquity of which as a distinct rite is dis[)uted.
Baptism (not the baptism) of repentance, i. e. a ceremonial
washing, which involved and denoted a profession of repentance,
or a thorough change of mind, both of judgment and of feeling, with
respect to sin.
To {or for) remission., i. e. with a view to it or f )r the
purp<jse of promoting it. not directly or eificiently, but as an indispensable prerequisite.
Remission.^ losing, leaving, i. e. letting go unpunished, which is essentially the same with pardon or forgiveness.
Of
sins, without the article, not the si/us. i. e. some sins, or the sins of some
^llenders, but of sins in general.
The indefinite expressions of this

AsTsaiah

in prophetic vision

;
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clause (a hnptism of repentance for remission of sins) are not unmeanor foituitous, but (losij:;Tie(l to introduce John's ministry as sonieThe meaninjr of
thinp now and previously unknown to the reader.
the verse, as thus explained, is that the ancient prophecies juat quoted
were fulfilled in the ai)pearanco of a preacher in the wdderness calling
the people to repent, and baptizinp: them in token of their havinjr done
Mark, like Matthew (.'-!, 1), introduces John abruptly, as deuiandso.
injr notice only in connection with his public work and that of Christ
while Luke (1, 5-25, o9-8<»), as a j)n)lessed historian, gives a full
inri:

account of his extraction, birth, and early training for his

office.

5. And there went out unto liiin all the land of Jiidea,
and they of Jerusalem, and were all baptized of him in

the river of Jordan, confessing their sins.
TIavinsi; desiirnated the place and described in general terms tho
nature and desii!;n of John's preparatory ministry, Mark now informs
us how it was received and what were its cflects. The statement
relates only to Judea. as the province within which John began his
The efl'ect i)roduced
ministrations, although in a de.^ert part of it.
there is descriiied as universal, the whole population going out to him
from town and country. AH the land of J mU a or Jvd tun dUtrict^
This was the southern portion of the land >)etween
territory, province.
It derived its name from the tribe
the Jordan and the Mediterranean.
of Judah; to which it was assigned on the conquest of Canaan by
Joshua, although several smaller tribes were partially or whollv
settled within its limits, namely, Dan and Simeon, while the portion
After the schism on the death
of Benjamin adjoined it on the north.
of Solomon, this whole southern district adhered to the theocrac}'-,
and constituted the territory of the kingdom of Judah. Under the
Syrian and Roman domination, it retained its old name in the Greek or
Latin form of Judea^ which is here used in its primary sense as an
By a figure of
adjective agreeing with the noun hind (or proi'ince).
speech common in all languages, the country is put for its population.
The Jeruaalemites, or people of Jerusalem, are not distinguished from
the Judeans. under whom they were included, but merely rendered
prominent among them as the people of the capital and holy city. All
Judea. and among (or above) the rest, the people of Jerusalem. A
like combination of the same names frequently occurs in the Old Testament. (See for instance the titles or inscriptions in Isaiah 1, 1. 2, 1. 3,
1.) It was characteristic of John's ministry, that he did not seek the
people but was sought b}' them, in which respect he was a type or
emblem of the law with its restrictive and exclusive institutions, as
distinguished fiom the catholic or ecumenical provisions of the gos])eL
B}' a natural hypoibole. this vast concourse is desci ibed as ;->ul»mitting
to the rite which John administered, not as an empty and unmeaning
form, but at the same time confessing their sins, the Greek verb being
an intensive compound, which denotes the act of free and full confes-

;
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This, which is prescribed as a condition
sion or acknowledgment.
although not a meritorious ground, of pardon (Prov. 28, 13. 1 John
The river
1, 9) is therefore one of the best tokens of repentance.
Jordan is the only considerable stream of Palestine, rising near the
base of Mount Hermon, flowing southward in a double bed or valley,
with a deep and rapid current, through the lakes of Merom and TibeEecent surveys and measurements have
rias, into the Dead Sea.
shown tbat the valley of the Jordan, with its lakes, is much below
This famous river formed the eastern
the level of the ^lediteiranean.
limit of the province of Judea, and was probably the nearest water to
It was on
the desert tract where John had made his first appearance.
account of this local contiguity, and for the accommodation of the
crowds attending him, that John baptized there, and not for the conEven those who pluad for its necessity mainvenience of immersion.
tain that the three thousand converts on the day of Pentecost were
thus baptized at Jerusalem, where there is not only no great river but
a very scant supply of water. Baptized^ i. e. bathed or washed as a
religious rite.
Even admitting that the word originally means immersed, and that the first converts were in fact immersed, both which
are doubtful and disputed points, it no more follows that this mode of
washing was essential to the rite, than that every elder must be an
old man, or that the Lord's supper can be lawfully administered only
in the evening.
An analogous change in the familiar dialect of common life is furnished by an English phrase, to take (or drink) tea. which
is frequently employed where no tea is consumed at all. the essential
idea being that of a social evening meal, and the particular refreshment
The extent of the effect ascribed in this verse to
a mere incident.
the ministry of John is not to be explained awa}'- as an extravagant
hyperbole, but must be understood as almost if not absolutely universal.
It seems to have entered into the divine plan, with respect both to
Christ and his forerunner, that the whole mass of the chosen race,
with few if any individual exceptions, should be brought within the
sphere of their official ministry. If all Judea and Jerusalem does not
mean every individual, it must at least mean something more than
Matthew's
viany, namely, the great bulk and body of the population.
account of the attendance on the ministry of John is equally emphatic,
and perhaps still more so. as it adds to the two terms employed by
Mark, all the country about Jordan^ which would seem to include
at least a portion of Perea, the Greek name of the province lying eastward of the river. Luke does not formally affirm but presupposes
the vast concourse, when he tells us what John said to the crowds
(Matt. 3, 5. 6,
(or muUitvdes) going out to he laptized hy him.

Luke

3, 7.)

And John was

clothed with camel's hair, and with
and he did eat locusts
a girdle of a skin about his loins
and wild honey
He who was thus honored, both by God and man, far from being
6.

;
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" clothed in soft raiment," or " gjorgeously apparelled," and *' living
delicalLly" (Luke 7, 25j, was distinguished' by the plainness of his
lie wore the coarsest kind of sackcloth made of
food nnd dress.
caniel's hair, still in use among the Arabs of the desert, fastened round
hiui by a siiispkbolt of skin or leather, in strikin^:; contrast with the
"purple and hne linen "' and ''embroidered j^irdle" (Ex. 30, 2'J) of the
saeerd(»tal dress, and of the fashionable oriental co>tume (H\. ol), 2*J.
Luke IC), 111.) In both parts of his dress here mentioned, John resembled Elijah, who is described as '• an hairy nvan (i.e. clothed in hair
cloth, as appears from what follows), and girt with a girdle of leather
about his loins" (2 Kings 1, 8.) This is commonly exj>lained as the
ollieial costume of an ancient prophet (compare Zech. l.'j, 4)
but as
Ahaziah. when he heard the description of his servants, instantly exclaimed, •' his Elijah the Tishbite " it would seem to have been something distinctive of his person and not merely of his office.
Now
Elijah is conspicuous in the history of Lsrael as a reformer, and a
preaeher of repentance, sent to (or raised up in) the apostate kingdom
of the ten tribes, to convince them of their sin, and warn them of the
wrath to come. Of this stern niis>ion his very dress was a badge or
symbol so was his austere and secluded life, especially his dwelling
Ji the wilderness, when not engaged in some prophetic function elsewhere.
Now the last of the Uld Testament proj)hcts, in a Idition to
the promise of two messengers or angels, which has been already
quoted and explained (on v. 2), closes the canon with a solemn prediction that Elijah the prophet should appear again (Mai. 4, 5. 6.)
This
last prophetic utterance of the Hebrew Scriptures kept the national
hopes upon the stretch tliroughout the interval of four hundred years,
during which the gift of prophecy was in abeyance. In the time of
Ciiri>t it was the teaching of the scribes that Elijah was to come as
the forerunner of Messiah ; but our Lord taught his disciples that he
had already come in the person of John the Baptist, of whom it was
predicted by the Angel that he should go before the Lord in the spirit
and power of Elijah, to eflect the very change foretold by Malachi.
(tjee Matt. 17, lU-lo. Luke 1, 17. j
tind according!}- that John
conformed to his example even in externals, as to place of residence
and style of dre>s, not for the sake of a mere personal resemblance,
but to symbolize the rigour and austerity belonging to the system of
which they were both types and representatives. This view of the
matter will suffice to show that the description which the gospels give
of John's dress is not superfluous embellishment, but intended to
identity two distant but closely related points of sacred history.
The
analogy, though le.ss prv.cise, is no less real, in relution to the food of
the two prophets.
As Elijah lived in a precarious manner, sometimes
ilepenilent upon miracle for food (1 Kings 17, 6. 16. 19. G), so John
lubsisied upon aliment the most remote from that in comt-^on use, at
least in towns and civilized society.
The attempts which have been
made to explain Ioctti<ts as denoting some kind of bread, or of wild
fiiiit. aie equally superfluous and unsuccessful.
The Greek word ia
the common one for locusts, which are still eaten by the Arabs of the
;

!

;

We

;
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Wild honey is supposed by some to be a vegetable exudation,
sometimes so called ; but there seems to be no sufficient reason for
departing from the strict sense of the name as denoting the honey
made by bees, not in hives or under human care, but in the rocks
and forests of the wilderness. The whole impression made by these
details is that of an austere simplicity, implying scpai-ation from the
ordinarv habits and abodes of men. Matthew's account (o, 4) is perfectly coincident with Mark's in substance, although so far diiferent
in form, and even in grammatical construction, as to show that one
did not copy from the other.
desert.

7. And preached, saying, There coraeth one mightier
than I after me, the latchet of whose shoes I am not

worthy

to stoop

down and

unloose.

While Matthew and Luke here insert John's severe denunciation
and impassioned warning, addressed to both the great contending
parties in the Jewish church, and Luke adds his reply to the inquiries
put to him by various classes, with a beautiful description of the
popular suspicion that this might be the Messiah (Matt. 3, 7—10. Luke
3, 7-15), Mark simply gives the sum and substance of his preaching,
also given by the others, and almost in the same terms, though not
precisely in the same order.
Having said before (in v. 4) that John
was (or came) preaching, he now tells how and what he preached, not
by reporting all that John said, even upon any one occasion, but by
summing it all up in a single sentence, which he may or may not have
delivered, once or often, totidem verbis.
The summary thus given
is that .John's whole ministry was relative, prospective, and preparatory that he was not a principal but a dependent further removed
from his superior in rank than the humblest domestic from his master
and that the same relation existed between the ministry and acts of
the two parties. That he preached repentance is imphed or presupposed, as having been already stated (in v. 4; but even this he did as
a forerunner. There cometh (or is yet to come; the mightier (or stronger
one) than /, not indefinitely one mightier, but specifically, the mightier.,
principal of whom I am the herald and forei. e. my superior, the
runner.
But as this relation might exist between two persons nearly
;

;

;

equal, or entirely so except in this particular association, .John goes
further, and assures them that the difference is not merely that of first
and second, but of master and servant, nay, still more distinct and
For the meanest slave might loose the strap which bound
distant.
his master's sandals to the soles of his feet; but to stoop for such a
purpose, in the presence of John's master, was too great an honour
even for the man whom all Judea and Jerusalem had crowded forth

and baptized by. To an oriental audience words
could hardly have expressed the idea of disparity in a stronger or a
more revolting manner. That -John should have made such a profesyon of his own inferiority, not once but often, in the presence of tho
to be instructed
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people, and in the hciG;ht of his amazinp; popularity, implies thur disposition to regard and rest in him as the expected saviour; liis own
clear view of the subordinate relation which lie hore to Christ; and
his sincere and humble icsohition to maintain it. even in the face of
po|)ular applause and admiral iuii. and amidst the most enticing opportunities of self-aggrandizement.

8.

I

indeed have baptized you with water
you with the Holy Ghost.

:

^ut

lie

shall baptize

What was true of the persons was no less true of the acts which
they performed, and the etfi-'cts which they produced.
If .John was
less, compared with Christ, than the meanest slave compared with his
own master, what he did even by divine authority and as the Lord's
legitimate foicrunner, must be proportionably less than what his principal would do, as to intrinsic worth and power.
The idea of contrast
is enhanced by the very structure of the sentence, which exliibits tiie
favorite antilliesis of Greek prose composition, marked by corresponding particles (wtV and df). I indeed
but he, <tc.
Common
to both persons is the act of baptism (/ baptized
he will bapThe point of difference, according to the strict sense of the
tize.)
words, is the baptismal element or fluid ; in the one case water ; in the
other, holi/ spirit, or (the) Holy Spirit ; for although the article is
not expressed in any of the Gospels, yet the constant use of this
phrase to denote a divine person has almost rendered it a i)ro[ier
name, and as such not needing to bo rendered definite by anv prefix
like a common noun.
The antithesis is then not only between water
and spirit, but between dead matter and a divine per.son. a dispnrity
beyond all computation or expression. And even taking holy spirit
in a lower and a more generic sense, we have a contrast almost infinite.
Now this extreme, incalcnlable difference seems to be predicated
of baptism as administered by John and Christ.
But Christ baptized
only by the hands of his disciples (John 4, 2), and this of course was no
less water-baptism than that administered by John.
The contrast
therefore cannot be between John's baptism as performed with water,
and that of Christ (or his disciples) as performed without it. Nor can
it be intended to contrast Christ's baptism, as attended by a spiritual
influence, with that of John, as unattended by it, which would then
be worthless ; whereas it is proved to be essentially identical with
Christian baptism by its source, its effects, and its reception by our
Lord himself. There are still two ways in which the verse may be
explained, and each of which has had its advocates.
The first supposes the antithesis to be, not between the baptism of John and that
of Christ, which were essentially the same, but between the adminis* I
baptize you in water, not without meaning and
tering persons.
he will baptize you
effect, but an effect dependent on a higher power
in tht same way and with like effect, but in the exercise of an inherent
power, that of his own Spirit.' This construction, though it yields a
;

9*
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good sense and conveys a certain truth, is not so obvious and natural
as that wliich supposes no alkision to the outward rite of Christian
baptism at all. but a comparison between that rite, as John performed
it, and tiie gift of spiritual influences, figuratively culled a baptism, as
the same terra is applied to suffering (Matt. 20. 22. 23. Luke 12, 50.;
Tlie meaning then is, I indeed bathe your bodies in water, not without
but he whose way I am preparing,
divine authority or spiritual effect
is so far superior both in power and office, that he will bathe your
'

;

Since this divine influvery s(#ls in the effusion of the Holy Spirit.'
ence is always represented in the Old Testament, either as an unction
or as an effusion, it could hardly be otherwise conceive^] of here and
as the figurative baptism mentioned in the last clause must coirespond
in form with the literal baptism mentioned in the first, we have here
an incidental proof that primitive baptism was not exclusively or
necessarily immersion.
;

9.

And

it

came

to pass in those days, that

Jesns came

from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized of John

in

Jordan.
The transition from John's ministry to that of Christ is furnis'ed
bv the baptism of our Lord himself, as the most important public act
of the former, and an immediate preparation for the latte)-. At the same
time it afforded the most strildng confirmation of what John himseif
had taught as to his own inferiority, by means of an express divine
recognition of our Lord as the ]Messiah. But this was not the oii1\ nor
perhaps the chief end of our Lord's subjection to this ceremonial form.
Though without sins of his own to be confes.sed. rep -nted of. or pardoned, he identified himself by this act with his people whom he came
to save from sin (Matt. 1, 21) and gave them an assurance of that great
avowed his own subjection to the law. as the expression
deliverance
of his Father's will (.Matt. 3, 15), and put honour upon John as a divinely
inspired prophet and his own forerunner. Mai-k's account of this transaction, although somewhat more minute than Luke's, is not so full as
Matthew's, since it passes over the ])receding conversation between John
and Jesus (Matt. 3, 14-15.) On the other hand, it mentions the precise part of Galilee from which he came to be baptized in Jordan.
This was Nazareth, the small town where Joseph and ^lary lived
before the birth of Christ (Luke, 1. 26. 27). and where they again took
up their abode on their return from Egypt (Matt. 2, 23. Luke 2, 39. 51.)
The place can still be certainly identified in a .small valley shut in by
;

;

on the northern edge of the great plain of Jezreel or Esdraelon,
In (or
the Mediterranean and the Sea of Galilee.
into) the Jordan does not necessarily imply immersion, as the most
convenient method even of affusion was to stand in the water (compare Acts 8, 36-39), especially for those who wore the flowing oriental
But even if
dress^ and either sandals or no covering of the feet at ail.
John did submerge his cc nverts, this was no more essential to the rit*

hills,

midway between
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still practised by the bathers in the Jordan,
naturally go toj^cther. and immersion without stripping
seems to rob the rite in part of its supposed significance.

than entire nudity, as

The two

thiiifj^s

10. And straightway coming up out of the water, he
Baw the heavens opened, and the Spirit like a dove descending upon him.

The baptism itself was followed by an audible and visible divine
recognition of our Lord as the Messiah, which is said to have occurred
immedifitehj. a favourite word of Mark's, in whose gospel it occurs more
frequently than in all the others put together, although here common
That it is to be strictly understood appears
to tlie three Evangelists.
fi-om thu additional specification coming up from the xcater. not necessarily /'/-fm under it, although he may have done .so. but aicay from it,
which is the strict sense of the preposition (urro). or according to
another ancient reading (fV), out of it, i. e. from standing in it, as
explained above,
llie heavens, a plural form borrowed from the Hebrew, in which the corresponding name has no singular, and therefore
simp]}' C(iuivalent to ski/.
Ojjened, the expression used by Luke (3,
21). and Matthew (3. 10). is not so strong as that of Mark, correctly
(Wiclif,
rendered in the margin of the English Bible, rent or cloven.
The Greek verb is the root of the noun schism, and is itself
cleft.)
applied to moral and religious changes (Acts. 14,4. 23, 7.) The phrase
as iiere used cannot possibl}' denote a flash of lightning, or the shining
of the stars, or any thing whatever, but an apparent separation or
division of the visible expanse of heaven ; how occasioned or produced can only be conjectured. It seems to be here spoken of as if
beheld by Jesus only ; but in Matthew and Luke the language is more
general, and John expressly says that the Baptist was to see and did
see the descent of the Spirit (John, 1, 82. 33.)
As a dove, in form,
and not as some suppose, in motion merely, which would convey no
definite idea.
The choice of a dove as a visible emblem of the Spirit
has been variously explained as referring to its gentleness and the
corresponding quality of Christ's own ministry (compare Matthew,
12, 19) ; to the brooding of the Spirit on the waters at the time of the
creation (Gen. 1, 2) ; to the dove which Noah sent forth from the
ark (Gen. 8. 8. 12) ; to the use of the same bird in sacrifice (Lev. 1. 14.)
The truth taught by the visible descent was the personal union of the
Son and Spirit, and the spiritual influences under which the Son was
to perform his mission.

art

11.

And

my

beloved Son, in

The

visible

there

came a voice from heaven

whom

I

am

(saying).

Thou

well pleiised.

presence of the Spirit was attended by an audible tes-

timony from the Father, in a voice which came or became (audible)
^rom the (rent or opened) heavens. Thou art my Son, the very words
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addressed to the Messiah in Ps. 2, 7. and from which the Son of Lrod
his standing appellations.
(See above, on v. 1, and
below, on 3. 11. 5, 7. 14, Gl. 15, 39.) The other words (translated in
the older English versions, thou art my dear Son in whom I delight^
are also borrowed from a Messianic prophecy (Tsa 42. 1), and describe
him not only as an object of affection to the Father, which, indeed, is
necessarily implied in that relation, bnt as an object of supreme complacenc}- and approbation in the official character which he had undertaken.
The oldest manuscripts and latest critics read in thee (like
Luke) and not in whom (like Matthew.) Thus the baptism of Christ,
besides the other purposes already mentioned, was the occasion of his
public recognition and authoritative attestation, as the Son of God and
as the true Messiah, before he entered on the actual discharge of his

became one of

official functions.

12.

And

iramediatelj the Spirit driveth

him

into the

wilderness.

And

was there in the wilderness forty days
and was with the wild beasts and the
angels ministered unto him.
13.

lie

tempted of Satan

:

;

Another preliminary to the ministry of Christ and a link connecting it with that of John, is his temptation, of which Luke and Matthew
give detailed accounts, but Mark only a brief summary, though quite
sufficient to complete the chain of introductory events which he is here
constructing.
As his recognition bv the Father and the Spirit f )llowed
immediately upon his baptism, so

by

his visit to the wilderness.

it

was

itself

immediately followed

Driteth,^ literally casts out or expels

(Wiclif, 'putted forth), a strong expression, for strong impulse urging
in that direction.
TJie Spirit does not mean his own mind, much

him

but the Holy Ghost, of which he was now full
The agency ascribed to this divine person is not that of
tempting him (James 1, 13). but simply that of bringing him to the
appointed scene of the temptation. The desert may be either that
already mentioned as the place where John was preaching, or a portion
of the great Arabian desert, which would render still more striking the
analogy with the forty days' ftist of Moses and Elijah in the peninsula
of Sinai (Ex. 24, 18. 1 Kings 19, 8.) This analogy was no doubt meant

less the evil spirit,

(Luke

4, 1.)

to fix attention on our Lord's prophetic ministry, as similar in nature
though superior in dignity, to that of the old prophets, and presenting
strong points of resemblance even in externals. As Moses was prepared for the work of legislation and Elijah for that of reformation, by
fasting and seclusion in the desert for the space of forty days, so it
plea.sed God that his Son should be prepared for his still more important work by a process of the same kind. Being tempted^ either during
this whole term, which is the natural meaning of the words used by
Mai-k and Luke (4. 2), or at its close, the idea suggested by the words
of Matthew (4, 2.) Both statements may indeed be true, i. e. he may
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have been assailed by temptation during the whole period, but

more concentrated,

pa![al)le form, at its conclusion.

in a

The enemy uaa

human tempter, or the sujrgestion of his own mind, wiiich was
whv)lly free from error and corruption ; but the adversary of the human
Whatever
race, as such called Satan, and as its slanderer the Devil.
other ends may have been answered by our Lord's temptation in the
wilderness, one main desiLrn was to prefigure and exemplify that bitter
not a

and protracted warfare which had been i)re(licted just after the fall,
between the seed of the serpent and the seed of the woman (Gen. 3, 15;,
the former including, with the fallen angels, all of human kind who
should espouse their cause and yield to their authority ; the latter
Christ the Head, but in its wider sense the members of his bo'ly.
This strife, which gives complexion to all later history, attains its crisis
or its climax in tiie ministry of Christ, and more espocially in those
mysterious conllicts with the powers of darkness, which attended its
opening and its close. (See below, on 14, 32-36.) The victory which
Christ achieved in this contention was a pledge and foretaste of the
triumphs in reserve for all who trust in his grace and follow his
example. That he was with the hea-sts is mentioned only in this gospel,
and should be regarded not as a poetical description of the desert, which
would be supertiuous and out of place in so concise a narrative, but
rather as an intimation that he was beyond the reach of human help,
and cut oft" from all ordinary sources ojf supply, and also as a preparatory contrast with what follows, that tlie angels waited on hi/n. .served
him. an expression which is specially applied in usage to the service of
the table, or that which "has respect to the supply of food, and therefore possibly involving an allusion to the fast, not mentioned here, but
explicitly recorded both by Luke and Matthew, as the pretext and
occasion of the first temptation. This difference, far from being incon-

some writers represent it, is precisely such diversity as constantly occurs between the most harmonious witnesses in courts of
justice, one supplying what the other has omitted, or directly stating
what the other only hints at. An old ecclesiastical tradition gives the
name of Quarantania. denoting the scene of our Lord's forty days'
fast, to a desert tract between Jerusalem and Jericho.
Another ancient
and traditional memorial of this chapter in history is the observance
of Lent as a period of religious abstinence.
sistent, as

14. Now, after that John was put in prison, Jesus came
into Galilee, preaching the gospel of the kingdom of God,

Having thus presented the prehminaries of our Saviour's ministry,
now proceeds to the ministry itself, which is the great theme of
narrative.
Like Matthew and Luke, he seems to describe it as be-

^lark
his

ginning

in Galilee, the northern province of the land of Israel. sei>arated from Judea by the district of Samaria. But we learn from
John (1. 19-52. 2, 13-25. 3, 1-36. 4, 1-42), that he was publicly reeognized by his forerunner and began his own work in Judea.
This

-
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has been malevolently represented as a contradiction but in neither
of the first three gospels is it said that this was his first appearance as
and two of them explicitly restrict tb.eir narrative
a public teacher
to what happened after John's imprisonment (compare Matt. 4,42).
and the third speaks of Jesus as returning to Galilee in the power of the
Spirit (Luke 4. 14), which implies the pievious exercise of his official
functions elsewhere.
The only question is. why the lii'st three gospels
should have omitted what took place in Judea, and begun with his
appearance in Galilee. So far as this demand requires or admits of
any answer, it is furnished b}^ the obvious considerations, that Christ's
appearance in Judea was intended merely to connect his ministry with
that of John, b}' lotting the two co-exist or overlap each other, like
the two dispensations which they represented As the forms of the Mosaic Law continued to exist by divine authority long after they were
virtually superseded by the advent of iNIessiah and the organization of
his kingdom, as if to show that the two sj^stems. although incompatible and exclusive of each other as permanent in.vtitation.s, weie alike
in origin, authority and purpose, the one being not the rival or the
opposite, but the completion of the other; so our Lord, whose presence
was to supersede the ministry of John, appeared for a time in conjunclion with him, and received his first disciples from him. as a proof that
John had only begun the work which he was to accomplish. When
this joint ministry, if it may be so called, was terminated by the imprisonment of John, our Lord passed through Samaria into Galilee,
where he had been brought up. and where he was to be rejected by his
neiglibours and acquaintances as well as to perform the greater part of
his prophetic functions.
The imprisonment of John is barely mentioned by iMark as suggesting the time and the occasion of our Lord's
withdrawing from Judea. whereas all the circumstances are related
here by Luke (3, 19. 20), and in another place by Matthew (14, 3-5.)
Put in 'prison (Wiclif and Tyndale, taken)^ more exactly rendered in
;

;

the Rhemish version, deliiered %ip, i. e.
pare Luke 12, 58). or by Providence to

by Herod to the jailer (comHerod himself (compare Acts

We learn from John (4. 1), that the followers of Christ al2, 23.)
ready outnumbered tho.se of his forerunner even in Judea, and that the
notice taken of this fact by the dominant party of tiie Phari.sees was
one cause of his going into Galilee. Preaching the gospel of the Icing
dora of God. i. e. proclaiming, publishing the good news that the reign
of the Messiah, so long promised by the prophets and expected by the
people, was begun. (See Dan. 2, 44. 7, 13. 27. 9, 24-27.)
15.

dom

And

of
gospel.

God

saying,
is

at

The time is fulfilled, and the kinghand repent ye, and believe the
:

As in the case of John, Mark gives the theme and sub.stance of
dhr'st's preaching, not on any one occasion, but throughout his ministry, or at least in its commencement, which is here immediately re«
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to.
The time isfulJUlcd. i. e. the set or appointed timn for the
Messiah's advent has ainviMl
Itin rci'jii (oi- that ot (mxI iii him) hfu
apjiroachcd, is at hand, nay. is actually cotne.
This eventful crisis
troujrht with it eertani duties and responsibilities.
Jiejaitt^ inciuOiag
the ideas of reflection, afteithon^zht. ai.d chanire of mind. i. e. of judgment and of foelinfi;. upon moral subjects, with particular relerence to
the chaiacter and CDiiduct of the peniteni him.>ell.
Sorrow or grief,
althoujrli a neressary incident, is not the es.sence of a genuine repentance.
(Wiclif )»as, do pcnatice ; the Khemish ver.-^ion. be pe/iUcut ; the
Geneva Bible, mnejid your lices.) Believe the gospel, literally, in the
gospel, which includes not only its reception or acknowledgment as
true, but relian'^c on it as a means of safety or a method of .salvation.
The gosjtel. thi« good news, these glad tidings of Messiah's advent and
the erection of Ins kingdom, foi- the very purpo.se of saving his people
from their sins (Matt. 1. 21.) This form of statement seemed to show
that the .salvation now proclaimed was not a new and independent
method of e.<cape from sin and punishment, but one which had been
long predicted and prefigured in the old economy.

ferred

;

Xow

as he walked by the sea of Galilee, he saw
and Andrew his brother, casting a net into the
for they were fishers.

16.

Sliiiop,

sea

:

AUhou-rh it formed no part of our Lord's personal mission to reorganize the Church, a change which was to rest upon his own death
as a corner stone, and must therefore be posterior to it. he prepared
the way for ihis great revolution b}' .selecting and training the men who
should accomplish it. Omitting certain previous steps afterwards supplied by John (1, 35-52). Mark proceeds at once to the vocation of
the first apostles, as if before unknown, but not expressly so de.scribed.
This kind of harmonious variation is among the most familiar attributes (^f credible evidence in courts of justice, though absurdly represented by the German sceptics and their imitators elsewhcie as an irreconcilable contradiction.
The rigid application of the .same rule would
di.scredit moie than half the testimony now received as valid in the
Walling about, not
courts and jury-rooms of England and America.
listlessly or idly, but in the performance of his work as a proclaimer
or announcer.
Along the sea of Galilee, the lake through which the
Jordan flows, along the east side of the province so called (see above
on v. 5.) This use of the word sea. though lost in modern English, is
The
retained in German (^See) with .specific reference to inland lakes.
one iieie meant is also called the lake of Genessaret (Luke 5, 1). in
Hebrew Cii'/i/«^re?7^(Deut. 3. 17). or Cinneroth (1 Kings 15. 20). from
a city and district on the western shore (Josh. 10, 35. Num. 34, 11.)
A third naujc is the sea (or lake) of Tiberias, ficm a city built by
Herod on the .southwest .shore, and named in honour of the Emperor
The lake is about twelve miles long and
riberius (J( hn 6, 1. 21. 1.)
It is still
half as maiij wide, in a deep basin surrounded by hills.
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famous, as of old, for its clear pure water, abundant fish, and frequent
From among the fishermen on this hike Clu'ist selected liis
storms.
named, being two pairs oi
first followers, four of whom are here
Simun, a Greek form of the Hebrew Simeon, which is somebrothers.
times retained in reference to the same and other persons. (Luke 2. 25.
Andrew is an old
Acts 13, 1. 15, 14. 2 Pet. 1, 1. Rev. 7, 7.)
3, 30.
Greek name (Andreas), showing the knowledge of that language in
Palestine, and furnishing an instance of the Jewish practice of adopting Gentile names, either exclusively or in conjunction with theif
Simon, though first named here, and afterwards the forenative ones.
man of the apostolical body, had been previously broui^ht to Christ by
Andrew, one of the two disciples of John who heard him bear witness
to Jesus as the Lamb of God, and followed him (John 1, 35-43.)
After this first acquaintance thej' appear to have continued their employment on the lake, perhaps expecting such a call as the one here
Casting a net is a pecuharly expressive phrase in Greek,
recorded.
where the verb and noun are cognate formes, the essential idea being
that of throwing about or round^ in reference either to the nets enclosing the fish; or to its being cast in different directions.
They
were Jishermen. not onh^ so employed at that time, but habitually, constantly, as then- profession.

17.
I will

And

Jesus said unto them,

make you

to

become

Come ye

lishers of

after

me, and

men.

Passing over the extraordinary draught of fishes which Luke here
but sa} ing nothing inconsistent with it, ]\lark records the call
of these two brothers as a necessary link in the chain of his histoiical
deduction.
Come after me. or more exactly, hither ! hehind me, not
only in the literal and local sense, but in the moral or figurative sense
of adherence and dependence.
The last clause is a beautiful allusion
to their former occupation as a figure of the one w^hich they were now
to undertake.
The comparison, like others, is not to be pressed too
far, the main points of resemblance being the value of the objects to
be caught, the necessity of skill as well as strength in catching them,
and the implied promise of abundance and success. As the business
of their lives had hitherto been only to provide for the subsistence of
the body, by securing the bodies of inferior animals for food ; so now
they were to seek the souls of men, not to destroy but to save them,
in the way of God's appointment, and as a necessary means for the
promotion of his glory.
relates,

18.
io w,pd

And

straightway they forsook

tlieir nets,

and

fol-

him.

The effect of this abrupt call is described as instantaneous, not only
because they were expecting and prepared for such a summons, but
Wause they were divinely moved to answer and obey it. Leaving
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their nets, not only for the present but forever, as their permanent employnient and the means of their subsistence. At the same time tlic
words setMH to sug^^est. as tlnir imme(hate and strict sense, that the
fisliermen thus summoned left their nets l\ing wheie ihey were, without waiting to deposit or secure them. This unhesitating response to
the divine call, without refjard to minor consequences, is presented
elsewhere as a severe but equitable test of true devotion to the Master's service (Luke 9, 57-62.)

19. And when lie luid gone a little further thence, he
saw James the (son) of Zebedee, and John his brother,
who also were in the ship mending their nets.

Another pair of brothers was to be called to the same servire at
the same time.
Advaiiciiig. going forward, from the place where
Simon and Andrew had been called, and now no doubt attended by
them, he saw James the (^son) of Zebedee and John his brother^ one of
whom, most probably the latter, is commonly supposed to have been
the other disciple of the Baptist, who with Andrew followed Jesus
when acknowledged by their Master as the Lamb of God (John 1, 4L)
Th<'m too (or also) in the shi]). or rather boat, meiiding (prepaiing or
finishing) the nets^ of which they were accustomed to make use.
The
word translated sJtlp means an}- thing that sails, corresponding more exactly to craft or re^ssel, than to ship, which in modern usage commonly
implies a certain size if not a certain form and structui-e.
The vessels
here meant were small fishing smacks, propelled both by .sails and
oars, and drawn up on the shore when not engaged in actual service.
The translation ship was introduced by Tyndale j Wiclif has the more
exact term, boat.

20. And straightway he called them
and they left
their father Zebedee in the ship with the hired servants,
and went after him.
:

Here again the effect was an immediate one, and rendered still moie
striking by the fact that they left not only their nets and their boat,
but their father who was in it. and probably enjployed in the same
manner.
With the hired {men), hirelings, not neces.saT-ily domestics,
servants, but more probably the fishermen in their employ.
This circumstance appears to have been added for the two-foid purpose of suggesting that they did not leave their father without help or company,
but no doubt just as able to continue his business as when his sons
were with him ; and also that the men thus called to follow Christ
were not of the lowest class, or driven by necessity to change their
•node of life, but had the means, or were the sons of one who had the
means of employing others to assist them in their business. The
idea that Zebedee was dependent on his sons, and therefore injured by
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their leaving; hiTn, is not expressed nor even necessarily implied, but
rather that he was the master of the boat and the director of the fish
ery, in wliich he was assisted by his own sons and by fishermen hired
Still more extravagant and groundless is the notion
for the purpose.
of extreme a-e and infirmit}-, which some use to r.s'gravate the charge
Even in the
of undutiful neglect alleged against James and John.
supposed case the call of Christ would have superseded every other
claim and obli,L:ation (compare Matt. 8. 21. 22. Luke 9. 61. 62) but no
such extreme case seems to have existed, and we have neither right
nor reason to invent it. The completeness of their separation from
their previous connections and devotion to their new one is suggested
by Mark's sa} ing, not simply that tJiey followed Mm^ as Luke and
Matthew do, but that they went off (or away) behind him.
;

21.

on

tlie

And

they went into Capernaum and straightway
sabbath-day he entered into the synagogue and
;

tanght.
Having now described the ministry of Christ in Galilee, and stated
measures for the organization of an auxiliary body, Mark proshow by what credentials his legation was attested. Its authority did not rest merely on his own assertion, though intrinsically
all-sufficient, but was proved to be from God. not by evidence exterior
to and independent of itself, but by its own essential functions, those
of teaching and working miracles, both which belonged to his prophetic office, having both been exercised by former prophets, not as
distinct and independent powers, but reciprocally aiding one another
and combining to attest their own divine authority. Instead of general description, Mark illustrates our Lord's method of proceeding by
particular examples, no doubt drawn from the first period of his ministry in Galilee, though not the very first occurrences of this kind, as
we learn from John's account of earlier instances (John 2. 1-12. 23.
They (i. e. Jesus and the followers whom he had already
4, 46-54),
called) enter into Caijernaiim., the Greek verb implying that they
journeyed to it from a distance. This was a town on the west side of
Genessaret, not named in the Old Testament, and only once in the
It has long since perished, and its verj' site is
writings of Josephus.

his first
ceeds to

now

disputed, although probably marked by the present village of
Khan-^liuyeh. at the north end of the plain or district of Genessaret,
near a spring which Josephus calls the fountain of Capernaum. After
our Lord's rejection at Nazareth, which Luke has recorded in d tail,
he made Capernaum the centre of his operations, and the ordinary
(See Luke 4,
place of his abode when not engaged upon his cn-cuits.
It is a probable, though not a neces.sar}^ supposition, that tiie
16-31.)
fiicuiMstanccs here rdate.l took place on his first removal from Naza
retii. and are therelbre the beguining of his ministry at Capernaum
IiaiueduLtely^ without dehw, he enters upon one of his official functions, that of teaching: making: use of the facilities afibrded for that
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ptirposc by the Jcwisli institutions of the S;ih})<ith an'l the S\mnjrofriTc.
ulj>ervance of tiie sevenlli day as a sabljutii or relifrioiis rest, preBcribetl at the creation (Gen. 2, 3), and re-enacted at the exodus from
E^ypt (Ex. 2U. 8— llj. to conmiemorate the rest of the Creator from
his six davs' work, and that of Israel f'oin E'i^yptian bonda'ie, was obseivtd with more and more punciilious rijrour in the hiter periods of
l»ab\ Ionian exile, when tlie ceretheir history, particul.irly in the

The

monial law w.is in abeyance, and the Jews were outwardly distinguished only by circumcision an<l the Sabbath. Upon tliis day from
the earliest times, it had probably been customary to assemble for religious worship under the direction of the hereditary elders of the trilje
or vicinajre. These meetinu,s were called HyntujixjiicH in (Jreek. and
were no doubt continued with redoubled zeal during the captivit\-, and
perhaps with more of a distinct oiganization than was needed originally
and at home. It is probable, however, that many of the regidations
commonly described as belonging to the ancient synagogue, are of later
date, and caused by the dispersion of the people throu^'hout various
countiii^s.
There is nutliiiig in the text of the New Testament, at
least, to show that the S3nagogues in the time of Christ were any thing
more than the ancient gatherings of the people for worship under their
national hereditary elder.s, who in that capacity were elders or rulers
of the nynagoyae (.see below, on 5, 22.) B}- a natural metonymy the
name (like churc/t, school, court, in English) is occasionally transferred
to tlie place of meeting, but without disturbing its original and proper
Of this truly national and sacred usage, that of meeting on
imjjort.
the Sabbath for religious worship, our Lord immediately availed himself, as furnishing the most direct and easy access to the more devout

and serious portion of the

peojile.

The

service of

the S3-nagogiie

appears to have been eminently simple, consisting iu prajer and the
reading of the Scriptures, with stated or occasional exhortation. That
our Lord was permitted to perform this duty without any seeming
opI»osition or objection, may be explained either from the liberty of
speech allowed on such occasions by the ancient usage, or from his
He
general recognition, even by his adversaiies, as a gifted teacher.
taught, being here in the imperfect tense, may be understood to signify
his general habit, or, as vs. 21-27 refer to a particular occasion,
mean that he icas teaching (as the Khemish version renders it)
day in question, when the subsequent occurrences took place.

And

it

may

on the

they were astonislied at his doctrine for he
taught them as one that had autliority, and not as the
22.

:

Bcribes.

A

highly important feature in the history of Christ's ministry is
the impression or effect of his teaching on the multitudes who heard it.
This IS here de.-^cribed, perhaps in reference to one particular occasion,
but in terms admitting of a general application, and substantially repeated elsewhere (see below, G, 2. 11, 18, and compare Matt. 13. 54.

^2 33. Acts 13, 12.;

The grand

effect

was that of wonder or

astonish-
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ment, they tcere struck^ literally struck out^ driven from their norma,
The object
or customary state of mind by something new and strange.
or occasion of this wonder was his doctrine, not his learning^ as T\ndale and Cranmer have it, unless they use that term in ils old sense
(now regarded as a vulgarism) of teaching, which is Wiclif 's version
nor the truth taught, which is now the common use of doctrine ; bu'
as the Greek word usually means in the gospels, either the act or mode
That this is the meaning here, we learn from the reason
of teaching.
This is stated in the last clause negatively. /<?r
given for their wonder.
His inhe teas (then as habitually) teaching ihern not as the scribes.
structions are here brought into direct comparison with those of a cerThis is a suftain well-known class, who must of course be teachers.
ficient refutation of the error that the scribes were either clerks to
As the successors
magistrat' s. or mere transcribers of the Scriptures.
of Ezra, the first scribe of whom we read in this sense (Ezra 7, 6). they
were the conservators and guardians of the sacred text and canon, which
implies a ci-itical acquaintance with them, such as qualified the scribes
above all others to be expounders of the Scripture likewise. x\l though
ratlier a piofession than an office, they exerted a commanding influence
on public opinion, and are repeatedly referred to as authoritative teach(See below, on 12, 35, and compare Matt. 23, 2-4. Luke
ers of religion.
The point of difference is indicated in the positive statement
11, 52.)
that he taught (or was teaching) them as (one) having authority. This
cannot refer to a dogmatical authoritative manner, as to which the
Nor does it mean j^owerscribes most probably surpassed all others.
The only sense consistent with the
fully. as explained by Luther.
usage of the terms and with the context is that he taught them, not as
a mere expounder, but with the original authority belonging to the auThis is not a description of mere outward
thor of the law expounded.
manner, but of that self-evidencing light and self-asserting force, which
must accompany all direct divine communications to the minds of creaEven those who were most accustomed and most submissive to
tures.
the teachings of the scribes, must have felt, as soon as Jesus spoke,
that he was speaking with authority, declaring his own will, and expounding his own law, not that of another. The distinction therefore
is not merely between traditional and textual instruction, but between
two forms or methods of the latter.
;

23.

And

there was in their synagogue a
lie cried out,

man

with an

unclean spirit; and
It

But this was not the only proof of his divine legation as a teacher.
was attested also by the exercise of supcrhuu)an power. The mira-

were not intended merely to relieve suffering, but to open
men's minds to the reception of the truth, and to authenticate it as such
That both these ends might be promoted by the same means, nearly all
his miracles were miracles of mercy, and a large proportion miracles ol
healing.
From among the earliest Mark chooses tA'O, both wrought at
Capernaum, one in public (vs. 23-28), and one in private (vs. 29-31.)

cles of Christ
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The first was in the synap;op;iie or stated meetinp for relifrions worship,
where a man was {)iesent /// <in nnclcdu spirit (as NViclif literally runders
It, wnile'l'viiflale and CraniiR-r parajihrase it, vexed irith), i.e. in intimate
union with a lalk-n an^el, who was sullered to occnj)y his body and to
influence his mind, hut only with persuasive not coercive power.
The
frequency of such detnoniacal pos.sessions in the time of Christ is to be
referred to an express d'vnie ai)j)<>intment. intended to put honour on the
Saviour as the victor in that war tictween the .»ieed of the woman and
the seed of the serpent, which reached its crisis durmg his pcr.^onal
presence upon earth (sec above, vs. 12. 13. j
The epithet unclean has
reference to the moral character and state of Uie.se intrusive spirit.s.
The le.ss specific but essentially .synonymous phrase, evil (i. e. wicked)
spirits, is occasionally used by Luke (7. ill. 8. 2.)
The loud cry. often
mentioned in such cases, was no doubt of such a nature as to indicate
the presence of a foreign agent, speaking either through or without the
The terms used here and elsewhere
organs of tlie man po.sses.sed
show that the hi torian looked upon these evil spirits as possessing real
peisonality, and not as mere personified di.seases.

24. Saying, Let
tliee,

tlion

us? I

know

Jesiis of

thee

(iis)

alone

;

Nazareth?

who thou

art,

what have we
art

the

to do with
thou come to destroy

Holy One

of God.

Besides the attestation of Christ's mis.sion which was to be yielded
the dispossession of the demon, one was volunteered, as it were, by
the demon itself, in the form of a protest or expostulation with our
Lord for interrupting his possession and dominion. Let va (done, literally, let. permit, sutler (us to be as we are), without disturbing our
This prayer, or rather insolent demand, is founded
actual condition.
on an indirect denial of his right to interfere, interrogativ-el}' expressed.
TT7<rt^ to us and to thee ? i. e. what is there common to us or connectThy domain or sphere is wholly ditierent from ours. The
ing us?
plural pronoun may have reference to the evil spirits as a class or body, of
which this one was a member and a representative. The .^^en.^-e will
then be. what hast thou to do. what right hast thou to interfere, with
that mysterious world of spirits to which we belong, and which, though
suffered to exert a physical and moral influence on man. are of a species altogether different, and therefore not amenable to thee, a man.
Or the plural may have reference to the demon and the man pos.ses.'^ed.

by

The sen.«<e will then be
intere.«;t and will.
what hast thou to do with me and this my victim ? leave us to ourselves.
The first of the.<e constructions agrees best with the remainder
Art thou come (or thou art come) to destroy vs. not
of the sentence.
the demon and the man together, for the latter was to be .'^et free by
as having for the time one

the expulsion of the former, but us, the .'^eed of the serpent in the proper
sen.se, the devil and his angels, the infernal corporation of which this
one was a single representative. This f >reboding of destruction wa< not
mere imagination, but an inference from what the demon knew uf our
Lord's person and office. I know thee, not as an acquaintance, but by

,
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Who thou art. thy nature and the end for which
fame or by report.
The holy one of God is not a description of mere
thou hast appeared.
moral quality, exxept as somethini; incidental or implied, but of official
character

and

The one

fui'nished

for

whom God

this

<rreat

has designated, set apart, equipped,

work of

destruction.

Tiie divinity of

identity with a divine person, does not seem to have been
known to the spirit, but onh* that the man whom he addressed was
one. to use his own expressions, whom the Father had sanctified and
sent into the world (John 10. 36), i. e. chosen and commis>ioned for an

Christ, or

iiis

extraordinary service,

25. And Jesiis rebuked
and come out of him.

liim. saying,

Hold thy peace,

Far from acceptinsr this testimony at the mouth of the demoniac, or
rather of the demon, Christ rebuked his impious audacity, forbade him
Hold thy
to speak further, and commanded him to leave his victim.
peace, in Grt^ek a passive verb, strictly meaning, he thou muzzled, silenced (Wiclif icax d^imb). and implying a coercive or restraining power
accompanying the command. Come out of him^ abandon that mysterious union which exists between j'ou, and thus leave him in his natuThis last clause clearl}- recognizes two distinct personalral condition.
ities, neither of which can be resolved into a figure any more than the
other.

And when

the unclean spirit had torn him, and
came out of him.
The effect of the command is here described, and is just what might
have been expected in the ca'se of a real demoniacal possession. The
26.

cried with a loud voice, he

but with reluctance, and not without a parting exhibition of impotent malignity.
Tearing him., a strong but natural ex-

evil spirit yields,

pression for convulsions, or the violent contortion and spasmodic agitation
of the body.
Crying with a great voice, either as a natural expression
of pain upon the part of the demoniac, or of rage and spite in the departing demon.
If all this can be resolved into a strong metaphorical
description of an epileptic fit, as some pretend, then any other statement of the history may, with equal plausibility, be explained away.

And they were all amazed, insomuch that
questioned among tliemselves, saying, What thing is
27.

they
this?

^diat new doctrine (is) this ? for with authority commandeth lie even the unclean spirits, and they do obey him.
The effect on the spectators is described as powerful and univerNor was this amazement a mere stupid
sal, they icere all amazed.
and unreasoning affection, but one that prompted to reflection and te
rational inquir}-.

with) themselves.

So as to argue (>?• dispute^ among (literally, to oi
{Questioned is borrowed from the Kheraish version
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What is this? what is the
Wiclif has thought^ Tyndale demanded.)
meanintr of this new and strance occurrence, this mysterious dia'oj^ue
and strife between a man and an evil spirit, and the still more wonderTheir next (|iiestioti sliuus that they
ful siil)inissi(»n of the latter?
did not re«:ard it as a mere chance-wonder, but connected it with his
W'/iaf {i.^^) thin iteic doc/riue, i.e. mt^de of
pretensions as a teacher.
teachin;;. with reference not so much to the truth tau<rht as to the evidence by which it was attested. Why they called it a new doctrine,
they explain themselves, to wit, because he claimed and exercised authority, not only over human minds, but over fillen anfjels, thou;i;h V>e]on;;ing to anotlier race and sphere of heiuii;.
Nor was this a mere assertion or pretension upon his part, but attested, verilied. by actual
obedience on the part of these mysterious and unhallowed visitants.
The rea.soning here recorded shows the eflect of our Lord's miracles in
authenticating: his divine lejration. while at the same time they relieved
In no cases were these two ends
a vast amount of human sutlering.
more effectually nnswered than in that of which we here have nn example, and in which there was a fearful complication of bodily and
mental. ph\sical and moral ailments, and of temporal and spiritual,
human and
28.

out

all

satanic agencies.

And immediately

his

fame spread abroad through-

the region round about Galilee.

Besides the immediate effect thns produced on those who witnessed this miracle and others like it, there was a more extensive
influence exerted by all such performances, of great importance to the
This was the diffusion of his fame,
success of our Lord's ministry.
both as a teacher and a won<ler-worker. to a distance, thus promoting
the important end of bringing the whole population to the knowledge
This effect, we are toll, in the piesent
of his claims and doctrines.
case, was instantaneous and extensive, as his hearing, i e. wliat was
heard of him. his fame, report, or reputation (Rhemish version, hruit)^
went out (from Capernaum, where the miracle was wrought) into the
whole surrounding part of Galilee, or into the ichole region around
(Tyndale, bordering on Galilee), implying a still further extension of
nis fame, beyond the limits of the Holy Land, into the Syrian and
Phoenician territory, wliere we know that it did penetrate. (.See Matt.
i. 24. 15. 21.
Luke G. 17.) Thus every miracle, besides relieving its immediate subject, and disposing him and all who saw it to the reception
of the truth, helped to make our Lord more generally known, and to
excite a spirit of inquiry with respect to him and his religion.

29. And forthwith, when they were come out of the
synagogue, they entered into the house of Simon and Andrew, with James and John.
To this public miracle Mark adds one of a more private and domestic
kind, but in this case also, only as one instance out of

many.

This ou«
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in the bosom of a family with which our Lord had now
contiacted intimate rebitions. that of Simon Peter, whom we thus learn
incidentally to have been married, and a householder at Capernaum, in
conjunction with his brother Andrew.
This is not inconsistent with
the mention of Bethsaida elsewhere (John 1, 45), as " the city of Andrew
and Peter." They are not here said to have been natives of Capernaum,
nor even to have long resided there. As the very name Bothsaida
means a fishery or place for fishing, and '.'as common to more villages
than one upon the lake (see below, on 6, 45 j, it is piobable that Peter
and his brother lived there while engaged in that emploj'm 'nt. and
removed to Capernaum when Jesus chose it as the centre of his operations.
Tt is even possible that Simon opened a house there for the convenience of his Lord and Master in the intervals of his itinerant labours.
Mark adds what is omitted both by Luke (4, 38j and Matthexr (8. 14),
that Jesus was attended from the synagogue to Simon's house by James
and John, the other pair of brothers whom he called at the same time
with Simon and Andrew. (See above, v. 19.)

was wrought

30.

But

anon they

Siinoirs wife's
him of her.

mother lay sick of a fever

;

and

tell

Not only was

performed

in Simon's house, but on a
mother (or as the older English versions render it, his mother-in-law), who seems to have resided with
him. She teas lying down, confined to bed. with fever, in Greek the
participle of a verb which means to be feverish, or to have a fever,
liuke's more particular description (4, 38) is by some regarded as proImmediately., as soon as he had come in from
fessional (Col. 4, 14.)
the synagogue, tJiey tell fdm of her. speak to him concerning her. which
may include not only information with respect to her disease, but a
request that he would heal her, as expressed by Luke, they ashed
him about her, i. e. whether she was curable, and whether he w-ouid

member

this miracle

of his family, his wife's

cure her.

And

31.

her up

;

he came and took her by the liand, and lifted
and immediately the fever left her, and she min-

istered unto them.

As we never read of Christ refusing final h' to work a miracle of
healing, such a refusal was least of all to be expected here, where one
so nearly related to his principal disciple was the sufferer. Accordingly
we find him promptly answering the prayer of those around her.
Coming to her. i. e. entering her chamber, and appioaching the bed on
tvhich she lay. he raised her from her prostrate or jecumbent posture.
Bodily pres
seizing her hand, or laying liold upon her by the hand.
ence and immediate contact, although not essential to the woiking of a
miracle, and therefore frequently dispensed with (see below% on 7, 29),
were in most cases used to show from whom the healing influence proceeded, and establish a perceptible connection between

him and tlie person
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33.

The eficct was the cessation of the fever, not ))y slow dc^jrees
healed.
'J'he completeness of the restoration was evinced
instantaneously.
by her returninf; to her ordinary household duties, so that she who
^Ubt before lay helpless in their presence, was now serving them or
waitin'j; on them, no doubt with particular allusion to supplying; them
with food, which is the proper nieaniiif^ of the Greek verb (see above,
btit

on

The

v. 13.)

with a

little

plural prowouns {tiny jind them) are both indefinite,
ditference in extent of nieaninj;^. Thii/ means the members

of the household, or at ujost the company, excluding both the Saviour
Them no doubt denotes all present, with the excepThis use of the
tion of the woman, who is the subject of the clause.
pronouns is common in uU languages, and is especially familiar in the

and the woman.

dialect of

32.

nnto

common

And

liini all

life.

at even, -svlien the sun did set,

thej broiiglit

were diseased, and them that were pos-

that

sessed with devils.

One of the conmionest and grossest errors in relation to the miracles
of Clirist is, that they were few in number, or that tiiey are all recorded
To guard against this very error, after recording two parin detail.
ticular miracles of healing at Capernaum, Mark adds a general statement of his other miraculous performances at the same time and place,
from which we may obtain a vague but just idea of their aggregate
amount. In the evening of the same day upon which he healed the
demoniac in the synagogue and cured the fever in the house of Simon,
The mention of the evenall the sick of the city were collected there.
ing and of stmset does not imply any .scruple on our Lord's part a> to
healing on the Sabbath, which he had already done in this case, and
both did and justified in other cases. (See below, on 3. 1-4.) It miirht
more probably imply such scruples in the minds of the people, who
would then be represented as deferring their request for healing till the
close of the Sabbath, at the setting of the sun.
Even this, however, is
unnecessary, as the fact in question is sufficiently explained by two
more obvious considerations first, that the cool of the day would be
better for the sick themselves, and .secondly, that some time would be
requisite to spread the news and bring the .sick to^zether.
He first
describes them in the general, as all those having (themselves) ill^ or
(Wiclif. at malaise ; Rheiiii.sh version, ill
being in an evil condition.
This may either denote bodily di.sease. as distinuuished from
at eai<e.)
mental and spnitual maladies, or, still more i)robably, disease in general, of which the most distressinij; form is separately specified.
Possensed with derils^ literally demonized, or under the control of demons,
producing by their personal presence either bodily diseise or mental
alienation, or the two together.
(See above, on vs. 23-27.)
:

33. x\nd
door.

all

the city

was gathered together

at

the
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33. 34. 35.

The effect of such extraordinary cures, as might have been expected^
was to rouse and gather the entire population of Capernaum, a statement which need scarcely be explained as h^'pcrbolical. but may be
strictly understood as meaning that every individual inhabitant, who
could do so, attended at the door (Wiclif. gate) of Simon's house, to
obtain healing for themselves or for their friends, or at least to see and
hear the new religious teacher, whose instructions were attested by
Buch clear proofs of superhuman power and authority.

And

34.
eases,

and

many that were sick of divers
many devils and snfFered not
because they knew him.

he healed

cast ont

devils to speak,

;

dis-

the

But how did Christ respond to these importunate demands for
supernatural relief? By healing many, which docs not necessarily or
probably imply that some were left unhealed, but rather that he healed
them all (Matt. 8, 16). and that those whom he thus healed wore many.
The cures are classified as the diseases were in v. 32 he healed many
having (themselves) ill loi-th various diseases, and expelled (or cast out]
many demons. Here again the first phrase maj'' be generic, and include
the second, as the demoniacal possessions were undoubtedly diseases,
but of a preteinatural description ; or the two may be 30-ordinate,
describing two great forms of sutfering, that arising from mere bodily
disease, and that occasioned by the peisonal agency of evil spirits.
In
relation to these last, and in allusion to the fact recorded in ts. 24. 25.
we are informed that though they recognized our Lord as the Messiah,
and were ready to acknowledge him as such, he would not suffci- tlicm
either because he did not need their testimony and would
to do it
have been dishonoured by it, or because a premature annunciation of hia
Messianic claims would have defeated the whole purpose of his mission
:

;

35. And in tlie morning, rising np a great while before
day, he went out and departed into a solitary place, and
there prayed.
In the midst of this unbounded popularity, arising from substantial
benefits bestowed and clear proofs of divine legation. Clirist himself not
only avoids all undue publicity, but spends much time in private devotion.
Very early while it teas still night, is not at vai'iance with Luke's
phrase, it becoming day (ch. 4. 42). since both arc popular expressions
for a point of time not certainly defined, to wit. the dawn or breik of
day. when light and darkness are iii conflict, and although the (hy is
breaking, it is really still night.
(See below, on 10, 2.)
At this cj.rly
hour we see him rising and goirg out, not only from the hou.se but
from the town, into a desert unfrequented spot, and there praying, thus
affording the most convincmg proof of the necessity of jtrayor to our
spiritual life by using it himself, as a mysterious but real and efficient
means, not only of conversing with the Father and the Spirit, hut of
securing their co-operation.
.^
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And Simon, and
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3G. 37. 38.

thoy tliatwerc

witli liim,

followed

liiui.

This indifference to popular applause, and this desire for spiritual
excicises, were alike licyoiid tlie coniprelicnsion of h's friends, even
of tliose whom he hud lately callfd to he his p':rsonal attendants and
Simon I^eter, in wliose house lie had no d(>ul>t heen lod<;ed.
dis(^il)les.
no £-,ooner missed him in the mornin*:: than lie set forth in pursuit oil
hira, accompanied hy others, who are not here further designated or
descrihed.
Tho!*e irifh li'mi may pcihaps mean those ))elonn:in^ to his
lionsehoid, those residinp; with him, but more pn)^)al)ly, those with
him upon this occasion, those who came out witli him to assist him.

Upon either supposition, James and Jolin were proljubly inckided,
either as inmates of his hou.se, or as fellow disciples, and pos.sessinp: the
same interest in the safety and honour of their common master. They
purftited hi)n, hunted him. in Gieek a strong expression used by XenoIt here denotes
piioii to si-iiiify the close pursuit of an enemy in war.
an eap;er and determined fol!owin<r. perhaps with some implication of
(hsjdeasure at the act wliich caused it, showing a false view both of
their privilege and his prerogative.
37.

him,

And when

xVll

they had found him, they said unto

(men) seek for thee.

Having found him^ after some search and uncertainty, as this expression seems to imply, they say to him (that) all are seekiw] th£e.
This seems to be assigned as a sufficient reason why the\' followed him,
and why he must retuin, implying that his movements must be governed by the will of the great multitude who waited for him, or
rather, as we learn from Luke's account of this same matter (Luke 4.
42). who had followed or accompanied his friends, and now endeavoured
to restrain him from proceeding further, thereby showing their own
ignorance of the end for which he came, and of the work in which he
was

officially

engaged.

And

he said unto them, Let as go into the next
for therefore came
towns, that I may preach there also
38.

:

I forth.
Instead of reproving them directly for their officious interference,
or asserting his own rights and independence of their will, he simply
indicates the nature of the work before him, by proposing an itinerant
visitation of the nearest towns, literally, villaf/e-citiefi, which may
either mean small cities, or large villages, or towns in its strict genuino
Xext, literally
sense as comprehending both tlie city and the village,
held or holding an idiomatic Greek expression for adjoining or adja
Let u« go, literally, let us lead. i. e. lead of^, Ipad the way, set
cent.
out. perhaps implying that the work proposed w£,o tt new one, now to
be begun, althougli the form here used (a-yw^er^ is common in th<i
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gospels to denote mere locomotion or departure.

(See below, 14, 42

These words were
26, 46. John 11, 16. 14, 31.)
of course addressed to his disciples, not to the acconipanjing mulThat I may there too (not merely in Capemauui) yreack (pi'otitude.
and compare Matt.

announce) the good news of the kingdom of God, as it is more
by Luke (4, 43.) For to this (end}, ov for this {cause),
I have corne forth, not from the house of Simon at this time, as some
explain it, but from the Father, as it is explained bj' Luke {because
unto this have I heen sent.) The attempt to set the two accounts at
variance, instead of letting them explain each other, must appear absurd to all who are familiar with the weighing and comparison of evicl lim.

fully expressed

dence in courts of justice.

And

39.

all Galilee,

The plan

he preached in tlieir synagogues throughout
and cast out devils.
thus proposed he carried into execution.
He not only

preached on this occasion, but }ie icas 'preachiruj ; this was his employment. In (literally, into. i. e. going for the pui-pose into) their synagogues, the plural pronoun having reference to the towns mentioned
in the pieceding verse, or more indefinitely to the people, to whom
and among whom he was jjreaching. Into all (or the lohole of) Galilee,
the same construction as in the preceding clause, and here as there
implying previous motion, going into every part of Galilee and preachAll GaJilee^ not only the next towns, to which his first
ing there.
proposal had respect, and in which it was originally carried out, but
through all parts of the province he carried his divine instructions and
the miracles by which they were attested.

40.

And

there

came

and kneeling down
wilt,

thou canst

to

a leper to him, beseeching him,
him, and saying unto him. If thou

make me

clean.

After this general description of Christ's ministry in Galilee, and
of the circumstances under which it was begun, ^lark records another
miracle, performed during his first circuit or official journey, and lemarkable because of the peculiar natuie of the evil which occasioned it.
leper, one afflicted with the leprosy, a painful and loathsome cutaneous disorder, which, although a natui-al disease appears
to have prevailed in a preternatural degreeamong the anirient Hel)rews,
60 that lieatiien writers represent it as a national affeclion, and rhe
C:mse of their expulsion from Eq:ypt.
The identity of this disease with
anjMiow kniAvn has been much disputed ; but tlie latest testimonies
favour the belief that it contiimes to prevail, and in an aggravated form,
defying all attempts to cure it. even by the most improved and scien-

A

tific

modein methods.

reason to Ixdieve

Bat even

(uure tenific shape than

it

if

the same disease,

we have

every

of old far more extensively, and in a
ever does at present.
The design of this

th;it it i)revaiied
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extraojflinary prevalence, if real, was to furnish a symbol of the loatlisoimncss of sin. cunsiden'il as a spii-ittial inalu'ly, and Uy the rites cow
noi'tfd with its treatment, to siitri^est the only means of moral ronovati<ni.
The inles of procedure in such ca.ses form a prominent part of the .Mosaic law (Lev. xiii. xiv.), and were still in full force at the time of Christ's
appearance.
Besides the formal periodical inspection of the patient
)}y the priest, and the j»uiifyiii<:: ceremonies inci'iciit even to a state of
convalescence, the leper was excluded from society, recpiired to dwell
apart, an<l to announce his presence and condition l>y his dres.s, his
That this law wns a]»plied without respect
gestures, and his words.

of persons, is appaient from the case of King Uzziah. who was smitten
with the leprosy to punish his invasion of the^ priestly office, and
though one of the most able and successful of the kings of Judah,
spent the remainder of his life in a several (or separate) hou.<e. the
government being administered by liis son. as Prince liegent (2 Kings
The lepers, therefore, were a well-delined
15, 5. 2 Chr. 20, 1(1-21.)
and well-known class of sufferers, distinguished from all others by
the circumstances which have just been stated, and holdmg a sort of
middle place between demoniacal possessions and mere ordinar}^ ailments. There was no doubt much curiosity in refeience to the course
which our Saviour would pursue with resjject to these unfortunates,
who were not considered as entitled even to approach him. This may
be the reason that Mark relates the healing of a leper as his next example of the Saviour's miracles (40—45.) There comes to him^ while
thus engaged in visiting the towns of Galilee. Kneeling to him. not
as an act of worship, but as a mark of importunity, a natural gesture
This implies near approach, if not immediate contact,
of entreaty.
The beautiful expression in
in direct violation of the Jewish usage.
the last clause is expressive of the strongest faith in Christ's miraculous )>ower, and only a reasonable doubt of his willingness to exercise
To us it seems a matter of course that he
it up.in such an object.

should clean.'^e the lepers as well as heal the sick; but it was in fact a
Wilt
very doubtful question till determined in the case before us.
and canst are not mere auxiliaries but distinct and inde|)endent verbs,
if thou art icilling thou art able. To cltanse (or i^urify) me^ i. e. to
free me from the leprosy, considered not as a mere disease, but as a
63'mbolical

41.

and actual defilement.

And

Jesus,

moved with compassion, pnt

forth (his)
saith unto hitn, I wi. ; be

hand, and touched him, and
thou clean.
Of the three evangelists by whom this miracle has been recorded,
Mark alone describes our Saviour's feelings in performing it. The
heart, though proi)erly the name of a bodily or;j:an, is used in all languages, perl\ai)s, to signify the seat of the affections, and sometimes
But the Greeks extended this figurative
the affections themselves.
usage to all the higher or thoracic viscera, the liver, lungs, &c., as distinguished from the lower or abdominal viscera, the former being als«
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For want of a distinctive term, the Eng
even where the Greelc noan {a7:\dyxya)
has its figurative sense of feelinii-, and especially compassion. From
this sense of the noun, later and Hellenistic usage formed a verb
{airXayxvi^oyicn) unknown to the Greek classics, and denoting, first the
yeai-ning of the bowels, or rather the commotion of the upper viscera,
reckoned edible, the latter not

lish version uses the

word

l)oiceU.

and then the emotion of pit}^ or compassion. It is the passive partiverb that is here correctly paraphrased, moved loith comUnder the influence of human sympathy, as well as of divine
passion.
condescension, he complies with the request of the poor leper, both
by deed and word. The deed, that of stretching out the hand and
touching him, had no magical intrinsic power, being frequentl}" dispensed with; but it visibly connected the author with the subject of
the mi»-acle. and at the same time symbolized or typified the healing
The words which accompavirtue which it did not of itself imp)art.
nied this gesture correspond to those of the leper himself, but with a
point and brevity whicii make them still more beautiful and striking.
I will.
Thou canst cleanse me,
Be
If thou wilt,
cleansed.
The version, he thou clean, though perfectly correct in
sense, mars the antithesis between the active and the passive voice of
one and the same verb {icadaplaai, Kadapia&qTu)
ciple of this

And

as soon as he liacl spoken, immediately the
from him, and he was cleansed.
departed
leprosy
42.

The effect, as usual, was instantaneous, and is so described by Mark's
The preceding words (eiTroVros- avrov)
ifavourite adverb, immediately.
are expunged as spurious by the later critics, and are only an ampliThe strict sense' of the aorist participle is,
fication of the adverb.
having si^ol'en ; but usage would justifv the version speaMng, i. e. while
he yet spoke. The effect itself is described in two forms first the leprosy departed (went ViS^iv^') from him^ leaving him entirely fiee from its
and then, as a necessar}^ consequence, he was
defilement and its pains
purified (or cleansed), as he had asked and Christ had promised, both
By being freed from the literal, corin a physical and moral sense.
poreal foulness of this loathsome malady, the le[)er became ipso facto
free from the social religious disabilities which the ceremonial law
attached to it, and needed onl}'^ to be recognized as thus free by the
competent authority. (See below, on v. 44.)
;

;

43.

sent

And

he

straitly

charged

him,

and forthwith

him away.

It is characteristic of the miracles of Christ that they were neither
preceded nor followed by unnecessary words or acts, but as soon as
the desired change was wrought, the subject was disnnssed to make
have seen Peter's mother-in-law instantly
way for another.
returning to her household duties without anv interval of convalesci-nce.
Sec above, on v 31.) So hert^ the leper is no sooner cleansed than he

We

I

MARK
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sent away, dismissed, or as the
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43. 44.

Greek word properly denotes,

31
cost

out. but used to express not a forcible expulsion (see above, v. Il2). but
a prompt and ])ercMU|)tory dismission, the reason of whicb afterwards

appears (see below, on

accompanied

in

tiiis

v.

case

The act of sendnig him away was
41.)
by an earnest charfjc or exhortation. The

Greek wi)rd (tfi^ijifir^cru^ifViis) is a Hellenistic form denoting strong
(See below, on 14, 5,
emotion, and j)aiticularly urief or indicrnation.
and compare dohn 11, 33—')8.) Here and in Matt. 9, 30, it can only
mean a ifireaienin:^; in case of disobedience, charging him on pain of his
severe displeasure, and disapprobation.

And saitli unto liiiii, See thou say nothing to any
hut go thy way, shew thyself to the priest, and offer
for thy cdeansing tliose things which Moses commanded,
for a testimony unto them.
4-4r.

man

;

From the tone or spirit of the charge he passes to its subject-matter
Say
See, i. e. see to it, be careful, be upon thy guard.
or contents.
nothing to aiu/ man. literally, to no one. the double ncL'ative enhancing
the negation in Greek, instead of cancelling it as in Latin and English.
Man. supplied in sucli ca.ses by the En^dish version limits the sense too
nnix^h. unless ex[»huned as an indefinite pronoun, like the same form in
German. The charge here given was not one of absolute and permanent concealment, which was not only needless but impossible, from the
sudden and complete change in the man's appearance and the subsequent effect upon his .social relations. The prohibition was a relative
and temporary one, and had respect to the more positive command which
follows.
Until that direction was complied with, he was to say nothThis connection is suggested by tlie order of the sentence, '"see
ing.
thou tell no one .... but go," etc., i. e. remain silent till thou hast
gone.
This was no doubt intended to secure his prompt performance
of a duty wliich he might otherwise have postponed or omitted altoThi> was the duty of subjecting himself to the inspection of a
gether.
priest, and obtaining his ollicial recognition of the cure which had been
wrought upon him. That recognition would of course be followed by
the ntferings pre.scribed in the Mosaic law for such occasions. (Lev. 14,
1-32.) IJy this requi.>ition Christ not only provided for the full authentication of the miracle, but as it were, defined his own relation to the
ceremonial law, as a divine institution, and as being still in force.
This
wa>; iin])ortant, both as a pieventive of malicious charires. and as a key
to the design of his whole ministry or mission, which belonged, at least
in form, to the old and not the new economy, and was only preparatory
to the outward change of dispensation.?.
This is the meaning put b}'
some upon the last words Jor a tei^thnony (Tyndale testimonial) to
them. i. e. as a proof that 1 reverence the law and comply with it.s
requirements.
More probably, however, it refers to the fact of the
mail's \w\\\z cleansed, which could be fully ascertained by nothing but
official scrutiny and attestation.
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45. Bat he went out, and began to piiblisu (it) muchj
and to blaze abroad the matter, insomuch that Jesus could
no more openly enter into the city, but was without in
and they came to him from every quarter.
desert places
:

While Matthew's narrative concludes with Christ's command, ISIark
goes on to tell how it was obeyed, or rather disobeyed in one point,
namely, the suppression of the fact until attested by the priest. Instead
of attending to this first, as he had been directed, going out (from the
house or from the presence of the Saviour), he hegan (at once, and as his
first employment) to 'proclaim, many {tilings)^ i. e. to say much in the
way of heralding his cure, and to report (circulate, or publish) the icordy
not the thing or matter, a meaning now rejected by the best philologists,
but the story or report of it. Some understand it still more strictly, of
the word by which the miracle was wrought (Koda/jicrd^ri) he cleansed !
The singular translation Hazed ahroad^ is borrowed from the Rhemish
Whether the cleansed leper went to the priests at all is not
version.
recorded, being a matter of small historical importance in comparison
with the effect of his disobedience on our Lord's own movements, for the
sake of which it is inserted in the narrative. This eJffect was to prevent
his coming into toicn (i. e. any town, not the town, i. e Capernaum), at
He could not^ i. e. in a moral sense, without
least publicly and openly.
defeating his own purpose by exciting tumult in the towns through
which he passed, and where the premature announcement of his mirTo avoid this
acles had predisposed the people to undue excitement.
risk he now chose for his stations unfrequented places, such as John had
This change of place, however,
occupied, but not for the same reason.
did not abate his popularity, for crowds came to him in the desert from
It may here be observed, that although the prohibition
all quarters.
to divulge the miracle appears in this case to have been conditional and
for a time, it was repeated afterwards more absolutely (see below, on 5,
43. 7, 36), not in conformity to any fixed rule, but for the general purpose of preventing the precipitate occurrence of events which according
Hence we find him
to his plan were to be gradually brought about.
varying his practice as the circumstances of the cases varied with the
same independent and original authority which marked his public
(Sec above, on v. 27.)
teaching.

CHAPTEE

II.

has been tracing the progress of Christ's minisantecedents and preliminaries to a height of popularity
and influence requiring the enthusiasm of the masses to be checked
rather than excited. But this success, though general, was still not

Thus
try,

far the historian

from

its
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Upon

ccrtnin classes of the people the impression made waa
To trace the jxrowtli of tiiis unfriendly feeling; till
it ripened into bitter hatred and avowed hostility, is one jrreat object oi
the history which now presents this dark side of the picture, and exhibits the ()iiij;iiial causes, or at least the earliest displays of disaffection,
with the very words and actions which occasioned them. The form
which the narrative assnmes is that of a series of charges against Jesus,

universal.

altoj^flher (lilR'ivnt.

or objections to the course which he pursued, as inconsistent with the
law of Moses. The first ground of objection was his c!ain)ing the power
to forgive .sins, M-hilc performing a miracle of healing on a paralytic at
Capernaum (1-12.) The next was his intercourse with i)ublicans and
sinners, connected historically witli tiie call of a publican to be an ai»o.stle (I'M 7.)
A third was his free mrde of living, and suppo.sed neglect
of ail ascetic duties (18-22.)
fourth was his alleged violation of tho
Sal)bath. of which one case is here recorded (23-28), and another in
the following cha])ter (1-0.)
Tlie natural relation of these topics to
what goes before, their nnitual connection and their connnon bearing on
the whole course of the history, arc clear proofs of its unity, coherence,
and methodical structure.

A

And

1.

days

;

and

again he entered into Capernaum, after (some)
was noised that he was in the liouse.

it

From among our Saviour's many
Mark now selects another, for

miracles of healing (see above, on
a special purpose, tiiat of pointing
out the first display of hostile feeling on the part of certain classes, the
occasion of which was afforded by the miracle in question.
liave
two other narratives of this transaction (Matt. 9, 2-8. Luke 5, 17—20),
neitlier of which is so minute and graphic as the one before us, that of
Matthew being much the most concise and meagre. The different connections in which the gospels introduce this narrative have reference to
their several designs in giving it.
That of Mark, already stated, makes
Ilis opening words show,
the mere chronology of slight importance.
howcvci-, that the incident took place after Clirist's first raissionaiy
He came again into
circuit, recorded in the former chapter (1, 39.)
Capernauin, as his head-quarters, or the centre of his operations (see
above, on 1, 21), to which he constantly returned from his itinerant labours throughout Galilee. After some days, the nearest equivalent in
English to an idiomatic Greek phrase, strictly meaning, through days^
Xoised. literally, heard, imi. e. after more than one day had elapsed.
plying that it must have been reported, and suggesting the deep interest now felt in all his movements by his townsmen and neighbours.
In the house, another idiomatic phrase, which strictly means to (or into^ house, and like the corresponding German form {zu Hause) is
equivalent in sense to our at home, but with the accessory notion of
It was
previous arrival or return, suggested by the preposition (ft?.)
The idea of his
heard that he had come home and was now there.'
own or any other particular house, although implied, is not expressed
The two oldest English versions have in a house.
in the original.
1,

34),

We

'

2*
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2.

3.

4.

in any were gathered together, iii
was no room to receive (them), no, not
about the door and he preached the word

straightway

that there

much

as

:

unto them.
from beinf; weakened by his absence,
ever, so that the house was filled at once
Immediately^ Mark's favourite connective (see above,
to overflowinjr.
on 1, 10. 18. 20. 21. 29. 31. 42. 43), but not on that account unmeaning
His peculiarity is not that he describes things as immeor inaccurate.

The public curiosity, so
was now more intense than

far

diate which were not so, but that he observes the immediate succession
So as no longer to receive
of events, where others do not mention it.
(or hold them), not even the (place) at the door, or, so that not even
the (parts) next the door could hold (them, or make room for them.)
The Greek verb has the same sense as in John 2, G. 21, 25. Even the
porch or entr}', leading from the street to the interior of an oriental
Before this multitude he exeiciscd, as usual, the
house, was crowded.
two great functions of his ministry, teaching and healing. Preached,
(literall}^, Hjjoke

and of

self

3.

palsy,

his

And

or talked) the word, i. e. what he had to say of himor, as Luke expresses it (5, 17), was teaching.

kingdom,

they come unto him, bringing one sick of the

which was borne of

four.

It would seem, from an expression used by Luke (5, 17), that other
miracles of healing were performed at this time, but that one is record
ed in detail, on account of the discourse to which it gave occasion. They
came, indefinitely, there came {men) to him, bringing a 'paralytic, a
word now in common use, but not at the date of our translation, which
employs the circumlocution, sick of the palsy, an abbreviation or corrupMark omits the mention of the bed in this place
tion of' paralysis.
but adds the circumstance that four men carried him.

4.

And when

they conh.l not come nigh unto him for

the press, they uncovered the roof where he was and
when they had broken (it) up, they let down the bed
wherein the sick of the palsy lay.
:

Their eagerness to reach Christ, and their faith in his capacity to
were shown by their extraordinar}' method of effecting an entrance.
Not being able to approach him for (or 07i account of) the crowd, which
filled the veiy doorway, as ali-eady mentioned (in v. 2), they unroofed
the roof (in Greek a k'indred vei-b and noun) where he ions. i. e. eithei
in the open court around which an eastern house is always built, or in
the upper room, which is commonly the largest, and the one used for
numerous assemblies.
(Compare Acts 1. 13. 9, 39. 20. 8.)
Orf the
former suppo.sition. some explain the unroofing to be simply the removal of the rampart or bulwark, which the law of Moses, and the usage
heal,
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Df tho east, require on even'' flat roof as a safej:;narrl aprainst accidents,
Uiit this wouhl liaidly •)< (ioscriUcd ;i.s niuoolinpr.
(Sec Dout. 22. 8.)
and is still more inconsistent with the phrase employed by Luke (thrnurih
Digging out. i. e, removing the loose tiles or plates of burnt
the tiles.)
clay which covered tho surface of the roof, or still more probably, digrginj; throuj^h the earth or plaster which composed the roof itself.
They
let down, lowci". i. e. with cords or ropes, which, althouph not expressed,
is necessarily sujrgested by the usapc of the Greek verb (see Luke 5. 4.
Acts 9. 25. 27, 17. M). '2 Cor. 1 1. 33.) The couch (or jjallet). not the
5.

common word

for ft<?fZ, here used by Luke (5. 18) and Matthew (9.2),
but one of Macedonian orip^in, found only in the later Greek, and piobably denotinp: a couch easily cunied. perhaps a camp-bed.
Even tho
most costly oriental beds consist of cushions and lijrht coverinprs. spread
upon the floor or divan, bedsteads beinp: quite unknown.
On uhich
the paralytic was lying, helpless, and therefore passive, thout^h no

to this bold and energetic movement of his fricnd.s,
thus succeeded in depositing him in the midst of the crowd below,
and immediately before the Saviour (Luke 5, 10.)

doubt consenting;

who

5.

of

tlie

AVhen Jesus saw

their faith, he said unto the sick
palsy, Son, thy sins be forgiven thee.

Seeing, both from their external acts and by his power of discerning
Their faith, that of his companions, who would not have gone
so far in their endeavour to reach Jesus if they had not believed in his
The commendation
capacity and willingness to do what they desired.
of their faith is not addressed directly to themselves, but indirectly to
their suffering friend, and in a form at once allecting and surprising
Son. or rather child, the Greek word being neuter, and in usage common to both sexes, even when the reference is to one. as here, and in
spirits.

Matt. 21. 28.

Luke

2.

4b. 15.

3L The same

affectionate address

number

is

used

(Mntt. 10. 24. Jolm 13,
It is here intend33). and a synonymous form elsewhere (John 21. 5.)
ed to express, not only kindness and compassion, but a new spiritual
kindred or relation, which had just been formed between the sp?akcr and
Be forgiven, like the Greek verb, is amthe man whom he addressed.
biguous, and may be either a command or an affirmation.
It is now
held by the highest philological authorities that the original word
(u0ecoi/Tat) is an Attic, or more probably a Doric foim of the perfect
2'hy sins hare (alpassive, signifying something that is done already.
ready) l)een remitted, the verb corresponding to the noun (remission) '\\\
There is no need of supposing, as some do. that this mau'g
1, 4, above.
palsy was in some peculiar or unusual sense the fruit of sinful indulgence; much less that our Lord conformed his language to the common
Jewish notion, that all suflering was directly caused by some specific
pin, a notion which he pointedly condemns in John 9, 3. Luke 13, 2-5,
Bodily and spiritu.il healing was more frequently coincident than we
are apt to think, the one being really a pledge and sj-mbol of the other.
Saving faith and healing faith, to use an analogous expression, were

by Christ

to his disciples in the plural
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5.

6.

7.

alike the gift of God, and often, if not commonly, bestowed together, ag
in this case, where the singularity is not the coincidence of healing and
forgiveness, but the prominence given to the latter hj the Saviour, who

thy disease is
instead of saying, 'be thou whole' (compare 1, 41), or
healed.' surprised all who heard him by the declaration that his sins
were pardoned. This paradoxical expression was no doubt designed to
turn attention from the lower to the higher cure or miracle, and also to
assert his own prerogative of pardon, in the very face of those whom
'

he

knew

to be his

enemies

6. But there were certain of the
and reasoning in their hearts,
We here see for whom this unexpected

scribes sitting there,

declaration

was

intended,

not for his friends and disciples, but for others whom he knew to be
There tcere some of the
present as spies and censors of his conduct.
scribes, i. e. of the large class or profession mentioned in 1, 22, and there

These expounders of the law, and spiritual leaders of the
explained.
people, had alread}' been invidiously compared with Jesus b}'^ the crowds
who heard him, and were therefore predisposed to regard him as a riThose who assembled now on his return to Capernaum were not
val.
merely residents of that place, but collected, as Luke strongly phrases
it (5, 17), from every village of Galilee and Judea, as well as from JeHowever hyperbolical these terms may be, the essential
rusalem.
fact is still that these unfriendly scribes came from various quarters,
thereby showing the importance which began to be attached to Christ's
proceedings, especially by those who were at once the jurists and the
theologians, the lawyers and the clergy, of the Jewish nation. Sitting
seems to imply that they were in a convenient and conspicuous position, and perhaps that the}'^ had come betimes in order to secure it (see
below, on 12, 39.) Reasoning, or as the Greek word primarily means,
reckoning, calculating, through and through, a term implying coolness
and deliberate forethought, not a sudden violent excitement. It might
here denote discussion, or an interchange of views among themselves
(as in 9, 33. 34, below) ; but this idea is excluded by the added words,
in their hearts, so that what is here described is not reciprocal communication, but the secret working of their several minds, unconscious
of the e^^e that

7.

was upon them.

Why doth

this

can forgive sins but

(man) thus speak blasphemies?
only ?

who

God

The reasoning mentioned in the sixth verse had no doubt been going on from the beginning of our Lord's discourse ; but the evangelist
confines himself to the effect of his surprising declaration to the paraThis and thus are commonly supytic, that his sins were pardoned.
posed to be contemptuous, at least the former, which in classic Greek
is often really equivalent to this fellow, and is sometimes so translated
}n our Bible.
(Matt. 12, 24. 26, 61. 71. Luke 22, 59. 23, 2. John 9

'
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3""

Thv,\ not merely, as we have jnst heard him, but
29. Acts 18, 13.)
classic (ireek, is any evil
J!f<(.'<jj/ii nti/. in
so foolishly and wiekedly.
speakiiinj. even ajiainst man, such as slander or vitiiiKiration ; but in
lielleiiistic usap;e. it denotes specilically evil-speakinj; a^^uinst God, or

any thing said impiously cither of or to him. The plural i^hlaiipficiniai)^
which Luke has also (5, 21). is probably intensive (all this blaspheny),
but may have more speeilic reference to dilferent expressions \v)iicb
our Lord had used, and which they reckoned blasphemous. (See below, on 3, 28, and compare Matt. 15, 10. 1 Tim. 0, 4. Ilev. 13, 5.) Only
expressly cited or referred to, namely, that at the
tifth verse.
Who is able to remit sins except one {that
The piinciple involved in this inteiTOgation is a .sound one,
is) God?
and appears to have been a sort of axiom with these learned Jewish
scribes, who were also right in understanding Chri.>t as acting by his
own authority, and thereby claiming divine honours for himself.
mere declaratory absolution they could utter too, and no doubt often
did so, but the very manner of our Lord must have evinced that in
forgiving, as in teaching, he spoke with authority, and not as the
one, however,

is

conclusion of the

A

Bcribes.

(See above, on

I,

22.)

And immediatel}^, wlien Jcsiis perceived in his
they so reasoned within themselves, he said
that
spirit
reason ye these things in your hearts I
luito theiu,
8.

Why

though not audible, were visible to him
them. Inimediately, here too (.see above, on v.
2) is not an expletive, but indicates the instantaneous detection of their
thoughts by his omniscience, without waiting till they were betrayed
Pcixeived, htcraHy, knowing, a verb meaning
by word or action.
sometimes to recognize or know again (see below, 6, 33. 54), and sometimes to ascertain or discover (.see below, 5, 30), but more commonly
to know certainly or thorouglily (see Luke 1, 1), which is probably the
meaning here, the intensive compound having reference to our Lord's
immediate and infallible intuition of their very thoughts. In his spirit,
may have reference either to his divine or to his human natuie. In
the former ca.<e, it simply means, in the exercise of his divine cognition
in the latter, through that spiritual influence and illu
(1 Cor. 2, 11)
mination, with which, as the Messiah, he was constantly invested
(See above, on 1, 10. 12.) To our apprehensions the two meanings are
the same, the distinction being one beyond the reach of our concepHis question corresponds in form to theirs, as if he had said,
tions.
'
I may rather ask why you weigh or reckon these things in your
hearts,' not merely in their minds, but in their inner parts, or secretTlie fault wa-s not in him, but in themselves, who thus presumed
ly.
The interrogation has the same force in
to sit in judgment on him.
both cases, namely, that of implied censure. 'What right has this
What right have you to entertair
man to pronounce such words ? '
nuch thoughts ?
The.se cavils

who had

and

repinings,

occasioned

;

'

;
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easier to say to the sick of the palsy
or to say. Arise, and take up
;

(Thy) sins be forgiven thee
rhy bed, and walk ?

one of the most striking instances on record of our Lord'?
\Yi.sdoui in the use of what appears to be a stfange and
As instead of proparadoxical method of reasoning or insti'uction.
nouncing the man healed he unexpectedly pronounced him pardoned,
CO, in5Cead of meeting their objections b}' a formal affirmation of his
own prei'Ogative, he does so by a subtle but convincing argument, disThey denied hjs
closing at the same time why he had so spoken.
power to forgive sins, and could not be convinced of it by any sensible
demonstration. But they might equally dispute his power to heal,
If then his commanding the paraunless attested by a visible effect.
lytic to arise and walk should be followed b}^ his domg so, what pretext could they have for doubting his assertion that the same man's
Which (in old English whethei^) is easier? You
sins were pardoned?
ma}^ think it easy enough to pronounce his sins forgiven, whether they
be so or not; but it is equally easy to pronounce liim healed, oi- to demand of him the actions of a sound man, and if this should prove effectual, you must acknowledge that the other is so too, although forgiveness cannot be made palpable to sense like the cure of a paralysis.

This

is

consummate

10. But that je may know that the Son of man hath
power on earth to forgive sins, (he saith to the sick of the

palsy,)

That you may know by what authority I tell this man that his
have been forgiven, I will show you what authority I have over
his disease, that the posses.sion of the one may demon.strate the existSon of man
ence of the other, for both belong to me as the Messiah.'
cannot simply mean a man^ or a mere man. for this would be untrue
in fact, since the powers in question do not belong to men as such
nor could any reason be assigned for this circuitous expression of so
simple an idea. The sense of W6<» hy way of eminence^ the model man,
the type and representative of human nature in its unfallen or i-estored
condition, is by no means obvious or accord-ing to the analogy of ScripThe true sense is
ture, and at most an incidental secondary notion.
determined by Dan. 7, 13, where the phrase is confessedl}' applied to
the Messiah, as a partaker of our nature, a description which itself
.-mplies a higher nature, or in other words, that he is called the
Son of Man because he is the Son of God. This official application of the tenn accounts for the remarkable and interesting fact
that it is never used of any other person in the gospels, nor of Christ
Vjy any but himself.
Even Acts 7, 5G is scarcely an exception, since
the words of Stephen are a dying reminiscence of the words of Jesus,
and equivalent to saying, I behold him who was wont to call himselt
This exclusive use of the expression by our Lord
the Sou of Man.'
mav be accounted for by the consideration that it is not in itself a title
'

oins

'

MARK
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of honour, biit of humiliation, and could not therefore be employed
without irreviTcnce hy anv hut himself, while he was upon eaithj or in
a state of vohnitaiy inuniliation.

11
tlij

I

way

sav iiiHu iLeo, Arise,
into ilmio limine.

and take

iii)tliv

bed. and

i£o

llavino: stated his arjrument, he now applies it, by exhibitini? the
very proof of his anthoiity to jtardon sin which he had shown to be
To foruive sin and to heal disease are superhiunan powers,
couchisive.
to claim which is o<)unlly easy, and to exercise them equally diliicult.
Tf I pi'ououMCO this man forgiven, you may deny it, but you cannot
brinp: my declaration to the test of observation, siucc foririveness is a
change not cognizable by the .senses. But if I as.^ert the other power,
you can instantly detect the falsehood of my claim, by showing that
the paralysis continues.
If, on the contrary, it disaj)[)ears at my command, the proof thus furnished of the truth of one claim may convince
you that the other is no less well founded. Thus far he had addressed
the scribes; then turning to the palsied man. To thee I say^ Arise, take
vp thy couch and go away into thy house.

12. And inimediatelv he arose, took uj) tlie bed, and
went fortlt before tliem all insomiicli that tliej were all
amazed, and glorilied God, saying. We never saw it on
;

this fashion.
Familiar as we are with thi.s astounding scene, it is not easy to
imagine the solicitous susj)ense with which both the enemies and
friends of Jcsus must have awaited the result.
Had the paralytic
failed to obey the summons, the preten.sions of the new religious
teacher were refuted by the test of his own choosing.
But he rose
(or more exact!}-, lais aroused or raised up), not by slow degrees, but
immediately (see v. 8). without delay, and lifting the jyallet, upon
which he had been lying, he icent out of the house and fi'om amidst
the crowd through which he had a little before been so strangely introduced, and that not .secretly but openly, before all, as if challenging
inspection.
The result, as might have been expected, was that they
icere all amazed, or in an ecsta.sy, i. e. an abnormal or extraordinary
state of mind in English commonly apiilied to extreme jo}'. in Greek
to extreme wonder.
(See below, on 3,21. 5,42. 6.51.) But the
wonder was not irreligious, for it prompted them to glorify God, i. e.
to praise him as the God of glor}', whose presence had been manifested
in a way, of which they had experienced no previous example.

13. And he went forth again by the sea-side; and
the multitude resorted unto liim, and he taught them.

tn

all

The supposed extravagance of Christ's pretensions was aggravated,
by a seeming inconsistency of his behavioui

the eyes of his accusers,
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with respect to friendships and associations. While he claimed as
authority above that of any prophet, he consorted with the most notorious violators of the law, who were excluded by all strict Jews fronr.
He did so even with thf»
their social and ecclesiastical communion.
publicans, whose very name was a proverbial expression for the wanu
This excommunication of a
of character and standing in society.
whole class or profession arose from the singular political condition of
The Romans, to whom they had been virtually
the Jews at this time.
subject since the occupation of Jerusalem by Pompey, and particularly
suice the coronation of Ilerod as king of the Jews by order of the
senate, with their usual wise policy, suffered them in most things to
govern themselves. The two points in which their domination was
most felt were the military occupation of the country and the opThis branch of the imperial revenue was
pressive s\'stem of taxation.
farmed out to certain Roman knights, and by them to several gradations of subordinate collectors, each of whom was required to pay a
stated sum to his superior, but with the privilege of raising as ranch
more as he could for his own benefit. This financial SA'stem, which
still exists in vsome oriental countries, must, from its very nature be

To this
oppressive, b}^ offering a premium for extortion and rapacit}'.
was added in the case before us the additional reproach of being instruments and tools, not merel}'- of a foreign despotism, but of a
gentile or heathen power.
The odium thus attached to the office of a
publican, or Roman tax-gatherer, prevented any Jews from holding
it except those of the most equivocal and reckless character, who, being
thus excluded, by their ver\' occupation, from respectable society, were
Thus a
naturally thrown into that of wicked and disreputable men.
busmess. not unlawful in itself, and only made oppressive by the cupidity of those engaged in it. came by degrees to be regarded by devout
Jews as intrinsically evil, and gave rise to that familiar but without
reference to these facts unintelligible combination, " publicans and sinTliere was no slight analogy between this moral degradation
and the ph3'sical debasement of the leper and the same curiosity ma}' have
been felt as to the way in which our Lord would treat it. Mark acx^ordingly exhibits, as a second ground of opposition to his ministry, the
fact that he not only compauied with publicans, but caused that hated and
despi.sed class to be represented in the college of apostles (13-17.)
As the first fbur of his personal attendants were fishermen, so the
fifth, whose vocation is recorded, was selected from among the publiThe
cans, and called from the actual discharge of his official functions.
three evangflists, by whom this interesting incident has been preserved,
agree in making it directly follow the miraculous cure of the paralytic.
Mark adds particularly that it took place on his going out again (i. e.
probably from Capernaum), with reference to his going in again, at the
beginning of this chapter, and while he was engaged in the instruction
of the crowd which still attended him.

ners."

;

14.

And

as

he passed b j, he saw Levi the (son) of Al-

'
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custom, and sa'd unto nun,
he arose, and followed him.

pheiis, sitting at the receipt of

Follow me.

And

Paxshuj hi/ or alo/nj, from the city to the h\kc, or on tlie sliore of
Receipt of eyintom^
the latter, lie saw a person actinj; as a publican.
or, as most interpreters explain the term, the place of such recei[)t, not
necessarily ti house, perliaps a temporary oflice or a mere shed, such
as Wiclif calls a tolhnth (^toll-l>(>oth)^ a name transferred in Scotland to
the common gaol.
At this place, perhaps upon the watei-side, he saw
a person sitting and engaged in his official duties, whom he called to
follow him, a call wliich lie instantly obeyed, abandoning his former
business (Luke 5, 28.) It is not afiirmtd, or even necessarily implied,
that this was his first knowledge of the Saviour.
The analogy of the
calls before described (1, 16-20) makes it not improbable that this
man. like his predecessors, had already heard him, and pcrhaj)S received
an iiitimatioii that his services would be rerpiired
It can scaicely be
fortuitous in all these cases that the persons called, thoij^fc;h previously
accjuainted with the Saviour, had returned to or continued in their
former occupation, and were finally summoned to attend their .Master
while engaged in the performance of its duties. The person here
called Luke names Lei'i^ Mark more fully, Leci^ son of Alphevs.
In
the several lists of the apostles, one is expressly so described, namely,
James the Less, and one by an almost necessar}' implication, namely,
Jude or Judas, not Tscariot ^see below, on 3, IS, and compare Matt.
In none of these four catalogues is
10,3. Luke 0,5. 10. Acts 1, 13.)
the name of Levi found, but in one of them (Matt. 10, 3), a i)ublican
is mentioned by the name of Mdtthew, the very
name which an
old and uniform tradition has connected with that gospel as its author.
The combination of the.se statement.s, which .'^ome German writers in
their ignorance of practical and public jurisprudence, represent as contradictory, no judge or jury in America or England would hesitate or
scruple to regard as ])roving that the Matthew of one gospel and the
Levi of the other two are one and the same penson. The same diversity exists in relation to the hypothesis or theory, by which the dillerence of name may be accounted for.
While one class treats it as a
mere harmonical device without intrinsic probability, the other thinks
it altogether natural and in accordance with analogy, that this man,
like so many persons in the sacred history, Paul, Peter, Mark, c^c, had
a double name, one of which super.seded the othei- after his conversion.
In this case it was natural that Matthew himself should use the name
by which he had so long been known as an apostle, yet without concealing his original employment, and that Mark and Luke should use
the name by which he had been known before, when they relate his
conversion, but in enumerating the apostles should exchange it for his
apostolic title.
This hypothesis is certainly more piobable than that
of a mistake on either side, or that of a confusion between two conversions, those of Levi and Matthew, both of whom were publican.s,
and one of whom was an apostle, but confounded by tradition with the
other
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And

it came to pass, that as Jesus sat at meat
maii_y
publicans and sinners sat also together
his house,
with Jesus and his disciples ; for there were many, ana

15.

thej followed him.
Sat at meat, literally, lay down or reclined, a luxurious postur(i
introduced among the later Greeks and Romans fi-om the east. Among
the ancient Greeks as well as Hebrews sitting was the universal posture,
as it still continued to be in the case of women and children, while the
men. by whom alone convivial entertainments were attended, leaned on
their elbows stretched on beds or couches.
This was also the fashion
of the Jews, when our Saviour was among them, and the use of the
words sa,t, sat down^ sat at meat, in all such cases, is a mere accommodation to our modern usage, the very same verbs being rendered lay
or lying when the reference is to sickness (see above, on v. 4, and on 1, 30,
and below, on»5, 40), and in one instance leaning, where the true sense is
the common one of \'ing or reclining (John 13. 23.) In his house might be
either that of Jesus or of Matthew, whose own expression is still more indefinite (m t?ie house) ; but the ambiguity is solved b}- Luke (5, 29), who tells
us that the publican apostle made a great reception (So;^t;i^) for him in
his house a circumstance modestly omitted in his own account of these
have then a double reason for the fact that many pubtransactions.
licans and sinners sat (reclined) at meat with Chr:st and his disciples;
first, the one expressed by Mark, that this unhappx' class was veiy numerous, and very generally followed Christ, to hear his doctrine and
experience his kindness and then, the one implied by Luke, that he
who g ive this entertainment was himself a publican, and therefore likely
to invite or to admit his own associates in office and in disrepute.
1

We

;

16. And when the scribes and Pharisees saw him eat
with publicans and sinners, they said unto his disciples,
How is it that he eateth and drinketh with publicans and

sinners ?
The unavoidable publicity of almost

all our Saviour''s movements,
and the agitated state of public feeling with respect to him, would
necessarily prevent a private and select assemblage even in a private
house.
Tt is only by neglecting this peculiar state of things that any
difficulty can be felt as to the presence of censorious enemies at Matthew's table or within his hospitable doors, if not as guests, as specThese unwelcome visitors are designated by the
tators or as spies.
same name as before (v. 6). that of Scrihes. but also b}" another, that
of Pharisees, here aiiplied to the same persons, but describing them in
The word itself means sepai^atists, and is coma different manner.
monly explained as a descri}>tion of their austere and ascetic separation
from the mass, as claiming a superior sanctity and purity of moi'ais.
It is far more probable, however, that the name has reference to
national, not to personal seclusion, and desciibes the party which contended for the separation of the chosen people as its highest honour,
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»nd insisted upon every point of

di /Terence between them and the Genwhiie the rival party of the Sti'lihia'cs inrliiied to a more liberal
assimiiiUion to tlie customs of the (ientiles.
The word neet^ commonly
applied to these two bodi-s, conveys the false idea of a scj-arate organization, creed, and worship, whereas they were only two divisions of
the same churcli and boily politic, and might be more correctly calle<3
Bchuols or paities.
The IMiaiisees appeal* to have inclndcd the great
body of the people, or at least to have controlled them, not so much
by laying claim to a higher moral and religious character, as by their
patriotic zeal for national distinctions.
This, which was at first a
laudable and proper spirit, had become punctilious in its love of forms,
preferring what was merely ceremoni.il, or of minor moment, to the
weightier matters of the law. and often cloaking great corruption under
appearances of virtue and devotion. Of these Pharisees the scribes
were the official or professional leaders, and the names are therefore
sometimes interchanged, and still more frequently combined as here.
Nothing could be more at variance with their liollow ceremonial
sanctity than Christ's association with these excommunicated sinners
tiles,

and apostat-S. and especially his free participation in their food, on
which the .Jews of that a.ie especially insisted as a means and mark
of separati»)n from the Gentiles (Acts 1
28), and fiom those among
themselves whom they regarded as meie heathen (Matt. 18, 17.) Unprepared as yet to make an open opposition to the Saviour, and
l)erhaps awed by his presence, the}' present their complaint in the
indirect form of an interrogation addressed not to him but his disciples.
To etit in the first clause, and to eat and drltik in the second, are
equivalent expiessions, both conveying the same general ideas of food
and of participation in it.
',

17.

When

Jesus heard

(it),

he saith unto them, Thej

that are whole, have no need of the physician, but tliej
I came not to call the righteous, but sinthat are sick
:

ners, to repentance.

Though addressed to the di.sciples. the olyection is replied to by our
Lord himself, and as usual in an unexpected form, presenting the tiue
question at issue, and suggesting the true principle or method of .soluTheir reproach implied a false view of his whole work and mistion.
the disea.se was sin
the more
sion, which was that of a physician
sinful any man or class of men were, the more were they in need
;

;

The very idea of a healer or phy.sician presupposes
of his attentions.
sickness; they that are whole (or well, in good health) need no such
The figurative desci-iption of his work is followed by a liteassistance.
The oldest manuscripts and latest critics read, I came not to
ral one.
This, taken b}' itself, would seem to
call the rightcouK^ hut sinners.
mean simply that his errand was to sinners, that his message was adBut the parallel passage in Luke (5, 32). as well as
dre.ssed to theii.
U»e received text of Mark and Matthew (9. 13), adds the words, to lO'
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pentance. thus giving to the verb

2,

17. 18.

call, at least in

reference to the

clause, the specific sense of summoning, inviting, or exhorting.
interpreters suppose that this limitation of the meaning does not

las<

Some
extend

who

are said to be called (or not called) in the vague
I came not to address the righteous, but to sumsense above given
mon sinners to repentance.' There is something very harsh, however,
in supposing the same verb to have two senses in one sentence without
far more natural construction is to give it the
being even repeated.
same sense in relation to both classes, or in other words, to let the addi' I
tional phrase (?<? re'pentance) qualify the whole clause.
came not to
To this it is objected
call the righteous to repentance, but sinners.'
This depends upon
that repentance is not predicable of the righteous.
If it denote, as some allege, comparathe meaning of the latter term.
tively righteous, i. e. less atrociously or notoriously wicked
or, as
others think, self-righteous, righteous in th( ir own e)'es ; then the
righteous need repentance and the call to repentance just as much as
If it mean absolutely righteous, i, e. free from sin, which is the
others.
proper meaning, and the one here required by the antithesis with sinners, it is tiue that such cannot repent, and need not be exhorted to
repentance ; but this is the very thing affirmed according to the natuYou reproach me for ni}- intei'course with sinners,
ral construction.
but
very mission is to call men to repentance, and repentance presupposes sin ; I did not come to call the righteous to repentance, for
they do not need it and cannot exercise it, but to call sinners as such to
re])entance.'
By confining to repentance to the second member of the
clause, the very thing most pointedly affirmed is either left out or obscurely hinted. Another error as to this verse is the error of supposing
that our Saviour recognizes the existence of a class of sinless or absolutely lighteous men among those whom he found upon the earth at his
But the distinction which he draws is not between two
first advent.
classes of men, but between two characters or conditions of the whole
race.
By the righteous and sinners he does not mean those men who
are actually righteous, and those other men who are actually sinners,
I came not to
but mankind as righteous and mankind as sinners.
call men as unfallen sinless beings to repentance, which would be a
contradiction, but as sinners, which the}* all are ; and I therefore not
only may but must associate with sinnos, as the very objects of
mission ; just as the physician cannot do his work without coming into
lie does not
contact with the sick, v.-ho are alone in need of healing.'
mean of course that his errand was to Publicans (as sinners), not to
Pharisees (as righteous), but simply that the wovse tiie former were,
the more completely did they fall within the scope of his benignant
to the I'ighteous,

—

'

A

;

'

my

'

my

mission.

18.

And

the disciples of John, and of the Piiarisees,

used to fast: and tliey come, and say unto him, Why do
the disciples of John, and of the Phariee^s fast, but thy
disciples fast net ?
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Near akin to the charfjo of undue condescension and fiimiliar intercourse with sinners is that of a free and self indul^a'nt hfe, to tho
neglect of all ascetic niortilications.
It is doulilful. and comparatively
unnnjiortant. whether this charge was nia<lc upon the same or a dillcrent
Occasion. It by no means follows from the consecution and conntction of
the nanatives, even in Luke (o. .'5;;) and Matthew (!', 14). that the account
of .Matthew's feast is there contijuied. while in Mark another instance
of the same kind seems to be added without any reference to the date
of its occurrence ; an arrangement perfectly consistent with the general
practice of the evangelists, who adhere to the exact chronological oider
only when it is the most convenient, and there seems to be no reason
for dej)arting from it.
In the case before us it is very possible, though
not a necessary- supposition, that the writer goes on to complete the
Feries of ol)jcctiuns to our Saviour's method of proceeding, all belon;:ing
doubtless to the early period of his ministry, though not perhaps immediately successive.
The disciples of John are commonly iegar<led by
interpreters and readers as worthy representatives of John himself,
holding his doctrines and his relative position with respect to the Messiah.
But this position was no longer tenable ; the ministry of John
was essentially prospective and preparatory; its very object was to

bring men to Christ as the lamb of God who taketh away the sin of the
woild (John 1, 29.) Had all John's followers imbibed his spirit and
obeyed his precepts, they would all have become followers of Christ,
as .some did.
But even while John was at liberty, and in despite of his
remonstrances, some of his disciples cherished a contracted zeal for him
as the competitor of Christ (John 3, 20), and afterwards became a new
religious party, equally unfaithful to the principal and the forerunner.
These are the disciples of John mentioned in the gospel, after his imprisonment and the consequent cessation of his public ministiy. Of
their numbers and organic state we have no information.
From the
passage now before us, where the\' are connected with the Phari.sees,
not only by the history but by themselves (Matt. 9, 14), it is pro>)able
tliat John's severe means of awakening the conscience and producing
deep repentance were continued as a ceremonial form after the spirit
had departed. A remnant of this school or party reappears in Acts
19. 1-7. and with a further but most natural corruption in one or more
heretical

phenomena of

later history.

The

first

clause of this verse

is

understood by .some as meaning that they were so engaged at the date
of these occurrences, perhaps in consequence of John's death.
But the
Phaiisees couM hardly be expected to unite in this observance, or in
any other with the followers of John as such, except by a foituitous
This difficulty
coincidence, wiiich would not have been so expressed.
is avoided, and the usage of the language better sat'sfied, by und^istanding this clau.se as the statement of a general custom, common to both
schools or parties, and accounting for the fact of the joint application
here recorded.
The neglect complained of would be equally oliensive
to the followers of John and to the Pharisees, however they might difThey were fasting, i. e. statedly,
fer as to more important matters.
and as a matter of observance, not as an occasional auxiliary to devo-
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They come to him seems
tion.or a special means of spiritual discipline.
naturally to embrace both antecedents, the disciples of John and the
Pharisees, although it may possibl}-^ refer only to the former, who alone
are named b}' Matthew (9, 14), while Luke (5, 33) does not specify
the subject of the sentence, which some interpreters suppl}' from v. 30
(scribes and pharisees) \ but the chionological connection of the pasOn the whole, it is
sages, as we have seen, is altogether doubtful.
most probable that some of either class united in the question, winch
implies or rather asserts, that their practice was in this respect the
same. For what. i. e. for what cause or reason ? Fast. i. e. habitually,
statedly, a further confirmation of the meaning put upon the first
clause, as they could scaicely mean to ask why the disciples did not
The only
join in the paiticular fast which the}' were then observing.
stated fast prescribed in the Mosaic law is that of the great day of
atonement, in which were summed up all the expiatory ceremonies of
But before tne close of the Old Testathe year (Lev. 16, 29-34.)
ment canon, we find traces of additional fasts added by the Jews themselves (Zech. 8, lU), and in the time of Christ an intimation by himself

The
that the Pharisees observed two weekly fasts (Luke 18, 12.)
Jewish traditions, though of later date, confirm the general fact here
The fasts observed by John's disciples were either the tradistated.
tional ones common to all other Jews, or formal repetitions of those
used by John as temporary remedies, perhaps a servile imitation of his
^V'e have no reason to beiieve. and
personal austerity and abstinence.
it is highly improbable, indeed, that Joim himself established stated
fasts, vrhich would seem to be at variance with his intermediate position, as the last prophet of the old dispensation and the herald of the
new, but commissioned neither to improve upon the one nor to anticiBat thy discijjles fast 7ic?, .though a simple statement
pate the other.
of a fact, derives from its connection a censorious character, as if they
meant to say, how is this omission to be justified or reconciled with
thy pretensions as a teacher sent from God ? (John 3, 2 ) In this
case they complain to him of his disciples, as in that before it they
complain to them of him (v. 10), and in th-o first which Mark records
merely condemn him in their hearts without giving oral expression to
This charge, though indirect and intcirogatheir censures (vs. 6-8.)
tive in form, may be regarded as confirming what we know from other
quarters, and especially from Christ's own words below, that his life
and that of his disciples were alike free from the opposite extremes of
frivolous self-indulgence and austere moroseness.

And

Jesus said unto them, Can the children of
the bride-chamber fast, while the bridegroom is with
them ? As long as they have the bridegroom with them,
they cannot fast.
19.

The

reply to this charge

either of the others,

and made

is

as unexpected and original in form aa
more striking by its being borrowed

still
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from familiar customs of the ap;e and country, namely, from tlieir marria}j;e ct'ivniDnies, ami particularly from the practice of the l»ri<k';;i<>oir
brinLrin<r home his Ijride accompanied hy clnx^en friends of oillier ^ex,
rejoicinj; ovei- them and lor tliem.
These, in the oriental idiom, weie
styled clnldren of the })ridal chamber, i. e. specially lielonjiinij to it an<J
connected with it, somethinj; more than mere quests or attendants at
the weddmj^. The specific term sontf^ here used in all the pospels. designates the male attendants n])on sucli occasi(jns.
T/te ?fn'tlf//room is in
(ireek an adjective derived from hritle and answerin"; to bridal^ nujituil.
Use<l al)Solutely. it denotes the hr'nhil (/n<in), or bridcsuKHi. called in
English bridegroom^ and dilfering from huxb<ind ']\\^t as bride does from
There may be here a double allusion, first, to the favoiuite Old
wife.
Testament fi,a;ure of a conjufral relation between God and Israel (as in
Ps xlv. Isai. liv. Jer. ii. llos. iii.). and then to John the baptist's lieautifid descri])tion of the mutual relation l)et\veen him an<l C!iri>t as that
of the bridegroom and the bridegroom's friend (John 3, 2'J.)
The form
of the question is higldy idiomatic, being that used when a negative
answer is expected. The nearest approach to it in English is a negative followed by a question,
they cannot— can they 7 ' The incapacity implied is not a physical but moral one. They caimot be expected,
or required to fast ; there is no reason why they siiould fast.
The general priiici[)ie involved or presupposed is that fasting is not a periodical
or stated, but a special and occasional observance, growing out of a parThis doctrine underlies the whole defence of his
ticular emergency.
disciples, wliich proceeds upon the supposition that a fast, to be acceptable and useful, must have a reason and occasion of its own, beyond a
general propriety or u.sage.
It is also assumed that fasting is not a
mere opus operatum^ but the cause and the efiect of a particular condition, that of spiritual grief or sorrow (Matt. 9, 15.)

—

days will coine, when the bridegroom
be taken away from them, and then shall thej fast

20.
sliall

'

But

tlie

in those days.

The duty of fasting being thus dependent upon circumstances, may
will become incumbent when those circumstances change, as they
are certainly to change hereafter.
The bridegroom is not alwa^-s to be
risibly present, and when he departs, the time of fasting will be come.
To express this still more strongly, he is said to be removed or taken
away, as if by violence.
Then, at the time of this removal, as an imand

mediate temporary can^e of sorrow, not forever aftervvaids. which
would be inconsistent with the principle already laid down, that the
value of religious fasting is dependent on its being an occasional and
not a stated dutv.
There is no foundation therefore for the doctrine of
some Romish writers, who evade this argument against their stated
fasts, by alleging that according to our Lord's own declaration, the
I'ut this would
church after his departure was to be a fasting church.
be equivalent to saying that the Saviour's exaltation would con.sign his
people to perpetual sorrow.
For he evidently speaks of grief and
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and in Matthew's narrative of his reply, the
Even the
substituted for the latter (Matt, 9, 15.)
plural form, in those days, has respect to the precise time of his departure, much more the singular, in that day. which the latest critics
have adopted as the true text.
fasting as inseparable,

former term

is

21. No man also seweth a piece of new cloth on an
else the new piece that filled it up, taketh
old garment
awaj from the old, and the rent is made worse.
Although Mark has not yet recorded any of Christ's formal parables,
he gives us in this passage several examples of his parabolical method
of instruction,
e. by illustration drawn from the analogies of I'eal life.
Having already employed some of the prevailing marriage customs to
account for the neglect of all austerities by his disciples, he proceeds to
enforce the general principle which he is laying down, by other analo:

i.

from the festivities of such occasions, and particularly from
the dresses and the drinks which were considered indispensable at marriage feasts. Tlie first parable, as it is expressl}- called by Luke (5. 3G),
ig suggested by the homeh' but familiar art of patching, and consists in
a description of the general practice of what evei-ybody does, or rather
of what no one does, in such a matter. This appeal to constant universal usage shows, that however we ma}'' understand the process here
alluded to, it must have been entirel}'^ familiar and intelhgible to the
hearers.
The essential undisputed points are that- he represents it as
an unheard of and absurd thing to combine an old and new drcs-, by
sowing parts of one npon the other. The incongruity, thus stated by
the other two evangelists (Matt. 9, 16. Luke 5, 36), is rendered much
more clear b}' Mark's explanation of a new di-ess, as meaning one composed oi uvJ ailed cloth, and therefore utterly unfit for the kind of combination heie alhuled to. Else, literally, if not. which may seem to say
the vei'v opposite of what our Saviour really intends and the connection
here demands, but which means, if he does not act upon this principle or
adhere to this universal custom.
Both the text and the construction
of the next clause have been much disputed ; but the true sense seems to
be the one expressed in the common version, namely, that the new piece
or filling up. by shrinking or by greater strength of fibre, loosens or
weakens the old garment still more, antl the rent becomes worse. The
essential idea hei-e expressed is evidently that of incongruity, with
special reference to old and new.
It admits of various applications to
the old and new economy the old and new nature of the individual, and
many other contrasts of condition and of character. The primary use
of it, suggested by the context and historical occasion, was to teacli the.
authors of this charge that they must not expect in the Messiah's kingdom a mere patching up of what had had its day and done its office, by
empirical repairs and emendations of a later date, l)ut an entire renovation of the church and o( religion ; Hot as to its e^^sence or its vital prinAs the usages
ciple, but as to all its outward forms and vehicles.
immediately in question were of human not divine institution, what^vei
gies derived
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be in this similitude of sarcasm or contempt, belongs not
temporary forms of the Mosaic dispensation, but to its tra-

ditional excrescences.

22. AikI

iin

jiian

puHoth new wine

into old bottles:
huist the bottles, and the wine is

else the

new wine doth

spilled,

and the bottles will be marred

must be

i)ut into

new

:

but

new wine

bottles.

The same essential truth is now propounded in another parabolic
form, likewise horrowcd from the experience of common life.
Instead
of old and new cloth, the antithesis is now between old and new skins
as receptacles for now wine, the fermenting strength of which distend.s
the fresh skins without injury, but bursts the rigid leather of the old
ones.
The word bottles is ol course to be explained with reference to
the oriental use of goat skins to preserve and carry water, milk, wine,
and other liquids. The attemj)t to determine who are meant hy the
bottles, and what by the wine, proceeds upon a false assumption with
resj)ect to the structure an<l design of parables, which are not to be
expounded by adjusting the minute points of re.'^emhlaiice first, and
then deducing from the aggregate a general conclusion, but bv first
a.^^certaining the main analogy, and then adjusting the details to suit it.
(See below, on 4. 2.)
This is the method universall}- adopted in expounding fables, which are only a particular species of the parable, distinguished by the introduct'on of the lower animals, as representatives
of moral agents. In explaining /Esop's fable of the Fox and the Grapes,
no one ever thinks of putting a distinctive meaning on the grapes, as a
pai ticular kind of fruit, or on the limbs of the fox as having each its
own signirtcance. Yet this is the expo.sitory method almost universally
applied to the parables.
By varying the form of his illustration here,
witjiout a change in its es.sential import, he teaches us to a.scertain the
latter first, and then let the mere details adjust them.sehes accordingly.
The last clause furnishes the key to hoth <<imilitudes. Xcin wine must
he put into new bottles.
In religion, no less than in secular affams, new
emergencies require new means to meet them but these new means are
not to be devi.sed by human wisdom, but appointed by divine authority.
;

23. And it came to pass, that he went through the
corn-fields on the sabbath-daj ; and his disciples began,

Hs they went, to pluck the ears of corn.

A

fourth charge or ground of opposition to the Saviour, on the part
more scrupulous and ri;.::id Jews, was his alleired violation of the
Sabbath, either in peison or by suflering his followers to do what was
esteemed unlawful. Tliis divine institution, as already mentioned (see
a>)Ove. on 1, 21 ). being chiefly negative in its ob.servance. was less affected
oy a change of outward situation than the legal ceremonies, most of
which were limited to one place, and could not be peiformed without
of the

3
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Hence the Jews in foreij^n lands, heing cnt off
of sacrifices and the formal celebration of their yearly
festivals, were chiefly nistinfruished from the Gentiles amonq: whom
they dwelt by two observances, those of circumcision and the Sabbath,
and especially the latter, as the more notorious and palpable peculiarity
of their religion.
Hence the prophets who predict the exile, lay peculiar stress on the observance of the Sabbath, as the budire of a true
irrcjTularity elsewhere.

from the

oft'eriiitr

(Tsa. 56. 2. 58,13. Lam. 2, 6. Ezek. 44, 24. Hos. 2, 11.)
After the restoration, when the same necessity no longer existed, the
people were disposed to exaggerate this duty by gratuitous restrictions,
and by pushing the idea of religious rest (which was the essence of the
Sabbath) to an absurd extreme, at the same tiijie losing sight of its
spiritual purpose, and confining their attention to the outward act, or
rather abstinence from action, as intrinsically holy and acceptable to
God. One of the Jewish books enumerates thirty-nine acts, with many
subdivisions, which were to be considered as unlawful labour, and the
Talmud gives the most minute specifications of the distance which might
be lawfully passed over, even in tlie greatest emergencies, as that of fire.
With these distorted and corrupted notions of the Sabbath, they would
soon find something to condemn in the less pimctilious but more
rational and even legal conduct of our Lord and his disciples.
Two
such attacks, with their historical occasions, aie recorded here by jMark,
It is
the first of which fills the remainder of this chapter (vs. 23-28.)
also given by Matthew (12, 1-8) and Luke (G, 1—5), by the former
more and by the latter less minutely, and with some variation as to
form and substance, but without the least real inconsistency. One of
the points of difference is in the chronological arrangement. Matthew
connecting what is here recorded with his previous context by the general formula, in that time, while Luke .specifies the ver}- Sabbath upon
which it happened. As Mark has no indication of time whatever, it is
clear that he is putting things together, not as immediatel}^ successive
in the time of their occurrence, but as belonging to the same class or
series, that of the objections made by the censorious Jews, on legal
Hence this topic occupies an earlier
grounds, to Christ's proceedings.
place in Mark than in either of the other gospels, and when taken in
connection with their marked agreement, even in minute forms of expression, proves that while the}' used the same material and aimed at
the same ultimate design, each was directed to pursue his own plan
independently of both the others. It came to pass (or happened),
although it decides nothing in reference to the time of the occurrence, ap)pears rather to imply that it was difierent from that of the preceding
topic.
As if he had said, 'another incident, exhibiting the spirit of
these censors, was as follows.' We?it, literally tcent hy or along^ implying that he crossed the corn-field merely on his way to some place, and
not wantonly or idly, much less for the purpose of provoking this
Cornjields, literally sotcfi (Jields), i. e. sown with corn, in
objection.
the proper English sense of grain or bread-stuffs, with particular reference to wheat and barley. That the corn was grown and ripe, though
not expressly mentioned, is implied in all that follows. On the Sabbath
Israelite.
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iny, litorally in the Sdhlhtths, which inny seem to indirntf that this
particular occurrence took place more tlian once, or that this chmse is
descriptive of a ciistoniarv action.
But the y)hiral form of the Greek
word IS purely accidental, and arises either from assimilation to Greek

names of festivals (compare
Ilehrew word Suhhidh (pac)
Greek plural (^iTu,-i,iuTo). and

.T»»hn 10, 22).

in its

or from the

fact

that the

Aramaic form (Krac) resemhles

a

often so inllected, althouiih sin^rular in
meanintr.
Ilis discij/Ies, his immediate per.'jonal attendants. j»rol>abIy
those whose call has previously been recorded, Peter and Andrew,
is

James, and John, and Matthew,
others

who

jierhaj)S with the addition of some
received his doctrine, and were therefore /ris discijiliii in a

wider sense. Our Lord appeals to have heen seldom free from the
society of others, either frieixls or foes, so that lie was .sometimes under
the necessity of escaping from them for a time, especially for devotional
purposes.
(See above, on 1. 35 ) Began is not a })leonastk; or superfluous expression, but suirjiests that they were interru]>ted. or that
while thev were so doing:, the ensuing dialogue took place.
Bcijan^ an
they iceut^ to phicl\ or, retaining the original construction, theij began
to make iPay, pbtrkiug. To i/ta/L-e icay, in the sen.'^e of going or proceeding, is a phrase found both in Hebrew (Judg. 17, 8). and in clas.sic
Greek, although the middle voice is commonly employed bv the older
writers.
The obvious meaning is that they went along j-lucking the
ears, or plucked them as they went.
Yet one of the ablest German
writers on this passage insists on what he calls the strict .sense, namely,
that they jna*Je a tray or broke a path through the standing corn by
plucking up the stalks, and that Mark's account, which says nothing of
their eating the grains, is therefore at variance with those of Luke and
Matthew
This may serve as an example of the influence exerted on
inter['retation by the su{)posed candor of exaggerating cxi^ry real difference, and ingeniously contiiving false one.':, rather than adopt the common-.sense expedient constantly emplo)-ed in our tribunals, of allowing
witnesses not otherwise discredited, to explain and supplement each
other's statements, and of looking upon minor variations as confirming
rather than impairing their essential agieement.
Another objection
to this forced construction is, that Mark, as well as Luke and Matthew,
speaks of ears and not o( stalks, and must therefore equally have reference to eating, and not to the breaking of a path, which could not be
effected by merel}' plucking the ears of wheat or barley.
I

24. And the Pharisees said unto liim, Beliold,
they on the sabbath-day that which is not lawful ?
at

why do

The Pharisees, i. e. certain of that class who seem to Jiave been near
hand whenever Christ appeared in public. This will be less sur-

prising if we consider that the Pharisees were not a small and select
body, but the great national party who insisted on the smallest point.s
of difference between Jews and Gentiles, and most probably included
the mass of the nation.
The expression here
(See above, on v. 18.)
jsed, therefore, is nearly equivalent to saying, certain strict punctilioui
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Jews who happened

to be present. ^lark and JMatthew represent the^n
as complaining to the Master of his disciples; while, according to Luke,
Both accounts are perfectly
the objection was addressed to the latter.
consistentj whethei' we suppose Luke to describe the indirect attack
upon them as a direct one, or. which seems more natural, assume that
bnth our Lord and his followers were thus addressed b}' different persons, either at once or in succession.
See^ behold, implying something
Why^ i. e. with what right, or b}''
strange and hard to be believed.
what authority? The question therefore implies censure, as in v. 7. 16,
above.
O/i the S 'hhdth inliat is not lairfuJ^ i. e. what is not lawful on
the Sabbath,
Listead of this obvious and natural construction, the
wiiter above quoted understands the clause to mean, why do the}^ on
the Sabbath (as an aggravating circumstance) what is not hiwful at
any time, meaning the injury done to the corn by breaking a way
The simple act of plucking and eating was expressly
throu'ih it?
allowed by the law of Mo.s-'S (Deut. 2'^), 25.) The unlawfulness must
therefore have consisted cithe!* in this wanton waste or in doing on the
Sabbath what on any other day would have been lawful. But of waste
or damage to the grain, the text, as we have seen, contains no trace or
intimation.
It was therefore not the act itself, but the time of its performance, that gave occasion to the charge before us, as we K-arn from
}»raimonides that the tradition of the fathers reckoned the net here
di-sciiljed as a kind of harvesting or reaping, and as such forbidden
labour on the Sabbath

25. And he said unto tliem, Have ye never read wliat
David did, when he had need, and was an hungered, he
and they that were with him?
26. How he went into the house of God, in the da3^8
of Abiatliar the high priest, and did eat the shew bread,
wliich is not lawful to eat, but for the priests, and gave
also to theui wliich were with him?

By a combination of the three accounts we learn that Christ defended his disciples from this frivolous and malignant charge by live
distinct arguments, two of which have been preserved by all three
gospels, one by Mark alone, and two by Matthew alone (12, 5-7.) The
first place is assigned by all tD the same answer.
This is drawn fiom
the Old Testament history, and presupposes their acquaintance with it,
and their habit of reading it. It also presupposes their acknowledgment of David as an eminent servant of God, all whose official acts,
unless divinely disapproved, afford examples to those placed in similar
situations.
The narrative referred to is still extant in 1 Samuel 21,
1-6. which is thus proved to be a part of the canon recognized by
Christ.
The house of God, in which e dwelt among his people, an
A.s
expression no less app icable to the tabernacle than the temple.
the ancient sanctuar\', under both its forms, was meant to 83'mbolizQ
the doctrine of divine inhabitation and peculiar presence with the ohoi
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Ben people, it was movable as loncj as they were wanderiiij? and iinsotlkd; but as soon as tbi-y bad taken full possession of tlie itromiseil
land, w birli was not till the leijrn of Davjrl, tbe porta)>le Tent was excban}:;ed lor a permanent snbstantial dwellinj;.
At tiie time here mentioned the tabernacle was at Nob (1 Sam. 21, 1.)
The sHew-bread,
literally, bread of presentation^ called in Hebrew, bread ^/'fthe divine)
J'oce (or presence), consisted of twelve loaves or cakes placed in rows
upon a table in the Holy Place orontward apartment of the tabernacle,
and rene well every Sul)bath. when the old were eaten by the priests
on dutv (litv. 24. 5—0.) "Whatever may have been the meanins of
this snignlar observance, it was certainly a necessary and divinelv instituted part of the tabernacle-service, resting on the same authority,
thouffh not of equal moment with the Sabbath.
The relevancy of the
case here cited is enhanced by the probability that David's desecration
of the .shew-l)read was itself committed on the Sabbath, as the loaves
api)ear to have been just renewed (1 Sam. 21, G.)
It is not lawful^
i. e. not according to the law of Mose.s, which our Lord and his disciples
were accn.sed of breaking. In either case, the positive observance,
though legiiiuiate and bmding, must give way to the necessity of .selfpreservation, a principle more formally propounded in the next verseBefore leaving this, however, we must notice an apparent inconsistency
between the citation, as Mark gives it. and the original pas.sage, where
the priest who furnished David with the bread is called AhimeJech.
Even if no solution could be given of this discrepancy, it would be absurd to let it shake our faith in the substantial truth of either narrative.
It would not even be adrais.sible, with Beza and his famous
Codex, to omit the questionable clause as spurious, nor necessary to fall
back upon the general liability of names and numbers to the risk of
textual corruption.
Even if the passage be retained, and in its ordi-

nary form, there are several possible solutions, any one of which

is

far

more likely tlian the supposition of a contradiction or a blunder, which
would certainly have been detected and expungod, instead of being
cherished and transmitted to posterity. The least probable of these
solutions is the one which instead of in the days of Abiathar understands the Greek phrase (fVl A'l:iiu6cip) to mean in the passage of the
sacred history of which Abiathar

the subject, as a like phra.<e in
explained in that way.
(See below, on 12, 26. and compare Rom. 11, 2.)
Even admitting the correctness of the explanation there, which is disputed, it is here forbidden
by the position of the words, which ought to have come after did ye
never read, whereas they follow how he entered, and by the obvious
consideration that the pa.ssage cited is not and could not be with any
propriety called by the name of Abiathar. Another explanation of the
discrepancy is that the Greek phrase means in the preseitce of Abiathar
although Ahimelech performed be act. But even if the fact were sc
which is assumed without the slightest proof, why should a per&oh
merely present have l>een named, when the act in question was performed by another ? The nearest approach to a satisfactory solution
is atlbrded by the strange variation in the name of this priest in differ

two other

places

is

now commonly

is
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itself.
Thus we read of Ahiah the sor
Ahitub (1 Sam. 14, 3). Abiathar the son of Ahimelech (1 Sam,
22, 20), Ahhnelech the^son of Abiathar (2 Sam. 8. 17), and Abiraelech
the son of Abiathar (1 Chr. 18, IG.)
It is easy to assert, as some do,
Ihat these are also blunders of the author or transcriber; but it is no
lfc?s easy to assert, and far more likely to be true, that both names,
Abiathar and Ahimelech (Abimelech) were then hereditary in the
sacerdotal race, and sometimes borne by the same person.
Of this

ent parts of the Old Testament
of

iudeed no direct proof; if there were, the exegetical dispute
in a choice of difficulties, such as here presents itself,
the hypothesis suggested is at least as probable as that of gross mistake and lontradiction. It is best. howeTer. as in all such cases, to
leave the discrepancy unsolved rather than to solve it bv unnatural
difficulty may admit of explanation, aland forced constructions.
though we may not be able to explain it. and the multitude of cases in
which riddles once esteemed insoluble have since been satisfactorily
•ettled. should encourage us to hope for like results in other cases, or
to leave what still remains inexplicable undisturbed by effi)rts at solution which can only bring discredit on the Scriptures, or at least on its
expounders, without really relieving the particular embarrassment to
there

is

would cease; but

A

which they

27.

for

ov/e their origin.

And

he said unto them. The sabbath was made

man, and not man

for the sabbath.

Passing over the two arguments preserved by Matthew, one derived from the labours of the priests in the temple (12, 5. 6), and the
other from Ilosea's declaration of God's preference of human welfare
even to required observances (Hos. 6, 6. Matt. 12, 7), Mark records
an answer, found in neither of the others, though involved in the citation from Hosea, and perhaps originally uttered as a kind of paraphrase
or commentary on it. If God chooses mercy, i. e. kind regard to human happiness, and not (i. e. rather than) sacrifice (or other ceremonial service), we might well conclude, though it were not recorded,
that the Sabbath is an institution meant for human benefit, and therefore to be set aside when inconsistent with it. not a necessary and
inexorable law, to which the interests of man must yield, whenever
they are brought into collision. And if this was true even of the Sabbath as a purely divine institution, how much more of its corruptions
and unauthorized additions. If the holy rest commanded on the .seventh day might lawfully be broken for the sake of saving life or even
mitigating its distresses, how much more must such emergencies dispense with an extravagant and uncommanded abstinence from active
labour.
He said unto them^ i. e. further or again upon the same occasion, a formula frequently employed in such connections to distinguish
sayings uttered at the same time, but on different topics. In the fourth
chapter of this Gospel, for example, it occurs at least nine times (4, 8.
9. 11. 13. 21. 24. 26. 30. 35.)
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Son of man

is

Lord

also of the sab-

bath.
This was an inference deduced from what had just been said as to the
mutual connection between human welfare and sabbatical observance.

mure exactly,

«<> tJmt (as a necessary consequence;, the
lord mot oiily of all other thin'j:s afrcctinp: human haj)piuess, but) uLso (or ecen) of the Sabbath^ which you might suppose
Grotius and others have endeavoured
to bt> exempt from his contri>l.
to explain Son of man, in this ])lace. as denotinrj any nian or man in
The Siiise will then be that as the 8abl)ath was appointed
peneral.
for man's benefit, it is his prero^rative to refj;ulate and use it for his
own a lvania<re. But to this c<;nstnicti()n, aitliough specious, there are
two invincil)le objections, one of form and one of sub>tance. Firnt^
the sentiment expressed is not in keepinp; with the tenor of the Scriptures, whii h everywhere deny to man the right of abrogating or suspending a divine institution for his own good and at his own disci'etion.
Such a prvroi-ative can belong only to a divine jtersou, i. e. to God as
God, or to (jod inearn;ite in the person of Messiah. In the next ])lace,
it is only to this person, the Mes-iuh, that the usage of the Scriptures
(See above, on v. 10.)
will allow the title Son of Man to be applied.
The meaning of the sentence therefore must be, that the Sabbath
hiving iieen ordained foi- man. not for any individual, but for the
whole race, it nuist needs be subject to the Son of Man. who is its
This implies
head and representative, its sovereign and redeemer.
that though the Sabb.ith, in its essence, is perpetual, the right of modifying and controlling it belongs to Christ, and can be exercised only
under his authority.

Tlierij'or(\ or

Son of man

is

CHAPTER m.
In continuation of the narrative begun in the preceding chapter, Mark
records a .second charge of Sabbath-breaking, with our Lord's defence,
and its etl'ect upon his enemies (1— t).) Meantime his fame and popularitv were growing, not diminished by the partly repressed testimony of
At this important juncthe evil spirits whom he cast out (J-\l.)
ture, wlien his popularity is at its height, he completes his fir.-t step
towards the reorganization of the Church, by formally embodying thi
twelve Apostles (IM— 10.) The concourse .still continues, and his friends
endeavour to restrain his labours (10-21.) On the other hand, the
rancour of the scribes fiom Jcru.salem now goes so far as to accuse
him of alliance with the evil one, in answering which charge he teaches
them the fearful doctrine of the sin against the Holy Ghost (20-3<>.)
^n the same occasion, he declares his independence of all natural rela
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when

in conflict

3,

1.

2.

with the duty which he owed to his great spi^

itual family (ol-35.)

1.

And

there was a

he entered again into the synagogue
man there which had a withered hand.

;

and

Mark records another charge
how various were the outward

of Sabbath-breaking, probably to show
occasions of such opposition: to illustrate the variety of Christ's defences ; and to mark the first concerted
plan for his destruction. Again, that is, on a different occasion from
The synagogue, most probably the one
the one referred to in 1, 21.
there mentioned, which was in Capernaum. Here, as in 2, 23, the absence of any more specific note of time shows that exact chronological
order was of small importance to the author's object. There is somewhat more precision as to this point in the parallel accounts of Luke
There is no ground in the text of either
(6, 11) and Matthew (12, 9.)
gospel for the conjecture of some writers, that the presence of this
suiterer had been contrived in order to entrap Christ. The constant apphcation for his healing aid precludes the necessity of such a supposition, and indeed suggests that this was only one of many miracles performed at this time, and is recorded in detail on account of its important
Withered, literally, dried
bearing on the progress of Christ's ministry.
or dried iip^^elsewhere applied to liquids (5, 29. Rev. 16. 12), and to
plants (4, 0. 11. 20. James 1, 11), but also to the pining away of the
human body (see below, on 9, 18.) The passive participle adds to the
meaning of the adjective (drg) employed by Matthew and Luke, the
idea that it was not a congenital inlirmity. but the effect of disease or
accident, the more calamitous because it was the right hand that was
shnilar affection, preternaturally caused,
thus disabled (Luke 6, 6.)
was that of Jeroboam (1 Kings 13, 4-6.)

A

And

they watched him, whether he would lieal
him on the sabbath-day ; that they miglit accuse him.
2.

We

have here a striking indication that the opposition to our
Saviour was becoming more inveterate and settled, so that his enemies
not only censured what he did, but watched for some occasion to lind
Watched, i. e. closely or intentl}', as suggested by the
fault with him.
compound form of the Greek verb, both here and in Acts 9, 24.
Whether he would, literally, if he will, a form of speech which repreOn the Sahhath-day, literally, the
sents the scene as actually passing.
The motive
Sabbaths, a form used above in 2, 24, and there explained.
of their watching was not simply curiosity, but a deliberate desite to
That they might accuse him. not in conversation merely,
entrap him.
but before the local judges, who were probabl}^ identical with the
elders or rulers of the synagogue, or at all events present at the stated
time and place of public worship. The subject of the verb is not expressed by Mark and Matthew, although easily supplied from the fore-
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Luke

(0, 7),

3.

(2, 24.

where the

And

2

3.

4

ftl

2). and from the parallel acconnt ia
and Phari.sees are expressly mentioned.

Matt. 12.
scribe.s

saith unto tlie

lio

hand, Stand

3.

man

wliicli lia<l the

witheicd

t'urih.

This direction to the patient i.s placed hy Matthew (12. 13) after
ihe address to his accnsers, but without asserting that it was not given
Booner, as would seem to be the case from the accounts of Mark and
Luke, who represent it as a ."ort of prejjaration for the subsequent dis
course, which would be rendered more impressive by the sight of the
man standing in the midst, i. e. among them, and no doubt in a conspicuous position, but not necessarily in the exact centre of the house
or the assembly.
This phrase is omitte<l in our version, or included in
the phrase stand forth.
The Greek vui b is the same with that in 1,
31 2, 9. 11. 12, and sti-ictly means to rouse another or one's self, especially from sleep. (See below, on 4. 27, and compare Matt. 8, 25.

Luke

«,

24.)

And

saith unto tlieni. Is

hiwful to do good on
the sal)l)atli-days, or to do evil? to save life, or to kill?
but they held their peace.
Before proceeding to perform the miracle, he appeals to them as to
4.

lie

it

lawfulness, retorting the same question which they
him (Matt. 12, 10). as if he had said. answer your
own question ; I will leave it to 3"0urselves, and will abide by your decision, not liowever as expressed in words alone, but in your actions
Is it lairful. not right in itself, but con.sistent with
(Matt. 12, 11. 12.)
the law of Moses, and with your acknowledged obligation to obey it
To do good and to do evil may. according
(see above, on 2. 24. 2(3.^
both to etymology and usage, mean to do right and to do icrong in the
general (1 Pet. 3, 16. 17. 3 John. 11), or to do good and to injure in
On the former supposition the meaning of
particular (Acts 14. 17.)
the sentence is, 'You will surely admit that it is lawful to do right in
liut as
preference to wrong on the .Sabbath, as on an}' other day.'
this is little more than an identical proposition, or at least an undisputed truism (namely, that what is right is lawful), most interpreters
prefer the other explanaiion, according to which our Lord is not asserting a mere truism, which his hearers were as ready to acknowledge as
himself, but pointing out their obvious mistake as to the nature of the
Stripped of its interaction which they had condemned beforehand.
rogative form, the sentence contains two distinct but consecutive propThe Hist is that it must be lawful, even on the Sabbath,
ositions.
to confer a favour or to do a kindness, when the choice lies between
that and the doing of an injury. Even if not absolutely lawful, it would
The next propcertainly become so in the case of such an alternative.
osition is that this rule, which is true in general, is emphatically true
when the alternative is that of life and death. To this may l)e added,

the question of

its

had already put

to

3*

•
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as a tacit influence, not formally deduced, but left to be drawn by the
hearers for themselves, that such a case was that before them, in which
This is not to be strictly unto refuse help was virtualh^ to destroy.
derstood as meaning that unless tiie withered hand were healed at once
the man would die, but as exemplifying that peculiar method of pre-

senting extreme cases, which is one of the most marked characteristics
As in the Sermon on the Mount and elseof our Saviour's teaching.
where (see below, on 9, 43. 48). he instructs us what we must be prepared to do in an extreme case, thus providing for all others so here
he exhibits the conclusion, to which their reasoning naturally tended,
If the rest of the Sabbath was
as a proof that it must be erroneous.
not only a divine requisition, but an intrinsic, absolute necessity, to
which all human interests must yield, this could be no less true in an
extreme case than in any other, so that life itself must be sacrificed to
it.
This revolting conclusion could be avoided only by admitting that
the obligation of the Sabbath rested on authoiity, and nu'ght by that
This implies that such autiiority
authority be abrogated or suspended.
belonged to him, that he was not acting as a mere m;in, or a piophetj
but as the Son of man, and as such lord of the Sabbath so that, although his answer upon this occasion is in form quite dillVrent from
that before recorded, it amounts to the same thing, and proceeds upon
Thus understood, the sentence may l>e
the same essential principle.
You consider me a breaker of the l:iw, beparaplirased as follows :
cause I Ileal upon the Sabbath ; but j^ou must admit that \Vheic the
choice is between doing good and evil, for exanipK-. between savinij: life
and killing upon that day, we are bound to choose tlie former. There
is therefore some limit or exception to the oi)ligation which you urge
upon yourselves and others, not indeed to be decided by youAown discretion or caprice, but by the same authoiity which first impo.sed it.
Now that authority I claim to exercise, a claim abundantly attested by
the veiy miracles on which }our charge is founded, for no man can do
Buch things unless God be with him.' (Compare John 3, 2.)
;

,

'

And when lie had

looked round about on them with
anger, being grieved for the liardiiess of their hearts, he
And he
saith unto the man. Stretch forth thine hand.
and his liand was restored whole as
stretched (it) out
5.

:

the other.

We

have here an instance of what some regard as characteristic of
and ascribe to Peter's influence upon it, to wit. the
occasional description of our Saviour's feelings, looks, and gestures,
most of which details we owe exclusively to Mark, (See above, on 2,
Three such particulars are here recorded, one external two in41.)
Looking round upon (or at) them is an act mentioned by
ternal.
Luke also (6, 10). with the addition of the strong word all. But
Mark tells what feedings were expres.sed by this act. or at least accompanied it. One was anger, a passion belonging to our original con
this gospel,
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and as such not sinful in itself, and thorcfore shared by
the humanity of Christ, in whom it was a holy indii;nation or ii'tcn.se
displeasure at what really deserves it. unalloyed by that exci-ss or that
malignity wliich renders human an<;er almost always sinful.
The
absence of the quality last named in this case is a[)paront from the
other feelin<^ mentioned, that of grief or sorrow.
Urieccd with is in
Greek a com])Ound verb, admilting of two explanations, one of which
makes the particle in composition refer to the an{];er previously mentioned, helitg grieced (in conjunction or at the same time) with that
anger.
But the classical usage of such writers as Plato. Theophrastus,
Diodorus, is
favour of referring the particle in question, not to the
anger, but to those who caused it. so as to express a sympathetic
sorrow.
Looking round with anger and yet grieving (s3'mpathizing)
with them. In the very act of condemning their sin, he pitied the
miserable state to which it had reduced tliem. The specific object of
this sympathetic grief or pity was the hardness of their heart, mcluding intellectual stupidity and insensibility of feeling.
The first Greek
word is less exactly rendered blindncsn in the margin of our Bible, and
in the text of Rom. 11, 25. Eph. 4, 18.
But the figure, although not
suggested by the Gieek word, is expressive of two things which it denotes, a state of mental and spiritual apathy or insensibility'.
There is
here no mention of external contact (as in 1. 31. 41). nor of any other
order or counnand than that to stretch out the hand, which could only
be obeyed when the miracle was wrought, and is therefore not required
as a ])revious condition.
This is often and justly used to illustrate the
act of faith, which is perfoiined in obedience to divine conmiand and
by the aid of the same power which requires it.
Whole (or sound) as
the oth€r^thou<rh expunged in this ])lace by the critics as a mere assimilation to Matt. 12, 13 (coni))are Luke G. Id), may be used to illustrate
Mark's laconic phrase, in which it is really implied.
stitution,

m

6. And the Pharisees went forth, and strai<j:htway
took counsel with the Herodiaus against him, how they
might destroy him.

One of the most important circumstances of this case, for the sake
which it was perhaps recorded (see above, on v. 1), is the effect
which it produced upon the Pharisees or High-Church Jewish party,
whose religious tenets brought them into constant opposition to the
Sadducees or latitudinarians (see above, on 2, 18). as their political or
of

national exclusiveness arrayed them against the llerodians or followers
of Herod, and as such defenders of the Koman domination, of which
Herod the Great,
the Herods were the instruments and agents.
created king l\v the Romans, and enabled by their aid to take possession of his kingdom, was devoted to their service both from interest
and inclination ; and although upon his death his dominions were

had been superseded in Judea by
two other sons of Herod were still reigning (Luke
Galilee, Samaria, and Perea, and Philip in Tracho-

divided, and his eldest son Archelaus

Roman
3, 1),

procurators,

Antipas in
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nitis

3,

6

7.

Even in Judea, the Herodian interest and parly stiL
most extreme pohtical antithesis to that of the Phartherefore a clear proof of growing hatred to our Saviour,

Iturea.

existed, as the
isees.

It is

that thfcse opposite extremes should now begin to coalesce for his destruction an alliance which appears to have continued till its object was
Going out (from the synagogue)
accomplished (see below, on 12, 13.)
immediately, as soon as the miracle was wi'ought, and therefore in full
view of the proof which it afforded of our Lord's divine legation ;
a conclusive confirmation of that hardness and judicial blindness
Tooh counsel is a })hrase
vrhich had excited his own grief and anger.
peculiar to Matthew (12,14. 22,15. 27, 1. 7. 28,12), Mark's equivj.lent to which is made counsel.^ i. e. consultation (see below, on 15. 1.)
EoiD they might destroy Mm^ not for any past offences, but how they
might take advantage of his words or acts to rid them of so dangerous
an enemy. The motives of this concerted opposition were no doubt
various, religious, political, and personal, in different degrees and cases.
That it should have been deliberately organized, at this time, out of
such discordant elements and in the face of such conclusive evidt-nce,
can only be ascribed to the infatuation under which they acted

(Luke

6,

11.)

But Jesus withdrew himself with his disciples to
and a great multitude from Galilee followed
him, and from Judea.
7.

the sea

;

In consequence of this combination and the dangers which arose
from it (Matt. 12, 15). our Lord withdrew from Capernaum and other
towns of Galilee, to the shores of the lake, where he would be less
exposed to craft or violence, and better able to escape without a
This retreat before his enemies was prompted, not by fear,
miracle.
but by that wise discietion which was constantly employed in the
selection and the use of the necessary means for the promotion of the
As it entered into the divine
great end which he came to accomplish.
plan that his great atoning work should be preceded by a prophetic
ministry of several years' duration, the design of which was to indoctrinate the people in the nature of his kingdom, to prepare the way
for its erection, and to train the men by whom it should be organized,
progress
it formed no small part of his work to check and regulate the
of events, so as not to precipitate the consummation, but secui-e and
complete'the requisite preparatory process. That the movement here
recorded was intended to elude his enemies, whose influence was greateople, may
est in the towns, and not to escape the concourse of the
far
was the
it.
So
describes
Mark
as
result
the
actual
from
be seen
multitude from being diminished by this change of place, that it seems
to have reached its height at this point, where the history pauses, as it
were, to indicate the various sources of the living stream which now
]

The first here named is Galilee^ the northcontinually followed him.
em province (see above, on 1, 14), where he resided, and in which,
according to the prophecy (Matt. 4, 13-15), his ministry was chiefly
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Under this name and J>idea is perhaps included the whole
country west of Jordan, or the terms may be more strictly un(i<'i>iood
as excludinjj; the midtlle tract. Samaria, the inhabitants (If wliii;h had
no dealiii.i;s widi the Jews (John 4. lO). and may have been imwillmg
to unite with them even in atteniling on the new reli<;ious teacher,
exercised.

And

ami iVoiii Idiuiiea, and (t'ruiii)
and they about Tyre and JSidon, a great
multitude, when they had heard what great tilings he
8.

iVoiii Jcjriis^aleiii,

beyond Jordan

;

did, eaine unto him.
Jerusalem is distinguished from Jiulea (as in 1. 5), on account of its
importance as the ^reat reli<^ioiis centre of the conntiy and the seat of
the theocracy.
Idumiui. which occurs only here in the New Testament,
was the Greek modilication of the IIel)rew Edoiu. as applied to tiie
country occupied by the sons of Esau ((ien. 25,30. 30. 1), on the
south-east of Palestine, along the eastern side of the great valley (Arabah) whicli extends from the Dead Sea to the Ked Sea (Akabah.)
The Edomites hereditary enemies of Israel (Ex. 15. 15. Num. 2i>, 21.
ISam. 14. 47), were subdued by David (2 Sam. 8, 14), but rluring the
captivity encroached upon the lloly Land (Ezek. 36,5), and were again
conquered and incorporated with the Jews by John llyrcanus, one of
the Maccabees or Ilasmonean princes, about one hundred and twentvlive years before the birth (tf Christ.
Idumea, therefore, was a .>«:ort of
bordei-land betvveen the -Jews and Gentiles.
It was from it that
the Herod family derived its origin.
Beyond Jordnn. called by the
Greek geographers Pertd, a name derived from the preposition here
used (^ntpnv). and in itself indefinite, though limited by usage to that
part of the land of Israel which was east of Jordan.
Thi.s, as well as
Idumei, would include a large extent of frontier territory, where the
Jews were in immediate contact, if not actually mingled with the Gentiles; aud the same is true of the next phrase, thoxe about Tyre and
Sidon. These were the two famous cities of Phenicia. the narrow strip
of sea-coast north of Palestine, distinguished in the ancient world for
Sidon (or Zidon) was the more ancient (Gen.
its maritime commerce.
10, ly. 49, 13). but was afterwards eclip.sed by Tyre (Josh. 19. 29. Ej,.
As the whole importance of Phenicia was derived from the>e
27, 32.)
two cities, it is designated by their joint names (Jer. 47, 4. .Joel 3, 4.
Zech. 9, 2. Matt. 11, 21. Luke L>, 13. Acts 12, 20.) The phra.se here
used may denote either the Phenicians, or the I.sraelites dwelling on
their borders, or more probably both, as we have no reason to believe
that the multitudes which followed Jesus were composed exclusively
of Jews.
That the reference is here more especially to the heather
Phenicians may be gathered, with some degree of probability, fiom the
itructure of the sentence, which appears to distinguish betv.-een two
great multitudes, first one from Galilee, Judea, Idumea, and Perea. and
then one composed of those about Tyre and Sidon, who. having heard
how many and what great things (oa-a) he was doing (eVo/fi), came to
him. This seems to imply that they were more remote or beyond the
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limits of the Holy Land, and are therefore separately mentioned as a
great multitude, additional to that described in tiie preceding clauses.
This is liie fullest statement to be found in any of the Gospels as to the
extent of our Loid's personal influence and the composition of the mul(Compare Luke 6, 17.)
titudes who followed him.
9. And he spake to liis disciples, that a small ship
should wait on him, because of the multitude, lest they
should throng him.

The little circumstance here mentioned, which would naturally
dwell in the memor}^ of an eye and ear witness, adds a graphic stroke
to the picture of this vast assemblage.
So great was the concourse on
the luke-shure that our Saviour, both fur safety and convenience, ordered
a vessel to be kept in readiness, to which ho might retire either to escape the throng or as a more commodious place from which to address
hem. as we know that he had .sometimes done before (Luke 5. 3.)
small shij). or rather boat, the Gieek diminutive (nXoKipini') denoting
something suialler even than the fishing boats (ttXoIo) so often men
tioned in the Gospels (see above, onl, 20.)
He spoke to his disciples^
perhaps in the form of a request, but with the foice of a command.
His disciples., tho.<?e in constant and immediate attendance on his person
(see above, on 2. 23.)
Wait on him. literally stick close (or adhere)
to him. elsewhere applied to por^nnal attendance on another (Acts 8.
13. 10, 7) or on duty (Acts 1. 14. 2, 42. 6, 4.)
It here means that it
should be constantly withiii reach and accessible.
The multitude, not
the word twice used above (in vs. 7. 8), but one which answers more
exactly to the English crowd, as implying not mere numbers, but confusion and strong pressure, which is then- expressed distinctly in the
last clause, lest they should (or that they might not) throng him. crowd
or press upon him. a verb elsewhere u.sed in a figurative sense for the
pressure of distress or prevention (e. g. 1 Th. 3, 4. 2 Th. 1, 6. 7.) This
was not a mere provision for his ease or comfort, but a necessary means
to the performance of the work in whicli he was engaged.

A

10. For he had healed many
insomuch that they
pressed upon him for to touch him, as many as had
plagues.
The pressure mentioned in the last verse was not merelj'' that which
is unavoidable in all crowds, but an extraordinary movement caused
by his miraculous performances. He had healed, or more exactly, as
;

the verb is not in the pluperfect bu: the aorist, 7ie healed^'dt that time,
or, as we should say, was healing.
Many. i. e. no doubt all who
.sought his aid (see above, on 34.)
So that, in their eagerness to reach
hiui and partake of his miraculous gifts, they pressed upon him, literally,
fell on (or against him), a strong but natural expression for the movement here described. Their desire to touch him was not superstitious,
but exnressive of their faith in his capacity to heal them, with perhaps
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too Innitod a view of this capacity as only to be exercised by actual
contact.
P/ti'jiU'.'<(ri>m\yAi\' lAikv. i]. 1'.)). literally srourgex^ i. e. divine
cbasti<enients.
The Knirlish word itself means orij^inallv stripes or
strokes.
Here aj;ain we have reason to believe that all who were diseased exiMjrienced his healing power.

11. And unclean s])irits, wlien they saw him, fell down
before him, and cried, saying. Thou art the Son of God.
12. And he straitlj charged tliem, that they should

not

make

liim

known.

On this as on other like occasions (see above, 1, 24. 34), particular
attention must have been attracted by the expulsion of evil spirits, who
continued to bear testimony to his person, whenever or as soon as they
belield him. fullinj; down before him as an act of homa<,'e, and proclaiming him to be the Son of God.
Here too wc find hmi checking this
presumption, not only because he was dishonored by their testimony,
but tJidt they mujJit not male him rnanijcst, i. e. reveal his character
and office prematurely and precipitately, so as to defeat his purpose,
which requn ed a more deliberate and gradual disclosure. (See above,
on 1. 34.) Here again the intunate possession of the man by the indwelling demon is denoted by the promiscuous ascription of the acts
described to both, as pejformed by the one under the extraordinary
influence of the other.
This may also serve to explain Matthew's
soir.ewhat diflerent stateuient (12. IG), that he gave this charge and
prohibition to all wiioni he healed, which may be literally true (see
above, on 1,43), and Mark may simply have selected one class out of
many who were thus foibidden. \\'hile the sick in general were required not to make him known by giving undue or premature publicity
to what they had experienced, a partiirular restiiction was imposed
upon the more explicit testimony borne to his Messiahship by evil
spirits.

13.

And he goetli np into a mountain, and
whom he would and they came unto

(unto him)

:

calleth

him.

It formed, as we have seen (on 1. 16), no part of our Lord's person*
eiiand upon earth to reorganize the Church, as this change was to
For the .same rearest upon his own atcming death as its fouv<!ation.
son, he did not develope the whole system of Christian doctrine, but
left both these tasks to be accomplished after his departure, yet prepared the way foi- both, by teaching the true nature of his kingdom,
nnd by training those who should complete the Church, both as to its
This preparatory process was a very gradoriranization and its creed.
ual one. as we learn from the occasional and incidental statements of
the history, which nowhere gives us a connected and complete account
of it.
The first step which we can trace is his reception of two of
John's disciples, first as guests or visitors, and then no doubt is friends
al
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and pupils, but as yet without requiring their contmual attendance on
One of tiicse two we know to have
his person (see John 1, 35—4:0.)
been Andrew (lb. 41), and the other is commonly believed to have
been John the son of Zebedee, who never names himself in his own
In pujsuance of the Savioui's plan, each of these two introgospel.
duced a brother (Simon and James.) A tifth. directly called by Christ
himself, was Phihp (John 1, 44). who in his tuin brought Nathanael,
recognized by Jesus as an Israelite indeed, in whom there was no guile
48), that is to say. a genuine, sincere adherent of the old theaccording to its true design and import as a preparation for
Messiah's reign, and therefore read}'' to acknowledge him as soon as he
seventh,
should give some proof of his Messiahship (John 1. 40. 50.)
called immediately by Christ himself, was Levi or ]Matthew (see above,
on 2, 14. 15.) As the history of all these calls is only incidental, we
may argue by analogy from one to the other, and as those first mentioned seem to have continued in their former occupations some time
after their first introduction to their Master, it is not unlikely that the
same happened in the other cases, though the writer's plan did not reWe have then two successive and
quire it to be expressly mentioned.
distinct steps in the process of pieparing men to organize the Church;
first the personal vocation of at least seven persons into Christ's societ}'. as friends and pupils ; then a second call to constant personal atThe thijcl step is that recorded here by Mark, to wit, the
tendance.
more formal designation of twelve persons to the Apostolic office. As
we know that at least half of these had been previously called, and at
least one fourth of them at two distinct times, it is highly probable
that a like intimation had been given to the remaining six or seven.
It would then be true of all, as it certainly is of those referred to, that
the choice or calhng here described did not take them b}' surprise, but
merely carried out a purpose previously made known to them. Mark
connects this designation of the twelve with the immen.se concourse
just described, but only by juxtaposition, without any express specifiLuke (6, 12) does indicate the time, but very vaguely
cation of time.
(^in these days), and Matthew omits all mention of the twelve until he
comes to their actual entrance on their work (Matt. 10, 1), which is a
What is here defourth stage in this gradual preparatory process.
scribed is neither the original vocation of the individual Apostles, nor
their final going forth in that capacit}^, but the intermediate step of
publicly embodying or organizing those who had been previously chosen
one by one, or two by two, that they might now, as a collective bod}',
be prepared for active service. This view of the matter is entii-ely consistent with Luke's statement that he chose them now (Luke 6, 13),
for this was not an act that could not be repeated, and with Mark's,
that he called to him whom he icould^ which only excludes self-choice
and popular election, but not a previous designation on ids own part.
And they went away to him., i. e. from the promiscuous assembly out
of which he called thera. Both evangelists (see Luke 6, 12) represent
this scene as taking place upon a mountain, or rather the mountain^
iefinitely so called because afterwards universally familiar for this very
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14. 15.

reason, and as having priven n;irac to tlic "' Sermon on the Mouiu.
Another cxplaualion of this (U-linile expression, prL-lcned l»y sonit' interpietets, is that here an^l elsewhere in the }?<)s|tels it denotes not a
sinf^le mountain in the onhnary sense, but the hi^dilandb upon either
side of Jordan, as distinguished from the lowlands on the sea-coast.

hiiU;

And

he ordjiiiU'cl twelve, tliut tliey should b(; with
and that he might send them forth to preach.

14.

is in Greek not a technical expression, but a very comverb, meanintr made, i. e. out of the whole nnmlser ])rescnt. or. as
some think, out of the selected number whom he called to hun. he constituted or created twelve to be a body by themselves ; for what purpose, and WMth what oflicial functions, is expressed in the remainder
That they mifjlit he irith him, as constant personal atof the verse.
tendants, and as learners, to be trained for their subsequent work, both
by precept and example. And that he vii(/ht send them out to preack,
proclaim, announce, or herald, the ajiproach of the Messiah's kinirilom,
thus relieving and assistijig him, as he had first assisted and then suIt has been observed that Mark uses
perseded John the Baptist.
neither of the two official titles corresponding to the two designs here
stated, though he does employ the verb from which the .second is derived.
The twelve were to be with him as disciples (fxaf^Tjrai from
fxavdavu), to learn), and then to go out fi-om him as apostlca (iJTrofXToAoi,

Ordained

mon

from imnn-TiWoi, to send forth.) This title, though omitted here, was
not a later designation, but one given at the tune by Christ himself
(Luke 6, 13.) It is a curious f\\ct, showing that the in.-;piration of the
sacred writers did not destroy their individuality of style and manner,
that while the word diacijAe is used freely and frequently in ail the
gospels, apostle occurs only once in Matthew (10. 2), once in Mark ('},
30), and not at all in John, except in the original and wide sen.se of a
messenger (13, 10) ; while Luke employs it six times in his gospel,
and thirty times in Acts.
15.

And

to

have power

out devils.
The construction

to heal sicknesses,

and

to cast

is continued from the verse preceding, to jtreeich
have being both dependent on the verb send forth. Authority,
delegated power, to work miracles of healing, and especially of dispo.ssession, which are singled out and separately mentioned, as in 1. 32.
This miraculous j)ower is not
34, and for the reason there explained.
to be regarded as an independent and co-ordinate function of the aj^Kj.stolic office, but as subsidiaiy to the main one of preaching or proclaiming the Messiah's kingdom, both as an attestation of their me.>-.<age,
and as a means of arousing attention and securing its rceepiion. Aa
ihe twelve were to relieve their Master in his work of proclamation, so
they were to be provided with the same means of authenticating and
ftoforciug it which he employed himself, but only us his delegates oi

and

to
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acted always in his name, and by

hu

sovereign aathoritj'.

16.

And Simon he surnamed

Peter.

We have four independent lists of the Apostles in the New Testament, differing chiefly in the order of the names, but also as to several
One of these catalogues is given here by
of the names themselves.
Mark, one by Matthew (10, 2-4), and the remaining two by Luke
Bengel was probably the first to observe that
(6, 14—16. Acts 1, 13.)
although the arrangement of the names is so unlike in these four documents, the variation is confined to certain limits, as the twelve may be
divided into three quaternions, w^hich are never interchanged, and the
Thus Peter is invariably
leading names of which aie the same in all.
the first, Philip the fifth, James the ninth, and Iscariot the last, except
in Acts, where his name is omitted on account of his apostasy and
Simon he surnamed (literally, he imposed on Simon the name)
death.
Peter. This has been represented as at variance with the statement
made by John (1, 43). that the change of name was made at Simon's
But Mark does not say when the
first introduction to the Saviour.
new name was imposed, and only mentions it in order to give both
the names by which the great Apostle was familiarly known. Besides,
there is no improbability in the supposition that the words were repeated upon this, as they were upon a subsequent occasion (Matthew
The name itself does not denote constancy or firmness, which
16, 18.)
were not peculiar traits of Peter's character, but strength and boldness,
or the founding of the church upon a rock, as taught in the last cited
words of Matthew. The new name did not wholl}^ supersede the old
one, as in the case of Saul and Paul (Acts 13, 9) ; for we find the latter still emploved by Christ himself (see below, 14, 37, and compare
Matt. 16. 16. 17. 17, 25. Luke 22, 31. John 21, 16. 17), as well as by
Throughout the gosthe othei- Apostles (Luke 24, 34. Acts 15, 14.)
pel of John (6, 8. 68, &c.) and in the opening words of Peter's second
The place assigned to Peter, in all
epistie. both names are combined.
the lists of the Apostles, is not fortuitous, nor founded simply on his
being one of those first called ; for Andrew then would take precedence of him. That it does not, on the other hand, imply a permanent
superiority of rank or office may be argued from the fact that no such
primacy is anywhere ascribed to hmi that he was fiequently betrayed
into the gravest errors, both of judgment and of practice, and repeatedly rebuked with great severity by Chiist himself; and lastly, that
he alone of the eleven went so far as to deny his Master, and continued
under the reproach of that apostasy until the risen Saviour condescended to restore him (John 21, 15-17.) His true historical position
Is mat of si)okesman tu the college of Aposties, like the foreman of ?
this place was not asjury or the' chairman of a lar^uc co nmittee.
KJ Plied him for his own distinction, but for the convenience of his Master and his brethren, in whose name and behalf he oltuii speaks, and
He was qualified for the position, not by any
»s addressed in turn.
;
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moral superiority, but by Ins forwardness of Kpeoch and action, often
acconijKuiied by rasliiR-ss and inconstancy of ti-nipcr.
Even after tho
effusion of the Holy Spirit, w liicli correcterl and subdued these constituiional infinnities, we lind sonic trace of them in I'eters course at
Antioch, ivproved by Paul, and recorded in Gal. 2, 11-14.

And James

tlu; (soii) of Zeuedee, and John the
of James, jind he suriiamed them Boanerges,
wliich is, The sons of thunder.

17.

brotlior

James and John are accusatives

in Greek, but without any verb to
ordained or made be rei>eated from v. 14; but the
sense is not obscured by this interrupted and irre^nilar construction.
The persons meant aie those whose call has been already mentioned
AVe her*' learn tlie name of their father, whom the}^ then
in 1, 10. 20.
left with the hired men in the boat.
John is described as the son of
Zebedee, and James as the brother of John, apart from whom he is
never mentioned. This is the more remarkable as James was the first
and John the last of the Apostles who died. James was also the tirst
martyr of tlie apostolic body (see Acts 12, 2.) These illustrious
brothers Maik puts n.xt to Peter, whose own brother Andrew is
thereby transferred to the fourth place
whereas Matthew (10. 2)
names the two pairs of brothers in the order of their previous vocation

govern

thcni. unless

;

as leconied in 1. 10. I'J.
Luke adopts the same arrani^ement in his
gospel (0, 14), but in Acts (1, \'6) agrees with Mark's.
Surnamed^
as in V. 10. literally, imposed names upon th€7n.\\\\\c\\ implies a magisterial authority.
The name itself {Boanerges) is no doubt a double
modification (Greek and Aramaic) of some Hebrew phrase which cannot now be certainly identified, but which is here translated by Mark
himself.
Sons of tlmnder has been commonly explained as an oriental
figure for powerful preachers, and the word Boanerges has become
this sense, even as a singular, whereas it is determined to
proverbial
be plural both by the Greek version and by the precedmg plural noun
{names).
It has been objected that these brother-fishermen could
scarcely be distinguished for their eloquence when called to be apostles ; but the name might be prophetic, as it was in Peter's case.
stronger argument against this explanation is that a title so honourable
and so closely connected with their ottice, would most probably have
been perpetuated, or at least repeated in their history.
third objection, that the gentle John could not have been a son of thunder, rests
upon a widespread but erroneous notion as to this Apostle's character
Because he is called the disciple whom Jesus loved, and
and temper.
because lie dwells in his first epistle on the love of God as his favourite
theme, he has been generall}' painted and described in words as distinguished by a feminine softness, which is sometimes pushed so far as to
It is well known, however, that the most intense
be quite disgusting.
affection is compatible with an ardent temper and ambitious spirit, of
both which qualities we find .some traces in the words and actions of
(See below, on 10 35—40, and compare
these apostolical brothers.

m
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Hence some suppose that thev were called sotis oJ
very reason, or with special reference to their proposiBut the name, whatever may have been its Aration in Luke 9, 54.
maic form, has reference to the noise of thunder, not to lightning or to
Besides, the name, as thus explained, would be
"fire flora heaven."
one of reproach, and as such most unlikely to be thus embalmed i.
history.
\\\ this uncertainty, it seems best to adhere to what is certainly revealed, to wit, that these two favourite disciples, who, with
Peter, were admitted to a more confidoitial intimacy with their Lord,
received from him. ou some occasion now unknown, the striking but
mysterious appellation, Sons of Thunder.

Luke

9.

thunder

49-56.)

for this

18. And Andrew and Philip, and Bartholomew and
Matthew, and Thomas and James the (son) of Alpheus,
and Thaddens and Simon the Canaanite.

One observable distinction between Mark's and Matthew's lists of
the Apostles is, that the latter arranges them in pairs throughout, while
the former enumerates them singly, and being inserted between every
two names. Such points of difference, however unimportant in themselves, are not without their value as proofs of distinct and independent
origin, excluding the hypothesis of mere transcription or abrirlgmcnt.
Andrew and Philip are old Greek names, the former being found in
Herodotus, and the latter everywhere in ancient history. These Apo.stles probably had HeVjrew names besides, which had been gradually
superseded by the Greek ones. It was very common for the Jews of
that age to have double names, one native and one foreign.
(Compare
Acts 1, 22. 9, 3G. 12,12. 13,1.9.) Andrew and Philip were among
the earliest of Christ's disciples, Andrew Having previously followed
John the Baptist, by whom he was led to Jesus as the lamb of God,
and not only followed him, but biought his brother Simon (Peter) to
him (John, 1, 41-43.) Philip was called by Christ himself the next
Philip,
day, as he was about to remove from Judea into Galilee.
though he seems to have been called in Judea, was a Galilean and a
townsman of Andrew and Peter (John 1, 44. 45.) lie was himself the
introducer of Xathanael. upon whom our Lord pronounced so high a
commendation (John 1, 48), but who never afterwards appears b}' that
name until after the resurrection, when we find him in company with
This has led
four, and probably with six of ihe Apostles (John 21, 2.)
to the not improbable conclusion that Nathanael was the person called
Bartholomew^ in all the lists of the Apostles, and in three of them
placed next to Philip (compare Matt. 10, 3. Luke 6. 14), while the
Nathanael
fourth only introduces Thomas between them (.\cts 1, 13.)
was a resident of Cana in Galilee, the scene of Christ's first miracle
(John 2, 1. 4, 46 21, 2.) Mattheio, whose previous vocation is recorded
but he calls himself
in 2, 14. (Luke 5, 27), where he is called Levi
Matthew, in describing that event, and in his list of the Apostles (10, 3)
Thomas was also called
adds the publican, omitted by the others.
Didym^us, the two names being Aramaic and Greek synonyms, botlj
;
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mennin
enninp: a twin.

Besides the lists of the Apostles, Thomas is nnined
times in the Gospel of John (11, IG. 14, 5. 20, 24-20. 21,2.)
James the soil of Al2>hi>i.H, n^ flie ellipsis is no doubt to he supplied.
The latter seems to he a Greek modilication of an Aramaic name, o!
which ClojKts (.Tohn V^. 25). is siipp(,>c'd to he another foim. Now! as
Clopas w-as the hnshand of the Vir!j:in Mary's sister (see hehnv,on 15. 4();,
his sun would he the cousin of our Ijonl, and mi}i:ht, aa'ording to a common Hebrew idiom, be called his brother. (See below, on 0, 3. and C(jmpare Gal. I, 10.)
Tliaddcits occurs only here and in Matt. lO, o, where
it is given as the surname o^ L<hhcvH^ a name only mentioned there.
But as these evan,2:elists omit the r\An\Q o^ Jiuhm {not iHcariot. flohn
11, 22), wliich is dven by Luke (0. 10. Acts 1, l.M), it seems to follow
that this Judas, Thaddeus. and Lebbeus were one and the same person.
Some suppose the last two names to be synonymous, because dej ived
from Hebrew or Aramaic words, mcanini; heart Vi\Y\ hreaat ; but this
is doubtful.
Luke describes bun in both places as the {hou) of James^
if the ellipsis be supplied as in the case of JaauK thr {son) of AfjJwun
or the (Jfrother) of James, as most interpreters explnin it and ref^T it
to the James just mentioned. Judas may then be identified with Jude.
the brother of the Lord, and the author of the short epistle near the
end of the New Testament canon (see below, on G, 3, and c<jmpare
Jude, V. 1.) Simon the Ciinaauife. not an iidiabitant of Canaan, or of
Cana, both which would be written otherwise in Greek, but a Zealot,
as it is explained by Luke (0, 15. Acts 1. lo). and as the name itself,
accordinti: to its Hebrew etymoloj^y, would siirnifv.
It may be descriptive of his personal character and temper, but much more probably of
his connection with the .<ect or party of the Zealots, or fanatical adherents to the Jewish institutions and opponents of all compromise with
heathenism, who a.'jsumcd the right of executing summary justice after
the example of Phineas (Numb. 25. 7. Ps. 106, 3o), and b}- their sanguinary t»;cesses caused or hastened the destruction of Jeru.salem. To
this party, of which traces may be elsewhere found in the New Testament (.see below, on 15, 7. and compare Acts 23, 12). Simon may
have been attached before he was named as an apostle. The jtixtiposition of his name with those of James and Jude (.'jee Luke, 6. 15. Acts
1, 13). exhibits a coincidence with G, 3, which can hardly be fortuitous,
and naturall}'^ leads to the conclusion that this Simon was also one of
our Lord's brethren. (See below, on 6, 3.)
eitr
;ht

19. And Judas Iscariot, which
and they went into an house.

also

betrayed him

:

been variously explained as an appellative, but
agreed to be a local name, denoting ma/i oj
Keriotk, as the similar form Istolos, used by Josephus, means a
man of Tab. As Kerioth was a town of Judah (Josh. 15, 25),
Judas is the only one of the Apostles whom we have any i-ea.«on
Iscariot

IS

has

now commonly

r£':L:ard as not a Galilean.
or although he was one, which

to

Al^o.

was a

i,

e.

besides

being an Apostle,

fearful aggravation if

liis

guilt.
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Betrayed^
and compare Acts 1, 17. 25.)
though necessarily implied, is not the exact import of the verb, which
simply means to ^\\e np or deliver into the power of another, by judicial process (Matt. 5. 25. 18, 34,) or by recommendation to his favour.
(Acts 14, 26. 15, 40.) But its constant application to the act of Judas

(See below, on 14, 43,

it a secondar}'^ .sense equivalent to the
stronger terms employed by Luke (hetrayer. traitor.) The choice o*
this man to be one of the immediate followers of Christ, with perfect
knowledge of his character and foresight of his treason (John G, 64. 70,
71), is undoubtedly .surprising, and at variance with the course which
human wisdom would have marked out. But the foolishness of God
is wi.ser than men (1 Cor. 1. 25). and it may have been a part of the
divine plan to illustrate by the history of Judas the sovereignty of God
in choosing even his most honoured instruments, without regard to any
merit of their own. as well as to forewarn the church that absolute
purity, although to be desired and aimed at, cannot be expected even
her highest places during her militant condition, or at least to guard
her against terror and despair, when such defections do occur, by constantly reminding her that of the twelve whom Christ selected to be
with him and to go out from him (see above, on v. 14), one was declared by himself to be a " devil." and a •' son of perdition." (John 6, 70.
Aiid they icent into an house, would be a very unimportant
17, 12.)
circumstance in this connection, and the true sense is most probably
that given in the margin, and long before by Wiclif, they came home^ i.
e. returned to Capernaum again, as their head-quarters and the centre
of their operations. See above, on 1. 21. 2. 1, where the same Greek
phrase (ei? oIkov) means at home. By noting the.se departures and
returns of Christ to one lixed point, it will be seen that he was constantly engaged in a methodical survey and visitation of the country,
(See above, on 1, 14. 39.)
or at least of Galilee.

in betraying Christ, has o;iven

m

And

the multitude cometli together again, so that
they could not so much as eat bread.
20.

As on his previous return to his own city (see above, on 2, 1), the
The greatness
concourse still continued, or was immediately renewed.
and pressure of the crowd are here described in terms still stronger
than before, and bearing equally the impress of a vivid personal recollection, perhaps that of Peter.
As it was there said (2. 2) that they
filled the house till there was no room even at the door, so here we
read of a throng so vast and constant that they (i. e. Jesus and his
coMipany) were not even (/i'}re) ahle to eat ~bread^ a common idiomatic
phrase for taking food, especially appropriate where this consisted
The meaning i=;, not that they did not eat at all, but
chietly of bread.
that their regular repasts were interrupted, and the arrangements ol
the household thrown into confusion, by the constant presence of a
fluctuating multitude, coming and going all day long. (Compare Acts
This shows that the general excitement of the public
27, 21. 33.)
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mind, occa'^ioncd by Christ's miracles and teachinfj, had not yet reached
its htight, or at leaat liad not be^un to subside.

21.

And when
him

to lay hold on

heard (of it), they went out
for they said, lie is beside himself.

his friends
:

Another trace of vivid recollection, on the part of an eye-witness,
be found in Mark's exclusive statement of the way in which the
Saviour's gruwini^ popularity aii'ected some of those connected with
him. This intercstiiii; statement is extremely brief and the meanini^
of its terms disputed. The common version of the lirst clause, his
friends (margin, or kinmneii) is a conjectural but probably correct
interpretation of a phrase (o* Trap' avTov) which literally means thoxe

may

from him
about him,

Greek

{or from with him.)
Some explain this as meaninir thntte
i. e. his disciples or the multitude
but this confounds the
;

another altojrether different (ot nfpi avrov) which
occurs in the next chapter (see below, on 4, 10. and compare 9, 14.)
Besides, why .should those about him go out to him ?
Another meaning, more agreeable to usage, is that of sent by (^coming from) him (as
in 14. 43 below)
but this would be a message to himself and a command to seize him.self. The only other sen.se that can be recouriled at
once svith usage and the context is that of belonging to. which, although rare, is not without cxami)le in the Greek of Xenophon. as well
as that of the New Testament. For an instance in the book before
us. see below, on 5. 26. to which .some adil Luke 10, 7 ; but the meaning there is rather, what proceeds from (or is furnished by) them.
Both .senses may, however, be reduced to one original idea, that of
coming from, which is approf)riate both to gifts and to extraction or
descent, from which it might be readily transferred to kindred or relationship in general, thus confirming the correctness of the marginal
translation in the English Bible.
The same essential meaning may
be gained, perhaps more snnply. l)}' understanding /Vow him to mean
from his family or home, not his actual dwelling in Capeinaum. but
his former residence in Nazareth (see above, on 1, 9). where his nearest relatives still lived.
The phra.se would then be nearl}' equivalent
to his brethren, as used in John 7, 3. 5.
But whatever be the origin
of the expression, it is now very commonly agreed, that it denotes
those connected with him either by natural affinity or previous acquaintance, as distinguished from his followers and disciples as a public teacher.
Went (or cams) out may, consistently with usage, mean
no more than that they went forth, put themselves in motion, or addressed themselves to action.
(See above, on 1. 38. 3, 6. and below,
on 4,3. 5,14. 6,12. 8,11. 14. 16. 16,20.) But in all the alleged
examples of this vague sense, the original and strict one is at least
included, and is therefore here entitled to the preference.
Thus understood, came out can only mean from home, or from the place where
they then were, either in Capernaum or Nazareth. If the latter, which
agrees best with the explanation of those from him as denoting his
relations, what is here said cannot be confined to the very day of hiaf
i)hrase with

;
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return to Capernaum, but a certain inter\ al of time must be supposed
to have LA;ipsed between his airival and the one here mentioned.
The
o})ject of this going out was to seize, or, as the older English versions
phrase h, hold him, and the reason which they gave for this, that he
\^as beside himself, or out of his natuial and normal state of mind or
body. The Greek verb is the same empl()3-ed above (2, 12) to signify
extreme amazement, but intrinsically applicable to any <ieiangement
or disorder, whether liodiiy or mental, and actualh' used by the
classics and Josephus, with the noun mind or senses (cppcvcou), to denote
insanity, in which sense Paul eliiptically makes use of the verb alone (2
Some interpreters prefer the sense of bodily exhausCor. 5, 13.)
tion, and suppose these tiiends to have gone out, either to sustam
(support) him. or to hold him back from such injurious exertion.
It
is commonly agreed, however, that the reference is to mental disorder
or extreme excitement.
But even this has been strangely understood
by some as relating to the multitude, /(>; they (his friends) said that it
(the multitude) teas mad, and would destroy him.
But this construction of the singular verb, without any thing to point out a collective
subject, is so unnatural and forced, that ahiiost all interpreters agree
The meaning then is that his friends,
in referring it to Christ himself.
alarmed at the increasing agitation of the public mind, and the incessant
labours of our Lord himself, went out to seize him or stcure his person,
either really believing, or at least alleging as a pretext, that he knew
not what he did. and must be put under restraint for his own safety.
Thi.s. imless a mere pretence designed to cloak some evil motive, does
not necessarily imply a total unbelief of his pretensions, but only an
im[)erfect view of them, and a deiicitnc} of faith in their validit}', a
very natural and intelligible state of mind, at this stage of the histoiy,
and on the part of those whose spiritual or religious feelings were less
strong and well-detined than their natural ali'ections or humanity. It
is introduced here as an interesting trait in the historical picture of the
Saviour's ministry, with its effects on various classes both of friends
and enemies. It is not, however, a mere isoliited fact, but is connected
with the similar account in vs. 31-35 below, from which it is divided
by an interesting and important statement of the influence exerted by
our Lord's proceeding, at the same time, ou a very dillerent class of
men. to wit. his envious and malignant adversaries, not in the lowest
but the highest ranks.

22.

And

lem, said,

came down from Jerusahath Beelzebub, and by the prince of the
he out devils.

the scribes whicli

He

devils castetli

Mark's design beii>g here .simply to illustrate the effect of our Lord's
growing popularit}' on friends and foes, he now proceeds to give an instance of the latter kind, without describing its historical occasion,
which has been [)re.served by Matthew (12.22. 23) and Luke (11. 14.)
Like his tirst recorded conflict with the Scribes (.see above, ou 2, 3-12)
this new and worse attack was occasioutKl by a signal miracle, the heal-
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Ing of a deaf and dumb demoniac, which not only caused preat wonder,
but suggested the iiKjuiry whctlier this might not be tlie Mc-ssiah (Isai.
This intimation, perhaps the first which had been
35, 5. Matt. 1*2. 2.').)
uttered publicly, except by evil spirits (sec al)Ove, on 1, 24. .M), would
of couisf arouse the jealousy :in<l party-sj»irit of tliose leading Jews,
whose iniiuence and credit must be weakened, if not utterly destroyed,
by tiie vcritication of this popular idea. These feelings were accordingly expressed, and in a way to show the strength of their malignant
opposition.
The speakers are described by Luke (11, 15) as some of
the imiltitude l)y whom the miracle was witnessed; by Matthew (12,
14) more delinitely as the Pharisees, or members of the rigorous Jewish
party (see above, on 2. 10. 1^(); but by Mark still more precisol}-, as
the scribes who hud come doicn from Jerusalem^ j)erhaps on hearing of
our Lord's return from his itinerant labours to Capernaum. The expression is too definite to be explained of a mere accidental presence, or
a coming down on other business. Nor is it in the least unlikely, that
the gc-neral agitation and excitement of the public mind b\- Christ's extraordinary words and works had now ahrmed the rulers of the Jewish
church, and led them to regard it as a public question of the highest
This is rendered still more probable by John's
national importance.
Jiccount of the proceedings in the case of John the Baptist, when a deputation went into tiie wilderness to ask him whether he was the Messiah (John 1, r.'. 24.)
The very answer which they then received (ib.
27, 28) must have made tliem more solicitous and watcliful against
new pretenders to the Messianic office. It is highly important to remember that our Lord did not appear abruptly on the scene as a new
personage, entirely unconnected with the previous history of L^^rael,
but claimed, first tacitly and then more openlj', to be the great deliverer promised in the ancient Scriptures, and for ages looked for by the
chosen people.
Hence the growing agitation which his ministry occasioned was not regarded as a transient pojjular disturbance, but as the
beginning of a national and spiritual revolution.
But although the molive was the same in either cu.se, the course now taken by the leading
Jews was not entirely the same with that before adopteil. Then, the
mes.sengers were sent directly to John, and demanded categorically who
he was, or what he claimed to be (John 1. 10.) Now, they are merely
sent to watch our Lord's proceeding.*, and if possible to stem the miphty
current of oi)inion which was setting in his favour, b}' insidious suggestion or malignant .slander.
Then, the persons .sent were priests and
Levites now they are only scribes, but in both ca.ses Pharisees, and
sent directly from Jerusalem (compare John 1.19. 24.)
It is p<^-silJe,
indeed, that even in the other point, though not expressly mentioned
here, the dej)utations were alike; fur as tlie Scribes, as the traditional
expounders of the law, were mostly if not always Pharisees (see above,
on l,2z. 2, 10), so they were no doubt often, if not usually, priests or
Levitcs, as the sacerdotal tribe was specially entrusted with the conservation and interpretation of the law (Lev. 10. 11. Dent. 24, 8. 2 Chr
15,3.35.3. Neh. 8. :. Jer. 18,18. Kz. 7. 20. Mai. 2, 7.) It is a .serious error to suppo.se that these descriptive titles are exclu.sivc of each
;
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other, and denote so many independent classes, whereas they only denote different characters or relations, which might all meet in one and
the same person, as being at the same time a ])riest and levite by descent and sacred office, a scribe by profession, and a pharisee in sentiment and party-connection. These scribes who had come down from
Jerusalem, unable to deny the fact of the miraculous healing, used the
only other means at their disposal to discredit him who wrought it. by
malignantly accusing him of impious collusion with the very demons
whom he dispossessed. This, while it .shows their growing enmity and
malice, also proves the weakness of their cause, and the realit}' of Christ's

miraculous achievements, which they surely would have questioned if
the evidence had not been overwhelming. Their very charge against
him, therefore, may be reckoned as involuntary testimony to the truth
of his pretensions to a superhuman power ; and their failure or refusal
acknowledge this as an abundant confirmation of his Messianic claims
can only be ascribed to their infatuation and judicial blindness (see
above, on v. G, and compare Luke 6, 11.) He Tiath Beelzebub, or as it is
The latter is either a euwritten in all Greek manuscripts, Beehebul.
phonic or fortuitous corruption of the former, or an intentional derisive
change, like that of Sycliem into Sychar (John 4. 5.)
On the latter
supposition it is commonly explained as meaning Dung-god., an expression of contempt for Beelzebub, the Fly-god of the Philistines (2 Kings
1, 2. 3. 6). either so called as protecting his worshippers from noxious insects, or as being himself worshiped under an insect form.
This contemptuous description of a heathen deity is perfectl}'' agreeable to Jewish usage, and its application in the case before us a conclusive proof
of the extreme to which these scribes had carried their contempt and
hatred of the Saviour, when they chose the grossest nickname of a false
god to describe the unseen i)Ower by who.sc aid he wrought his miracles.
He hath Beelzebub, i. e. he has him in possession, a remarkable antiphrasis. in which the mutual relation of the parties seems to be inverted ; just as we sometimes speak of a man's having or taking a disease,
and .sometimes of his being seized or attacked b}' it. So the same essential meaning is expressed by saving that a man has a devil, and that he
is possessed by a devil ; the prominent idea in the one case being simply
that of presence, in the other that of power and control. The man has
the evil spirit in or with him ; but the evil spirit has the man under
him, or under his dominion.
This preliminary statement is omitted by
the other two evangelists (Matt. 12, 24. Luke 11, 15). or blended with
Mark's next clause. In the prince (or chief) of the demons he casti
out the demons. The preposition (ir?, not by) denotes not mere alliance
or a.ssistance, but the most intimate personal union, such as existed in
'It is by virtue of his
all cases of possession (see above, on 1, 23. 32.)
union and identification with the ruler of the demons that he casts
them out.' The word ti-anslated prince is properly a participle, meaning one who goes first, takes the lead, presides, or governs. As a noun,
it denotes magistrates in general, and in Grecian history the Archons.
or chief magistrates of Athens.
It is apphed in the New Testament to
Moses, as the national leader (Acts 7, 35), to members of the Sanheto
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50), and to tne local elders or
One, or leader

l»ut also to the P^vil

of the fallen anuels. as the "prinee of this world "

(John

12.

.''1.

14,

."U).

as the - prince of the power of the air " (Eph. 2, 2), and as the
"prince of the divils "' (Matt. 1', 34. and here.) Tliis la>-t wonl is an
inexact translation, as the Scriptures recof^nize only one Devil, but a
nndtitude of dnnoiis (.see below, on 5, 9. 15.)
The former is one
of the names given to the Evil One by way of eminence, as the
slanderer or false accuser of mankind, wltereas Sdtan represents hirn
as their eneujy or adver.sai v.
(vSee above, on 1, 13, and below, on ts.
23. 2().)
The other term, commonly translated detih, m properly an
adjective, and originally means divine, or rather superhuman, comprehending all degrees and kinds of gods belonging to the Gn^ek mythologv,
but sp.ecially applied to those of an inferior rank, and bearing some particidar relation to individual men as their good or evil r/eniys, in which
sense Xenophon emj)loys it to describe the tutelary monitor of Socrates.
It is perhaps on account of this specific u.sage of the word that it is u.sed
in the New Testament to designate the fallen angels, or evil spirits, as
connected with the history of our race, and especially as active in tho.se
singular afiections which derive from them the name of " demoniacal
possessions."
Of these demonia or demons. Satan, the Devil, is here
called the prince or chief, but under the derisive and disgusting name
BeelzehuL or Dung-god. It is a possible, though not a necessary supposition, that this application of tlie name was customary and familiar.
It is more probable, however, as vre do not find it in the oldest Jewish
books now extant, that it was devised for the occasion, as a bitter sarcasm against Jesus, whom it virtually rej)resents as united in the closest
niannei- to the most unclean of spirits, and by his authority and power
dispossessing his inferior agent.s.
This view of the matter is im|)ortant,
as impl3'ing a terrific aggravation of the sin committed by the.se Scribes
and Pharisees in representing the immediate acts of God as operations
not of Satan merely, but of Beelzebidj. which, though a[)plied to the
same being, is peculiarly insulting, as it identifies him with the Fly-god
of the old Philistines, and tlie Dung-god into which this idol had been
changed by the bitterness of Jewish controversial satire.
IC, 11

).

23.

them

And

he called them (unto him), and said unto
How can Satan cast out Satan ?

in parables,

"Without as yet adverting to this odious aggravation of their calumny,
our Lord refutes the charge itself, by showing its absurdity on any
principle of action, whether human or Satanic. The Jews believed, and
justly, that the Devil was not a mere chance opponent or occasional
adversary of our race, but one who.se vast capacity was wholly occupied
in this great warfare
who, so far as his own wishes went, existed only
They
for the purpose of destroying man and defeating his deliverer.
were familiar with the protevancelium, the primeval promise or prediction of a fluctuating and protracted conflict between two antagonistic
To sup'
races, represented by their several heads, Christ aud Satan.
;
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pose that either parly in this vrar of ages could mistake or change sidoa,
was a paradox too gross to need any refutation but a simple exposure
It
of it in its nakedness ; and this is all that the Redeemer here does.
is not a formal aiguinent, as some assume, and then decry it as illogical
and inconclusive ; it is merely a statement of the charge in its true
meaning, and in comparison with what they all believed and were ready
As this mode of reasoning rested on relations and
to acknowledge.
analoLiies which needed only to be hinted at without amplification or
elaborate discussion, the evangelist naturally says that he sjjake to them
in parahles^ i. e. by similitudes, comparisons, analogies, and not by
(Jailing them to liiin^ i. e. those
syllogisms or dogmatic propositions.
who had uttered this malignant charge, and whom he now singles out
from among the multitude, and as it were challenges either to establish
How can Satan cast out Satan f This simple question
or retract it.
contains the sum of the whole refutation. It implie."?. as previous questions, who is Salan ? What is the meaning of the very name ? What
relation does it nece.ssaril v denote ? How can the adversary be a friend ?
How can the leader of one party, in a war which has been going on for
Christ came avowedly,
ages, be the all}^ of his enemy and conqueror ?
as well as really, to destroy the works of the devil (1 John 3, 8), not
as an incidental or collateral effect, but as the ver}'- object of his work
and mission. Of this mission the credentials were his miracles. Ot
To supthese miracles the most convincing were his dispos.se.ssions.
pose that Satan would corroborate these strongest proofs of Chri.^t's
superiority, was not ouly to deny him the sagacity and cunning which
belong to his whole nature as the arch-deceiver and the actual seducer
of mankind, but to ignore the history of men and devils since the fall
The Saviour's question, therefore, is equivalent
of our first parents.
to saying, the Evil One is called Satan, because he is essentially and
always the adversary of the human race, whose nature I have taken,
and of whom 1 am the head and representative, and am to be the
collusion, therefore,
Saviour and Redeemer to suppose that we are
is like confounding life and death, or light and darkness.'
'

;

2i.

And

if

kingdom be divided against

a

kingdom cannot

m

itself,

that

stand.

from human experience, where analogous relaproduce like effects, on a small as well as on
The first illustrative comparison is taken from a kinga, great scale.
dom, a state, a body politic, implying not a mere aggj-egation of men,
but orfjanic life and unity of principle and interest. The fact alleged ia
not tluit all intestine strife or division is destructive to a state, which is
not universally or always true, but that a state which wars against
If such a
itself, so far as in it lies, contributes to its own destruction.
policy in human kingdoms would be justly reckoned suicidal, and at
variance with the end for which the state exists, how can that which
would be folly in a human sovereign be imputed to the most astute and
crafty, as well as the most spiteful and malignant being in the universe 1

He

illustrates this

tions exist,

and

like causes
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arp^ninent involved in this comparison is not merely that the course
supposed would be injurious, or ruinous, and then-fore Satan cannot he
su|)posed to take it, but that it would he self-contradictory and foolish,
and at variance with the very end for which he has l»een ploltiuic and
lie is not too }ir<><)d to pursue such a
deceivinir since the wo? Id lieiran.
That ^•infj(l(>m,<>nQ tiius divided and
course, but he is far too cunnmg.
at war a,Q;ainst itself, cannot stand, a more significant expression in
Greek, because the form is passive, and althou<rh in usapre substituted
for the active, still retaininj^ something of its jjroper force, and therefore
sufTiesting the idea, that it caimot l)e established, made to .stand, hy
such a ])roce.ss. The u.se of this expres.sion shows still further, that
the reference is not .so much to strife between the subjects of a kingdom, which may sometimes be essential to its welfare, but to it.s
waging war against itself, the state (as such) oppo.sing its own interests
and aiming at its own destruction. Such a case may be impossible, or
never really occur; but if it should, the state would V>e its own deSo would Satan, if he should do likewise. But that he who
stroyer.
as the destroyer of others, .should attempt selfApoUyon,
called
is
Among men, suicide implies an
destruction, is entirely inconceivable.
but no such incredulity or
utter ignorance or disbelief of all futurity
error is conceivable in one who knows already in his own experience
what it is to perish and yet continue to exist; for as to this, as well as
to the being and the unity of God, " the devils also believe and trem-

The

;

ble "

(James

2, 19.)

25. And if an house bd divided against
house cannot stand.

itself,

that

true within a .sphere still narrower, for instance
when not only diruhd, i. e. composed of hostile and discordant members, but divided against itself, i. e. arrayed as
a whole, or as a body, against its own interest or existence. That this
is the true point of our Lord's comparison, is shown by the circumstance that both his illustrations are derived not from the case of individuals at strife, but from communities or aggregate bodies, large or
The only analogous case that could have been adduced from
small.
the experience of a single per.son, is the strange one of a man divided
But leaving this
against himself and striving for his own destruction.
to be completed by his hearers, he proceeds in the next verse to apply

The same thing

is

in a family or household,

what he has

said already.

And

Satan rise up against himself, and be divided, he cannot stand, but bath an end.
What is thus true of a kingdom and a hou.sehold among men is no
26.

if

Satan ; for if he has risen up against himself and been
divided, he cannot (possibly be made to) stand, hut has an end, or
Had the idea of division, in these various
ceases to be what he is.
illustrations been the simple one of some opposing others, our Lord

less true of

;
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would no doubt have applied

his argument or principle to Satan's kingrather than himself; but as he here presents the paradoxical idea
of Satan as an individual divided into two, and one arrayed against the
other, we may safely infer, that this very paradox was meant to be the
point of his whole argn.ment.
If they had shid, Neither man nor devil
2an be thus divided so as to make war upon himself, he might have
answered, IIow absurd then upon yonr part to allege such a division.
by accusing me of being in alliance with my opposite
If Satan could
be thus divided, he would not be Satan, but would have an end.

dom

!

27. 'No man can enter into a strong man's house, and
spoil his goods, except he will tirst bind the strong man

and then he will

spoil his house.

Having shown that their idea of collusion with Satan was at variance with the very nature and essence of Satan himself, he adds
another, likewise drawn from the experience of common life, to show
the conclusion which they must have drawn in an analogous case, and
which they therefore should have drawn in this. When a rich man,
able to protect his goods, is robbed, no one imagines he has robbed
himself, but every one regards it as the work, not only of an enemy,
but also of an enemy superior in power. So, too, when they saw Satan's
instruments and agents dispossessed and driven out by Jesus, instead
of arguing that he and Satan were in league together, they ought rather
to have argued that the prince of this world was cast out and judged
(John 12, 31. 16, 11), that he had met his match, or rather came in
contact with his conqueror.
"What clearer proof could be demanded,
both of Christ's superiorit}'' and enmity to Satan, than the havoc which
he made of Satan's mstruments and tools, to which there may be some
allusion in the word translated goods, which properly means ves.sels,
uten.sils, or implements of any kind, (see below, 11, 16, and compare
Luke 17, 31. Acts 27, 17,) and may be. well applied to those inferior
demons of whom Satan was the prince and leader.

unto you, All sins shall be forgiven
unto the sons of men, and blasphemies wherewith soever
they shall blaspheme.
28. Yerily, I say

Thus far the Lord has been refuting the absurdity of their malignant charge, without regard to its peculiarly offensive form ; and as he
uses the word Satan, not Beelzebub, it might appear that he intended
But he now reto pass over the gross insult without further notice.
bukes it, indirectly it is true, but with so awful a severity, that few
can read the words and even partly understand them without shudderThis passage, with its parallels in Luke and Matthew, has been
ing.
alwa3'S and unanimously reckoned one of the most shocking and alarming in the woid of God but it acquires a new solemnity and terror
when considered in its true connection with what goes before, and no*
;
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as a mere insulated and detached expression of a mysterious and fearful
truth.
The scriljos had leprtsenUMl him as in collusion with the devil,
under an unusual and most oU'cnsive name, imjKjrtin^ that the spirit
which possessed Christ was hiujself an unclean, nay, a filthy spirit.
Instead o( formally r('{)rovinp; them fur this unparalleled affront to himself and lo the Spirit who was in liim, he describes to them the nature
of the sin whuh ihey had ahnost, if not <piite. committed, and the floom
This momentous declaration, like a sentence of
awailinji- it hereafter
death, opens with a solenui fornmla of aliirmation.
Amen, here translated verily (or truly), is a llehiew adjective, originally meanin|j: nure
or certain, but employed as an cjaculatory particle of assent or concurrence, at the close or in the intervals of prayers, benedictions, curses,
vows, or other foiins of a relit^ious kind, when uttered by one or more
persons in the name of others. (Num. 5, 22. IJcut. 27, 15. 1 Kings 1,
30. 1 Chr. 10. ;^,0. Ps. 100, 48. Jer. 28, 0. Matt. G. 13. 1 Cor. 14, 10.
Rev. 5, 14. 22. 20.) But besides these cases, and some others where
the word is retained without translation, there are many more in which
it is ti-anshited verily, and stands not at the end but the bejrinning of
This is one of the most marked characteristics of our
a sentence.
Saviour's manner which have been preserver! to us, especially by John,
who always writes it twice, a form not found
any of the other gospi Is.
In the case before us, as in others, it invites attention to tlie following words as uttered on divine authority, and therefore truth itself.
The same idea is often expressed in the Old Testament by a divine
oath.
I say unto you is an expre.^sive formula, too often overlooked as
pleonastic j liut containing two emphatic pronouns. 1. the Son of God,
and }et the Son of man, declare to you, my spiteful enemies and false
accusers.
All the sins shall be remitted to the sons of men, the members of the human race, not all the sins of every individual, but every
kind of sin to some one
There? is no sin (with the subsequent exception) so enormous that it shall not be forgiven to some sinner who
connnits it.
What is thus said of sin in general, is then said of a single class of sins, among the most appalling that can be committed or
conceived of, and the blasphemies ichatever (i. e. however great or many
thatj they may blaspheme (see above, on 2, 7.)
This is specified, not
merely to enfoi ce the previous declaration by applying it to sins directly
against God, and in the last degree insulting to him. but also to connect it with the case in hand, or the occasion on which it was uttered.

m

But he

that shall blaspheme against the Holy
Ghost hath never forgiveness, but is in danger of eternal
29.

damnation.

Now lollows the mysterious and terrible exception. Whoever shall
khispheme agaiiist the Holy Ghost, hath not remission (or forgiveness')
io eieruitp.^ hut is subject (or obnoxious) to eternal judgment.
The
eomraon version of the second clause (hath never forgiveness), though
impre.Nsive and substantially coriect, obscures the antithesis between
the cognate noun and adjective (al<Miva and alojviov).
The former properly
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denotes duration, sometimes definite, as an age. a lifetime, or a dis
pensation, but, when limited by nothing in the context, indefinite anc
even infinite duration. This strongest sense would be implied here,
even if these words were not expressed, by the structure of the sentence.
If some sins will be forgiven and some not, the latter must be
coextensive with the fonner ; and as those forgiven are forgiven to
eternity, those unforgiven must eternally remain so.
The same thing
is more positive!}^ stated in the last clause.
As his sin is not to be
remitted, he is of course subject to eternal condemnation, i. e. actually
subject or judicially subjected to it. and not merely in danger of it, as
the word is inexactly rendered. This is not the meaning even in 14,
64, below, where it is used to denote guilt or ill-desert, as necessarily
inferring condemnation and execution, here included in the one word
judgment. Even sin, the reading now adopted by the critics, must
be taken in the same improper sense of punishment.

30.

Because they

said,

He

hath an unclean

spirit.

Lest there should be any doubt as to the bearing of this fearful
Mark specifically mentions what occasioned it, only exchanging the name Beelzebui for unclean spirit, which is really its
meaning. It appears then that in charging him with being thus possessed, they either did commit, or were in danger of committing, the
unpardonable sin of blasphemy against the Koly Ghost. It cannot
eentence,

consist therefore in mere obstinate unbelief or final impenitence, for
these are chargeable on all who perish, and could not be described in
such terms as a peculiar sin distinguished from all others, and according to Matthew (12, 31), even from the sin of speaking a word against
the Son of God.
There are two other explanations which have been
extensively received and are entitled *to attention.
One of the.se is
founded upon Matthew's statement, and supposes a distinction between
Jesus, as the Son of man, i. e. a divine person in the form of a servant
(Phil. 2. 7), and tinder that disguise liable to be mistaken, so that men
might speak against him and blaspheme him. not indeed without ag-

gravated guilt, but without incurring this tremendous condemnation ;
and on the other hand Jesus, as the Son of God, with the manifest
tokens of divinity afforded by his miracles of mercy. But as this does
not account for the Holy Spirit being put in opposition to the Son of
man, and as Mark omits this opposition altogether, most interpreters
agree that the unpardonable sin consists in obstinate rejection of the
truth, and wilful aposta.sy from God, in opposition to one's own convictions, and with malignant hatred of the gospel, the expression of
which is the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, as the illuminating
Spirit by whom truth is carried home to the heart and understanding
of believers, and to whom such apostasy and unbelief are therefore

more

especially insulting.

There came then his brethren and liis mother,
and standing without sent unto him, calling him.
31.
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TTien IB not an aflverl) of time (rorf ) but a lopical conncrtive {<nu)y
often ivncleii-d Ihenjorc (a.s in 10,9. lii, 0. 2o. 27. 37. 13, 35). and
Bonietinics (when preceded by ^tV) ho then, when an interrupted narrative or arfrunient is resumed and continued.
This is probabl}- the
moaninj; of the particle in tin's case, wliere it seems to connect the incident that lollows with soniethin<; in the fbre^joinp context, as in our
coll<)(juiaI pi rases, 'well («»r so then), as [ was sayinfr.'
The retruBpective reference must l)e to the statement in v. 21. that his own
friends or relatives came out to secure his person, thinkinj^ him besi<le
Having been led by a natural association under divine
himself.
guidance to «rive some account of the eflect produced by Christ's increasing popularity upon his most mali<ruant enemies (22-30), the
writer now returns to the effect upon his friends, esj)ecially those
nearest to him.
This view of the connection throws some light upon
the conduct of his mother and his brethren, in disturbing him wliile
publicly engaged in teaching.
That they would venture to do .so
without a reason, or on ordinary business, or from personal affection,
or from pride in their connection with him, althougli not impossible, is
far less probable than that they were actuated by an anxious care for
his own safity. and called for him in order to arrest what they regarded as a wild and dangerous excitement, both on his part and on
that of the assembled masses.
It may be difficult for us, with our
habitual associations, to appreciate the motives of these anxious
friends ; but at the juncture here described, nothing could be more
natural and pardonable than precisely such solicitude, wliich is perfectly compatible with true faith and affection, but imperfect views
both of his person and his mission. The principal actor in this scene
is his mother, the brothers merely following or attending her, but
joining in her message and request.
It has been a subject of dispute
for ages, whether these brothers of our Lord were sons of Joseph and
Mary, or of Joseph by a former wife, or nephews of either, all which
hypotheses have been maintained by high authorities. Some of the
questions in relation to this topic will recur below (on G. 3). and some
of them belong rather to the exposition of Matthew (1, 25.) All that
is necessary here is to observe that they were certainly his near relations, and eitlier by birth or by adoption members of his mother's
famil)'. so that they constantly attended her and acted with her upon
Without, either outside of the house, or more probably
this occasion.
bejond the circle of his hearers in the open air. Sent to him. no
doubt by passing the message from man to man until it reached him,
which they could not do themselves from the extent and pressure of
Calling him {or fo)' hi?n) might appear to be a perempthe crowd.
tory sunmions, but for the milder statement of Luke (8, 20), that they
wished to see him. and of Matthew (12. 46. 47), that they sought to
Bpeak to him. This last evangelist connects the incident expressly
with the same discourse that here precedes it. but with a part of that
discourse which Mark has not reported, and which Luke gives in a dif"
1

ferent connection (11, 24-36.)

4*
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and thej sai3
82. And the multitude sat about him
unto liim, Behold, thy motlier and thy brethren without
seek for tliee.
The emphatic word here is not sat but multitude. Their posture
;

was of no importance, even as a vivid recollection of a ^\ itness but
was important to observe that he was in the midst of a crowd (not
;

it

the crowd), to explain why his friends did not speak to him directly
They said^ i. e. one to another, till the nearest
but through others.
There is no ground therefinally reported it to .Jesus fMatt. 12, 47.)
fore for the singular idea, that this person wislired to interrupt our
Lord's discourse as too alarming (Matt. 12, 39-45), by directing his
attention to his friends who were present and inquiring for him.

And he answered them,

33.
er, or

my

brethren

saying,

AVho

is

my

moth-

?

Our Lord

takes occasion from this incident to teach them that his
was wholly different from that of others, his
domestic ties, though real, being as nothing in comparison with tliose
which bound him to his spiritual household. This is the meaning of
Do you think that my condition is the
the question here recorded.
same as 3-ours, and that the wishes of my mother and my brothei\s are
as binding upon me as those of your own households are and ought to he
There is no doubt an implied negation of the pi-oposiiion
on you ?
thus suggested, as if he had said. You are mis-taken in supposing that
my family relations are the same as j'ours, or that my mother and
The conbrothers are what you express by those endearing names.
temptuous meaning put by some upon the words, as if he had intended
to say, What ai-e tiiey to me? or what care I for them ? is wholly foreign from the text and context.
relative position in society

'

'

34. And he looked round about on them which sat
about him, and said, Behold, my mother and my breth-

ren

!

Here again Mark has preserved to us a look or gesture of our Lord,
not mentioned by the others. Loohing round in a circle, that is,
turning quite round, so as to survey the whole assembly, not (as in v.
5, above) with grief and anger, but no doubt with an affectionate and
tender recognition of his true friends and disciples. See^ behold, (these
are) my mother and my hrothers^ i. e. my family and nearest kindred.
I am not bound, as you are. to a single household, but embrace, aa
equally allied and dear to me, this vast assembly.
#

35.
is

my

For whosoever
brother, and

my

shall

do the will of God, the same
and motlier.

sister,

Lest this comprehensive statement should lead any to imagine that
mere outward attendance on his teaching would entitle them to this

AI
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he emphatically adds, that it belonp;ed to none but those
It \va^ only he who
acted out as well as listened to his doctrine.
did the will of God, as Christ announced it, tiiat could claim the honBut where this condition was complied
our of this near relationship.
with, even the poorest ;ind uwst iijnorant, and in themselves the niost
ainvorthy of his hearers, were as truly nu!ml)ers of his household, and
iS affectionately cherished bv him. as his hij2;hly favoured mother, who
was blesssd ainons; women (Luke 1. 2^!), or his brothers and his sisters
This delightful a.ssurance, fai- from abjuring
according to the flesh.
his natural relation.s. only makes them a standard of comparison for
others.
Far from saying that he does not love his mother and his
brethren, he declares that he has equal love for all who do the will of
God. Such a profession from a mere man n)ight be justly undei'stood
as implying a deticiency of natural affection, since so wide a diffusion
of the tenderest attachments must detract from their intensity within a
narrow sphere. Of Christ alone can it be literally true, that while he
loved those nearest to him with a love beyond all human experience or
capacity, and with precisel}' the affection due to each beloved object, lie
embraced with equal tenderness and warmth the thousands wiio composeil his spiritual household, and will continue so to do forever.
The
implied reproof of his friends' interference with his sacred functions, was
What he said to the multitude, instead
intended only for themselves.
of disparaging his natural relations, magnified and honoured them by
malcing them the measure of his spiritual fiiendships ; and even if he
meant to say that those who did the will of God were the only relatives
whom he acknowledged, he must still have given a hi<rh place among
distinction,

who

them

to his

mother, notwithstanding her anxieties on his behalf, and to

his brothers also, if beUevers.

(Compare John

CHAPTEE

7, 5.)

lY.

Having shown how Christ prepared the way for the re-organization of
the Church, by choosing and training men who should effect it, Mark
now describes the other part of this preparatory process, which consisted
in our Lord's own exposition of the nature of his kingdom, and the
Though he does not give
principles on which it was to be established.
the principal discourse of this kind (commonly called the Sermon on
the Mount), he exemplifies the Saviour's method of promoting the same
end by parables, of which this chapter gives three specimens. The
first, and much the longest, shows that his kingdom was to be erected
in the hearts of men, and the various receptions which it would there
meet with (1-25.) The second teaches that, although this kingdom
was to l^ Hst-ablished in ard among men, and with their co-operation, ita
suceAS'? waa to DC wholly indepinndent of their will and efforts (26-29.)
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The third illustrates its expansive nature, and the divine will with re
To these three parables, all derived froir
spect to its diifusion (30-32.)
agricultural experience, Mark adds a ireneral statement as to our SaThe remainder of the
viour's use of this mode of instruction (33, 34.)
chapter is occupied with the account of a new miracle, different from
any one before recorded, and connected chronologically with the parables by which it is preceded in the narrative (35-41.) It is still observable, however, here as in the former chapteTp, that the order of time is
altogether subordinated to the purpose of exhibiting the method and
effects of our Lord's ministry.

And

he began again to teach by the sea-side and
thei'e was gathered unto him a great multitude, so that
he entered into a ship, and sat in the sea and the whole
multitude Avas by the sea, on the land.
1.

:

;

Like Luke (8, 4) and Matthew (13, 1). Mark records, as a sort of
epoch or important juncture in his histor}^, the beginning of our Saviour's parabolical instructions, as a part of the preparatory process by
which he contributed to the reorganization of the Cimrch, although he
did not actually make the change during his personal presence upon
earth, because, as we have seen, it was to rest upon his death and res-

The other part of his pjcparatory work
urrection as its corner-stone.
consisted in the choice and education of the men by whom the change
was to be afterwards effected. (See above, on 1. 16. 2, 13.) Began^
as in 1, 45. 2, 23, is not superfluous, but indicates the opening of some
new series or process, which was to be afterwards continued. Again.,
on the other hand, suggests that this was not the commencement of his
He had already taught
teaching ministry, but only of one form of it.
the people publicly with great effect (see above, on 1, 22), but now began to teach them in a peculiar manner, with a special purpose to elucidate the nature of his kingdom, for the benefit of those who were to
be his subjects, but without a too explicit and precipitate disclosure of
By the sea-side, or along the sea., i. e. the
his claim to the Messiahship.
lake of Tiberias or Galilee (see above, on 1, 10), not only near it, but
Was gathered., or, according to the oldest text,
upon the very shore.
is gathered (or assembled), a more graphic form, exhibiting the scene as
Another emendation by the latest critics is the
actually passing.
change' of the positive {great) to the superlative {greatest), either in
reference to all former gatherings, or absolutely in the sense of very
Multitude., or croicd. the Greek word indicating not mere numgreat.
bers, but promiscuous assemblage (see above, on 2, 4. 13. 3. 9. 20. 32.)
The situation is like that described in 3. 9, where we read that he directed a small vessel to be read}^, if the crowd should be so great as to
prevent his standing on the shore with safety or convenience. Here
we find him actually entering into (or embarhing in) the boat., no
doubt the one already mentioned as in readiness, and sitting in the sea,
the surface of the lake, while his vast audience was on the land
.. e. upon
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2.

(liiit) at (or cloi^e to) the sett, a stronger expression ol proximity tlian
Tlie scene thus presented must havi; Ixeii
that in the lirst clause.
highly impressive to the eye. and still allbnls a striking subject for th€

pencil.

2.

And

said unto

lit'

them

tauj^ht
in

liis

tlieiii

nuuiy

tilings

by

]):n-;i1.1<'-.

and

doctrine,

Taught is in the imperfect ten.se, and according to Greek u.saec
properly denotes continued or hahitual action, he iraa teachlnfj or ht
used to tedch. This yields a ^ood sense, as the writer is nndouhtedly
describing one of our Lord's favourite and constant rnoiles of tcac-hiiig.
But the use of the aori.'t by Matthew (li!, W) and Luke (H, 4). and the
specilic reference by Mark himself (in v. 1) to a particular occa.sion,
seem to forbid the wider meaning, unless it be stipposed that he made
use of the imperfect (as of the verb began) to intimate that, although
this was the first instance of such teaching.it was not the last.
Many
.things, of which only sam|)les are preserved, even by Matthew, and
still I'ewer in the book before us showing that the writer's aim was not
to furni.sh an exhaustive history, but to illustrate by examples the
ministry of Christ.
In parables^ i. e. in the form and in the use of
Pureible is a .slight modification of a Greek noun, the verbal
them.
root of which has two j)rincipal meanings, to propound (throw out or
put forth), and to compure (throw togetiier or lay side by side.) The
tiense of the noun derived from the former usage, that of any thing propounded, is too vague to be distinctive, comprehending as it does all
kinds of instruction, which, from its very nature, must be put forth or
imparted from one mind to another. The more specific sense of comparison, resemblance, is not only sanctioned by the usage of the best
Greek writers (such as Plato, Aristotle, and Isocrates). but recommended, not to say rcquiied. by the employment of a corresponding
Hebrew word (Vwo from VlJio to resemble) in precisely the .same
way. In its widest sen.se. a parable is any illustration from analogy,
including the simile and metaphor as rhetorical figures, the allegoiy,
apologue, fable, and some forms of proverbial expression.
In a more
restricted sense, the word denotes an illustration of moral or religious
truth derived from the analogy of human experience.
In this respect
it differs from the fable, which accomplishes the same end by employing
the supposed acts of inferior animals, or even those ascribed to inanimate objects, to illustrate human character and conduct. The only fables found in Scripture, those of Jotham (Judg. 9, 8-15) and Joa.^h
(2 Kings 14. 9), are given on human, not divine authority. The parable, in its more restricted sense, as just explained, is not necessarily
narrative in form (.see above, on 2. 18—22), much less fictitious, although
this is commonly assumed in modern definitions of the term.
There is
good reason to believe that all the parables of Christ are founded in fact,
They are all drawn, from
if not entirely composed of real incidents.
familiar forms of human experience, and with one exception from the
present life.
This creates a strong presumption that the facts are true,
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unless there be some positive reason for supposing them fictitious.
Now the necessity of fiction to illustrate moj-al truth arises, not from
the deficiency of real facts adapted to the purpose, but frorn the writer's
limited acquanitance with them, and his consequent incapacity to frame
the necessary condjinations, without calliuir in the aid of his imaginaBut no such necessity can exist in the case of an inspired, much
tion.
To resort to fiction, therefore, even adless of an omniscient teacher.
mitting; its lawfulness on moral grounds, when real life affords in such
abundance the required analogies, would be a gratuitous preference, if
not of the false to the true, at least of the imaginary to the real, which
seems unworthy of our Lord, or which, to say the least, we have no
In expounding the parables, interright to assume without necessity.
preters have gone to very opposite extremes, but most to that of making every thing significant, or giving a specific sense to every minute
This error is happily exposed by Aupoint of the analogy presented.
gustine, when he says, that the whole plough is needed in the act of
plougiiing, though the ploughshare alone makes the furrow, and the
whole frame of an instrument is useful, though the strings alone produce the music. The other extreme, that of overlooking or denying
the significance of some things really significant, is much less common
than the first, and for the most part found in writers of severer
Ths true mean is difficult but not impossible to
taste and judgment.

upon the

find,

principle

theor}^, that the

now commonly assumed

main analogy intended,

as true, at least in

like the centre of a circle,

must

determine the position of all points in the circumference. It may also
be observed, that as the same illustration may legitimately mean more
to one man than to another, in proportion to tlie strength of their imaginative faculties, it is highly important that, in attempting to determine the essential meanitig of our Saviour's parables, we should not
confound what they may possibly be made to mean, with what they
must mean to attain their purpose. In addition to these principles,
arising from the nature of the parable itself, we have the unspeakable
In
advantage of our Saviour's own example as a self-interpreter.
his doctrine, i. e. in the act of teaching, or perhaps the meaning here
may be, in this peculiar mode of teaching. (See above, on 1, 22-27.)

Hearken

3.

;

Behold, there went out a sower to sow.

Mark has preserved one introductory ejaculation, not in Luke,
and one neither in Luke nor Matthew. Hear ! implying the power
and intention to communicate something particularly worthy of attention.

This word, perhaps a part

ot

Peter's vivid recollection,

may

be

mtroduce the whole succession of our Saviour's parables.
Behold! (Matt, 3, 3), lo, see, in one or two specific cases, but intended, no doubt, as a model and a guide in others (see below, on vs.
iU-20), both in Hebrew and Hellenistic usage, introduces something
unexpected and surprising. Some take it even in its primary and sti'ict
implying that the object indicated was in sight
see there
sense, look
said

to

!

!

3r actually visible

j

in other

words, that Christ was led to use this

illus
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by tne casual appearance of a sower In a nei^'hbonrinfr field ; and
often reiuescnU-'l as the usual occasion of his paraltolic teachings.
It seems, however, to rejrard tliiMU as too pinely accidental, and too
little tlie result of a deliherale prt-'dettrniinalion. such as we cainiot but
assume in the practice of a ilivine teacher. A safer form of the same
tration
this

is

proposition is the one already stated in a different connection (see
above, on v. 1), namely, that our Saviour's paralUe.s, though not invariably suggested by in\in(Mliate sights or passing scenes, are all derived
fi\)m the analogy of human experience, and in most instances of common life. Thus the three here given by Mark are designed not only
to exhibit ditiereut aspects of the same great subject, the Messiah's
kingdom, but to exhibit them by means of images derived horn one
mode of life or occupation, that of husl)andry, with which his auditors
were all familiar, and in which, most probably, the greater {)art of them
were constantly engaged. But besides these objections to the general
supposition that our Saviour's parables were all suggested casually, such
an assumption is forbidden in the case before us by the form of expression used hy all these evangelists with .striking uniformity. It is not as
it naturally would be on the supposition now in question,
See. a noicer
goes (or 'joing) out. but with the article, and in the aorist or jtast ten.se,
?o, the sower went oaf.
The sower, like the Fox and the Lion in a fable, is
generic, meaning the whole clas.s, or an ideal individual who represents
it.
Went out. as we say in colloquial narrative, once upon a time, the
precise date being an ideal one because the act is one of constant occurAs if he had said, 'a sower went out to sow. as you have often
rence.
done and seen your neighbour do.' To sow, distinguishes his going out
for this specific purpose from his going out on other errands.
The
sower went out as such, as a sower, to perform the function which the
name denotes.
4. And it came to pass as he sowed, some tell by the
way-side, aud the fowls of the air came and devoured
it

up.

or something happened, implying something not
as of course to the process
in the (act of) sowing, and
Bj/ the way must
therefore in the field, not merely on the way to it.
therefore mean along the path trodden by the sower himself and hardened by his footsteps, not along tho highway leading to his place of
It

came

to jjass.

uncommon, but yet not belonging
of sowing seed. As he sowed., literally,
indee'l

This idea is distinctly expre.s.sed by Luke (8, 5), and it was
trodden down. i. e. it fell upon the path where he was walking. Some
is understood by every reader to mean some of the seed which he was
Bowing, the noun, although not previously mentioned as it is in Luke
(8. 4), being necessarily suggested by the kindred verb, to sow, in sow^
ing.
The principal circumstance in this part of the parable is not the
treading of the seed, which Luke only adds to specify the place,#but its
.ying exposed upon the trodden path, and there devoured by the birds.
b'owl^ now confined to certain species of domesticatea oirds, is co-ex ten-

labour.

>
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5.

6.

Bive in old English with lird itself.
Of the ab\ literally of heaven^ a
Hebrew idiom, according to which heaven (or heaxens^ see above on 1,
10), is applied, not only to the whole material uniyerse. except thxs
earth (Gen. 1, 1) and especially to that part of it regarded as the
more immediate residence of God (Gen. 19, 21), but also to the visible

expanse or firmament (Gen. 1, 14), and to our atmosphere, or rathei
to the whole space between us and the heavenly bodies (Gen. 1. 20.
The version, therefore, is substantial!}' correct, supposing these words
{tov ovpavou) to be genuine ; but the latest critics have expunged
them as a probable assimilation to the text of Luke (8. 5) nothing
more is here intended by the phrase than birds in general, or the birds
which his hearers well knew were accustomed to commit such depreThe familiarity of this occurrence, and of those which follow,
dations.
must have brought the illustration home to the business and bosoms
of the humblest hearers, and, at the same time, necessarily precludes
the idea of a fiction, when real facts were so abundant and accessible.
It is idle to object that this particular sower never did go forth, when
the opposite assertion can as easily be made, and when the terms employed, as we have seen, may designate the whole class of sowers,
including multitudes of individuals, or any of these whom any one of
the hearers might select as particularly meant, perhaps himself, perhaps some neighbouring husbandman. Such a use of language, when
applied to incidents of every-day occurrence, is as far as possible
:

remote from
5.

much

fiction.

And some
earth

;

had no depth
Another
rocky soil),

The

5.)

on stony ground, where it had not
and immediately it sprang up, because it
fell

of earth

:

sown)

fell upon the stony (or
Matthew's plurals (13,
not to loose or scattered stones (see below, on

(seed, or portion of the seed

collective singulars equivalent to

reference

is

but to a thin soil overspreading a stratum or layer of concealed
rock. Immediately^ here used by Matthew also, is emphatic, the rapid
germination being a material circumstance, and seemingly ascribed to
the shallowness of the soil, allowing the seed no room to strike deep
The same idea is suggested by the
root, but only to spring upwards.
verb itself, a double compound meaning to spring up and forth. The
cause assigned by Luke (S. 6). is not that of the speedy germination,
but of the premature decay that followed it, as Mark describes more
fully in the next verse.
5, 5),

6.

But when the sun was up, it was scorched
it had no root, it withered away.

;

and

oecause

When the sun was up (or risen), is the literal translation of the
text adopted by the latest critics, while the common or received text,
though the same in meaning, has a different construction, the sun having
risen.
There is a peculiar beauty in the Greek here, which cannot be
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8.

retained in a translation, arisinpj Ironi the use of the same verl> (hut in
a less empluuif furni) to sitrnify the rising of the plant and of the s!;r.,
as hotlj are said in Enj^lish to he //;>, when one is ahove the surface of
the earth and the other ahove the horizon. Scorrlii'd (or burnt) and
withcreil (or dried, see ahove. on
1), are ditlerent eUVcts a-^rrihcd
The fii-st is the evaporation of the vital sap or
to dilfiTont causes.
veuetahle juices Ky the solar hi-at
the other their spontaneous failure
from the want of a ten;^cions root. To^ctiier thuy descrilie. in a manner at once accurate and simple, the natural and necessary fate of a
plant without suflicient depth of soil, however quick and even premature its vegetation.
.'i.

;

7.

And some

up, and choked
Another^ as in

fell

it,

v. 5,

amono; thorns, and the
it yielded no t'ruit.

tliorn.s

grew

and

Into the thorns, or in the midst of them, as

it is

hy Luke (8. 7.) The thtirim. which happened to
be f;rowing there, or which are usually found in such situations.
Came up. appeared above tiie surface, an expression constantly employed in English to denote the same thing.
Choked, stifled, or
deprived of life by pressure. This word, though .strictly applicahle
oftly to the suffocation of animal or human stihjccts (see Luke S. 42),
is here by a natuial and lively figure transferred to the fatal influence
on vegetable life of too close contact with a different and especially a
ranker growth. Matthew (13, 7) uses a still more emphatic comp<^>und
of the same verb, corresponding to our own familiar phrase choked ojf.
An<l fruit did not give, though implied in all, is expres.sed only in
Mark's account, which throughout this parable exhibits no appearance

more

fully exjiressed

of abridgment.
8.

And

fell on good ground, and did yield fruit
and increased, and brought forth, some
and some sixty, and some an hnndred.

that sprang
thirty,

other
u}),

Another, as in vs. 5. 7. It is a minute but striking proof that the
evangelists wrote independently of each other, and that their coincidence of language arose not from mutual imitation, but from sameness of original material, that in these three verses Matthew always says upon (eVt). Mark into or among (eU.)
Good ground, in
Greek, the earth, the good, earth or soil properly so called in distinction from the beaten, rocky, thorny places before mentioned.
Gats
fimit coming up and groicing, the fruit or ripe grain being represented
as passing through the changes which are ready experienced in the
Bore, the same idea that was
earlier stages of the vegetable process.
before expressed by gave, the latter having more explicit reference to
the use and wants of men, the former to production in itself considered
What the seed bore, whether reaped or not, it yielded only on the
former supposition.
One. i. e. one seed, the proportion stated being
that of the seed sown to the ripe grain harvested. As the Greek nu«
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meral (ev) here rendered one is distinguished from the preposition in
(f J/) by nothing but its accent and its aspiration, which are not given
in the oldest copies, one distinguished modern critic substitutes the
latter, in thirty and in sixty, i. e. in this ratio or proportion, and an
other gives as the most ancient text a different preposition (ets). meaning to (i. e. to the amount of) thirty, sixty, and a hundred.
The product iveness ascribed to the nutritious grains in this place is by no

means unexampled either in ancient or in modern times. It is indeed
and modest estimate compared with some recorded by
Herodotus, in which the rate of increase was douljje or quadruple even
the highest of the three here mentioned, and the recent harvest in our
a moderate

western states affords examples of increase
9.

let

And

him

he said unto them,

He

still

greater.

that hath ears to hear,

hear.

This idiomatic and proverbial formula, like many others of perpetual occurrence in our Lord's discourses, is never simply pleonastic or
unmeaning, as the vir}' repetition often tempts us to imagine. On
the contrar}', such phrases are invariably solemn and emphatic warnings that the things in question are of the most momentous import
and entitled to most serious attention. They appear to have been
framed or adopted by the Saviour, to be used on various occasions and
There is something eminently
in the pauses of his different discourses.
simple and expressive in the one before us, which involves rebuke as
well as exhortation.
WI13- should 30U have the sense of hearing, if
you do not use it now ? To what advantage can 3'ou ever listen, if
you turn a deaf ear to these admonitions ? Now, now. if ever, he who
can hear must hear, or incur the penalty of inattention ' But besides
the impoitance of the subject and the juncture, it is here suggested
that the very form of thj communication calls for close attention, in
default of which it can impart no knowledge and confer no benefit.
This may be understood as having reference to the parabolic method
of instruction which our S:iviour now began and afterwards continued
to employ so freel3^
(See below, on v. 11.)
'

!

10. And when he was alone, they that were about
him, with the twelve, asked of him the parable.
Alone, not absolutely but comparatively, by himself, in private,
from the piessure of the crowd, surrounded only by disciples,
not in the strict sense of apostles, but in that of friendly hearers and
This is clear from .Mai-k's description, those about hi)n with
adherents.
the twelve, i. e. those who in addition to the twelve were in habitual attendance on his person, following him from place to place or those
who, upon this particular occ-ision. still remained about him after the
Explained in either way, the words are
ilispers.on of the nmltitude.
probal)ly dtsciiptive of the same class, and imply that what now follows was addressed neither to the vast mixed multitude, nor to the
fice

;
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twelve apostles only, but to .in intermediate body, f^maller than tlie
first an<l hui-cT than the second, but composed enliiely ol" disciples
(Matt. KS, 10. l^nke 8.0) or hi-licvers in his doctrine. Anltd linn "j
the pitrahle, in (iieek. (imLrd lilin tlw jmraJtlc itself, a picf^nant phra-^e
resolved by I-ukc and Matthew into two <li.stinct inquiries, first, the
general one, wh}' he taujrht in pajal)les at all (Matt. l.'>, 10), and then,
the more specific one, what thi.s first parable was meant to teach (Luke
If i.s ob-ccrvable that Mark, althouj^h he pives the question in a
8, 0.)
sinjjle form, and that a vague one, j^ives the answers to the two impiirics really involvcMl in it; a circumstance which all but hypercritical
The question
sceptics will reirard not as discrepancy but ajrreement.
thus interpreted shows that the parabolic method of instruction, as
applied now for the first time to the doctrine of the kinprdom. was ob
scure or uninteiiigible even to the more enlightened of our Saviour's
hearers; a deficiency which furnished the occasion of his own authoritative exposition, making known not only the precise sense of the
paral)le to which it was immediately ai)])lied, but also the more general principles and laws which are to govern the interpretation of all

others.

And lie said unto them, Unto jou it is given to
the mystery of tlie kingdom of God but unto tliem
that are without, all (these) things are done in parables
"VVe have here the answer to the first inquiry really involved in
that which Mark records (in v. 1(1) and more distinctly stated elsewhere (Matt, lo, 10), namely, why he spake in parables at all. In
answer to this question, he informs them that a sifting, separating process had be^un already and must be continued, with the unavoidable
eflect of throwing all his hearers into two great classes, those within
and those uithout the magic circle of his enlightening and saving influence.
The difference between these classes was not one of personal
To you it his been given, the
intrinsic merit, but of divine favour.
11.

know

:

:

perfect passive form, implj'ing aoi authoritative predetermination, being
three accounts, as in our Lord's assurance to the paraGiven,
have been forgiven thee (see above, on 2, 5.)
To know, i. e. dinot conceded as a right, but granted as a favour.
rectly, by explicit statement, either without the veil of parable, or
with the aid of an infallible interpretation. Mysteries, in the usual

common to all
lytic, Thy sins

sense of that word as employed in scripture to denote, not the intrinsic
nature of the things so called, but merely their concealment from the
human mind until disclosed by revelation. The mystery in this sense
here particularly meant is that of the kingdom of God, to be erected
by Messiah in the heart of man and of society, and to receive its final
consummation in a future state of glory. The use of this expression
{of the Jdngdom), common to all three accounts (see ^latt. 13,11.
Luke S. lO). is not without importance, as evincing that the parables
of Christ had reference, not merely to per.sonal duty and improvement, but to the nature of his kingdom and the mode of its establish-
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ment. a reference too often overlooked or sacrificed to mere individual
edification.
To those tcithout the sphere or scope of this illaminating
influence.
All things {these is omitted by the latest critics), i. e. all
thin2;s of the kind in question, namely, all communications and instructions in relation to Messiah's kingdom.
Art '^one^ take place,
happen, an expression also used by Herodotus in reierence to discourse or teaching, hi 'parables^ obviously impljing that this mode
of exhibition might be used to veil and to obscure as well as to elucidate the same things, but to different hearers or spectators.
This
darkeniu'j- influence of parabolic teaching is assumed in this place, as a
fact sufficiently implied in the inquiry which our Lord was answering,
and not explained till afterwards. (See below, on vs. 24. 25.)

12. That seeing they may see, and not perceive
and
hearing they ma}^ hear, and not understand lest at any
time they should be converted, and (their) sins should be
forgiven them.
;

;

Thus far it might have seemed that this obtuseness of the masses
to divine instruction was a mere misfortune, having no connection with
their moral character and state.
But now the Saviour represents it
as the consequence of sin, left by God in his righteousness to operate
in one class, but gratuitously counteracted in another.
The
expressions here are borrowed from that fearful picture of judicial
blindness in Isaiah 6, 10. Matthew's quotation (13, 14. 15) is more
full and formal, Luke's (8, 10) even more concise than that of Mark.
Common to all, and therefore to be reckoned the essential part of the
quotation, are the words, that seeing they might see^ and hearing might
To see and not see, hear and not hear, was a paranot understand.
doxical Greek proverb, used by Demosthenes and ^Eschylus to signify
a mere external sensuous perception without intellectual or moral conLuke gives it nearly in its classical form, while Mark retains
viction.
the Hebrew idiom of using two forms of the same verb for intensity
or more precise specification.
Seeing indeed, or seeing still, continuing to see, or seeing clearly, so far as concerns the outward object.
And not perceive^ with the mind or heart. The Greek verbs might be
also rendered looTc and see.
Hearing might he(n\ i. e. distinctly^ constantly, again, or still.
And not understand (or apprehend) the things
heard in their spiritual import. Mark adds from Isaiah the judicial
end or purpose of their being thus abandoned, lest at any time (oi
some time) they should turn (to God, or, as it is passively expressed,
be converted), a familiar scriptural expression for that total change o/
character and conduct, heart and life, which is essential to salvation
And the sins (of which they have been guilty) be remitted (left unpunished, pardoned), is the sense but not the form of the original expression, here retained by Matthew (13, 15), and representing sin as »
disease, of which God heals men by forgivins; them.
(Compare Ps
The clause here quoted is
41, 4. Jer. 3, 22. Eos. 14,4. 1 Pet. 2, 24.)
derived, with little variation, from the Septuagint version of Isaiah.
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And he sa:M unto tlioni, Know ye not tliis paniand how tlien will ye know all ])arahles?
And ht sni/s to f/ietn, a common form, especially in Mark (see above,
13.

ble

?

on

2. 25. 27). to indirato a change of subject in the same fliscoursc, or at
least a transition from one part of the same topic to anothej*. So in this

answered the first question latent in the statement thiit
hhn (of) the yanihJe, to wit, the question why he sjKjke in
parables at all (see ]Matt. lo, 10), he proce'ds to answer th" other,
namely, what ho meant to teach by this one in particular (see Luke <S.
l>.)
Before explaininji- it. h(nvever. he propounds a preliminary question, winch has Itcen diflerently nn<lerstood.
Some make it an expression of displeasure and surprise that they should need his explanation
of so clear a matter.
But as this is inconsistent with his oun ascription of an obscuriufr power to this method of instruction (see above, on
V. 11), the woi ds are rather to be taken as a concession of the fact that
case, havlnjj^
thcij nsl-ed

they could not be expected to understand this or other parables, without at least some general idea of the principles on which they were to
be expounded. As if he had said. you find that you caimot understand
this parable without assistance ? how then will you understand the
The necessity suggested is not that of a particidar
rest unaided?'
elucidation to be added to each parable as it was uttered, although this
was often actually given (see below, on v. 34), but of a general and
comprehensive ke}^ to the whole series of his parabolic teachings. Such
a key might be furnished in either of two way.s, b}' a series of general
and abstract rules applying to all parables, or b}' a few examples setting forth the same laws in a concrete, practical, experimental manner.
"While the former might have met the wants or gratified the wishes of
a liody of philosophers, the latter was undoubtedly best suited to the
actual condition and necessities of Chri.st's immediate hearers ; and we
find accordhigly that he adopts it, by expounding two of his first parables (the Sower and the Tares) ujjon the same da}" that he uttered
them and in the presence of his own disciples (see above, on v. 10.)
Matthew has preserved both these invaluable expositions (13, 18-23.
36-50). Mark and Luke (8, 11-15) only that of the Sower, which is sufficient of itself to teach the fundamental principles of parabolical interpretation.
It is impossible to overrate the value of this clew to guide
us through the lab} rinth of various and discordant expositions, or its
actual ettect, when faithfully employed, in guarding the interpreter
against the opposite extremes of meagre generality and fanciful minuteness.
It was not only jilaced here in the history, but uttered
when it was, that it might serve as an example and a model in interpreting those parables which Christ has not explained himself Some
of the errors thus forbidden and condemned, if not prevented, will be
noticed in expounding the ensuing verses.
'"

The sower soweth the word.
Human expounders, unchecked by our Lord's
14.

ity,

example and authorwould no doubt have begun with something more specific and
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minute, such as the quantity and kind of seed, the place and mode of
sowing, the significance belonging to the act of going forth, &c. But
the Sarionr teaches us to strike at once at the essential likeness or
analogy which governs and determines all the minor correspondences,
The soicer (or one sowing) soics the icorcl^ i. e. the word of God (Luke
8, 11), or more specifically still, the icord (or doctrine^ of the kingdom
This expression shows that our Lord's primary
(see above, on v. 11.)
design in these instructions vi^s not merely a generic one, including aU
the cases that can possibly arise in the experience of men, but a specific
one, relating to the wants and dangers of his own immediate hearers,
the contemporary generation, among whom the advent of Messiah and
his kingdom had been lately preached, and the kingdom itself was to
be founded.

And

by

the waj-side, where the
word is sown ; but when they have heard, Satan cometh
immediately, and taketh away the word that was sown iu
15.

these are tliey

their hearts.
These are tliose along the way^ i. e. the characters about to be described are those whose case is represented by the falling of the seed
upon the path. The incongruity, alleged by some, of making the seed
represent the man, and not the word as just explained (v. 14), is a
mere rhetorical punctilio, and presents no difficulty to the mind of any
unbiassed reader. The parable has answered its design for ages, notwithstanding this alleged flaw in its imagery, which probably occurs
Where^ i. e, on the path and in the ears of
to none but hypercritics.
The word is soicn, a mixture of
those whose case is represented by it.
the sign and the thing signified, producing no confusion, and objectionable only on the ground of rhetorical preciseness.
WJien they (the
persons represented in this portion of the parable) hear (or have heard)
the word (just represented as seed sown), immediately comes Satan
(or the adversary), elsewhere called the Devil (Luke 8, 12), and the
Evil One (Matt. 13, 19.)
Takes up and away^ in reference to the pickSown in their hearts^
ing up of grain by birds (see above, on v. 4.)
another mixture of the sign and the thing signified, as harmless as the
other, because after the equivalents have been determined, they become
The influence here ascribed to Satan
convertible without confusion.
must be strictl}' understood as really exerted by him in the case of
those who hear the word, but only as a persuasive, not a coercive
power, and therefore exercised by turning the attention from the word
as soon as uttered, and diverting it to other objects.

And

these are they likewise which are sown on
stony ground ; who, when they have heard the word, immediately receive it with gladness.
He now identifies the second class of fruitless and unprofitable hearers, those represented in the parable by the falling of the seed on stony
16.
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ITere airain he seems to make the sped the einblom of tljc man
himself, ami nut of llie word preached to Jiim, hut with as hlth? di.sudvantajre to the force and clearness of the ilhistration as hefore. and in
tlie exercise of tliat (Uscretionaiy license which distin;;nishes oriiriim'
and iniJependent thinkers, even amon;j: mere men. from the irraniniariplaces.

Every ordinary reader nntlerstantls without insown upon the rockii (^phtrm) means those wh(»se
character and state are represented hy the falling: of the seed upon the
rock, and not that the seed itself siK'cificaliy represents the persons.
ans and rhetoricians.
struction that

tliose

Likeiciife. in the same way as hefore. this i)Oj*tion of the jiarahle. like
that preceding: it, exhibits a distinct class of hearers, and the influence
exerted on tiiem by the doctrine of the kinj:dom. TIk; ditllTehtro
between the ca.ses is that these no further, and not only hear the v/ord,
or passively receive it. but accept it as the word of God, and that not
merely with a cold assent or forced submission, but with joy, as somethinj!; addressed to the affections, no less than the reason and the conscience, and received accordingly, at once, immediately^ which, thouiih
a favourite of ^fark, as wc have seen above (on 1, 10. 18, ol. 4<). 2. 1'.
3, 6). is here attested as a !?;cnuine expression, not by his report alone,
which would have been sutficient for the purpose, but by that of Matthew (13, 20.) The obvious gradation in the parable not only renders
it more perfect in a literary point of view, but incrca.ses its discriminating power as applied to individual and general experience, ^o that
every class of hearers, even now, and still more in the time of Christ,
might .see it.self as in a mirror. Indeed, nothing shows the wi.sdom of
our Lord's instructions more impressively than the fact, contirmed by
all experience for 1800 years, and receiving further confirmation every
day. that all varieties of human and religious character may be reduced
to some one or more of his simple but divine desciiptions.

17. And have no root in thenipelves, and so endure
but for a time: afterward, when aliliction or persecution
arisetii for the word's sake, immediately they are offended.

was not even buried, but removed while on the
was not onh' sown, but came up prematurely and
vrithout a root, which same expression our Lord now applies to the
class here represented, namely, those who have no root in themaeltes,
1. e. what in our religious phraseology (here founded upon Job 19, 28)
"While the

first .seed

surface, the second

called •* the root of the matter." i. e. a principle of true religion, including or implying faith, repentance, and the love of God. producing
an anulogou"! external life. This shows in what sense Luke de.«cribes
them (8,"l8) as believing for a while, i. e. professing or appearing to
believe while really without the root of true conviction and conversion.
Mark expresses the same thing more concisely in a single word, temporai'}/, made up of the noun and preposition here employed by Luke,
and elsewhere rendered temporal (2 Cor. 4, 18. as opposed to eternal),
Then, afterwai-ds. or after
or paraphrased, for a season (Heb. 11, 25.)
Distress or persecution, kindred but disthis ostensible conversion.
is
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one originally signifying jiressure^ and the other j»wrs'M^7,
the former comprehending pi'ovidential chastisements, the other denoting more specifically evils inflicted by the hands of hnman enemies.
For (because or on account of) the word, the doctrine of Christ's kingdom, which they had so joyfully embraced, and for a time so openly
maintained. Ariseth is in Greek an absolute coiistruction. heing. beginning to be. couiing to pass, happening. Immediately agam, both in
Mark and Matthew (18, 21). but with a difference of form {cldbs and
e()3eu)s), the repetition showing that the real change for the worse
is as sudden and as easy as the apparent change for the better.
Offended^ not in the ordinary modern sense of being displeased or alienated in affection, but in the Latin and old English sense of stumbling
or being made to stumble. The nearest root or theme to which it can
be traced in classic Greek, denotes a trap or snare, but in the Hellenistic dialect a stumbling-block or any hindrance in the path, over which
one may fall. In like manner the derivative verb means to make one
fall or stumble, a natural figure both for sin and error, and often representing both as commonly connected in experience.
Another explanation of the usage, leading to the same result, gives offend its modern
sense, but in reference to God, to offend whom is to sin, and then takes
the verb here in a cau.sative sense, they are made to sin^ or betrayed
into sinning against God.
As the sin here meant is not such as even
true believers may commit, but one arising from the absence of a root
in the experience, Luke (S, 13) describes it b}' the stronger term,
ojjostat/'ze (or fall away), not from a previous state of grace or true
conversion, which would imply the very thing explicitly denied m the
preceding clause, to wit, the possession of a root, but fi*om their ostentinct terms,

sible

and

18.

such as

false profession.

And

these are tliej

liear the

which are sown among thorns;

word,

19. And the cares of this world, and the deceitfnlness
of riches, and the lusts of other things entering in, choke
the word, and it becometh unfruitful.

A7id others (or another class of fruitless hearers represented in this
those sown among the thorns-, i. e. those whose case is
symbolized or emblematically set forth by the falling of a portion of
the seed among thorns.
The form of expression is the same as in vs.
15. IG and is uniform in all the gospels, a sufficient proof that it is
not an inadvertence or mistake of the historian, but at least in subCommon to this
stance a deliberate expression of our Lord himself.
with the other classes here described is the hearing of the word, becan.se the very purpose of the parable is to exhibit different wavs in
Some suppose
whici) it may be heard with the effect upon the hearer.
the climax or gradation to be here continued, and this third class of
But it
hearers to be represented as going further than the second.

paral)le) ai'e

seems more natural

to

make the two

co-ordinate as different division"
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of the name class, i. e of teinitorary converts or Wlievers, the diflerence between tlieni iK'inji nuL ihut one ((jntinues lonj^er than the oi her,
but that one is scandahzed hy violence, the other by alhin"nent or
While tlie tunner yiekl to dmlnas and pcrnecution, these
Beduction.
are rendered IVnitless by the cares and pleasnn'P of the world.
Cares^

undue

solicituiles, anxieties,

The corresponding verb

and

fears, U8 lo the interests

(*f

this

life.

our Jiible by the old English
to he over anxious) is ap|)lied by our

(translated

\\\

phrase to t<ike thoufjht^ i. e.
Lord elsewhere in the same wa}' (Matt. 0, 25-34. Luke lO, 41.) Of
t/iui world (or, according to the critics, the world), the same Greek
word that was explained above (on 3, 2'.l), a.s meaning properly duration or continued existence, either deiiniLe or indelinite, finite or infiSo ne sui)pose it here to mean the old
nite. :ic<i>rdin;»; to the context.
economy or dispensation, to whicli secular anxieties were more appropriate, and even necessarily incident, than to the new.
But it is more
natural lo understand it of the present life, with its temj)orary interests and pleasures, as opposed to tlie future and eternal state.
Besides
the Ciires or anxious fears beloui^nii^ to this mixed and in a certain
sense probatit»nary state, and relating chietly to the means of subsistence, our Lord sjiecifies another danger. tUc deceit of wealth, including
both delusive hope and fanciful enjoyment, and applying therefore both
to those who make haste to be rich, as being the tiue source of haj)piness, and tho*e who reckon themselves actually happy because rich
already.
To these speeitications Mark adds a comprehensive clau.se
including all other worldly distractions, the desirea aho'/t (relating to)
the 01 her (or rtmniniitij things), i. e. whatever else. beiongin;r ordy to the
present life, can be an object of such overweening coveious desire as to
interfere with the legitimate effect of the instruction which has been
received in reference to higher and more enduring inteivsts. The
comi)iehensive or residuary character of this clause is adverse to the
di>tinction which might otherwise be recognized Ijetween the cares (or
anxious fears) an'l the desires (or carnal hopes) of tliis life, as th^ rest
(or other things) implies diversity of objects rather than of feelings
towards them. Eitteriug in, i. e. after the reception of the truth, or
as intrusive strangers who have no right to admission, but ought to
have been shut out.
Choke the word, as in the parable itself (v. 7)
the thorns choked, the seed, another mixtuie of the sign and the thing
signilied, but still less confusing than in vs. 14. 15. 17, because even
in the paia'de to choke is a strong figure as applied to plants, requiring
The same thing
little modification to adapt it to spiritual subjects.

tiue of the remaining claiLse. and it becomes unfruii/al^
as a seed, because intendcl to pro<luce
beueticial effects upon the life and diaracter of those who heiir it, in
default of which the same thing may be said of it as was Wfore said
of the seed which represents it, that it yielded not fruit (see above,

substautiall}'
i.e.

on

the

is

word or truth considered

7.)

And

these are they which are sown
ground; such as hear the word, and receive (itj,
20.

5

uii

i^uod

and bring
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some

sixty,

and some an

hmidred.
Having thus applied the three ideal cases of unfruitful sowing to
three well-known forms of human experience, our Lord concludes his
exposition of the parable, by domg the same thing with respect tc
the one favourable case which it presented, but which really includes
a vast variety, at least in the measure or degree of fruitfulness, denoted
by the ratio or proportion of the fruit or ripe grain to the seed or
sown grain. These are those sojcn, &c., as in v. 18, i. e. those w'hose
These, hke all
case IS represented by the sowing upon good ground.
the others, hear the word^ receive instruction in the doctrine of the
kingdom, and like two of the preceding classes, actively accept it, with
assent and approbation, but unlike them all, escaping or resisting the
occasions of unfruitfulness before described, retain it (Luke 8. 15) and
hear fruit^uot merely for a time, but in continuance, with perseverance
and yet with great diversity of actual attainment, corrcspondmg to
the diiferent proportions which the crop bears to the literal seed
sown, which Luke omits, but Mark and Matthew here repeat, though
not in the same order (Matt. 13, 23, a hundred., sixty, thirty.) Even
the most unreflecting reader cannot need to be reminded that the
numbers thus selected are intended to convey the general idea of proportional diversity, and not to limit that diversity to three speciftc
rates.
Hence our Lord, in expounding this part of the parable, simply
repeats what he had said in the parable itself, without attaching a
specitic import to the several amounts, a lesson and example to inferior
expounders, not only here but in all analogous cases. The same thing
may be said in substance of the three cases of unfruitfulness, except
that there is reason to believe that they are not given merely as
selected samples, but as comprehensive heads to which all particular
occasions of unfruitfulness in spiritual husbandry may be reduced.
(See above, on v. 16.)
21. And he said unto them, Is a candle brought to be
put under a bushel, or under a bed ? and not to be set on
a candlestick ?
To the exposition of the parable Mark adds a most important and
perhaps uttered on the same occasion, although
elsewhere, as a portion of the vSermon on the Mount.
(Matt. 5, 15. 7, 2.) But this is easily explained upon the obvious and
probable assumption, that these sentences belonged to those aphoristic
formulas which Christ appears to have thrown out on vaiious occasions,
and wiih some diversity of application, by neglecting which interpretIf. as is cer
ers have sometimes thrown the history into confusion.
tainly conceivable, these words were uttered more than once. Matthew
having given them in one place, would be likely to omit them in tlie
other, while Mark, who does not give the Sermon on the Mount at all,
aeould be just as likely to insert them here. The charge of incoherence
significant appendix,

Matthew

gives

it
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and irrelovanco

in this connection rests upon the false assumption that
brief proverbial niaxiuis, forniiufr one <jf the most ehaiaeleristic
features of our Saviour's (^tfi'X"?) niethod of instruction. coiiJ<I ho

tliesc

uttered only once or in a .snitrle application
whereas their very use
and purpose was to he repeatedly thr(nvu out in various coiuiec'tions.
Those before us. therefore, are to he e.\plaine<l, not from Matthew'e
context, hut from .Mark'.s, to which they are perfectly appropriate,
whether actually uttered at the same time with the parable or not.
lie »(i'ul to thetn^ might mean upon a different occasion, hut according
to Mark's usa-.re (see above, on vs. 1), 11, l.M), rather on the same.
One
desiu:n is to preflude the notion of an esoteric doctrine, like that of the
heathen mysteries and priesthoods, to be shared only by a chosen few.
This heathenish idea miuht have seemed to be countenanced by the
distinction which he made between the multitude and his disciples, and
the additional instruction pven to the latter as a .sort of favoured class.
In opposition to this natural but dangerous mist^ike, he tells them here
that tile ultimate design of all his teacliings was the general <lillusion
of religious knowledge
that whatever exceptions or re-erves there
might be, they were only temporary interruptions of his customary
course, and would eventually answer the same purpo.se.
This important caution is conveyed by the familiar figure of a domestic light, i. e.
a candle, lamp, or lantern, which may be momentarily concealed, or
its light shaded, but cannot without folly and al)surdity l)e permanently put beneath a vessel or a couch. The proper pla^e for such a
light is the candlestick, or lamp-stand, and it cannot be rationally
put in any other, except for some transient accidental reason. The
form of the question is the same as in 3, 19, piesu{)posing a negative
answer (it is not so
is it ?)
A light does not come .... does
hbrov(iht,\\iQvti\\y conies, a personification perfectly familiar in
it?
the dialect of common life, and in reference to the very same subject.
The size or capacity of the Roman modius (about one peck of our measure) is of no more importance to the meaning of the passage than the
dimensions of the couch or bed. It is mentioned not as a spocilic
measure, but as a utensd with which they were familiar in their 'ocjuses.
The same idea might be now convej-ed by speaking of a box or basket.
The verb is to be tacitly repeated in the last clause. Does it not come
(is it not brought, for the very purpose) that it may he put iijjon the
candlestick or lamp-stand ? a derivative form of the word meaning
light^ and to be rendered in accordance with it.
The nexus between
this verse and the one before it is obscured V)y the omission of the
intervening thought, that a domestic light may now and then be thus
concealed, but only for a moment and for some necessary purpose.
So.
too, the light of his instructions, though occasionally veiled in parable
or otherwise obstructed, was intended to diffuse itself, and even when
confined for the present to a few, was so confined in order to be more
effectually shed abroad.
;

;

22.

For there

is

nothing

liid,

which

shall i.ot be maiii-
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neither was any
come abroad.
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tiling

kept secret, but

tliat

it

What he had just expressed by lively figures he now says in literal
or plain terms, the connection being indicated by the/o7\
As if he
had said, these figures drawn from your domestic habits, are appropriate to 3'our spiritual duties and advantage, because, &c.
There is
not any thing hid ichich may not he revealed^ the construction in Greek
being highly idiomatic, so that a literal version (ichatsoever nuiy he not
revealed^ would be unmeaning or convey a wrong idea. The last clause
is not a mere reiteration of the same thought in other words, but adds
Not only shall what is now
a strong expression of design or purpose.
concealed be made known, but it is now concealed in order to be made
known. The common word for hidden, secret, is exchanged f )r a cognate but more emphatic comj)ound. which is itself the source of our
word apocrypha, as primarily meaning something hid away or brought
out from concealment. JS^or has any thing hecome (or been ma,de)
secret^ hut that it might come into open (view), or be made public.
The very form of this clause shows that neither it nor that before it
can be here (whatever it may mean in Matthew) understood as a
threatening of detection and exposure to concealed iniquity ; for how
can this be said to have Ijecoine (or been made secret) in order that it
might be brought to light, unless we understand the first words as
denoting God's permission or endurance of the secrecy, or attenuate
the meaning of the })article ( '/i order tJiat\ both which are gratuitous
and violent construction.s, nv>t to be assumed without necessity. The
obvious reference in this connection, which is thereby cleared of incoherence and abruptness, is to the partial transient obscuration of the
light of Christ'.- own teachings, by the use of parables or otherwise,
not as preventive but eventually promotive of its full diff*usion.
23. If

any man have ears

to hear, let

him

hear.

words had been given only here by Mark, as they are given
by Matthew (13. 9), it might be made a question which evangeBut as Mark records them
list has put them into their exact place.
twice, and the words themselves belong to that class of our Loid's expresIf these

earlier

sions which were most apt to be repeated often (see above, on v. 9) there
can be no doubt that they were so repeated upon this occasion, though
tlie fact has been pieseivt- d b\- Mark alone.
Such repetition is the less
improbable because the solemn admonition wliich precedes was very
liable to misconstruction, as appears from the incongruous sense often
put upon it still, and then made a pretext for accusing the historian of
incoherence.
To put the disciples on their guard agamst such mi.sconception. was a purpo.se which might well excu.<e a still more irksome
repetition of our Lord's proverbial warning, that whoever had the faculty of hoainig ought to use it now if ever, as a safeguard against erroi
'H relation to a most important privilege and duty.
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24. 25.

And

lie said unto tlicMii, Take heed wliat yo lioar
measure ye mete, it shall he measured to .you^
and unto vou that hear, shall more he iriven.

2i.

Wirli wliat

A/i(l he said to t/iem, perhaps upon a dift'crent occasion, nn'l n'coffled Just here only to cotni)!ete Mark'.s .statement of the Saviour'.s teachlu^s upon this important subject.
Here again, however, as in v. 21, it
is more probable tliat it was uttered at the same time with the lanj^uace
which precedes it in tlie context.
Nevertheless, let it be ob.serveu
that th s assumption is by no means requisite to vindicate the writer,
wlio makes no assertion eitlier way. and whose purpose in recording
ihe.se words is as pei feotly accomplished on the one hypothesis as on
The only dillerence is that between the phra.se, he then
the other.
went ou to say,' and the phrase, at another time he said,' &c. 7'a^d
heed, literally, see, i.e. .see to if, look out. be circumspect or cautious
^see above, on 1, 44. where a ditl'ercnt but synonymous verb is used.)
Whdt ye hrai\ i. e. from me. on this and other like occasions, which
implies or neces.sarily sufrijests the caution, how ye hear (Luke 8. l^i),
as their manner of receiving his instructions must depend upon their
views as to what those instructions were. Then follows another of the
Saviour's gnomes or maxims, which, though always meaning the same
thing essentially, were adapted and intended to be variously apf)lied.
The speciHc application here must be determined, not by the connection of the same woids in the Sermon on the Mount (.Matt. 7, 2. Luke
65 37). where they have reference to censorious judgments, but by their
connection here, where they can only be referred to the same subject
with the words preceding, i. e. Christ's peculiar method of instruction
and the way to jirotit by it. The essential meaning of the maxim in
both cases i.s, that giving and receiving are reciprocal, like action and
reaction as a law of physics.
The speciHc application here is. that he
who would receive instruction must give something in return, to wit,
intelligent attention, a desiie to be instructed, and a proper use of
what he knows already. In this .sen.se, as in many others, might our
Lord, without a change in the essential meaning of his language, say to
them.m what measure ye measure shall he measured to you. i. e. I will
treat you as learner-s just as you treat me as your instructor, this specific application being not only suggested by the context, but distinctly
intimated in the next clause, unto you that hear sluill inore he given, a
correct paraphrase, but not a literal translation, which i.s, there shall
be added (or addition shall be made) to you hearing (or to you that
hear.)
This la.st word shows that the law of reciprocity is here a[)plied, not to the act of judging, but to that of hearing, i. e. hearing
Christ's instructions.
•

•

For he that hath, to him shall be given and he
that hath not, from him shall be taken even that which he
25.

;

hath.

The

idea suggested in v.

24

is

here expressed in

still

another form.
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27

earlier in this discourse (13, 12),

but Luk«

18) agrees with Mark in placing at the close of this important ad'
The question of arrangement is of less importance, as ou7
monition.
Lord appears to have pursued the subject both before and after he explained the parable of the sower, and tiie only difference is in this relaWe may either suppose therefore (as in
tive position of the sentence.
V. 23) that he uttered the words twice, or regard it as a matter of
indifference whether they preceded or followed his infallible interpreApplying the same rule of exposition as before,
tation of the Sower.
to wit, that the specific application of such maxims is to be determined
by the context in every given case of their occurrence, we shall find
that the one here utteied has respect nc^. to grace or spiritual influence
in general, but to illuminating grace or spiritual knowledge in particular.
Our Lord exhorts them to attend to what he says, and lays it
down as the foundation of ulterior attainments for in this sense too
it may be said, Whoever has, to him shall he given, i. e. whoever takes,
(8,

;

keeps, and uses, what I tell him now. shall know still more hereafter.
And the converse is of course true, he who has not (in po.ssession and
in use what I have previously taught him), even what he has (of previous knowledge and attainment, or even of this, as a mere speculative
This involves a
intellectual possession) shall he tahen from him.
threatening of divine retribution, but is strictl}' and directly the announcement of a general law, both intellectual and moral, namel}', that
the only choice is between loss and gain, advancement and recession;
that there can be no stagnation or repose ; that the only method of securing what we have is by improving it, the failure to do which is tantamount to losing it or throwing it away. It is only another aspect of
the same important lesson, no doubt uttered by our Lord in some discourse upon this subject, and most probably in that before us. that we
find in Luke's report of it (8, 18), namely, that the value of previous
attainments in religious knowledge, unless thus improved and advanced
upon, is only specious and apparent, and that even this, in case of failure to increase and grow, will be withdrawn, or seen in its true colours,
for whoever has not (in possession and in use what I have taught him,
but imagines that he can retain it as it is without its growing either
more or less), even what he (thus; seems to have (or thinks he has. of
spiritual knowledge) shall he tahen from him, not as an arbitrary punishment inflicted by authority, but as the necessary intellectual and
moral product of his own neglect.

26.

And

he

said,

So

is

the

kingdom

of God, as

if

»

man should cast seed into the ground ;
27. And should sleep, and rise night

and day, and the
seed should spring and grow up, he knoweth not how.
Passing over the parable of the Tares, which Matthew here givea
(13, 24-.30) with our Lord's interpretation of it (30—50), an omission
not easily explained on the hypothesis of mere compilation or abridg
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roent, ^fark records a paraMc not piven by the others, althonf;h uttered at the same time witli the Sower, or at least intended to illustrate the same suhject, hy analogies derived from the same source, to
wit. the processes of hnshaiidiy.
llaviiij; shown the (liircrciit leception
of the word hy dillrront classes, e\j»I<)dcd the idea of all mystery or
esoti'iic doctrine, and exhorted them to caution as to what and liow
they heard, lie now proceeds to teach them in the same way, that the
ultimate effect is wholly independent of man's industry and care, howThe i<lea is e>6entially the same with
ever necessary these may he.
Here as there, too. the exthat expressed by Paul in 1 Cor. 3. G. 7.
ternal form is that of a paiahle, not a narrative indeed (see above, on
V. 2), hut still an illustration drawn from the analoj^y of lium:in e.\porience and the usap:es of common life.
The main fact thmi alle;;ed is
that althoiii;h man must sow and reap, all that lies between these two
extremes is not only independent of his power but beyond his observation.
And he said, in pursuance of the same de.^i^n. and pi'jbahly, but
not necessarily, upon the same occasion (see above, on vs. \). l'.',. 21.24.)
So is the kingdom of God. i. e. such is its growth and pro<rress in the
world and in the hearts of men. As if a niUn (not the specific term
opposctl to ipoman, but the generic term, equivalent to human Wing,
person, and here meaning any one) cast seed (hypothetically stated although one of the mo>t common facts of every -day experience) upon the
earth (as if to indicate a care'ess superficial sowing as the whole that
man can do until the harvest) and (then) sleep and uake (as usual)
night and day (according- to his ordinary habit) without using any
other means to make it germinate, or even thinking of it. till the time ot
its matuii y appro;iches.
But notwithstanding his neglect or inability to aid its germination, it does germinate and groic (literally
le igthen or prolong itself) liow^ knoics not lie. the pnmoun being placed

emphatically at the end, as much as to say. whoever else may know it,
it is all unknown to him. by whoniy and for whose benefit, the seed
was sown. The form of the verbs sprout and grow is still subjunctive
or expressive of contingency, because although such cases areof everj'day occurrence, the particular one mentioned is ideal or imaginary (see
above, on v. 3.)

28.

For the earth

the blade, then

bringetli fortli fruit of lierself

;

first

the ear, after that the full corn in the ear.^

Of herself in Greek an adjective which means spontaneous or selfmoving, and the neuter form of which {automaton) is used in English
to denote a self-moving machine, particularly one which imitates the
It is here to be relatively understood with
actions of the human body.
reference to

man

an<l his excriion.s.

So

far as these are concerned, the

independent and self-acting, in the growth of plant.s but not ai»
re^pei'ts God. who.-e agency, so far from being here excluded, is imAVhat is here affirmed is true not only
pliv diy (ippo.sed to that of inan.
uf the LirsL gerniination. but of all the later stages and development.s.
First the hlade^ literally, qrass, or that period of growth in which

earth

is
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Then the ear^ the same word that occuri
grains and grasses are alike.
Then the full (or full-grown, ripe, mature) corii (i. e
above in 2, 23.
grain, as in the passage just referred to.)

But when the

brought forth, immediately
he putteth in the sickle, because the haivest is come.
Is 'brought forth^ literally, gives iip^ yields (i. e. itself) to him who
29.

sowed

and

it

to enjoy

is

fruit is

it.

Immediately^ as soon as

it is

ready for hi?

use. he putteth in (literally, sendeth out) the sicHe, i.e. reaps or causes
to be reaped by others, because the harvest stands near (is at hand),
it is therefore time again for man to work.
The main point here
not the act of reaping but the agent, or the fact that now man's
agency begins again, after having been suspended since the sowing. Tn
other words, man sows and reaps, but cannot make the seed grow or
the harvest ripen. So the word or truth of God must be diffused by
human agency, and acts on human interests for good or evil but its
whole efficiency is in itself i. e. in God who gave it and who renders it
effectual to men's salvation.

and
is

;

30.

And

dom

of

pare

it ?

31. (It
it is

he

God ?

sown

is)

said,

Whereunto shall we
what comparison

or with

liken the kingshall

we com-

like a grain of mustard-seed, which, w^hen

in the earth,

is less

than

all

the seeds that be in

the earth.
32. But when it is sown, it groweth up, and becometh
greater than all herbs, and shooteth out great blanches;
so that the fowls of the air ma}^ lodge under the shadow
of it.
And he said, as in v. 26, in pursuance of the same subject, and
most probably in direct continuation of the same discourse. This formula here introduces a third parable or illustration, drawn from the
analogies of husbandry, and recorded also by Matthew (13. 31. 32) imThe truth taught is the expansive
mediately after that of the Tares.
diffusive nature of the true religion and the necessary growth of
the Messiah's kingdom, both in society at large and in the hearts of
individuals, from the most infinitesimal beginnings to the most immense results. This idea is expressed, in a parabolic or proverbial
manner, b)-^ the growth of the sinapi or oriental mustard, from a seed
unusually small, not merely to a bush or shrub, but to a tree with
spreading boughs, affoiding shade and shelter to the birds of heaven
(or the air. see above, on v. 4.)
Less, or lesser, an English form vhich,
although different in origin, may serve to represent the double com
parative in Greek.
Less than all seeds, in proportion to the size which
it attains at its maturity.
Herbs, i. e. garden plants or vegetables.
May, or more exactly, caw, are able. Loige, literally, camp or pitch

and
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32. 33. 34. 35.

tent, tabernacle; then more penenilly, find shelter, and still more so,
dwell or sojourn. This hust clause is added to show that the hoiifrhs
or hrfinclies pieviously mentioned are not merely ai)p:irent hut sul>Btantial and like those of trees, sudieient to sustain the weight of hirda
alighting and remaining on them.

And

imuiy such pnraljlos spake he
unto them, as they were al)le to hear (it.)
33.

wiili

tlie

word

These are mere samples of the parables by which our Lord elucidated or disguised the doctrine of his kingdom to the dillerent classes
of his hearers in proportion to their previous knowledge and their
A»
present receptivity of such instruction (see above, on vs. 24. 25.)
they were able to hear, i. e. as some understand it, to hear intelligently
or with patience. It may however have the stricter and more simple
sense, as they had opportunity and leisure to attend on his imitructiODS.
34-. But without a parable spake he not unto tlieni
and when they were alone, he expounded all things to his

;

disci pie?*.

This cannot mean that he never taught them in any other form,
which would be contradicted by the whole course of the history, but
only that whatever he did teach in parables he did not also teach in
other forms, but, as the last clause more explicitly asserts, reserved
This closes
the explanation for a private interview^ with his disciples.
Mark's account (^ our Lord's parables, including, as we have now seen,
a full report of one with its author's own inter|)retation (vs. 1-20). an
explanation of his purpose in employing this mode of instruction and
two additional
direction to his followers how to profit by it (21-2o)
and a general stateparables, without a formal explanation (20-32)
;

;

ment

of his practice in relation to this matter (^33-34.)

35.

And

the

same day, when the even was come, he

saith unto them. Let us pass over unto the other side.

Having finished his account of our Lord's parables, Mark now resumes that of his miracles, selecting one wholly diffeient from any previously recorded, and evincing the same power over the elements which
he had already proved himself to possess over evil spirits and diseases.
The same day. literally, that day. which might possibly refer to some
day previouslv spoken of but not in the immediate context. But the
only natural construction is the strict one, which makes that day mean
The supposed
the day on which the previous discourse was uttered.
incident with
this
connects
who
mconsistency with Matthew (8, 18)
upon the
the healing of Peter's wife's mother at Capernaum, proceeds
assumption that the connection in both gospels is a strictly chroBut Matthew's text gives no such mtimation, and his
^olof-ica] one.

false

5*
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may just as well mean, seeing (on another occasion) many crowii
Mark alone specifies the time, nor is there any ground for
questioning the truth of this specification.
He says to tliem^ his perwords

about him.

sonal adherents and attendants, let us go through (across the lake) to
the other side, or to the (part) heyond^ the last Greek word being that
from which the province east of Jordan took its Greek name of Perea
(see above, on 3,8.)
Not only the day but the exact time of day is
given, when the even was come^ literally, evening com i7ig {orheing come.)

36. And when tliej^ had sent away the multitude, they
And there were
took him even as he was in the ship.
him
little
with
other
ships.
also

And they

(the disciples) having sent away, dismissed, let go, the
(to themselves), as he v:as (already in the boat, or in
the boat as he was), i. e. without allowing time for preparation, an exMark alone records the circumpression indicating prompt obedience.
stance that other boats were with them, i. e. when they started.
croiod, take

37.

him

And

waves beat

there arose a great storm of wind, and

into the ship, so that

it

was now

tlie

full.

begins to be, or happens. Beat^ literally, threw
upon, assailed, or made an attack. Into denotes something
more, namel}'. actual entrance or invasion, the effect of which is then
Xow full, literall v, already filled^
described in the remaining words.
and covered with the waves (Matt. 8, 24), and therefore in great danger
Arose^

(i. e.

literall)'", is.

itself)

(Luke

8,

23.)

And

he was in the hinder part of the ship, asleep
and they awake him, and say unto him,
thou not that we perish ?
carest
Master,
38.

on a pillow

:

While his followers were otherwise and elsewhere busied, he himself teas at the stern, or back part of the vessel, (lying) on. or (leaning)
against the cushion, such as vere probably provided in such vessels for
Sleejnng^ not merely in appearance but reality.
the use of passengers.
His human nature was refi-eshed by sleep like that of other men, while
Awake him is in Greek a
his divinity (as Calvin sa}s) was watching.
stronger term, being an empliatic compound, meaning to arouse or rouse
Master, in its old sense of teacher (^nvigister), corresponding to disup.
ci'ple.^ and in the parallel accounts to Lord (Matt. 8, 25) and overseer or
This a})peal to him as a religious teacher gives
prefect (Luke 8, 24.)
peculiar foi'ce to the ensuing miracle as a convincing attestation of his
Garest thounothin Greek an impersonal
fioctrii:e and divine legation.
construction, is it not a care to thee, is it a matter which concerns thee
2'hat ive jjerish, not in general, at some time, but are perishing^
tiOt?
This word is common to all three
at this time, even while we speak.
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accounts, while those accompanying: it vary, but without cfTect on tlie
Tlic question implies not only fear l>iit indiL'uation
or complaint that lie should sleep while the}' weie^join^ to flestruction
essential nicaninp;.

39. And he arose, and rebuked tlie w Ind, jind said
nnto tlie sea, Peace, be still. And the wind ceased, and
there was a great calm.

And being rotised {or thoroup;hly awakened), the passive participle
liehtiked. in words, as if it were a
of the verb in the precedin;^ verse.
rational airent, which some consider as implyinpj that the storm was
raised by Satan or his demons, who were then tlie real ol»jects of the folThis may seem to he countenanced, and wa.s
lowinjxrejjroof an(J order.
perhaps sujrg:ested, by the sameness of this order and the one addressed
Peace is in Greek an active verb, he silent,
to the demoniac in 1, 25.
hold thy peace, be still, which last f)hrase is employed in our version
to translate the stronger word that follows, though it is another passive form of the verb used in 1, 25, and meaning strictly, bi; muzzled.
The peculiar force of the perfect imperative passive, as if commanding
what was past already, cannot be perfectly expressed in Enjrlish.
Ceased, another most expressive word in Greek, denoting weariness or
T/tere tras. began to be, became, or came to pass, a
rest from labour.
great calm., i. e. perfect stillness of the sea so lately agitated by the
wind.

40.

how

And

is it

he said unto them,
that ye have no faith ?

"Why are je

so fearful

?

So fearful may either mean afraid in so unreasonable a degree, or
with a kind of fear so inconsistent with your faith in me ? In either
case the question implies censure and disapprobation, not because there
was no danger, or because they had no riirht to be alarmed, but because their danger although real, and alarm though natural and not
iiTational, ought to have been neutralized and nullified by his presence
andbyunshakenconfidenceinhisability and willingness to .save them.
This trust they may have been prevented from reposing in him by the
but this could only prove the weakness
fact that he was then asleep
By beir.g thus
of their faith in limiting his power to a wakefid state.
fearful, i. e. afraid that they would sink before they could arouse him.
they provoked and justified the searching question, hoic have ye not
faith ? i. e. such faith as ye ought to have, and such as would have
saved you from this unbelieving terror. Row is it that ye hare no
faith is too strong, and implies that the^ were absolutely unbelievers.
;

41.
other.

And they feared exceedingly, and said one to an
What manner of man is this, that even the wind

and the sea obey him

?

They feared a great fear, a

familiar

Hebrew

idiom, also

known

is
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other languages, ana nere gratuitously weakened by translating it
exceedingly.
Another needless variation from the form of the original is iDhat manner of man instead of icho then (or therefore), a logical formula, introducing a conclusion or deduction from the facta
already stated. Some understand this as the language of the crew
or boatmen, and not of the disciples, who could scarcely have inquired, after all that they had witnessed, who or what he was.
But
although such an expression on the part of others seems to be pi-eserved by Matthew (8, 27), the words in Mark are naturally those
of the disciples, and can easily be explained, not as expressing any
ignorance or doubt as to the person of their master, but unfeigned
astonishment al this new proof of his control, not only over demons
and diseases, but also over winds and waves, which they had seen,
like human slaves, obey him at a word.
Thus understood, tho last of
this verse suggests the reason of Mark's adding this particulai miraculous performance, namely, that he might complete his series of examples, not promiscuously taken but selected out of many, for the purpose
of presenting in a new light Christ's .dominion over every form of
evil, as well natural as moral.

OHAPTEE

y.

Continuing the narrative of the Saviour's miracles, resumed near the
close of the preceding chapter, ]Mark records three more, not promiscuously taken from the mass or accidentally remembered, but deliberately chosen, as intrinsically wonderful, and also on account of their
dissimilarity to one another and to any that had gone before ; thus
showing a definite intention in the writer to illustrate his great subject,
the proijhctic ministry of Christ, not by an indiscriminate array of
facts, however striking in themselves, but by distinct examples of the
The first of the
various powers which he claimed and exercised.
miracles here given belongs to the class of demoniacal possessions, but
presents a case not only of peculiar aggravation but of great importance in its bearing on the evidence of Christ's Meesiahship (1-21.)
The other two are complicated together, not through any fault of the
historians, but from their fidelity in reproducing what occurred precisely as it did occur, one miracle having been perfoiined while Christ
was on his way to work another. The former was the healing of the
woman with the issue of blood, affording a clear pioof of Ch>ist's omniscience and compassion, and a striking illustration of the various
modes in which his cures were wrought. For while in this case the
disease was checked by contact with his garment, in the one that
follows, he had gone to a considerable distance for the purpose and
oerformed the miracle with more than usual formality. This was a
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miracle of resuscitation, the first of tljat class iipon record, ami tl.ere
vastly furilier tlmii lidoic the <k-iuousiration of our
Lord's (hviue legation and oxtriiordiiiary powers (2l-lo.)
The ot)viou.i
indicitious of selec^iou and dfiij^u iu these three narratives not <»nly
hind tlicni to ea(d. other iu one context, Uiit confirm our liroviona
conclusions with respect to Ihu unity aud plan of the whole history
fore cnrryiiij^

And they came over unto tlic other bide of tlie &ea,
the country of the (ladarenos.
The next miraxde, recorded l)y the three evangel ists, and represented
by them all as lunueiiately subseipient to the stilling of the storm
upon the sea of Galilee, is the dispossession of a multitude of demons
and their entrance into lower animals with Christ's permission or at
his command.
The scene of tiiis transaction was on the east side of
the lake, called by .Mark and Luke (rt, '20) the land or district of the
1.

iiiio

Giulareaes^ so name<l from Gu'lara^ a strong an<l w<'althv city of
Perea, not named in Scripture but described by Josephus as a Greek
town, i. e. probably inhabited by ({entiles. It was attached to Herod's
jurisdiction by Augustus, but annexed to Syria both before and afterwan Is. The highest modern geo,u:raphica! authorities identify it with
extensive ruins at a place called L'mkeis, on a mountainous range east
of Jordan, near the southern end of the lake and overlooking it.
The
district aiipears to have had other names, derived from towns or tribes,
one of which has been preserved by \Iatthew (8, 28). though the
reading there is doubtful.
There is no doubt as to the essential fact
that what is here recorded took place on the east side of the lake and
opposite to GtUilee (Luke 8, 20.)
Beyond this the details of the topograpiiy are uuimportaut.

2.

And when

ately there

unclean

he was come out of tlie bhip, immedimet him out of the tombs a man witli an

spirit,

To him coming out, i. e. as he landed (Luke 8, 27), not merely aftei
he had done so, which would admit of an indefinite interval, whereas
the landing and the meeting were simultaneous or immediately succesMet him, or came to meet him, possibly with some unfriendly
sive.
Out of the tombs, a Greek word originally meaning memo*
purpose.
rials, then monuments, then tombs or sepulchres. As these were usually
in the shape of houses, or of chambers hewn in the rock (see below
on 15. 40), they would easily afford a haunt and refuge in such'casea
A man, originally from the city (Luke 8,
as the one here mentioned.
now driven from his home by an aggrabut
of
Gadara.
probably
27),
vated demoniacal possession. There were really two men who now
appeared in this condition (Matt. 8. 28) but Mark mentions only one,
perhaps the more alanning and distressing case, as suthcient for hn
purpose (compare Luke 8. 27.) In an unclean spirit, not merely in
:»mpany. but in intimate and mysterious union, with a demon (see
;
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4.

Thus far the case resembled multitudes
22.)
Lord had })ieviously dealt with, excepting in the
circumstance suejiested bj the words, out of the tomhs, and more distinctly stated m the next verse.
above, on
of others

1,

23. 32.

which

3.

oui-

Who had (his) dwelling among the tombs and nc
could bind him, no, not with chains
Here we begin to see a fearful singularity in this case, as compared
3.

;

man

:

with

all the other demoniacal possessions previously mentioned, ana
accounting in some measure for its being singled out and separately
Hitherto such cases have been spoken of as aggravated forms
stated.
of disease, preternaturally caused but under the control and cure of
others. (See above, on 1, 23. 32. 34, and compare Matt. 12, 22.) Here,
on the contrary, the sufferer is a voluntary outcast from society, who
had the residence (or dwelling^ in (not merely among) the tombs, a
kindred and synonymous expression with the one emploj'^ed in v. 2.
Could hind, literally, could not hind^ a double negative in Greek enforcing the negation.
(See above, on 1, 44 )
With do7ids, whether
chains or cords, the original expression, accordmg to its usual derivation, only signifying strength and close confinement.
It appears to be
implied that such coercion was the ordinary practice, which indeed had
been tried in this case at an earlier stage, as stated in the next verse.

4. Because that he liad been often bound with fetters
and chains, and the chains had been plucked asunder by
him, and the fetters broken in pieces neither could any
(man) tame him.
:

It was not a mere conjecture or gratuitous assumption, that the
usual coercive measures were impossible in this case, but a matter ot
experience.
It was so regarded /or (or on account of) his having been
often bound icith fetters^ a word derived from feet both in Greek and
English, and denoting an}' thing by which the feet are fastened, whether
It is implied in this account and expressed in Luke's
chain or cord.
(8, 27), that the case was one of ancient standing, and had been growing worse, as the confinement which had once been practised was no
longer possible ; unless we understand the negative expression in v. 3
to mean that he could not be confined for an}' length of time, but
always sooner or later broke his bonds. Pluclced asunder torn apart,
or pulled in different directions, with the preternatural strength sometimes caused by ordinary madness, but in this case obviously owing to
the presence of the demon, who was suffered to influence both mind
and body but with absolute dominion over neither. (See above, on 1.
23. 32).
The other passive verb here used is properly the opposite or
converse of the first, meaning rubbed together^ i. e. with great violence
and thereby crushed or broken. This does not neces.«arily imply a
difference in the structure or material of the chains and fetters., both
ferbs by a common Hebrew idiom, not unknown in other languages.
.^
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6.

referrinpT to both nouns, as if it li:ul been said that the chains and fetters
wrere either torn apart or crushed to<i;ether by the frantic violence and
It is only a more freneral expression of the
no one {inan is snpplied by the translators, see above,
Could is iu'itlnr an aiixihary tior the verb
on 'J. 21.) could titme him.
used in tlie hist claiise of v. 8, but another still moie clearl}- significant
of strenj;(h or power; no one tras nfr-o/ttj (enoujrh) fo tume him.
This
last verl) properly denotes the subjugation of the lower animals by
man, but is also applied to moral intluence on human subjects. (For
examples of y)0th senses. comi)are James 3, 7. 8.) It may here express
a complex notion, comprehcndinf; moral suasion and physical coercion
but the latter having;:: been already mentioned, the former is probabl}'
As no one could conhne his limbs, so no one could subthe main idea.
dije his will ; it was equally impossible to bind and tame him.

strenjrth of the demoniac.

same

fact, that

;

And

5.

tains,

and

always, iiio;lit and day, he was in the mountombs, crying, and cutting himself with

in the

stones.

Having stated negatively his indomitable fierceness, Mark completes
the melancholy picture by describing positively how he spent his time.
Ahrays, literally, through all (time), i, e. continually, which is then
expiessed in more specific terms, y^if/ht and day, suggesting the idea
of iiisnninia. or sleeplessness, one of the most distressing incidents and
symptoms of insanity in some of its familiar forms, but in this ca.se no
doubt agirravated by the ceaseless stimulation of the evil .spirits. In
the hills (or movntains). agrees well with the localities of this transaction, as the district south east of the lake is hill\% and the ancient
Gadara appears to have been situated near the summit of the range of
highlands upon that side of the Jordan.
Crying, either with pain or
from unnatural excitement, an effect which seems to have been common
in the case of demoniacal possessions (see above, on 1, 2G. 3, 11, and
below, on v. 7.)
Cutting is in Greek an intensive compound corresponding to cut doicn, cut vp, in English, ami denoting here not mere
occasional incisions but a general laceration of the body in the wretched
sullerer's frantic war upon himself, or with the demon who possessed
him.
With stories, the sharp Hints scattered on the surface of desert
tracts in Palestine, and several times mentioned elsewliere. (See Matt.
To this fearful picture nothing can be added but the cir3, {\ 4, 3.)
cumstances mentioned in the parallel accounts, that he would wear no
clothes (Luke. 8, 27). and that he (with his companion) was the terroi
of the country, so that no one dared to pass that way (Matt. S, 28.)
6. But wlien he saw Jesus afar
shipped him.

off,

he ran and wor

Thus far the evangelist has been describing the habitual condition
jf this terrible demoniac ; now he describes his conduct upon this
occasion
Seeing Jesus fram ajar he ran, the local adverb (lualifying
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and not the first exclusively, as in the version
This act of running from a distance may have looked to the spectators
hke a violent attack, and miy at first have been so intended, which
would make the change. more striking when, instead of fiying at the
strano-ei-, as he had l-een wont to do as long as any came that way, he
sudde^ily fell down to him (Luke 8, 28), i. e. before hun, a7id wor8hi2Jped, i. e. did him reverence or homage, in the customary oriental
method by prostration, or by kissing his feet, or the ground beneath
them, or his own hand, the primary meaning of the Greek verb being
that of hissing., or in the compound form here used, Jcissing (the hand)
The English verb
to (or at) one, in tlie way of reverential salutation.
{to worshijy) also has a wider meaning in the older writers than the

either verb or both,

one to which it is confined by later usage, that of adoring, reverencing
as a divine being. It is not impo.ssible. however, that this stronger sense
is here intended, since the demons recognized our Lord, not merely as
the So?i of man, or the Messiah (see above, on 2, 10), but as the Son
of God. (See below, upon the next verse.)
7. And cried with a loud voice, and said, What have
I to do with tliee, Jesus, (iliou) Son of the Most High
God ? I adjure thee by God, that thou torment nie not.

The

And

description of his acts

crying with a great

voice.,

is followed by a record of his words.
seems to mean not merely that he spoke

loud, or even that his voice was naturally strong, ])ut also that
before he uttered the words here recorded, he gave vent to one of those
unearthly shrieks, which have been already mentioned (on v. 5), as
symptomatic of posses.sion, a distinction rendered still more clear in
Luke (8. 28), by the arrangement of the sentence. The words themselves seem to have been a sort of formula adopted by the demons or
demoniacs, when brought into contact with the great exorcist. This is
at least the case with the preliminary question, which is identical with
that recorded in 1, 24 and there explained, except that the contemptuous name {Xazarene^ is here exchanged for the divine one {Son of
God.) It is true that even then the evil spirits formally owned him as
the Roll/ One of God ; but this, as there explained (on I, 24). relates
not so much to his essential nature as to his mediatorial work and
office ; whereas Soji of God denotes community of nature or identity
(See
of essence with the Father, from whom he derives the title.
But although this is the meaning of the title
above, on I, I. 3, 11.)
in its highest application, it admits of others (as in Matt. 5, 9. 45), and
perhaps in Mark 15, 39. Luke 3, 38). and therefore cannot of itself
prove that the demons knew our Lord to be a divine person, although
this is certainly the obvious and natural presumption from the usage
of the words, confirmed by the additional epithet Most High (or Highest),
which distinguishes the true God from all false gods, and would seem
to be employed here for the purpose of determining the nature of the
Son by indicating that of the Father. The recognition and expostula/ adjur*
tion are succeeded by an earnest and importunate petition.
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than those used hy Luke

(<S

Tn (u/jun; is jjiu|)C'i ly to inaAe siteur or
(8, 2*J.)
oath. i. e. to t'xhort one in tlie iiume of God to iA\ the

a(hmnistor an

truth, in which sense a compounded form of 'the same Greek vcrl» id
employed in Matt. 2G, 03 and by a wider application the uncouipoundcd verh itself denotes any solemn charpe (Jl* exliortation m the
;

name of

(Jod (as

to evil spirits,

13),

m

and

1

Tlicss. 5. i!7), particularly

requiruijr

whence the verb

r^ro/f/.sc

them
and

its

such a

call

a<ldiis.ved

leave then* victim (a> in A- ts

to

cognate terms (^tuorcitin and

1'.',

<j*</r-»

found their way tlirouirh the later ecclesiastical (ireek and Latin
own and other modern languages. The simple verh, as here
used, denotes urgent entreaty in the name of God, or with express

eigf).

into our

It is e(piivalt'nt to
appeal to his autlionty as sanctioning the prayer.
Baying, 'I implore thee to do that which CJod himself apjjnnes or
would approve in this case.' This appeal to God was not a mere audacious blas[)hemy, but a plausible deduction from his having really
deferred the full inlliction of their sentence, so that Clni.st's mterfer'ence with them might be speciously described as an anticipation of their
final doom, or tormenting them before the time. (Malt. 8, 20.) From
the Greek word (,:i<urrii'oi ) for a toucht^tone (called in Latin Ixpis
lydius) upon which the ancients rubbed the piecious metals as a test
of purity and genuinene.-s. comes a verb {iiuirnv ^^^JJ) expressive oi that
then of torture as a test of truth
operation ; then of any proof or trial
and falsehood, or a means of discovering the former ; then of torture
or torment, as the severest form of punishment, in which .sense it is
used here.
implgre thee to deal with us as God himself does,
that is, not to precipitate our final doom, but to prolong the respite
which we now enjoy.' This petition, and the rea>on indirectly urged
for it, corroborates the previous presumption, though it falls short of a
perfect demonstration that the demons recognized our Lord as being,
in the stiict and highest sense, the Son of God.
;

'

8.

For

unclean

We

lie

said unto him,

Come

out of

tlie

man, (thou)

spirit.

As this adjuration, or importunate petition, might have seemed to
be entirely without pretext or occasion, and therefore historically
doubtful or improbable, Mark here goes back a single step to intro<luce
a circumstance before omitted, and supplying the required link of
connection.
It was not without cause that he thus adjured him,/<//- he
(Jesus) said to him (the demon), i. e. said to him before the adjunition
just recorded, which is equivalent in ftict. though not in form, to the
pluperfect (Jie had said), which we should natuniUy use in Enghsh
What he had said is then distinctly sUited. The leading or essential
word is, Come out ! The remaining words are a description of the
person thus addressed, the first generically, as the spirit, i. e. the one in
possession, then specifically, as the unclean (or impure one), an emDhatic collocation, only

unclean spirit.

partially

imitated in

the

Eu-^lish

version
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he asked him,
sa^ying.
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What

My name

(is)

(is) thy name?
And hfi
Legion for we are nxany.
:

The connection here «; a little doubtful, though the sense is plain.
These words may either be included in the supplementary and parenthetical statement of what Christ had said befoie the adjuration in v.
7 {for lie said, .... andaslced him), or may be the resumption of the
main narrative thus momentarily interrupted (for before the}' thus
adjured him he had said. .... and after they adjured him, he inquired), which last, on the whole, appears to be the natural construcAsked is not the simple verb so rendered in 4. 10, but a comtion.
pound form corresponding rather to our questioned or examined^
perhaps implj'ing a judicial rather than a curious or indifferent interrogation.
What is thy noMie ? literally, ichat name to thee (belongs) ? So
too in the answer, Legion {is) a name to me. i. e. My name is Legion. The
meaning of this answer is immediately explained by him who gave it.
The name itself, borrowed
(T call myself so) because many are we.
from the organization of the Koman arm)"-, was no doubt proverbial
wherever the Roman arms prevailed. The precise number of a legion
(varying in different times and circumstances from three to above six
thousand) is of no more importance to the meaning here than that of
The idea meant to be conthe modius or Roman bushel in 4. 21.
ve3'ed is not that of a definite number, but the complex one of multitude and military organization, just as troop, regiment, and host are
used in English, even when there is no reference to an army proper,
but to something more organic, although not necessarily moi-e numerous, than would be expressed by mob and ralNe, or even by multitude
and croicd. My name is Legion is equivalent to saying, in more modern
phrase. I am myself (or in m3\self) a host, not however as a metaphor for
It may be more
strength, but as denoting literal plurality of persons.
full}' paraphrased as follows: 'I am one, yet more than one, nay
many, an embattled host, a legion, sworn to the same cause and serving under one commander.'
But besides this explanation of the
name, afforded by contemporary usage and association, there are still
two questions to be answered in elucidation of the verse before us.
The first i.s, to whom did our Lord address his question, and by whom

responded to ? This point is of less real than apparent moment,
something quite beyond the reach of human scrutiny,
and all that was perceptible would be the same on any supposition,
man
i. e. whether we suppose that the inquiry was propounded to the
in reference to his real name, but answered madly under the direction
or whether we explain it
of the demons as relating to themselves
as addres.sed directly to the latter, and intended to call forth the answer which was actually given. The only rcinaining suppo.sition, that
our Loid desired to know the individual or personal designation of the
demon as such, is exceedingl}' impi-obable. partly beco.use he did not
Deed the information for himself, and it could not be of any use to
others
pai tly because the question would then presuppose a single
spirit, when the answer and the subsequent narrative show that theia

was
as

it

it

relates to

;

;
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were many.

This leads to the other doubtful [joint, to wit, in what
sense iho possessors of tliis man are ri'pn'scnlcd both as one and
many. The dilliculty i-^ not in relation to the actions of the man poshesNed, who.«>e indivitluality was not destroyed by this iutni-ive oeeupation of his [)erson, but to the express distinction made between him
and an uncleujc spirit (v. l2). the unrfean xjjirit (v. 8), who posses.^'d
him. but who afterwards describi's him.self Jis being mmnj {x. '.>y, andis
always mentioned subseciuently in the plural or coUeclive form (vs
There are three ways of e.xphiininf; this apparent
lU, 12. 13. 15.)
inconsistency, either of which is far more rational and ea.sy than the
hypothesis of real contradiction, wliich could hardly have escaj»ed the
evangelists themselves and their original or ancient readei*s, some of
whom Were on the watch for every symptom of bad faith or error.
The tir>t sohition is by taking anrlean fijtirif (vs. 2. 8) as a collective
signifying personal but not individual agency, it being the established
form of .speech to call the unseen power by which the demoniac was
possessed an evil spirit, whether it were one or many. This is not
1'orbiddcn l)y the general laws or u.*;at:es of language,
which nothing
but it is without
is more common than the u.se of such collectives
positive example or analogy in the New Testament itself.
A second
method of solution is to understand the singular term (npirit) of the
fiend in actual possession, but the plural and collective ol his comrades
and allies, whom he summons, as it were, to his assistance, and who
with him take possession of the swine. But this, if not forbidden absolutely, is at least discountenanced and made to .seem less natural, by
the express statement, found in ail three gospels, that the unclean
spii-its, which icent into the swine, we/tt out of the demoniac, and Luke
Free from
sa} s expressly (8. 3o), many dernona laid gone into him.
all these objections, and positively recommended by its agreement with
the military figure of a legion, is a third solution, which suppo.^es a
plurality of tiends in actual possession, but with one superior to the
rest, as the commander of the legion, and therefore called, by way of
eminence, the unclean spirit^ just as Satan or Beelzebub is elsewhere
calkd the archon of the demons (see above, on 3. 22.) Whether Satan
•'
spiritis him.self the evil spirit of this passage, or some intermediate
ual wickedness " (Eph. G, 12) belonging to the hierarchy of hell, is a
While the first hypothesis
question of no moment to the exposition.
is simpler and requiies least to be a.ssumed without express authority,
the last is recommended by the fact that Satan is not named, even in
answer to our Lord's direct interrogation.

m

;

10.

And

he besought him

much

that

lie

would net

Bend them away out of the country.
expo.stulation against any interference with them
on v. 7). they now prefer a less extravagant petition, that if driven from their present stronghold in the bodies ol
demoniacs, they might at least continue in the country where they
had been long perhaps allowed to exercise their baleful power. If4

Finding their

first

fruitless (see above,
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htsoiight
might be also rendered tliey 'besoiigJit liim^ as the Greek
verb, although singular in form, may have a plural subject of the
neuter gender. But as this construction is not common where the
neuters denote personal agents, the common version is .-ipproved by
The subject may be either tlie
the highest philological authorities.
2. 8, or the demoniac possessed bv it and not ye''
Much, literally many (things), the
obtrusive presence.
version many {sjnrits), or many (of them), being forbidden by the
usage just explained. Besought, not so strong a word as that in v. 7,
but one originally meaning to call to (ovfor) one. whether in the sense
of invitation (as in Acts 28, 20), or of exhortation (as in Acts 15. 32),
or of invocation ;ind entreat}' (as in 1, 40 above, and in v. 17 below.)
The additional sense of consolation, although common in the Greek of
the New Testament (e. g. ^latt. 2, 18. 5, 4), is altogether secondary, and
would here be wholly inappropriate. Away out is a correct translation of the double preposition, prefixed both to the verb and to the
noun. The verb is the same that is applied above (in .3, 14) to the
sending forth of the apostles, and from which the word apostle is itself
derived.
(For other applications of it, literal and figurative, see above,
The country, not the Holy Land or Palestine,
on 1,2. 3,31. 4,20.)
but that division of it where they now were, and to which the Greek
word is applied above in v. 1, as it is in 1, 5 to the piovince of Juf'ea,
but never to the whole land of Israel as such, not even in Acts 8, 1.
The district
10, 39. 26, 20. where it still has a provincial meaning.
nere meant is no doubt that of the Gadarenes, where these events
took place (see above, on v. 1.)
The request itself is not to be explained by any Jewish superstition as to the residence of fiends in
deserts, supposed bj' some to be referred to elsewhere (Matt. 12, 43.
Luke 11, 24), but either as a simple wish to continue undisturbed and
where they were, or as a cunning pretext for the seizure and destruction of the swine.

uncledii spirit of vs.

free

from

its

11. ^ow there was there nigh unto the monntains a
great lierd of swine feeding.

To the plural (mountains) the critics now prefer the singular form
('inountain), meaning however (as in 3. 13). not a detached peak or
eminence, but the whole range of highlands east of Jordan. J^igh
unto, or more exactly, at, next, adjoining (as in 1, 33. 2, 2. 4, 11), i. e.
But even if the
feeding on the slopes or at the foot of the mountains.
is no contradiction between
and Matthew's (8. 30), because far nm\ near are relative
expressions, and the same distance which is called /J;<7' in a room would
be considered nothing in a landscape or a journey. If the herd was
beyond reach, it was far off' if in sight, it was near and both expressions might be naturall}' used by the same witness in succession;
much more by two independent witnesses. Nor would such a variation, when susceptible of such an explanation, be considered contradictory in any Anglo-Saxon court of justice, although so esteemed in

sense of nigJi (or near) be preferred there
this account

;

;
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Gorman Icoture-room and

stn<ly.
Accordin-j: to our rules of
serve to btreri'/tlu-n )iOll» accuuiiU as really
tiioiijrli not ostensibly hartnonious.
Fetdliuj.ov beiinjfol. as the ((»nn
may be either n»i<ldife or passive, and we know from v. 14 that there
were persons tending; them. As swine's flesh was forbidd< n and '.ho
swine an uncleai* beast aocordin^r to the law of Moses (Lev. 11,7. 8.
Deut. 14, 8) ; as the law in general, and es(teciaily its ceremonial distinctions, weie punctually observed at tliis time ; as the use of swine's
flesh is eschewed by all Jews at the present day. and there is no
trace of any other practice in the niterval : it is highly improbable
that these swine were the property of Jews, unless their consciences
allowed them to provide foibidden food for Gentiles, and it is simpler
to assume that the Gentiles provided it for them.selves, which agrees
well with the statement of Jo.-ephus that Gadara. the chief tow n of
this district, was a Greek city (sec above, on v. 1.)
The question
would be one of little moment if it had not been connected by some
writers with their vindication of our Saviour's conduct upon this
occasion (see below, on v. 20.)

evidinci',

12.

it

iniulit evo!i

Ami

all

the devils besought him, saying.
we may enter into them.

Send us

into the swine, that

It Ls remarkable that till we reach the tenth verse, the demon, or
unclean spirit, is not only spoken of, but speaks as a single individual
{^what have I to do icith thee?
that thou
I adjure thee
torment me not
My name is leg ion.) In the tenth verse there
is a transition from the one form to the other, both of which occur
there {he besought him not to send them.)
After the tenth verse, the
singular is wholly superceded by the plural, and the remaining words
and acts are all ascribed to a plurality of agxnts. This might seem to
be because the spirits, being now expelled from the demoniac, no longer
derived even an apparent unity fiom their alliance with his personality,
but spoke and acted for themselves but they were not yet driven out,
Some of the critics omit
as appears from v. 13 (compare Matt. 8, 31.)
all in this verse, others all the demons, leaving only the verb, they henought him, which is found in all the copies. The verb is the sfimc with
that in v. 10. but has here the plural form, so that no such ambiguity
Decih. i. e. demons, as explained above (on 3,
exists as in that case.
IIow they communicated with our Lord is not revealed, but can
22.)
create no more difficulty than the similar communication between him
and Satan as the tempter (see above, on 1, 13.) As tliey were not yet
driven out when this request was made, they may still have made use
ot the man's vocal organs, though they .spoke no longer in his name but
in their own.
Mark records the very words, and not the substance
^latthew also makes it a direct address
only, of this strange request.
indirectly
gives
it
while
Luke
(8. 32), like the classical liisto(8, 31),
nans in reporting veiT short discourses. Serul us .seems a peremptory
aemand, but involves a recognition of his power to disjiose of thein,
which Matthew and Luke express by using the verb permit, and Mat.
;
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thew by recording the conditional expression, if thou cast us out. Send
us into tlieiii^ according to Greek usage, might mean nothing more than
%end us in among them, to remove which ambiguity tlie words are
added, that ice may go into them, and take possession of their bodies
Those who
just as they iiad entered into tiie demoniac (Luke 8, 30.)
Jaugh at tliis request as mere absurdity, and therefot-e never uttered,
only show their mcapacity to estimate tlie craft and cunning which suggested it.
Having beggetl to be left undisturbed and been lefused, they
now apparently relinquish their pretensions to the human victim, and
content themselves with leave to take possession of inferior natures.
But this mock humility is only a disguise for their malignant wish to
bring reproach and danger on their conqueror and judge. If it be
asked, in what sense, and to wiiat extent, could evil spirits take possession of a herd of swine, the answer is, precisely so and so far as the naAs that nature was not rational or moral,
ture of the swine permitted.
no intellectual or spiritual influence could be exerted ; but the body
with its organs and sensations, the animal soul with its desires and
appetites, could just as easil}' be wrought upon by demons as the corresponding parts of the human "constitution. The diflBculty lies in admitting demoniacal influence at all, and not in extending it to lower
animals, so far as they have any thing in common with the higher.

And the
13. And forthwith Jesus gave them leave.
unclean spirits v^ent out, and entered into the swine and
the herd ran violently down a steep place into the sea, (they
were about two thousand) and were choked in the sea.
:

It is not improbable that they expected this request, like the first,
to be refused, as they could scarcely hope to conceal from Christ the
But in
motive, whether mockery or malice, which had prompted it.

the exercise of that divine discretion which so often brought good out
of evil, making the wrath of men (and devils) to praise him, and restraining the remainder which would not have that eifect (Ps. 76, 10),
he immediately x>ermittecl them., and no doubt actively- coerced them into
doing what they had themselves proposed. And going out (from the
demoniac, or having gone out)., the unclean spirits (the plural form of
the words used above iu vs. 2. 8) entered into the sicine, the very phrase
applied by Luke (8, 30) to their possession of the human subject. The
realit}'^ of this transition wsls evinced by a violent and sudden movement of the swine in the most dangerous direction, from which instinct,
The herd rushed doicn the
uncontrolled, would have preserved them.
'precipice (or overhanging bank, as the Greek word means according to
Hs etymology) into the sea (or laJce), between which and the hills (oi
highlands) they were feeding. Of all neological absurdities the silliest
is the notion that this verse is a poetical description of a madman runTo
ning through a herd of swine and driving them into the water
destroy one thus would have been hard enough; but the evangelist describes a simultaneous movement of about two thousand^ the number
!
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being intronuced just here to sliut out all porvcrsion or nnfoiiinle*! oxof the liicL recunled.
Tiiu approxmuilive lonmihi (^/A'^'/^•in
GiVL'k, as if) (iocs not imply unoertainty, much loss entire ijrnorunco
of tlie exact nuuiber. but ils perlect unimportance except as the su;:};estion of too great a nuniljer to he thus impelled by any natural or onliIt is. therefore, no less foolish than irreverent to inquiro
nar^' cause.
how Muik(oreven Peter) ascertained the number; as if an expirieuced eye, thouuh without supiTualural assistance, woidd be imdcr the
necessity of counting every one in order to discover that there were
about ttco thouHund. Another circumstance of some importance is that
they all without exception perished, an additional proof of supernatural
agency in their destruction.
Choked in the sea, i.e. drowned, the verb
denoting any kind of strangling or sutfocntion. tlie precise mode Ix-ing
suggested by the added words.
The (ireck verb is the iirimitive or
simple form of the compounded one metaphorically used in 4. 7. 19. as
another compound of the same is by Matthew (l-^, 7) in a different
connection, and by Luke (8, o3) in this, where Matthew less gpecilically says (8, 32) that the}' died (or perished) in the waters.
pliiu:iliuii

14. And they that fed the swixie fled, and told (it) in
the city, and in the cotintiy.
And they went out to see
what it was that was done.

And

them f.ed^ astonished and alarmed at the sudden
whole charge, and reported^ carried back word to the place
from which they came, i.e. into the to/rn (or city)^ where the owners
of the swine resided (compare Luke 15, 15). and into the fields (or countryj through which they j)assed on their way thither; and thry (the
owners, or the people generally, Matt. 8, 34, both in town and country)
came out (to the lake-shore, where these strange occunences had taken
place) to see (for themselves) u:hat is the (thing) done (or happened.)
those feed ing

loss of their

15. And they come to Jesus, and see him tliat was
possessed with the devil, and had the legion, sitting, and
and they were afraid.
clothed, and in his right mind
:

And they come (at once and no doubt jn a crowd) to Jesus (ttwhom the loss had been ascribed by the report), but here their wonder
at the strange death of the swine is lost for the iMoment in a .'^ight still
more surprising. And they see (or as the Greek verb more emphatically signifies, behold, survey, contemplate as a sp'^ctacle) the possessed
ibltting, not as a
(literally demonized one, see above, on 1,32.)
matter of couise or unimpoitant circumst:ince. but sitting still like
others, instead of raving and roving as he did before (v. 3) ; one of the
Clothed (or
strongest proofs that could be given of his restoration.
dressed)^ not naked or in rags (Luke 8.27), another clear proof of the

same great change, the

reality of

word, equivalent to four in English.

which

is

then as.sertcd in a

.--ingle

Sober, sane, sound-minded, as op-
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forms of insanity (compare Rom. 12. 3. 2 Cor. 5. 13. Tit.
The verbal form of the original in all these places
cannot be expressed without periphrasis in the translation. This sight
posed to

2, 6.

1

all

Pet. 4, 7.)

was the more astonishing because they recognized

at once in this calm,
decently dressed, well-behaved man, the famous maniac who hud so
long been a tenor to the country (Matt. 8, 28), tlie [one} having had
(or who had had) tlce legion (or the host of demons), i. e. had them in
him and united with him while they had him in possession and in
bondage (see above, on 3, 22.) And they were frightened^ territied,
not merely filled with diead of furthei- loss, or of bodily damage to
themselves, but aice-striicl'. seized with that religious terror which
arises even in the irreligious, upon any striking indication of a superhuman power or the presence of superior beings.

And they that saw (it) told them how it befell to
that was possessed with the devil, and (also) concerning the swine.
16.

him

report by which they had been brought toupon the spot a more detailed account from
This is more natural,
those who weie eye-witnesses of the transaction.
as well as more grannnatical, than to explain the aorists as pluperfects
{^and they had told), which is at once a needless repetition and a vio
Those seeing (or who now) may be either theswmelent coiisti'uction.
herds mentioned in v. 14, who must then be supposed to have returned
with their employers and the multitude; or other spectators of the
miracle, of whom there is no mention m the context, unless the more
detaile(l account here mentioned be referred to the disciples or the boatmen (Matt. 8, 27). by whom Jesus was accompanied across the lake.
Told, an entirely different verb from that in v. 14. which means to
report, or carry back, whereas this means to go through with, to recount completely, as distinguished from the hurried and c.-nfused report
which would be given by the swineherds in their first amazement and
This more accurate account included both parts of the strange
alarm.
They related hoic it happened (not merely what had
transaction.
taken place, but by what agency it was effected) to the demonized
(man), the possessed (one), the demoniac. They also related all about

In addition to the

gether, they

now

first

receive

(or concerning) the swine.

17.

And

they began to pray him to depart out of their

coasts.

The effect upon the multitude of what they saw and heard is now
71iey began (i. e. at once, without deliberation oi- delay) to
recorded.
entreat (exhort, invite) him., the same verb that is employed above, in
vs. 10. 12, and above in 1. 40.
To go aicay from their coasts^ in the old
English sense of borders, bounds, or confines, often put for all that is
contained within them. This is so unlike the usual ellectof our Lord's
miracles and teachings that it seems to call for explanation, which may
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je derived from two considerations.
The first is, that the miracle, although a signal miracle of mercy to the demoniac himself, was one of
njury and loss to the owners of the swine so that the whole mass of
the population (Luke 8, 37) was not only lilled with awe, but apprehensive of some more extensive damage. 'J'hc other is that (iadara was
a Gentile city (see above on v. 1). and the great mass of the (Jadareneft
throughout the district either wholly lieathen or extensively ntixed
with them. Now, altho\igh the influence exercised by Christ was not
necessarily confined to .Jews, yet as his mission was to them (see below, on 7,24, and compare Matt. 15, 24), and they alone could fully
understand his claims as the Messiah, it is not sm-pnsimr that a Gentile
population should have been less favourably im{iressi.'d by this one ujiracle, the benefits of which extended only to a single individual, or at
most to the circle of his fiiends, whereas the incidoiilul evils litlur actual or apprehended, were more general.
;

IS. Aud when he was come into the ship, he tliat had
been possessed with the devil prayed him that he might
])e with him.

And

he entering (or emharl'infj\

i.e.

as he did

.so.

in

the boat

(which brought him, and was no doubt waiting for him), thus complying instantly with the inhospitable and impolite request of the inhabit.int>^, and showing how fai- he was from wishing to obtrude his presence or his ministry, in either of its great essential fimctions. upon those
who were unwilling to receive them. The posxcfi^ed (or demonized) oiw^
i. e. he who had been so, a nice distinction clearly indicated by the form of
the Gieek participle, although not expressible without circumlocution
Prayed him. the same verb that is employed in
in a modern version.
the pre eding verse, that he might he with him. a fine stroke in this
most interesting picture, and susceptible of several explanation.s, not
exclusive of each other.
That he feared a relapse or repossession, and
depended wholly on his great deliverer to save him from it, is a most
natural an<l probable assumption (compare^Iatt. 12. 45. Luke 11, 26.)
But if this were all. it would hardly have been so expres.sed {that he
might he icith him.) The words u.sed necessarily suggest a higher mO'
tive, though by no means imconnected with the one first mentioned. Thii
was the desire to be with Christ from personal attachment, springing
out of gratitude for what he had expei ienced. and that saving faith
which seems to have so commonh' accompanied his miracles of healing
There is ceitainly nothing to forbid, and much
(see above, on 2. 5. 10.)
to recommend the su])position of this twofold cure, corporeal and spirit
ual. wherever it is not excluded in express terms or by nccissarx im
plication.
A third motive, not to be neglected, is the seeniijig wish to
disavow the act of his compatriots, by requesting that, as they would
n >t receive the Lord, the Lord would receive him, and .<'parate hiro
frotn

them.

19.

Howbeit Jesus snftered
6

liim not,

l»ur

siiith

-ntu
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him,

Go home

5,

to thy friends,

19. 20.

and

tell

them how great
had compas

things the Lord hath done for thee, and hath
si

on on thee.

And (or 'but') he did not permit him, give him leave, or let him go,
the same use of the Greek verb as in 1, 34. elsewhere meaning simply to
leave (1, 18. 20. 31), to send away (4, 30), or in a figurative sense and
moral application, ito remit punishment or pardon sin (2. 5-10. 3. 28.
4. 12.)
The ground of this refusal is implied in the command which
follows.
But (instead of allowing him to do so) he says to him, Go
(go away, depart, as in 1,44. 2, 11) into thy house (so long forsaken
by himself but not by others, for he adds) to thine, thy own. those belonging to thee.
This might be understood as being the whole circle
of his friends and kindred, if the preceding phrase be rendered go home,
as the English version gives it here, thoujih not in 2. 1. 3. 19, where it
is the true sense of the indefinite expression, while in this place the
specific form (^the house o/ thee) requires a corresponding definiteness of
translation.
And announce according to the common text, the same
verb that occurs above in v. 14, but according to the latest critics, a
diffeient compound, all three being rendered by the one verb tell. Hoio
great things, peihaps referring both to bodily and spiritual mercies.
The Lord, an ambiguous expression, really describing Christ himself,
but which the hearers may have understood moie vaguely, as denoting
God, perhaps with special reference to his covenant relations with his
people, as expressed by the Hebrew name Jeliovah, for which the constant equivalent or rather substitute both in the Septuagint and the
New Testament, is (6 KvpLos) the Lord. Aiid had mercy on thce^ a
suggestion of his own unworthiness and the freeness of the favour which
he had experienced. The Greek verb is different from that in 1, 41
which properly denotes the feeling of pity or compassion.
20.
olis

And

how

he departed, and began to publish in DecapAnd all
great things Jesus had done for him.

(men) did marvel.
The departure in this case from our Lord's usual practice of inviting or permitting men to follow him, not only as apostles (1. 17. 18. 20.
2. 14), but also as disciples (Matt. 8, 19. 22), must have had its reasons,
two of which may be conjectured. The first is, that the nature of the
case required it; the demoniac having been so long an outcast from societ}', it was important that he should letnrn to his old association.'^, as
a proof of real and complete recovery. The other reason is sugcpsfed
by the verse before us. namely, that our Lord avtiiled himself of this
man's agency to spread the knowledge of his miracles throughout (hat
Howregion, the inhabitants of which refused to tolerate his presence.
ever this may be, he did in fact go away, proclaiming whao had taken
This he did. not onl}' in
place and thereby exciting universal wonder.
his own city and its territory, but throughout the whole adjacent reigion to the south-east of the lake and east of Jordan; here called Decap
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olh (or Toi Toirns)^ w)ii<h
ical (Icsiirnutiun.

Iloiicc

.^^ccnis to ho rather a popular than a pohtthe lists of these ten cities ^iven hy i'liny,

ami Ptolemy,

(lifter as to two, hut api-oe in eipht, Scythojiolis (accordJosepluis the largest). Gadara (see above, on v'. I), (n-rasa (suj)posed to he referred. to in Matthew H. 28). Pella (to wiiioh llu" Chn.stians fled at the destruction of Jerusalem), llipp«js, Dion. Philadelphia,
Canalha. Of lhe.se Sc\ tho|)olis alone was on the west side of the lake

ing; to

and

river.

The

jreneric title

may

liave

had

its oritrin in

temporary

civil

or municipal arranjrements. hut more probably arose as a convenient
designation of a district otherwise without a common name.
'1
he
question is of no exejretical importance, as the only thing e.s.sential to
the meaning of the pa.ssage is tlic undisputed fact, that this new proclamation of the gospel toolc j)lace in a ctrtain part of J'alestine win re
Christ hiuKself had not proclaimed it, nay, in which he was forbidden
by the people so to do. Thus the miracle in question, while it led directly to his exclusion from this province, incidentally supplied his
place by a zealous and devoted substitute, who would also have it in
*his power to counteract, if necessaiy. any false iniprc.<^sions with respect to the de<itruction of the swine.
Our S.ivioin's agency in this destruction is not to be vindicated on the ground that -Jews l)ad no right
to keep swine and were therefore justly punished hy the loss of them.
Even admitting that these men W(!re Jews, their violation of the law
would hardly have been punished so circuitously and without the
slightest intimatit)n of their crime.
The act was one of sovereign authority, attested by the miracle itself, and so far as we can learn, not
disputed even by the persons injured, however much they might lament
their loss and wish to avoid its repetition. There is no tnore need of any
special vindication here than in the case of far more serious inflictions
of the same kind by di.sease or accident. The personal presence of the
Saviotir could not detract from his divine right to dis})ose of his own
creatures for his own ends, even it these ends were utterly unknown to
For. however .scious, much less when they are partially perceptible.
lists and sceptics may deride this occurrence as absurd and unworthy
of the Saviour, it answered an important purpose, that of .showing his
dominion over every class of objects (see above, on v, 12). and of proving the reality of personal possessions, by exhibiting a case, in which
the demons, abandoning the human subject whom they had so long
tormented, and leaving him entirely free from all unnatural excitement,
instantaneously betrayed their presence and their power in a multitude
of lower animals, impelling them, again.^t their own instinctive dispositions, to a sudden simultaneous movement ending in their own destruction.
Admitting the external facts to be as Mark de.'jcribes them, they
are wholly unaccountable except upon the supposition of a real dispossession such as he affirms, and the extraordinary novelty of which,
without discrediting his narrative, explains his having given a conspic-

jous place in

21.

it

to this signal proof of

And when

superhuman power.

Jesus was passed over again by

fclii|
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other side, much people gatherea unto
he was nigh unto the sea.

unto

tlie

him

:

and

Fiom this brief vi«;it to the Gadarenes. intended for a special purpose just explained, our Lord returns to Galilee and to his own city
(Matt. 9, 1), where great numbers weie expecting him (Luke 8. 40.)
Jesus having crossed {ot passed over), a verb derived from the adverb
(^across, beyond), commonly employed to designate the east side of the
lake and river (as in 3, 8. 4. 35. 5, 1), but here the western side, to
which, as a relative expression, it is equally appropriate. By ski2),
literally, in the boat. i. e. the one in which he had departed, and oa
which he is said (in v. 18) to have embarked on his return. Again,
in reference to the transit mentioned in the close of the last chapter
and the opening of this (4, yS. 5, 1.) To the other side, or to the
{jpart) beyond, i. e. the west side of the lake from which he had set out.
There teas gathered a great crowd to him, or rather ujjon tdm, implying
not mere numbers but close pressure (see above, on 2, 2. 3, 9. 10. 4. 1.)
And he was by (or along) tlie sea (the lake of Galilee), on which Capernaum was situated (see above, on 1, 21.)
22.

And

behokl, there cometli one of the rulers of the
and when he saw him, he

synagogue, Jairiis bj name
fell at

;

his feet.

And behold (or lo). an interjection used to introduce something new
and unexpected (see above, on 1, 2. 3, 32. 4, 3), which is here the narrative of two great miracles, woven together in the history as the}^ were
one having been performed by Christ while on his way to
hi tiie mean time, as we learn from "Matthew (9, 17)
the discour.se to John's di.sciples about fiistiiig took place, which by
Mark is given earlier (2. 18-22), not from any disagreement as to dates,
but in order to complete his account of Ohi-ist's relation to the various
classes, both of friends and foes, with whom he came in contact.
Compared with this design the mere chronology was unimportant, though
piescrvcd by JN.'arthew who had no such purpose.
There comes, in the
present tense, more graphic than the form employed b}' Luke (8, 41)
and Matthew (9, 18.) One of the archi-synagogues (or rulers of tht
synagogue), i. e. one of the national hereditary elders of the Jews,
among wijose functions was the local conduct of religious discipline and
worship (see above, on 1, 21. 39. 3. 1.) The idea of a .separate organization and a distinct class of officeis appears to have arisen after the
destruction of Jeru>alem, and could not therefi')re be the model of the
Christian Church which had its pattern not in later Jewish institutions,
but in the j)erinanent essential part of the old iheociacy, including its
primeval patri rchal eldership, one primarilj' founded upon natural relations or the family government and thence translerred not only to the
J^^wish but to the Christian church oi ganiz.ition.
Of such rulers th'-re
«vas always a pluiality in every neighborhood, but not a bench or
council of elective officers, unilbrm in number, as in the later synain fact, the

work

the other,
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gopnes, When the dispersion of the people had destroyed the ancient
conslituliou and the pivsrnt synajro^we arranireim-nt had hi-en siil)>tilint as this arrangement is witliont (Uvine authority,
tutcd for it.
nolliing is gained but something lost by tracing tiie New Testament
church polity to this sonice, instead of tracing it bark further to the
presbyterial forms of the theocracy itself.
Tbe elders, who were ez
ql^cio rulers of the synagogue, i. c. directors of its discipline and worship, had. both by birth and ollice, the higliest rank and social posi'1 his
application for assistance therefore came from the most
tion.
respoctable and inlhiential quarter.
Bi/ uume Jain/s (J(teiroi<), the
old Hebrew name Jiiir (Num. o2, 41. Deut. 3, 14. Judg. 10, 3. 1 Chr.
2.22. 20,5. Esth. 2, 5), with a Greek and Latin termination.
This
particular has been preserved by Mark and Luke (8. 4 ) but not by
Matthew ('J, IS), showing how far the others are from merely abridg^1//// seeing him. i.e. as soon as he came in
ing or transcribing him.
sight of Jesus, or as soon as he was pointed out to him, which would
of course imply that he had never before seen him, not a probable
"assumption in the case of a religious ruler at the ver^^ centre of our
Saviour's operations, who had many opportunities of seeing him both
in the synagogue (1.21.39. 3.1) and el.sewhere.
Intermediate between these explanations is a third perliaps more natural than either,
namely, that though Jairus knew our Lord by sight, the crowd prevented him for some time from distinguishing his person. Fulls at his
feet^ still in the present tense, as though the scene were actually passThis is not to be explained as an act of adoration, or religious
ing.
worship pioperly so called, but as a natural gesture of importunate entreaty.
See above, on v. G, where the expression is still stronger, as
it is here in Matthew (9, 18.)
1

23. And besought him greatly, saying, My little
daughter lieth at the point of deatli (I pray thee,) come
and lay thy hands on her, that she may be healed and
:

;

she

sliall live.

And besought him mucJi, literally many (things), i. e. in many
words, or perhaps with many arguments, the very phrase employed
above in v. 10. Saying ?/<«?, a peculiar Greek use of the particle in direct quotations altogether foreign from our idiom, and therefore necessarily omitted in the version here, and in 1, 15. 37, 40. 2, 12. 3, 11.
21. 22. 28, in all which cases it is equivalent to this., asfolloirs. or the
Little daughter is in Greek one word, a biautiful
like, in English.
diminutive, formed on a regular analogy, but only found in Atlienaeus,
and applied here, as a term of fond aflection. to an only daughter, if
not to an only child (Luke 8, 42.) Lieth at the point of diath^ a
hiiihly idiomatic English paraphrase of two Greek words which if
The
closely rendered {lastly or extremely has) would be unmeaning.
adverb is equivalent to the Latin in extremis, and the English in ei
iremity, and some regard the whole phrase as a Latinism (in extremis est) ; but half of it (has for is) is purely Greek, and all of il
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is found in Diodorus Siculus, and with another verb both in thatwntei
and Polybius. The sense is clearly that expressed in our translation,
Between this clause and the next, an intermediate thought may be

supplied. ([ tell thee this, or come to thee) that thou may est come^ &c.
This is better than I 'pray thee, in the English Bible, which attenuates
the meaning of the particle (mi, not merely that., but so that or in
That
order that) and changes the subjunctive into an imperative.

coining thou mayest lay (impose) on her the hands., implyin*- a beliet
that personal presence and corporeal contact were essential to the cure;
an eri'or which our Saviour seems in this case to have overlooked,
though he rebuked it and corrected it in others. (Compare John
So that (or in ordev that)^ a different conjunction from
4, 46-54.)
the one in the preceding clause, but here substantially equivalent in
meaning. She may (or might) he saved, i. e. from death, which seemed
so imminent, that, unless miraculously res'^ued, she was dying (Luke
And
8, 42). or might even be described as .just dead (Matt. 9, 18.)
she shalllire is not superfluous, but expresses both the sense in which
he wished her to be saved, and his confidence that such would be the
issue, if the

24.

Lord would come and

And

(Jesiis)

lay his

hands upon

went with him

;

her.

and much people

followed him, and thronged him.

And he (Jesus being found in no Greek manuscript, and needlessly
supplied in the translation) went away (from the place where he had
landed, or was standing with the multitude) loith him (i. e. Jairus,
which might just as well have been supplied as Jesus), and much people (literally, crowd or ralhle) as denoting not mere numbers but promiscuous gathering, and throng or pressure (see above, on v. 21, &c.)
The idea is, that many crowded after hiui, an instance of the way in
which our Lord was constantly surrounded and accompanied in all his
movements, and explaining why he now and then escaped into the
desert, not for mere repose, but for devotional retirement (see above
on 1. 35.) The crowd not only followed him^ but thronged (or
squeezed) him. which denotes no gentle pressure but that they were
suffocating, stifling him (Luke 8, 42.) This circumstance is mentioned
to explain another afterwards recorded (in v. 31 below), while Matthew omits both, and only speaks of the discijjles following (9, 19),
which may however mean the large class of his hearers, probably a
vast majority, who came to learn of him and believed his doctrines.
(See above, on 2. 15-18. 3, 7. 9. 4, 34.)
25.

And

a certain

woman which had an

issue of blood

twelve years,
house of Jairus he performs a miracle,
here inserted into that of the other by the three
3vangelists, p;vcisely as it happened, a strong proof of authenticity and
certain woman
7ivid recollect on on the part of the eye-witnesses.
whose name, as usual, is not recorded (see above, 1, 23. 30. 40. 2, 3*

While on

the history

o.

iiis

way

which

to the

is

A
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mentioned (not his daujrhter s), on acand jMiblio st.ition. B>'iit(j in <i jlom oj
hlooil^ or ]i('iiiorrli(iij(', tiu* verl):il root of wliich term in a participial
form is lierii employed by Mattiicw ('.*, 20.) The precise nature ol
the malady, beyond tiiis general description, is of no imiK)rtance, even
Into physicians, much less to the mass of readers and interpreters.
3, 1.

5.

2), that of Jainis beinp

count of his

ollicial cli;ir:u'ter

stead of dwelling \x\to\\ this point, the evangelists direct attention to
long continuance {tweloe yean) and hopeless state, as represented
the next Verse.

And had

26.

and

liad

spent

but rather

siitfered

ita

m

many things

all that slie

of many plivfiicians,
had, and was nothing bettered,

grew worse.

Anil hnving gnffered (i. e. who had suffered) many {thingH)^ not
only from the malady itself, hnt from majiij physic wum^ which implies
the existence of a medical profession, and of numerous practitioners,
'whose failure to relieve this sufferer no more argues a low condition oif
the healing art than similar results at this da}' in the hospitals or
private practice of the most eminent physicians and surgeons both of
Europe and America. Afvl haring spent the (^things) belonging to her^
literally, (condng or procee ling)yro//» A^?r, a pL-cuiai" phrase a[)plicil to
persons in 8. 21 ahove and there explained. ^4// has peculiar emphasis
because not prelixe as an oniinary epithet, but added as a kind of .supplement or after bought a species of construction both common and effective in Greek composition (see above, on 4. 5. 15. IG. 17. 29 ). although
seldom ri'pioducih'e in any veision. She had spent her .substance, yes
the whole of it. in this way. Such a price she might have been content to
I

I

pay for a restoration, but

it

seems to have been thrown away.

ing hettered, liteially henejited. pro^/ited.

i.

e.

in

Noth-

this connection, not

in health.
But even this was not the worst of her deploraBesides expending all that she possessed, which .<eems
ble condition.
to have been no contemptible estate, without receiving any advantage
in return, she had actually lost in health as well as purse. But having
rather come into a irorse (condition), i. e. of body, as appears from the
Here agjiin,
antithesis with nothing hettered in the clause preceding.
the case described not only bears self-evident credentials of its truth
and origin in real life, but meets a melancholy echo in the every-day
experience of raodcTn times, .-^bowing not only the substantial sameness
of the ills which flesh is heir to, but the wise and gracious adaptation of the remedies, both moral and physical, which God prescribes
not t> imaginary or ideal cases, but to those under which the race haa

improved

groaned

m

every country and

in

every age.

\Vhen she had heard of Jesus, came
behind, and touched his garment:
27.

in tlie press

Hearing (now) or hating heard (before) of (about, concerning)
wrought extraordinay cures, or as being now

Jesasj either as having
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again at nand or in the neighbourhood. Coming in the press (i. e. the
crowd or throng) heJiind, or more exactly /rom l)eJiind, i. e. approaching him in that direction, not by chance or from necessity, but for the
purpose of escaping observation. She touched his garment^ not his
clothes in general, which is the meaning of the plural in the next verse,
but the robe or gown, which forms the outer garment in an oriental
What she
dress, and which the Greek word in the singular denotes.
touched was not only this external garment, but its very edge or border (Luke 8, 44), showing that her object was mere contact*, so that
the slightest and most superficial touch would be sufficient.
It is important, though it may be difficult, to realize the situation of this
woman, once possessed of health and wealth, and no doubt moving in
respectable society, now beggared and diseased, without a hope of hu
man help, and secretly believing in the po.ver of the Christ, and him
alone, to heal her, yet deterred by some natural misgiving and by
shame, perhaps connected with the nature of her malady, from coming
with the rest to be publicly recognized and then relieved. However
common-place the case may seem to manj', there are some in whose
experience, when clearly seen and seriously attended to, it touches a
mysterious chord of painful sympathy.

28.

shall

For she

said, If I

may

touch but his clothes, T

be whole.

That she was not actuated merely by a sort of desperate curiosity,
as might have been suspected from her previous history and present
conduct, but by real confidence in Christ's ability to heal her, we are
expressly taught by being made acquainted with her inmost thoughts
For she said (or icas saying, as
before her purpose was accomplished.
she made her way with difficulty through the crowd), i. e. not to others
and aloud, but to or in herself (Matt. 9, 21) (ort, that^ siiperfluons in
English, see above, on v. 23.)
If I touch., not may touch., which suggests too strongly the idea of permission or of lawfulness, whereas the
Greek expresses that of mere contingency. But. i. e. only, even, an
expressive compound particle in Greek which occurs again below (6,
His clothes, the plural of the word explained above (on v. 27),
56.)
and denoting the whole dress or any part of it. It is a slight but
touching stroke in this inimitable picture, that she did not even choo.se
the hem of his outer garment as the part which she would touch, but
came in contact with it as it were by chance, desiring only to touch any
of his clothes, no matter which or what.
I shall he iphole.^ literally
saved, i. e. from this disease and this condition. The Greek verb is the
one translated healed in v. 23, a needless variation, and indeed injurious
to the beauty of the passage, as it mars the correspondence of these
two expressions of reliance upon Christ, uttered almost simultaneously
by persons probably entire strangers to each other.

29. And straightway the fountain of her blood was
dried up ; and she felt in (her) body that she was healed
->£ that plague.
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12«

And

immediatehj^ Mark's favourite expression (see above, on 4 5
l)ut as usual (icuotin;^' au important fact, to wit. tlie
InstantMucous effect of that heliovinj: l.ut almost <l<spairinjr touch.
It
's stiikiu'jly descrilK'd both by .Matthew ('J, 22) and by l.uke
(8. 4i)
and ))y the h\tter as some think witli professional or technical precision,
but by neither with such fulness and muiuteness as by Mark, who has
perhaps j»reserved to us the vivid recollection of Peter, whom we know
to have been clo.se at hand (see below, on v. ?A.)
Dried vp (or out,
exhausted) irux f/te fountain of htr hlood, the hidden .source of her lon^
Bufferinjrs. which all the skill of her - many physicians " liad not availed
to discover, much less to arrest.
And she knew in the bodi/, by her
bodily sen.sations. not by mere conjecture or assurances from others,
that she is healed (or healinsr, beini^ healed), another beautiful allusion
to the scene as actually {)assing. From the playue (or scounje), a ligure
used above in 3, 10, and there explained
15.

1C».

17. 20),

30. And Jesus, iminediately kiiowiiifc in himself that
virtue liad i^one out of him, turned him about in the press,
and said, AVho touclied my clothes ?

And immediately, as promptly as the touch had acted on the
vroman's body, or perhaps at the same moment. Knowing (or pev'
ceiving) in himself without external indication or suggestion, not by
bodily .sensation but by intuition.
2'hat virtue had gone ovt of hint^
or rather, knowing in himself the power (or influence) proceeding from
him, not the bare fact that it had gone out, as the version j^eems to
mean, but what it was that had gone out and knowing it. not afterwaids but at the moment. The idea of some writers that lie knew by
an unusual sensation that a magical virtue had gone forth from him
without his previous knowledge or volition, may be founded partly on
;

the use of the word virtue in the common version to translate the ordinary term for poinr, and the construction of the participle so as to
refer it too exclusively to what was past ; but it is also founded on a
false and mystical conception of the healing power exercised by Christ
as .<:omething magical or any thing beyond a mere act of his will, implying perfect knowledge and deliberate design in every such exertion
of divine prerogative.
Turning or being turned, in Greek a passive
form, but with an active or deponent sense.
In the press (or crowd),
by which he was completely hemmed in and urged onward, so that tlie
act here described was difficult, and to any other would perhaps have
been impossible, ffe said, who touched my clothes (or garments?)
There are two false views of this proceeding entertained both by ordinary readers and by learned wiiters. The first is that the question
necessarily implies a want of knowledge or is tantamount to saying. 'I
The absurdity of
know not, and I wish to know, who touched me.
this rule of construction may be tested b\'*a]ip]ying it to other ca.-es,
for example to judicial or to catechetical interrogation. If the principle
be sound, every question put to a witness on a trial, or to a pupil in
3samination, is an acknowledgment of ignorance in him who asks it.
'

6*
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our Saviour knew who touched him then
worse charge of deception or dissimuThe same
lation, since his asking it implies that he was ignorant.
reductio ad absurdum as before may be applied to this ethical objection,
which proceeds upon the false interpretation of the question above
given, and is easily disposed of by a simple substitution of the true
analysis or paraphrase which is, 'I know it, but I wish you to confess
as due to me by whom the cure has been
it. for your own sake, and

The other

false

view

his question lays

is

that

him open

if

to the

effected.'

And

31.

his

disciples

multitude thronging
touched me ?
the

said
thee,

unto liim, Thou seest

and sajest thou, Wlio

wide or narrow sense, but probably the
the former would include a large part of the multitude itself
The reference may here be to that body intermediate between this
multitude and the twelve apostles, which we find distinguished from
It will then mean his usual
(See above on 4, 10.)
both elsewhere.
attendants who were nearest to his person even when surrounded by
Thou seest the croicd tJironging thee^ the same vei'b
the multitude.
And thou saycst (or
that is used above in v. 24, and there explained.
gayest thou) the only difference is that between a question and an
exclamation, both expressive of surprise or wonder. Nothing could be
more natural than this speech of Peter (Luke 8, 45) and the rest^ or
of Peter as the spokesman of the rest (see above, on 3, 16), on hcarmg
what appeared to be a most unreasonable question, without any means
The efiect would
of knowing what it meant or wh)^ it had been asked.
have been verv different if they had known at that time what they
doubtless knew soon afterwards, that when their Master said, Who
touched me ? he meant who touched me just now in the hope and confidence that it would cure an inveterate disease pronounced incui-able
b}' all physicians ?'

His

disciples, either in the

latter, as

'

32.

done

And

he looked roimd about

to see

her that had

this thing.

And he looTced round {about is a mere adjunct of the English adverb,
which nothing separately corresponds in Greek) to see the one., or
the woman (as the article is feminine) having done (or who had done)
this, i. e. who had touched his garment for the purpose before menHere again it is not said that he looked round to see (i. e. distioned.
cover) who had done it, but to see her who (he knew) had done it;
for the ver}'" gender of the. article and participle (r?)^ Troirja-naai') shows
that he looked round not in doubt but at a definite and certain object.
This distinction is by no means unimportant, as it sweeps away the
ground of the assertion that our Lord is here described as merely feeling
that some influence had gone forth from him, and then trying to disto

;
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cover what it was or who liad bocn aflectcd by
equally irreverent and ungranimatical.
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;

an intcri)rctatioD

33. But the woman, teariii<«; and trombliii*^, knowing
what was done in her, came and tell down before him,
and told him all the truth.

However Rtranjje the question and tlic searching look may liave appeared to otliers. there was one who understood tlicnj perfcctl}-, l)ecause
they were adihessod to her alone, and intended not to as<.'ertain her
person but to make her show herself with due ackno\vled<:ments of
what she had experienced. Fearinfj, or more ax^ciXy, frirjhtcne^l., terrified, or rather aired (see above, on 4. 41), one of the participles l)eing
passive and the other active.
Treuihling, as the outward indication of
the inward feelinjr just described, as if he had said, tremblinj; with
fcai*, or shuddeiin'j: with awe.
This fear was not the dread of punishment or injury, but awful reverence combined with consciousne.sg of
unworthine-ss and some .sense of mi.scondiict in endeavouring as it
were to steal what the Saviour would so freely have bestowed. Knotoing (not by information but by conscious ea.se and felt relief) trJiat had
Jiappened (or hcen done) to ov for her (according to the common text,
itpon her, or according to the common version, in her.)
The reading
now preferred expresses the idea of advantage, benefit, not mere locality.
Came and fell hefore him {doicn is introduced by the translators, as
required by our idiom to express the full sense), literall}', to^ at. or
against hi/n, which may either be descriptive of a violent ungovernable
movement (compare Matt. 7. 25). or an ellipsis for the fuller phrases
elst'where used of Jailing at the feet (7. 25) or at the Inccs (Luke 5. 8)
The shorter form occurs above (3. 11) and no doubt in
of any one.
the same sense, though the falling here expres.sed is rather that of deep
huunliation and compunction joined with fervent gratitude and love.

And told him all the truth, i. e. publicly acknowledged why she
touched him and with what effect (Luke 8, 47.) This no more implies
that he did not pieviously know it, than our ordinary peuitc-t confessions of sin are intended to inform the omniscient God of our oflfences.
34:.

made

And

he said unto her, Daughter, thy faith hatti
go in peace, and be whole of thy

thee whole
plague.

;

We have here an eminent example of our Saviour's divine wisdom
and goodness. As he had not asked for information, but to make the
subject of the miracle come forward and disclose herself; so even this
exposure was intended, not to punish or deprive her of the benefit
which she had sought to gain in .secret, but by one consummate stroke
of justice and of mercy, to reprove her fault and yet reward her faith
requiring her U^ give God the glory and to come to Christ as others
came, but at the same time assuring her of a permanent deliverance
from her former sufferings, if not from sin. Daughter, not a mere

;
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term of endearment, but a recognition of the new relation which shs
sustained to him as one of his own spiritual seed (Isai. 53, 10.
Heb. 2, 10.) That this is the true meaning of the term here, ma}'- be
argued from the general fact that he employs such language elsewhere
not as an expression of mere human sympathy but always in relation
to those bound to him b)^ spiritual ties (see below, on 10. 24. and compare John 21, 5), and also from the special case of the paralytic at
Capernaum, in which the word child is connected with the solemn
declaration that his sins were pardoned (see above, on 2, 5.)
This
will enable us to put the right sense on the next clause, which might
Thy faith hath saved thee^ thy
otherwise be inadequately understood.
reliance on m}' healing power, although marred by the belief that even
contact was required, and still more by the false shame which tempted
thee to steal instead of asking, has delivered thee from thy disease
and this deliverance is but a pledge and symbol of a greater sal vation
wrought by faith in him who came to save his people from their sins
(Matt. 1, 21.)
Go in peace, literally, depart (or go awai/j into peace,
i. e. into a permanent condition of repose and freedom from thy former
And be whole (sound, healthy)
sufferings, both bodily and spiritual.
from thy jjlague (or scourge, as in v. 29), i. e. be hereafter or forever,
as thou now art, well in soul and body, free from thy disease and from
the wrath of God, of which it was the whip or rod wherewith he
scourged thee for thy sins.

now

yet spake, there came from the ruler of
the synagogue's (house certain) which said, Thy daughter
is dead ; why troublest thou the Master any further ?
35.

While

lie

Mark now resumes

his history of the other miracle, into which
inserted as a sort of episode, but in its true chronological
While he yet spalce, literally,
connection, as appears from this verse.
he yet speaTcing. the most certain indication of immediate succession
(See above on v. 22. and compare Matt.
ever used by the evangelists.
There came certain (i. e. some), or more simply and exactly,
9, 18.)
they come^ either in the same indefinite sense, or with more specific
From the
reference to his servants or the members of his famil3^
ruler of the synagogue^ i. e. from his house, as correctly supplied in
the translation, the ruler himself being present already (compare the
Thy daughter is dead, or, as
next verse with verse 24 above.)
the Greek form strictly means, thy daughter died, some time ago, or
Why troiiblest (or annoyest) thou,
just now, as had been exjiected.
the question being really equivalent to a prohibition or dissuasion,
The maater, i. e. teacher (magisfer), which
trouble not (Luke 8, 49.)
is the specific meaning of the Greek word here used, and ap])ears to
have become a customary designation of our Lord, implying that the
people never lost sight of his claim to be a '• teacher come from God,'
of which his miracles were the credentials (John 3, 2.)
this

was

.
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36. As soon as Jcsiis lioard the word tliat was spoken,
he saith unto the niUn* of the synagogue, lie no! atVaid,
only heheve.

Another

beantifiil

example of the Saviour's kindness.

Notwith-

Ktan<ling the deficiency of faith which tlie ruler had hetrayed l)y inBistinjj: on his presence as an in(hsj)ensahlc condition of the niirac'e (see

above, on v. 23), he does not even leave hirn in suspense l)ut iiasiens
to console and reassure hira.
Imniediateli/ hciiring is in sonic of the
oldest copies overhearing^ a Greek verb used by IMato in that sense,
but b)"- Polybius in that of pretending not to hear, or refusing to listen,
disrcLardinir. dis<)beyin;jj, which appeais to be its meaning in Matt 18,
17. but would be wholly' inappropriate here, where if genuine it can
only mean that Jesus overheard what was jrivateiy addressed to
Jairus, and without waiting to be told of it, immediately dispelled his
7V<« word that teas upoken^ or more exactly, the word spoken^
fears.
not only what was said, but as (or when) they said it, another slight
but pleasing indication of the promptness with which he interposed for
the relief of the alHicted father.
Be not afraid (alarmed or frightent'd), as he no doubt was at tliis distressing new<, i. e. apprehensive
that he had applied too late, and that the case was now beyond the
reach, not onh' of all human help, but even of the wonder-working
teacher's jiower.
Only beliere. i. e. continue to believe, as you have
done thus far. in my capacity to help you. Or the .sense may be, only
believe, as you have not yet done, that I can raise the dead as well as
the Saviour's
heal the sick.
But this, although it might be latent
words, would not be readily suggested by them to the ruler, until
ifterwards interpreted by the event.

m

And

he suffered no man to follow him, save Peter,
and James, and John the hrother of James.
37.

'5

And he suffered, let, permitted, the verb used above in v. 19. and
there explained,
]^o man. literally, no one. which is not only more
exacf but appropriate wherever the Greek word occurs, whereas the
other is in some connections most incongruous, for example in Matt. 11,
(See above, on 2.21. 3,
27. 1 Cor. 2. 11, where it is applied to God.
To follow him. literally, to follow with him. which might here be
27.)
strictly understood as meaning to follow Jairus with him (see Matt. 9,
19); but the original construction rather indicates the sense, to follow
(so as to be) with him, i. e. to accompany, but still as a dependant or
inferior, which meaning is appropriate in the only other place where it
occurs in the New Testament (Luke 23,4'J). as well as sanctioned by
The three apostles are here named in the
Tliucydides and Xenophon.
order of their first or rather second vocation (see alx)ve. on 1. 10-20)
and of their final nomination to the apo.stolic ottice (see above, on 3. 10.
John is al.so here described as the brother of Jame* (compare 3,
17.)
The
17), whereas in Acts 12, 2, James is called the brother of John.
three thus honoured formed a kind of inner circle of adherents, Rtil
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m

close find confidential than that of the twelve in which it wa3
That it was not a foituitous selection, or occasioned by some
eluded.
special circiiiiistance in this case, is apparent from its repetition in two
other interesting- junctures of the Saviour's histor\', his Transfiguration
In
(see below, on 13, 3, 0, 2) and his Agony (see below, on 14, 33.)
all these cases he desired as much privac}'^ as was consistent with the
presence of witnesses (see below, on v. 43.)

more

38. And he" cometli to the house of the ruler of the
synagogue, and seeth the tumult, and them that wej)t and
wailed greatly.

And he comes, or as the oldest copies read, and they come, which,
from the collocation here, would seem to mean Jesus and Jairus with
the three apostles onlj^
But froni Luke's account (8, 51) it appears
more probable that the selection of the three was made after their arrival at the house, which is entirely consistent with Mark's statement
although not so readily suggested by it. Matthew omits the niessage
from the ruler's house and the selection of the three apostles, while
Maik and Luke give both, a striking proof that Matthew did not furnish their materials.
And he sees, beholds, as something strange and
unexpected (see above, on v. 15) a tumult, uproar, clamour, such as
commonly attend an oriental funeral, although the child was scarcely
dead.
Early burial was usual among the ancient Jews, because it was
not properly interment, but a deposit of the body, frequentl}' uncoffined. in tombs erected above ground, or lateral excavations in the rock,
where the risk of death by premature burial was much less than it is
among ourselves. Compare Acts 5, 6. 10, where an additional security
against such a mistake existed in the certain knowledge which the
apostles had, that Ananias and Sapphira were completely dead.
And
(people) iceeping and icailing (or holding), a verb derived from alala,
the ancient war-cry, and employed by Euripides and Xenophon to signify the act of raising it, but by the former also in the sense of cr5nng
out for pain, from which the transition is an easy one to the cries of
mourners, and especially of the mourning women hired in the east to
attend funerals.
Greatly, literally, many (^t?iings)^\.e. much, perhaps
with some allusion to the variety of sounds as well as the amount of
Besides these
noise.
(See above, on vs. 10. 23, and compare 3, 12.)
cries there was funeral music, as usual on such occasions (Matt. 9, 23.)
39.

And when he was come

Why make

ye

this

ado, and

in,

weep

?

he saith unto them,
the damsel is not

dead, but sleepeth.

And

coming in, or as he came in when he teas come in suggests an
whereas the entrance and the speech appear to have been siMe says to them, the mourners thus employed in noisy
3iultaneous.
Why make ye this ado^ a nearly obsolete word meaning
amentation.

.nterval,

;
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l;ii

employed

bustle, tron>)le, here

to render one which rather moans di»bcinp tlit- coj^natc verlial form of the noun
rendered tumult in the verse ]trecedinp:. 'I'he question, as usual in
Buclj connections, imjiliis censure, or at least expostulation, as if he had
paid, 'what riL'ht oi- leason have you to make this disturhance, which
would only be a|)pr<)priate in a case of real death, hut this child,' &.c
Thus und' rstuod, the cpie>tion virtually included or was really accompanied or followed b}' an exhortati<m not to weep (Luke, 8,52) and a
peremptory order to withdraw (Matt. 9.24.) Damsel is in Greek of
neuter form and common pender, beinpr strictly a diminutive of one
which means both boy and (jirL and therefore nearly efpiivalent to
chihL though not the one emphned 2. 5 above, and there explained.
The connection, not the form, determines it in this place to denote a
little girl.
Is not dead, or did not die (when ye euppo.sed), the same
form that is used above in v. 35. But sleeps, is sleeping, or asleep, the
present tense denoting actual condition, as the aorist before it, strictly
Slie did not die hut sleeps.
.understood, denotes a previous occurrence.
These words aduiit of two int( rpretations, each of which has had its
The lirst assigns to them their strictest and most obvioua
advocates.
sense, to wit that this was merely an apparent death, but really a case
of stupor, trance, or syncope, which might, almost without a figure, be
described as a deep protracted slumber. The other gives a figurative
sense to both expressions, understanrling by the first that she really
was dead but only for a time and therefore not dead in the ordinary
acceptation of the term; and by the second that her death, though real,
l»eiug transient, might be naturally called a sleep, which dillers from
This
deatii chiefly in this very fact and the effects which flow from it.
last is now very commonly agreed upon by all classes of interpreters,
German and English, neological and Christian, as the only meaning
which the words willfaiily bear. In favour of this sense is the fact
that Jesus u.sed the same expression witii respect to Lazarus and ex]>ressly declared that in that case sleep meant death (John 11, 11-14),
to which may be added that Mark is here recording signal miracles as
proofs of Christ's extraordinary power, and that a mere restoration
from apparent death would not have been appropriate to his present
purpose.
One of the best German philological authorities has paraphrased our Saviour's words as meaning. Do not ix'gard the child as
dead, but think of her as merely sleeping, since she is so soon to come

tnrhancc.

noi>-^e

and

tuiiiult,

'

to

life

again.'

But, when he
Laiip^lied him to scorn.
out/he taketh the lather aud the mother
oftlie damsel, and them that were with him, andenteretb
n where the damsel was lying.
40.

And

they

had put them

all

they (i. e. the company, or those whem he had thus addressed)
laughed at him (or agaim^t hii'n). I e. at his expense, or in derision of
This idea is expressed in the English version by the added words
him.

And
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which though not expressed in the original are not italicized
because supposed to be included in the meaning of the compound Greek
verb wliich. according to nnother usage of the particle with which it is
compounded, might be understood to mean, theij laiiglied him down, cr
Luke adds (8,53), knowing that she
silenced him by their derision.
was dead (or did die), an expression which the writer would not have
employed if they had been mistaken in so thinking. Bat he, having
cast out (i. e. forcibly excluded, or at least peremptorily dismissed) all
(the mourners, those who were the authors of the uproar), takes
along (with him. or in his company, compare the same verb as emThose tcith him
ployed above, 4, 36, and below, 9, 2. 10, 32. 14, 33.)
(when he came), i. e. the three apostles named in v. 37. He goes in
(graphically represented as an act now passing) where the child was
(already) at the time of his arrival. -Lying is omitted by the latest
critics, as an unauthorized addition to the text, supposed by some
Tlie entrance here
transcriber to be needed to complete the sense.
described is different from that in vs. 38. 39, which was into the house,
whereas this is into some inner apartment, probably the large upper
room near the roof (vnepcoov), which seems to have been used on such
occasions (compare Acts 9, 37. 39.)
to scorn,

Aud

took the damsel by the hand, and said
which is, being interpreted,
Tinto her, Talitha-cumi
Damsel, (I say unto thee,) arise.
41.

lie

;

And seising, laying hold, originally mastering, exercising strength
or power, in the Greek of the New Testament applied both to friendly
and to hostile seizures. (See above, 1, 31. 3, 21, and below, 6. 17. 9,
In condescension to the weakness of the
27. 12, 12. 14, 1. 44. 51.)
father's faith, our Lord establishes a visible communication between his
own person and that of the subject upon whom the miracle was to be
wrought.
For the same reason he made use of audible expressions
serving to identify himself as the performer.
These expressions, in
the present case, have been preserved, not only in a Greek translation,
but in their Hebrew or Aramaic form as originally uttererf
This is
one of the characteristic features of Mai-k's Gospel, commor y referred
to the vivid impression made by certain words of Chris
upon the
memory of Peter, by whom, according to the old tradition they were
made known to the evangelist. Though not historically ertain. this
hypothesis accounts for the otherwise extraordinary fact that these
ijjsissima verha of the Saviour, in his native tongue and that wliich he
employed in his instructions, are recorded for the most pai t, not by an
apostle and eye-witness, such as John or Matthew, but by one who,
although gifted with an equal inspiration, personally huldo a secondary
place among the sacred writers.
It is also worth}- of remark that
these original expressions are most frequent in a book primarily written for the use of Gentile and particularh^ Roman readers, which may
be the reason of its many latinisms both of diction and construction, its
Btill more numerous explanations of localities and Jewish customs, aud^
;

,
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careful Greek translations of the Aramaic formulas in question, of
which we liave an instance in the verse before us. T<ilUJui,Vk\\ Aramaic
noun of Hebrew orifrin, in the ininine (.'iiiphatic form, /ioumi. a corresponding; verbal form, the feminine impcr.itive /•*//, which is the same
in both St'initic dialects. These two words must have Ion;; run^' in the
ears and dwelt upon the memory of those who witnessed this first
its

ft

recorded miracle of resuscitation. For the benefit of those who did not
understand the eastern tongue, the words are accurately rendered into
Grcek. Dtnnstl^ not the word so rendered in v. 30, thouf^h like it a
diminutive of («*/»?;) [lirl. as that is of the common noun (Trtijc), meanThe former is confmed in the older classics to
ing either boy or girl.
the dialect of common life, as a familiar terra of fondness and endearment but the later writers use it in the more serious and elevated
/ Siiy to thee forms no part of the text, though it may be an
style.
expression actually used upon the same occasion but recorded here in
Greek alone. Or it may be inserted simply to give emphasis and |K)int
to the address as uttered in a tone of authority and in his own name
Arise^ or rouse (fJii/sefj), the n)id<ile voice
as entitled to command.
(or reciprocal form) of a verb which strictly meaiLs to awaken out of
It might even be translated here aicnke^ which makes it still
sleep.
more striking and appropriate as addressed to one whom Christ himself had just before described as being not dead but sleeping.
;

And

damsel arose, and walked
twelve years. And they were
astonished with a great astonishment.
42.

for slie

was

straightway

tlie

;

(of the age) of

And immediately^ Mark's favourite adverb, doubled here by several
It
of the oldest manusciipts, which have it in the last clause also.
marks the important fact that in this, as in all other cases except those
where a gradual process is expressly mentioned, the recover}' of health
was instantaneous without any interval of C(»nvalescence. While this
essential fact remains the same, there is a beautiful distinction in the
While Peter's wife's mother, as tl»e
acts b\' which it was attested.
mistress of a household, showed her perfect restoration by immediately
resuming her domestic duties, so the young girl, in the case before us,
proved the same thing when she simply icalked cibout the house or
chamber where she had been lying dead. From the previous narrative,
as found in Mark, it might have been supposed that she was a mere
infant, to correct which error and account for her walking, Mark inserts
at this point what was stated by Luke earlier (8. 42). to wit, that siie
was twelve years old. And they, the witnesse.s, especially her parents
(Luke 8, 5(3), icere amazed icith great amazement, the verb used above
«u 2, 12. 3, 21, and there explained.
43.

Bhnuld

And
know

bo given her

he
it

;

no man
and commanded that something should
charged

tc eat.

them

straitly

tliat
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Mark here

describes our Lord as exercising that divine discretior
every case determined whether the publication of his miracles
required to be stimulated or retarded, though the grounds of the distinction may be now. and may have been at first, inscrutable to human
wisdom. The ver}'' verb translated cliarged. l)y its etj-molog}', suggests
the idea oi" distinction or discrimination, and may be employed heie for
the purpose of reminding us that this discouragement of public rumours
rested upon no fixed law or general rule but on the wisdom and
authority of him who uttered it. Matthew's omission of this circumstance, and substituted statement, that his fame went out into all that
land, might have seemed contradictory to that of Mark and Luke (8,
6G). as some interpreters do really affect to think it, if we had not had
already (see above, on 1, 45) both these statements made by two
The last stroke in
evangelists in reference to one and the same case.
Mark's picture of this beautiful domestic scene is not to be neglected.
He commanded (literally said or told) to he given (i. e. somethmg to be
While this shows, upon one hand, his benignant
given) he?' to eat.
recollection of the wants of this resuscitated child, which her very
mother seems to have forgotten, or the order would have been superfluous
it answers, on the other hand, the still more interesting purpose
of exemplifying the important general fact that when a miricie of healing or resuscitation had been wrought, its effect was not only instantaneous and complete in restoring health or life, but left the subject as
dependent as he was before upon the ordinary means and sources of
subsistence, instead of feeding him. as some might have expected, upon
angels' food, or raising him above the "vulgar need of being fed at all.

which

in

;

CHAPTEK
The

YI.

historian here pauses, in his glowing account of Christ's triumphant manifestation as the true Messiah, to contrast with it a singular
exception to the general enthusiasm, namely, his rejection by his earliest
acquaintances and neighbours in the synagogue at Nazareth (1-6.)
AVith this rejection he contrasts again the indefatigable labours of the
Saviour elsewhere, both in person and by proxy, that is, through the
twelve apostles, whose actual going forth is here recorded, with a summary account of his instructions and of their success (7-13.) Among
the effects of this multiplied and wide- spread agency, Mark specially
describes that produced upon the ruler of Galilee, the murderer of John
ihe Baptist, an event which the historian here goes back to relate (14Then, resuming his account of our Lord's ministry, he mentions
Z'J.)
ttie return of the apostles, their report of their proceedings, and their
w ithdrawing with their master to the de.sert for the sake of rest (30-32.)
\jut even here they are followed or preceded by an eager crowd, whose
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and moral wants exoite the Saviour's pity and afford oc<*a8ion
miracle, wholly unhke those previously mentioned, and
fttl'onlin'; a new proof of his alnnj^lity power (MUAA.)' This was immediately succeeded hy another, no le.s.s new and diinonstrative of his
d<»minion over nature (-i'j-o-J.)
To this series of .selected and decisive
miracles. Mark adds, as if to show that they are merely .samples, chosen
and |»resented for a special purpo.ve, a more general account of his
miraculous healings in the district of (jennesaret, and of the general
attention thus continually re-awakened throughout all that part of
Palestine, in which, according to the propheci«'S, the light of the Messiah's advent was to shine most brightly (53-50.)
ph3'fiical

for a

sij^Miul

And he went out from thence, and came into
coimlry and his disciples follow him.

1.

owu

liia

;

Not the least striking and affecting part of Christ's humiliation
was the treatment wldch he met with from his nearest friends, or
those who might have been sujiposed to be such, cither from natural

We

relationship or from long association and acquaintance.
have
already met with several indications of imperfect faith and narrow
views upon the i)art of such (see above, on o, 21. ol) ; but the history
of his mission would have been defective without a more detailed
account of one extraordmary scene, in which the same thing took
piaee on a larmier scale and still more publicly.
This was his reception
on leturning lo the place where he hud s.ent his childhood, and from
which he came to be baptized in Jordan (see above, on 1. 9.) The
precise chronology of this transaction is of little moment except as
involved in the question of its identity with that recorded in a different
'^onneccion by Luke (4, 10-31.)
As the scene of both is Nazareth,
and the principal incident in both our Lord's rejection by his old acquaiiilanoes and neighboui's there, the first presumption is of course in
Even the difference in particulars, especially
favour of their sameness.
Mark's silence as to Christ's mterpretation of Isaiah, the resentment
of the people, and their violent attempt upon his life, might be explained, at least upon the .sceptical hypothesis of two incongruous traditions as to one event.
But all necessity and pretext for resorting to
such explanations, and indeed the whole presumption of identity, are
happily removed by Matthew, who aflords a parallel to both accounts
in very diHerent connections, thus establishing the fact of their diversity.
Luke's account of the affair at" Nazareth closes (4. 31) with a stateUient that he went thence to Capernaum, another town of Galilee,
which formal and particular description shows that he is speaking of
our Lord's removal to that place as the aj)poiiued centre of his future
operaivons.
Now this same removal is lecorded with more brevity by
Matthew, in immediate connection with our Lord's withdrawing from

Judea into Gadlee on John's imprisonment (Matt.

4, 12.

13.)

But

the s.iuie evangelist, much later in his narrative, records a vi.sit and
rejection of our Lord at Nazareth, in terms almost identical with
those of Mark (Matt. 1? Dir-36.) It was therefore a second occurrence
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same kind, which is so far from bein^ in itself improb:\ble; that
would have been strange and out of keeping with the whole tenor

of the
it

of the Saviour's conduct, if in the course of his perpetual circuits
througli all Galilee, he never had revisited his old home and renewed
Luke's
the invitations which the people there had once rejected.
silence in relation to this second visit is explained by his particular
account of the first, whereas Matthew, having merely noted the removal. without any indication of the reasons, could describe the second
visit without irksome repetition.
The different connection in which
Mark and Matthew introduce this narrative is unimportant, as the
mere chronology was nothing to their purpose of exemphfying the reception and etfect of our Lord's ministry in various cases.
There
is no inconsistency, however, jNJatthew (13. 54) merely saying that he
came into his own country, without adding when or whence, while
Mark prefixes to these words the statement that he went out (or departed) thence, which can onl}' mean from Capernaum or its neighbourhood, where he had performed the two miracles last recorded (see
above, on 5. 21. and compare Matt. 9, 1.) His country (fatherland,
naTpls from irarrjp). not in the wade sense now attached to this term,
but in that of native place, ancestral residence. This description applied elsewhere (John 4. 44) to all Galilee, as distinguished from
Judea, is here used, with equal propriety, to distinguish one town of
Galilee from another.
In the same sense that Galilee was his native
province, Nazareth was his native town for though not actually born
in either, his parents (Luke 2. 27. 41) had resided there before his
birth (Luke 1, 26. 27. 2, 4). and he had been brought up there from
his infancy (Matt. 2. 23. Luke 2, 51. 52), so that he was universall}'regarded as a Galilean and a Nazarene (see above, on 1, 24.) Mis dis~
ci2'les, either in the strict sense of his twelve apostles (see above, on 3,
14), or the wider sense of his believing hearers and habitual attendants (see above, on 4, 10.) Follow him, the graphic present tense,
which represents the scene as actually passing.
,:

And when

was come, he began to
teach in the synagogue and many hearing (him) were
astonished, saying, From whence hath this (man) these
things ? and what wisdom (is) this which is given unio
him, that even such mighty ^^orks are wrought by his
2.

the sabbatli-day
:

hands

?

And it heing sabbath (or the sabbath having come), the Greek verb
being not the mere verb of existence, but one meaning strictly to l)ecome or to begin to be, and therefore oltcn rendered b}' the English
rei-bs to happen, come to pass, &c. (see above, on 1. 4. 2. 15. 4, 4. 5,
14. 16. 33. and as to the ob.servance of the sabbath, on 1, 21. 2, 23.
He 'began, not pleonastic but implying interruption, or that he
3, 2.)
was still employed in this way when the subsequent occurrences took
place.
See above, on 1, 45. 2,23. 4,1. 5.17. 20.) In the synagogue,
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or stakMl mcetinp: for rclij^ious worsliip, the Greek word, like its Enjrlish
e<iuivalt.nt and several otliers. sueli as church, court, nchoul. luiiig
Bonictiines, l)iit not necessarily or always, transferred to the place and
even to the building.
For a clear view of this natural transition,
compare Luke 7, 5, where it could not he the meeting that was huilt,
with Acts 13. 43, where it could not be the building that was broken
up.
find here exeinplihe<l two of o<n- Lord's habits, that of
personal attendance on the synaL'ogue worship, and that of oflicial or
authoritative teaching upon such occasions (see above, on 1,21. .'>9.
o, L)
This was allowed partly in accordance with a customary license
of instruction, not entirely unknown among the modern Jews, but
chielly on account of Christ's miraculous credentials as a teacher come
from God and recognized as such by other teacliers even of the highest
rank when free from party-spirit and nialijinant prepo.sse.^slon. (J^^ee
above, on 1. 22, and compare John 3. 2. lO. 7, 50.)
Mutiii (or as some
old copies read, the utmiij^ i. e. the majority, the ma.ss) htariutj irtre
if ruck (with wonder or amazement), the .^ame phrase and descriptive
of the same effect as that recorded
1, 22. but very diflerent a.s to
the conclusion drawn from it. For in the former case it led the
hearers at Capernaum to contiast him as a teaclier with the scriJ>e8
very much to iiis advantage, while in this his old acquaintances compare his miracles and teachin'js with his humble origin and early residence among themselves, as a pretext for disparaging if not rejecting
liis pretensions.
This unfriendly prepossession is expressed indirectly
by their sneering questions. Whence to th is (one) these ( thingH) ? i. e. how
lias he obtained them ? Mliat (is) the wisdom, the (tciulom) (jivtn to him,
i. e
imparted from above, thereby acknowle^lging his inspiration, but
not without a sneer at hig wisdom as belonging to anotlier rather than
him.self.
That (or, according to the Litest criticS; ami) such (or so
great) poiccrs (i. e. proofs of superhuman power) by (or through) his
hands (or instrumental agency) are done (or come to pass, the same
verb that is used in the first claufie and there explained.) They do
not venture to deny his wisdom or his miracles, but by wondering at
them really bear witness to them. This is only on.' of many ].root> that
the reality of Christ's miraculous performances was never called in
question either by his unbelieving friends or by his most malignant
enemies (see above, on 3. 22.) That this adiii.^sion left them inexcusable
uoth inteilectuall\ and moraIl\ for not receiving Jesus as the true xMe.ssiah. far from proving that they could not thus have sicken, only shows
tliat their aiiections. envy, jealousy, and malice, were too 6ti\)ng for
their rational convictions, so that in the very act of wondering at the
This inconproofs of his divine legation, they rejected and denied it.
sistency, instead of being '' unpsychological " or contradicted by the
laws of human nature, is continually verified in every day's experience, contributing with many other j)roo£s to show the irrationality of

We

m

Unbelief and sin in general.
3. Is not this the carpenter, the eon of Mary, the
orother of James, of Joses, and of Judas, and Simon I
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and are not his sisters here with
offended at him.

iis ?

And

they were

The general expression of contemptuous incredulity is followed by
a still more invidious allusion to his connections and associations,
equivalent to saying, 'we know all about this boasted wonder-worker
and instructor, who and what he is, and whence he drew his origin,
that is, among ourselves, to whom he now assumes such vast superiThis is the language not of reason but of passion, since the
ority.'
circumstances mentioned only served to enhance the proof of that
superiority which they repined at, though they could not question or
deny it. Is not this the carpenter ? The Greek word sometimes
means an artisan or artificer in general, which some lexicographers
consider its origmal import as in<licated by its etymology (connecting
it with rex^V' (^^Oj ^"'^ by ^^s combination with the names of certain
metals to denote those who are constantly emploj-ed about them.
Others (.'xplain this as a mere occasional extension of the usual and
strict sense, which is that of any workman in wood, and still more
specifically, a carpenter or joiner, which an uniform tradition represents
as Joseph's occupation. Tt is not here spoken of as even a comparatively
mean employment, that of building having always been regarded as
among the most respectable and even intellectual of manual occupations.
There was no intention, on the part of those here speaking, to
put Jesus lower than themselves, but simply on a level with them.
What they tacitly repudiate is not his claim to be their equal, but their
This pretension, though
better or superior in an infinite degree.
attested by acknowledged miracle and inspiration, they endeavour, in
a natural but foolish manner, to invalidate by urging his original
Or rather it is not
equality in rank and occupation with themselves.
an argumentative objection, but a mere expression of surprise, like
that which would be felt, though in a less degree, in any obscure neighbourhood, at the appearance of an old acquaintance in the new condition of a rich man or a nobleman. This clause has been unduly pressed
by some as proving that our Lord did actually work at the trade of his
However probable this may be in itself, and however
reputed father.
little it may derogate from the Kedeemer's honour, it cannot be cerIn the first
tainly inferred from these words, and for several reasons.
place, they are not the words of the evangelist himself, but of the people
in the synagogue of Nazareth, uttered under great excitement, and
directly prompted by their jealousy and envy, which would naturally
lead theui to exaggerate rather than extenuate the humbling facts of
In the next place, the words themselves,
Christ's original condition.
when uttered hastily and carelessly, might simply mean the son of
Joseph, who was well known as a carpenter among them, just as the
Bons of foreigners among ourselves, though natives of the soil, are often
spoken of as Irishmen or Dutchmen. In the third place, this is actually given as the meaning of the question, if not as its very form, by
Matthew (13. 55.) In not this the carpenter'' s son? And lastly, though
the question is not to be settled upon any sentimental ground or false

^
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asRumption tnat the Son of God would have heen any more depradod
hy this kind of labour than hy taking uj)on liiui the loiui of a s»rv:iMt,
vhich inchuk's all {lossihlp hinniliation free from sin. yet every reader
feels that there were other nioic aj»|)ropriate enipkjynients even ij> his
years of preparation for the work that followed.
All this is intende<l,
not to disprove the fact alleged by these unfrienrUv Nazarenes. hut
simply to (leny that their alleging it, or interrogatively presupposing
it. is any demonstration of tiie fact itself, which may he therefore left to
be determnied hy each reader at his own discretion,
lite son of Mary
added here to discriminate the person of the carpenter referred to. corresponds to a separate demand in jNIatthew, 7« not his mother called
Mary? And (or but) the brother of James, &c. The immemorial
dispute as to the brothers of the Lord has heen already mentioned (see
above, on 3, 31.)
Those who interpret that expression as denoting
brothei's in the strict sense, i. e. sons of the same mother (f/atrrs
nferinos), lay great stress upon the passage now before us and its parallel in Matthew (13, 55.)
But even taken in the strictest sense it oidy
proves that these were sons of Joseph not necessarily by Mary, hut
perhaps b}'' a former marriage, a traditional interpretation running l;ack
into remote antiquity.
Others insist upon the wide u.se of brother, in
the oriental idiom and in Scripture, to denote almost an}' near relation,
whether natural or moral, such as that of fellow-men. otherwise called
neighbours (Matt. 5. 22), that of friends and a.ssociates (Matt. 5, 47),
that of fellow-Jews (Acts 2, 29). that of fellow-Christians (Acts 1, IG),
that of fellow-ministers (1 Cor. 1, 1.)
A word admitting of such various
applications cannot of itself determine which is meant in any given cfse.
Nor is there any principle or general law of language which forbids our
givmg to the term as here used the same meaning that it obviously has
in Gen. 14, 14. 16. that of a near relative or kinsman.
The presumption, however, here and elsewhere, is in favour of the strict construction ;
nor would any have doubted that the brothers of Christ were the sons
of Mary, but for certain adventitious and collateral objections to that
obvious interpretation.
These are chiefly two. the one of great an
tiquity, the other of more recent date.
The first is a repugnance to
admit that Mary was the mother of any hut of Christ himself. This
repugnance, although found in connection with many superstitiou.s
notions in the Church of Rome, is not confined to it.
Not only do the
r^ymbols or standards of the Lutheran and of some Reformed chureiies
teach the perpetual virginity of Mary as an article of faith, but nniltiludes of Protestant divines and others, independently of all creeds and
confessions, have believed, or rather felt, tiiat the selection of a woman
to be the mother of the Lord carries with it as a neces.sary implication
that no others could sustain the same relation to her and that the
selection of a virgin still more necessaril}- implied that she was lo C(»ntmue .so ; for if there be nothing in the birth of yotinger childi-en inconsi.stent with her maternal relation to the Saviour, why should there l»e
any such repugnance in the birth of older children likewi.se? If for
any reason, whet;ier known to us or not, it was necessary that the
mother of our L)id should be a virgin when she bore him, what is
;
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there ahsiird or superstitious in assuming as a part of the divine plan
that she should remain a virgin till her death ? If, on the other hand,
there be no real incongruity in holding that the mother of our Lord
was aftern-ards an ordinary wife and parent, what incongruity would
there have been in putting this extraordinary honour on the married
state, by choosing one who was alreadj' in the ordinary sense a wife
and mother ? The question is not wh}-^ it did not please God thus to
order it, with which we have no right to intermeddle, but why the
same minds which regard the perpetual virginit}^ of Mary as a superstition, shrink with equal superstition from the bare suggestion that
Christ might have been born of any but a virgin. The same feeling
which revolts from one hypothesis in some revolts from both hypotheses in others, and the difference between them, as to this repugnance,
is reduced to that of one and two, before and after, or at most to that
After all it is not
of a consistent uniformity and arbitrary variation.
So much a matter of reason or of faith as of taste and sensibility ; but
these exert a potent influence on all interpretation, and the same
r'jpugnance, whether rational or mereh'^ sentimental. which led fathers
and reformers to deny that Christ had brothers in the ordinary sense,
is likely to produce the same effect on multitudes forever, or until the
question has received some new and unequivocal solution. The
collateral arguments in this dispute derived from Matt. I, 25, and John
The other and more
7, 5, belong to the interpretation of those gospels.
recent ground of opposition to the strict sense of brother in the case
before us is the theoiy. by some connected with it, of extraordinary
honours paid to one of these uterine brethren as such though not one
of the twelve apostles, i. e. James the brother of the Lord, whom Paul
grou[)S with John and Peter as a pillar of the church, and even naines
him first in the enumeration, which is natural enough if he was one of
the apostles and the one who specially presided in the church at Jerusalem ; but if (as many now maintain) he was one of the Saviour's
unbelieving brethren (John 7. 5), converted by onr Lord's appearance
to him after his resurrection (1 Cor. 15, 7), and then placed upon a
level with the twelve on account of his relationship to Chiist, the apostolical prerogative is sensibly impaired, and the door thrown open for an
endless license of conjecture as to the men who were apostles although
not so dignified by Christ himself. An unwillingness to come to this
conclusion has undoubtedly confirmed some in the old belief, that the
brother of the Lord, of whom Paul speaks, was James the Less or James
the son of Alplieus, at once an apostle and a relative of Christ, whether
he were such as a nephew of the Virgin IMar)' or of Jo.seph, or a son of
The additional hypothesis, that James
Jo.seph by a former marriage.
and his brothers lived with Joseph after the decea.se of their own father,
is not a necessary consequence of what has been already said, but
merely an ingenious explanation of the fact that these l)rotbcrs of Christ
appear in attendance on his mother as members of her household. (See
In favour oi
above, on 3, 31. and comj)are John 2, 12. Acts 1, 14.)
identifying James the brother of the Lord (Gal. 1, 19) with James
the son of Alpheus (see above, on 3, 18), is the singular coincidence of
.
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3. 4. 5.

names between the lists of the apostles and the passap:e now before us.
all we llnd a James and a Simon near tojrether. and in Luke's two
calalo;xiies a Jude or Judas (not Isoariot), niakinj; three names common to the lisl of the apostles and of Clirist's brothers. 'Ihis ma}- no
doubt be fortuitous, the rather as the names were common, and the
fourtli here mentioned, which was less so, does not appear in any list
Still on most minds the coincidence will have .'^ome
of the apostles.
influence, in spite of the objection that in John 7, 5, we are expressly
told that his brethren did not believe on him.
But if brethren means
his near relations, surely some of them miirht be apostles, while the
rest were unbelievers, even granting, what may well be questioned, that
by unbelief in John 7, 5, we are to understand an absolute rejection of
nis claims and doctrines, rather than a weak contracted faith, with
which he seems to charge his mother upon one occasion (John 2, 4),
and the twelve on many. (See above, on 4, 40, and con)pare Matt. 6.
In

3U

Hk

sisters is of course to be interpreted
the wide and narrow senses being applicable
equally to either sex. Here icith us (literally at u.s, close to us), i. e.
still resident at Nazareth, which probabl}' remained the permanent
home even of his mother. Offended in him, i. e. made to stumble or
without a figure led into sin and error with respect to him. For the
origin and usage of the Greek term see above, on 4, 17.
8, 2(3.

14. 31.

Itj,

8.)

accordinij!: to his brothers,

A

4:.
But Jesus said unto them,
propliet is not without
honour, but in his own country, and among his own kin,

and

in his

own

house.

Instead of resenting this reception as a per.sonal offence and inwhich it cenaiulv was, our Lord treats it m,rely as a single instance of a iicneral and familiar foct. that God's most highly honoured
instruments and agents aie not only liable to be dishonoured by their
fellow-men, but to be least respected on the part of tho.se who know
them best, and who would seem to be particularly bound to do them
honour. Tiie implied reason is that strangers judge of such a person
only by his public acts or his official conduct, while his friends and
neighbours even the most friendlv. have then* minds .so occupied with
mmor matters, that the greater are obscured if not distorted to their
view.
It is Hke looking at some noble structure from a distance where
itseif alone is visible, and near at hand, where the adjoining houses
both distract the Qxa and lower the main object so that he who .sees
the most in one sense .-^ees the least in another.
This familiar lesson
of exp-'iitjuce. and as such reduced to a })roverljial form, is heie applied
especially to prOi)hets. either because it had been actually verified in
their experience mo e than that of others, or because it was our Lord's
proi)hetic ministry and office which had been so contemptuously treated
sult,

;

by

his

5.

countrymen.

And

he could there do no mighty work, save thai
7
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he laid

bis

6,

5.

6.

hands upon a few sick

folk,

and healed

(them.)

The sad

effect of this reception was the paucit}' of miracles at Nazacompared with those at other towns of Galilee, particularly at
Capernaum(see above, on 1, 32. 3, 10.) He was not able there to do
any miracle (literally, no jjower^ as in v. 2.) This cannot literally mean
that he had lost the power of working miracles in consequence of their
rejecting him, but must be taken either in a moral sense, that he could
not do so in consistency with the design and purpose of his mission,
or more strictly that he could not for the want of opportunity, because
the people, having no faith in his healing power, or disdaining to receive the favours of one whom they knew so well and were so unwilling
to acknowledge as superior, did not present themselves as in other
This is certainly more probable and pleasing than the suppoplaces.
5sition that our Lord, in this case, refused what he seems to have

reth,

granted in

all others.

he marvelled because of their unbelief. And
he went round about the villages teaching.
The extraordinary conduct of the IsTazarenes is now presented in
6.

And

the strongest manner possible by saying that our Lord himself ?co/idered at (or on account of) their unbelief. To reconcile omniscience
with surprise is no part of our privilege or duty. All such seeming
contradictions are parts of the great m3'Stery of godliness. God manifest in the flesh (1 Tim. 3, 16), the union of humanity and deity in one
However incomprehensible to our finite facultheanthropic person.
ties may be the coexistence in one person of the divine logos and a human soul, the possession of the latter, if conceded, carries with it all
the attributes and acts of which a perfect human soul is capable.
While to Christ's divinity or eternal spirit there could be nothing new
or strange, to his humanity surprise and wonder were familiar, and on
no occasion had he seen more to call forth those att'ections of mind,
than when he saw the unbelief of his own countrymen at Nazareth.
But far from suft'ering their strange behaviour to divert him from his
purpose, he resumed his missionary circuit or continued it; for he had
probably returned to Nazareth, not upon any special errand, but beThere is a sigcause it came next in his systematic scheme of labour.
nificant simplicity in Mark's combination of these two things, more
It presents to us the
expressive than the most elaborate description.
Saviour pausing for a moment as it were to wonder at the incredulity
He
of Nazareth, then calmly passing on to his next scene of labour.
went dbout^ literally ZecZ about (1 Cor. 9, 5), a compound fonn of the
verb used in the same way in 1, 88, but never probably (except in Acts
13, 11) without some reference to the leading of others, as in Christ's
ithierant surveys of Galilee, to which it is ajjplied not only here but in
The villages, here put tor towns in geneial (see
Matt. 4, 23. 9, 35.
In a circle^ or a circuit, that
%bovc, on Ij 38 and compare Matt. 9, 35.)

:
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18, not merely roiiini about (as in 3. 34 above), but on a regular conThese occasional <rlimi)ses of tiie
certed plan of perindical revisitation.
method upon whlcii our Lord conducted his official work are worthy
of particular attention, as evincinj^ that he did not work at random or
eave any part of (lalilee, so far as we can learn, unvisited.

And

7.

he

Ciillcd

the twelve, and bei^iin to
and two, and gave them power

(unto

Bond them furth by two
over unclean spirits.
Bpsldes c<mtinuin2^ his own

liini)

itinerant ministry, our Lord now takes
another step of fi:reat importance, by actually senrlinf^ out the twelvo
whoin he had previously chosen for the twofold puipose of bein^ with
him as disciples and goiuj^ forth from him as apostles (see above, on
It should be observed, however, that the mission here recorded
14.)
was not the permanent and proper apostolic work, for which they were
not qualitied until the day of Pentecost (see below, on lO. 2<i, andcoinpaie l.uke '24, 4'J. Acts 1, 4), but a temporary and preliminar}- mi.ssion, to dlHuse still more extensively the news of the .Messiah's advent
and the doctrine of his kin<rdom, attested by the same credentials which
he bore himself. Began what he had not yet done, but only prepared
Tico (^cind) twOj in pairs or couples, for mutual counsel
the way for.
and assistance, in accordance with the maxim of Solomon (Ecc. 4. 'J.)
This interesting circumstance has been preserved by Mark alone,
perhaps on the authority of Peter (see above, on 5, 20 j. but at all
events under a divine direction.
Power^ i. e. derivative or delegated
power, authority, conferred by a supeiior, not to be employed promiscuously or at random, but so as to promote the end for which it was
Poirer of unclean spirits^ i. e. relating to thcin. and by nebestowed.
cessary im])lication. over them, which is not expre.ssed however but
suggested by the context.
27ie spirits, the unclean (ones), is the foria
of the original, in wiiich the adjective is added as a qualifying term,
because the noun includes all spirits, good and evil, whereas they were
to have power only over fallen angels.
Here, as elsewhere (see above,
on 1,34. 3, 11), Mark gives .'special prominence to such dispossessions
as the most extraordinary miracles of healing, and as such representing
all the rest which were equally included in this apostolical commission
''>,

(Matt. 10,1.
8.

Luke

9,1. 2.)

And commanded them that they should

for (their) journey, save a stall* only;

no money
To

no

take nothing
scrii), no bread,

in (their) purse

this general

account of their commis.sion

Mark adds a special charge

two points, their equipment for the journey, and their
conduct towards the people with whom they came in contact. Luke's
account is still moie brief (9. 3-5). while Matthew (10. .")-42) .seems to
put together all the similar directions given to the twelve at any time,
in reference not only to this temporary mission, but to their later aposin reference to
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9.

10.

Commanded is in Greek a verb originally meaning \a
journeys.
announce or pass the word, with special reference to military watchwords, then to any charge or order, but according to the lexicons not
in the strongest or most peremptory sense, which is otherwise expressed.
Take, literally, taJce up, but with special reference to taking awa}', and
then to carrying (see above, on 2. 3. 9. 11. 12. 21. 4. 15. 28.) For
Save, except, literally,
their journey, literally, into the road (or way.)
if not. A staff, or walking-stick, as used in journ^'s upon foot to
support and ease the traveller. No scrip, &c.. literally, not a scrip, not
Scrip, an old word answering to bag, sack, or
'bread, not money.
Money, literally, hrass, or rather coppier, said to be the first
wallet.
ore that was wrought, whence the name is sometimes used for metal in
general, and sometimes for bronze, or the alloy of copper and tin. but not
for what is now called brass, or the alloy of copper and zinc, which is
Copper having been early
said to have been unknown to the ancients.
used for money, the word has sometimes that generic meaning, as it
has in this place, with specific reference no doubt to coin of the lowest
tolic

In their purse, literally.
value, like the plural {coppers) among u.s.
into the girdle, the construction implying previous insertion, and the
whole phrase a custom, still prevailing in the east, of using the belt,
which keeps tiie flowing dress together, as a purse or pocket. Horace
and Livy speak of money in the girdle, and Plutarch connects the very
two Greek words employed by Mark.
9.

But

(be) sliod

will sandals; and not put on two

coats.

But (introducing a concession) shod (literally, underhound. bound
under withj sandals, soles of wood or skin covering the bottom of
the feet and fastened with leather straps or thongs. Not put on, an
unusual variation of the older English form, put not on, both equivalent in meaning to our modern phrase, do not put on. or clothe yourself
Coats, tunics, shirts, the inner garment of the ancient
with, wear.
oriental dress, worn next the skin and reaching to the knees (see above,
on 2. 21. 5. 27. and below, on 14. Gj.) These particulars, intended to
convey the general idea that the}' were to go without encumbrance
and to rely for their subsistence on che public hospitality, are sul)Stanin all the evangelists, except that Luke includes the
the things prohibited.
As this, however, is neither a technical description nor a }»usiness inventory, but a proverl)ial enumeration. all imbia.ssed readers feel that the very same original expression
might be rendered not ecen a staff, or at most a staff] the stall" being
as it were the boundary between what was forbidden and allowed,
and it making practically no odds whether it were left or taken.
tially the

staff'

same

amow^

10. And he said unto them, In what place soever ja
anter into a house, there abide till ye depart from that

place.
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10. 11.

And he said

to them (further) on the same subject, or ine same occ.ione of Mark's favourite transitions (see above, on 4.
21 _'4. l2').
30.) What is here said is cxi)lanatory of the chaipe iminccliatel y prcceJThey had no need of lu^^ga^eor provisions because they would b^
inp:.
hospitably entertained at every stoppinj^ place. Wherever^ in whatever
town or neic;hl»ourhood. ye go into a ho'/ne (or dwelling), i. e. as invited
guests, there (in that same house) rcinnia until ye go out thence^ i. e.
from thai vicinity. The ajjparent incongruity of telling them to stay till
they departed, as if they could do otherwise, arises wholly from the
reference of the local particles, wherever^ where, and thence, to different
objects not distinguished in the text, but pointed out in the foregoing
paraphrase.
The meaning of this charge is that although they would
be cheerfully received and entertained wherever they might come in
Christ's name, they must give no uimecessary trouble and attract no
unnccessaiy notice, by removals from one dwelling to another in the
same place (compare Luke 10, 7.) They were not to be received as
visitors but messengers or heralds, and must be content with what

sion,

l.'^*,

was absolutely necessary.

And whosoever

not receive jou, nor hear
you, when ye depart thence, shake off the dust under
your feet for a testimony against them. Yerily I say
unto you, It shall be more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrah in the day of judgment, than for that city.
11.

shall

The foregoing directions presupposed that they would everywhere
be well received but they are now prepared to meet with marked exceptions, not in families or houses merely, but in towns and whole
communities (Matt. 10, 14. Ltike 0, 5.) This we know was the experience of our Lord himself (see above, on 5, 17. and compare Luke
Who9, 53), and he instructs the twelve how to act in all such cases.
soever (or as many a.v) shall not receive you, not as guests merely but
as teaciier.s, neither hear you, sjjeaking in my name, by m}' authority,
and of my kingdom.
When ye depart, or more exactly, going out
thence, i. e. immediately when thus rejected.
Slial'e ojf. the expression
used by Luke (9, 5), whereas that of Mark and Matthew (10, 14)
strictl}- means to shake out, though descriptive of the same act.
Dust
is also the expression used by Luke and Matthew, while the one employed by Mark means strictly eai'th thrown up from am' excavation,
but a])pears to have acquired in the later Greek the sense of loose
earth or flying dust.
Under your feet, a supplementary specification,
not expressed as such in English, which might be rendered more
exactly, the dust (namely) that heneaih your feet, meaning that
which adheres to the fiet in walking. For a teUimony to them
(as in 1, 44) or as Luke more precisely phrases it, against them
;

(Luke 9. 5.) The act enjoined is a symbolical one, meaning: that
they would not even let the dust of the places where these people lived
adhere to tbem, much less consent to come in contact with them
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fielves, in

otner words, that they renounced

forever.

The same

all intercourse with them
meaning was expressed by the kindred
That both were practised by the
act of shaking the garments.
apostles, even after Christ's ascension, we may learn from Paul's example at Antioch and Corinth (Acts 13. 51. 18, 6.) The ancient Jew.s
are said to have adopted the same method on returning to the Holy
Land from foreign countries, to denote that tliey desired to abjure and
In the case
leave behind all that cleaved to them of heathenism.
before us. it was a reciprocal rejection of those by whom they were
themselves rejected. The last clause in the common text and version
is not found here in the oldest copies, and is regarded by the latest
The
critics as a mere assimilation of Mark's text to Matthew's (10, 15.)
meaning of the clause is that the guilt of those who thus deliberately
rejected Christ when offered to them was incomparably greater than
the most atrocious sins of those who had enjoyed no such advantage.
The oase of Sodom and Gomorrah (Gen. 18. 20. 19, 24. 25) is a stand
ing type in Scripture, both of aggravated sin and fearful retribution

essential

(Deut. 29, 23. Isai. 13, 19. Jer. 49, 18. 50, 40. Amos 4, 11.; The
threatening here implied, if not expressed, has reference to the last
appeal which Christ was now about to make, the farewell offer of
himself and his salvation, by the aid of the apostles to the whole population of the country, or at least of Galilee, before the days of his
assumption should be tilled and his face set for the last time towards

Jerusalem (Luke
12.

And

9,

51.)

they went out, and preached that

men

should

repent.
commission now received by the apostles
Going out, from the Lord's
a statement of its execution.
presence or the place where he delivered these instructions, they proceeded to fulfil them, not at random or confusedly, but on a systematic method (see above, on v. 6), going about or through the country
and among the villages or from town to town (Luke 9, 6.) Preached^
announced, ptoclaitned it as a privilege and duty (see above, on 1, 4.
3, 14), tliat th^y fv;ho heard the proclamation) sJioiud reiunt, the same
message which had been already brought by John the Baptist (1, 4)
and by Christ himself (1, 15.) The repentance thus preached was not
simply sorrow or compunction, as a part of individual experience, but
that great moral revolution, which was to precede as well as follow
the Messiah's adi-ent, as predicted by the ancient prophets (see above,

To

this account of the

Mark adds

on

1, 2. 3.)

13.
oil

And

many

many devils, and anomted with
and healed (them).

they cast out

tliat

were

sick,

As in the case of Christ himself, the teaching of the twelve was
Mark, as usual
iuthenticated and attested by miraculous credentials.
makes prominent the case of dispossession, and they cast out many de*
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mons

(see above, on 1, 34. 39. 3, 15. 22) but then expressly mentions
other miracles of healing, with a spccilic method of performinj^ them
not mentioned in the other pospels. And they anointed with oil
nui/n/ sick (literally, strcii^diless. weak, infirm) and cured (^thm). the
verb used above in
."U. and there cxi)lained (compare 3, 2. lU. 15. 0, 5.)
This partiiular method ofeirccting cnres, although not mentioned in our
Liinl's farewell instructions (see below, on 16, 18). seems to have }>een
practised in the apostolic church long after (compare Jame.s 5. 14), not
08 a medical api)liance, but as one of tho.se external signs, by which
the object and the performer of the miracle were brought into a visiThus in few words, but with great distinctness, Mark
ble connection.
describes the execution, by the twelve, of their renewed commission,
or rather of the charge with which, for the first time, they were actually sent out ais apostles, and which Luke (9, 6) sums up in four words,
preachintj and healing everywhere.
1

.

14. And kin^ Ilerod heard (of him), for lii.s name was
spread abroad, and he said, That John the Baptist was
risen from the dead, and therefore mighty works do shew
forth themselves in liiin.
Leaving the general

new agency

to be inferred or taken
with some particularity the singular impression which it made upon a public character of high rank and
some historical celebrity. This was Ilerod Antipas, the .second son of
Herod the Great (Matt. 2, 1. Liike 1, 5), and bearing the abbreviated
name of his grandfather, Antipatcr the Edomite or Idumean (see
above, on 3, 8), who had been the minister or confidential counsellor
of Hyrcanus II., the last of the Maccabees or Ilasmonean Kings, under
whom, or rather through whom, Pompey the Great obtained possession of the Holy Land, and virtually although not ostensibly reduced it
to a Roman provmce.
Antipater, however, still continued to enjoy the
favour of the conquerors, and his son Ilerod. after lleeing from the
country to escape a sentence of the Sanhedrim, returned in triumph,
having been acknowledged by the Senate and crowned in the Capitol as
king of the Jews. After reigning many years as a vassal of the empire, he bequeathed his kingdom to his three sons Archelaus. Antipas,
and Philip, the first of whom was soon displaced by Roman governors,
while both the others reigned much longer, as tributary .sovereigns
but with( ut the royal title, f^r which Augustus substituted that of
tetrarc:! which originally signified the ruler of a fourth part, or one of
four a:?sociatetl rulers, as in ancient Galatia. but was afterwards applied
in a generic sense to any ruler and especially to tributary kings, immediately dependent on the Roman emperor.
Hence Antipas. though
usually calle<l the tetrarch (Matt. 14. 1. Luke 3, 1. 19. 9. 7. Acts 13
1), is by Mark repeatedl}' described as king, which, though it seems at
first .sigjit an inaccuracy, really evinces his exact acquaintance with
the titular lai.k of Ilerod, both in ctjmmon parlance and in the actual
arrangements of the empire. This prince, whose dominions comprised
effect of this

for granted, the evangelist describes
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Galilee, Samaria, and Perea, resided usually at Tiberias, a place fron
which the sea of Galilee derived one of its names (see above, oa 1, IG)
out which Is only once named in the New Testament, perhaps because

our Saviour did not visit it, in order to avoid precipitating the catastrophe or crisis of his history, by being brought into collision with the
court or f»erson of this wicked ruler.
But although they had not met,
Herod, as might have been expected, heard (of him),/;??' his name had
hecome manifest (or fiimons), first by means of his own words and
deeds incessantly reported far and wide by those who witnessed them,
although this process was in some degree retarded by occasional injunctions not to make him known, and then b}'^ the pleaching and the
miracles of the twelve apostles who were sent forth for the very purThat the history has reference to this last mode of diffusion, is
pose.
not only natural and likely in itself but rendered more so by the readiness with which it accounts for the insertion of the following story
just at this point, after the commissioning and going forth of the apostles.
The effect produced by this increasing fame of Jesus on the mind
of Herod, although strange, is not incredible, but time to nature and
His conclusion was that this was John the Baptist (litexperience.
erally, the one haptizing)^ who was indeed dead, but as the consciencestricken king imagined, had been raised (aroused, awakened, see above,
on 1, 31. 5, 41) from the dead (from among them, their condition and
society), not from death as an abstraction or a mere condition without
The doctrine of a resurrection, although veiled
reference to persons.
or only partialh'^ disclosed in the Old Testament, was now an article
of faith with all the Jews except the Sadducees, who seem to have
Even
rejected it on philosophical rather than scriptural grounds.
Herod, who seems elsewhere to be called a Sadducee (see below, on 8,
15), was either less incredulous on this point, or was scared out of his
This idea was the more strange because John
unbelief by guilty fear.
performed no miracle (John 10, 41), and therefore miracles could be no
proof of his resuscitation. But even as to this point the evangelist sugTherefore, literally. /br (or
gests without developing an explanation.
on account of) this, i. e. because he has appeared again, with some new
message or authority, perhaps to punish those who would not hear him
Such an imagination was not
or who slew him when he came before.
wholly destitute of colour, since the prophecy of xMalachi respecting
John suggests the idea of successive advents, which might well be
misconceived by Herod as relating to distinct appearances of one and the
The expressions of the last
same person. (See above, on 1, 2, 3.)
clause are particularly strong in the original. For this (cause) energize
the poicers in hini, i. e. miraculous or superhuman powers, not onljshow forth themseltes (which conveys too little and is neither the exact
idea nor the form of the original) but are busy, active, eneraetic, which
The English
.ast is a word of kindred origin with that here used.
version gives to j^o ice rs the secondary meaning which it sometimes has
of miracles, or mighty works, as the effects and proofs of superhuman
power (see above, on v. 5. and below, on 9, 39) but the primary meaning is entitled to the preference as such and on account of its conjunc
;
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16.

tion with a verb requirinrr it, as may be seen from the change which
the translators have bei n forced to make in it. in order to retain their
cnstomap}^ version of the noun, since a miracle cannot be said to act or
to be active, which can be asserted oid\' of the power that {iroduces it.
AH that need be added as to this point is that, out of twiiity places
where the same GreeJv verb occurs in the New Testament, this is tlie only
one in which it is not strictly rendered as expressive of elhcient action.
Thus explained the phrase before us is still more sijrniticant of Herod's
guilty fears, occasioned by the very rumour of our Saviour's miiacies,
the source or ground of which fears is explained in the ensuing context.

15.

That

it

Others said, That it is Elias. And others said,
is a prophet, or as one of the prophets.

to this explanation, Mark informs us that
these speculations as to our Lord's identity were not confined to Herod,
but were made the subject of solicitous di.scussion at his court and el.<ewhere.
Others said^ not on any one occasion, but as the imperfect
It seems to refer
tense denotes, were saying or were wont to say.
therefore not to discourses held in Herod's presence or addressed directly to liim. but to the common talk or popular discussions of the day.
"While Herod entertained this strange idea, it was very generally
thouirht and said by others, that (see above, on 1, 15. 37. 40) it is Elius,
the Greek form of Elijah, who was really foretold as the forerunner of
Messiah (Mai. 4. 5), and who in a certain sense did reappear in John
This
(See above, on 1, 2. 3, and below, on 9, 11-13.)
the Baptist.
was therefore a correct interpretation, but too definite for some, who
any modern
were contented to believe that Jesus was a prophet, not
or attenuated sense, but as one of the proj^he's properly so called and
the sacred history.
perfectly familiar as a well-defined class of persons
This qualification was the more important, as the gift of prophecy had
leen suspended for four centuries, and therefore to assert .that a
jTophet of the old school had arisen was to say that a new dispensation
have thus condensed in this verse,
had begun or was approaching.
rot mere incoherent gossip, but the principal opinions entertained among
the Jews as to the person of the Saviour.

But before proceeding

m

m

We

But when Herod heard (thereof), he said.
John, whom I beheaded he is risen from the dead.
16.

It

is

:

But Herod hearii^g. either these expressions of opinion, or the rumours which occasioned them, more probably the latter, as the verse
preceding relates not to what passed in his presence, but to what was
passing all through his dominion.s. The meaning then i.s, not that in
reply to these suggestions Herod said what is recorded in this ver.se, but
that among the various opinions then afloat in the community, whether
known to him or not. this was his. While others were proposing this
or that solution of the wonderful phenomena in question, Herod had a
theory or explanation of his own distinct from all the rest, »Tad sug-
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This view of lh«
gested by his own guilty memory and conscience.
matter not only agrees better with the terms of the narrative expounded
strictl}', but enables us to understand the king as saying these things
to himself or to his confidential servants (Matt. 14, 2), which is certainly more natural than to suppose a public agitation of the question
in the court or palace, and a public avowal of his fear that this would
prove to be the very man whom he had put to death. There is peculiar
force in the original arrangement of the sentence, only partially retained
John this is he (even
(^He) whom I heheaded
in the translation.
he) has arisen (or been raised) from (^among) the dead.

—

—

—

17. For Herod himself had sent forth and laid hold
upon John, and bound him in prison for Herodias' sake,
for he had married her.
his brother Philip's wife
:

One of the characteristics of a well-ordered history, as distinguished
from mere chronicles or annals, is the wslv in which the wiiter interweaves his materials instead of simply throwing them together, going
back to take up what has been allowed to drop, and introducing topics,
even out of their precise chronological arrangement, when requii-ed to
complete or to illustrate the main narrative. The best historians in
every language are remarkable for this constructive skill, which is rather
natural than artificial, and is therefore often greatest where it shows the
Some of the best samples of this qualitj^ are furnished by the
least.
sacred writers, whose simplicity is not, as some imagine, the effect of
ignorance and inexperience, but of perfect skill ; their artlessiiess is not
opposed to art but to artifice, and often where the condescending critic
pities the deficiency of purpose and coherent plan, it is the perfectness
Man}- instances of this kind are afof both which has deceived him.
forded by the gospels, one of which is now before us, in the different
but equall}' artistic mode in which the writers introduce the narrative
Matthew and Mark defer it till they come to
of John's imprisonment.
speak of Herod's terror when he heard of Jesus, where they are naturally led to give the causes of that strange impression by relating the
whole story in connection. Luke relates the perplexity of Herod in the
same way, but had no occasion to recount his previous treatment of the
Baptist, having recorded it already in his narrative of John's appearance and official ministry. Now as both these methods are entirely
natural and in accordance with the theory and practice of the best historians, and while the difference may serve to show the independence
of the writers who exhibit it. the charge of incoherence against either
is as groundless as against the best digested portions of Polybius or
Gibbon. The for at the beginning of this verse refers to the phrase
who7n I beheaded in the one preceding. To one unacquainted with the
previous facts this expression would need explanation, and Mark now
proceeds to give it.
Sending out (or away), the verb from which
apostle is derived (see above, on 1,2. 3, 14. 6,7), but here applied to
the commission of a soldier or an officer of justice (see below, on v. 27.)
'^ized, arrested, the verb explained above (on 1, 31. 3, 21. 5.41) as
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denoting either violent or friendly seizure. Bovnd, either in the strict
sense oi fastened, chained, or in the wide one of conjiued, inijirisoned,

which the Greek sometimes seems to liave. In prUon, literally guard
or ward, which may either mean the place or the condition of coiilineFor (on account of) Ilerodiaa, the daup;liter of Aristobulus. son
ment.
of Herod the Great, was married by her {grandfather to his son Philip,
not the tetiarch mentioned in Luke 3. 1, but another who appears to
have occupied no public station. Leavinp; him she married, in direct
violation of the law, her uncle and brother-in-law Ilerod Antipas. who
had divorced his own wife tliedaiighter of Arelas an Arabian kinjr, supposed to be the same of whom Paul speaks in one of his epistles (2 Cor.
This divorce involved him in a war from which he could be
11,32.)
Enough has now been said lo
extricated only by the Koman arms.
show the character not only of Herodias and of Antipas but also of the
whole Herodian race, w^hose history is stained with many odious imputations of adultery and even incest under the pretence of marriage.
18.

For

Joliii

had

said unto

Herod,

It is

not lawful for

thee to have thy brother's wife.
It is not without reason that Mark speaks of John as being thrown
into prison becau.se Ilerod married Herodias ; for John said to Ilerod^
it 18 not lawful {ov j)ermitted) either by the law of nature or the law
of Moses, to liace (or hold in thy possession) the wife of thy (own)
Irother.
There is something vary pleasing in this incidental glimpse
of John's consistency and faithfulness in reproving sin without respect
of per.sons, to which Christ himself seems to refer when he describes
John as neither a reed shaken by the wind nor a courtier in .soft raiment (Matt. 11, 7. 8. Luke 7, 24. 25.) This description is emphatically
verified by John's appearance in the scene before us, where the austere
preacher of the wilderness, who so severely scourged both Pharisees
and Sadducees, though enemi(;s and rivals, as alike belonging to the
seed of the serpent (Gen. 3, 15) or generation of vipers (Matt. 3,7),
appears reproving Herod on his throne for his incestuous connection
with his brother's wife and all his other sins, of which this was the
most flagrant and notorious, until he crowned all by his treatment of

John himself (Luke
19. Therefore

3, 19.

20.)

Herodias had a quarrel against him, and
him but she could not.

w^ould have killed

;

This boldness and fidelity of course provoked the enmity of her who
it.
Had a quarrel implies open strife, whereas the
true sense is that given in the margin of our Bible, had an inicard
grudge.
The original expression is as idiomatic as the English and
not easily translated. The Greek verb strictly means had in. i. e. had
within her the object is to be supplied from the context or frora
usage.
Now Herodotus twice uses the same verb with a noun origilally meaning bile, then wrath or bitter anger, and the modern pkilo-

had occasioned

;
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with the old Greek lexicographers in niak
the one just given.
i. e. cherished, harboured, secret
anger, spite)
against him.
Would have is not a mere auxiliaiy verb or compound
tense, but a distinct proposition, icished to Mil him (see above, on 1.
The same is true of the next clause, and she was not able, for th«
40.)
reason given in the next verse.
logical interpreters agree

Mark's phrase an
Herodias had in (her,
ing

20
just

elliptical contraction of

For Herod .feared John, knowing that he was a
a holj, and observed him and when he
liim, he did many things, and heard him gladly.

man and

Lt^^rd

;

We

have liere disclosed to us the interesting fact, that John the
Baptist made a powerful impression upon Herod when brought into
This statement must at least include the time of
contact with him.
John's imprisonment, for if it had reference exclusively to an earlier
time, a different tense would have been used.
Most probably' the
meaning is, that the impression previously made on Herod was confirmed by nearer intercourse or closer observation
The firs4; eifect
described is that oi feai\ not terror or alarm, but awe and reverence
produced by his knowledge of John's character. Just and holy may
be here combined as a strong expression of moral excellence without
exact and nice discrimination ; or the first may be intended to describe
his rectitude towards man, and the second his piety towards God
or
the first his moral character in general, and the second his official
character, as one peculiarly consecrated to the divine service (see
The sense will then be that Herod recognized John's
above, on 1. 24.)
personal excellence and also his divine legation.
Observed him, either
in the sense of watching his movements, or in that of keeping and
obeying his instructions, both which are certain meanings of the uncompounded Greek verb (see below, on 7, 9, and compare Matt. 23, 3.
But as
27, 3G), and either would agree well with what follows here.
the compound form is not so used in the New Testament, but only in
the sense of keeping or preserving (Matt, 9, 17. Luke 2, 19. 5, 38),
some of the best interpreters prefer the marginal translation, kept (or
Nor was this
saved) him^ i. e. for a time from the malice of Herodias.
all, but having heard him^ he did many {things)^ of those which John
less natural construction, but amounting
required or recommended.
to the same thing, is that having heard (^from) him many (things), he
did (them.) Nor was it merely from a slavish dread or stress of conscience that he acted thus, but from a real approbation and complacency in John's instructions, and he gladly heard him, literally, sweetly,
of pleasant
i. e. with relish, as applied by Xenophon to the enjoyment
food, and here translerred, almost without a figure, to the analogous
These promising appeareffect of intellectual and spiritual aliment.
Herod, whose character was
ances, however, were but temporary.
weak as well as wicked, soon yielded to the constant influence of Herodias. and at length desired himself to kill John, but was deterred by his
mmen.se popularity and credit as a prophet (Matt. 14, 5.) These accounts
;

A
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are j)errectly consistent with each other and with the statement of Josephus, that Herod was afraid of scjuu' |»olitinil excitement as the fruit
Such v\<n\^ in such emcr}remMes, are
of John the Haptist's preachinjr.
usually actuated, not by simple but by complex motives, and the choice
made by tlu' dillc'rtiit historians is just what mi^rht have been expected
from their several views and purposes in writing. Here a^'am the
German notion of a contradiction between Mark and Matthew is entirely at variance with our principles and practice as to evidence in

courts of justice.

21.

And when

a convenient day was come, that

on his birth-day made a supper
and chief (estates) of Galilee.

to his lords,

Herod

high ca})tain8,

A

seasonahJe (opportune, convenient) day being (come, or come to
pass, as in v. 2 above), not for Herod's feast, which was determined
by his birtli-day, but for the ])urpose of Herochas. The sense is not
that he waited for a suitable time to celebrate his birth-day, but that

she waited for his birth-day as a ^ood time to accompli>h her mali<;nant
This is clear not only from the general connection, but from
purpose.
the particular construction, which is not that when a convenient day
was come, Herod made a feast, &c.. but that a convenient day being
come (to wit) when (ore not on) Herod made a feast, &c., then hap)pened what is here lecorded. Birth-dmj is in Greek a word used by
the older writers to denote a day kept in memory of the dead, but in
the later classics and the Greek of the New Testament, confounded
with a kindred form {yiv^&kia) which means a birth-day. or rather its
festivities, and therefore written in the plural.
Herod made a sujjper,
or a feast, the Greek word being used to signify the chief meal of the
day, which among the more luxurious classes in ancient as in later
times, was commonly the last or evening-meal, and therefore corresponded to the modern fashionable dinner.
To (or /or, i. e. in honour of) his
lords, a later Greek derivative of great, corresponding to the Latin
magnates and the Spanish grandes (or grandees.)
Iligh captains
chiliarchs, commanders of a thousana men, used by the later Greek
historians to describe the Roman tribunes, of whom six were attached
to every complete legion, each commanding ten centuries, at least upon
the field of battle.
In the New Testament we find it applied, in the
singular number, to the commander of the Roman garrison at Jerusalem (Acts 21, 31. 22, 24. 23, 10. 24, 7), and also^transferred to the
Jewish captain of the temple-guard (John 18, 12), and in the plural to
the ofiBcers of rank at Cesarea (Acts 25, 23), which may also be the
meaning here, as tlie reference is to oflicers in Herod's service, although
these may have been Romans, as the tetrarch was only a titular or
tributary sovereign, being really a vassal of the empire (see above, on
V. 14.)
Chief estates, not. as the words might seem to mean in modern
English, largest fortunes, but highest ranks, or rather men of highest
rank, the original expression being one word and denoting simply
A^i, but often abso.utely used to mean the Jirst (men), chiefs, of a
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commuTiit5\ (See below, on 9, 34. 10, 31. 44, and compare Luke 19, 47
Acts 13, 50. 17, 4. 25, 2. 28, 7. 17.) It may here have a generic sens*
including both the terms preceding and descriptive of the civil and
militaiy chiefs respectively ; or the residuarj^ sense of other leading
men. not so included. The essential meaning of the whole is that this
festival convened all the most distinguished men of Galilee, the most
important part of Herod's tetrarchj. (See above, on 1, 9. 14. 28.
39. 3,7.)

And when the daughter of the said Herodias
and danced, and pleased Herod and them that
sat with him, the king said nnto the damsel. Ask of me
whatsoever thou wilt, and I will give (it) thee. And he
sware nnto her, Whatsoever thon shalt ask of me, I will
give (it) thee, unto the half of my kingdom.
22. 23.

came

in,

And the daughter of Herodias herself (or of this same Herodias),
whose name, according to Josephus, was Salome^ coming in (to the
company before described) and having danced, not with others but
alone, the dancing here intended

amusement of the

not so much resembling the favourite

social circle as the professional exhibition of the

and therefore never practised in the east or among the Greeks
and Romans by women of respectable condition, so that this display
was reall}^ a sacrifice of dignity and decency, intended to prevail upon
the king b}^ the seductions of an art, which he probably admired and
in which Salome may have had extraordinary grace and skill.
And
having pleased Herod and those reclining icith him (at the table, see
above, on 2. 15.)
All this is in the form of a preamble or preliminary
statement of the circumstances in which the event about to be recorded
theatre,

took place.

The extravagance

of Herod's admiration

was evinced by

and lavish offer to the girl (or damsel), the word used
above in 5, 41, and there explained. Ash me (foi' thyself as the
middle voice in Greek denotes) ichatsoever thou wilt (or choosest,
wishest, as in v. 19) a7id I will give (it) to thee.
Not content with
this rash promise, he confirmed it by an oath, at the same time rendering it more specific and profuse while he seemed to be restricting
it.
For although in its first form it was unrestricted, yet as she would
not have dreamed of asking half his kingdom unless he suggested it,
the limitation is in fact a more absurd exaggeration.
his inconsiderate

And

24.

What

she went

shall I ask

?

and said unto her mother.
she said, The head of John the

fortJi,

And

Baptist.

And (or hut) she going ovt (from the banquet-hall to the apartments of the women which were separate from tho.se of the men) said
to her mother What shall J ask?
This seems to imply that there had
Deen no previous understanding or agreement between them, but that
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:he mother had employed tlie daujjhter's dancinj^ to excite the liberality
of H'-rod. whose inlirmities she well knew, with the purpose of afterwards K'^''".^' ^^ the direction which she most desired and he least
The pronijjt laconic answer shows not only a predeternnned
expecicd.
plan, hut a vindictive temper ami nn iron will.
Iler sanpiinarv pur-

pose was expressed still more distinctly by requesting' not the death of
Jolin the Baptist as a favour, but his head as a material gift.

25.
king-,
In- in

And

she

came

in straiglitvvay

with haste unto the

and asked, saying, I will tliat thou give
a cliarger the head of John the Baptist.

me by and

And coming in immediafchj^ uith hante^ not only makinjr no resistance and displaying: no repufrnance to her mother's horrid pro[)osition,
but assenting: to it with alacrity as something pleasing to herself, a
sufficient indication that the datighter, like the mother, was a genuine
Herod in her tastes and disposition. There is also something singularly
peremptory in her answer to the king, as if she wore afraid that on
reflection he would break his word. I will (i. e. I wish, I choose) that
thou give me forthicith (on the sj»ot, without delay), an old English
meaning of the phrase hy and by, which now invariably suggests an
In a charger^ an old English word
inteival, though not a long one.
ft^r a large dish, so called according to the etymologists from the load
The Greek word originally means a board ; then,
that it sustained.
among other special applications of the term, a wooden trencher; and
then any dish, without regard to the material.
As Mark does not
record this as a part of the suggestion of Herodias, it was probably
added by the daughter of her own accord, as a hideous jest implying
an intention to devour

2fi.

And

it.

the king

oath's sake, and
would not reject her.

was exceeding sorry (yet) for his
which sat with him, he
;

for their sakes

Becoming (by a sudden change

of feeling not expressed in the trans-

lation) exceeding sorry, very sad, in Greek a single but compounded
word originally menmng griered all round, i. e. surrounded by. involved
This abrupt return of Herod to his senses is almost as clear
in grief.

and moral weakness as his foolish promise and his
wicked oath. It al.so shows the motive of the eager promptitude with
which his offer was embraced and acted on. This single scene affords
a glimpse into the private life and character of this abandoned couple
fearfullv in keepimr with the history of tlieir family as given by Jose«
But Herod's sorrow,
phus, though a flattering and interested writer.
although probably sincere, was not sufficient to undo the mischief which
For this two reasons seem to be assigned, his
his levity had done.
conscience and his honour, a mistaken sense of duty and a feeling of false
shame in reference to those around him. For (because of. on account
a sign of intellectual
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which may be taken either as a generic plural, equivalent
meaning to the singular, or as an inexact; description of the promise
and the oath (distinctly mentioned in v. 23) by a name strctly appliof) the oaths,

in

cable only to the latter ; or as referring to an eager repetition of his
oath, not unlikely to have happened although not recorded. And those
reclining with liim (at his table, as his guests), before whom he had
made the promise, and who may have affected to applaud its generosity
and gallantry, and therefore might be probably expected to despise his
fickleness and meanness if he broke it. The simplest construction is to
take these as two distinct motives, a sincere belief that he was bound
to keep his oath, and a morbid cowardly regard to the opinion of his
company. It may be, however, that the two are to be more completely
blended, and the one allowed to qualify the other, when the sense will
be, that he considered his oath binding because publicly uttered, and
that if it had been sworn in private he would not have scrupled to
In either case the oath was an unlawful one on
retract or break it.
two accounts, because it was gratuitous and therefore taking the Lord's
name in vain (Ex. 20, 7. Matt. 5. 34), and because it was dangerous
granting in advance what he might have no right to give, as the event
proved to his sorrow and his cost. Although he could not therefore
have broken his promise without guilt, he could not keep it without
greater guile, a choice of evils in which no man has a right to implicate
Deterred by this twofold or complex
himself by rash engagements.
motive, he loould not (i. e. did not choose, was not willing to) reject
her., an emphatic and significant Greek verb, originally meaning to displace, put away, or set aside, and then to reject with scorn, as applied
to things and persons (see below, on 7, 9), both which are here included, as he could not nullify his promise without treating her who

now

claimed

its

performance with contempt.

27. And immediately the king sent an executioner,
and commanded his head to be brought and he went
and beheaded him in the prison
And immediately^ as if to give himself no time for further thought
:

;

the king sending out (or ofi", the same verb that is used above in reference to John's arrest, v. 17.) An executioner^ or, as the margin reads,
one of his guard. As in 5, 23, some suppose that Mark employs a
Latin construction, so here all agree that he employs a Latin word
As it is not used, however,
(sjjecidator) but with a Greek inflection.
by the Roman historians in any military sense but that of scout or spy^
some of the older writers supposed it to be incorrectly written for
spiculator, i. e. one armed with a spicula or dart ; but the latest interpreters explain it in its etymological sense of one who looks, beholds
or watches, hence a guard, a bodj-^-guard. or life-guard, here employed
as an executioner, which duty is connected with the name by Seneca,
Thus both the textual and marginal translations in our Bible are sancCommanded, not the
iioned by the highest philological authorities.
Ferb so rendered in v. 8, or that in 5, 43, but one peculiarly appropriate
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tliis place as orip^iiially meaiiin*;; to array or draw up and then tc
A/id lit
order or connnand, both in a military sense or apphcation.
(the speculator, <ruard, or executioner) froin«r away (from the palace or
the roval presence) In headed him (the verh usetl hy Herod in v. l<j) in
the prison, which, accorthnrr to Josephus, was the fortress of Machjurus
on tlie southern frontier of l^enva near the Dead Sea. We must, therefore, either assume an inteival of several days between the order and
the execution, or suppose this feast to have l)een held at the fortress
The objecdiirinji; a visit of the tetrarch to that part of his dominions.
tion to the latter supposition, which is otherwise the njost satisfactory,
is that the company described in v. 21 are the lords, high captains, and
chief estates, not of Herod's kingdom, but of Galilee, its north-western
province, who would hardly be assembled on the .southern frontier of
Periva, even if Herod would be likely to select a military station near
the desert for the celebration of his birth-day.

in

28.

And

the damsel

;

head in a charger, and ^ave
and the damsel gave it to her mother.

broii^lit his

it

to

This verse records the punctual performance of Herod's promise

and the exact execution of his orders, not excepting the dish, which
with its ghastly contents was presented to the dancmg-girl, who.se fee
it was, and l>y iier to her mother, who, although behind the scenes, was
the principal actor, or at least the manager of this whole tragedy. It
may here be added that she afterwards involved her husband in a
ruinous attempt at further elevation, which was thwarted by her
brother Herod Agrippa (the one whose death is recorded in the twelfth
chapter of Acts), and resulted in the exile both of Herod and Herodias,
first to Gaul, and then to Spain, where the former and most probably the
latter died.
Salome, true to her Herodian instincts, was married twice
to near relations
first to her father's brother (and namesake) Philip
the Tetrarch (see above, on v. 17, and compare Luke 3, 1), and after
his death to Aristobulus, son of Herod king of Chalcis, to whom she
bore three chiklien. These facts are stated by Josephus, the contemporary Jewish historian the story of her death, preserved by the
;

;

Byzantine writer Nicephorus,

29.
a:ivi

And when

is

commonly regarded

his disciples heard (of

took up his corpse, and laid

it

in

as a later fiction.

it),

thej came

a tomb.

Mis disciples, which in Matthew (14, 12) might possibly mean
those of .Jesus, can have no such meaning here where Jesus is not mentioned till the next verse and in obvious connection with onother subject.
It must therefore signify John's own di.sciples, either those whc
bad once been so before his imprisonment, or those who still professed
to be 60 under some mistaken notion as to the relation which he bore
to the Messiah, or some sceptical misgiving as to Jesus (see above, on
It is possible however that it here has a wider sense than
2, 18.)
either of th)se just proposed, and means some of the many who with-
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out having ever been his personal attendants or disciples in the strict
sense had received his doctrines and his baptism.
(For a similar application of the term to man}^ followers of Jesus, see above, on 2, 18.)
Of such disciples the whole land was full, and even on the outskirts of
Perasa there could not be wanting some to pay this last respect to his
decapitated body and to announce his death to Jesus (Matt. 14, 12;,
who may now have been recognized by many for the first time as the
Baptist's legitimate successor.
Corpse, originally any thing that falls,
and when connected with the word dead^ a human body, especially as
lying slain or exposed; then absolutely used by later writers in'the
same sense. Tomb^ monument, memorial (see above, on 5, 3. 5.)

30. And the apostles gathered themselves together
unto Jesus, and told him all things, both what they had
done, and what they had taught.
As the news of John's imprisonment led Jesus to withdraw

Judea

into Galilee and there commence his ministry afresh (see above,
14), so the news of his deatl is followed by a similar retreat
from Galilee itself into the desert, not for safety but for rest, and that
not lor himself but for his followers. While Matthew (14, 13) connects this movement with the death of John the Baptist, but without

on

1,

asserting more than a simple chronological succession, Mark interposes
the return of the apostles from their mission and a gracious invitation
from their master to repose after their labours (compare Luke 9, 10.)
Gathered themselves together^ are assembled or collected, in the present
tense, but as the form may be either passive or middle, the reflexive
version is perhaps the best.
This gathering has relation to the various
fields or routes on which they had been sent forth (see above, on v. 7.)
As they seem to have returned together, there was probably a time
fixed when they went forth for their coming back.
Told^ reported,
brought back word (as in Matt. 2. 8. 11. 4). a specific sense which is
peculiarly appropriate here because the duty of returning and reporting
was involved in their commission. The subject of their report was
not merely what things they had done (Luke 9. 10), but what things
they had taught. Tlie former phrase may be generic and include their
whole proceedings, among which their teaching is then separately
specified (both what they did in general and what they taught in particular) ; or the two may designate the two gieat functions of their
niinistiy like tho.se of the Redeemer's own. namely miracles and teachcompare Acts, 1, 1.)
ing (as well what the}- did as what thej' taught
In either case, the main fact stated is that they made a full report of
chis their first apostolic mission.
;

And he said nnto them, Come ye yourselves apart
a desert place, and rest awhile for there v/ere many
coming and going, and they had no leisure so much as
31.

into

to eat.

:
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It appears from this verse, which is found in Mark alone, tliat the
Apostles when hey came back found tlieir master, not enjoying; rest
while they di<ehar;^ed his uHit'e. but surrounde<l as before l)y a HucTlo comhtfj <ind the goiruj ircrit
tualinj; and oppressive multitude.
maiiy. an expressive plirase, correct inir the impression whicii the history miijjht otherwise have made, that the body of Christ's hearers was
There were some,
a fixed one. moviuf:^ eii maaxe from piace to place.
we know, who did thus follow him. not only the apostles but a bo<iy
IJesides these, however, and no douljt
of disciples in the wider sense.
fir more numerous than both, was the ever-shifting multitude of
stranj^ers from each neijxhbourhood to which he came, here distinguished from his constant attendants as the comers and the goers. So
great was the confusion thus occasioned that the twelve had not leisure,
or rather had not opportunity or good time (a Greek verb corresponding to the adjective in v. 21), even to eat, i. e. to take their regidar
In giacious condescension to their wants, as far as possible
repasts.
removed froui all ascetic rigour, he invites them to a desert (i. e. a
-secluded unfrequented place) to rest themselves a little (while), or in
a small degree, to which the Greek word may be equally applied.
Come (or hither, see above, on 1.17), ye yourselves, a phrase distinguishing the twelve from all his other followers, as tho.se by whom he wished
to be accompanied.
I

32.

And

tliey

departed into a desert place by ship

pri-

vately.

And they irent away (accordingly) into a desert place hy ship, or
rather (in) the shij). i. e. the one provided by our Lord's direction for
Privately^ in private, or
his own exclusive use (see above, on 3,9.)
apart, relating not so much to the mode of their departure as to its
know from other sources that the place to
design and purpose.
which they went was an unfrequented spot belonuinc;; to a town called
Bethsaida (Luke 9, 10) on the other (or eastern) side of the sea of
are now api)roaching an occurGahlee or Tiberias (John 6. 1.)
rence so remarkable that all the four evangelists have given a detailed
account of it. This not only furnishes a richer source of illustration
than in any former case, but creates a strong presumi)tion that the
matter thus contained in all the gospels is for some reason worthy of
particular attention.

We

We

the people saw them departing, and many
knew him, and ran atbot thither out of all cities, and outwent them, and came together unto him.
33.

And

We

have here a striking proof that our Saviour's popularity had
not begun to wane when this occurrence took place for not only did
the multitudes still throng him when at home (v. 31), but no sooner
oad he pushed off in his boat to seek a momentary respite elsewhere,
;
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than the masses put themselves in motion to pursue or rather to outstrip him, so that when he reached his place of destination they were
ready to receive him and soon surrounded him as if he had not left
them. There is rather an unusual variation in the text of this verse
as preserved in different manuscripts.
Th^, multitudes in the first
clause, him in the second, and came together to him in the last, are a^
omitted by the oldest manuscripts and latest critics. These omissions
however leave the sense essentially unchanged. Tliey (according to
the common text, the crowds or masses) saw them (Jesus and the
twelve) deimrting^ stealing away, the verb according to its etymology
suggesting the idea of a covert or concealed departure, which in this
case was necessary to effect their purpose.
It should be observed,
however, that the Greek verb has a wider sense in general usage, and
occurs in v. 31 above in simple opposition or antithesis to coming.
And many knew (him), recognized his person, as he went into the
boat, a very natural expression, as great numbers even of those who saw
the embarkation, would of course be less familiar with our Lord's appearance, or would see him less distinctly in the general confusion.
Afoot, an English adverb corresponding exactly to the Greek in form
and derivation, but supplanted in the modern dialect by on foot, while
its correlative, ahead, is even more in vogue than ever, though with
some modification of its meaning. For a similar change, but in the
opposite direction, compare asleej) (Acts 7, 60) and on sleep (Acts 13,
As they went on foot, it is of course implied that they went iy
36.)
land, and some regard this as the meaning of the Greek word (ireCn)
which is sometimes used in opposition to a voyage by water in HerodBut even in these cases the idea of a land-march or
otus and Homer.
journey is rather necessaril}^ implied than formally expressed. From
all the toicns or cities in that region, not excluding the adjacent rural
districts, which are generally represented as dependent on the nearest
cities, as for instance in the case of Bethsaida and its desert (see above,
on V. 32, and compare Luke 9, 10.) Ran thither, literally, ran together
there, i. e. converged upon the point towards which they saw that he
was steering, and which seems to have been not far from the northern
end of the lake, so that the distance which the multitude passed over
may not have been very great. Outwent (or went before) them, 1. e.
came first to the place selected. And came together to him, whether
a i)art of the true text or not, is no doubt a correct statement of the
fact, to wit, that on arriving at their chosen place of rest, the twelve
found precisely the same state of things from which they were escaping.
In the picture of this singular and interesting incident, Mark, far
from acting the abridger, is much the most minute and graphic.

34.

And

Jesus,

when he came

ont,

saw much people,

and was moved with compassion toward them, because
they were as sheep not having a shepherd and he began
;

to teach

them many

things.
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As these were
who had pressed

not strangers or new-coinerSj but the same crowds
to see and liear him on tlie west side of the hike,
their eaj;er importunity excited our Lord's pity,
d'oi/ifj out (fVoni his
boat, or fn)m the j)lace of his letirement, which however he had
scarcely reached, as they outwent him) lie saw much people (Uterally,
crowd (^r concourse), and wan inoced with compassion toward (or over)
them^ the same peculiar idiom tliat was used ahove in 1.41, ami there
explainer!.
What excited his divine and hiunan sympathy was not of
course their numhers or their physical condition hut their spiritual
destitution.
The fijjures of a sliepherd an<l a Hock to denote the mutual relation of religious guides and those who follow^ them are frequent
in the Scriptures and too natural to need elucidation.
On the other
hand, tKe converse of this fiirure, or a flock without a shepherd, is
the most alfecting that can be em[)loyed to represent the want of nurture, guidance and protection, the extreme of weakness, helplessness,
and imminent exposure both to force and fraud. (Uspersion and destruction.
At the view of this representative multitude, drawn from so
many quarters and perhaps swelled by the yearly stream of pilgrims
to. the Passover (John G, 4). our Lord began without tlelay to teach
them, thereby showing what he reckoned their most urgent w;'.nt, and
also that although it was his miracles of healing that had proiuftted
them to follow him (John G. 2), they were not without some just view
of the intimate relation of his wonders to his doctrines, or at least not
unwilling to receive instruction from the same lij)S which commanded
with authority the most mahgnant demons and diseases.

And

wlien the day was
him,
and said, This
came unto
the time (is) far passed.
35.

now
is

far spent, his disciples
desert
phice, and now
a

When his discourse was ended, or perhaps while it was yet in
progress, his disciple.';, i. e. the apostles (Luke 9, 12) began to be unea.sy at the presence of so vast a multitude in a place which had been
cho.sen for the very reason that it was secluded and remote from
thoroughfares, thougli not cut off from all communication with the surrounding cultivated country. Alreadij much time (literally, liour or
daytime) havimj heen (or past), the verb employed twice above (vs. 2. 21)
Ilis disci]dt}i, comin reference to the lapse of time and there explained.
ing to him. probably while he was still engaged in teaching, with a view
Saying that (on as in vs. 4. 14. 15. IG. 18. 23.) de.'<ert is
where we are now assembled) '/;^fZ now (alread}-, or by this time,

to interrupt him.
the place

(

as in the first clause of this verse) the time is Jar passed, a parajihrase
than a version of a highly iiliomatic Greek phrase not adniitting ol
exact translation. Bai/ in the first clause, and time in this, are one and
the same word in the original, identical with the Latin ho)'a and the

leather

English /iO?/r, but used in Greek with greater latitude of meaning,
ranging from hours or even moments to the seasons of tiie year and I'lne
Here it may either have the Latin sense or that of davin general.
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Already the time (or daytime^

36. 37.

is

muc\

i.

e.

the part of

it al-

ready gone.

Send them awaj, that they may go into the connronnd about, and into the villages, and buy themselvea
bread for they have nothing to eat.
36.

try

;

This anxious statement as to the lateness of the hour is followed by
a proposition. Send them away^ dismiss, dissolve them as an audience or
congregation (as the same verb means in Acts 19, 41. 28, 25.) This confirms the previous supposition that our Lord was still discoursing when
the twelve made this suggestion, which was therefore tantamount to
saving that he was detaining them too long, that it was time to pause
and give them daylight to disperse in. The hint was no doubt wellmeant, and regarded by the men who made it as pre-eminentl}'' wise
and prudent, not suspecting that their master, far from being at a
loss as they were, had pursued this very course in order to convince
them and otheis boAV little he depended on the ordinary means of
The disciples add a still more specilic proposition, that
subsistence.
the people be dispersed among the nearest farms and villages to buy
That going aicay into the fields^ i. e.
provisions for themselves.
counlry as opposed to town (see above, on 5, 14), or detached farmhouses as opposed to milages. Round alout^ literally, (i/i) a circle^
(see above, on v. G and 3, 34), not necessarily a small one, but as large
Buy. in
as might be requisite in order to supply so great a number.
Greek a word peculiarly ajjpropriate because it originally means to
market^ and has primary reference to the purchase of provisions. For
ichat they may eat they hate not, a fact which they had ascertained by
asking or more probably inferred from the appearance of the people,
who could scarcely be a caravan of pilgrims, but were probably just

come from

their

own

He answered and
And they say unto

37.
eat.

houses.

Give ye them to
him, Shall we go and buy two

said unto them,

hundred pennyworth of bread, and give tliem

to eat

?

But he answering said to them (the twelve), Give to them (the multitude) yourselves (instead of sending them away to purchase some
learn from -John (6, 6), that Philip was the spokesthing) to eat.
man upon this occasion, and that our Saviour in this conversation tried
the faith of his disciples, i. e. their confidence in his power to proGoing away shall we buy, in Greek an aorist
vide for all emergencies.
subjunctive, not exactly corresponding either to shall, can, or must
English, though any of these forms might be employed to represent it
Two hundred penny worth ofhread^ literally, loaves of {or for) two hun
dred denarii, a Roman silver coin current in the provinces and varying
in value from fifteen to seventeen cents of our money (see below, on
The precise sum mentioned is of no importance, as it is
12, 15. 14, 5.)

We

m
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not an estimate of wliat would be required, but merely around
meaning a large sum or one entirely beyond their means.

number

numy knives have ye?
they knew, they say, Five, and

38. lie siiith unto them, Ilcnv

go and see.
two fishes.

And when

But (instead of answering this objection or explaining his design)
ho sends them to inquire into their own resources, that the scantinesg
of tliese might enhance the subsequent supply, and cut oil" all suspicion
of its being any thing less than a miracle. And knoicing^ having
learned or ascertained by inquiry or inspection.
39. And he eoniinanded them
companies upon the green grass.

to

make

all sit

down by

Commanded,, the word used above in v. 27, and peculiarly apprupri
and arrangement of large numh>ers. Sit down,
literally, lie down, or recline, the customary posture even at tal>le (see
above, on 2, 15), but especiall}^ convenient in the open air. and when
the food was spread u))on the ground.
By companies or mesi<t\H. the
original noun meaning conipotation or the act of drinking together,
then a convivial party, then a mess or conipany at table. The origmal
construction is peculiar and idiomatic, the idea of distribution being mdicated not as in the veision by a preposition, but by simple repetition
of the noun (^.^t/mposia symposia) messes messes, i. e. mess by mess.
(For
another instance of this idiom see above, on v. 7.)
On the green
grass, a circumstance which not only adds to the beauty of the picture
and betrays a vivid recollection of the scene desciibed, perhaps that of
Peter (compare John G, 10), but explains the word desert previously
used (vs. 31. 32. 35) as denoting not a barren waste, but only an unfrequented solitude, most probably an until led pasture-ground, to which
the conespouding Hebrew word is frequently appHed in the Old Testaate to the distribution

ment

(e. g.

40.

Ps. 05, 13. Joel

And

they sat

2,

22.)

down

in ranks,

by hundreds and by

fifties.

Sat down, literally, fell down, threw themselves upon the grass
with a lively simultaneous movement, which might be described as the
whole multitude falling to the earth at once. In ranks, a simiiai- distributive construction to the one in the preceding verse, but with a different noun properly denoting beds or plats in a garden, and then any
regular form such as squares and parallelograms.
It is here apphed to
larger and smaller messes or parties of tifty and a hundred j)ersons.
The construction here is like our own, the preposition (.irw) signif\ ing
distribution.
This reirular and formal distribution of the [teople was
intended in the tirst place to prevent confusion in supplying them, but
also to facilitate inspection

and authenticate the miracle.
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And when

lie had taken the five loaves, and the
he looked up to heaven., and blessed, and brake
the loaves, and gave (them) to his disciples to set before
them and the two fishes divided he among them all.

41.

two

lislies,

;

And taking (or having talcen) the five loaves (or hreads) and the
two fishes, looking up {or having loohed up) into the sky (or heaven)
he Messed (the bread, or asked a blessing on it) ajid broke iij) (or into
smaller parts) the loaves and gave them to his diaciples^ that they might
set (or place them) before (or ly them) (i. e. the multitude) and the
tico fislies he distributed to all.
He took the five loaves in succession,
blessing each or all together. Bread and loaf are expressed by the same
word in Greek as they are in French {pain, pains.) Looking up is a
natural and scriptural gesture in addressing God, whom all men as it
were instinctively regard as dwelling in some special sense above them.
Heaven denotes that distant place of God's abode, but also the visible
expanse which seems to separate us from it (see above, on 1, 10.)
Blessed., fi verb originally meaning to sp"ak well of, but in usage applied
to God's conferring favours upon men (Matt. 25, 34). to men's invoking
such favouis upon otheis (Luke 2, 34). and to men's praising God particularly for such favours (Luke 2, 28).
In the case before us these three
senses may be said to meet; for as a man our Saviour gave thanks and
implored a blessing, while as God he granted it. The intor'v ention of the
twelve in this distribution, while it answered the important but inferior
purpose of .securing order and decorum, also enabled them to testify more
positively both to the scantiness of the provision and to the sufiiciency
of the supply.
Set before them^ lay beside them, or place near them, so
as to be within the reac of all partakers.
Divided among, not merely
separated into parts, but distrihuted to all tho.se present, both which
acts, distinctly .stated in relation to the bread, are here expressed by
one and the same verb {eixepiae). The particularity of this description
coriesponds to the deliberate and formal nature of the acts themselves,
intended to arouse attention and preclude all surmise of deception or
co'lusion.
Nothing indeed could less resemble the onfusion and
obscurity of all pretended miracles, than the regular and almost ceremonious st3^1e in which this vast crowd was hi st stjated and then fed.
without the least disorder or concealment as to any part of tlie pro>

ceedings,

42.

And

The unequal

they did

all

eat and were filled.

is arbitrary and capricious,
whole arrangement is the work
the sixteenth century, and not entitled to the

division of the verses here

and should serve to remind us that
of a learned printer in

this

least weight in deciding the construction of a sentence or connection of
a passage.
Bid all eat is in modern English an emphatic foiin, the
auxiliary strengthening the verb, as if the fact had been denied or
doubted ; but it here represents the simple past tense, all ate,or retaining the Greek collocation, ate all, implying that the miraculous supply
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was limited only by the number of conf.umers.

Nor was it a
each case, but a full satisfaction of the ai)j)('tite,
even in the case of the most hungry. Filled, satisfied or sated, a (ireek
verb anciently confined to the feeding of the lower animals, but in the
later writers (such as Airiun and Plutarch) extended to the human
jf food

mere

iiorainal siipph' in

subject.

43. And they took up twelve baskets
ments, aud of the fishes.

We

full of the fi*ag-

have here a remarkable example of our Saviour's provident

cretion, even in the exercise of his almighty power.

Had

dis-

this miracle

left no trace of itself except in the memory of men, it might have
seemed like a dream or an illusion. But against this Jesus guarded in
the most etiectual manner by commanding his discijjlcs who had aided
in the distribution to collect the fragments which were left over after
all were filled (John G. 12).
And they took up, avd away with them,
both which ideas are suggested by the usage of the Greek verb and are
eijuall}' apjjropriate, not only here but in I. 8. 29, and in 2. 0. 12. 4. 15.
25.
Fr<i<jnients (from frarnjo,^ to break, like tCKarr^juxTa from »fXaaj).
broken pieces, scraps, or what are called in common parlance '"broken

victuals."

The design of

this

command was

threefold, first

t<»

dis-

courage waste and leach a wise economy even in the lesser things of
this life ; secondly, to show that in this case as in miracles of healing,
the miraculous effect was to be instantly succeeded by the usual condition and the operation of all ordinary laws (see above, on 5, 43), so
that although they had just seen a vast concourse supernaturally fed,
they were themselves to use the fragments for their subsequent support and thirdly, to preserve for some time in tlieir sight and their
possession the substantial memorials of this wonderful event, which
was atlesLed and recalled to mind by every oust and every crumb of
which the company partook until the fragments were exhausted. And
accordingly we find that our Lord, when afterwards reminding them of
this great wonder and another like it, speaks ex})ressly of the quantity left over after all were filled, as <.>ne of the most memorable cirjumstances in the case (see below, on 8, lU. 20j. The Vatican manuscript, supposed to be tlie oldest extant, for tictlce baskets fall offragments reads twelve baalxtfuh of fragments^ a lorm of expression also
used in English, and difiering from the other by implying that the
basket was used only as a measure. And from tkejUheA is ambiguous,
as it may either mean that the twelve baskets contaiiu-d fragments
both of bread and fish, or the contrary, to wit. that the twelve baskets
were from the bread alone (compare John 0, 13i. The first is much
more probable, becau.se there coull be no reason for distinguishing between the two kinds of food which had been eaten togetlier; and because if they had been thus distinguished, tl-ure would probabh* have
heen a similar specification as to the fragnjents of the fish (but .'^ee
»««'io\v, uji^n the next verse.)
Tliese two considerations are too strong
John's exclusive mention of the loaves in speak
X. be out weighed bv
*
;

8
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ing of the fragments, which like other arguments from silence or omisIt only remains to
sion is wliolly negative and therefore inconclusive.
be considered whether these fragments were the refuse left by each
partaker in the place where he had eaten, or the portions broken by
our Lord for distribution and remaining untouched because more than
was required to supply all present. The latter is not only a more
pleasing suj^position. but equally consistent with the terms of the narrative and the other circumstances of the case.
That Jesus should
have furnished an excessive or superfluous supply is not at variance
with his wisdom or omniscience, as he may have done it for the very
The word translated basket is used in a
pui-poses before suggested.
Latin form (^cojjJiinvs) by Juvenal, as the usual baggage of the Jews
when travelling. The number twelve has reference to the twelve
apostles, so that each filled one, perhaps with some allusion to the
symbolical import of the miracle.

44.
five

And

tliey that did

eat of the loaves

were about

thousand men.

They that did eat of (or more literally, those eating) the loates were
{about^ omitted by the latest critics here, but not in the parallel acBut Luke
counts) j^re thousand, without any reference to age or sex.
(6. 10) have Jite thousand men (ai/§/jes), and Matthew
adds expressly, icithout women and childnn. This may either
mean that there were none such present, or merely that they are not
comprehended in the total of 5000. The latter is no doubt the true
solution and to be explained by a fact already mentioned (see above,
on 2, 15), that the men in ancient times as in the east at present ate
together, and reclined at their repasts, while the women and children
Hence the
ate apart from them and in the ordinary sitting posture.
companies or messes upon this occasion would be composed of men exclusively, and they alone could be numbered with facility from their disIt is not to
tribution into fifties and hundreds (see above, on v. 40.)
be supposed however that the women and children would be overlooked in. this benevolent provision, whether many or few, as some suppose upon the ground that the multitude was chiefly composed of pilgrims on their way to the passover (John 6, 4). which only males
But how is this
were required to attend (Ex. 23, 17). (Deut. IG, 16.)
to be reconciled with their having no provisions (see above on v. 30),
which seems ratlier to imply a concourse of people drawn too far fiora
home by the excitement of pursuit (see above, on v. 33), and probably
composed of men, women, and children. Jiut whether these were fevv
or many, it sacra's clear that they were not included in the number
stated for the reason above given, whence it follows, either that those
least able to dispense with food were not provided, or that the number
fed far transcended that lecoi-ded, which is icithuut (i. e. exclusive of)
loomen and children. Five thousand therefore is the miriiunun of those
supplied by this stupendous miracle, being merely the number that
Bf luld be determined at a glance from the methodical arrangement of

(9,

14)

and John

(14, 21)
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was oiilv that ul
one) to a thousand men (hx-sidt-s women
lint the pivatness of the mii-aoK' consist-^ not merely in
and chihhvn.)
the vasi increase of nutritive material, but in the nature of the process
which effected it, and which must be rejrarded as creative, since it necessardy involves not merely change of form or quality, or new conibinations of existing matter, but an absolute addition to the matter itself.
The inlidel pretence that Christ is here described as visibly inultiplving loaves and lishes in his own hands, so that every particle distributed
was separately given out by him. is as groundless an al)surd as it ia
impious in spirit and malignant iu design. JSo such process of increase
was presented to the eyes of the spectators, who saw nothing but the
fact that the loaves and fishes still continued to be served until the
whole multitude had been supplied. Equally groundless j-et instructive arc the efforts of some sceptical interpreters to get rid of this
miracle as originally a parable afterwards transformed into a history,
or a myth founded on the story of the manna, or of Elijah fed by
angels and lavens, or on the doctrine of the living bread as taught by
Christ (John 0, 48) and his apostles (1 Cor. 10. IG.)
However sjjecious
these hypotheses may be. they are at bottom as gratuitous and hollow
as the one of olden date, now laughed at even by ncologi.sts themselves,
that this is not recorded as a miracle at all. but merel}- as a figurative
statement of the fact that by inducing his disciples to distribute their
own scanty store. Jesus prevailed on others present who were well
provided to communicate with others who had nothing. The only
rational alternative is either to refute the oveiwhelming proof of authenticity and inspir ;tion. or to accept the passage as the literal record of a
genuine creative miracle, the first and greatest in the history and therefore perhaps fully detailed in all the gospels.
the messes.

oiu> loaf

at

this rate, the orip:inal supply

(and piohahly a

fJMiall

1

And

straightway he constrained his disciples to
and to go to tlie other side br.fore unto
Bethsaida, while he sent away tlie people.
The effect of this transcendent miracle which, more :/ian a'iy that
preceded it. appears to have convinced men of our Lord'ri Ittj^ssiahship
45.

get into

tlie

ship,

(John 6. 14), was iniTnediately followed by another more x;specially
intended to confirm this impiession on the minds of his disciples. This
restiiction of the circle of spectators was occasioned by his knowledge
of a movement in the multitude to assert his regal claims as the ^lessiah (John 0. 15.)
To escape this dangerous and mistakeu view of his
pretensions, he withdrew himself at once into the highlands, on the
verge of which the multitude had just been fed (John 0, 3.) But hrst
he constrained (compelle<l or forced) hia disciples to cnttr (or embark
upon) t/te shi]), which waited on him for the purpose (see above on 3,
9). and yo b<jure liini (literally lead for tcard, lead the wa\ to) Bttheaida. not the city of Gaulonitis, at the north-eastern end of the lake
and eastward of the place where the Jordan enters it, in tb^; desert
tract irouth-east of which the miracle had just been wrought {Luke Q
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4"^.

10), but Bethsaida of Galilee, the birth-place of Simon,

Philip (John

Andrew, and

45), elsewhere mentioned with Capernaum (Matt. 11,
21. Luke 10, 13), and therefore probably not far from it, but at all
events upon the lake-shore, as Eusebius expressly mentions.
The
name is Aramaic, and denotes a fishery, which accounts for its being
borne by more than one place on the lake where fish was so abundant
and fishing so common an employment. (See above, on 1, 29.) He
1,

compelled them^ i. e. ordered them against their will, as they would
be averse to leave him, both on his account and on their own,
a repugnance probably increased by the prospect of a nocturnal voyage
on the lake where they had once been rescued from destruction by his
presence.
(See above, on 4, 35-41.)
Some assume, as an additional
reason for sending the disciples away, that they were disposed to join
in the popular movement for making him a king.
However this may
be, he stayed bdiind until he sliould dismiss (dissolve, break up) the
crowd. (See above, on v. 36.)
This was probabl}' a matter of some
difficulty, and requiring the exercise not only of authority but also of
a superhuman influence.
naturall}'

,

46. And when lie had sent
into a mountain to praj.

them awaj, he departed

Sent them aicay is not the same Greek verb as that employed
preceding verse, but one originally meaning to order away
(a kindred compound to the one in v. 30) and in the middle voice
to separate one's self by taking leave or bidding farewell, which is its
obvious sense in every other place where it occurs (Luke 9. 61. 14, 33.
Acts 18, 18. 21. 2 Cor. 2, 13.) It is wholly arbitrary therefore in this
one place to depart from so uniform an usage and explain it as synou}"^mous with that before it, the rather as the customary sense is both
Having taken leave of them (or bidden them
appropi-iate and striking.
farewell), which was no doubt the benignant form in which he exei'ted
his authority, and even his extraordinarj- power, to induce them to
Departed^ went away, into the mountain (jiot a mountain^
disperse.
but the highlands or hill-country), which has been already several times
mentioned (see above, on 3, 13. 5, 5. 11), and in which he was already
(John 6, 3). so that he is only represented as penetrating further into
Its recesses, not for safety or repose, but to pray^ another striking incidental notice of our Lord's devotional habits (see above on 1, 35). also
given here by ^Matthew (14. 23). and so far from being inconsistent
with the statement made by John (6, 15) of his motive for retiring,
that the two things were probably connected in the closest manner
as the plan of making him a king may have been both the occasion
and the burden of his prayers at this tune.
in

the

47.

And

Qiidst of tlie

And

^vhen even was come, the ship was in the
sea, and he alone on the land.

evening being come (or

it

being evening^ see above, on

4, 35.J

;

M

A 11 K

C.
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This relates to the doul^le evening of the Jewish day, one

))('p:iiinin<;

(See below, on
eaTly in the afternoon, the other at snnset or at dusk.
The first of these is meant in Matt. 14, 15 (see ahove on v.
14. 17.)
In the miJxf of the sen. not
35), the other here (and in Matt. 14. 2.').)
in its inatheinati<'al centre (see a})ove, on 3, 3,) nor exaetly half-seasover. })iit out at sea. away from shore, i. e. twenty-five or thirty sta'iia
or furlongs (Jolin G. 1!).) lie alone, i. e. without them or other human
comjiany.
Upon the land, either still ui>on the mountain (v. 46). or
below it on the shore.

And

saw tliem toiling in rowing for the wind
was contrary unto them and about the fourth watch of
the niglit he cometh unto them, walking upon the sea,
and would have passed by them.
48.

lie

;

:

Toiling is an inexact and feeble version of a Greek word meaning
properly tormented (see above, on 5, 7). here applied not merely to tho
labour or exertion but to the distress and pain by which it was accompanied, both bodily (the violent exercise of rowing) and mental (their
anxiety and fear.) In rowing^ liteially. in driving or propelling, the
precise mode of propulsion being indicated by the context, as well here
(and in John 6, 10) as in James 3, 4. 2 Peter 2. 17, where it means
driven by the wind. The next clause gives the reason of their painful
efl'ort, /or the icind icas contrnry unto them. i. e. from the west or northwest.
The fourth imtch of the nigJit, according to the Roman division
of the night into four watches of three hours each, which from the time
of Pt^mpey's conquest had supplanted the old Jewish division into three
(Judg. 7, 10. Ps. 90, 4.) The time here meant would be the three
hours immediately preceding sunrise or perhaps the break of day, say
from 3 to 6 oVlock A. ^I. He comes, another instance of the graphic
present (see above), to (or towards) them, where they were detained by
Walking,
the adverse wind, and making painful efforts to advance.
originally icalhing about, or to and fro (hence jjeripatetic), but in the
Greek of the New Testament simply walking, as opposed to other attitudes or motions. On the sea, not on the shore, as some absurdly fanc}'
for although the phrase sometimes has that meaning in both languages
(as when we .<5peak of a hou.se or a town upon the sea), the other is equally
justified by usage (see the Septuagint version of Job. 0, 8), is entitled to
the piefeience, where other things are equal, as the primary or strict
sense, and is required by the whole connection, by the obvious intention to relate a miiacle, and by the fright of the disciples, which could
not be owing to the sight of a man walking on the shore, even if he
seemed to be walking in the water. He would have, literallv wished,
was willing, but with a more attenuated meaning than in many other
cases, nearly equivalent to sa3"ing that he was about to pass (or on the
point of passing) by them, a modification perfectly analogous to that
which may bi tiaced in our auxiliary verbs.
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But when they saw him walking npon the
it had been a spirit, and cried out.

sea,

they supposed

And (or 'but) they seeing him, not merely when tliey saw, but in th(
very act of seeing him. Sujrposed, thought, were of opinion, the s;im(
verb that is employed in Luke 8. 18 (see above, on 4, 25.) Jt had heen
an old English use of the pluperfect to express contingency (ct)mnion
The original construction here is simply,
in the version of Acts.)
they siqqjGsed a jjhantoni to le (present), or. siqrposed (Jiim) to he a
phantom. This last word is a mere corruption ot the Greek word here
employed {jphantasma) both equivalent in meaning to the Latin apparition, i. e. an unreal appearance of a real person whether dead or
.

commonly the former, but in the present case the latter. Spirit
here used in the specific sense, now attached to the synonymous term
ghost, except when applied to the third person of the Trinity.
Cried
out (or cried aloud) for fear (Matt. 14, 26. John U, 19), the verb used
elsewhere to describe the unearthly cries of evil spirits or of those whom
they po.ssessed. (See above, on 1, 23, and compare Luke 4, 33. 8, 2>^.)
These particulars are given both as vivid recollections of the memorable
scene (perhaps preserved by Peter) and as indications that the twelve,
even after their first mission, still remained in statu piqjiUari. with
many crude and childish views and even superstitious feelings, which
were not to be entirely subdued till afterwards.
living,

is

saw him, and were troubled. And
immediately he talked with them, and saith unto them,
Be of good cheer, it is I, be not afraid.
50.

For

tliey all

It was not a passing glimpse or dim view of a doubtful object which
they had, for all saic him, and by necessary implication knew him,
which is indeed the meaning constantly attached to some forms of the
same Greek verb. But although they recognized iiis form, they thought
it an illusion or a phantasm, as they had left him behind them and
were too contracted in their views to expect any manifestation of extraordinary power beyond what they had already witnessed.
They were
troubled, therefore, i. e. violently agitated and disturbed, at this most
unexpected and inexplicable sight. But although Jesus suffered them
for wise and holy reasons to be thus momentarily alarmed, he did not
leave them in this painful situation, but immediately (a circumstance
here noted both by Mark and Matthew, 14, 27) talked with them, no
doubt in his usual colloquial tone, with which they were now so familiar, and by which their super.stitions fears would be instantly allayed,
especially when uttering such cheering, reassuring words as those
which follow. Be of good cheer, and be of good comfort, are the paraphrastic versions given in our Bible, of a single tine Homeiic word
(Sii/jo-ei. pi. 3(i/Hrfirf ); which might also be translated clieer up, or take
courage.
(See below, on 10, 49, and compare Matt. 9. 2. 22. 14, 27.
Luke 8. 18. John 16, 33. Acts 23, 11, and 28, 15, where the correspondng noun ippears.) It always presupposes some alarm or aj^prehen-
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previously expressed or necessarily implied.
am, and therefore once translated I am he (John 4.

sion

It is

/,

literally 1

which

is really
the nieaninp: in the other places also, i. e. I am (he that I appear to be,
or lie with whom you are so well acquainted.) The coincidence of this
(Ex. 3. \A) is extremely
familiar phrase with tiie divine name I
Be not afraid,
striking, even if fortuitous.
(See below, on 14, C2.)
or fri^litened. fear not, an exhortation which implies, as something well
known to them b}'' experience, that his presence was enough to banish

26),

AM

every danger.

And

went np niito them into the ship and
the wind ceased
and they were sore amazed in themselv^es beyond measure, and wondered.
51.

lie

;

;

Mark passes over Peter's rash attempt to imitate his master, not
from tenderness to Peter, whose denial he records, and many minor
errors, no less fully than the other evangelists, but in the exercise of
that discretion which arises from the eclectic nature of all history, and
})elonizs to a'
historians, inspired and uninspired, although the reason
for insertion or omission may not lie upon the surface of the narrative,
or be discoverable even by the most acute analysis.
As every thing
was not to be and could not be recorded (John 21, 25j, there is no more
need of our explaining why one topic is omitted than why another is
inserted.
It is enough to know that each evangelist was commissioned
and inspired to produce a complete history, not in the sense of one containing all tlie Hicts connected with the subject, but of one containing
all the facts required to produce a definite impression and to answer a
specific purpose, whether traceable b\' us or not.
Passing over this
remarkable occurrence, therefore, which has been preserved exclusively
by Matthew (14, 28-33), ^Mark relates that Jesus icent up to them into
the ship, and that the wind ceased, rested, or repo.sed, the same remarkable expression that is used in his description of the stilling of the
storm (see above, on 4. 39), to which this may be regarded as a kind ol
sequel.
The effect on the disciples is described in terms so strongly
idiomatic that they cuinot be exacth' rendered into Enghsh, though
the common version gives the sense correctly. Sore (the German sehr)
a Saxon adverb, now entirely superseded by the Latin Tery, and con
finel by some philologists to evil, a mistake sufficient!}' corrected hj
the case before us where " severely," ''grievously," are inappropriate as
qualifying wonder.
The correspon'ling Greek word is expressive not
of qualitv but quantity, and corresponds to much, very much, extrcmelv
and exceedingly, in modern English. Beyond measure is a well-chosen
.sub<titut» but nol; a version of the other phrase, which means out
of viperjiuous or syperahundant, an expression wholly foreign from
our id'oai^ which can only imitate it by approximation, ft here denotes
a moral and not merely physical excess, implying that they wondered
no re than tliey had any right or reason, as expressly stated it the
next verse.
I
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For they considered not
was hardened.

(the miracle) of the loaves

for their heart

The cause of their excessive and unreasonable wonder was their
not arguing from one display of divine power to another, and especially
in this case their not reasoning with themselves, that he who stilled
the storm before could rescue them from danger now. and that he who
had just created food for thousands could at least so far control the
elements of nature as to walk upon the water and subdue the wind.
They considered not {the miracle of ^ the Zoar^s, another correct paraphrase but not an exact version of the Greek, which means they d.id
not understand about the Idtttes, or as some explain the preposition,
at the loares, i. e. at the time and place of that stupendous miracle, or
after the loaves, i. e. even after its performance.
All these constructions give the verb a stronger sense than that of considered, namely
that of comprehended, understood, which is its meaning in 4, 12 above,
and uniformly elsewhere. It is construed absolutely, or without a
direct object in the case first cited and in many others.
(See above,
The reason given for this want of
4, 12, and below, 7, 14. 8, 17. 21.)
comprehension is that tJieir heart icas hardened, not in the specific sense
of callous feeling or insensible affection, but in that of sluggish ami
obtuse intellect, of which the other may be both the cause and the
effect.
(See above, on 3. 5, and below, on 8, 17.) It is one of the
most certain and mysterious facts in the condition of Christ's neare^^t
followers during their state of pupilage, that they failed to comprehend
what now appears self-evident or of the most elementary simplicity.
We must not forget, however, that what now seems clear to us might
well seem dark to them without the light of subsequent events, and
also that this temporary slowness and obtuseness, which appears to
have had some important purpose, is not more marked than their subsequent intelligence and per.spicacity.
53. And when they had passed over, they
the land of Gennesaret, and drew to the shore.

came

into

And having crossed (the lake, from east to west) they came to (or
upon) the land of Gennesaret, a small district four miles long and twc
or three wide, on the west side of the sea of Galilee, or lake of Tiberias, to which it gave one of its names.
(See above, on v. 14. and on
Josephus describes this district as the gaiden of the whole
1, 16.)
land and possessing a fertility and loveliness almost unparalleled.
Capernaum appears to have been in or very near this delightful region,
so tliat John (6. 17) describes this same voyage as a voyage to Capernaum. Brew to the shore, or came to anchor near it, or i-etaining
the passive form of the original, were brought to anchor (or to land.)
54.
jray

And wlien

tliey

were come out of the

ship, straight-

they knew him.

And

they going out

{y

as they

went out) from

the

shijj,

the

men
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»f that place (Afatt. 14, ."^5), str<ii(jhtic(iy Inoiring (or immeiliately
whoiii they had oftun seen before, m^ they lived .>^
near his home and the centre of his operations. (See above, on 1, 21.
recu«2;iiiziii>i) Itim,

It is an intere.sting: thought, very often incidentally .supirested
the gospels, that during; the three years of our Saviour's public
ministry, his person must have become {)erfectly familiar to the greac
mass of tile jiopidatiun, at least in (ialilee. Tlii.s. with the certainty
ihat he retains his human body, and is to appear in it liereafter uixjn
earth as he already does in heaven, should preserve us from a tendency
to look upon all sensible and bodily associations with the per.son of
2, 1.)

in

our Lord as superstitious and irreverent, an error into which some devout believers are betrayed by their aversion to the opposite extreme
of gross familiarity and levity in speaking of his glorified humanity.
55.

And

ran

tliroiigli

whole region round about,
in beds those that were sick,

that

and began to cany about
-where they heard he was.

Running about that whole surrounding country (.see above, on 1,
28), they began, i. e. at once without delay, and afterwards continued,
see on vs. 2. 7. 23, and on 1, 45. 2, 23. 4, 1. 5, 17. 2U-). vponbeds (or
pallets^ see above, on 2, 4) to carry about those having {ihemsehes) ill
^see above, on 1, 32. 2, 17) wherever they heard that he teas fliterally,
w, the graphic present) there.
The construction of the last clause is
ambiguous, being understood b}' some as an example of the Hebrew
idiom which combines the relative pronoun with the adverb there^ to
express our relative adverb where ; but this would require a pronoun
in the first place.
Others refer the first of the two particles (!mov) to
the place where they heard of him, and the last (t/cel) to the place
where he actuaHy was. But most interpreters prefer the simpler and
more obvious construction which refers both particles to one and the
same object, "of whatever place the}- heard that he was there.' The
running abont and carrying about may refer to the same act, or the
former to the spreading of the news and the latter to the actual bringing of tlie sick.
The meaning is not that each one was carried from
place to place in search of him. but that some were" carried one way,
some another, so as to fall in with him in some part of his circuit,

And wbithersoever he entered, into villages, op
or country, they laid the sick in the streets, and
besought him that they might touch if it were but the
border of his garment; and as many as touched him
56.

cities,

were made whole.
Counti-y, literally, Jields, as in v. 36 above, and in such English
as St. Giles's or St. Martin's in the Fields, i. e. outside of old
London. Streets^ or more exactly, markets or market-places, as in
eyery other case wheie it occurs (see below, on 7, 4. 12, 38), but with
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greater latitude meaning than we novr give to the English word.
The
Greek one (nyopd), according to its etymology and usage, means a
place of meeting, especially for business, whether commercial or polit
ical. and therefore corresponding both to forum and marlcet.
The
agora of ancient cities was an open place or square, sometimes immediately within the gates, but usually near the centre of the town. As
denoting thoroughfares or public places, streets is therefore a substanThe sick, or more exactly, the injirm, a
tial!}' correct translation.
synonymous expression with the one in v. 5. above. If it were hut,
literally, even, only (see above, on 5. 25.)
This desire was only superstitious so far as it ascribed a magical eflect to the mere touch, or regarded contact as essential to the healing power of tlie Saviour's word.
It may have been his purpose to reach greater numbers in a given time
without destroying all perceptible connection between the subject and
the worker of the miracle.
(Compare Acts 5. 15. 19, 12.) This is
not a mere repetition of the statement in 1, 32-34, but designed tc
show that throughout the course as well as at the opening of our
Saviour's ministrv, his miracles were manj', those recorded in detail
being only a few selected samples, and also that his constant practice
was to heal all who needed and desired it.

CHAPTEE

YII.

After the manner of the best historians, Mark now resumes the history of Christ's relations and behaviour to his enemies, especially the
great Pharisaic party, taking up the subject where he laid it down for
the purpose of exemplifying his peculiar mode of teaching the doctrine
He now records
of his kingdom (at the close of the third chapter.)
a fresh attack of the scribes and Pharisees upon lis unceremonial
practice with respect to their tiaditional exaggeration and perversion
of the Levitical purifications, including a brief but interesting statement of their practice, and a full report of our Lord's authoritative
teachings on the subject, both in public and in private, to his own disConnected with this, not only b}' immediate chronologciples (1-23.)
ical succession, but in historical design and import, is the narrative of
Christ's one recorded visit to the Gentile world, with a miracle of dispossession there performed upon a Gentile subject, and among thp
most interesting in the gospels, both on this account and on account
of the peculiar circumstances under which it was performed (24—30.)
To this Mark adds another miracle, recorded oidy by himself, the
healing of a dumb man in Decapolis, immediately after his return
from Pher.icia, and inserted here, not only on account of its immediate
succession in the order of occurrence, but because, like the miracle
betore related, it exemplifies a manner of performance, as to outward
ACtSj of which we have had previously no example (31-37.)
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1. Then came togetlier unto liini llie Pharisees,
certain of the scribes, wliich came from Jerusalem.

and

The immediate chronolopical succession here is not affirmed, but
marked chronolojjiral character of the whole
chapter, hoth in Mark an<l Matthew, thoup^li the lirst words, (hkL tlure
hij;hly pro})abIe from the

him^ in themselves considered, miirlit rcft?r
an entirely ditlerent time and occa.sion. The Pharisees, i. e. members

lUHcntJth (or art' rfathrrct/) to
to

of the well-known part}' so called (see above, on 2, IG. 3, C.)
Some
of the Scribes, the official giiardians and expounders of the law. who
were ,c;enerall y Pharisees and often priests or Levites (.see above, on 22),
and do not therefore neces.sarily denote a distinct class here, butmavbe
comprehended in the one first named, as if he had said, the Pharisees
(present, and amoncr them) ceitain of the scribes, &c.' Hence JMalthew
names them in the inverse order and speaks of both as from Jerusalem., i. e. beloni^ing; to the city (3, 21. 5. 20), or recently come down
from it, as here expressly stated. This is only a new instance of the
\\ ntch now kept ujion our Lord
b}' the rulers of the Jews, as we have
seen already (see above, on 3, 22), and not a siirn of curiosity in reference to the Saviour's doctrine.
To him, in the first clause may suj^jrest.
if it does not formally express, the idea of liostility {at him or against
him.)
.'1,

"

2.

And when

thej saw some of his disciples eat bread
with unwashen hands, they

witli defiled, that is to say,

found

fault.

Mark states much more minutely than Matthew the immediate occasion of the following discourse, to wit. the ceremonial neg-ligence
which these unfriendly lookers-on observed in the disciples when partaking of their ordinary food.
As nothing is said of any joint repast
or common meal, this incident naturally brings to view the con.stant
and intrusive surveillance to which our Lord and his disciples were
suljected. so that while they sometimes had not time or opportunity to
take their meals at all (.see above, on 6. 3ii), they seem to have
scarcely ever taken them in private, or without the inspection both of
friends and foes.
In the present case, however, the reference is not .so
much to any joint repast even of the twelve among themselves as to
their occasional eating as it were b}- snatches (seeing some of his di.^cij)les eating.)
The animus with which these men attended is sufficiently
betrayed b}' this petty and vexatious watching of the mo.-t innocent
and private acts upon the part of the disciples. Defied is too strong
and at the same time not the literal translation, which is given in the
margin {common.) This expression is derived from the ceremonial
law. by which the Jews were .separated from the other nations, and
tl.cir sacred rites and utensils from all things, even of the same kind,
vvliich had not been thus sanctified or set apart to sacred uses, as distinguished from all secular and common uses.
Hence arises the an
tithesis. at first sight so surprising, between holy and common. (Comi
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This word, as here
pare Acts 10, 14. 15. Rom. 14, 14. Heb. 10, 29.)
applied to hands, means ceremonially impure, i. e. not ceremonially
It cannot be too strongly
purified, by formal washing before eating.
impressed upon the reader's mind, that there is no allusion here
to personal cleanliness or to washing as a necessary means of its
promotion, but exclusively to ceremonial purity and ceremonial
washing in a certain pi-escribed form, without which all the washing
the world would have gone for nothing in the eyes of these puncT/iat is to say (literally, this is) with unwashed (net
tilious ritualists.
dirty but ceremonially unpurified) hands, is Mark's own explanation
of the singular term common^ for the information of his Gentile readers.
Bread, literally, ireads or loaves (see above,
(See above, on 5, 41.)
on 6. 38),, here put for food in general, as its principal but not its sole
(See above, on S, 20.)
material in the case of the disciples.

m

3.

wash

For the Pharisees, and
(their)

hands

oft,

all the Jews, except they
eat not, holding the tradition of

the elders.
Besides this explanation of the single word common, Mark subjoins
a statement of the Jewish practice in relation to these washings, not
contained in Matthew, thereby showing that he is not a transcriber or
abridger of that gospel, and also that he had in view a different class
of readers, namely, Gentiles, whereas Matthew wrote immediately for
Jews, who needed no such explanation of their own religious usages.
This is one of the clearest proofs of individuality and independence
(not of the Hoi}- Spirit but of one another) in the sacred writers, as
evinced by the consistency of each in pursuing his own plan and using
the means necessary for its execution. The idea that Mark copied and
embellished Matthew is a perfectly gratuitous assumption, just as easy
to deny as to afiSrm, or rather easier, as being obviously a mere subterfuge in order to escape the overwhelming evidence that Mark, as
well as Matthew, wrote upon a systematic method and to answer a
The Pharisees and all the Jews, not merely the great
specific purpose.
ceremonial party as such, but the Jews in general, at the period in
question, were infected with this ceremonial superstition, though the
Sadducees were probably less rigid and punctilious in its observance.
The Greek word {nvyjxfj) qualifying wash is rendered both in the text
{oft) and margin {diligently)^ either by conjecture from the context
as requiring some such epithet, or from, the analogy of certain similar
but not kindred forms (such as ttvkvi], irvKva, ttvkvcos), or on the authority of the oldest versions, one of which (the Vulgate crehro) has the
As the
textual, and another (the Peshito) the marginal translation.
Greek word, in its secondary usage, is a measure of length, to wit,
the distance fi-om the elbow to the knuckles, some of the oldest comracntators understand it here as meaning, to the elbow, and some later
But the latest interpreters i-eject this construe
writers, to the wrist.
tion of the dative as a forced one, and insist upon the primary and
strict sense of the Greek word, as denoting the clenched hand or fist.
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By

the singular plirase, wnnhing with
tiit*
fist in the iiollow of the
otlicr hand, eitlier !i^a pcculiai- ("crcuiony used on such occasions, or as
denoting regular and thorough washing in distinctum from mere dipping or allusion.
On any sup[)Osition the essential idea seems to ho
that of elaborate and formal washing.
IloUbuj^ holding fast, a very
strong term in Greek, the primary sense of whicli has been e.xplained
above (on 1. \\\. 3. 21. 5. 41. 0. 17), but which here denotes, nut mere
reception or belief in theory, but pertinacious adherence in practice.
Tnulitioa^ any thing delivered, with specific reference to usages and
doctrines, sometimes applied to immediate apostolical teachings or commands (as in 1 Cor. 11.2. 2 Th. 2, 15. 3,0), but more commonly to
precepts banded down from one generation to another, like the oral or
unwritten law of the Jews, which they supposed to be referred to in
Deuteronomy, and were strongly disposed (as appears from the Talmud) to place higher than the wi'itten word. To this code bekmg
those additions to the law by which the Pharisees had gradually burdened and corrupted it (see below, on v. 9.)
The ehlers. not the contemporary rulers of the people (as in 8. 31. 11, 27. 14. 43. 53. 15, 1),
but the ancient fathers of the chosen race (as in Heb. 11. 2). to whom
they believed this oral law to have been given. (Compare Matt. 5,
21. 27.)
especially

thcjint, tlicv ini<lL'rst:in(l tlie

rubbing of

4. And (when they come) from the market, except thej
wash, they eat not. And many other thin^^s tliere be,
wliich they have received to hold, (as) the washing of cuj)s,
and pots, and brazen vessels, and tables.

This general statement of the Jewish practice is now made still
more specific by enumerating several familiar cases or occasions to
which it was apj>lied. Market, the word explained above (on
50)
and here restricted in the version to the place where food is sold, alf).

though it may be taken in the wider sense of market-j.lace or forum,
as the place of public meeting.
This is altogether natural if we supply
coming (or icheji they come, as in the English Biijle), and refer what
follows to the washing of their own bodies, since the market (in the

was not the only place where they were liable to be ceremonially defiled, but such exposure existed in all public places and
assemblies, but especially at funerals, in attending on the sick, &c. On
the other hand, if we supply ichat comes (or is brought from, or belongs
to the market (see above, on v. 1) then the latter may be taken in its
usual sense, and the clause will refer to the washing of the meat there
purchased.
This last construction is not inconsistent with the middle
voice of the ensuing verb, which does not necessarily mean icash themselres, but may mean ict/fsh (/<'/) themselves (the food procured in maiket.)
Nor is it any valid objection to this view, though urged by emi
nent interpreters, that such washing takes place as a matter of course
everywhere 3 for this is no less true of manual ablution before eating
strict sense)
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countries, and especially among the orientals, not 3nl}
time of Christ, who no doubt practised it with his dis
ciples.
In either case the reference is not to washing (either meats oi
persons) for the sake of cleanliness, but, as we have already seen, foi
ritual or ceremonial purposes, as indicated by the word Ijaptlze. which,
iu the Greek of the New Testament, means neithei- on the one hand
Bimpl}' to wash, nor on the other to immerse, but to wasJi symholicaUy,
or as a religious I'ite, whether by immersion or affusion (see above, on
The middle form here used may either mean, they bathe (tJiem1, 4.)
sches), or they symbolically wash the things brought from market,
before they will partake of them.
But this was only a small part of
the restriction which the}- placed upon themselves. Many other (things)
there be (in modern English, are) ichich they received, from others by
tradition, as suggested by the Greek verb which is the corielative of
that from which tradition is derived.
"What the fathers delivered the
sons received.
To hold, or hold fast, in the strong sense explained
above (on v. 3.) Baj^tisjns, not immersions, which would be absurd,
if not impossible^ in one of the cases specified, but ceremonial washings,
uncommanded and traditional perversions of the legal ablutions or Levitical purifications, as prescribed in Lev. xii-xv. and restricted, for
reasons easily assignable, to certain states of body representing the defilement C'f sin. but by the so-called oral law extended without meaning to the most familiar acts of private life and even to the ordinary
furnituie of houses.
There could not be a clearer proof of the absurd
as wtdl as irreligious character of Pharisaism than is afforded by this
pitiful exaggeration and extension of an arbitrar}-- but significant observance, divinely instituted for a temporary purpose, to a multitude
of other cases not included in the legal requisition, and in which it
must either be contemptible because unmeaning, or pernicious because
looked upon as having an intrinsic virtue, magical or moral. Such
were the baptisms of the Pharisees, and such would those of Christians
be, if thus perverted or displaced from their true position in the Chrisall civilized

now but

in the

The general term (baptisms) is then further specified by
several nouns in the genitive plural, denoting objects which they thus
superstitiously baptized.
Cups, drinking vessels, a noun derived indiPots, in Greek a word admittini:; of
rectly from the verb to drink.
two wholly difi'erent derivations, one from the verb (^eoj) to jjolish,
according to which it would be descriptive of the surface or material,
and one from the Latin sextus or sextarius, meaning the sixth part of
tian system.

some larger measure and nearly corresponding to an English pint, but
hert* put for any small vessel of about that capacit}^ or size, without
regard to its precise form, just as we have pint-bottles, pint-mugs, pintbowls, <fec.
If this last be the true interpretation, as the best modern
writers are ugrecd, it affords another instance of Mark's LatiuismSj and
another confirmation of the old opinion that he wrote immediately for
Gentile and most probably for Pioman readers, to whom this whole description would be highly interesting and instructive, if not absolutely
necessary to their comprehension of the more general statement which
precedes it. As the first term in this catalogue denotes the use^ and
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the next the size, of the domestic utensils reffrred to, so the third reJinizcti rexxcls is in Greek and might he in Englates to the iimterial.
lish one word, hviinsrH, coppfrii (see ahove. on G, 8). a term artnally used
to denote vessels, altliongh commonly of greater size than those intended here, wliich were prohably small domestic utensils, perhaps employed in cooking, and distinguished as metallic from the wooden and
Gtone vessels, also u.^ed in ancient oriental houseliolds.
Those of earth,
according to the law ("Lpv. 15. 12). when ceremonially unclean, were
TnhlvH (in the margin huh)^ i. e. couches, any thing on
to he broken.
which men commonly recline whether for sleep, or according to the
later usage of the ancients (.see ahove. on 2,15), to partake of food,
which accounts for the word used in the text of our Bible. That these
couches were inmiersed in every instance of ceremonial washing, can
only be thought piobablc, or even possible, by those who are under
the necessity of holding that this Greek word not only means to dip or
plunge originally, but unlike every other word transferred to a religious
use, is always used in that exclusive and invariable sense, without
modification or excej)tion.
To those who have no purpose to attain by
such a paradox, the place before us will allbrd, if not conclusive evidence at least a. strong presumption, that beds (to say no more) might
be Ijaptized without immersion.

Why

5. Then tlie Pharisees and scribes asked him,
'walk not thy disciples according to the tradition of the
elders, but eat bread with unwashen hands?

After this important explanation for the benefit of Gentile readers,
proceeds, as Matthew (15. 1. 2) does without it, to record the
question which these Pharisaic baptists put to Christ as to the pracThen,
tice of his followers and by necessary consequence his own.
afterwards, i. e. after seeing the disciples eat witliout a pievious ceremonial aiiliition. which they seem to have regarded as zealous Papists
now regard the entrance of a heretic into their churches without genuflexion, crossing, or the anabaptism of being sprinkled with holy water.
This particle (en-ftra) is not found in some of the oldest manuscripts
and latest critical editions which read simply (<cii) and. They ask, or
rather question, catechize him (see above on 5. 9.) ^Vhij, literally, for
Thy
(i. e. on account of) ^rhat (cause or reason), as in 2, 18 above.
discijjlcs. pupils, learners, so called because taught by thee, for who^se
behaviour as to such points thou art consequently answerable. This
spirit of the question, though civility or cowardice
is the obvious
restricted it in form to the disciples, which may also be explained by
the fact that it was not Christ himself, nor even all of the discples,
but only some of them (v. 2), who hapj^ned to be seen by these intrusive censors, perhaps simply appeasing their hunger with a morsel of
necessary food, without any formal meal at all, but like' vise withou?any previous ablution. The question, as in all such cases (see above,
on 2, 7. 10. 18. 5. 35. G, 2.), though in form a general request for explanation, is in fact a challenge or demand by what right they thuf
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denial that they had any right so to act at,
its wide or narrow sense is a point of no
exegetical importance, as the meaning of the question is the same in
Walk^ or more exactly, walh alout (see above 1 16. G,
either case.
le of
48) a common figure in all languages for habitual conduct,
acted,

all.

and by implication a
Whether disciples has

mo

or co7iversation, in its older sense, involving the same metaphor.
Walk not may have been the milder or more covert form in which they
clothed the idea of violation or positive transgression, as here expressed
by Matthew (15, 2), and by implication claiming the authority of law
for these traditions of the elders. But (on the contrary, so far fron»
walking aftei' or according to this sacred rule) eat bread (in the strict
sense, or partake of food, see above, on v. 2) ioith unwashen (or according to the latest text, with common or profane) hands, which readingsubstitutes the idiomatic language of v. 2 for Mark's own explanation
life,'

of

it.

6. He answered and said unto them, Well hatli Esaias
prophesied of you hypocrites, as it is written. This people
lionoureth me with (their) lips, but their heart is far from
me.

And (or lut^ not expressed here in the version) he ansicering saiu
them, that (on, not expressed in Enghsh, see above, on 1, 15. 37.40.
Well, not
2, 12. 3, 11. 21. 22. 28. 5, 23. 26. 35. 6, 4. 16. 18. 23. 35.)
truly or correctly, which would be superfluous as an encomium on an
to

inspired prophecy, both here and in Acts 28, 25, where Paul applies
the same terra to the Holy Ghost himself; but finely, admirably, or
appropriately, exactly, in allusion to the singular coincidence between
Isaiah's inspired description of his own contemporaries and the characIt is
ter and conduct of their children's children in the time of Christ.
not however a mere accommodation of the passage to a foreign subject,
since Isaiah's words are not confined to those whom they immediately
described; but this very fact, that a description could be so framed as
to repi-esent with equaf fidelity originals who lived so many centuries
apart, is itself a proof of inspiration and a ground for the applause and
admiration here expressed. Esaias is the Greek form of Isaiah, like
Eliis for Elijah in 6, 15. As Isaiah itself is a modification of the
Hebrew form (Jeshaiah, Jeshaiahu), it would have been better to employ either it or the Greek Esaias in the version of both Testaments,
This is still
the variation of the name confusing uninstructed readers.
more true of Jesus, the Greek form of Joshua, when used to designate
Hath Isaiah prophesied^
the Son of Man (as in Acts 7, 45. Heb. 4, 8.)
or rather, did Isaiah prophesij of old, so long ago, the interval being a
material idea, which the perfect tense does not convey, at least so well,
because it properly denotes an action still continued to the present
time.
Of {\. e, about, concerning) you hypocrites, should be connected
with the adverb, well. The meaning is not that the Jews of Christ's
time were the formal and direct theme of the prophecy, which would
hot have been spoken of as so remarkable, but rather that in speaking
.
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own

contemporaries, he drew an admirable j)icture of their chiltime of Christ. But althoup;h tiiis does not require us to
interpret the oriirinal passairc as a specific and exclusive prophecy reepectinj:: Christ's contemporaries, it does require us t.) interi)ret it
80 as lo include them, which can only he secured l)y makinp; it descriptive of the unbelievinj; Jews, not at one time merely, but throu<rhout
the period of the old dis[)ensation, an assumj)tion perfectly contirmed
by history. IFypocritca, a Greek noun orij;inally mcaninj^ one who
answers or responds, with particular allusion to oracular responses,
explanations, and advices; then one who answers in a colloquy or conversation, with particular allusion to dramatic dialoj^ue; then one who
acts upon the stage, an actor; then metaphorically one who acts a borrowed pait ; and lastly, a dissembler, a deceiver, one whose words and
actions do not indicate his real thoughts and feelings.
This last sense
of the noun, the only one which it retains in modern languages, is not
found in the classics but the primitive or corresponding verb meant
to dissen^ble at least as early as Demosthenes and Polybius.
It is
.doubtful, however, whether the noun, even in the Greek of the NewTestament, has always the strong sense which later usage puts upon
it, and which sometimes docs not seem entirel}' appropriate, as in Luke
12, 50, and here, in both Avhich places the connection agrees better
with the older sense of one who acts a part, who wears a mask, who is
contented with an outside show, including not deliberate deceivers
merely, but the self-deceived, or those who really mistake the outward
for the inward, the apparent for the real.
As it is icritten. or more exactly, has been icritten, the perfect tense being here in its appro{)riate
place as meaning, not merely that it was once written by Isuiah, but
that it had ever since been written, i. e. had remained on record, as it
still does in the extant writings of Isaiah (29, 13.)
The quotation is a
free one from the Septuagint version, the variations being unimportant
to the Saviour's purpose.
The first two clauses, which Matthew gives
in full, Mark contracts into one, or rather he begins with the second.
Is far from me, in Hebrew, it remou^ far from me ; but tliis variation
is found also in the Septuagint.
ot his

dren

in the

;

7.

Howbeit,

doctrines the

in vain

do they worship me, teaching
of men.

(for)

commandments

But (or and), the usual connective (5e), in vain they icorship me. a
thought implied though not expressed in the original, and therefore not
improperly .supplied by the Seventy and sanctioned by our Lord or his biographers. The lit-eral translation of the Hebrew words is. and their fearing vie (i. e. their worship) is (or has become) a precept of men. a thing
taught. This taken by itself might seem to mean that they Ferved God
merely in obedience to human authority, and would then imply no cen
sure on the persons thus commanding, but only on the motives of those
by whom they were obeyed. But in our Saviouj 's application of the passage to the hypocrites of his day. he has reference particularly to religious teachers, as corrupting the law by their unauthorized additions.

;
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8. For laying aside the commandment of God, ye hold
the tradition of men, (as) the wasliing of pots and cups
a;id many otlier such Hke things ve do.

This verse assigns the reason for applying to Christ's hearers the
description of their fathers by Isaiah. (This is no less true of you than
of them)/^?* laying aside^ literally, leaving, letting go (see above, on 2,
5. 3. 28. 4, 12, where it is applied to sin and means to leave unpunished),
either in the sense of relaxing its requirements to themselves and others,
or in that of abandoning and disregarding it, not absolutely but in comparison with their traditions.
The commandment of God may mean
the aggregate of his commandments, usually called his law^ or more
strictly, the particular commandment set aside in any given case, for
Hold the tradition^ in the sense
instance the one specified in v. 10.
But instead of elders^ as in that place, we
before explained (on v. 3.)
have here ofmen^ in strong antithesis to God^ suggesting both the sin and
folly of their conduct in postponing the express recorded law of God to
the vague, dubious, unauthorized tradition of mere men. This sweeping charge is then made more specific by referring to the case which
had occasioned it, and citing as a memorable instance of their vain and
impious substitutions for divine commands, their baptisms of pots and
But lest
cup><, all which words have already been explained (on v. 4.)
he should be understood as limiting his censure to this one case, he renews his general charge by adding, and many such like (ov nearly aliJce)
things ye do.

And

he said unto them, Full well ye reject the
commandment of God, that ye may keep your own tra9.

dition.

And he said to them, a favourite formula of this evangelist, not
found in Matthew, who also omits the preceding verse and gives the
one before us an interrogative form, retorting their own question (Matt.
Full well, precisel} the same word that is employed above in
15, 3.)
V. 6. and gratuitously varied here in the translation, so as to obscure
Well did Isaiah prophesy
the allusion in the one place to the other.
and icell do ye fulfil the prophecy. The meaning of
of you
the adverb in both cases is identical; but it is applied seriously in one
and ironically in the other. As if he had said, nobly did thn prophet
do his part when he described you thus, and nobly you do yours wh^n
you reject &c.' There is peculiar fitness in the verb here used, which,
as we have already seen ((m 0, 26), originally means to displace, which
applies exactly to their impious postponement of God's law to man's
tradition, while the seco.vlary meaning of contemptuous njection is no
'ess appropriate in its application both to things and persons, i. e. to
Keep, in the last clause
the law or precept and to him who gave it.
is a different expression from the one in vs. 3. 4. 8. the main idea there
being that of holding fast, or obstinate adhesion, but in this case that
This is also the old English sens*
of watching, guarding or observing.
•
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our translation. thoup;h in modern parlance it is althat of ictainiuj; or preserving;, which is only a collateral deduction from the same original idea.
of I'erp, as used in

most

liuiiti'd to

For Moses said, Honour thy father and thy mother;
anch AVhoso curscth father or mother, let liiiii die the
10.

deatii.

Not only in this one case of ceremonial baptisms did they thus reject and nullify God's precept, hut in others, of far more importance,
becAU.se relatini; not to rites but moral duties, not to the abu.se of posiand temporary institutions, but to the neglect of the most tender
natural relations
Of this he gives a single mstance. but a most affecting one, which utters voliunes as to the spirit and the tendency of
The sum and substance of it is that the obPharis.iic superstition.
Fervance of their vain tradition was considered and enforced by them
as more obligatory than the sacred duty which the child owes to the
jSarent, 1)}' tlie law of nature and the law of God.
For Monessnid. i. e.
God commanded through him (Matt. 15, 4.) In these two parallels
we have the clearest recognition of the code or .S3'stem quoted in the
next clau.se as the work of Moses and the law of God. He then rpiotes
the first or p'-ece|)tive clau.se of the fifth commandment (E.\. 20, 12.
Deut. 5, IG), leaving out the promise or inducement as irrelevant to his
present purpose, which relates exchisively to the precept, but substituting for it tiie .severe law inflicting capital punishment on tho.se who
carried filial disobedience to the length of cursing or reviling, literally,
speaking evil of. the opposite, both in etymology and usage, of the verb
employed above in 0. 41. and there explained. Though here in strong
antithesis to honour, it does not directly mean to dishonour^ but denotes specifically one of the easiest and worst ways of doing so. to wit,
Whoso curseth, literally, the (one
by abusive and insulting language.
or the mun) cursing (or reviling) father or mother, an indefinite form
used by both evangelists, and differing alike from the original and Septuagint version, both which have the pronoun (thy) as in the precedmg clause where both evangelists retain it. 1 his exact agreement
in so shght a difference is not to be explained by the hypothesis of servile imitation or transcription on the part of either, but by the sup})0sition that these were the very words (or their exact equivalents)
tive

which Jesus uttered, and whicli tlierefore must have some significance
however faint the shade of meaning which they may express. That
they do express one must be felt by every reader even of a literal trans
lation. though it is not easy to subject it to analysis or definition.
Per
haps it may be simply stated thu.?, that the definite expression in the
other clause {thy fat lie r and. thy mother) and in the original of this
clau.<c (^his father and his mother) is designed to individualize, before
the mind of cxary hearer or reader of the law, the very pair to whom
he owes allegiance, while the vaguer phrase here used {father or mother)
rather calls up the idea of parents in general as a class or species, but
Bo as rather to enhance than to extenuate their claims upon their chil-
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in the abstract and the aggregate.
A*
can dishonour by his curses such a sacred object as a father or a mother.'
Let him die the death, an English imitation of the Hebrew idiom which combines a finite tense and an infinitive of the same verb to express intensity, repetition, certainty, or
any other accessory notion not belonging to the essential import of tb«;
In the original passage our translators have expressed the
rerb itself.
qualifying adjunct (that of certainty) without copying the form [shall
surely he put to death), while here the form is rendered prominent by a
pretty close approximation to the Hebrew in the combination of the
cognate verb and noun, a modification of the idiom not unknown in
Dther languages.
The imitation is indeed much closer than in Greek,
where the verb is not the ordinary verb to die. but one which originally
means to end or jirdsh, often joined with life^ and then ellipticaliy used
without it to express the same idea (that of ending life or dying.) The
strict translation of the whole phrase therefore would be, let him end
with death, the meaning both of it and of the Hebrew, let him surely
(Iren

by presenting those claims

if hfc liad said,

•'

he

who

die.

11.

But ye

say. If a

man

sliall

say to his father or

mother, (It is) Cor ban, that is to say, a gift, by whatsoever
thou mightest be profited by me, (lie shall be free.)
kept up between what God said and what
both being put into the form of a command or law. Having given that of God. with its tremendous sanction
in the verse preceding, he now contrasts with it that of the traditional
or oral lawyers.
But (on the other hand, on your part) ye say, not
in so many words, perhaps not formally at all, but practically by what
you encourage and allow, both in yourselves and others. If a man
say, may possibly have been a real formula of casuistical theology
among the Jqws. as there is something not unlike it in the Talinud.
At all events it pleased our Lord to put the spirit of their conduct and
of the system upon which it rested into this technical and formal
shape, in order more completely to expose its wickedness and foil}'.
Shall say is too categorical and positive a version of the aorist subjunctive which denotes a hypothetical contingency, or something which
may happen or may not. I'o his father or mother, literally, the father
or the mother, the pronoun being still omitted, as in v. lo, but the
article inserted.
Corhan, a Hebrew word of fi-equent occurrence in
the law of Moses, and immediately translated into Greek by Mark according to his custom (see above, on 5,41), that is to say (literally,
which is) a gift, a word denoting gifts in general but specifically used
in Homeric and Hellenistic Greek to mean a votive olfcring or a gift
In this restricted sense it answers to the Hebrew corhan.
to God.
which according to its etymology means any thing brought near oi
presented, but in usage what is thus brought near to God.
In this
sense, it is applied like the corresponding verb (hikrib) to all the offerings of the Mosaic ritual, animal and vegetable, bloody and blood-

The

antithesis

is still

they said (see above, on

v. 8),
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1.4. 12. 13. 7, 13. 9, 7. 15.)
In the later Hebrew
apjjiicd still more extensively to all reli<:iou.s ollering.s, even tlio.se not .^acriticial, but not to these
exclusively as s(*nie
allege.
This one word .seems to have been the prescribed t">nii in such
cases, so that b\ simply sayini; "Corban," a man mif^dit devote
the whole

and Chaldee,

it

2.

was

or any part of his possessions to religious uses. i. e. to the maintenance
of the temple service by the purchase of victims or the sustentatiun of
the priests and Levites
Whatever tlwu (the parent thus a<i(hvssed)
migliUisl be projited by me (i. e. whatever assistance or advanlajre
tliou inii^dilest have derived from me) is Coiban or devoted to religious
uses like a sacrificial victim.
That such things were permitted and
applauded may be proved by certain dicta of the Talmud, and especially by a famous dispute between Rabbi Eliezer and his brethren, in
whicn the very act here described was vindicated by the latter. It is
commonly agreed that there is here an instance of the figure called
aposiopvsis, in which the apodcsis or logical conclusion of the sentence
is su))pn«;sed or left to be supplied by the reader.
Such constructions,
t\hether reckoned beauties or defects, are common in the best classical
writers.
The thought to be supplied here is, he does uo wrong,' he
is at lil)ef ty to do .so,' or the like.
As if he had .sail, you know full
well wlia^ your response would be to such an offer, and you ought to
know Its / tactical effect, recorded in the following verse.
'

V2.

.-^

11(1

father or his

yo suffer
mother;

uo more

liiin

to

•

do ought

fi)r

his

That riVect is, that ye no longer suffer him (even if he would), or
him no longer (if he would not), probably the latter, as the verb
(the .same with that in v. 8.) even with the negative would hardlv be
employed co denote active prohiljition. but rather signifies their culpaltle
connivance at such base neglect.
If he wishes to do nothing more for
them, you sutler it.' For them^ for their benefit, support, assistance.
suffer

•

13.

your

Making

tradition,

like things

word of God of none effect tlirough
which ye have delivered; and many such
the

do ye.

Having given this revolting instance of the practical result to which
their treat luent of God's precepts tended, he returns to the generic
charge which it was stated to illustrate. Afakiwj void, invalidating,
nullifying, a verb not u.^ed in classic Greek, but formed directly from an
adjective fau.iharly applied by Plato and Thucydides to laws, and representing them (according to its etymology) as destitute of force, inand void. This was the actual effect, whatever mav have
been the purjose, of their ceremonial and traditional morality, by which
they practically nullified the word of God. i. e. his jn-ecept or his i-ereThe next clause cannot be exactly rendered into English for
lation.
The form of the origin*!
l^ant of a verb corresponding to tradition.

valid, null
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intelligible to an English reader by the awkward imitayour deliverance (in the Scotch sense) which you have delivered,
or your handing down which you have handed down. The address may
be eithci to the whole race as represented by his hearers, or to themselves as delivering and enfoicing these traditions by authority.
Once
more he comes back to the general charge, reminding them that these
were only samples of their impious and lawless practice.

may be made
tion,

14. And when he had called all the people (unto him),
he said unto them, Hearken unto me every one (of you),
and understand.

Thus

far he had addressed the Scribes and Pharisees themselves,
invokes a larger audience. A7id calling to all the crotcd, i. e.
addressing them, or calling the crowd to (him), as in 3, 13. 23. 6, 7,
vrhich does not necessarily imply a change of place, but mere!}'' a request for their particular attention, as expressed in the last clause.
Still less IS it implied that the multitude at large had not heard what
All that is meant is that, after having
is said in the pieceding context.
answei-ed the demand of his opponents in the presence of the people, he
now calls the attention of the latter to the same great subject, as one
of practical and universal interest, because relating to the very principle
of all morality.
The people, literally, tlie crowd, or promiscuous assemblage (see above, on 2. 4. '6^ 9. 4, 1. 5, 27. 6, 33) as distinguished from the
prominent and leading men, and all the crowd, as distinguished from a
part or from a few. Hear me^ li.sten to me, not an unmeaning form but
a distinct intimation that he had something of impoitauce to communicate (see al)Ove, on 4, 3. 9.) And understand, give intelligent attention,
not merely to my words but to their meaning. Every one of you, in
Greek simply, all. another intimation that the subject was of universal
interest.
This double '• all " has been preserved by Mark alone, although the rest of the verse is given, almost word for word, by Mat-

but

now

thew

(1.5,

10.)

There is nothing from witliout a man, that entering into him, can defile him
but the tilings which
come out of him, those are tliey that delile the man. If
any man have ears to liear, let him hear.
15. 16.

;

Having exposed the folly of the prevalent ceremonial superstition as
uncominanded bai)tisms or religious washings, and its wickedness in
setting aside moral obligations, the Saviour now pursues the same course
in a still more i>ublic manner with respect to the most prevalent and
favourite of all merely ritual distinctions, that of clean and uncleaa
meats, which had then become, and still continues, the chief bar to social
intercourse between Jews and Gentiles.
The very object of the law
upon this subject (as recorded in Lev. xi. and Deut. xiv.) was to separate the chosen race from every other by restrictions on their food
to
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it impossible for them
live topctlici or to interthe ordinary courtesies of life. \vith')iit u c<jnstant viohitioii. upon
one side, of reli'2;ions duty. This effect had been abundantly secured for
a;j:es in the jiractice of all conscientious dews, but with the neci'ss;iry
incidental evil of a constant disposition,even on the part of such, to mistake a positive and temj)orary rej^ulatiou for a perpetual invariable law,
and to rejiard the forbidden meats as having an intrinsic efficacy to detile, not only ceremonially but morally.
In opposition to this gnnindless and pernicious error, Christ projjounds the simple truth. l>ut in a
form adapted to arrest the popular attention ami impress it.self upon the
memory by something of antithesis and even para«lox.
man, literally, the mtin^ which may either be the Greek equivalent to our generic
" man " without the article, or be taken strictly as denoting the particular man eating or receiving food in any suppo.scd case.
Enteriiuj into
him^ i. e. into the mojith (.Matt. 15, 11) as food or nourishment, irhh-h can
(is able, a distinct verb, not a mere auxiliary) drjile him. literally, make
him common or jn'ofanc^ a verb derived from tiie Greek adjective employed above (v. 2) and there explained. But (the other branch of the
antithesis) the (Jliings) coming out of him. proceeding from him (the
exact correlative or opjjosite. in form as well as .sense, of the preceding
verb), i.e. from his mouth (Matt. 15, 11) in language, or more generally
in his conduct, as the expression of his thoughts and character.
Th(.-<e
are the (^things) dejUing (or profaning, desecrating^ the man. The
paradoxical character of tiiis important statement arises from its
solemnly affirming in a moral sense, what was not true if taken in a
ceremonial .sense, ar.d therefore might .it first sight seem, and did no
doubt to many seem, directlv contradictory to an express divine commandment. But this only deepened the im{)ression of the true sense
when discovered or revealed, as in all the paradoxes which may be said
to form a striking characteristic of our Saviour's teachings, but which
no mere man. at least no uninspired man, can imitate without tlie lisk
of doing far more harm than Kood, and of adding one more instance to
the many which illustrate and confirm the fact that " fools rush in
where angels fear to tread." What our Saviour here denies is not that
the partaking of forbidden meats was ceremonially defiling, i. e. subjected tho.se who did so to certain ceremonial disabilities and rendered
necessar}' certain rites of purification ; for all this was explicitly revealed in scripture and embodied in the practice of the Jewish church
from the very bc'^inning of the ceremonial dispensation, which was not
yet at an end. Nor does he here deny that h\ transgressing this part

•rnich

cl».in<;e

A

man incurred the moral guilt of disob^^dience, which would
have opened a wide door to lawless and ungodly license. It is not the
authority or obligation of the precept that he calls in question, but its
ground and purpose, as usually apprehenfled by the people and exCertain meats had been propounded by their spiritual leaders.
hibited by Moses umler the divine direction, for a temporary end of
great importance but ere long to be forever sujferseded, i. e. to secure
the separation of the Jews from otln r races till the change of dis{K'nsalions and in the mean time to symbolize the difierence between heathenof the law a
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ish corruptions and the holiness which ought to have adorned the
church or chosen people. But by gradual depai-ture from this clearly
revealed purpose of the legal prohibitions now in question, they had
come to look upon the unclean meats as^je?* se morally defiling, and by
necessajy consequence, upon the strict use of the clean meats as intrinsicalh' purifj-ing, or at least meritorious in the sight of -God.
This is
the error here refuted or condemned, and not obedience to the dietetic
laws of Moses while the system was still binding, upon which these
words of Christ have neither a remote nor an immediate bearing, as
some eminent interpreters imagine, and as many of his hearers no doubt
thought at that tiin<(. notwithstanding the admonitoiy warning against
inattention and misapprehension, which we learn from Mark, though
not from Matthew, that he uttered upon this as on so many other similar occasions (see above, on 4, 9. 23.)
If H'^y (one, not man) have ears
to hear (i. e. the faculty of hearing given to him for the very purpose),
let him hear (let him use it upon this occasion when, if ever, he will
find it advantageous so to do.)

And

wlien he was entered into the house iVom the
people, his disciples asked him concerning the parable.
17.

When he entered into a (not the) house, or more generally, intc
house (i. e. within doors), as the same phrase elsewhere means Jiome or
at home.when the reference is to his return from other places to Capernaum (see above, on 2. 1. 3, 19.) From (away from) the people, liteHis disci2Jles, probrally, the croicd or multitude (see above, on v. 14.)
ably but not necessarily the twelve, since others were admitied to hia
private presence, and are elsewhere spoken of as joining with the twelve
in precisely such inquiries (see above, on4,'10.) Asked him, questioned
him, in a particular and earnest manner (see above, on v. 5 and on 5,
About (concernrng) the parable, or according to the latest critics,
9.)
axlced him the panible. the same construction as in 4. 10. but only
Mark omits a
differing in form from the common text and version.
brief but interesting dialogue preserved by Matthew (15. 12-14). as to
the impression made upon the Phari-sees by what our Lord had said in
public, and the ultimate effect of their erroneous teachings on themAnother circumstance preserved by Matthew (15
selves and others.
15) is that Peter was the spokesman upon this occasion, as on many
others even when he is not named in any of the gos})els. which makes
Mark's omission here of less importance. Pamblc. the word u.sed in
both accounts, has here its vaguest sense of something enigmatical, not
obvious in meaning. One interpreter supposes the disciples to have
been led. by their habit of inquiring about parables, to u.se the word
for any thing requiring explanat.on.

And

he saith unto them. Are ye so without under%
Do ye not perceive, that whatsoever thing
from without entereth into the man, (it) cannot detiie him ?
18.

Btandiiig also
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Althoup;h this is not a liarsli reproof, it certainly involves acoiusure
lollowers of Christ for thi'ir conliimed ^liare in the prevuihng
This inijilies that
srror which he had just refuted and denounced.
what tliej failed to understand was not a mystery (see above, on 4,
21) requiring special revelation to disclose it. i^rnorance of which could
not have been condemned as culpable, but .somethinj^ clear already, if not
from the nature of the case fnjin tlje word of God. A/td //« fiKt/s to
t/iem Qn answer to their question or request for exjjlauation.) So (ihu.s,
L e. like the rest) evc/i ye (or yc a/.so, my most favoured and enlif^htened followers), Withont undensfdnding, in Greek a single word wliich
might be rendered unintelligent (the opi)osite in form as well as sense
of that employed in Matt. 11,25. Acts 13,7. 1 Cor. 1, 19.)
It is applied by Paul (Rom. 1,21. 31) to the irrationality of sin, but also in
the same epistle (1(>. 19) to the ignorance and unmtelligence of heathen
Jjo ye not perceive^ a verbapi>lied by Homer and Xenoor barbarians.
phon to boddy vision, but in the Greek of the New Testament to mtellectual perception only, sometimes with the accessory notion of attention (see below, on 13, 14. and compare 2 Tim. 2, 7) which may also
be included here (and in 8. 17 below.)
'Are you not sullicicntly attentive to perceive &.c. ?
This again implies that what they misconceived was no mysterious secret but an obvious and patent truth, which
they could not have attentively considered without justly apprehending
it.
Whatsoecer entcveth. literally, every (thing) entering into the man
(here correctly rendered with the article) cannot (is not capable or
able, see above, on v. 15, to) dejile him (make him common or unholy
This was almost self-evident, and yet the people
in a moral sense.)
had lost sight of it, and even the disciples did not see it clearly.
in the

'

Because it entereth not into his lieart, but into the
belly, and goeth out into the draught, purging all meats.
19.

The reason of this ira])Ossibility is obvious, to wit, that food does
not atioct the mind or soul but only the corporeal organs, which are not
moral agents or sihsceptible of moral changes. Ile^irt. not the seat of
the affections merely, nor the mind as opposed to the affections, but the
whole soul as distinguished from the body (see above, on 2, 6. 4, 15.
The htUy, not the entire body, nor the abdomen exclusively,
6. 52.)
whole interior cavity (the Greek word originally meaning holwhich are lodged the organs of digestion here especially referred to, namely, the stomach and intestines.
The last clause carries
out the idea, that the food never goes beyond the body or reaches the
mind or soul, by suggesting that the whole course of the aliment, received througli the mouth into the stomach and inte.^tines, cm be
tfljiced as all exclusively corporeal, from its entrance to its exit.
To
this is added at the close of the whole sentence a sutrgestion tiiat even
but

tiie

loir). in

physically food

is

not d-liUng. since that pait of

tiie

process of diges^

which is most offensive is in fact a purifying one, because it carries*
all" the impure portion of the food, leaving only what is nutritive and
How absurd then to imagine that the moral and spiritual
healthful.
tion

— —
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19. 20. 21. 22.

man

can be affected by the food which he consumes. DraugTit
word belonging to the later Greek
All meats^
or varieties of food received into the mouth and stomach.
state of

draui. sink, or privy, a

20. And lie said, That
that defileth the man.

which cometh out of

tlie

man,

But

he said. Mark's favourite transition from one topic or one porto another, here completing the antithesis, by adding to the
negative account of what does not defile a man the positive description
of what does.
That, {on) excluded by our idiom as in many other
cases (see above, on v. 6.)
The (thinfj) coming out of the man., i. e.
proceeding from him in a moral sense. The double out (eV) prefixed
in Greek both to verb and noun adds strength to the antithesis or conThat {eKelvo. an emphatic pronoun tantatrast (see above, on 1, 27.)
mount io'not this, not what 1 have just described) 'profanes tJie man
(makes him common or unhol}' in the proper sense.) 'Food, when it
enters, enters not into the soul but the stomach and the bowels, and
even when it is finally excluded, rather cleanses than defiles ; but there
is something, in another sense proceeding from man, which does really
defile him.'
What it is, he teaches in the next verse.
tion of

21.

it

For from within, out of the heart of men, proceed
murders

evil thouglits, adulteries, fornications,

Out of

and the
same
in Greek

the heart., the soul, as the seat both of the intellect

affections (see above,

on

v. 19.)

Proceed.,

come out or

forth, the

verb that is used in the preceding verse. Ecil thoughts is
doubly definite, the article being written twice, the thoughts, the evil
{ones.)
(For examples of the same constiuction. which is foreign fiom
our idiom, see above, on 1. 20, and again Ixdow, on v. 23.)
Thoughts,
not mere ideas or incoherent notions, but reasonings, calculations,
plans, or purposes, implying action both of mind and lieart in the restricted sense.
Of these he now eimmeiates particular examples, in
the plural number, either to denote the multitude of sinful acts included under each desoiption or the vaiietv of forms and circumstanAdulteries, violations of
ces under which each sin may be committea.
the marriage \o\v ; fornications, violations of chastity b}^ unmarried
persons ; both being breaches of the seventh commandment (Ex. 20,
14) as interpreted by Christ himself (Matt. 5. 28.) Murders, unlawful
and malicious homicides, placed first by Matthew (15, 19.) These
crimes, interpreted with proper latitude, include the worst oflences
against human justice and the order of society.

22. Thefts, covetousness, wickedness, deceit, lascivi
Dusncss, ail evil eye, blasphemy, pride, foolishness
2'hefts,

others,

including

and according

all

surreptitious violations of the property of
Greek usage even those of a more vio-

to later
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open nature, liic^luvay-ro^bers l>einp: still called llt^pfd^ (^t^s
same \v«)r(l Ihtc employed) in modern GreeCL-. The opposite chan<::e has taken place in Enijlish, thieves and rohhers being
never now confoiindi'd as they often are in our iJible (see below, on
CovetousneHH, a very inade14,48. 15,27, and compare Luke 10, oO.)
quate translation both in form and substance, as the Greek noun is
plural, like all tlu)se bi'fore and the one after it, and has a much
greatei- latitude of nieaninjr than its rei)ri'Sentative in Enfrlish, thou^rh
included in it. The Greek word, according to its etynioloj^^y and primary usage, means the possession of more than others then the desire
to possess n»ore. with its usual concomitants of grasping greediness,
ambitious airogance, and fraudulent contrivance in all which senses
it is used by Herodotus, Tliucydides. and Plato.
In the place of this
lent

An

<

Benlially the

;

;

word Mallhew (15, l'.>) substitutes Jal.\e teatiinonie.'t^ both (or theii
eqnivalcnts in Aramaic) having ])robably been uttereil by our Savionr.
Wickedneifs in Greek is also plural and more deilnite in meaning, beinjj
not a comprehensive term including all the rest, but a s)K*citic one de
noting evil dispositions, and might therefore be translated by the unuThe vepjaining
sual but expressive and appiopriate form, malignities.
words are in the singular, which seems to be an accidental or euphoni<i
change, us there is nothmg in the nature of the sins described to requirv*
or account for such a ditlerence. Deceit.^ fraud, including all forms o(
dishonesty not comprehended under theft. Lascivious/iesfi, in Cia.s.->i«;
Grtek a word dinotingall excess and extravagance, applied by bsfeus and
Demosthenes to arrogance and insolence, but by the later ivrUers limAn ecil ei/e, .he visible
ited to libidinous excesses or unbridled lust.
expression being put for the inward disposition or afiection, which
would seem from a comparison of Matt. 20, 15, to be envy, hiispheniy^
another outward manife-tation used to represent an inward disposition,
namely proud and .spiteful anger, that which finds expression in reviling and abus'ive words not onl}' against man but God (see aiiove, on 2,
This is also given, but
the plural form, by x\)ytthew (15,
7. 3, 28.)
19), who omits the four particulars immediately preceding and the two
which follow. Pride^ in Greek a more specific term origiwall}' meaning the appearance of one olyect above others then conrsniouous and
marked superiority ; but applied to persons almost alwav in the bad
(Compare
«ense of haughtiness or arrogance towards God and man.
the cognate atijective in Luke 1, 51. and huivoia there with ijuiXoyiir^ioi
Foolishness, senselessness, absurdity, an attribute of all sin as
here.)
essentially irrational, but specially apparent in the character and conduct of some sinners. The primitive adjective or novm (/Kfi^jonv) is
common in the Greek of the New Testament, but the derivative (<i(/)^oavi-r]) occurs only here and in on^ of Paul's epistles, whej-e he thrice
applies it to himself (2 Cor. 11. 1. 17. 21), as he does the oilier four
The allegation that Mark
times in the same epi>tle (11, 16. 12. G. 11.)
adds to Matthew's catalogue a number of irrelevant particulars, is per-

m

no rule can be laid down for determining how
be given, and our .Saviour may have uttered a still greater
number, out of which one evangelist .selected more the other less, aa
best adapted to his own iaunediate purpose.

fectly gratuitou.s, as

many might
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23. 24.

come from within and

defile

man.

This long enumeration of particulars is followed by a summing up
or repetition of the general statement which they were intended to
All these evils from icithin come forth and desecrate the
sxemplif}'.
man (or render him unholy) not ceremonially but morally. Here
again, as in v. 21. the peculiar Gi"eek construction and idiomatic repetition of the article imparts a foice and at the same time a precision to
the sentence which can only be imperfectly retained in Engli.sh even

All these^ the evil, i. e. all these things, these
Evil, the word coaibined with eye in the preceding verse,
and meanmg here as there, not only sinful in the general, but wicked,
spiteful, or malicious in particular.

by a bald

translation.

enil things.

24. And from thence he arose, and went into the borders of Tyre and Sidon, and entered into a house, and
would liave no man know (it) but he could not be hid.
;

from the place where the foregoing words were uttered.
this ?
The last particular place mentioned was Genne.saret (fl, 53). but followed by a notice of his visiting "'that whole
suiroundin^r country" (55), and entering into "villages, cities, and
This may seem to cut off the connection and prevent our
fields'' (50.)
Thence,

i.

e.

But where was

But as thence implies a
asceitaining the local. ty referred to here.
definite place previously mentioned, and as the general statement in 6,
53-56 is incidentally and parenthetically introduced, and relates not so
much to what occurred at any one time as to the general and constant
piactice. as appears from the use of the imperfect tense, it is still most
probable that the reference is here to the land (or district) of Gennesarct, or to the neighbouring city of Capernaum (see above, on 6, 53,
and compare John 6. 17.) Arising, standing up. an idiomatic phrase of
frequent occurrence in the Greek of the New Testament, and often
deu(»ting nothing more than what we mean by starting, setting out,
putting one's ^elf in motion, especially though not exclusively in reference to journeys.
Went, or more exactly went atony, i. e. withdiew,
i-etreated (Matt. 15. 21). from the malice of his enemies, as some suppo.'ie, or as others, from the crowd and bustle even of his friends and folIt is probable, however, that a higher and more important
lowers.
motive led to this retreat, to wit. the purpose to evince by one act of
his public life that, though his personal ministry was to the Jews (see
below, on v. 27, and compare Matt. 15 24. Rom. 15, 8), his saving
benefits were also for the Gentiles.
It is important to i-emember that
these movements were not made at random or fortuitously brough.t
uboutj as infidel interpreters delight to represent, and some of their
beiievmg admiiers do not venture to deny, but deliberately ordered in
accordance with a definite design, the reality of which is not affected by
Into
our being able or unable everywhere to trace it in the history.
(not merely to or towards^ which would be otherwise expressed) tfi4
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borders, a compounded form of the word used twice in v. 31 below, and
not applied like it to all contained within tlie bounds, but to the bounds
themselves, in whioh specific sense it is employed by Xenophon, Thucvdides. anil Plato, who speaks of the bounds (or limits) of the ])hilos<)pher and politician. The Greek word is properly an adje«'tive, and
means bordering; or froniier prirts (Matt. 1'). 21.) 7'j/re (ind Sidon^
the two great .seaports of Phenicia, put for the whole country, which
apart from them had no importance. (See above, on 3. 8.) The whole
phrase does not mean the reg;ion between Tyre and Sidon, but the
Would and coufd^
>X)un<lary or frontier between (Jalilce and Phenicia.
as in so many other cases, are not mere auxiliary tenses, but distinct
and independent verbs ; he wished and lie wa» able. The construction
he tc(i,i willing to knoic no one (i. e. to make no acquaintance or receive
jio visit), though grammatically possible, is not .so natural or obvious as
the common one, he winhed no one to knoin (^him). or to knoir (it), i. e.
his arrival or his presence.
2'o be hid^ or lie concealed, the Greek verb
being active in its form.

25.

For a

an unclean

woman, whose young daughter had
heard of him, and came and fell at his

(certain)

spirit,

feet.

The reason that he could not be concealed is now recorded. For a
woman, having heard of him. i. e. of his arrival now, or of his miracles
before
but even in the latter case, the other fact must be supplied.
Whose little daughter (an affectionate diminutive, used also in 5, 23,
above) had an unclean sjnrit. in the sense repeatedly explained already.
;

(See above, on 1. 23. 3, 11. 30. 5, 2.) It appears from this case, that
these demoniacal possessions were not confined to Jews, or to any age
or .sex. (See below, on 9, 17.) Coming (into the house where he wa.s)
and falling at his feet, the full phrase which occurs in a contracted
form above (3. 11. 5. 33), the act denoting not religious adoration but
importunate entreaty.

2G. The woman was a Greek, a Svrophenician by nation ; and she besought him that he would cast forth the

devil out of her daughter.

The remarkable circumstance

in this case, which in part accounts
that the woman here described wa.s a
Greek, not in the
Gentile, not only by residence but by extraction.
strict sense, but in the wider one arising from the Macedonian conquests, which diffused the Greek civilization through the whole of
western Asia, so that in the later Jewish dialect. Greek was sub>tantially synonymous with Gentile, even wh<re the language was not
Syraphenician^
actually spoken, as it may have been in this case.
.so called either in distinction from the Libyojjhenicians in Africa, or
because Phenicia, as well as Palestine, belonged to the great Roman
province of Syria.
(See above, on 6, 14.)
Both countries also ha(?

for its insertion in the history,

is

A

A
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been peopled by the sons of Canaan, so that this woman was at once a
Greek, a Syrophenician. and a Canaanite (Matt. 15, 22.) By nation
race, extraction, birth.
(Compare Acts 4, '60,. 13, 26. 18, 2. 24. Phil. 3
5.) Asked^ in the secondaiy sense of 'begged,, and therefore followed by
that, and not by ichetJier.
(See above, on 1, 30, and compare Luke 4,
Cast forth the devil, or expel the demon. (See above, on 1, 34,
38.)
39.

3.

15. 22.

27.
filled

;

to cast

G,

13.)

But Jesus
for
(it)

said unto her, Let the children first be
not meet to take the children's bread, and
unto the dogs.
it is

Another singularity of this case, which suggests a further reason
for its being so minuteh^ stated, is our Lord's refusal to perform the
miracle, of which this is the first and only instance upon record. Even
here, however, it was not an absolute and permanent refusal, but a
relative and temporary one, designed to answer an important purpose,
both in its occurrence and in the historical account of it. Let, or
more emphatically, let alone (implying an untimel}' interference), suffer
or permit, the same verb which we have alreadv had in different applications. (See above, on 1, 18. 34. 2, 5. 4, 36. 7, 8. 12.)
Filled, sated,
satisfied, the same verb as in 6. 42, and there explained.
Meet, i. e.
suitable, becoming, handsome, which approaches nearest to the strict
sense of the Greek word, namely, /azV or heautifal, though commonly
applied in Scripture to excellence or beauty of a moral kind.
To talce^
not pleonastic, as it often is in vulgar English, but to taTce away from
them and bestow it upon others. The children's bread, the bread
intended and provided for them, and when actually given belonging to
them. Bogs, a diminutive supposed by some to be contemptuous, like
whelps or pupjjies, but by others an expression of affectionate familiarity, like little daughter (a Greek word of the same form) in v, 25.
This question is connected with another, as to the sen.se in which dogs are
mentioned here at all, whether simply in allusion to the wild gregarious
oriental dog, regarded as an impure and ferocious beast, or to the classical and modern European notion of the dog as a domesticated animal,
the humble companion and faithful friend of man. The objection to
the former explanation is not onl}^ its revolting harshness, and the ease
with which the same idea might have been expressed in a less unusual
manner, but the obvious relation here supposed between the children
and the dogs, as at and under the same table, and belonging as it were
John, it is true, uses dogs in the offensive
to the same household.
Reuse first mentioned; but his language is "without are dogs" (Rev.
22. 15), apparently referring to the homeless dogs which prowl through
the streets of eastern cities (compare Ps. 22. 20. 5'\ 6. Matt. 7, G.
Phil. 3, 2)
but here the dogs are represented as within, and fed l)eneath their master's table. The beauty of our Saviour's figuie would
be therefore marred by understanding what he says of savage animals,
without relation or attachment to mankind. Cast, throw away, a term
mplying waste of the material as well as some contempt of the recipi
;

;
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Like most of our Lord's parables or illustrations from analop^y,

ent.

is drawn
romes home

this cx(iuisite siuiilitinle
(loiiR'stio life,

lis.

ami

And

still

t^lio {iiis\v(M\'(l

fioiii

the

most

familiar habits of

to the experience of thoiLJinds.

Lord;
enimbs.

ainl sai<l iiiilo liim, \ cs,

yet the d<»gs iindor the table eat

<>t'

the eliildreii's

There is no dispute as to the meaninj]^ of this admirable answer,
which mi,i:;ht almost be tipplaudeil for its wit, if Christ himself had not
ascrihed to it a hi.u;her merit, as an evidence of signal faith, condjined
with a hiimilit\' no less lemarkable. There is, however, some dispute
as to its form, particularly that of the first clause, which .some explain
as a <lenial of what he had said, and others more correctly as a partial
afhrmation or assent, but followed by a j)artial contradiction, as in our

The best |>hilolo<ri('al interjjreters are now agreed that yet
not a correct version of the Greek phrase (/<(u yap), which can
only mean apeeably to usap;e. for or for even. The meaninj^ of the
an-wor then will be, 'Yes, Lord (or Sir), it is true that it woidd not
be l>ecomini,^ to deprive the children of their food, in order to supply
f >r tlie<e are not to eat the children's bread, but the crumbs
the dt);zs
(or Irajj; nents) fallint: from the table.' The whole is therefore an as.sent
to what our Lord had said, including; his descrij)tion of the Gentiles
(Matt. 15. 24) as the dogs beneath the table, and a thankfid consent to
occupy that place and to partake of that inferior provision.
Of {\'\tcvally/>v>w) f lie cninihi<\A woi hei-e a partitive expression, as it sometimes
i.s,
l)ut simply indicates the somce from which the nourishment is
drawn. The idea suggested by an ancient and adopted b}' a modern
writer, that the word translated crumbs here means the pieces of bread
which the ancients u.^ed as napkins, is not only a gratuitous refinement, but a needless variation from the u.sage of the word, which is a
regular <lindnutive of one itself denoting a crundj, bit. or morsel, especially of bread.
Cliihlrcn is also a diminutive, the same with that in
5, 30-41, and entirely distinct in form, though not in meaning, from
the one here used in the preceding verse.
translation.

is

;

29.
tlie

And

devil

For

is

lie said unto her, For this saying, go thy way
gone out of thy daughter.

(the .sake of, on account of) this word (saying, speech, or ango thy way (i. e. in modern English, go airjiy. depart), perhaps
to be taken as an abbreviation of the full phrase, go iu peace (or into
pence) employed above in 5, 34, and there explained. (See also on I. 4-L
2, n. 5. I'J.)' The merit of her answer was its faith (Matt. 15, 28), to
which hei- whole request was granted instantaneously, the demon havinj" actuallv left her chdd when these gracious woids were uttered.
Now :.s this laiih was the gift of Christ himself, there could neither be
surprise on his part, nor legal merit upon hers, but only a benignant
recogiiilion of his own work in her heart, which his discouraging reception of her prayer at iirst bad served both to strengthen and illustrate

.swer).
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vras therefore no more unkind than the similar processes con
tinually ^oing on in true iDelievers, though of course unknown to the
experience of those skeptical interpreters, vrho either sneer at this as
cruel treatment of a distressed mother, or assume a real change of purpose wrought in Christ by her persistent importunity.

and

30. And when she was come to her house, she found
the devil gone out, and her daughter hiid upon the bed.

This is merely a distinct historical statement of the fact that she
found the Saviour's declaration verified on reaching home, the demon
(actually) gone out and the daughter laid upon the 'bed, or rather
thrown there (as the Greek word strictly means) by the fiend at his
departure, so that her mother found her just as he had left her.
This
removes all appearance of departure from the general rule previously
laid down (see above, on 1, 31. 5, 43), and derived by induction from
the history at large, that in cases of miraculous restoration there was
no protracted convalescence, but an instantaneous return to ordinary
occupations.
Had this been a case of mere corporeal healing or resuscitation, the effect would probably have been the same as in the cases
just referred to.
But the miracle was here one of dispossession, and
for the bodily exhaustion
this was no doubt sudden and comp'ete
which ensued was not a remnant of the previous disease, or even a
transition from an abnormal to a normal state, but rather a decisive
indication that the latter had been reinstated, as the preternatural excitement which accompanied possession, and was usualh' sj'-mptomatic
of it (see above, on 5, 5). would not have allowed her to lie quietly
upon her bed, the sight of which recumbent posture must have satisfied the mother instantly, not that her daughter Avas recovering, but
that she was recovered, from her fearful preternatural disorder.
In
recording this most interesting miracle, Mark treats it as an instance
of extraordinary faith, without making prominent its bearing on our
Lord's relation to the Jews and Gentiles, which belongs therefore rather
to the exposition of the parallel account in Matthew (15, 21—28.)
;

And

again, departing from the coasts of Tyre and
Sidon, he came unto the sea of Galilee, through the midst
of the coasts of DecapoHs.
31.

Again, implying not a previous departure from the same place, but
referring simply to his previous arrival, as we speak familiarly of going
Departing, litcralh^ {Joi^^O out., the opposite
to a place and back again.
Coasts, not in the restricted modern sense of
o^ coming in {y. 2A:.^
shores or .sea-coasts, but in the wide old English sense of boTinds or
borders, sometimes including all between them. (See above, on v. 24.)
Tyre and Sidon. or as the Vatican and several other uncial copies read
ihrovgh Sidon^ thus describing him as going noithward from Tyre
through Sidon, a circuitous but not impossible direccion in rctuining to
DecapoliSj and one which may have been suggested by prudential mo*
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But tlie readinp^. thoujxh adopted by the latest critics, is by no
For (or nhnuj^ Matt. 15, 20) the sea
nn'ans ctTtJiinly tlie true one.
of Galilee (Tiberias, or Gennosaret, see above, on 1, 10. 2,13. 3.7,
4, 1. 39. 5, 1. 21. 0, 47), throwih the midst {oXong the mid.llc) of the
coasts (the same word as l)efore, and in tlie same sense of boundaries
or bounik'd territoiies, rej;ions, districts) of DecupoUs (or Ten Toirns)^
(See above,
a name which has occurred and been explained already.
tives.

on

'),

20.)

32.

had an

And

tlu'V

])riiitr

iinjtedinient in

to put his

unto him one that was deaf and

liis

speecli

;

and

tliey lieseecli

him

hand upon him.

While sittinji; or reposin;j: in the hills or hifrhlands of this re<;ion
(Matt. 15, 20). he performs a miracle recorded only in the hook belore
us, althousjh Matthew speaks of his return from Tj're and Sidon to the
lak«'. and of his performinp: many miracles, amonjr the rest making
dumb (people) speak, of which we have here a siiifrle instance. They^
indclinitely, meanin<r certain persons not distinjiuished or described
more fully, but, as the connection naturally indicates, no doubt the
people of the region tirst named, i. e, the Decapolis, where he had already wroutrht a signal miracle of dispossession (see above, on 5, 20.)
From a part of it. the district of the Gadarenes (5, 1) our Lord had
been requested by the people to withdraw (5. 17) but even they might
now be willing to experience his healing power, much more the other
dwellers in Decapoiis, who had not joined in that request or shared in
the injury which prompted it.
They bring, not carry (see above, on
2, 3) but conduct, lead, introduce into his presence a deaf (man) hardly
speakinrj, i. e. with difllculty, either an effect of his imperfect hearing,
or more probably a separate infirmity arising fi'om disorder or defect
of the vocal organs (see below, upon the next verse, j
The Greek adjective originally means obtuse or dull, and is applied both literally to a
weapon (as by Homer), and metaphorically to the senses of speech and
hearing, probably because they are so commonly diseased together, and
because the original want of hearing necessarily produces that of speech.
Besides some instances where both or either may be meant, there are
also clear examples of each specific affliction, as in Matt. 0. 23 (^the
dumb spake), and in Matt. 11. 5 (the deaf hear), in both which places
It is another proof of individuality
the original expression is the same.
in little things, that Mark uses this w^ord only in the sense of d^af infirmity of speech being othervrise expressed (see below, on v. 37. 9, 25.)
Even in English, the terms hardly and scarcely, though promiscuously
used, are not entirely synonymous, the former being positive, the latter
negative; the latter meaning almost 7iotj the former tcith ditHculty,
not without exertion. The epithet in this case being compounded with
the positive particle does not mean that the man was nearly speechless,
but that he could only speak with difficulty or with painful effort.
Beseech him, as in 1. 40*. 5, 10. 12. 17. 18. 23. O' 56. to puthi^ hana (that
Ue would impose his hand) upon him^ thus prescribing as a necessari
;

9*
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means ^^hat they had seen or heard of as employed in other cases It
was probabl}'^ to check this disposition to regard as indispensable and
constant what was optional and variable, and to indicate not only what
was to be done but how he was to do it, that our Lord so often varied
method, and that the evangelists so often specify these
Both these practices or habits are remarkably exemplified
case (see below, upon the next verse.)

his external
variations.

in this

33. And he took him aside from the multitude, aud
put his lingers into his ears, and he spit, and touched his

tongue.

And

taking (having taken) him away from the crowd^ whose pres
now a matter of course (see above, on v. 2), is only inAside, in private, to a separate place, the same
cidentall}^ recorded.
expression that is used above in 4, 3-1:. G, 31. 32, though rendered by a

ence, as being

dirterent word in all four cases (alone, apart, pritately. aside.)
The
reason for withdrawing in the present instance has been variously explained, as a desire to avoid ostentation or discourage superstition, and
the like, none of which are either indicated in the context or appropriate to this case more than any other.
In the absence of explicit information on the suljject, no conjecture is more likely than that this proceeding was intended to defeat the expectations and to disconcert the
groundless prepossessions of the people, who supposed that he could
only work a miracle in one way, thereby limiting his power and ])erhaps ascribing an intrinsic virtue to external acts which wei-e entirely
arbitrary and at his discretion.
Thus they probably expected him to
heal the man in public and by simple imposition of his hand, whereas
he chose to work the miracle in private or away from the croicd. and
in the presence of a few spectators only, not by a simple touch but by
a series of unusual acts, no more necessary here than elsewhere, but.intended to convince them that he was not bound to any exclusive mode,
and that he only used external acts at all in order to connect the
miraculous eft'ect even sensibly with his own person as the source
from which the healing power proceeded (see above, on 5, 23. 28. 41.)
This view of the matter, while it fai-nishes at least as satisfactory a
ground as any other for our Lord's i)roceeding, supersedes the necessity of giving a specitic sense to each of the successive acts which he
performed on this occasion, and which some interpreters regard as
means employed to strengthen the man's faith, or to meet some other
exigency of his case, a far less likely supposition than the one already
stated, that this modus operandi had no reference to the man himself,
except as one of a great number who.se mistaken notions were to be
cuirected and thjir groundless expectations disappointed.
Put, a
stronger word in Greek, which strictly means threw or cast (the same
with that in vs. 27. 3iJ). but may be rendered with less violation of our
idiom and u.sage, thrust, as it is in John 20, 25. 27. His (own) Jingers
into his (the deaf man's) ears, as being tlie parts specially atiected.
Spitting (having spit), not with any reference to an ancient notion as
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to the medicinal virtue of saliva, but as an arbitrary act ad.iptod to the
Toadied liis tongue^ either with his hand,
purpose before mentioned.
or with the spittle, probably the latter, as the two are brought into
isuch close connection, and as a similar application is recorded elsewhere
The long tie was touched.
(see below, on 8. 23, and c()in[)ure -Juhn *J, G.)
as the other diseased oigan, these particular handlings being substituted for the simple contact usually practised.

34. And looking up to lieaven, he sighed, and saith
unto him, Ephphatha, that is. Be opened.

And

loohing up (or having looked up) into (not simply to or towhere the same preposition is employed, but
actually looking as it were into) the sl-g (or heaten^ see above, on 1, 10.
Jle sighed (or
11. 4, 4 32. 0,41) as representing the abode of God.
groaned)^ a natural expression of distress (see Rom. 8, 2.i. 2 Cor. 5, 2.
4. Hel). 13. 17) and sometimes of displeasure (James 5. 9), but also of
Hence some supintense desire and earnest supplication (Rom. 8, 20.)
pose it here to indicate a painful exercise of sympathy and pity for the
But as
sutlerings of men. others importunate petition to the Father.
Christ performed his cures in his own name and by his own authority,
and as no reason can be given for extraordinary pity being either felt
in this case or recorded, it is better to consider it as one of these external acts by which it pleiised him to distinguish this from other miracles,
because he saw a disposition to regard the usual routine as necessary
either by divine appointment or intrinsic virtue.
At the same time it
may be conceded that the acts employed for this end were impressive
:n themselves and appropriate to the case in hand.
Eijhphatlta, an
A.ramaic imperative, from a well-known Hebrew root, and differing
ver}' little from the corresponding Hebrew form, but still less from the
Syriac and Chaldee. The address may be either to the sense or organ
so long shut and useless, or to the man himself considered as shut up,
or shut out from so much enjoyment shared by the meanest of his fellow creatures.
have here another instance of the Saviour's very
words in his vernacular language, carefully preserved as \-ivid recollections of a witness and as sncred relics or memorials to others, but immediately followed by a Greek translation, making it intelligible to his
Gentile readers (see above, on 5, 41. 0, 27. 7, 4.) The Greek verb used
is an emphatic compound meaning to be opened through or thoroughly

wards

see above, on v. 27,

We

35. And straightway his ears were opened, and
Btring of his tongue was loosed, and he spake plain.

tlie

Immediately^ omitted in the Vatican and other ancient copies, probably because the cure was thought to be a gradual and not an instantaneous one, a false conclusion from the series of acts mentioned in the
verse preceding, which were not designed to indicate successive stages
in the cure itself, but merely to diversify the outward antecedents of
thp one change which as usual was instantaneous.
Opened^ completely

—
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thoroughly, the same intensive verb employed in the foregoing verse
Ears^ literally. Tiearings, sometimes used in the passive sense of what
is heard (see above, on 1, 28, and below, on 13, 7), sometimes to denote
the very act of hearing (as in Matt. 13. 14). sometimes in the active
ser\;e of that which hears (as in Acts 17, 20. 2 Tim. 4. 3. 4, and here.)
String, bond, any thing that binds or fastens, here used not in the
strict sense of a physical ligament or ligature, but in the figurative
sense of an impediment or stricture, as in Luke 13. 16. where the bond
is one imposed by Satan.
Spahe plain, or rather right, rightly, as the
same word is translated in Luke 7, 43. 10, 28. 20, 21, not correctly,
as opposed to barbarous or vulgar elocution, but in a natural and normal manner, as opposed to the mogilaly or difficult utterance to which

he had been subject.

And he charged them that they should tell no
but the more he charged them, so mnch the more
1 great deal they published (it)
36.

man

;

Chargeil, admonished them distinctly, the verb used above in 5,
Here, as there, the prohibition is to be re43, and there explained.
ferred to a divine discretion, by which the excessive zeal of those who

witnessed the Redeemer's miracles was checked and chastened, although not entirely suppressed (see above, on 1, 45.) It is probably
recorded only in those cases where a miracle was wrought in a place
or among a people less familiar with such wonders, and the more prone
therefore to extravagant activity in spreading them abroad.
Them
may either be indefinite and mean such as happened to be near hhn
and to hear him, or denote more specifically those who brought the
patient to be healed (v. 32), his friends and neighbours.
The more, or
rather, as much as. in the same proportion, which agrees with the version as to sense but not in form. So much the more a great deal corresponds to two Greek words meaning more excessively or siijjerabundantly (see above, on 6, 51.) Published, heralded, proclaimed, the
Greek verb commonly translated preached (see above, on 1, 4. 7. 14. 38.
39. 45.

3,

14. 6, 12.)

37. And were beyond measure astonished, saying, He
hath done all things well he maketh both the deaf to
hear and the dumb to speak.
;

The efiect of this great miracle on those who witnessed it was so
extraordinary that the writer has to coin a Greek word to express the
boundlessness of their amazement. This is a superlative superlative^
formed by prefixing a particle expressive of excess both in Greek and
English (Jiyper) to an adverb expressive of the same idea, so as to
mean not merely more than ahundantly, but more than saperahundantly. cr superexcessively.
The efiect itself, produced in so excessive
a degree, was that of wonder or amazement, here denoted by the same
The ora/
verb that was used above in 1, 22. 6, 2, and there explained.
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expression of this wonder is exemplified or summed up in a single sen
tence, which may or may not have been uttered totidcin verbis, but on
either supposition fairly represents the meaning and the form of what
He hath done all thingn well, or restoiing tiie original
tliey did say.
arrangement by inversion. Well (not merely in the moral sense of
rightly, but in that of admirably, beautifully, nobly, see above, on v.
27) all th'uujH (i. e. all that we Jiave seen him do at all. but with particular allusion to his miracles) he haih done (fiom the beginning to
the present time), the proper inipoit of the j)ei feet tense as distinguished
from the piesent in the lastclau.se, which relates to what had just been
dune on this occasion. Both the deaf he maken (causes or enables) to
The etymological relation
hear, and the dumh (or speechless) to speak.
of the last verb and adjective adds greatly to the point and force of the
original,
lioth adjectives in Greek are plural, which may either be
generic and refer to this one case, or be strictly construed as relating
to the many miracles performed at this time, of which Mark records
but one, while Matthew (15, 30.31) speaks in general not only of their
number but their vast variety, including in his catalogue the very
classes here particularly mentioned,

and by both evangelists

in plural

form.

CHAPTEE
Departing from

YIII.

his ordinary practice of detailing only select miracles,

and those the most dissimilar, Mark here records a second instance in
which Christ miraculously fed a multitude of people, for the very reason that the repetition of a wonder so stupendous entitled it to be agam
This is followed by a new mode of attack or opposition
related (1-9.)
on the part of the unfriendly Pharisees, by calling for a certain kind of
miracle which they chose to make the test of his Messiahship, but
remarkable mistake of the
one that he refused to furnish (10-13.)
disciples serves to show their backwardness in learning under such a
teacher, and aftbrds an opportunity of further admonition and instruc-

A

A miracle is here preserved by Mark alone, distinguished from all others as a case of gradual or progressive restoration
During a circuit in the north part of Perea. Jesus inquires
(22-20.)
into the opinions of his followers respecting him, and draws forth from
the twelve a formal acknowledgment of his Messiahship (27-?0.) He
then imparts to them the new and painful doctrine of his passion, and
rebukes Peter for resisting it (31-33.) This gives occasion to a public
statement of the duty and necessity of self-denial, and the danger of
denying Christ himself (34-38.) All these topics are connected by the
twofold tie of chronological succession and of a natural association, proving afresh the methodical coherence and organic oneness of the composition.
On the first three of these topics there is a parallel account in Mat-

tion (14-21.)
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2.

3.

thew on the last three both in Luke and Matthew ; while the fourth or
central topic of the series is peculiar to this gospel.
Of the six parallel
accounts, the chronological arrangement is the same in both (or all) the
gospels.
;

1. In those days the multitude being very great, and
having nothing to eat, Jesus called liis disciples (unto
biui) and saith unto them,

In those days, an indefinite expression, which may be applied to intervals of very different length, as will appear from a comparison of

Mark

3. 1.
The most specific sense that can be put
that of the same period, or general division of the history, to which the previous narratives belong.
It may however be defined by the ensuing words, tlie crowd lieing tery great (literally, allgreat), i. e. in those days when the concourse still continued undiminished, with or without reference to a subsequent decrease in the attendance.
And (they) not having any thing to eat (or more exactly what
they might eat), the ab.solute genitives stating the circumstances in
which what is afterwards described took place. Instead of very great
(or all-great), the latest critics, following the Vatican and other ancient copies, read again great, which defines this as a subsequent occasion of great concourse, similar to that described in 6, 33. 44.
The
charge of inconsistencj^ between the two evangelists as to the date of
this event proceeds upon the supposition, that Matthew (15, 32j represents it as occurring on the same da}'^ with the cures described in 15,
31, whereas he merely puts the two together without any note of time
at all, by overlooking or concealing which fact most of tlie alleged disagreements in the gospels are created. Jesus (omitted by the latest
editors, without effect upon the sense) calling to (him) his disciples,
probably the twelve apostles, says to them, the graphic present so familiarly emplo3-ed by this evangelist.

upon

1,

it

9

with Matt.

here

is

2. I have compassion on the multitude, because they
have now been with me three days, and have nothing to

eat.

I have compassion, I am moved (or yearn) with pity, the peculiar
idiom explained above (on 1, 41. 6, 34.)
The proposition is here made
b}' Christ himself, as in John's account of the former miracle (John 6,
Because
5), with which that of Mark (G, 35) is perfectly consistent.
already three days they continue with me, or, according to the oldest
The
copies, three days now continue, i. e. the third day is passing.
three days are probably to be computed in the Jewish manner, i. e.
reckoning each portion as a whole day. so that three days do not necessarily include more than one whole day and portions of two others.
3.

And

if

I

send them away fasting to their

own

iM

houses,

tlioy will

ARK
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by the way

;

for divers of therr.

cniiu' I'nui) tar.
St'tK/ f/i( /u (iinnj. dismiss, dissolve them (see above, on C. 30), not
as individuals merely. Imt as an assembly or a conj^regation, which implies that accord inp: to his custom he had taught as well as healed on
this occasion.
Faatituj, hujijrrv, without eatiufr, without havinj; eaten,

a word found oidy in this passau:e and the parallel (Matt. 15, o2.)
To
theiv oirii hoiisex^ literally, to their house, i. e, their home, here spoken
of collectively as one. which would not liave been done if hoii.se had

here its primary or proj)er meaninj;. The Greek phrase dillers only in
the atlded pionoun from the one employed in 2, 11. 7, 17, and there explained as meaning: home or homeward.
TheywUl faint, or be relaxed,
del)ilitated, literally loosened out, a l^indred verb to tiiat translated
iend airaij, but strictly meanim; to dissolve. The reference is. therefore, not to faiiitinir in the modern sense ol' swooning:, but to weakness,
occasioned l>y the want of food.
By the way, in (or on) the way home.
jPirers. literally some, implying: that the great mass came from the vicinity (see above, on G, 41.)
Came, or more correctly, come, or have
come, which is not a comment of the historian, as the form of the verb
show.s, but a part of our Lord's own compassionate address to his disciples.
The latest text has and instead of /o/*, and are instead of co we,
Vxith readings of the oldest extant manuscript (the Vatican), but neither
altering the sense.
4.

And

his disciples

answered him, From whence cau

a man satisfy these (men) with bread here in the wilderness ?
Whence, not merely how, but more specifically, from what source
or quarter?
man, in the pronominal sense so common in our version (see above, on 1, 41. 4. 2.j. 5. 4. 7, IG), the Greek word being

A

simply an indelinite pronoun meaning any
in the future tense, shall (or will) be able.

(^one.)

Can, a distinct verb

Satisfy, i. e. in the physical corjwieal sense of satiating, filling the stomach, appeasing the
desire for food.
(For the primaiy and secondary usage of the Greek
IVith bread, literally. ofbread«. i. e. loaves
verb, .see above, on G, 42.)
Here, in the original, precedes the words
(see above, on 2. 2G. C, 38.)
to Jill icith bread. and in, or rather on (i. e. on the barien surface of)
a (not the) desert, which Avoidd therefore seem to mean a barren waste,
and not a mere uncultivated .solitude (see above, on G, 35.) The strangeness of the fact, that the disciples should have .spoken thus after the
first feeding of the multitude, though not to be denied, is not to be
exaggerated.
It is not said that they forgot the other miracle; but
what right had they to expect its repetition, or what reason to believe
that he would choo.se what was in Some respects his most stuBesides, the inconsideration of
pendous miracle to be repeated ?
Christ's followers is always represented as extraordinary, almost preiernatural, until they had received the Holy Spirit.
And yet Mose?
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represents himself as guilty of the same oblivion or unbelief (see Num.
11, 21. 22, and compare Ps. 78, 19. 20) ; and Israel displayed it upon
all occasions from the departure out of Egypt till the entrance intc
Canaan. Even those who now reject the statement as incredible would
probably have done the same if similarly situated. Now that we
know Christ's purpose to renew the miraculous provision, it is easy to
exclaim at those who did not know it and had really no reason to expect it.
5.

And

And he asked them,
they said, Seven.

How many

loaves have ye

?

The question is the same as in 6, 38, with the omission of the order,
The number of loaves here is greater {seven) and the hshes
go and see.
are not mentioned, although Matthew (15. 34) speaks of them as few
and small. These variations are exceedingly adverse to the h3'pothesis
of one occurrence divided by tradition into two.
6. And he commanded the people to sit down on the
ground, and he took the seven loaves, and gave thanks,
and brake, and gave to his disciples to set before (them),
and they did set (them) before the people.

The order

the same as in

6, 39, but addressed directly to the
though probably communicated to them by
the twelve, as in the former case, a circumstance not mentioned in the
narrative before us, which is naturally more concise, the writer's object
bt'iiig only to record the chief points of coincidence and difference between the cases. On the earth is substituted here for on the grass (6,
39), which might be regarded as substantially synonymous but for
the expressions in v. 4 implying that this was a desert in the strict
Another circumstance
sense, i. e. wholly destitute of vegetation.
omitted here in both accounts is the S3'^mmetrical arrangement of the
multitude in companies or messes, which may either have been reallj'dispensed with upon this occasion, or left to be supplied from the
earlier narrative (6, 39. 40.)
Another is the act of looking up to
heaven (6. 41), while for that of blessing is here substituted that of
giving thanks, unless both be considered as describing the same .service,
The usual and
like the corresponding English phrase, to say grace.
simple verb to hreak here takes the place of the emphatic compound
used in 6, 41.
is

crowd by Christ

7.

And

himself,

They had a few small hshes, and he blessed,

and commanded

to set

them

also before (them.)

Here ihefew smallJishes are for the first time mentioned to comMark's picture of the distribution. The second epithet is not
expressed in Greek except by the diminutive form of the word Jishes,
It is not necessarily implied that they were separately blessed and dv

plete
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would be the natural interpretation of the words
taken by theiiiselvos, which the sceptical interpreters insist upon in
all such cases, instead of letting it be niodilied and explained by the
parallel account, according to the method daily practised in our court*
of justice.
vided, a.thonph this

if

8 So tlicy did eat, ;ind were filled, and they tciok
of the broken (nieiit) that was left seven baskets.

up

The eighth verse differs from the corresponding statement (6, 42)
only in the strength of the expression, the universal term {(ill) being
here ouiitted.
In the next clause, instead of tirelre baskets full of
frdfjjncnts, we have reiiin<ints (excesses, superfluities) of fragments^
seven Imtikets.
Besides the ditlerence of construction and of number,
the word for huskcts is entirely ditlerent in both evangelists from that
before used (b. 43) ; and this distinction is observed in our Saviour's
subsequent allusions to these two great miracles (see below, on 8.
The notion of some modern sceptics, that this ditference be19.)
trays a ditlerence of source or traditional auth(»rity. j)roceeds upon
the monstrous supposition, that a writer cai)able of fiaming such a
history as we have found this to be. could either ignorantly or delil)erately introduce into his narrative, without the slightest intimation to
the reader, two discordant statements of the same occurrence, with
their variations both of form and substance, in a perfectly crude and
unadjusted state. Such a jjostulate would not have been so long endured
by Christian leaders but for the unfortunate impression even among
them, that the gospels are mere bundles of materials, out of which
we are to frame a history, instead of being well-digested histories
themselves.
The consistent and uniform distinction made between the
ba.skets makes it highly probable that difterent kinds were used upon
the two occa>ious, though the difference itself may now be lost, as it
certainly is wholly unimportant.

And

they that had eaten were about four thousand,
and he sent them away.
9.

The

have adopted here the reading of the oldest copy,
they icere about (literally, as) four thousand,
omitting men and those eating^ which may possibly have been transferred
by assimilation from 6, 44. It is worthy of remark that this second
narrative, so far from being an exag<:eration or emlx'llishment of the
first, not only makes the numbers fed absolutely smaller, but the ratio

which

is

latest critics

very

brief,

and

or proportion to the food provided, thus diminishing the miracle so far
as mere quantity is concerned.
On what supposition cm tliis strange
Cict be accounted (or, except the supposition of historical r •ality, the
snnple supposition that the two events occurred precisely as Mark here
relates them 7 Had the two miracles been given each by one evangelist,
ihere might have been some colour for the charge of two irreconcilable
jaditions j but as if to sweep away the very ground of such an allegation.
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both are recorded both by IMark and Matthew, so that the points ai
difference, instead of serving to discredit eitiier. only prove that the
The points are indeed as
events themselves were altogether different.
many and as marked as they could well have been, supposing that the
same essential miracle was twice performed. The time, place, numbers,
and proportions are all different; and it is surel}^ not to be regarded as
surprising that the people in both instances were hungry, that the food
provided was their ordinary diet, that they leaned or lay upon the
ground, that Christ pronounced or asked a blessing on the food, and
employed the twelve disciples in its distribution. For how could any
His reasons
of these circumstances vary if he did repeat the miracle ?
but
for repeating it are not revealed and need not be conjectured
among them may have been the ver}'^ feeling which now prompts the
AVe have seen it alread}- to be not improbable that some of
question.
the accompanying acts in other miracles were varied for the purpose of
evincing his own liberty and absolute discretion, as distinguished from
the uniform routine to which men would have tied him. May he not,
for the same icason, have repeated in a less imposing form what they
would lather have expected to see standing by itself in its unique sublimity, as something that could happen only once and was wholly sui
generis F
But this may be undue rehnement, and it may be better simply to regard it as an instance of authoritative action, independent of
our tinite views of what is right or needful. That both these miracles
liavo been recorded notwithstanding their resemblance, is explained by
It is no doubt the practice
that which seems to call for explanation.
;

of the sacred writers to avoid the repetition of identical or nearly similar events ; but in a case of such surprising repetition of the acts themselves, the ver}" sameness was a reason for recording both.

10.

And

disciples,

straightway he entered into a ship with
and came into the parts of Dahnanutlia.

his

Straightway^ as soon as he had sent away the multitude, implying
an immediate chronological succession in this part of the narrative.
Entering (embarking on, going on board) not a ship but the ship (or
the boat), i. e. the one before mentioned as attending him (see above,
on 3, 9. 4. 1-3G. 5, 2. 18. 6, .32). in which he made his voyages from
one point to another, and from vvhicii he sometimes taught the people.
The parts (regions, neighbourhood) of Jjalrnanutlm^ a place otherwise unknown, but suppo.sed to have been a village or small town near
to Magdala (Matt, 15, olj), the site of which has Ijeen determined on
the west shore of the lake, a few miles north of Tiberias.

And

the Pharisees came forth, and began to question with him, seeking of him a sign from heaven, tempting him.
11.

Tne Pharisees, his prominent opponents, as the zealous adherents of
the oral law or traditional theology, came forth from their houses, or
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came forward from the multitude and took up a conspicuous position
B<(j(in. at once, as soon as he aniveil, implying
(see above, on 2. ('».)
also that the\' afterwards continued it.
To qnention icitfi him. a (jreek
verb orif^inally signifyiiig joint investigation, then discussion or dispute,
particularly when conducted in tlie way of disputatious (juestionmg,
Seckimj from him, or demanding of him. UHigti
cballenge, or deuiuuij.
from hi'iircn. as distinguished from a sign on earth, such as his mira(;les
of healing were, or a sign from hell, as they declared his dispossessions
of the demons to be (see above, on 3, 22 )
This demand may have
been prompted by a real belief that the Messiah's advent was to be announced by strange celestial plieuoniena ; or it may have been a mere
subterfuge, a cavilling demand for more pioof when they had enough
already, an attempt to escape from the convincing power of his miracles
on earih by demanding one from heaven.
Tempt inf/ him, not in the
ordinary sense of urging or enticing him to sin, but in the primary and
wide sense of trying, putting to the proof, a process necessarily implyIn this sense man is
ing either doubt or unl^elief of his pretensions.
said to temj)t God. who is incapable of tempting or being tempted ir
the other (James 1. lo.)

And

he siglied deeply in liis spirit, and saith,
generation seek after a sign ^ Verily, I say
unto you, Tiiere shall no sign be given unto this genei'a12.

Why

do

this

tion.

Sighing (or groaning) deeply, the qualifying

terra being not a sepawoi-d but a particle prefixed to the verb and giving it intensive force, perhai)S witli the additional idea of its coming up from the
depths of the iieart, as this particle in composition often denotes upward
motion (see above, on 0. 41. 7. 34.) This natural expression of profound grief is preserved by Mark alone, as are most of the few notices
we have of our Saviour's looks and gestures, and for which perhaps we
are indebted under God to the memory of Peter (see above, on 3, 5.
The feeling here expressed is that of mingled grief and indigna34.)
tion at their ol)Stinate and wicked unbelief (see above, on G, 6.)
Li his
upirit, not externally, with windy suspiration of forced breath, but inwardly, the groan or sigh proceeding from his very heart and indicat-

rate

Greek

how

^Vhy-, i. e. with what
was aflfected (compare Acts 2, 37.)
on what ground, since they thereby called in question the
abundant attestations which he had already given of his divine legation.
Thin generation, these contemporary Jews, the last and worst of their
rebellious race, because they sinned against more light than any who
had gone before them, and crowned all the sins of their f:ilhers with
t.e crying sin of denying and rejecting the Messiah whom they had
been so long lookmg for. Seeh after, another compound of the verb
employed in tiie preceding verse, and signifying earnest search, imporA sign, as in v. 11. a miracutunate demand, or peremptory challenge.

ing

it

right, or

Verily {Amen) here used at the beginous proof of his divine legation.
uing of a sentence as a solemn aflBrmatiou of its truth (see al:K)ve, on 3
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I say to you is also an impressive attestation of the autho'
6. 11.)
and weight of what is just about to be uttered. This twofold pre
pai'ation for what follows indicates, not only its importance in itself but
its serious bearing on the interests of those whom it concerns.
The
form of the last clause is highly idiomatic, being that of a Hebrew oath,
in which the first part (commonly suppressed) invokes the divine ven28.

itj

geance on the speaker

if a certain thing is done (1 Sara. 3, 17. 24, 7
11), so that the conditional expression is in fact the
strongest kind of affirmation.
If a sign shall he give?i, thus explained,
is equivalent to saying, no sign shall he given^ as expressed in the translation.
iVo sign. i. e. no such sign as they demanded, no sign of their
own choosing or prescribing.

2 Sam.

13.

3, 35. 11.

And he

left

them, and entering into the ship again

departed to the other side.

And leaving them, in Greek a strong expression, meaning more than
locomotion or mere change of place, because from etymology and usage
it suggests the idea of abandonment, letting them alone, leaving them to
themselves, giving them up to hopeless unbelief (compare the previous
uses of the same verb in this gospel, 1. 18. 81. 34. 2, 5. 3, 18. 4, 12. 36.
Departed^ went away (from them) into the other
5, 19. 7, 8. 12. 27.)
side (of the lake), i. e. into the region of Perea.
(See above, on 3, 8.
This dialogue, recorded more fully b}^ Matthew
4, 35. 5, 1. 21. 6. 45.)
(16. 1-4), is suificiently detailed to answer Mark's immediate purpose,
that of marking another step in the progress of the systematic opposition to the Saviour.
This consisted in a formal peremptory call for
clearer evidence, and further attestation of his claim to be " a teacher
come from God"' (John 3, 2.) It was therefore a virtual though indirect and negative rejection of that claim, not by private individuals but
by the party-leaders and the rulers of the nation (Matt. 16, 1), not on
one occasion but repeatedly.
(Matt. 12, 38. Luke 11, 16.)
14. Now (the disciples) had forgotten to take bread,
neither had they in the ship with theui more than one
loaf.
N'ow^ in Greek simply and^ connecting what follows with what goes
before in the most intimate manner as a part of the same context. Had
forgotten^ a pluperfect form perhaps required b}' our idiom, but corre-

sponding to a simple aorist

in Greek, they forgot to take, or forgot themselves as to taking, a more expressive way of saymg the same thing.
Bread, in Greek the usual plural form distinguishing the separate cakes
or loaves, and here denoting the usual provision for the compan}', espe-

when going on a journey. The remainder of the verse is very
loosely rendered as to form, although the meaning is correctly given.
And except (literally, if not) one loaf, they had not irith them (literally,
with themselves) in the hoat. This particular statement is perfectly
cially

consistent with the general terms used

by Matthew

(16, 5), because
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this one loaf was probal»ly left over from a previous suppl}', and would
not have prevented their layinj; in a fresh .stock if they liad not forgotten it. If this minute stroke, as is connnonly supposed, is one of Feter'r
reminis<jences, it .serves with many others of the same kind, to sho^»
liow much more vivid that apostle's recollections of minuticU we»-e than
those of Matthew, also au eye-witness.

15.

of

rlie

And

lie cliari:;('(l

tliem, puyinir,

leaven uf the Pharisees, and

Take
(ni')

lieed,

beware

the leaN'en of

llerod.

By what would be a curious coincidence where mere men were exclusiveh" concerned, our Lord begins, probably after the}- had thought
of their neglect to carry bread and had begun to be .solicitous about it,
a parabolical discourse, in which he draws his illustration from the custonuuy aiode of making bread, i. e. with yeast or leaven. As this
Bubstance draws its useful quality from fermentation, and as this may
inci[iient corruption, it aftbrds a natural and striking
Hence no doubt it was
of the same thing in the moral world.
excluded from the .sacrificial rites of the Mosaic law (Ex. 34.25. Tiev.
2. 11), anil is employed .so uniformly as a figure for depravity or depravation, that the only exception commonly admitted, the parable which
Luke and Matthew join with that of the mustard seed (.see above, on
V. 31), is thought by .'^orae to be no excejition at all. but the reverse or
wrong side of the parable just mentioned, and designed to show the
spreading tendency of evil no less than of good, not only in the world
However this may be. a question
but even in the "church of God.
which belongs to the interpretation of the other gospels, the parable of
the leaven being omitted in the one before us, it is certain that our
Lord here makes use of the emblem in a bad .sense, when he tells his
Beicare of literally
disciples to beware of the leaven of the Pharisees.
look (or sec) from. i. e. as .some explain it, look airay from (or refuse
But it rather denotes just the
to see) the leaven of the Pharisees.
The prepoopposite, to wit, the act of looking at it so as to avoid it.
sition (/ro7))) is construed with the verb, not in its primary .sense of
seeing, looking, but in its .secondary sen.se of looking out. taking care,
being circumspect or cautious, of which sense we have had already at
The verb being thus exleast one example.
(See above, on 4, 24.)
plained, the preposition indicates the object //ow which one is to escape
by looking out. or against which he is to be guarded or upon his guard.
The particular corruption to which Christ appli<'s this figurative term
is that of the Pharisees and of Herod, or according to Matthew (10. 6),
There are two explanations o\
that of the Pharisees and Sadducees.
tiiis discrepancy commonly adopted, one by .sceptical, the other by beThe first treats Matthew's statement as at variance
lieving writers.'
not only with Mark's but with itself, because it represents the two
great hostile sects or parties as possessing one and the same leaven.
The second, overlooking the latter objection, reconciles the gospels by
assuming or con' .'ling that Herod was a Sadducee. and is here named

be considered an

emblem
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by way of eminence. To this there is only a negative objecdrawn from the silence of Josephu.s, or a positive one from his

as such
tion

being rather represented

that writer as a Pharisee.

b}'-

Apart from

Jews regarded
not only on account of their Idnmean

this the conjecture is probable enough, since the

all

the

origin,
as half-heathen,
but also as the tools and vassals of a foreign power. This would oi
course make them odious to the Pharisees, the party who contended
for all national distinctions and against the least assimilation to the
But however plau>ible or doubtful this conjecture may be,
heathen.
t is not needed here to vindicate or reconcile the gospels, which may

Herods

be accomplished in another and an easier way, by simply observing
that the leacen of tlie Pharkees^ against which the disciples are here
warned, is nothing peculiar to or characteristic of them, but something
common to them with the Sadducecs and Herod, and all others who
Our Lord
professed the true religion without really possessing it.
might therefore have connected all these names, and others too, without the slightest incongruity, because he is referring to the points in
which they are alike and not the points in which they differ. What
the point of contact and agreement was between these most dissimilar
and hostile parties will be seen below (on v. 21.) In the mean time
their conjunction by our Saviour may be likened to the language of a
zealous preacher now, who should exhort his hearers to be careful that
their piety was not that of a Papist, a Jew, or a Mahometan, but that
The sen.se of such an exhortation would be eviof a true Christian.
charge it with confounding inimical, nay opposite
would
who
dent, but
religions ?

is)

16. And tliey reasoned among themselves, saying,
because we have no bread.

(It

And they reasoned, reckoned, or considered thrortgh and through,
the same emphatic compound that is used above in 2, 6. 8, and there
Among themselves, not merely in themsslves (Matt. 16, 7).
explained.
that is, each within his own breast, but as the Greek expressly means,
and should have been translated, to (or with) each other. This does
not here imply dispute, but only earnest conversation and comparison
of views, in which they seem to have agreed, since they are all represented as saying, i. e. in substance: (it is, or he says this) because we
have not dread. This little circumstance, which none but a true history would have given, speaks volumes as to the simplicity and ignorance of Christ's disciples, even after they had been so long in contact
with him, and had gone forth from him as apostles preaching and performing miracles. With respect to the error here recorded, however
childish it may now seem, it becomes us to remember that many who
deride such blun<lers as absurd, if not impossible, would probably
have made the same if placed in the same situation, with their thoughts
running upon bread, and a mysterious intimation from their master
about leaven. Accustomed as they were to hear him speak in riddles
on the plainest subjects, why might they not without absurdity suppose him to be doing so

now

1
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he saith nnto tlieni,
Why reason }'e, beciuise ye have no l)rea<r^ pei'ceive ye
not yet, neither nnderstand ? have ye your heart yet
hardened ?
17.

M'hen Jesiis

(it,)

But althoufrh not utterly irrational, and therefore not dcsorvinir our
contempt, this error was still culpable and merited their Lord's rebuke,
Wlicn JesuH kticir (/7) seems to im|>ly that he aftei'wards <liscovere<l it,
an idea not suggested by the Greek or by a close translation. Jenug
knowing, i. e. on the spot and at the moment, what the}' said, and what
Why reason ye hecnuse ye hare not bread? i. e. why
they thought.
connect what I have just said with your want of bread, and try to give
my words a meaning in relation to that trifling matter? It is not their
want of perspicacit}'' in seeing what he meant for which he blames them,
but the undue anxiety about mere temporalities which occupied their
minds, and made them thus incapable of knowing what he meant, or at
least that he was talking upon higher subjects.
Bo ye not yet perceice
the drift of my discourses, and the end to which mv teachings are all
tending ? S^or understand ot comprehend at least my general purpose ?
TFor the usage of this last verb sec above on 4, 12. G, 52. 7, 14.)
btill hardened^ obtuse, stupid, have ye (or do ye hold or keep) your
hearty i. e. your mind or soul.

Having

18.

ye not

?

eyes, see

ye not

1

and having

ears,

hear

and do ye not remember?

By a singular interchange of parts, Mark here takes Matthew's place
asarecorder of prophetical quotations, which however is the less surprising since the latter had already given the same passage as cited on a different occasion (Matt. 13, 15.) Or perhaps the true view of the matter
is that this is not so much a reference to the passage in Isaiah as to the
proverb from which it derived its form, and which as we have seen
was current among Greeks as well as Jews. As if he had said, Are
you still so stupid as to be proverbially described as having eyes but
not seeing, ears but not hearing ? (See above, on 4, 12.)
But to them
he adds another question which should be connected with the next
'

'

verse.

19.

AYhen I brake the live loaves among live thousand,
baskets full of fragments took ye np ? Tliey

how many

say nnto him. Twelve. 20. And when tlie seven am(^ng
four thousand, how many baskets full of fragments took
ye up ? And they said, Seven.
If you have not strength of intellect sufficient to divine or comprehend my meaning, have you not at least some memory of what has
passed so lately in your presence, before your eyes, and through your
Very hands ?
This reproach, it will be seen at once, relates no^ so
'

'
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to their misapprehension of his words about the leaven, as to
extreme anxiety about the bread, which not only distracted and
preoccupied their thoughts, but indicated want of faith in his capacity
to help them and provide for them.
Although he never performed
miracles whf^e ordinary means would answer the same purpose, they
had sure]}' no occasion to be troubled at the want of bread, when he
had twice created it to feed not single individuals but thousands. Mark
represents him as not merely asking them if they remembered these
their

two signal miracles (Matt. 16, 9. 10), but forcing them to tell how
manj^ fragments they had taken up on each occasion. Upon this appeal to their own memory two things may be observed ; tirst, as already
hinted (see above, on v. 8), that the two kinds of baskets are distinguished here hy both evangelists as in the narrative itself, so that the
difference cannot be unmeanina: or fortuitous ; and secondly, that if
the two accounts of the two miracles are merely two traditions of the
same thing, then these words of Christ referring to them as distinct
events must also be explained away.
When I draJce (implying dis-

among (or to) the Jive thousand, i. e. the five
thousand, the four and the four thousand, now so memorable in my histor}' and yours, but which you seem so strangely to
triV)ution) the Jive loaves

and the

five

have since forgotten.
21.

And

lie

said utito them,

How

is it

that ye do not

understand ?

And he

said to them^ Mark's favourite and characteristic formula,
giving prominence and bold relief to this concluding sentence
as if separately uttered.
How is it that ye do not understand, not
m}' paraliles or enigmatical teachings till they are explained, but the
design of my instructions, as relating not to bread but to religion, and
the import of my mir.icles, as proving my capacity to feed you even
by creating food, should that be needful. Had they duly considered
what his miracles implied, they would not have had their minds engrossed by bread, or by the want of bread, when he was speaking,
and would then have understood, if not precisel}-^ what he meant by
leaven, yet at least that he did not mean the leaven used in making
bread.
This seems to be the natural connection of the thoughts, even
in the narrative of Mai'k, who stops short at this laconic question,
without an}' further reference to the meaning of the leaven. This
shows that his design was not to elucidate that figure, but to illustrate
As the true
the condition of the twelve at this important junctuie.
sense of our Saviour's words, however, though belonging strictly to the
exposition of the other Gospels, is highly niteresting and important in
Itself, it may here be added that before the conversation ended, they
ha'l learned that by leaven he intended doctrine, not ojiinions or distinctive tenets, as to which the parties named could not have been
described together, but their mode of teaching and expounding spiritual
truth, which in all these cases was more or less external, superficial,

here

>e;ciiio: ial,

and

is

therefore elsewhere called hypocrisy

(Luke

12, 1.)
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true sen<:e of those two words, doctrine and hypocrivj, }>oth
already been explained (see above on 1, 22, 27. 4. 2. 7 6),
depends not only our Lord's meaninp; in this interesting passage, but
the agreement of the several accounts.
tlie

vvliich liave

22.

blind

And he

cometli to Bethsiiidji

man unto him, and be&ought

;

and they bring a

liim to touch him.

Mark liere records a miracle not given in the other gospels, one of
the very few passages entirely peculiar to his.
His reason for inserting it cannot be merely that it followed the dialogue above recorded
(vs. 14-21); for he often omits multitudes of miracles in writing of
the periods to which they belong. So far as his design can be coiljectured, it was j)n)l)ably to illustrate and exemplify still further our
Lord's variety of method in the working of his cures, by stating a case
(perhaps the only one) in which the cure was gradual. He cor/uth, or,
accordmg to the oldest nianuscri()ts, they come, i. e. Jesus and his company, the twelve apo.stles and perhaps some others wlio attended him
from plai'O to place.
To (or into) Bethsnida^ or. as a few copies have
it, Betlinni/, an obvious error of transciiption, probably occasioned by
the re.sen)blauce of tlie names, both which are compounded with the
Hebrew heth (a house or place.) Bethsaida is supposed by some to
be the town so called in Galilee, the birth-place of Andrew and Peter
(John 1,44); but the best interpreters and higiiest geographical authorities understand it of Bethsaida in Peroa, on the north-east shore
of t!ie lake, in a solitude near which (or belonging to it) the five thousand were fed (see above, on 6, 31.) This Bethsaida was distinguished
from the other by its Greek or Roman name, Julias, which it bore in
honour of a daughter of Augustus.
They, indefinitely, some men. certain persons, otherwise unknown; or more specifically, tne man's relatives, friends, neighbours.
blind (man), not one born blind (as in
John 9. 1). for he knew the shape of trees (see l>elow, on v. 24), but
blinded by disease or accident.
Besought, in Gi-eek be^etc?i^ the graphic
or descriptive present being still continued.
To touch him, literally
that he would (or still more closely, so that, in order that, he might)
touch him.
These words in the original rather state the motive than
the substance of the prayei-, a nicety of form without effect upon the
meaning, yet entitled to attention as an illustration of the difference of
idiom.
This specific prayer is not a sign of strong but rather of defi
cientor contracted faitn, assuming contact to be necessary to the cure,
an error which our Saviour did not think it necessary m the present
instance either to reprove or correct (see above, on 7, 33.)

A

23. And he took the blind man by the hand, and led
him out of the town and when he had spit on his eyes,
and put his hands upon him, he asked him if he saw
;

auglit.

And

talcing, laying

10

hold upon, the hand of the

Hind (mmi), which
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IS the order of the words in the original, although the construction hi
the version is gTammatical and justified by usage ; the sense of course
forth out (or outside) of
remains the same in either case. He led
the tillage^ a term applied with considerable latitude to towns of every
Out is twice expressed in Greek, once
size (see above, on G. 30. 56.)
by the compound verb, and once by the adverbial preposition (e^o).)
The reason of this movement has been variousl}' conjectured (as in 7,
33) ; some supposing an intention to express displeasure towards the
people of the town for reasons now unknown others a desire to be
uninterrui)ted in the process which was more than commonly proBut these and other explanations, which need not be stated,
tracted.
assume that Mark intended to describe this and the following proceedings on our Lord's part as having a distinct significance, whereas he
rather means to show how far he was from following a fixed routine,
or countenancing the idea that a certain outward form was necessary
Against this error he provided by sometimes
to the curative effect.
doing more, sometimes less, sometimes notliing, in the way of gesture
or manipulation, and of ail these methods we have instances recorded
Hamng spit on (or rather into) his ei/es, whi(;h
in the book before us.
some regard as a medicinal appliance, healing virtue being ascribed to
the human saliva by Tacitus. Suetonius, Pliny, and in various dicta of
Others find a symbolical meaning in the transfer of somethe Talmud.
But
thing from the person of the healer to the person of the healed.
the necessity of these conjectures is precluded b}' the view of the matAnd putting (laying or imposing) hands upon
ter just suggested.
him, as had been requested by his friends (v. 22.) As^-ed, interrogated, questioned (see above, on v. 5.)
If he saw (literally, sees, another instance of the graphic present) aught, an old word, not yet
wholly obsolete, for any thing. This pause, as it were, in the midst
of the cure, to ask him as to its effect, is so unlike the usual inmiediate restoration, that it may be confidently reckoned as at least one
reason for Mark's giving a detailed account of this case.

Mm

;

24.

And

he looked up, and

said, I see

men

as trees

walking.

And looking up, raising his eyes, trying to use them. The particle
with which the Greek verb is comi^ounded sometimes denotes upward
motion (see above, on v. 12), sometimes repetition. Hence the verb
itself may either mean to look up or to see again, but the latter, though
preferred by some interpreters, is a less natural anticioation of what
The sensations of the blind man, on his
follows in the next verse.
first attempt to see again, are strangelj' but expi-essively described in
his own language, the peculiarity of which, however, is exaggerated to
the Eiiglish reader by an equivocal construction, quite unknown to the
original, and only partially removed by careful punctuation in the
ver>ion.
It is probably one of the most common and inveteiate rnisapprthensions of a sciiptural expression, that the piirticiple walking
here agrees with trees, and that the blind man intended to describe his
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partially restored sight by sayinp; that the men around him were like
walkiMj; trees.
But in Greek there is and can be no such aiiiljin;uity
the concord beinj; there defeiinined. not by the position of the words,
which ia far more free and discretionary than with us, hut b}- their
form or tei'niination. which distinguishes their {render, and requires
icalLing to agree with mt//, and tnt'.ito be taken b}' itself without any
qualifying ei>ithet.
The word /ne/i also has the article which slt^vvs it
to mean not men in geneial, but t/te men who were passing or at hind,
pcrhaj)s the twelve apostles; for although he led him out of town, it is
not said that they were unaccompanied, or that the place to which he
brought him was a solitude. The meaning therefoie of the clause, nccording to the common or received text. \^^I see the men walking ahoid
cut trees, i. e. undeiined in form and figure.
Except b}' their motions
which weje those of men, he could not distinguish them from tree^'.
It is icmarkable however that the oldest manuscrijjts almost without
exception have another reading, which appears to give the patient's
words more fully. I behold men because as trees I see (them) walkThis is an awkward sentence, it is true, but not on that account
ing.
less hkely to have been pronounced on this occasion, while its very
awkwardness may possibly have led to its abbreviation in the later
copies.
The weight of manuscript authority in favour of this reading
is contirmed by its internal litness, as a broken expression of surprise
and joy, beginning with a sudden exclamation, I see the men! then
qualif\ ing or explaining it by adding, because (that is, at least), as trees
I see (them) icalklng.
lie put
b^uk up

25. After that,

and made
every man

liini

hands again upon his eyes,
and he was restored, and saw

(his)
;

clearly.

Then^ afterwards, or in the next place, a Greek particle often employed to separate the items in an enumeration, and intended heie to
mark distinctly the successive stages of the healing process, an effect
secured still further by the word again, which is the next in the original though not in the translation.
As if he had said, having gone
thus far and partially restored the man's sight, he proceeded in the
next place to impose his hands upon the eyes themselves, as he had
It is possible
previously done upon some other part, perhaps the head.
indeed that even in the former instance he had laid his hands upon his
eyes, but this is a less natural construction of the language, spitting
in his eyt^ and laying his hands on him, wheie the mention of tne eyes
in one clause and of the person in the other, favours, .hough it n»ay
not peremptorily require, the former exj)ianaiion. Made him. cau.-ed
him, i, e. in this ca.se both re(iuired and enabled him. Look ''jk ov se6
again, the same two senses ot the verb that are admissible in the ver.^e
preceding.
If the latter be adopted here, the meaning of the phrase
is, that he caused him to receive his sight ; if the former, that Ym caused
him to look up, or try to see, on which he found his sight restored completely.
The only objection to the first construction is that the resta
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ration of his sight is then distinctly stated three times, whereas on the
other supposition, it is only stated once, the other two expressions
being then descriptive of the effort or experiment by which the patien
was assured first of partial then of total restoration. He looked up
once and saw men like trees ; he looked up again and saw them clearh\
Was restored to (reinstated in) his sound or normal state, another term
implying that he was not born blind. Every {mcui)^ or all (thhigs),
as the Greek may be either masculine and singular, or neuter and plural.
Another reading, found in some editions, removes the ambiguity
by making it both masculine and plural (all men), which may then be
understood to mean specifically all those whom he saw before as trees
(but) tcalhing.
Clearly, an expressive Gieek word which originally
jnosmn farsightedly, in opposition to near (or short) sight, although
here, as in the classics, it may have the 'A'ider secondary sense expressed in the translation and opposed to the dimness of his sight when

only partially recovered.

26. And lie sent him away to his house, saying, Neither go into the town, nor tell (it) to any in the town.

And

him away

into his house (or to his house), which was
appears from the ensuing prohibition.
The modern philologists deny that the Greek particle repeated here
(/i/ySc' .... /x7;Se) ever corresponds to neither .... nor in English, as
expressing an alternative originally present to the speaker's mind;
and one of them explains the first to mean not eveii, and the last nor
Do not even go into the village, nor so much as speak to any
even.
(person) in the village.' The supposed inconsistency of these two
precepts, or at least the supeifluou-ness of the last, as he could not
tell it in the town unless he went there, has produced no less than ten
variations in the text of this clause, all intended to remove the incongruity, and therefore all to be rejected as mere glosses.
This may
serve to show by a remarkable example the extraordinary principle,
on which the ancient copyists frequently proceeded, of deciding what
the writer should have said, instead of simply telling what he did say.
To this single error may be traced a large proportion of existing variations in the text of the New Testament, most of which happily have
never become current, but are found exclusively in certain copios or
This erroneous
at most in cert£.,in families or classes of maiuisciipts.
principle or practice is the more to be condemned as the necessity of
emendation is in almost every case imaginary. In the one before us,
for example, the supposed incongruity arises from the strict fidelity
with which the very words of Christ (or their equivalents) are here
reported just as he pron(mnced them, not in a rhetorical or rounded period, but in shoit successive clauses, the natural form of a peremptory
The man having just been brought out of the town, though
order.
not residing there, would naturally think of going back to tell and
show what had been done to him. But this our Lord, for reasons
which have often been explained before, is determined to prevent by

he sent

not in the town or

'

village, as
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pointed positive directions, which, without a chiingc of meaning, may
he paraphrase*! as follows: 'Go liome go dii-ectly home no, no
not even for an hour or a moment do not
into the town, hut home
not even to tell what I have done do not sc
go into tlie ton n at all
much as speak to any person in the town but go directly home.'

—
—
—

—

—
—

—

27. And Jesus went out, and liis dificiples, into tlie
towns of Cesaroa Pliili[)pi and by tlie way he asked Iiis
disciples, saying nnto them, Whom do men say that I
:

am

I

Here may he said to begin a new division of our Lord's official his
torv. in which hv prepared the minds of his disciples for the great
events l)efoie them by imparting clear views of liis own mission as a
This necessary ])rocess of instruction he begins l)y ascerfar they already recognized and understood his claims as
Of this interesting conversation we have three harmothe Messiah.
nious accounts. Luke (9, IS) here again becoming parallel with ^Lark
and Matthew (10, 13.) Neither evangelist assigns the date of this
transaction, eveii by connecting it expressly with the previous context
as iuiniediately successive.
The natural presumption is. however,
in the absence of all indications to the contrary, that these disclosures
followed, and most probably without an interval of an}' length, the
miracles and teachings which immediately precede them in the narrative.
The place (not specihed by Lidce) is given both by Mark and
Matthew as the resion or territory (^latt. parts^ Mark villages) of
Cesarea Philippi (i. e. P/iil/jf^if Cet<i(re<i.)
This was a city of Upper
Galilee, near one source of the Jordan, as the ancient Dan or Laish
(Josh. 19. 47. Judg. 18, 27-29) occupied the other. It was at the
snftorer.

taining

how

foot of

Uermon and was

called

by the Greeks

Fcnieaf, a

word

still

preserved by the local tradition as the name of a village (Banias) on
the same site.
To distinguish it from Cesarea on the sea-coast {Ccmrea

of Pdlestine^ originally called Strafo/i\i Toicer), so often mentioned in
the Acts of the Apostles, it received the additional name Philippi
(Philip's or of Philip) from the tetrarch of Iturea and Trachonitis
^Luke 3, 1), brother of Antipas and husband of Salome (see above, on
b, 22), by whom it had been rebuilt or beautified and named Cesarea
in honour of Tiberius.
Into the villages or towns dependent upon this
important city Jesus fame with his disciples, when or whence is not
recorded.
Went out throws no light on this point, as it may refer
to any going forth for any purpose, even from a private house upon
a journey, or from Capernaum as the centre of his operations on a
new ofHcial circuit, or indeed fivm any place where they had been
residing, whether for a long or short time.
Most interpret ?rs. however, inferring chionological succession from historical Ju.xtaposition,
understand this to have happened /m a journey from Bethsaida Julias
(see above, on v. 22) to Cesarea Philippi.
As a sample of the mode in
which the ablest Germans harmonize the gospels.it may here be menlioned that De Wette represents as a material variation between Mark
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latter speaks of Jesus Jiamng come to the vi
cinitj of Cesarea when he put this question, while the former says he
asked it in the icay (or on the 7'oad) to that j)hice. Even if this were
true, the usage of the participle aorist is wide enough to cover any

and "Matthew, that the

discrepancy thence arising, having come and coming being almost conBut the critic has himself fallen into the mistake
vertible expressions.
which he imputes to the evangelist by not observing that in the icay
is mentioned after the arrival at Cesarea, and refers not to the journey from Bethsaida thither, but to his visitation of the villages or
parts (Matt. 16, 11) dependent on the former town as a provincial
He came among those villages no doubt to exercise his mincapital.
tstr}', and being in the way or on the road. i. e. travelling among them,
for "this purpose he asked or questioned his disciples in the words recorded in the last clause. This is one of the imaginary discrepancies
which even some Christian writers represent as quite irreconcilable
Whom do
without the use of disingenuous harmonical contrivances.
men say (or declare) me to le f i. e. in relation to his Messianic claims
The question refers not to his enemies but to his dis(Matt. 16, 13.)
ciples in the wide sense, the multitudes or masses who attended on
his ministry

28.

(Luke

And

(say), Elias

;

9, 18.)

they answered, John the Baptist
and others, One of the prophets.

;

but some

Their answer brings to light the same diversity of judgment or
conjecture before mentioned in the account of the etfect produced on
Herod by the miracles of Jesus (6, 14), but beginning with the notion
there ascribed to Antipas himself, perhaps because it was maintained
In such high places, or because it had also become dominant among
^/m. Elijah (see above, on 6, 15.) One of the prophets,
the people,
prophets (Luke 9, 19), either in
1. e. of the ancient or Old Testament
the vague sense of some one. or as this sense of the numeral is denied
by eminent interpreters, a certain one. perhaps Jeremiah (Matt. 16,
It seems from this reply that notwithstanding the impression
14.)
made by our Lord's miracles and teachings, and the convictions now
and then expressed of his Messiahship, the great mass, even of those
friendly to him, were disposed to look upon him rather as the Messiah's herald or forerunner than as the

29.

am

?

Messiah himself.

And he saith nnto them, But wliom say ye that I
And Peter answereth and saith unto him, thou art

the Christ.
In contradistinction from these popular impressions he demands o.
them, his personal attendants and more confidential followers, in what
As if he had said. these are the vague ideas
light they re.L-ar'led him.
of the multitude; but it is time to draw the line between them and
But ye whom do
yourselves by making a profession of your faith.'
Peter answers for the rest, not only
ye say (or pronounce) me to be ?
'

—
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from his rash and forward disposition, but because he was in fact their
spokesman, rerojrni/i'd as such both by liis master and his brethren,
and i)articularlv fitted for tlic office by the very disposition just re(See above, on 3, 10.) As Mark introduces this confession
ferred to.
njerely to coin])lete the chain of incidents, he pives Peter's answer in
the brie!iest form, containing; only the essential proposition, ThoxL art the
Christ, the Me.'^siali, which are CJreek and Hebrew synonymcs. the anointed Prophet. Pri'.'st. and Kin^r of Israel (see above on 1.1). while Luke
(9 lit 1) employs the more emphatic [)in-ase, the Christ of God^ and Mattliew
liring
(10, 10) the still more de.><criptive one, the ChriM^ the Hon, of the
Jesus
of
acknowled2;ment
express
of
this
lirst
God. The importance
as the Christ or the Messiah, even by his own chosen followers, arises
from the fact that all his public actions hitherto implied a claim to that
exaltetl character, and that in conserpience the tiuth of this claim was
essential to the proof not only of his public mission but of his personal
veracity.
The claim itself had reference to the clear prediction of a
Great Deliverer in the ancient prophecies, expressly called Messiah, or
Anointed, both by David (Ps. 2, 2) and by Daniel (9, 25). and by ini
plication so described in all the scriptures which exhibit him as lilling
the frreut Ihoocratical olHces of Prophet. Priest, and King, in which the
pi-evious incumbents only held his place till he should come, and to
which they were set apart by unction, the appointed symbol of those
spiritual gifts which titted men for these high functions, and which he
was to po.-;sess without measure. All this Jesus claimed, and all this
Peter acknowledged him to be. not only as a private individual when
the truth was iirst suggested to him by his brother Andrew (John 1,
41), but now as it were ex ojfirio, in the name of all the twelve, and in
response to an authoritative question from the Lord himself.

And

30.

be charged tliem that they should

tell

no mat

of him.

And he charged them, not the verb so rendered in 5. 43. 7, 36, but
Its original import is tc
that employed in 3, 12. and there explained.
estimate or value ; then, with special reference to evil qualities or ill
de.sert, to censure, blame, or di<a])prove; then to reprove or rebuke in
word or deed and lastly to conmiand or to forbid on pain of such disapprobation. Thift they should tell no man (i. e. no one) of him. what
they knew of him. particularly this which they had just confessed
(Luke 9.20), to wit. that he was the Messiah (Matt. 10, 2«i.) This
prohibition is to oe explained upon the same general principle with
tl ose addre.ssed to evil spirits and to other per.'ions whom he healed,
;

not as an absolute suppression of the truth, but such a gradual disclosure as might best secure the great ends of his advent, and especially
po-t])OH'j the great catastrophe for which he came, till all intermediate
ends had been accompli.-hed.

31.

must

And

sutler

teach them, that the Son of man
thij^i^s, and be rejected of the elders.

he began

many

to
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and

(of) the chief priests,

after three

days

8, 31. 32.

and

scribes,

and be

killed, an<?

rise again.

Having now drawn from them a profession of their faith in his Meshe enters on the delicate and painful task of teaching them
that although he was the Messiah and by necessary consequence a
king, the manifestation of his royalty must be preceded not only by
prophetic but by priestly functions, or in other words that he must

siah!=hip.

This doctrine though dissufler before he reigned (see Luke 24, 26.)
tinctly taught by Daniel (9, 26) and Isaiah (53, 4-10), had been gradually lost among the Jews and was now confined to that small class who

The teaching
still looked for redemption in Jerusalem (Luke 2. 38.)
even of the Scribes presented the Messiah as a conqueror and an earthly
monarch, who was to restore the throne of David and Solomon and the
This delusion seems to have
long lost privileges of the chosen people.
been shared by the apostles, so fiir as they had any views upon the
subject, and of this he now, from this time (Matt. 16. 21) began (and
afterwards continued) to disabuse them, by foretelling his various sufferings, his rejection not by individuals but by the nation, represented in the Sanhedrim by the three great classes here distinctly
named, and lastly, his resuscitation after three days,
day after his decease.

i.

And
taught

lie

spalce the

all this

saying openly,

i.

by implication and by

We

e.

on the thud

And

And

he spake that saying openly.
took him and began to rebuke him.
32.

e.

for the first time.

indirection, but

he

now

Peter

He had
di.sclosed

have here another indication that the
by explicit afiSrmation.
point which we have reached is one of critical importance, a decisive
The word translated
juncture in the Gospel History or Life of Christ.
openly is not in form an adverb but a noun, which according to its
etymology and usage denotes freedom of speech, not only boldness as
opposed to cowardly reserve, but frankness, as opposed to all concealment. It is here applied to Christ's explicit statement of his death and
resurrection as not only an essential part, but the essential part, the
essence, of his saving work, contrasted with the more obscure and
The effect upon
enigmatical suggestion of the same truth hitherto.
Peter, though denounced by some as improbable and inconsi.'^tent with
his previous confession, is one of the most natural and lifelike incidents
Affectionate and ardent, but capricious and
recorded in the scriptures.
precipitate, imperfectly instructed even in the great truth which he had
avowed in behalf of his brethren and him.self and no doubt elated
above measure by the praise or rather blessing which the Loid h;id
just bestowed upon him. although only in his representative capacity
(Matt. 17, 19j. he could not have betrayed his own infirmity in one
act more completely than in that recorded here by Mark and Matthew
Taking him to (himself, or aside), as if to speak with him
(16. 22.)
in private, not by the hand, which would be otherwise expressed.
it
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associations, it may not be easy to see any thine: ir
proce<hnt' but absurd and arroprant presumption, which has led
some to reject it as incredible. But whtu wo take into consideration

With our habitual

this

the circumstances just sujifrested, and transport ourselves into the
was surroinvled ))y them, we may see that the
extraordinary scene presented in this passajre, althoujrh one which no
fictitious writer would have dreamed of. and which could not be tho
fruit of any mythical process, is nevertheless exquisitely true to nature,
both to that of man in {general and to that of Peter in particular.
Began to rchidr (or rhidc /lim), as a friend entitled to such freedom,
all

mi<lst of them, as Peter

unnecessary fears and jrloomy apprehensions. Jle
began to do this in the words preserved by Matthew (10. 22), but was
cut short by one of the severest answers ever uttered, which eftectually
taught him liis mistake and brought him to his senses.
for induljrinjr such

But when lie liad turned about and looked on liis
lie rebuked Petei', saying, Get tbee behind nie,
Satan for thou savourest not the things that be of God,
but the things that be of men.
33.

disciples,
:

But

(the Son of Man, thus corrected and patronized by one of
followers) turning upon (him), which appears to be the force
of the emphatic compound here eraplo3ed, and looking at his (other)
ducipJes, or rather in the act of turning upon Peter seeing the disciples,
who, as usual were following their master, and resolved to check the
growth of such a spirit in the body, he rehulced Peter in his turn, thus
retorting, throwing back to him. the censure which he had presumptuously cast upon his Lord and Master. Get thee (literally go. begone)
These words are not only
behind me, out of my sight, away from me
the same in both accounts of this transaction, but identical with those
pronounced by Christ to Satan in the wilderness, according to the common text of Luke (4, 8). and according to the latest text of Matthew
This coincidence affords a key to the true meaning of this
(4, 10.)
his

Tie

own

!

sharp apostrophe, as not a mere expression of abhorrence or contempt,
specific charge of imitating Satan as the tempter, and endeavouring to draw his master back from the very thing for which he came
into the world, and for which his three years' ministry was but a preparation.
As if he had said. What, is Satan come again to tempt me,
Avaunt thou adversary, get thee hence !' Then
as he did of old ?
addressing the astonished and no doubt affrighted Peter, in his own
person, he describes the cause of the mistake which he had just made.
Savourest, an ob.scure English word, and expressing an idea not contained in the original, which means tJiou mindest, carest for, including
both the thoughts and the affections. (Compare Rom. 8. 5. 1 Cc/r. 4,
6. Gal. 5, 10. Phil. 3, 19. Col. 3, 2.)
The things that he oi God, &c.,
in the original is simply, the (things) of God. the (things) of man. i. e.
The meaning of the sentheir respective interests, affairs, or claims.
tence seems to be. vou look only at the human side of these transac

but a

•

•

10*
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tions,

and regard

my

33. 34. 35.

death as a mere instance of mortality like that of

men to be averted as a great calamit}", whereas it
which God has chosen and appointed for the satisfaction
other

law and the salvation of

34.

cross,

his elect people.'

And when he had

with his disciples

come

is the means
of his broken

also,

called the people (nnto him)
he said nnto them, AVhosoever will

after me, let him deny himself, and take up
and follow me.

his

And having called the crowd to (him) with his disciples (who were
previously near him), so that also is improperly supplied by the translators.
Some affect to tind a contradiction in this mention of a crowd,
when he had previously been speaking privately to his disciples, and
B>it this
according to Luke (9. 18), praying with them by themselves.
objection overlooks the fact, which we have had occasion more than onco
to mention, that the multitude was never very far off, even when our Lord
was most retired ; that his most confidential conversations with the
twelve were held in sight though not in hearing of the people and that
nothmg is more characteristic of his teaching than the way in which he
used to turn in quick succession from a larger to a smaller or from a
The reason of his doing so on this occasion
smaller to a larger circle.
is. that what he had to say w^as universally appropriate and binding,
having reference to no official rights or duties, but to the very terms on
which he would admit men to his service. The connection with wliat
goes before is, that although the disciples were surprised to hear that
he must suffer, the}- must now prepare to sutier too, the members with
tiie head.
Whosoever (without any exception or reserve) will (i. e.
wishes or desires to) come after (i. e. follow) me (as \uy dependent and
adlierent). not in public station merely but among the humblest classes
Let him deny (i. e. renounce, abjure) himself (as the
of my people.
great object of regard), and let him tale up his cross, not merely a prospective or prophetic allusion to the mode of his own death, but a reference to the common practice of compelling malefactors to convey their
own cross to the place of execution. Crucifixion being commonly regarded as at once the most painful and disgraceful way of dying, is here
put fur the worst form of sufiering, and carrying the cross for humble,
Atid let him follow me, not merely in the
patient submission to it.
general sense of service or the special sense of imitation, but in that of
As if he had said, 'let him follow me
suffering with and like another.
to Golgotha.'
;

but
35. For whosoever will save his life shall lose it
whosoever shall lose his life for my sake and the gospel's,
;

the

same

shall save

is so utterly repugnant to the natural love of life
might seem Uke exhorting men to self-destruction. In reality

This requisition
Uiat

it

it.
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only calling them to

.sacrifice .a lesser for a greater good
stronger word in Greek and means deatroy. the tru€
The form of the .sentence is pro«
untithcsis to mtre in this conncciion.
vol bial and, as in many otlier cases of tiie same kind, uses the same
word
two senses, or lathcr in a higiicr and a lower iipplication of the
game sense. Life is the correct translation in both clauses, i)ut tlie
Wliosoecer irill (in willing, wishes to)
life referred to very dill'erent.
save his life (i. e. his natural life, or the life of his body, for its own
sake, as the highest good to be secured or sought) will (by that very
lie cannot peri)et«iate his life on
ac^t not only lose but) destroi/ it.
The conearth, and l)y refusing to look higluT. forO.'its life in heaven.
verse is then state<l as no less true and important.
W/ioxoeirr loses or
destroys (i. e. allows to be destroyed if needful) his life (in the lower
sense before explained) for my sake (in m}'^ service and at my command), not only now while I am present upon earth, but even after my
departure, for the .sake of the gospel, the ditfusion of the truth and the
erection of my kingdom, he shall sare his life in losinfj it^ or onl}' lo.se
it in a lower sense to save it in the highest sen.se conceivable.
The difficulty of distinguishing preci.sely between life and life in this extraordinary dictum only shows tiiat the difference is rather of degree than
kind, and instead of weakening strengthens the impression.

however

it is

Lose

much

is

a

m

36.

For

wliiit sliiiU it profit

\vh(de world,

and

lose his

own

a man,
soul

if

he shall gain the

?

The loss in the case suppo.sed is therefore no loss, as the gain in the
other case is no gain.
The terms are chosen from the dialect of ordi
nary secular business.
What icill it projit a man^ what will he gain,
on ordinary principles of value or exchange, if he (/nin, acquire, in the
usual counnercial sense, the whole world, that is, all that it canolieras
an object of attraction or desire, the aggregate, sum total, of enjoyment,
whether sensual, ambitious, intellectual, pecuniary, and lose (a most
emphatic passive form, be made to lose, be injured, ruined, with respect
to) his o'cn soul, the word before translated life, but here denoting
rather that which lives, eujovs and suffers.
What are enjojinents if
there is no one to enjoy them, if the man himself is lost. i. e. lost to
happiness forever ?
37.

60 111

Or what

shall a

man

give in exchange for his

?

He pursues the awful .supposition further, to the verge of paradox
and contradiction, but with terrible advantage to the farce of this
transcendent argument. Suppose a man to lose his soul, his life, himself in the sense before explained, how shall he recover it. redeem it,
buy it Vxick again, by giving an equivalent in value ? There is something unspeakably impressive in this method of suggesting the importance of eternal interests, by supposing the very life or soul itself to be
ost to the possessor and an effort made to buy it back, and then pro-
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the equivalent, or how shall it be ren
the soul, or its eternal life, is lost, ther«
is no one to attempt its restoration, for the subject or possessor is lost
with it. But this is only stating in another form the very truth which
Christ is here propounding, that a man may lose his present life and
yet live on and have a better life in lieu of it ; but when he loses hia
eternal life, he is himself lost, lost forever, and the thought of compensation or recovery involves a contradiction.

pounding the question, where
dered

?

38.

It

is

true that

Whosoever

is

when

therefore shall be

ashamed of me, and

mj

words, in this adulterous and sinful generation, of
him also shall the Son of man be ashamed, when he cometh in the glory of his Father witii the lioly angels.
of

T7ierefore seems to introduce an inference or consequence from what
had just been said j but this is neither the true version nor the true
connection.
Fo)' assigns the reason of something previously mentioned
or .suggested, which is here a thought to be supplied from the preceding
ccmtext, although not expressed, to wit, tliat this appalling disproportion of loss and gain, far from being a chimera or a vain imagination,
was one which all the hearers of our Lord were liable to realize or
For whosoever (without any distincverity in their own experience.
tion as to class or person) shall he (or rather is. referring not to future
cases merely but including them) ashamed of me (i. e. unwilling from
regard to men's opinions and authority to own me as his Lord and
master) and my words (doctrines, precepts, and discourses, as his own
belief, as true and certain), also the Son of Man (he who now appears
in the form of a servant, and of whom on that account he is ashamed)

ashamed of him (i. e. will treat hiih in like manner, will disown,
him) when he comes in glory (with a majesty the opposite of
what you now behold, not his own glor}^ merely but) the glory of his
Father icith the holy angels (as distinguished from the fallen) whose
reflected glory will enhance that from which it is derived (Luke 9,26.)
In other words, the day is coming when our relative positions are to be
reversed, when the glory will be mine and the shame theirs who once
despised me when the question will no longer be whether they shall
be ashamed of me, but whether I will be ashamed of them.
will he

reject

;

CHAPTEE

IX.

After a sentence which belongs to the preceding context (1), IMark
continues his account of the way in which our Lord prepared his followers for the great catastrophe now drawing near. Having announced
his death and re«;urrection. with a solemn warning against certain fataJ
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wrors, he encourages and animates three of their Munii>er by a momentary j;limpse of the glory in re>erve for him, to which they are admitted
as witnesses from the earth, as Moses and Khjahare from heaven (--<S.)
This rransiigiiration. wiiich may be reganled as the cuhninating pomt
piophetic ministry on earth, alfonls occasion for an impor:)f Christ's
tant conversation on the predicted advent of Elijah ('.)— lu.)
On their
return from this stupendous spectacle, our Lord performs a miracle
which Mark records, not merely on account of its intrinsic greatness,
but because the nine apostles, in the absence of their master, had in
vain endeavoured to expi.1 the demon, which atlbnls occasi(jn for some
new and extraordinary teachings (L4-20.) This failure, at a time when
they were soon to be deprived uf his visible presence and assistance,
naturally leads hnu to predict anew that great event, but with no immediate effect except to frighten and perplex them (3(>—o2.) That
their mental state was still a darkened and debased one, the historian
now further shows by the humiliating record of their strife for the preeminence, and of their master's tenderness an<l wisdom in appeasing it
(ij.i—.jT.)
In the same convoisation, he instructs them as to the relation borne to him and them by other true believers, and the danger of
offending such (38—12.)
By a natural and obvious association, he expands this warning into one against all causes of temptation or offence,
which he win, Is u[) with an enigmatical but solemn exhortation first to
purity and then to peace (4:j-JU.)
This synopsis of the chapter will
suffice to show that its topics are not thrown together at random, or
as desultory anecdotes and reminiscences, but linked by a natural association, which in this case, as in many others, by a happy concurrence,
is both logical and chronological ; that is to say, by siinidy following
the order of events, the writer accomplishes his main design of characterizing Christ's peculiar method of preparing his di<ciples for approacliing changes.
As compared with tiie parallel accounts, Mark's
nanative is here distinguished by its usual vividness and fulness of
detail, and by the striking but harmonious contrast in which he exhibits our Lord's goodness and severity, especially the sternness of his
warnings against all unnecessary rigour on the part of his disciples.

And

he said unto them, Verilj, I say unto you,
That there be some of them that stand Jiere which shall
not taste of death, till they have seen the kingdom of God
come with power.
1.

It is a curious instance of the careless or arbitrary way in which the
text has been chvided (see the Introduction), that this verse, which
is the conclusion of the previous discourse and in Matthew ends a cliapter (IG, 28). here begins one, while in Luke it is almost exactly in the
middle (0, 27). though in all three cases the connection is identical.
The verse itself is one of the most difficult and disputed in the whole
book, though the question is rather one of application than essentia/
:ueauing.
J.;?»dn, verily, assuredly (see above, on 3,28. 6,11. 8, 12)i
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I say unto you. with emphasis on both the pronouns, /(the Son of
There 'be, not a subjunctive
to yo'ju (my confidential followers.)
but an old indicative form equivalent precisely to the modern are.
Some of those here standing, i. e. of the twelve then present and immeWhich, applied
diateh' addressed, or of the crowd referred to in 8, 34.
in old English both to things and persons, but confined to the former
Shall not. a pecuin modei-n usage, which would here require icho.
liarly strong negative in Greek, the aorist subjunctive with the particle
(/iry) suggesting the idea, that they neither could, would, nor should do
what the verb expresses. Taste of death, i, e. experience or partake
of it, considered as a portion or a draught administered b}^ God to man
Though the form of expression here is
(see below, on 10. 38. 14. 36.)
highly met:aphorical, it can be referred to nothing but the literal deThis restricts the meaning of what
cease of pei-sons actually present.
follows to a single generation or a single life-time, though it may have
been a long one.
Till they have seen (or see, behold, or witness) the
Tcingdom of God, i. e. of the Messiah as a divine person, or at least as a
(See above, on 1, 14. 15. 4.
divine commissioner and representative.
11. 26. 30.)
Come. not. as the English words may seem to mean, in
the act of coming (till they see it come), but actually or already come,
the only sense that can be put upon the perfect participle h^'e employed.
The idea that they should see it coming, i. e. when or as it
came, is rather excluded, in accordance with our Lord's words elsewhere (Luke 17, 2U), and not at variance with the present participle
here employed by Matthew (16,28), which relates not to the kingdom
but to Christ himself In power, an expression here preserved by
Mark alone, i. e. with accompanying manifestation of omnipotent autiiority.
The essential meaning, as to which there can be no dispute,
is that before all then present should be dead, there would be some
convincing proof that the Messiah's kingdom had been actually set up,
The only djubt
as predicted by the prophets and by Christ himself.

Man)

or difference of opinion is in reference to the nature of this evidence,
The solutions
or the particular event by which it was to be atforded.
of this question which have been proposed are objectionable, chiefly
because too exclusive and restrictive of the promise to a single point
of time, whereas it really has reference to a gradual or progressive
change, the institution of Chi-ist's kingdom in the hearts of men and in
Bociety at large, of which protracted process the two salient points are
the effusion of the Spirit on the day of Pentecost, and the destruction
of Jerusalem more than a quarter of a centuiy later, between which
points, as those of its inception and its consummation, lies the lingering
death of the Mosaic dispensation, and the gradual erection of jNIessiah's

kingdom.

And

him) Petei,
and James, and John, and leadeth tiiein np into an high
mountain apart by themselves and he was transtigured
hei^cre them.
2.

after six clays, Jesus taketli (with

;
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preceding: verse, althonrjh niiflnly severed from its previous con{)l;u'o here, as a tiaiisition or a link of C(»nnection be-

text, is really in

tween Christ's ixMuarkahle discourse as to hiscomincr. and the history
The critical character of this occurrence, and
of his tniMslipiration.
the rapid progress of events siicceedinjr it, are here apparent on the surAftei" the solejnn recoirnition oCojir Lord hy his
face of the nairative.
disciples as the true Messiah (X. 2'>). and the solemn announcement
that he was to sutler in that character (S, .'U). something further of
the same kind inij2:ht almost have been expected a priori, i.e. some extraordinary manifestation of our Lord as the Messiah, if not to the
multitude, at least to his discij)les, or if not to all these, to the twelve
apostles, or if not to all these, to a chosen few, who were admitted to
a more intimate and conlidential intercourse. Such a disclosure would
in some sense correspond to the manifestations and solemn recopiitions'
in his infancy, preserved by Luke (2, 25-';2. .iS) and Matthew (2, 1. 11),
but not incluiled in the scope of Mark's bio2:raphy (see above, on 1. 1.)
In accordance with this antecedent {>robabilit\ we find such a manifestation here recorded by the three evaufrelists. with more precision as to
time than phice. The apparent disaL^'eement between the eight d(iy$
of Luke (0. 28) and the »i.v days of Mark and Matthew (17, 1), may be
reconciled in either of two ways; first, by understanding one or both
expressions as an idiomatic designation of a week, corresponding to the
French and German use of eight and Jifteen days to signify a week
and fortnight, an idiom of which there is a clear trace in the English
phiase, <fn eight days (Luke 9. 28). meaning not merely so many deThe other solutached days, but a definite and well-known period.
tion IS that neither of the numbers is exclusive of the other, since eight
days, even in the strict sense, would be after six days, and six days, in
the strict sense, might be popularly spoken of as about (or almost) eight
days.
Either of these solutions is more natural and simple than the
eilly supposition of a glaring contradiction, unobserved by ancient
readers, whether friends or foes, and handed down without correction
or detection for a course of ages, to be finally discovered by the microscopic ciiticism of some modern sceptical interpreter. In all such cases,
we "should look not only at the difficulties charged upon the narrative
u.self. but also upon those by which the supposition of a blunder or a
discrepancy is encumbered.
Takes, the same verb used by all the
three evangelists, and strictly meaning takes along, or witli him, as
companions or associates (see above, on 4. 3(3. 5. 40.) Peter, James^
and John, his brother (Matt. 17, 1), who formed a sort of inner circle
even within the sphere of the apostleship. They were among our Saviour's first acquaintances after his public appearance, among the first
called to his special service, all Galileans and all fishermen, the same
three who were admitted to the house of Jairus (see above, on 5. 37),
and who afterwards were with him in Gethsemane (see below, on
14, 33.)
This distinguishing honour, by elating them unduly, may
have led to the ambitious errors into which they jointly or severally
fell (see below, on lO, 35.)
But this, though certainly foreseen, di(J
not deter our Lord from making use of them in this way, any more
,
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than his perfect knowledge of Iscariot prevented his admission for f
time into the apostolic body- Indeed it is characteristic of the sacred
history from Genesis to Acts, that its object is to glorify not man bui
God, by showing his sovereign independence in the choice of his own
insti-uments, and even in the case of the most honoured, such as Noah,
Abraham, Jacob. Moses, David. Hezekiah, and Josiah, lifting the veil
from their infirmities and showing how their very sins were overruled
by God for the promotion of his own ends, without any imputation on
his holiness or the least extenuation of their guilt, which was commonly
attended by unquestionable providential retributions. Leadeth., brings,
conducts, into a high mountain. which, agreeably to usage (see above,
on 3, 13. 5, 11. 6, 46), might be understood to mean the highlands as
distinguished from the plains of the interior or the sea-coast, but is
here most generally understood to mean a particular eminence or
mountain in the proper sense, which seems indeed to be required by the
indefinite expression, a high mountain^ not the mountain, as in the
The mountain is not named or otherwise deplaces just referred to.
Ecclesiastical tradition has
scribed, and is therefore now unknown.
identified it with .Alount Tabor (Josh. 19, 22. Judg. 4, G. 8, 18. Ps. 89,
13. Jer. 40. 18. Hos. 5, 1), as the highest peak in Galilee, while some
modern writers place it in the neighbourhood of Cesarea Philippi, the
But it is not likely that
last locality previously mentioned (8. 27.)
the intervening six or eight days were all spent at one place, and if not,
a whole week's travel might have carried him entirely away from that
vicinity.
The precise place therefore must be left unsettled, though the
local tradition, when intrinsically credible, and not contravened from
an}^ other quarter, may be rested in as giving more precision to the
Apart, in private, by them.selves (as in G, 31. 32. 7. 33,
narrative.
above), which expression is then made still stronger by the added
word, alone, as if to intimate that this was not one of the man}' instances in which our Lord was only partially secluded, with a multitude in sight or near at hand, but one of literal seclusion from all com,

pany except that of the three apostles. Transfigured, transformed, a
Greek verb only found in later writers, such as Arrian and Athenaeus.
The cognate noun (jnetamorphosis) is used in the title of Ovid's famous
poem, where it means a literal (though not a real) change of shape.
As the primitive noun, however, is employed by the best Greek writers,
not merely in the sense of shape or figure, but in that of general appearance, the verb may be so taken in the case before us. i. e. as denoting not a change of person, such as to destroy his visible identity, but
merely a transcendant dignity and splendour, as described more fully in
Before them, properly, in front of them, and then by
the next verse.
necessary implication, in their sight, implying that they saw, not only
ihe effect, but the process which produced it, so that there was nc
voom for illusion or mistake. It is also suggested by this phrase that
they were not chance-witnesses of this great spectacle, but taken with
him for the purpose that he went up to the mountain-top, not only to
be there transfigured, but to be transfigured before them. Luke, to
Vhom we chiefly owe the notices which we possess of our Lord'a
;
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devotional habits (see Luke 3,21. 5, IG. 0,12. 9,18.28. 11,1), juMa
here the interesting fact that he was praying when this change took
place, as ho was praying when the previous attestation came from
heaven at his baptism, as recorded by the same evangelist.
3.

And

liib

riiinient

bccuino

sliinini::,

exceeding white

as snow, so as no fuller on earth can white theni.
This verse describes the inctatnorphosis or transfiguration, as it appeared to the disciples. i\Iark confines his formal desciiption to the
garments, without expressly mentioning the change in his countenance
spoken of by Matthew (17, 2) and Luke (9, 2'.'), which, howevei'. is included in the general idea of effulgence overspreading and surrounding
It is very remarkable, indeed, that these descripthe whole person.
tions should be all so strong, so various, yet so harmonious, as if each
of the eye-witnesses had furnished an account of his own impressions
Rttiinent^
of the same glorious ol)ject at the same eventful moment.
in Greek a plural form corresponding to our c/o^/ic.y, but in the singular
denoting the outer garment of the oriental dress (see above, on 5,
Became^ the true sense of the Greek verb, which is often con28.)
founded with the verb to be. Shining, a still more expressive term in
the original, applied by Homer to the glistening of polished surfaces
and to the glittering of arms, by Aristotle to the twinkling of the stars,
and by Euripides to the Hashing of lightning, which last idea Luke (9,
White exceedingly as snoic, a poeti29) expresses b}' a different verb.
cal expression, even in its form, and even in translation, when the order
of the words is left unchanged.
The comparative pliiase («s snoic) is
not found, however, in the A'atican and several other very ancient
manuscripts, though some of the same class contain it.
The word
translated ichite means originally clear and bright, as applied by Homer
to pure water, the sense of colour being secondary' and indefinite, comprehending a variety of shades from gray to pure white.
Here the
word no doubt expresses more than the mere neutral sense of whiteness, namely, that of an effulgent white light without shade or spot;
but that the notion of colour was meant to be conve^-ed at the same
So as (or. retaining
time, is clear from the comparison that follows.
the strict sense of the original, such a^^ i. e. such garments as) af'dfer,
i. e. any fuller, cloth-dresser, literally, carder, one who clean.sed woollen
On the earth may eitlier be a strong
cloth by carding or combing it.
universal expression, meaning in the world, in Che universe, in existence, or contain a more specific reference to the heavenly source from
Cannot, is not able, to
which alone Mich brightness could proceed.
ichite (or irhiten, i. e. to produce such whiteness); the addition of the
pronoun (?/<<?///) is not only needless but enfeebling by gratuitous restriction of the meaniuL'.
What is said is not merely that no fuller upon
earth could whiten those clothts so, but that no one could produce such
This comparison, though drawn from a familiar process o(
wliiteness.
a homely art (see above, on 3 21), is iutclhgible and expressive, especially if

we suppose

it

to include the operation of bleaching,

which wa*
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probably performed by the same persons. It was no doubt the analog)
which came into the mind of Peter, as he gazed upon his master's vesture, and was afterwards employed by him in telling what he saw.
when at liberty to do so (see below, on v. 9, and compare 2 Pet. 1
IG-IS.)
4. And there appeared unto them Elias with Moses
and they were talking with Jesus.

Besides this dazzling change in Christ's appearance, the disciples
to behold what might be called a glorious apparition,
did not the usage of that term necessarily suggest the idea of something
unreal, an appearance without substance; whereas the one here mentioned is described as no less real than that of the disciples or their
master.
Blias, the Greek name of Elijah (see above, on G, 15. 8, 28.)
The form of expression used by ]Mark hei-e is unusual and different from
that of both the others, though it va[\j not be easy to define the difference of meaning. While iNIatthew (17. 8) says that Moses and Elijah
appeared to them (or were seen hy them, in the pluial number), and
Luke (9. 30) merely amplifies the same expression. Mark dififei-s both
in oi-der and construction.
There appeared to (or was seen ly) them
Elias icith Moses. Elijah is not only first named, and alone connected
with the verb, but is said to have had xMoses with him, which at least
appears to give the former the precedence. There are two ways of
explaining this remarkable expiession, each of which may commend

were permitted

itself to

some minds as

entitled to the preference.

The

first is

by

re-

garding the whole clause as an exact description of the original impression made upon the mind of Peter, and supposing that he saw Elijah
first and Moses afterwards, though equally conspicuous in all that followed. The other explanation is that Elijah was really more prominent
in this majestic scene than Moses, not as his su])erior either in person
or in office, but as nearer to our Lord in the prophetical succession, and
expressly predicted at the close of the Old Testament as his forerunner
Another possible but less intelligible difference
(see above, on 1, 2.)
between them is that Moses was buried (Dent. 34. G) and Elijah translated (2 Kings 2, 11). unless the former statement be regarded as a
figure lor translation also, or the latter as a figure for triumphant death,
neithei- of which impressions would be naturally made on any unsophisWhether Moses, therefore, was provided with a temticated reader.
porary or apparent bod}^, like the angels who de.>^cended to the earth in
patiiarchal times or whether, by an anticipation of the final resuirection, he was clothed already with the Itody which he is to wear forever; theie is still a difference between his case and that of Elijali, who
had never died, but now appeared in the same body as of old, however
changed and glorified (Luke 9, 31.) The reappearance of these two
men, on a mountain-top. in such socict}". before such witnesses, and at
such a crisis in the history of redemption, even if it were a fiction,
would be one of the sublimest upon record, and astonishing indeed aa
^he orighial conception of illiterate enthusiasts, who have nowhere else
;
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exhibited cither the pow^r or the disposition to indulge in such creations, and who certainly have nowhere else presented any 'counterpart
But besides the f^randeur of the wliole
to this transcendant scene
cuiiceptiuu. llu'ie is a sin;4idar niinuLe piopriety about it, no less indicaiivu of skill (if an invention) than the p;eneral idea is of }xeniu>,
in selecting just these two, the Ibundei- of the ceremonial law an<i the
theocracy, on one hand ; on the other, its restorer in the kingdom of
the ten tribes in the days of its apostasy, who also was to re-appear
This historibefore its liual abrogation at the advent of the Messiah.
cal position of tlie two men gives them a priority, not otherwise belonging to them, over all the other i)rophets of the old economy, even
such illustrious names as those of Samuel. Elisha, Isaiah, Jeremiah,
Ez.*kiel,and Daniel not excepted. It can hardly be regarded as a separate reason for this choice, but is rather a symbolical premonition of it
in the history, tiiat even in externals these three persons had partaken
of the .same experience, as for instance in the singular coincidence that
all of them had fasted foity days and fort}' niglits in the wilderness
(see above, on 1,13, and compare Ex. 21, 18. 1 Kings 10,8.)
But
their interview, as here described, was not a silent one.
And they
(.Moses and Elijah) were talking icith him, not merely talked, or did
tali; but icere talking, i. e. when the disciples first beheld them, or as
long as tluy continued visible. The subject of their conversation might
almost have been conjectured, as prospective rather than historical, as
relating not to Moses and Elias but to Jesus, or to them only as his
types and his forerunners.
But it might have been less easy to determine a priori the specific theme of their discourse if Luke (9, 31) had
not expressed it in a single word, his exodus, the exit or departure
which he was about to accomplish at .Jerusalem, and which had in a
certain sense been typified ages before by the exodes of the two men
who now stood again upon the earth and talked with him, the exode of
Moses at the head of Israel from the land of Egypt (Ex. 12. 41 j. and
the exode of Elijah from the head of Elisha (2 Kings 2, 3). with -'a
chariot of lire and horses of fire," " b}' a whirlwind into heaven"
Surely sucli a combination of sublime historical asso(2 Kings 2. 11.)
ciations mu>t be either the creation of transcendant genius, or the faithful record of supernatural but actual occurrences.
5. And Peter answered and said to Jesus, Master, it
good for us to be liere and let us make three tabernacles, one for thee, and one for Moses, and one for Elias.

is

;

The effect of this august and awful scene, which seemed to brinq: together and embody the beginning and the middle and the end of history, on the three discipies who had been selected as its earthly wit
nesses, is at the same time natural an 1 preternatural.
The spokesman,
even here, is Peter, who sustains of course the same relation to hia
two companions that he did to the whole body wh^n assembled (see
above, on 3, IG.)
And answering, not a mere unmeaning pleonasm
which would be sadly out of place in such a narrative as this, but %
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most significant expression, serving to connect what follows with what
Ees2Jonding. not to any thing addressed directly to himgoes before.
self or his companions, but to all that he had heard of that celestial
conversation, or to the whole unearthly scene as vocal to his spiritual
senses.
He says to Jesus, a particular preserved in all the narratives,
and therefore probably implying some expressive look or gesture unequivocally pointing out the object of address, as being at once the most
JRalM, not the honorary title of a Jewexalted and the most faTniliar.
ish scribe or doctor of the law, as some absurdly fancy, but the same
expression that is here preserved by Luke (9, 33) and Matthew (17, 4)
only in its native Aramaic form, which Mark delights to treasure up
whenever Peter's recollection or some other source had happily preIt is one of the most striking and
served it (see above, on 5. 41. 7, 11.)
instructive instances of the sameness in variety, by which the gospels
are distinguished, that while all three evangelists agree verbatim in the
words addressed to Christ by Peter, they all differ in the title prefixed
to it, and that not at random or as if by chance but characteristicalh'',
for while Matthew has
1. e. in accordance with their usage elsewhere
the ordinary Hellenistic term for Lord or Master (Kvpu). and Luke a
more elegant and classic synonyme denoting any overseer or prefect
(eTTiOTartj), Mark has preserved to us the very word originally uttered
(pa,S^L)^ and of which the others are mere Greek translations, but which
Mark himself does not think it necessary to interpret, because so familiar even to the Gentiles and still more to every Jew, whether Hellenist or Hebrew, who would instantly recognize it both as a formula
in common use and as an uncorrupted sample of the sacred language
Good (i. e. in every sense, both natural and moral, right and
(•^st;)happy, useful and agreeable) is it (for) ws Tiei^e to de. the order in which
all the evangelists record this speech of Peter, which could never have
been feigned by a fictitious writer, but demonstrates its own genuineThe feelness b}'' being at the same time so natural and so unusual.
ing expressed is that of perfect satisfaction and reluctance to go elsewhere, mingled with a vague recollection that they were upon a solitary mountain-top without the least accommodation or even shelter.
It is this odd but natural confusion of'habitual associations with extraordinary actual impressions that no forger would have thought of, and
which therefore stamps the record as authentic. Let us make three
tabernacles, i. e. tents, booths, sheds, or any other light and temporary
shelter, as distinguished from a permanent and solid dwelling. Though
the version tahernacles may be too restricted and awaken in the English reader only the idea of a sacred edifice, to wliich it is commonly
applied in the Old Testament, it is not incorrect, as that idea would be
unavoidably suggested even to an ancient reader fiom tlic correspondPeter himself
ing use of the Greek word in the Septuagint version.
may have intended an allusion to the sacred tent of the ^losaic xaw or
to the booths used at the Feast of Tabernacles ; but the primary essential meaning was no doubt that of shelter and acconnnodation.
That
this was no selfish proposition is apparent from the fact that he appropriates the three proposed tents to the three majestic persons then
;

;
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before liiin, without auy allusion to himself or his companions, except
as those by whom the tents were to be made ; for there is no probabihtv in the opinion tiiat he means to inchide Jesus when he says, U.r.
WheUier, as some one has infreniously imagined, he intended
V.S make.
to propose that eaeli of the (hscij)k's slioulil erect a tent for one of the
illustrious trio and then wait upon him in it, is a subtle question neiAnother dubious but unesther easy nor necessary to be answered.
sential point is the idea that this proposition was unconsciously suggested by the overwhelming bri<jhtness and efl"id<2:ence of the scene
before him, from wliich he instinctively seeks refui;e in the tents which
This is certainly not obvious or necessary nor
he pro[)oses to erect.
upon the other hand is it at variance with the main idea, which is evidently that of prolvnginjr the delightful scene by furnishintr at least a
temporary home and shelter for the august actors. In all the accounts
of this untimely l)nt attectionate proposal, Peter names his master first,
then Moses, tiien Elijah, which would seem to militate against the supposition that Mark intended (in v. 4j to represent the third as in anj
t>€nse sujxiiior to the second.
;

).

For

lie

wist not

what

to say,

for tliey

were sore

afraid.

Far from concealing or denying that Peter's proposition was a
strange one, the historian offers an apology or explanation of its strangeness.
For he wist (in modern English kiiew) not wJuit to say (or what
he should say.) It is characteristic of Petei", that he tiiought he must
say something, even then and even there. Equally natural and true is
the statement made bv Luke (0. 33), that he knew not what he did
say or was sa3ing. The cause of both eftlcts was fear, not mere alarm
or dread, but also a religious awe, occasioned by the ppesence of celestial visitants and by the supernatural character of the whole transacThis effect was common to the three disciples, although intended
tion.
to explain the words of Peter onl}-, an additional indication that he
spoke in their behalf as well as in his own.
7. A nd there was a cloud that overshadowed them
and a voice came out of the cloud, saying. This is my beloved Son, hear him.

And thsre was (became, or came) a cloud, a luminous or bright
cloud (Matt. 17,5). overshadow ing them, partly as a sign of the divine
presence, partly as a veil or screen, bene ith the cover of which Moses
and Elijali disappeared. Ami there came (not the verb before used,
but the ordinary word for coming) a voice out <>/ the cloud, in which
the speaker setmed to be hidden, saying (omitted in the oldest manu
scripts, but easily supplied bv every reader). This is my Son, the Behrid. the very attestation uttered at his baptism (see above, on 1. 11),
btit without the words, in whom I am well pleaded, which however are
supplied by

Matthew

(17, 5.)

This

may

therefore be regarded

a.v

a
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sort of second baptism, to prepare him for his passion as the first dia
for his ministry, a baptism not with water but with light, not in the
stream but " in the cloud " (1 Cor. 10, 2), not by John but (as it were)
by Moses and Elijah, not in the presence of the people but in that of
The essential meaning of the voice from
the three chosen witnesses.
heaven is, that Jesus was precisely what he claimed to be, the Son of
God as well as Man. divinel}' sent forth and comii)i3sioned as the great

Hence to the voice uttered at his baptism all the
prophetic teacher.
hear ! i. e. receive his
three accounts add two important words,
The impression
instructions and obey them as divinely authorized.
made by this celestial oracle on Peter was recorded by himself long
after, and may still be read in one of his epistles (2 Pet. 1, 17. 18.)

Mm

And

suddenly, when thej had looked round about,
they saw no man any more, save Jesus only with tliem8.

selves.

The termination of this grand scene was as sudden and abrupt as
Looking (or having looTcfd) around, in search of those
beginning.
who had been standing near them when the cloud passed over them.
they no longer saw any one^ literally, no one^ the idiomatic double negaSave^ except, but (which
tive of which we have alread}' had examples.
Acis the literal translation) Jesus only (or alone) with themselves.
cording to Mark's narrative, here less minute and graphic than the
others although perfectly harmonious, it was while the bright cloud
overshadowed the whole party, dazzling and blinding the disciples'
eyes and making their ears tingle with those solemn words, that Moses
its

and Elijah

silently

withdrew.

as they came down from the mountain, he
that they should tell no man what things
tliem
charged
they had seen, till the Son of man were risen from the
dead.
9.

And

And they descending (i. e. while or as they did s,o)from the mountain (see above, on v. 2). he charged tliem^ the verb used above in 5,
43. 7, 36. iS, 15, and originally meaning to distinguish or discriminate,
TelL relate, detail, originbut employed as here by Diodorus Siculus.
ally meaning to go through Avith or to lead through (see above, on 5,
No man, no one, nobod}^, without regard to sex or any other
16.)
personal distinction (see above, on v. 8, and on 2^ 21. 22), lohat (things),
or (the things) which they had seen (or more exactly, saw, while on the
Till, literally, if not (i. e. unless or except), tchen (or after
mount.)
The Son of Man, not merely a periphrasis for the pronoun
that.)
(T). but in its full significancy, as before explained (on 2, 10. 28. 8, 31.
I, who now appear as a mere man and yet am the Messiah so de38.)
scribed ''by Daniel (7, 13.) From the dead (i. e. from
thould arise, or be resuscitated (as in 5, 42. 8. 21.)

among them)
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kept that Rayincr witli theiriPolves, qnesiuiullicr wliat the rising from the dead

2'hat sailing, literally, the word (or speech), which may either me:in
the whole of this connnaiirl, oi- the particular expression which they did
In the former case, the verb may denote strict obnot understand.
Bervance and obedience, as the Jews are said to have liehl {or held fnnt)
The
their traditions (7, 3. 4. 8), wliere the Greek verb is the same.
meanin-x of the wl;ole verse then is, that the three obeyed their Lord's
injunction to conceal what they had^een until a certain time, althoufrh
On the otlier
tliey <lid not clearly understand wluit time he meant.
21.
Fupj)osition. the verb may mean to sei.^e, lay hold of (as in 1. 'U.
6, 4i. G, 17), and the whole clause, that they caujrht at this mysterious
expression and discussed among themselves its import. Either of these
constructions yields a good sense, but the latter a more striking wie,
Qiustioni/tg,
although the former is preferred by most mterpreters.
inquiring jointly or together, in the way of conversational discussion
Should mean (literally, is) the rising from
(see above, on 1. 27. 8. 11.)
'.',.

The ol)scurity of this phrase is not to be measured by our
knowledge of it. diawn from the event itself, l)ut by its
enigu)otical and dubious import when our Lord lirst used it in foretellTo us it ma}- well seem that the words can have
ing his own passion.
but one sense, while to those who originally heard them they might
just as well appear equivocal and doubtful.
the

deuh

own

familiar

11.

And

that Elias

they asked him, saying,

must

lirst

Why

say the scribes

come?

to demand an explanation of this diffiprobably deterred by a foreboding that it veiled some
terrible catastrophe approaching, they evinced their interest in what
they had just seen by asking an appropriate question in relation to the
Whij, how is it. that, (what is the reason)
promised coming of Elijah.
thcit the scribes, the professional expounders of the law and prophets
(see above, on 1. 22). sai/ (in that capacity or in their teaching) that
alias (Elijah) must Jirst come, or that it is necessary for Elias to come
Their ditficiilty .seems
first, i. e. before the advent of Messiah himself
to have been this, that according to the prophecies, as commonly expounded ex cathedra, the Messiah was not to appear until Elijah had
come lirst ; but this advent had just taken place, while Jesus had
been previously recognized as the Messiah, at least by his ai)OstKs (see
They seem to have looked upon the glorious appearabove, on 8. 2U.)
ance of Elijah which they had just witnessed as the coming pro[)hesied
in xMalachi, and therefore were perplexed by what appeared to be a

While they did not venture

cult expression,

preposterous inversion of events, the principal preceding ids foreruiincr.
There is something in this question altogether natural, and showing
some degree of earnest and intelligent solicitude upon a most important
gubject yet entirely consistent with their clouded and imperfect appre-
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when he spoke

of his

own

death and

resurrection.

12. And he answered and told them, Elias verily
conieth lirst, and i-estoreth all things and liow it is written of the Son of Man, that he must suffer many things,
and be set at nought.
Our Lord's reply determines two important points, the meaning of
;

the prophecy and its fulfilment.
In the first place, he confirms the exposition given by the scribes Qv the prediction found
Malachi.
Verlhj. not amen^ which is so translated in the first verse of this chapter (and in 3, 18. 6, 11. 8, 12). but the usual Greek particle (/MeV), expressive of concession, corresponding to indeed^ or it is true, in Enghsh.
(It is true, as the scribes say, that) Elijah coming first, restoreth all
(^things), i. e. by announcing the Messiah's advent, and preaching repentance as a preparation for it, brins;s the people, so far as his influence extends, back to the'r old theocratical position, which their spiritual leaders had long smce forsaken.
This appeais to be the meaning
which our Lord here tacitly attaches to the words of Malachi in speaking of Elijah's reappearance, '4ie shall turn the heart of the fathers. to
the children, and the heart of the children to their fathers" (Mai. 4:. 6),
which can hardly refer to mere domestic or contemporary reconciliations, the ver}' opposite of which is represented elsewhere as the etiect
of his own coming (Matt. 10, 34-36), but must rather be descriptive of
an ideal compromise or reconciliation between different gjaneiations, by
bringing back the later to the principles and practice of the earlier, so
far as these were good and in accordance with the true design and
spirit of the system under which they lived.
What is here taught indirectly and by implication had been long before explicitly propounded
by the angel \A'ho announced the birth of John the Baptist when. he
said, reciting and applying the prophetic words of Malachi: "And
many of the children of Israel shall he turn to the Lord their God.
And he shall go before him in the spirit and power of Eiias, to turn the
hearts of the fathers to the children, au'l the disobedient to the wisdom
of the just, to make ready a people prepared for the Lord" (Luke 1. IG.
The office of restorer, thus assigned to the forerunner, ma}' ac17.)
count for the selection of Elijah among all the prophets of the old
economy to be his type and lepresentative (see above, on v. 4). and
also for our Saviour's application of the verb restore, in this p:ace. to
Elijah's a.^ency.
The next clause is obscure both in gramiiiatical
construction and in its connection with the first clause,
lloio is properly and commonly a particle of direct intL'rrogation (as ui 3. 23. 4,
13. 40. 8, 21), but sometimes, in both languages, is construed indii-cctly
(as in 2, 26. 5, 16.)
If the former usage be adopted here, this clause
will be a question interposed between the two parts of our Saviour's
answer to the question in the foregoing verse. How Jui-s it been loritten
of the Son of Sian^ &c. ? But as such a question would be here misplact>d. if not unmeaning, the preference seems due to the other construe-
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13.

tion. which makes hoic and the words followinpf dependent on the verb
at the bi'j^innin;; of the x^^rsi' (he said to them, or told thcin) hoic it
h(i!i been written of the Son of Man.
The clause is then a parenthetical
coinineiit on Ihe one before it, involving an argument a fortiori.
"It is
true as the scrihes say that the appearance of Elijah is prclicted by the

prophets ; und remember that the tiullerinirs of the Messiah are predicted likewise, so that if the one prediction has been veiihed, you may
look for the fulhlment of the other also.' This construction, like the
funnel', is a harsh one, but cannot, like it, be desciibed as umneaning,
since it represents the Saviour asavaihng himself of the disciples' question to suggest another of still more importance
relation to himself,
and thus peihaps to lessen their bewilderment and wonder at the very
thought of liis approaching passion. For what had thus been tcritten
of him. or ujfou him, as tlie object upon which the prophecy, though
long deferred, was finally to terminate, was the very fact which so Ijewildered them, that he should sui/'cr. and particularly sulier death, a pregnant sense of the verb even when absolutely u.sed in the New Testament (sQC above, on 8, 31, and compare Luke 22, 15. 24, 4(3. Acts 1, 3.
o, 18. 17, 3. 1 Pet. 2, 21. 3, 18. 4, 1), and in so sulfering. both before
and at the time of his decea.<;e. should be set at nought., reduced to nothing, treated as such, a veib not used in clas.sic Greek, but explained by
its obvious derivatioii from the common woi-d for nothing.
The idioniatic English phrase to »tt at nought may mean to set down, charge,
or estimate an object at that value, i. e. to regard and treat it as worth
nothing, which is certainly a strong expression of contemptuous re-

m

jection.

13.

Btit I say

unto you, That Elias is indeed come, and
liiiu whatsoever they listed, as it is

they have done uuto
written of him.

Having removed one part of their difficulty as to the sense of the
pjediction which perplexed them, he removes the other, as to its lulfil
ment. It was true that according to the scriptures Elijah was to come
as a forerunner, and according to the nature of things and the very
dcUnilion of the term, a forerunner must precede his principal.
But
so he did in this case.
/ say unto you. I am about to tell \ on where
your error lies, and what it is that occasions } our embauassment.
Vou take foi- granted that Elijah did not come till now. i. e. long after
1 had Claimed to be the Messiah.
But I tell you (what you do not as
vet uuilerstand), that Elijah ts indeed come, or has also come, has not
only been predicted but has also (actually) come, i. e. came at the
proper time before me, and not after me as you imagine.
This implies
of cour;5e that Malachi's prediction was fuitilled, not in the glorious appearance of Elijah which they had just witnessed, but in a previous
appearance of that prophet.
But when was this ? or what had now
become of him '?
This tacit question is replied to in the last clause.
Aiui they have done to him (or rather did, when he ap[)eared) ichatioever they listed or whaieccr (^things) they chose (or wished.)
T/iey

U
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Jews in general, but with special referen,!e lo
the scribes, alreadj' mentioned as their spiritual leaders and expounders
of the scripture.
Instead of recognizing the Elijah, whose coming as
the herald of islcssiah they conectly held to be predicted in the last
words of the last prophet in their sacred canon, they treated him precisely as they might have treated any other man according to their own
capricious will and arbitrary judgment.
But even this was comprehended in the prophecy, to wit, in the concluding woi-ds of Malachi implying that the mission of Elijah would be either a blessing or a curse
to those whom it concerned (Mai. 4, 6.)
Even of this rejection, therefore, it might well be added, as it has been written of Jam (or upon
him.) The perfect passive in both verses, like the same form in 7, 6,
suggests not merely that the words were written centuries ago, noi
merely that they were now extant, but that the}^ had been on record
and awaiting their fulfilment tbrougli the whole of this long interval.
Then, as we learn from Matthew (17, 13), although Mark has not recorded it, they understood that the Elijah thus predicted was no other
than that John whose disciples .some of them had been, and by whom
they may all have been baptized.
refers to the unbelieving

14.

And when

he came

to

(his)

disciples,

he saw a

great multitude about them, and the scribes questioning

with them.

And

coming (or Jiaring come)

whom

to the cJisci^yhs,

i.

e.

to the nine

behind when he withdrew to be tran.sfigured (v.
2), and perhaps some others v.ho were not apostles (see above, on 4,
It is not said where he left them, probably at the foot of the
10.)
mountain where he was transfigured. A great multitude, or more
exactly, much croicd^ implying not mere numbers, but pressure and
confusion. About them^ surrounding tiie disciples, who would of course
be objects of curiosity, if not of woi-se affections, when the crowd was
no longer checked or awed by the pi*esence of the master. And scribes,
not the scrib&i, as referring to certain individuals of that class; but
among the crowd, as might have been expected, he saw ."^cribes, taking
the lead in the attack upon the poor defenceless group, who as yet
were far from being ready either to defend themselves or to vindicate
apo.stles

he

left

their master.
Questioning, disputing in the way of catechising or interrogation, an unequal contest, so far as external advantages were concerned, between the illiterate and partiall}' enlightened followers of

Christ on one hand, and the highly educated and experienced sci'ibes
upon the other. The subject of inquiry and dispute is now unkno'.vu,
except so far as it may be inferred from wiiat is stated in the following
verses.

15. And straightway all tlie people, when they beheld
him, were greatly amazed, and running to (Jiim'i saluted
oim.
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Strnifjhftrni/, immediately, as soon as ho was visible descendinnj
from the iM<>iiiituiii. A/l the people^ the word translatid innUitmlf in
V. 14. but conesi)ondin^ more exactly in ])<>tii places to our croird or
Strhiij him ircre (iiuuzed^ the quaiilyin;: miverb ((jredtly) antItroiHj.
swi-rinir to no distinct Greek wonl but only to the compound and emphalic Ibrm of tlie verb.
Some infer from their amazement that tliere
was still some remnant of tlie supernatural effultience which had recently enveloped him. and which attracted tlie attention of the people
even at a distance.
But this. thouj:h countenanced by the analo<j;y of
Moses' face shininir when ho came down from the mount (Ex. 37,29-

not a necessary supposition in the case before us, where so suran apjH'arance woidd no doubt have been distinctly mentioned,
and the verb, althouprh a stromr one, docs not necessarily denote more
than the nutnrai eflect produced upon a restless and exciteil crowd bv
the sudden ajtpoarance of a person whom they had been vainly lookincj
for.
Jiiinnih(f to him. not the whole mass but larj^e numbers, while at
least as many may have waited for him where they were.
This diflerencc. not oidy natural but almost unavoidable in all such cases, and
8U{:p:e>ted here by a compaiison of Mark's words, as just given, with
Matthew's (^rominrj to the i'row<1) and Luke's (^the croird met him), is
gravely represente<l by distinguished wiiteis as a discrepancy which it
is dishonest to deny, ex|)lain away, or try to reconcile!
To most
American and English readers such objections rather serve to strengthen
than to injure the defences of the Gospel. &< evincing that they can be
shown to contradict each other only by devices which even the most
impudent an<i mercenary advocate would be ashamed to use in any of
our courts of justice. Sdlntcd him, or as the Greek word ])rimaTiIy
signifies, irelcomcd //m, implying or expressing joy at his arrival.
This
shows that as yet there was no ebb in the tide of our Lord's favour
with the masses, whatever may have been the evil dispositions of their
leaders towards him.
35),

is

prising;

16.

And

he asked the scribes,

What

question ye with

tlieiij?

He

interrogated, questioned with authority (.'^ee above, on 5,
TTie scribes, or. according to the latest critics, simply
them, which means the same thing, as it was the scribes who weie before said (v. 14) to have been disputing with them.
What question ye
uith them, or according to the margin of the English Bible, among
yourselves, a version resting on a slight difference of text contained in
some old copies, and only afrect:ng a single letter or perhaps an aspiration, not expressed in the most ancient manusciipts and therefoio law
According to this re;iding, the addre-s is tu
'nl subj(.ct of conjectui-e.
the crowd collectively, including both the scribes and the disciples.
According to the other, which is regarded as the true one by the best
authorities, the words were spokert to the scribes alone, and were in
tended to transfer their opposition from the disciples to our Lord himself.
What question ye, i. e. what is the subject of your disputatious
9.

8, 5.

affl'ed^

23.)

;
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litigious questions, or, as the words may also be translated, why
question ye, implying that there was no proper or suflBcient ground for
With them, a Greek phrase not denoting mere contheir proceedings.
junction or association, but rather opposition, either indirect (at them)
or direct (against them.)

and

And one of the multitude answered and said, Mashave brought unto thee my son, which hath a dumb

17.
ter, I

spirit.

be regarded as a sheer interruption which preanswered at all, it would appear from this
verse that the subject of dispute had been the right or the power of
dispossessing demons, which the scribes may have reproached the nine
for not possessing or untruly claiming; or they may perhaps have gone
so far as to deny the same thing with respect to Christ himself, or to
renew the odious accusation of collusion with the evil one (see above,
on 3. 22.) That their disputations were in some way connected with
the case of demoniacal possession here described, appears to follow from
the natural and obvious meaning of the participle answering (i. e. rej^lying to the question in v. 16), which, although not always necessarily
suggested by the verb to answer (see above, on vs. 5. 12). is undoubtedly entitled to the preference when other things are equal.
One of
the multitude, or rather, one out of the crowd, the construction being
not that of a simple genitivr, but of a preposition meaning from or out
The meaning then is, not that this man was one among the many
of.
present, but that he spoke ftom the midst of the assembled multitude
in answer to the Saviours question.
/ have hrought, or rather, as the
verb is not a perfect but an aorist, / hrought (i. e. a little while ago) my
8o;i ^0 ^Ar^e, expressing the intention of his coming though he found
Christ absent. The remainder of the verse desciibes the cause of his
son's suttierings. Having (in him or united with him, see above, on 3, 30.
This may
7. 25) a dumh (or sjjeechless) S2nrit (see above, on 7, 37.)
mean a demon by whose pie.sence and possession the deu^oniac was
silenced, or deterred from using his powers of speech, either by physiOr it may mean, as some interpreters supcal or moral intei-ference.
pose, that the spiiit was a silent one compared with those so frequently
described as crying out.
The foiiner meaning is more obvious and
pertinent, as this is evidenth' a description, not of the evil S[)iriL's habits
as to speech or silence, but of the morbid influence exerted by him on
his victim, and from which he might himself, without absurdity or even
violation of usage, be described as dumb or speechless.

Unless this

his inquiry being

v^ented

18.

And

wlieresoever he taketh him, he teai'eth him
his teelh, and pineth
that they should cast

and he tbanierli and gnaslieth with
away and 1 spake to thy disciples
liim out, and they could not.
;
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Here again, as in the case of the transfifjurat 3n (see above, on v. 3)
the tliree accounts are reinarkahly full and stron^rly expressed, yet
very dillerent, the only satisfactory ^ohition of \vhi<'h is, that each has
preserved some of the expressions used by the atflicted fatlier, an eclectic process which is so far from bein^ artiflfial or unnatural, as some
unfriendly critics and their humble imitators have alleL^ed. that it ig
constantly occurring both in formal trials and in common conversation
wlicrever a plurality of witnesses relate the same thing, if it cumprehenil a numljer of particulars, all which are not es.sential to tlie pur
Leaving out of view, therefore, the
pose of the narrative or statement.
peculiar symptoms here described by Luke (0.30) and Matthew (17,
30), and confining our attention to those given by .NLark. we find that
they make up a fearful but consistent and intelligible picture of severe

Wheresoever
learn from the context, preternatural (hsease.
whej'erer), in wliatev(jr place, it talrth him, not
CJuries or transports but simply seizes him. a verb elsewhere metaphoriealiy used (except in John 8,3.4). luit always in the same essenIt
tial sense of grasping, apprehending, either with the mind or body.
is, to sa}' the le.ost. a curious coincidence that this verb is the root or
theme of the medical terms catalep.vj, catahptic, though the symptoms
here described are more like those of the disease distinguished by the
and, as
(or in

we

modern phrase

kindred terms epihpsi/. epileptic, which are from the same verb but
Wherever it (the demon) taketh
compounded with another pi-eposition.
him, implies that he was liable to violent and sudden seizures, which
Teareth (margin, dasheth) him, or as
could not be certainly foreseen.
the Greek word proj^erly and commonly means, Ireaketh him (in
pieces), which appears to be a lively figure for convulsions, as a momentary dislocation of the whole frame. Thus far tlie subject of the
verbs implied though not expres>ed, is the demon. By an almost insensible transition, showing how complete the union was supposed to
be, the verbs that follow must be construed with the human subject,
Gnashes tcith (or retainas controlled and tortured by the evil spirit.
ing the original construction, (/rinds) his teeth, as an expression both
A/id jnneth nicay, or rather, as the effect described
of rage and pain.
is not a gradual or lasting but a sudden and a temporary one. is parhed
(or dried), not permanently withered (as in 3. 1. 3, compare 4,0. 5,
29). the transient nature of the symptom being indicated by the others
mentioned with it. I spake to thy disciples (when he could not find
the Lord him.self), i. e. asked them, requested them, as appears from
what immediately follows, that, in order that, denoting strictly the
design or oliject of his .speaking, but by necessary implication also what
he spoke (see above, on vs. 0. 12) theij should (or would) cast it out
(expel or dispossess it), and they could not, not a mere auxiliary tense,
nor even the common verb moaning to he able, but a more emphatic one
denoting tiiat tliey were not powerful or strong enough to do it. and
suggesting luoie distinctly the idea that he looked U])On it as a ca^e re«
quiring more than ordinary power, either natural or superhuman, of
(Compare the us«
wliich power he found the nine disciples destitute.
of the

same verb

in 5. 4.)
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He

answereth him, and saith,
be with on ?
suffer von ? Brino- him unto me.
19.

tion,

how

And

answering him,
them.

critics,

namely,
belief,

hong- shall I

or,

Faithless,

i.

}•

O

faithless genera-

how

long shall I

according to the oldest copies and the latest
e. without faith, in either of its senses,

(as in our phrases, good faith, bad faith),
or Christ.
The word here used has
in the classics and the latter in the scriptures

foitht''ulness. fidelity

trust, especiaJl}'" in

God

the former meaning
(see John 20, 27. 1 Cor.

7, 12-15, and compare the cognate noun in 6,
24 below.) The same word is given by Matthew (17,
17) and Luke (9, 41). but with the addition of another, meaning twisted,
distorted, and in a moral sense perverted or perver.se (compare Acts 13,
The epithet is therefore expressive of strong moral cen8. 10. 20, 30.)
sure or disapprobation, as i.s,also the reproachful question which now

6 above and

v.

How

until wheji. imj.lying either that the time
was no longer endurable.
With
^"
vixwv) ; that
is the exacu sense of the phrase used by Matthew (;uf
of Mark and Luke (-rpos vfj-as) is more expressive, meaning strictly
close to, at you, implying the most intimate proximity or nearness (as
I>ej,r you. or hear icith you. a Greek verb originally
in John 1, 1. 2.)
meaning to hold up, and in the middle voice to hold one's self up under
any burden, i. e. to support, to bear, especially, to bear with patience
what is trying and vexatious (compare Acts 18. 14. 2 Cor. 11, 1, 4. 19.
Here again the question (Jiow long f) is equivalent to
20. Eph. 4, 2.)
saying positiveh', not long or not much longer, and the sentence thus
far is a strong expression of impatience and displeasure at the unbelief
The only doubt is, who are here
of those to whom it is addressed.
addressed, and of whose unbelief our Lord so bitterly complains. Some
have referred it to the father of the child, who had just spoken, and to
whom our Lord replied according to the common text {to him.) But
even if this be the correct reading, the reproach could not be meant for
him alone ; not only becau.se it is unduly severe, but because it is expressly applied to a whole generation, not to any individual, except as
Another explanation is, that it rebelonging to and representing it.
lates to the disciples, who had failed to work the miracle through want
of faith (Matt. 17, 20.)
The meaning of the question then may be,
'
how long do you expect me to be constantly at hand, to supply your
lack of faith or service ? and how long do you expect me to endure this
The objection to this still is, that
culpable deficiency on your part? '
the term generation is too strong for a small company, or even for the
larger body of di.sciples in the wide sense, though it may include them.
On the whole, thei-efore, it is best to understand the words of the confollows.

was
you

lc?ygy literally,

short; or ihat their perverseness

temporary race, with whom our Lord had come in contact, and o!" whose
unbelief and perverseness particular examples were atforded in this instance by the malignant opposition of the scilbes, as well as by the
weakness or deficiency of faith in the disciples, and perhaps in the perThis almost
son who applied to them for healing (see below, on v. 24.)
Dassionate expostulation is succeeded by an order to present the de-
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Bring him to me, with emphasis upon the proinoniac once more.
noun : us you have already tried tlie healing power ol* in}" followers
now trv mine.
20. And they broni^lit him unto him; and wlieii he
saw him, straigh: way tlie spirit tare him, and he fell on
the ground and wallowed, foaming.

The plural form {they hrought) may be indefinitely understood as
pimply meaning that he irun hrovght in obedience to the order, but
more ]>robabiy implies that he was cairied. and that the combined
strenixth of t^everal was lendeied necessary by his weight and his reThe struggle of tlie i)atient with his friends or bearers
sistance.
brought on a distressing paroxj'sm. here ascribed expressly to the demon who possessed him. Seeing him^ i. c, when the demoniac saw
Jesus, the participle being masculine in f(jrm, while spirit (the noun
following) is neuter.
This irregular construction corresponds to the
al complication of two pers)nal agencies in all cases of possession.
Tarehini^ tore or rent him. not the same verb that is used above in v.
18, but meaning the same thing, and applied by Hippocrates to spasmodic ret(.'hing or attempts to vomit. Falling on the ground (or eai'th),
he (ihe demoniac) icilloiced. rolled himself, a verb applied by Homer
to a voliuitary rolling in the dust as a customary sign of grief.
Fonming, a sym}.tom still observed in epileptic fits, and mentioned in the
previous description of the case before us (see above, v. 18.)

n

2
this

1

And

he asked his father, How Ions: is it
And he said, Of a child.

ajro since

came unto him?

A7}d he aaJred, interrogated, questioned, the intensive compound used
above in vs. 11. 16, and often elsewhere, always implying more tfian
How long is it ago. litorally. how
an indifferent or curious asking.
mw h time, a combination als) used by Sophocles and other Attic writers.
which might also be construed with the next
>iS//«c<', literally, that or
word as a particle of likeness or comparison, as this, liJce this, thus ;
but the other construction is more natural, and some connective is
.•equired between how long r-nd what follows.
This came unto him
Cc;une to pass or happened to him, see above, on vs.
7.)
Of a child,
iu molern English. /'/-o??* a child, i. e. fr<jm childhood, a relative cxpressinn wiiich determines nothing as to his exact age.
The original express'on is a single word, not found in the classics, but obviously formed
by adding to the noun child (the one used above in 5, 39-41. 7. 28)^
a syllable (6'v) en^plo^'cd in Greek to form a local adverb meanini:
f\xnn a p'ace (e. g. oi',)ai/<>3ev fiom heaven. Acts 14, 17. 20, 13.)
The
Vatican and other ancient copies prefix a preposition (J'rom) which
though ai)parently superfluous, may be designed to strengthen ihe expression (even from, or ever since, his childhood.)
cr.s-.

.'^.
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22. And oft-times it hatli cast him into tlie fire,
into the waters to destroy him. But if thou canst do
thing, liave compassion on us, and help us.

and
any

Besides answerino; the question, which was no doubt intended to
convince the lookers-on that this was no recent, much less an imaginar\' affection, but a case of long; standing, the father naturally adds a
few particulars, preserved by Mark alone.
Oft-times, a poetical expression, at least not used in modern prose by good writers, and here
emploA'ed to represent a single word exactly answering to often. It
(the evil spirit) hath cast^ or more exactly, did cast^ i. e. while he was
Waters, in classical Greek a poetical
at home, before he came here
plural, but in Hellenistic usage answering to the Hebrew word which,
like the one for heaven (.see above on 1, 10. 11), has no singular.
To
destroy him^ literally, that it (the demon) might destroy him (the
demoniac.) But (though the case is so severe and so inveterate), if
any (tiling) thou canst (art able to perform), help (succour) us, a most
expressive Greek verb, which according to its etymology originally
means to run (dr'co) at the war- cry or a cry for help ( ioj^), then in a more
general sense to help or rescue in emergenc}'', to succour, a word of kindred origin in Latin, although less expressive, meaning simply to run
up [succurro)., without suggesting the occasion as the Greek does.
Having compassion, or retaining the passive form of the original, moved
with pity., the peculiar Hellenistic or New Testament expression ui=ed
above in 1, 41. 6. 34, and there explained. The change of collocation
in the version is not only not required by the difference of idiom, but
detracts from the force of the original, if any thing thou canst {do)^
Importuhelp us, yearning over us (or moved with pit}'' towards us )
nate and earnest as this prayer appears, and in itself expressive of a
strong faith, it is to be qualified by the conditional phrase which precedes it, if thou canst^ implying some doubt of our Lord's ability to
grant what he desired, perhaps occasioned by his previous disappointment and the failure of the nine disciples (see above, on v. 18.)

28. Jesus said unto him, If thou canst
things (are) possible to him that believeth.

And

relieve, all

Jesus said to him, not overlooking this indication of defective
believe, tha.t [^ tlie true condition, not my power
but thy faith, the one being infinite, the other finite and defective.
The difficulty is not upon my side but thy own ; ask not what is possible to me, but what is possible to thee, for all things are possible to
This most interesting sentence
the (one) believing (the believer.)
varies considerablj' in the copies and editions, but with more effect
upon the form than the essential meaning. Several of the oldest manusci'ipts and versions omit believe in the first clause and read simply,
This may be taken as an abbreviation of the common
if thou canst.
text and meaning the same thing, if thou canst (do thy part) i. e.
believe, as suggested in the last clause. There is however one striking
{nilh.

If thou canst
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»CAturc in the Greek text, wliich does not appear in the translation
thoimh contained in all the manuscripts, and which may seem to indi-

This is the neuter article (ti'i. tht) pre
cate a dillerent construction.
fixed to the words if thou (•(tnnf, and accord.iiji!; to Greek tisu'-e marking: them as a (piotation, which can only he n-profhiced in KuLdish })y
approximation, the (or this) exfnession, If th<»u canst.' This would
seem to make the words a repetition by our Lord liimself of what the
man liad first said, and accord inc:!}'' the Arahic and Coptic versions
paraj)hrase it. what is this thou sayest. If thou canst ? ' 'I'he modern
*

who

exclude helieve (nirrTfi a-iu) from the text, treat what remains as a question or an exclamation. If f/ion canst ? or If thou
canst / But one of the most learned and ingenious gives the same
sen.se without any omis.sion by construinfr believe ns an imperative. If
thou canst ! believe ! i. e. instead of questioning my power, do your own
l»ut besides the harshness of thus separating the
part by believing.
*wo verbs, the imperative meaning of the form (TrurrfKrat), though
according to analogy, is not sufficiently su>tained by usage.
On the
-whole, the choice lies between the common text in its obvious sense,
if thou canst believe, as the condition of the healing, and the Vatican
or shorter reading, if than canst ! as an indignant repetition of the
man's own words, considered as betraying a deficiency of faith. The
ultimate question is one of criticism rather than interpretation, and
although the evidence in favour of the shorter is very strong, it hardly
seems sufficient to outweigh the other, with its far more natural and
easy though less pointed syntax and interpretation.
critics,

2-1:.

And

tlie father of the cliild cried out,
Lord, I believe
help thou mine un-

straii^htway

and said with

tears,

;

belief.
Straighticay. immediately, at once, without delay, as soon as he
this most gracious declaration.
Crying {put), not ireeping, but
calling aloud, sjjeakinir with a loud voice.
The child may possibly be
nothing more than a correlative to the father, as we constantly speak of
a man's children even though they may be far advanced in age. But
as this relation would have been suflBcientl\' expressed hy father, and
as the other Greek word always el.-ewhere means a child in age as well
as in relation, it is better to explain it as determining in this case that
With tears
the patient was a boy and not a man (see above, on v. 2i».)
is another phrase excluded by the latest critics, because not found in
Though not certainly spurious, its omission
the oldest manuscripts.
detracts nothing from the narrative, except a single graphic circumAnother
stance of no importance although interesting and affecting.
omission, on the same authority, is that of Lord, which though it may
not be sufficiently attested, rather strengthens than enfecLles the reply
by reducing it in compass. The reply itself is one of the most beauti/ believe, I do believe, as thou reful on record, even in the Gospels.
quirest, although not in the degree which I now see to be incumbent,
»nd for which I am no less dependent upon thee than for the miracb

heard
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my

unbelief (i. e. my insuflSciency
Help, succour, therefore, first
of faith), and then my wretched child whose cure depends upon it. There
is smguiar beauty in the repetition of the same expressive verb which
On hearing that the
he had used before in praying for his son's relief
only requisite is faith, and feeling that his own was weaker than it
should be, he withdraws, as it were for a moment, his original petition,
to implore another kind of help or succour, in default of which the first
was unattainable. As if he had said, *I cried for help or succour, in
afflicted child ; but finding that my faith is the condithe name of
tion, and that although I believe my faith is still defective, T now cry
for help and succour in my own name, that m}' weak faith may be
The
strengthened, and that thus my child may be relieved at last.'
episode contained in these four verses (21-24), which is one of the
most exquisite in scripture or in history, authentic or fictitious, is preserved to us exclusively by i\Iark, and commonly regarded as among
the vivid reminiscences of Peter, under whose authority' an old tiadiIn this, as in the
tion represents this evangeli.st as having written.
case of the paralytic at Capernaum (2. 5). the daughter of the Sytophenician woman (7, 29), and no doubt a multitude of others not recorded in detail, it was the faith of the friends or parents that secured
the miracle, that of the immediate subject being in abeyance, although
no doubt retrospectively exerted afterwards. This furnishes a beautiful analogy, though not a formal argument, in favour of a-ccepting the
vicarious faith of parents or their nearest representatives, as being a
sufficient warrant for the bapti.sm and reception into Christ's flock or
household, even of such as cannot as j^et profess their own faith, although bound by the act of those who take their place, to believe hereafter for themselves, and to assume the vows which others have made
itself.

my

for

them.

When

Jesus saw that the people came running
together, lie rebuked the foul spirit, saying unto him,
(Tliou) dumb aud deaf spirit, I charge thee, come out of
him, and enter no more into him.
25.

And (or hut) Jesus seeing that the crowd runs together (or is running together) upon (him, or the place where he was standing as the
point of chief attraction.) The present tense as usual calls up the scene
The Greek verb, although found only here, is
as actually passing.
evidently formed by prefixing to a verb (run together) very common in
the classics and occasionally found in the New Testament (se-e above,
6, o3, and compare Acts 3, 11. 1 Pet. 4, 4), a particle which gives it the
specific sense of running together to. at, or upon a given place or object,
which is here of course the spot where Christ was standing over the
unhappv demoniac as he wallowed foaming on the ground before him.
This cu'cumstance is mentioned here, not only as a vivid trait impressed
upon the memor}^ of those who saw it, but as furnishing a motive for
•ur Ijord's healing him at once, without pursuing, as he might have
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Rebuked^ checked
done, the intcrc.^tinp; conversation witli his father.
witli auihority, but also witlj implied disapprobation, consni-e, of his
presence and his conduct (see above, on 1, 25. 4. 39. 8. 32. 33, and for
anolhiT application ol" the same verb, 3, 12. 8, 3U.) Foul, the word invariabl\- rendered v/irleiin both in this book (e. ^. 1,23. .'. 11. 5, 2. 6,
7. 7, 25) and in other parts t)f the New Testament, except in Rev. 18. 2,
and in the case before ns, where there can be ground for a variation,
since it means here as elsewhere morally iminire. and is applied in that
77tou. though not exjiressed in
sense to the deuion as a fallen anL:;el.
Greek, is more au;i-eeable to our idiom in this connection than the
V>\ thus describing or addressinjr iiiui,
article {^t/ie dnmh and denf.^
our Lord connects the morbid state of the demoniac, in tiie clearest
manner, with the presence of the demon, to the utter exclusion of all
oriental metajihors or strong personification of disea.ses. I charge thee^
not the word so rendered in .', 12. 8. 30, wliicii is tlie one here translated rchuled. nor that so rendered in 5, 43. 7. 3(j. 8, 15. 9, 9 ; but the
one rendered by romniand in 1. 27. G, 27. 39. and there explained as a
-military term implying high authority and prompt ol>edience. And no
more enter into hbn. a merciful provision for the future, not invariably
adiled (compare Matt. 12.43-45. Luke 11.21-20). and therefore mentioned heie by Mark as a peculiar or at least a striking feature of this
interesting miracle.

26.

And (the

out of him,

many

said.

He

is

and rent him sore, and came
insomucli that
as one dead

spirit) cried,

and he was

;

dead.

Crying and tearing (or convulsing) Tiim. the same verbs that are
used above in vs. 20. 24, and there explained, Accoiding to the common text the participial forms are neuter, agreeing with spirit underBut the
stood, which is accordingly supplied in the translation.
Vatican and several other ancient copies, fdlowed by the latest critics,
have the masculine in either case, a variation purely formal, as spirit
is only grammatically neutei-, and the unclean spirit here in question
was as really a peison as the man (or boy) whom he pos.sessed. Crying, not being followed by the verb said or the words spoken, as in v.
24, denotes an inarticulate cry of rage or pain, and is theiefoic not at
variance with the previous desci-iption of the spirit as a deaf and dumb
one (see above, on vs. 17.25.) Sore, i. e. much or very much, a literal
This convulsion
translation of the Greek word (see above, on G, 51.)
was the last expression of malignant rage upon the part of the retiring
demon He became as dead, or as if {he were) a dead (man), the long
continued preternatural excitement being succeeded by exhaustion (see
fiVjove. on 7,30.)
Insomuch that is in Greek a single word corre.'^ponding to our common phrase so that, both forms being used convertibly
by our translators (compare 1,27.45. 2,2.12. 3, 10 with 3,20. 4.1
52. 37.)
Many, or according to the latest text, the many (the accusaive of a phrase now almost Anglicised, ol ttoWoi), i. e. the majority^
Said, lit is dead^ seems ta
the most of those present and beholding.
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whereas in Greek the form is that of indirect ci«
was dead. This is another slight but vivid recollection, giving an air of life and truthfulness to the entire narrative,
and furnishing an admirable subject for the pencil, in the eager crowd
suriounding the inanimate form of the demoniac, with the anxious face
of the rejoicing father, and the august person of the Saviour in the
give the very words,
tation, said that he

centre of the living circle.

27. l>ut Jesus took

him by

the hand, and lifted

him

up, and he arose.

But (or andJ) Jesus tahing (seizing, laying hold of) him hy the
hand, (or according to the critics, his hand), raised (or roused, awakened) him, and he arose (or stood up.) This may be I'egarded as a sort
of su{)plementary or secondarv miracle, by which the youth, forsaken
by the tiend but left to all appearance dead, was instantaneously restored to health and strength.
It may have been to marl: this twofold
wonder and prevent the second being overlooked in admiration of the
first, that Christ, instead of making him recover by degrees or at a
word, employed the usual external act by which the person of the
healer was visibly connected with the subject of the miiacle.
For
the usage of the verbs in this verse, see above, on v. 10. 1,31. 5.
41.42.
28.

And when

ples asked

him

he was come into the house, his disciWhy could not we cast him

privately.

out?

We now

learn that the failure of the nine to dispossess this demon
a refusal to attempt it, but an actual attempt without
success, so that the father of the patient spoke advisedl}'" and truly
when he said they were not strong enough (or had not power) to expel
This implies that their commission to work
it (see above, on v. 18.)
miracles, and more particularly miracles of this kind (see above, on 6,
7), still continued, and that this was not a mere unauthorized attempt
to do what lay entirely beyond their province, but a mysterious and
mortifving failure to accomplish what they had hefore done (see above,
on 6. 30) and considered themselves still authorized and empowered to
do.
It is not surprising, therefore, that it had provoked the scorn and
captious curiosity of the scribes (see above, on vs. 14. 16), nor that the
disciples took the first opportunity of private conversation with their
master, to mquire into the occasio.a of tliis unexpected failure in the
most remarka jle if not the most unportautof their apostol.c functions.
The original construction of tlie first clause is peculiar. Jlim, having
jone i/do the home, his disciples questioned. Into the house seems to
,}(>iut out some particular dwelling well known cither to the r.'ader or
he writer, or at least to mean the house near which the miracle had
Bat the original expression {^into house, without the
i>een pei-formed.
article) means simply in-doors as opposed to out-of-doors, a sense in

was not merely
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which we have already met with ii
(See above, on 3, 19. 7,17, and
meaning home, on 2, 1. 5. 19. 8, ;j. 20.) Anlced him, earnestly
And anxiously questioned him (see above, on vs. 11.10.21.)
Private/i/, apaii, alone, or in a private place (.see alx)ve. on v. 2, and on 0.
for the

Wh//. lit-rally, that, the same elliptical expression (for
ichy w it that) which occurs above in v. 11, and is there exi)laiiied.
Coa'il not ICC, were wc not able to expel it, the spirit, here again gratnmalically neuter, tiiough the version ha.s the ma.sculine form (him), a
needless variation rom that usud in v. 22, where the neuter pronoun is
not expressed as it is here.
This(iuestion again presui)po.se.s, first, that
31. 7,33.)

they liad thought themselves able to perform the miracle, and then, that
they had found themselves miable upon trial. It was not therefore a
habitual or constant inability, but one which took themselves and others
by suiprise, and gave occasion to this very question.

And

he said unto them, This kind can come forth
by nothing, but by prayer and tasting.
29.

The answer of our Lord
curio.^ity

and

interest,

to

such a question still excites the strongest
less so from its brevity and doubt-

and none the

meaning.
lain kind, genus, species, as the same word (ytVoj)
Tneans in Matt. 13, 47. 1 Cor. 12,10.28. 14.10.
The sen.se may then
be, this peculiar kind of suliering or intiiction cannot be removed or
ful

put an end to, without prayer and fasting.
But as this construction
takes the verb (e^fA^eu^) in a somewhat unusual and forced sense, it is
better to give the noun its primary (or secondary) meaning of a race or
nation, elsewhere used of human races (see above, on 7, 20, and compare
Acts 4,30. 7.13. 13.20. 18.2.24. Gal. 1,14. 1 Pet. 2, 'J), l^ut here
applied, without a change of meaning, to another race or order of beings,
but one closely connected with the history and destiny' of mankind (.see
above, on 3, 32.)
This race (of demons, evil spirits, fallen angels) can
(is able) to go out (i. e. to leave the men whom they possess) in nothing (i. e. in the use of no means) hut (if not, except) in (i. e. in the
use or exercise of) praijer and /listing.
It is worthy of attention tiiat
he does not say it cannot be expelled or cast out, but that it cannot go
or come out, in any other way or in the use of anv other means.
Whether this is to be strictly understood, as meaning that the demons
who possessed men could not. even if they would, loisake them without prayer and fasting, or to be taken as a less emphatic mode of saving
that they cannot be expelled or cast out save in this way, is a question
not deteimiued by tlie text or context.
If decided by the general laws
of language and interpretation, one of which is that the strict sense is
entitled to the preference when other things are equal, then the Saviour
mu>t be understood as saying, that the evil spirit once in occupation of
a man could not. even of its own accord, forsake him without pravor
and fasting. Most interpreters, however, and {)iobabh' most reader.-*,
uud-TStand him as declaring the.se to be indispensable means of exorfism, that is for tiie forcible e^^pidsion of the foui tiend from the persons
>f the men whom he possesses.
But the question still arises, who are
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employ these monns? Of course not the demon to be dispossessed^
but either the demoniac or tlie exorcist. But the former ex hypothesi
»yas not in a condition to make use of any means, and least of all such
spiritual means as prayer and fasting, for his own deliverance ; nor do
we find a sinule instance of a person thus possessed, so long as the possession lasted, asking or even consenting to be freed from it. but ahva3"S
acting as the organ' of the demon in resisting ever}" attempt at dispossession, even on the part of Christ himself (see above, on 1, 24. 5, 7)
The only remaining supposition therefore is, that they who undertook
There is
this solemn oflBce must employ the means liere mentioned.
nothing, either in the words themselves or the connection, to require
or sanction any other than the usual and proper sense of 'prayer and
fasting, not as stated and still less as ceremonial observances, but as
special or extraordinary means and modes of spiritual discipline, not
independent of each other, but the abstinence fi-om food giving energy
and life to the devotions. This simple discipline is here prescribed,
not as the causa qua, but simply as causa sine qua non, of all effectual
exorcism. The idea that by prayer and fasting men can cast out devils
or work other wonders now, is not only fanatical but foolish, since the
precept is addressed to men on whom the power of performing such
extraordinary cures had been conferred expressly (see above, on 6, 7),
but whose exercise of this extraordinary'' power had been hindered by
neglecting their own spiritual discipline, which they are here taught to
renew, as something indispensable to their success. As well might
oue who heard a surgical instructor tell his pupils tliat tliey could not
operate successfully without a due regard to their own diet, sleep, and
exercise, presume to act as surgeons in the most important cases, without any preparation but these dietetic counsels. It is not easy to determine whether this reply, preserved by ]\Iark and Matthew (Luke
omitting the whole conversation), is entirely distinct fi'om that prefixed
to it by Matthew (17, 20). or related to it as a means to an end ; i. e.
whether the failure of the nine disciples sprang from want of faith as
one cause and from neglect of prayer and fasting as another, or from
The latdebilit}' of faith occasioned by neglect of prayer and fasting.
ter is more probable as Mark omits the other altogether, which he
would hardly ha,ve done, if he had undertaken to assign the cause at
The most pi'obable
all, and this had been an independent part of it.
conclusion, on the whole, is that the disciples, relying on their extraorto

Vi,

dmarj^ powers, had neglected the spiritual discipline essential to their
exercise, because essential to faitli or confidence in Christ's right and
power to commission them as wonder-workers, and to sustain them in
their practice as such, a deficiency of which faith is the other reason
for their present failure here assigned by xMattliew (17, 20.)

30.

Galdee

And

And
;

they departed thence, and passed tliroiigh
and he would not that any man sliould know (it).

thence,

from that place where the miracle

been wrought, and of which we only

know

that

it

last

mentioned had

must have been

near
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the sreno of ibe transfi-rtiintion Csce above, on vs. 2, 14.)
Goin^ out^
or more sj)ecilic;illy goiiKj forth upon their journey to Capernaum (v. 33). or their circuit which had been interruptefl Vor a short
Therj paused or more exactly ptiHHed bi/, or travelled alon;_'. the
time.
object bcinu; undci-^tood or latent in the next [)lirase. not s'iL'ge>te«l distinctly by the context as it is in 11, 20 (where it is the li<,'-tree), and
depnrtiii;;,

.

20 (where it is tlie cross), i)ut more like the use of the game
verb in 2, 23, where also it is followed by the same preposition. 7'/iey
trarelled aloiuj (the hifrh road, or their own appointed course) throufjh
(Mli/ee, i^erforming still another circtn't or itinerant mission through
that province (see above, on 1, I). 14. 2<S. 3!).)
Would not^ wished no^,
was unwillin-j: (see above, on v. 13, and on 7,24. 1>. 30.) Anij man,
i. e. any one, any bod}- (see above, on v. 8, and on 2, 21.
3, 27. 5, 3. 37.
Know (it), i. e. the fact that he wa.s there or journeying in
7,24.)
this way
but more proljably it means I'lioic (him), i. e. recognize him
as he journeyed or before he reached the points wheie he was pleased
to manifest himself.
This is the same precaution which we liave so
often met with to escape, as far as possible, the pressure of the crowd,
and to prevent all dangerous excitement and tumultuous assemblies of
the people.
But in this case there was an additional reason for his
caution, which is stated in the next verse.
in lo,

;

For he taught his disciples, and said unto them,
The Son of man is deliv^ered into the hands of men, and
and after that he is killed, he shall
they diall kill hiiu
31.

;

rise the third day.
Fo)' assigns a special reason of the secrecy just mentioned, namely,
that he taught hi.s disciples, i. e. he was teaching them, not at any one
time but throughout this visitation, the sad lesson of his now approachThis implies that he was now engaged in a new comse of
ing passion.
instruction, different from that which he had previcmsly given, and
And snid to them,
intended to prepare them for approaching changes.
Mark's favourite expression to denote a cliange of subject. (See above,
2'hat neces>arilv omitted in the version but
on 4, 13. 21. 24. 20. 30.)
l^he
here employed to introduce the substance of his new mstruclion.
Soil oj' Alan, the Messiah, whom you recognize as such, though clothed
in the form of a servant.
Is delivered, a prophetic present, representor a literal
ing the event, because so certain, as already taking place
present, but referring to the plan or purpo.se rather than its execution.
The delivery here spoken of is not that i>y Judas to the Jews, or by
;

to the Gentiles, but b}' God to men. abandoning him to their
(compare Acts, 2. 23), and that for a particular end perfectly foreseen.
And- they, i. e. men, as yet not further specified, shall kill him,
and being killed (or having been killed), on the third day he shall rise
(or be resuscitated.) The reading .substituted by the latest critics, after
three days, uieans precisely the same thing according to the Jewish
•nethod of computing time.
This is the third distinct prediction of hia

the

will

Jews
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passion since his recognition by the twelve disciples as the true
(See above, on 8, 31. 9, 12.)

Me»

siah.

32.

But thev understood not
•/

that savino^,
I/O' and

were

afraid to ask him.

But they (the disciples) understood, not. in Greek a negative verb
meaning not to know, perceive, or understand, according to the context.
That (literal!}' the) saying^ namely that which they had just heard in
relation to his death and resurrection.
This can seem incredible only
to such as are unable to divest themselves of subsequent associations,

and distinguish between what we now see clearly and what we should
have seen if we had lived before the death of Christ. Precisely the
same difference existed and exists between all falfiUed and unfulfilled
prophecy. Predictions in the book of Revelation, and in many other
parts of scripture, which are now most variously understood, will seem
to those who witness or live after the event, too clear to be mistaken,
too distinct and unequivocal to bear more than one interpretation. It is
easy now to say that the disciples must have understood him when he
said he was to die and rise again, and therefore that his words could
not have been so plain as the evangelists report them. But how could
the interpreter himself have known whether Christ's predicted crucifixion was to be more literal than that which he enjoined upon his
followers (see above, on 8. 34), or whether his garments were to be
divided, and his thirst assuased with vinegar and gall, in a literal or figurative sense ?
Because we know now how these things were to come
to pass, it does not follow that we could have known before they did so
come to pass. The mere simplicit}^ and definiteness of the language
matters not, so long as there is any doubt as to the principle on which
we are to understand it. Nay, the more direct and unequivocal the
terms may seem, the more uncertain will the meaning be, until this
previous question is determined.
There is therefore nothing in the
least improbable, much less incredible, in what we read of the disciples
doubts and difficulties, as to what appears to us so perfectly explicit
and intelligible. The only wonder is that, having both the author and
the subject of these prophecies before them, they did not obtain from
him a full solution of the riddles which perplexed them. But of this
Mark gives the explanation in the last clause of the verse before us,
they icere afraid to asic {or feared to question) him.
Here again the
narrative is far more '• psychological " and true to nature than the frivolous objection urged against it.
However easy it may be to lay down
rules a priori, as to what men will or will not do in certain situations, we
all know by experience that such rules are continual!}' falsified in practice, that men clo hesitate to ask the most important questions of their
nearest relatives and dearest friends, under the influence of motives
which they cannot analyze themselves, much less interpret to the
minds of others. But if such reserves and reticencies, often most disastrous to the interests of those who practice them, are things of daily
observation and experience, in cases where no motive can be traced at
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all. who will venture to deny their possihilitv when generated or
enforced by awfid reverence lor Christ as personally present, an(i perhaps by vaixue forebodinjrs that his presence was to cease, and an
Such
MCcDinpanyintr aversion to know more distinctly when or how.
feclintis have in multitudes of cases scaled the lips of wives and husbands, parents and chiMren. brotlvrs and sisters, nav of nu'ie acquaintances and friends, when death was apprehended hut its time and circumstances willinsrly unknown, and even banished from the thouL^hts
of those whom interest and duty .should alike have led to look it in tlie
l>ut if such things as the.se are natural and
face and to prepare for it,
possible in every- day experience, who will deny the j)ossil)ility or aL'^ravate the guilt of the reseiTe here practised by the twelve in all the
weakness and darkness of their pupillary state, when they knew not
what their master meant by these distressing premonitions of his death,

and were afraid
33.

And

to asl'

lie

him?

came

to

Capernaum

house, lie asked them, What was
yourselves by the way ?

it

;

and being

that ye disputed

in

the

among

And he came into Cajyernaiim^ which had long been the centre
of his operations, and where all his missionary journeys terminated.
Passing over a remarkaVde occurrence introduced just here by Matthew
(17. 24-27). Mark relates, in harmony with tliat evangelist (17. 28) and
Luke (9, 46). an interesting conversation which appears to have been
held soon after their arrival, and which serves to illustrate Christ's
omniscience and his wisdom, and the still contracted views of his disciples in relation to his kingdom, thus elucidating further their misapIn the lioia^e,
prehension of his prophecies respecting his own passion.
a definite expression meaning in his own house or the house where he
B>nn[i^
resided, possibly the hou.se of Peter.
(See above, on 1. 29.)
not the mere verb of existence, but the one denoting change and frequently equivalent to our becomincf, i. e. beginning to be. Here it
neces.sarily suggests witliout expressing the idea of his previous arrival,
having got to the house, as we might say in more familiar English.
Ife aakcd them, questioned them, the same emphatic compound that
occurs so often in this book, and never in the simple sense of asking.
Here it evidently means to catechize, examine, in a .searching and
authoritative manner.
What (or ichy') in the icay (along the nad,
upon the journey to Capernaum) did ye dispute, ix Greek verb hitherto
translated re<ison in this book (see above, on 2, G. 8. 8. 10. 17). here
meaning to discuss or canvass a disputed question. Among yon.r^ehes
or to yourselves, i. e. apart from me, and as you thought without my
knowledge. The idea of reciprocal or mutual communication is otherwise expressed in the ensuing verse.
for by the way they
34. But they held their peace
had disputed among themselves who (should be) the
:

greatest.
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But (or and) tJiey held their peace, were silent, a verb which hag
no exact equivalent in English, one of those unaccountable deficiencies
which constitute so striking a diversity in languages, such as the absence
3f the verb to linte in all Semitic dialects, of Htand in French, &c. They
iccre silent, no doubt both with wonder and confusion at this startling
question, which at once recalled their own disgraceful conflict and
evinced their master's perfect knowledge of it, notwithstanding the
precautions which had probably been used to hide it from his observation. If so, we have here accumulated proof of their contracted views
and still deba>^ed condition both of judgment and affection with respect
This they still regarded as an earthly
to the Messiah's kingdom.
state, in which they were to occupy distinguished places as compared
with other men ; but not content with this collective eminence, they
now disputed as to rank among themselves. Disputed^ not the word
so rendered in v. 33, though ultimately from the same root ; but in
that the prominent idea is calculation, while in this it is discourse, the
Gieek verb being the etymon of dialogue, dialect^ and dialectics.
Among them,<;ehes. a wholly different expression from the one in the
preceding verse, and meaning strictly to (or with) each other.
Who
(^should, be) the greatest, or more exactly, which (of them) icas greater
(than the rest.) It is not improbable that such disputes, if not begun
by Peter. James, and John, were at least occasioned by the real prominence which Christ assigned them in the college of apostles, and which
could hardly fail to rouse the jealousy and env}' of the rest, especially
(See above, on v. 2.)
if urged unduly and unwisely by themselves.
35.

And

he

sat

nnto them. If any

be

last of all,

down, and called the twelve, and saith
desire to be first, (the same) shall

man

and servant of

all.

And having sat (or sitting) down, i. e. when he had sat down on
coming in, which seems to imply that this conversation took place at
Called the twelve, not
the very time of their arrival (Matt. 18, 1.)
them, as in vs. 33. 34, which may perhaps imply that what is there
said relates to a still greater number.
If any {one) desire, the verb
First in rank and dignity compared
so often rendered icill and would.
The same, which seems to be emphatic, is supplied by
with others.
the ti-anslators. the subject of the verb being not expressed at all
but indicated by the form of the verb itself, Avhich simply means he
This appears to include both a threatening and a precept,
shall he.

according to the motive which leads any one to wish for the preeminence. If actuated b}' a selfi.sh pride, ho shall, as a righteous retribution, be defeatefl in his plans of self-aggrandizement instead of being
K. on
^v<.t. he shall he la.'it of all. the least regarded and esteemed.
the other hand, he wishes to be truly first, in usefulness and goodness,
he must l>e voluntarily the lust of all. not onl}'^ as to rank but as to active sei-vice, an idea separately expressed in the concluding words, and
The Greek noun is not that which means a slave
servant of all.
(\)i\ui), but one which properly denotes a waiter or attendant on the
;
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table, one who waits upon the person and BU|)plies the wants of liis
Hence it was afterwards applied, not only to
LMuployer or his master.
the Christian ministry in general, as stewards, providers, and attendants on the people of tlio Lonl (i Cor.
5. 2 Cor. .5, (i. (>. 4. 11, 28.
.'!,

Col. 1. 7. 23. 25. 4. 7^ 1 Th. 3, 2. 1 Tim. 4. 0). l.nt more
distinctively to the lowest perniiuient chnrch-otiice reco;^nized in scripture that wlios- primary finiciiiMi is to relieve want, and which is
therefore desig:nated by this very word, in Greek du'iKovoi, in English
Ep!».

;{.

7.

1 Tim. 3. 8. 12.)
1. 1.
In the case before us it is used
generic sense of serra/it or uttendant as opposed to master, but
with special reference no doubt to the specific kind of service which
the word (or its equivalent) would necessaiily suggest, to wit, that
of cuing for the welfare and supplying the necessities of others.
If
any one wishes to be truly lirst, lie must become .so, not by caring for
himself, but by mmistering to the wants of others.
It is impossible
to oveilook the fact that no allusion is here made to the iu"i«u-ity of
Peter, which must therefore have been teinjjorar}- and conventional.
For if he was in anv other sense the tirst of the a.-ostles, how coidd
this disj)nte arise, or how could Christ avoid rej)lying that the question,
as to one of them at least, was already settled 7
There is not the
slightest hint, liowever, that Peter was not equally involved with all
the rest in this dispute about pre-eminence, nor any reason to excei)t
him from the oj»er.ition of the rule here laid down, wliether con><idered
It may be .said indeed that Peter's prias a promise or a threatening.

deacon (Phil
in its

is here provided for by s!i0\ving how he must maijitain it, and
that in compliance with this rule his successor in the primacy is still
But besides the later date and well-known
called servus sercorum Dei.
origm of this airo,Mnt humility in the contest for pre-eminence
between the bish)i'S of Rome and Constantinople at the close of
the six ch century, the sense thus put upon our Saviour's precept is
forbi.lden by its veiy terms, which are con iitional but personally uhre-

macy

lie does

stiicted.
so,

but

if

not say,

If

Peter wishes to be

iirst,

or to remain

any (one) so wishes, thus throwing open the distinction

mems

all who cho.se to use the necessary
of acquisition.
(Jw the other hand, considered as a warning, it was no less true of
Peter than of Judas, that if he wished to be the first in any seltish or
am')itious sense, he should Ije treated as last of all and servant of all.

ecpially to

36.

them
iinro

;

And he took a child, and set him in the midst of
and when he had taken him in his arms, he said

them

:

What he had thus taught in wor Is he now illustrates by an emblematic action, not only admirably suited to his purpose, but afford
2\iking
iug a delightful glimpse of his personal habits antl relations.
a child, the word so rendered in v. 24, whicii. although a diminutive
in form, determines nothing as to age or size, which may however be
Set, or rather stood up. caused to
conjectured from what follows.
«tand.
Him, literally it, the pronoun like its antecedent being of the
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neuter form and common gender. In the midst of tJiem, among them,
and surrounded by them. Taldng in his arms, the true sen.se of a
single word in Greek, derived from a noun denoting the bent arm, and
This lovely trait,
itself meaning to encircle or embrace therewith.
found only in Mark's picture, is a proof not only of our Lord's benignity in general, but of his love for children, here expressed in act as
By a harmless though dubious
elsewhere is in words (Matt, 19, 14.)
conjecture this pleasing incident may be invested with a still more
As what is here recorded took place,
per.sonal and lifelike interest.
not only in a house, but in the house, i. e. the one where he resided in
Capernaum (see above, on v. 28) ; and as we have some ground for
suppo,sing this to be the house of Simon and Andrew (see above, on

it

as the child here mentioned is not said to have been brought
from abroad, but appears to have been casually present as a member
of the household it is not impossible, or even improbable, that the
little one, thus honoured by our Lord's caresses, was the child of one
1,

29)

;

in

;

of his apostles.

AVhosoever shall receive one of such cliildreii in
and whosoever receiveth me, receiveth not me, but him that sent me.
37.

my name, receiveth me

;

Having set the child before them as an emblematic model, he proceeds to give an oral explanation of its meaning.
Whosoever (meaning
nothing more nor less than the familiar form whoever) shall receive, in
Greek a more contingent and conditional expression, for which we have
no exact equivalent, but which may be correctly though inadequately
rendered either shall, may, or does receive,
0?ie. emphaticall)^, even
one, no more, as if to state the minimum' or lowest case supposable,
in number no less than in quality.
Of such children iis the one before
you* so young, so weak, so inexperienced, so insignificant to all appearance.
In my name, or rather, on my name^ an expression foreign to
our idiom, but suggesting an important additional idea, over and above
that of mere representation, namely, that of confidence, reliance, trust.
'
Whoever receives such a child as sent by me, and with unwavermg reliance on me, as entitled so to send him and to require his ajjpropriate
reception.'
Receiveth me, i. e. in the person of the child and as repre'If I send even such a child to represent me, its resented by him.
The
ception will be estimated by me just as if it were my own.'
meaning and the ground of this are obvious enough ; but the
connection with what goes before is not so plain. It .seems designed,
however, to dispose of an objection which would naturally ri.se up in
are willing,' they might well have
the minds of the disciples.
said, 'to renounce all personal distinction and pre-eminence; but what
will then become of our ofiicial mfluence and representative authority
If each of us is trying to be last of all and servant
as thy apostles ?
of all, who will regard us or obey us as ambassadors for Christ ? ' To
this our Lord replies in substance, that their authoiity and influence
in that capacity depended not upon their personal pretensions or a.s*
'

We
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sumptions, b>it upon the power wliirh commissioner! them and which they
represented, so that not only unpretending n)en, but an unpreteiiding
child, if duly accredited as his comniissioner, must be received (in some
sort) as himself, or if rejected l>y these to whom he came, nnist be rejected at their peril.
Xot me hut the (^one) fiemlinf/ me, the furtlier a|>pliration of the principle just laid down to himself and his commission from
As if he had said, this is not j>eculiar to your ministry
the Father.
'

my

As the suitable rece|)tion of
representatives is virtually just such a reception of myself, so a suitable reception of myself is virtually just sucii a recejjtion of my
Pecuhar to this clause, liowever, is the strong negative,
Father.'
receiveth not me, which admits of two interpretations, or rather is
surrgestive of two harmonious but distinct iileas.
The first is. he
who receives me receives not only me but hiiu who sent me. The
other is, he who receives me receives me not as he now sees me, in
appearance a mere man, but in my real character and nature, as coequal and coessential with the Father who commissioned me.
Far
from mditatmg therefore ajrainst Christ's divinity, this clause contains
A real though not obvious allusion to it.
but eipially

ai)pro|)riate to mine.

And Jolm answered

liim, saying, blaster, we saw
devils
one casting oat
in thy name, and he loUoweth not
ns ; and we forbade him, because he followeth not us.

38.

John anftirered him, i. e. continued the conversation, not by a direct
reply to what had just been said, but by suggesting a topic cio.-ely con(The Vatican
nected with it, and belonging to the same great subject.
and two other uncial manuscripts, together with the Syriac and Coptic
versions, have simply, said to him.)
Master, i. e. teacher, as opposed
We, the whole body of apo.-tles,
to learner or disciple, not to servant.
or perhaps Joim and James, when they were sent forth two and two.
Saw, when or where is not recorded, but most probal)Iv when absent
One. not a nufrom their master, on their first apostolical mission.
meral, much less an emphatic one, as in the verse preceding, but an
indefinite pronoun meaning soyne (one), and perhaps implying that his
name was unknown or forgotten or of no impoi'tance to the end for
which the fact was stated. Castii^g out devils, disjjossessing demon.s,
the exercise of similar authoiity and power to thut conferred by
Christ upon the twelve the'm.selves. In thy name, i. e. claiming so to
do by thy authority, and probably by actual invocation of the name
of Jesus.
And he (or aecurding to the latest critics, who) J'oUoiceth not
•us, by which he does not seem to siimfv ('epentknce or inferiority, but
mere association with the twelve in following Chri>t him>elf. as ex-

m

{he followeth not icith us.) The repetition in
the last clause is rejected l»y the latest critics, but on very msufiicient
^rouiids, and is more likely, even on their own rules, to have be n
have here an
omitted than inserted bv the copyists of later date.
instance of the natural but erroneous disposition to infer from the
•xistence of a divinely instituted order that its author can or will da

pre.s.sed in Lid<e's report

We
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nothing to promote the same end independently of it.

Num.

A mnch

earlier

and a similar mistake appears
to have been permitted in the apostolic body for the purpose of providing a cori-ective, to be afterwards applied to all like cases, which are
constantly occurring, even in relation to arrangements and histitutions
wholly human in their origin and destitute of all divine authority.
But even where this does exist and constitute the general rule of human
ej^atnple is that of

Joshua

in

11, 28,

God reserves the right of acting independentl}^ of that rule, as
asserted or explained in the ensuing verses.

action,

But Jesiis said, Forbid him not for there is no
man which shall do a miracle in my name, that can lightly
39.

speak

;

evil of

settled,

me.

Mm

not^ as if the case were still an open one or not yet
which may seem to imply that the occurrence was not only

Forhid

recent but in progress.
As it is not probable, however, that the
twelve, or any of them, would have ventured upon such a prohibition
in their master's presence or vicinity, it seems best, as before suggested,
to refer this incident to the time when the apostles were sent foi'th
upon their first official mission, and to undeistand our Lord's injunction here as simply calling up the past and speaking of it as the
present, or still more simply as a general direction to be acted on in
future, upon which hypothesis the pronoun (him) refers to any one
performing the same acts or occupying the same position. The reason
of the rule laid down is given in the other clause, as indicated by the
jVo man (literally, vo one) shall (or roilX) do^ and b}- parity of
for.
reasoning has done or is doing now.
miracle, litei-ally, a poicer, i. e.
an effect of superhuman power as a proof of divine agency and approbation.
In my name, upon my name, precisely as in v. 37 above.
That can, literally, and can, i. e. there is no one who can do both.
Can, or. more emphatically, shall (or icill) he ahle, an independent
verb in the future tense, which still includes all imaginable cases of the
kind in question. Lightly, quickly, hastily, or readily, an instance of
the figure called meiosis or litotes, as the meaning evidently is, not that
he could perform the act, though reluctantly and after hesitation, but
that he could not perform it at all.
Sj^eak evil of me, the same verb
that is rendered curse in 7, 10, but more exactly here, as it inchides all
degrees of evil speaking from the direst imprecation to the mildest
censure, and is here u.scd to denote all oral expression of hostility,
however gentle or however fierce. The essential idea is. he cannot be
opposed to me, the act of speaking being mentioned only as the natural
and usual expression of the inward dispositions and affections. Divested then of its peculiar form, the reason which the Saviour gives for
not allowing his disciples to forbid the casting out of demons, or other
miraculous performances of which the}'- are a chosen specimen or representative, is that the miracles themselves were a more conclusive proof
of a divine commission than mere association with the tvvL-lve could be.
Although the age of miracles is past, and therefore no such case can

A
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many other
visiMy attendinjr ci'itain ministrations, and aH'ordinf^a more certain test of their validity than
any mere ecclesiastical connection or commission. It is no oVijectioii to
this applicition or extension of the principle here laid down, that
for so miLdit the
apj)a!eiit spiritual attestations may l»e spuiious
miracidoiis appearances of old, and as the rule originally laid down was
to he applied to none but frenuinc |)erformances of tliat kind, so the
rule as here extended is to be applied to none but genuine and valid
proofs of the divine approval, to determine which is no part of our
present task, though easily dcducible from scrij)ture and experience.

now

ari5:o,

cases,

and

the principle involved

is

evidently pertinent to

esja'cialiy to tliat of si)irilual influences

;

40.

For he

that

is

not against ns

is

on onr part.

There is a singular variet}' of text in this verse, many copies reading
against you andybr you, some against you and ./(??• w», some again.it us
and /or you. The two last readings (those which have both the first
end second person) change the sense entirely or rather convert it into
nonsense, the distinction between you and us being perfectly irrelevant
The one first mentioned (//«?/ and yof/) is supported
if not unmeaning.
by the greatest number of uncial manuscripts, but the common text
(«s and us) by those of most age and authority (including B and C,
the famous Vatican and Paris copies.) There is, however, little choice
between them as the sentence is proverbial, and the pronouni?. whether
of the first or second person, are descriptive not of certain classes, but
of men in general, or of any parties who sustain or may sustain the
mutual relations here supposed.
O71 our ji^rt (or side), though a correct translation as to sense, impairs the beautiful antithesis of form in
the original (^against us, for us.) Like other proverbs, this exhibits
only one phase or aspect of the truth expressed, to wit. that in a certain sense and to a certain length, the absence of hostility may be sufficient evidence of friendship.
It is no less true, however, and therefore
perfectly consistent with this saying, that in another sense. *>t under
other circumstances, the neglect of positive co-operation is itself a proof
of enmity. So far are these two aphoiisms from being contradictory,
that both may be exemplified in the experience of the very same persons.
For example. Nicodemus. by refusing to take part with the
Sanhedrim against our Lord, although he did not venture to espouse
his cause, proved himself to be upon his side; but if he had continued
the same course when the crisis had arrived, he wouid equally have
proved himself to be against hirn. The pretence of inconsistency between the words of this verse and the saying recorded in Luke (9. 50)^
is therefore as absurd as such a charge would be against Solomon's
twin maxiuis (Prov. 26. 4. 5.)
The meaning of the words before rs
evidenil}' is, that the case proposed by John was one in whi h the

maxim

qr.oted would apply, however
the very opposite might be afiirmed.

41.

For whosoever

numerous the instances

shall give

you a cup of

in

.vuich

T/acei

to
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drink in my name, because ye belong to Christ, verily 1
say unto you, lie shall not lose his reward.
Instead of overluoking or ignoring such conclusive evidence of union
with the Saviour as that furnished by the working of a miracle expressly in his name and in avowed reliance upon him, they ought rather
to appreciate the slightest tokens of regard to him, even the most trijBing acts of kindness to themselves on his account, as he himself would
note, and as it were acknowledge, every such expression of attachment,
even the most humble and intrinsically worthless.
For icliosoever
shall (whoever may) give to clrinh. a single word in Greek, analogous
to our veib to irate'/\ but derived from the noun drinl'^ and applied
both to plants (by Xenophon) and to men (by Plato.) Fi'om the
game root comes the following noun, ciqj^ or any drinking vessel, the
same word that is used above in 7, 4. 8. and there explained. A cup
(OT- l)oicl) of water is here mentioned as the cheapest of all bodily refreshments, and therefore suitable to represent the smallest acts of
kindness done by man to man. In my name, or, according to the
critics, in name. i. e. for the avo\^ed reason, or expressly on the ground,
that ye are Chi^isfs., the phrase emplo^'ed in the translation of 1 Cor.
3. 23. and at once more exact and more expressive than the one here
given, though correct in sense, because ye belong to Christ
Verily
(Amen) I say unto you. implying that what follows is a certain and a
solemn truth. He shall not. a particularly strong form of negation,
being that emplo\ed above in v. 1 and there explained.
His reward^
i. e. the benefit of such regard to Christ, proved by kindness to his followers.
The doctrine of legal merit is no more involved in this expression than in the many passages which teach that men are to be dealt
with in proportion to their works, although salvation is entirel}' gratuThe connection of this verse with that before it seems to be,
itous.
that as Christ himself took notice of the .slightest proofs of love to him,
his followers ought not to overlook the greatest.
.

42.

And whosoever

shall offend

one of (these)

little

ones that believe in me, it is better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and he t^ere cast into
the sea.
Having answered John, the Saviour now resumes the thread of his
discourse where John had broken it. and carries out still further the
idea of V. 37. that they who represented him must be received as he
would be received in person. This rule he had already th.eie laid down
in reference to his apostles, and by parity of reasoning to all hisniithful
But he now proministers, so far as they official 1}^ do represent him.
ceeds in this direction to a greater and an almost startling length, by
declaring the same thing to be true of all believers, even the weakest
and the most despised. Reverting to the case before suggested of a
little child, perhaps reminded of it by the real child still in his presence
or his arms, he now declares the rights and the prerogatives belonging
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Whosoever «/(«?? (whoever may) offend^
verb einj)loye(l :ib<ive in 4, 17. G, 3, and there
expl.iiiii'd as piiniaiily nicuiini; to obstruct a person's path by snares
or stmnblin!^ blocks, and then in a moral application to betray another
into sin or error, either by precept or exainple. or in any olhir waxOne^ even one, the same emphatic usage of the numeral
conceivable.
of which we liave already had an instance in v. 37.
Of tlicHC (literally,
the) little {oiien), the (ones) beliei'in/j in me, i. e. confiding in me as a
This may refer to children in the proper sense, but only as
Saviour.
believers, and the weakest and niost defenceless class of believers, who
might therefore appear liable to be maltreated with impunity. But
Christ himself is their protector, and denounces the severest doom on
such as take advantage of their weakness to betray them into sin and
error.
As children, if referred to here, are onl} sj)ecified as being the
most feeble and defenceless of believers, what is said of them is no less
true of all who in these respects resemble then:, whatever be their
age; and thus we reach the same conclusion to which otiiers come by
understanding little [ones) in this ver.se, not of children, but of weak
and huuible Christians, who are certainly referred to. either indirectly
The guilt and danger of scandalizing such, in the peculiar
or directly.
sense before explained, is here expressed with fearful emphasis, by
Ba3Mng of the person who commits this aggravated sin, that it in better
for him (literally, good for him rather) not that a milhtone were
hanged, but if a millistone Jiangs (literally, lies around) his neck and
(not he icere cast^ as a supposed case, but) he has been cast (as an accomplished fact) into the sea. The sense is clear, although the form
of expression is exceedingly unusual, presenting two contingencies, or
rather actual expeiiences, in the case of one and the same person,
and comparing them ; suppo^ng on the one hand that he has offenled,
scandalized, a weak believer; on the other, that a millstone is around
his neck and he already cast into the sea ; and then declaring that of
these two possibilities tlie latter is the better for him. i. e. for his inteiest or welfare, even if he is to perish.
The moral or judicial sense
of more j>ist, more deserved, is equally consistent with the usage of
the word, but not with its connection here ; for with what is it compared or in com[)arison with what is such an end pronounced to be
more just oi worthy f A millstone, either put for any heavy weight
or as the very weight of old attached to convicts who were to undergo
The suppothe punishment of catapontism or submersion in the sea.
sition that our Lord alludes directly to this practice, though intrinsically probable, is not essential to the force and beauty of this terrible
deniinciar.ion, which is equally imfiressive and significant if undersiood
of an imagniary case, or of a single real instance of such ituni^hiuent
As to the connection with v. 37, this appears to be a wide step in ad
Vance of what is there affirmeil. to wit. that he who refused to acknowledge even a mere child. suHicieiitly accredited as sent by Christ to
represent him, will be punished as he would be for rejecting Christ
himselt.
But more than this, he who even leads the weakest of be12
io the

humblest of his people.

litorally scdiuhilize, the
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though without authority or
been lying at the bottom of the sea.
lievers,

And

office,

43.

into sin,

would better haye

thy hand offend thee, cut it off; it is bettor
maimed, than having two hands
to go into hell, into the lire that never shall be quenched.
43.

if

for thee to enter into life

By a perfectly natural and even obvious association of ideas, the
Redeemer now proceeds still further in the same direction. Having
warned his hearers, and especially the twelve, against the sin of scandalizing others, even the weakest and most helpless of believers, he now
warns them no less solemnly against the risk of being scandalized themselves and by themselves, i. e. of being tempted and betrayed into sin
by any thing belonging to themselves, however highly valued and however fond!}- cherished.
This idea he expresses in a manner which may
be described as characteristic of his teaching, i. e. by assuming an extreme case and supposing .that a man's own members, even those which
he particularly prizes, and to lose which would be little less than death
itself, are incurable, incorrigible causes or occasions of transgression
against God.
The case is not presented as a real one, or one which
there is reason to anticipate in actual experience; but if it should occur,
if the onl}^ alternative presented to a man were deliberate habitual
transgression or the loss of his most valuable members, what would
be his choice 7 If he prefer his bodily integrity and purchase it at such
a price, he has reason to believe hitnself a reprobate. But if in the extreme case here supposed, he would be read}' to choose mutilation
rather than a life of sin, that choice includes all minor cases, as the
whole includes the part, and as the greater compreh nds the less. This
important lesson is conveyed by a series of ideal cases, differing chiefly
in the member which the man is called to sacrifice in order to secure
salvation, but in other respects gaining the same end by solemn repetition, so that each succeeding verse is like the chorus or buiden of a
funeral dirge. In the one before us, the antithesis pre.sented is between
the loss of one hand with salvation or admission into heaven, and the
use of two hands with perdition or the everlasting pains of hell. This
last idea is expressed by a Greek word made up of two Hebrew ones,
originally meaning the Talley of Ilinnmn.
As a local desi^^natiou, it
described the valley on the south side of Jerusalem, famous of old as a
favourite place of idolatrous worship, and especially of the horrid service paid to Moloch by causing children to pass through the tire (Lev.
Hence
18, 21. 20, 2. 2 Kings 23, 10. 2 Chr. 33, G. Jer. 19, 2. 32, 35.)
in times of reformation, and especially under Josiah, the last good knig
of Judah. this valley was defiled, probabl}' by being made a phux' of
It is often
dei»o;>it for the i-efu.se and ofl'al of tlie cit}" (2 Kings 23. Id.)
added that to con.sume this refuse tires were kept pei-pctually burnini;-;
but thei'e is no suflicient evidence of this fact, and the latest writers
suppose the sacrificial fires of Moloch to have given rise to the peculiar
'isage of the word Geh^nrm^ to denote the place of future torment, or

;
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modern

in

Enp^lish is called hell.
The Jire, the unquenchable, or
a description borrowed from the fires already nunemployed to represent the everlasting torments of tha

um'Xtinjrui.-^lied,
tiojied,

])iit

dam nod.
44.

Where

tlieir

worm

dieth not, aiid the lire

is

not

qiionclied.

The

terrific description is

adding: greatly to its

continued with a sort of fcarfnl repetition,

solemn

jzrandciir.
W/icir (referrin«r to Gehenna,
as alieady mentioned in the verse preceding:) (heir ironu (i. e. the carcass-worm which preys npon the bodies of those burning; there) iitfh
not. literally, ends not. ceases not to live, the same verb that is used
above, in 7. 10, and there explained, but here suggestin"; the additional
idea that the worm not only never dies, but never ends or interrupts
its decomposing and devouring process.
This terrific figure of an endless dissolution, an eternal i)Utrefaction, is directly borrowed from
Isaiah (06, 24). but moie remotely from the fires of Tophet.
And the
art is not rpunched. a sort of poetical variation of the tire unquenched
(a cognate form) in the preceding verse.

And if tliy foot offend thee, cut it off; it is
thee
better for
to enter halt into life, than having two feet
to be cast into hell, into the fire that never bhall be
quenched; where their worm dieth not, and the lire is not
45. 46.

quenched.
The same supposition is then made as to the foot, and the same
comparison or contrast between going lame or maimed into life (i. e. a
state of future blessedness), or retaining both feet to be thrown or
cast (a stronger terra than that before used, and suggesting forcible not
voluntary entrance) into hell (Gehenna), the fire unquenched or unquenchable, an epithet applied by Homer to undying fame, exhaustless
strength, and by iEschylus (who strangely but sublimely confounds
fire and water) to the ceaseless flow of ocean.
Then follows without
any change (in v. 46) the burden of Isaiah's melancholy song, the repetition of which gives it a new pathos, as applied still more explicitly by
Christ to the eternal pains of

human

sufterers

and sinners.

And if thine eye offend thee, pluck it out
better for thee to enter into the kingdom of God with
ne eye, than having two eyes to be cast into hell tire,
where their worm dieth not, and the lire is not cjuenclied.
47. 48.

It is

The only change

in this third strophe is the substitution of the eye
of the corresponding terms, one-eyed^ having tico eyes,
in what follows, and of the phrase kingdom of heaven for eternal life^
here described as the final and eternal consummation of that very kingin

the

first clause,
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dom, which otir Lord was now erecting in the hearts of his disciples
aad was soon to oriranize by their means, under the direction of his
Spirit, in society anrjt on the ruins or rather the unchangeable foundaThese changes, while the\' multiply the
tion of the ancient church.
real yet ideal cases in which the alternative ma}' be presented, also
serve to render more impressive the reiteration of the phrases which
rema'n unaltered, thus imparting to the passage a strophical or rhythmical form, which is essentially poetical, though free from the conven-

rhyme or even of prosodial measure. This peculiar
structure is among the oldest forms of composition extant, being found
in the first cosmogony of Moses (Gen. 1, 1-2, 3), which, for this and
other leasons, has been thought by some to be a relic of pi-imoval composition, handed down perhaps from Adam through a few intervening
links to ]Moses, and incorporated by him in his history, or placed before
it as a still more ancient text or theme, but under the divine direction
and the same unerring .seal of inspiration. However this may be. there
is sometliin.ir most imjiressive in our Lord's adoption of this measured
prose, which unlike ordinary poetry, may live through any numl)er of
translations, and was po5sil)ly intended in the present case, as in the
older one just mentioned, to impress these solemn warnings on the memory of those who heard but never read them. If this may be assumed,
the passage furnishes an interesting glimpse of his peculiar didache or
addition to the others which have been already
mode of teaching,
tional restraint of

m

noticed.

49.

For every one

sacritice shall

shall be salted with
be salted with salt.

fire,

and eveiy

This is one of the most difficult passages in the whole book, both
the meaning of the terms and the connection with what goes befoi-e
being doubtfid and obscure. Among the various interpretations which
have been proposed one or two points seem to be agreed upon, which
may therefore be first stated as a basis for determining the other quesIt is commonly admitted that the last clause of this verse is an
tions.
allusion to, if not a direct quotation from the law of .sacrifice in Lev. 2,
13, from the Septuagint version of which it differs only by the change
of gift to s<icr}Jice. a term used in the older classics to denote the
sacrificial act or service, l)ut in later Greek extended to the sacrificial
It is also agreed that
victims, or the animals admitted to the altar.
there is allusion to the antiseptic and conservative effects of salt, and
But what fire is meant,
that tliese are figuratively transferred to fire.
and in what sense it is conservative, and how the whole verse is related
to what goes before and follows, these are questions as to which thero
The different hypotheses entitled to
is a great diveisit}- of judgment.
attention may. however, be reduced to two. essentially distinguished
by the fact that one of tliem regards this as a pi-omise, and the other
According to the former view, our
as a threatening or a wainiug.
Lord, referring to the well known requisition of the law already menionedj that every sacrificial victim must be salted, that is, rubbed oi
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and also to the nniversal association between

salt

sonndiK'-^s or i)nrity of meats, avails himself of these assooiatiojis

heanis, that every one whom (Joil aj»proves, or towards
he has purpose^ of men'v. th()ii;:ii he may pass thioiifrh the fiio
of piTSfcntion and alHiction, includin<; tlie painful self-iifnial ivrommended in the previous context, will be purified and saved thereby, or
as an oft'crin-j: to (Jod, salted with such (ire. just as the literal sarrifico
was sMJted at the altar. This is certainly a <j:ood sense iu itself, an'l
favoured l>y the stronjz; analot^y of the lieiy trial which Peter nit'ntion.s
to assure his

whom

The objections to it are. tiiat it pves to
in his first epistle (4. 111.)
fire a sense entirely dill'erent from that in the precedinjj^ context, and
that it does not exi)lain the lojiical connection indicated by the for.
The other explanation supposes the connection to be this. Our Lord
had six times spoken of eternal torments as unqiienchdhh Jire, from
which no man could escape without self-donial and the mortification of
sin.
The immediately preceding; verse concludes with the solenm repetition of that fearful sayinp:, loJi^re their troD/i dieth

not

and

the fire

is

not quenched^ i. e. their sulfering^s are endless and unceasing. But how
By beint; kept
can the subject of such sutlerings escape annihilation ?
This awful fact
in existence for the very purpose of endurini!: them.
he clothes ui a tijrurative form derived from the sacrificial ritual of
Moses. Every victim must be rubbed with salt, the symbol of incorruption and preservation. So these victims shall be salted, not with
salt but fire.
The divine wrath that consumes them will preserve
It
them. i. e. from annihilation, not from sulleiing. but for suffering.
is no objection to this view of tlie passage that it takes salt in a sen.se
not justified by usage, which requires it to mean preservation for a
good end or salvation. This is a mere assumption just as easy to deny
as to affirm.
The essential idea of the figure is presei-vation from destruction, or continued existence, and may just as well be u.sed both in
a good and a bad sense, as leaven (which the law excluded from all
offerings no less strictly than it required salt) is used in both (see
above, on 8, 15). and just as we might say that the lost sinner will be
iared from annihilation, although not from ruin. On the other hand,
this interpretation has the advantage of continuing the train of thou;:ht
unbroken, taking fire in the same sense as throughout the previous
context, and concluding this terrific warning in a manner far nore
approj)riate than a promise of salvation by the fire of suflfering, how

ever pleasing and delightful in

itself.

the salt have lost his salt
Have salt in yonrness, wherewith will ye season it?
selves, and have peace one with another.
According to the first interpretation given of v. 40, this must be
taken as a sudden change of figure or in the meaning of the ^s^me
there used.
Salt, which there denotes the conservative or purifying
virtue of affliction, now means heavenly grace or wisdom which ttie
50. Salt

(is)

good,

')ut

if

disciples are enjoined to cherish in their

own

hearts.

This

is

certainly
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a violent tranFiition, not to be assumed without necessity, and furnish
ing a strong ground of preference for any exegetical liA'pothesis by
which it is dispensed with. This is effected b}^ the other explanation,
which supposes this to be an answer to the verj- difficulty raised before
as to the use of salt in an unusual and unfavourable sense.
He had
said that every victim to the wrath of God would be salted by the
fire of that wrath, i. e. preserved in existence for the purpose of enduring
it.
But salt, they might have said, as some say now, can only signify
a salutary preservation, as in the sacrificial law referred to, it denotea
Bomething good, not evil. With his usual method of converting olijections into arguments or motives, he concedes the truth of the premises
involved in this one.
Salt is good, not only in itself, but as a figure
for moral purity and conservation
that is the true salt, which every
one should have within him, namely, moral purity and ri^iht affections.
But if the salt hecomes iinsalted. a most lively and intelligible figure
for the loss of moral goodness and descriptive of men's natural condition since the fall. icJierewith^ litcrall}-, in icliat^ i. e. in the use of
what means (see above, on v. 29) will you season it, a Greek word
always implying management, contrivance, art, and in the later classics
used as a culinary term, exactly answering to season. 'How will you
manage or contrive to restore its sapidity or saltness ?
It is implied
that such a process is impossible, i. e. to man himself or any other
finite power.
The salt of moral goodness is a fine thing where it is
posses-sed
but when it is corrupted, it is worse than useless, and the
man who has thus lost it has but one alternative. He must either be
salted with the fire of divine wrath and his own eternal torments, or
with the renewed salt of divine grace and his own regeneration. Immortality, without the hope of blessedness, which gives it all its value,
can be only an eternity of wretchedness. Here then the bright or
cheering side of the whole subject is presented, not by violent transition but by natural association, mtroducing easily the follow'ing exhortation.
Have salt in yourselves, i. e. take heed that the principle of
conservation, which is to secure your endless being, is not that of
wrath and justice and punishment ab extra, but that of grace and
goodness in yourselves. It is not the method of salvation that is here
presented, but the bare fact that in order to secure it men must have
a principle of life within them, and the scriptures abundantly teach
elsewhere, that this principle can only be implanted by divine grace,
through the operation of the Holy Spirit. By a perfectly natural but
masterly recoil, he then reverts in conclusion to the circumstance
which led to this remarkable discourse, their strife for the pre-eminence,
and exhorts them to demonstrate their possession of this spiritual
salt, which is to save them from the salt of everlasting fire, b}' cherishing that peace among themselves (literally, in one another) which
8 elsewhere so expressly represented as among the invariable "'fruits
)f the Spirit."
(Gal. .0, 22. Eph. 5, 9.)
;

'

;
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records, in chronoloj!;ical order, a series of incidents belong-

journey of our Saviour in Perea, or beyond tbe Jordan, which
we havf reason, (h'awn from olijor sources, to reg;ai(l as his last journey to Jerusalem. In reply to an insidious question of the Pharisees,
he la3's down tlu' Christian law of marriage and divorce (1-12.) On
the Kame Oi' a subsequent occasion, he declares the rights of children
and pronounces a blessing on them (13-10.) To one who seeks eternal
life, but in his own right, Christ applies a double test, thereby exposing his true character (17-22.)
This leads him to enlarge upon the
dangers incident to wealth, and the obstructions to salvation thence
arismg (23-27.) As a counterpart to this, and in immediate application to his first disciples, he declares the recompense of tho.se renouncing all for his .sake (28-31.)
Continuing his journey to Jerusalem, he
agiiin foretells his betrayal to the Jews and Gentiles, and his maltreatment by them, ending in his death and resurrection (32-34.) He is
slili so far f om being iniderstood. that James and John request conspicuous positions under his temporal reign which they believe to be
approaching (35-4').) This ambitious prayer excites the jealous indignation of the rest, which he allays by declaring the true nature ot
his kingdom, and by holding up to them his own example (41—15.)
In tiie la>t stage of his journey to Jerusalem, he heals a blind man
with aeco;npau\ ing circumstances of a novel and aflecting kind, on account of which it is i-ecorded in detail (4G-52.)
Here again we find
tlie narrative not only flowing and coherent but progressive, that i.s,
visibly tending to the crisis or catastrophe of this whole history, and
marked b}' regular advances, bolh of time and place.
in;;

to a

And

he arose from thence, and cometh into the
and the
coasts of Jiidea by the farther side of Jordan
people resort unto him again and, as he was wont, he
1.

;

;

tauo;ht

them

ao-ain.

This verse is descriptive, not of an ordinary removal from one place
another (as in 9. 3iJ). but of our Lord's final departure from Galilee
And thence, i. e. from Caperto close his ministry and life in Judea.
naum, the last place mentioned (see above, on 9, 33), and here referred
to as tile centre of h:s Galilean ministry, now about to terminate.
Arising, starLin_% setting out (as in 7, 24), but here peculiarly signifiCiint, b.'cause denoting the commencement of his last official journe}'.
Cous'-s, borders, frouiiers, often put for the whole territory bounded
by iheai (see above, on 5, 17. 7, 31.) By th£ farther side, literally.
through tiie Bey and- Jordan, that phiase having acquired the force ol
a proper name equivalent to the l^erea of the Greek geographers.
The natural meaning of the clause is that he travelled to Judea, not
iirectly through Samaria, but circuitously through Perea possibly for
to
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greater safety, but more probably because that region had been hilh
erto less favoured with his presence and instructions.
It may even be
that on this final departure from his accustomed field of labour, he
deliberately took an irregular or winding course on both sides of the
river, so as to touch as many points as possible.
(Compare Luke 9,
51, the precise chronological relations of which passage belong to the
exposition of that gospel.)

it

2. And the Pharisees
lawful for a man to put

came
away

to

him, and asked him, Is
wife? tempting him.

(his)

Mark now resumes the history of the systematic opposition of
the dominant partj^ not by mere reiteration of facts absolutely
similar to those before related, but by exhibiting a new phase or
aspect of the anti-christian movement.
The tactics of the enemy had
hitherto consisted in objecting to his conduct or to that of his disciples,
with respect to the alleged violations of the law. But now, instructed
by experience, or advised by wiser leaders, they adopt the more insidious method of demanding his opinion upon doubtful and vexed questions, which were then the subject of exciting controversy, and which
it seen)ed impossible to answer either way, without giving ollence and
incurring danger in some influential quarter.
This new mode of opposition was continued until near the close of our Lord's histor}'^, and
affords many striking illustrations of the cunning of his enemies and
of his own consummate wisdom.
The first of these attacks was on the
difficult and much disputed question of divorce.
The Pharisees, or
according to the latest critics, Pharisees, without the article, denoting
members of that wide-spread party, who encountered him on this last
Coming to him., for the
iourney from Galilee and east of Jordan.
purpose, not in private but in public, as he taufrht the people (v. 1.)
Asl'ed, interrogated, questioned him. Is it laicful, literally, if (or whether)
it is lawful, expressed in Greek by an impersonal verb, the root or
theme of ((^ovaia) the noun meaning authority or delegated power.
The verb here means, permitted by divine authority, or in accordance
with the law of Moses (see above, on 2,24. 26. 3, 4. 6, 18.) Ris icife,
a wornan.^ corresponding to a mwn. the only words in common
wife and husband, a remarkable and perhaps a chai'acteristic
difference, distinguishing the Greek and French from the Latin and
Enghsh idiom.
The specific sense is here determined by the context.
To put away.^ dismiss, or let go, a verb which has repeatedly occurred
Tem2)tbefore in other applications (see above, on 0,36. 45. 8, 3. 9.)
According to the Jewish
ing, i. e. trjnng him. putting him to the test.
traditions, it was even then a controverted question, bet>veen the
schools of Hillel and Shammai. whether the obscure |)hrase in Deut. 24,
literally,

use

foi"

1, translated some uncleanness, but literally meaning nakedness of
word (or thing), was to be taken in a moral sense as signifying lewdThe latter
ness, or in the vague sense of something disaareeable.
doctrine (that of Hillel) is said to have been afterwards carried by the
famous Ilabbi Akiba so far as to allow a man to put away his wife on
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flndinp: one who pleased liim better.
The question liere proposed to
Jesus was a tryin<>: one, because an afliniiative answt-r nii^dit subject
him to the charge of lax morality, and a negative one to that of disrespect for the authority of Moses.

3. And lie answered and said unto
Moses command yon ?

tliem,

What

did

But he ansicering. responding promptly to their cunning and malignant question ; for the notion that they merely asked for information,
or from curiosity to know how the new and' famous teacher would
decide such points, is utterly at variance with the tenor of the history,
in which we have already seen the traces of a systematic and progressive ojjposition, one of the marked gradations being found just
here.
Instead of entering into their vexed (juestions and minute
distinctions, he a[)peals at once to the law and the testimony, and
requires them to recite the provision made by Moses for such cases
not as settling the diflRculty, but as presenting the true stafus qurpstionis^ wiiich was not what the Scribes taught or the Pharisees practised, but what Moses meant and God permitted.
4. And they said, Moses suffered to write a
divorcement, and to put (her) away.

bill

of

In reply to this question they correctly state the substance of the
law still extant in Deut. 24, 1-3. Suffered, a verb originally meaning
to turn over vpon, then to turn over to, commit, intrust, and lastly to
permit, which is its usual sense in the Greek of the Xew Testanient.
A bill, book, or writing, of whatever size, the Greek word properly
denoting the material (the inner bark of the papyrus), as the corresponding Hebrew one (employed by Moses) does the act of writing, or
the fact that it was written on.
The meaning here is evidently that
of a certiticate or testimonial, either of the bare fjict of repudiation, or
of her having been repudiated for some lesser cause than conjugal
infidelity.
This last, may seem at variance with the phra.se used by
Mo.ses and already mentioned (see above, on v. 3). which is commonly
understood to mean imchaste behaviour. But in that case the law
intlicted severe punishment (Num. 5. 31). which would exclude the
peaceable divorce provided for in Deuteronomy.

5. And Jesus answered and said unto them, For the
hardness of your heart, he wrote you this prece])t.

Having brought them back from

their

nice distinctions to the letter of the law. he

own subtle reasonings and
now interprets it, as one
'•

Of this inter]>rehaving authority, and not as the scribes" (1. 22.)
two views have been taken, each of which admits of being
The first is that Christ here represents this law
plausibly defended.

tation

12*
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of Moses as a temporary relaxation of the original divine law of
marriage, in concession to the obstinate resistance (or Imrdlieartedness)
This is perhaps the more obvious constrnction,
of the chosen people.
The o])jection to it is the
as it seems to have prevailed so commonly.
very serious one that it represents the law of Moses as expressl}' warranting what was wrong and offensive in the sight of God, and for the
very reason that seems to call for stringent prohibition. (Compare the
words of Paul in 1 Tim. 1. 9.) This difficulty is diminished, if not
wholly done away, by explaining liardheartedness. not of the general
opposition of the people to the will of God. but of their harshness and
unkindness to their wives when they divorced them, either as actually
practised or as certainly foreseen at the giving of the law in question,
which is therefore here described as given, not for but to (i. e adapted
to) the hardness of their hearts, and intended to restrain or mitigate
The difference between the two interpretations is the
its bad effects.
difference between a law legitimating such divorces as the Jews had
practised from the earliest times, and one requiring them in all such
cases to provide the repudiated wife with a certificate of character.
Wrote^ in the literal sense, recorded, which implies a previous enactment, or in the secondary sense, 'prescribed, enjoined, denoting the
enactment itself.
Thi% precept, or particular command, as distinguished
from the law or aggregate of all such precepts.

6. But from the beginning
them male and female.

According

to the first

of the creation,

God made

view above given of our Saviour's meaning

(in V. 5). this verse distinguishes the primary or original law of marriage from its modification in the law of Moses. According to the other,
it

law of marriage as it was from the beginning and
remained unmodified .ind unrepealed. From the heginning of the

simpl}' states the

still

creation, not in reference to the order of the creation itself for that of
man was last not first, but in reference to every thing of later date,
Or the same
froyii the hegimiing of the (world, i. e. its) creation.
sense may be gained b}'^ limiting creation to the origin of man himself,
from the beginning of the human race, or when man was created.

God made them male and female, i. e. he created one pair, and united
them in marriage, thereby excluding all polygamy, and at the same
time giving this relation the precedence over every other, not excepting the parental and filial, as expressly stated in the next verse.

7. 8. For this cause shall a man leave his father and
mother, and cleave to his wife, and thej twain sliall be.
one flesh so then they are no more twain, but otiCi flesh.
;

Adam as recorded in Gen. 2, 24, and are
therefore not a precept but a prophecy or a statement of what would
be the natural and neces.sary consequence of marriage, namely, that it
These are the words of
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other previous relations. Fen
male and female, but referring
to the context in Genesis, because Eve was taken out of Adam and
was bone of his bone and Iksh of his llesh, therefore (or for this cause)
ihdU a nuin lenre hiaftithcr ami mot In r. not as a ncft-ssaiT duty in all
cases even of marriage, but as the natural and usual result, and shall
cleave unto his wi/e, or be incorporated and identified with her. so
that they are no more two hut one JJtsh, not united merely in affection
or in spiiit, but in body or in the whole person.
this cause, not

What

9.

man

j)ut

because

filial

God made

tliorefore

God

all

tlieni

hath joined

tofijether, let

not

asunder.

Thus far our Lord might seem to have been ar^i ig against polypamy and not divorce but he now makes such an application of his
;

previous statements as complete!}^ meets the present case by declaring
it unlawful for man to separate (or violently sever) that which God
himself has joined together.
In other words, marriage being not a
human but a divine institution, and coeval with the race itself, cannot
be nullified or even modiiied by any authority inferior to that which
first created it.

10.

the

And

same

in the

house his disciples asked liim again

of

(matter).

In

the house, or according to the latest text, into the hmise, a pregelliptical construction, more distinctly suggestive of their
previous entrance than the common reading.
Again has reference to

nant or

the previous question of the Pharisees (in v. 2.)
The same (thing or
matter), i. e. the lawfulness of divorce.
This renewal of the que.stion by
his own disciples shows Iioav much they were surprised by his absolute
unqualified denunciation of a practice so familiar and so conlidently
founded on the law of Moses.

And

he saith nnto them, Wliosoever shall put
and marry another, committeth aduland if a woman shall put away her
tery against her
husband, and be married to another, she committeth adul11. 12.

away

his wife,

;

tery.

He

says to them, his disciples, what he had said before to hi
but in terms still stronger because more explicit and direct.
They are indeed so clear as neither to require nor admit of explana
tion.
They are also carefully repeated in relation to both sexes,
though the Jewish law and usage recognized no right of divorce
Put aicay, therefore, in v. 12 must
excej)t upon the husband's side.
cither be ex[)luined to mean desertion by the wife (compare 1 Cor. 7
13 T^), which only difiers from divorce in the ab.sence of the legai

Opt':>nents,
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fbrm, or understood as a prospective regulation, not confined, in furm
Tliis absolute prohibition oi
or substance, to the Jewish practice.
divorce is still maintained in the Church of Rome, while the Protestant and Oriental churches qualify it by the exceptions recorded in
Matt. 19, 9. 1 Cor. 7, 15., which some consider as involved in Mai'k's
account, because the violation of the marriage vow by either party is
itself a dissolution of the marriage relation, which ought not to be
Even in Matthew, the case of
regarded as still binding on the other.
fornication or adultery is mentioned rather as a matter of course,
which every one would take for granted, than as a formal exception
needing to be separately stated.

13.'

And

they brought yomig children to him,

should touch them
brought (them.)

;

and

(his) disciples

tli;it

he

rebuked those that

They, indefinitely, some persons otherwise unknown, or more spethe parents or friends of the children (see above, on 8, 22).
Young is not expressed in the original, unless it be by the diminutive
form of the noun (zrcuSta), which however is elsewhere rendered simply
cMMren (e. g. 7, 28. 9. 27.) The translation may have reference to the
stronger term (jSpicpr]) emplo3'ed by Luke (18, 15), and cori'cctly rendered infants. The imposition of hands, a natural sign of transfer, and
often used in miraculous healings to connect the source and object of
the gift, is here emxployed to express the general idea of blessing. There
is no need of supposing any superstitious notion of a magical efficacy
in the touch, although such errors may have been indulged by some.
It is probable, however, that the greater number, in making this request, had reference to the use of the same form in sacrifice and beneRediction from the patriarchal times (Gen. 48, 14. Lev. 1, 4. 16, 21.)
bulged tltose dringing them, an explanation of the more ambiguous terms
employed by Matthew (19, 13) and Luke (18. 15), which might seem
This prohibition
to mean that they rebuked the childi-en themselves.
need not be ascribed to envy or moroseness on the part of the disciples,
but was rather owing to a mistaken though sincere regard for their
mastei-'s honour or convenience, and an officious sense of their own importance as his friends and followers.

cifically,

:

(it), he was much displeased,
little children to come unto
the
and sakl unto them, Suffer*
me, and forbid them not, for of such is the kingdom of

14.

But when Jesus saw

G>d.
Bnt Jesus seeing it was much displeased, a verb which, according to
etymology, as commonly explained, denotes great pain of mind or
body.' but especially the former, and may here be considered as including the ideas of grief and indignation (see below, on 14, 4, and compare
To them, the disciples, who had unMatt. 20 24. 26, 8. Luke 13, 14.)

its
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dertakcn to exclude the children. Sii(fer, permit, strictlv, let alone
(see above, on 1, ;]4. 5, 19. 37. 7, 12. 27.)
Little children, the s.-.me
word that is rendered younr/ children in the verse precedin;;. Forhid,
by word or net, the Greek verb nieaninL,' to deter, hinder, or prevent in
0/ such m\\\ either mean of cinldren. or of those resernhlin"
any way.

Some, adherin.u; to the strict sense of this word, and under"
children.
atandinpc the phrase kingdom of God as denotinj^ heaven or a .state of
fulure blessedne.ss, understand the clause as meanintr that the most of

who shall be saved are chddren. because the ^eater
human race dies in infancy, and all such are redeemed.

those
the

jiortion of

Hut this
from being cither obvious or relevant in this connection,
where the reference seems not so much to numbers as to character.
Accordingly some understand the clause as meanin"^ that the kingdom
of God, or the enjoyment of his favour, here and hereafter, belongs to
children (who believe) no less than to adult believers (see above on
A third interj/retation explains niich as meaning snch-ULe, those
42.)
resembiing them in character, i. e. in freedom from tho.se sins of w^nch
childien, though depraved by nature, are incapable from inexperience
or from undeveloped intellect and passion, which the same interpreters
suppose to be the meaning of our Lord in Matt. 18, 3. 4 (see above, on
More satisfactory than any one of these hypotheses, because
9, ot). 42.)
combining what is true in all of them, is Calvin's explanation of the
fientcnce as referring both to children (i. e. to believing children) and to
those who are like them in their childlike qualities, oi- as Paul expresses
it, chil(^en not in understanding but in malice (1 Cor. 14, '10.)
.sense

is

far

15. Verily I say unto you,

the

kingdom

of

God

AVhusoever shall nut receive
as a little child, he shall not enter

therein.
This appears to have been one of our Lord's gnomes or maxims
which he threw out upon different occasions, and which are therefore
found in different connections in the history. This aphoristic character
is indicated partly by the Anun (or Verily) I soy to you, prefixed to
Shall not (may not. does not) recdve (i. e. accept, consent to enter
it.
or belong to) the kingdom of God, or the relation of subjects to God in
Christ as their immediate .sovereign, a^ a child, i. e. with the simplicity
and docility natural to children, and with childlike freedom from ambition, avarice, and other sins peculiar to mature age.
Shall (may or
can) ?iot enter into it (the kingdom before mentioned), and as a necessary consequence, or rather an equivalent expression, cannot be saved.

16. And he took them up in his arms, put (In's) hands
upon them, and blessed them.
And entbracing them, or folding them in his arms, the same aflecis mentioned in 9, 30, and denoted by the same
Greek word, though otherwise expressed in English. Putting the
kands upon them, thereby showing that the request for him to do so

tionate gesture that
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superstitious or absurd (see above, on v. 13.) BleiiSed tJiem^m
the twofold sense of praying for them as a man, and of answering his
own prayers as a divine person (see above, on G, 41. 8, 7.) The application of this pa-sage to infiuit-baptisin, although scornfuil}" rejecied as
absurd by its opponents, is entirely legitimate, not as an argument, but
as an illustration of the spirit of the Christian system with respect to
children.
Every reader must determine for himself whether those who
sneei- at "bab}^- sprinkling,'" and repudiate as folly the bare thought of
a child's partaking of that sacrament, are more like the discipks who
rebuked the children or their friends on this occasion, or like him who

was not

said,

ForMd them

not!

17. And when he was gone forth into the way, there
came one running, and kneeled to him, and asked him,
Good Master, what shall 1 do that I may inherit eternal
lite

?

And Tie travelling fortJi into tlie way. i. e, setting out afresh upon
his journey, showing that this is a connected narrative, and not a series
of detached incidents thrown together at random, or because of their
mutual affinity, without regard to chronological order. Eunning up
One. not the indeiinite
or to (him), as a sign of eagerness and haste.
pronoun (tls) sometimes so translated, but the numeral adjective (fcs)
properl}- so rendered, and here used emphatically to denote ^ single
person, not forming part of the surrounding multitude, perhaps with
some allusion to his rank, which was that of a ruler (Luke 18, 18.)
Kneeling., as a token of profound respect and earnest supplication
probably sincere, as he is not accused of tempting Christ like tlie Pharisees (in v. 2), and what follows shows him to have been an honest
though erroneou.s and self-righteous seeker after truth and life. Good
master (i. e. teacher), tchat shall I do ? the question afterwards propounded by those who were converted on the day of Pentecost (Acts
2, 31),

but here materially qualified by what

inherit,

e.

i.

possess in

my own

is

added.

That I may

right, eternal life, salvation, everlasting

happiness.

18.

good ?

And
(there

Jesus said nnto him, Why callest thou
is) none good but one, (that is) God.

me

translators have here happily dispensed with their favourite
expression, no man (see above, on 9, 35. 39), and thereby avoided a
The Greek word exactly corregross solecism, no man except God.
Bi)onds to no one. being compounded of the negative particle \ul) and
the numeral (eis), which occurs in the preceding verse and in the last

The

But a very important question here arises in relaclause of this.
The question {why
of our Saviour's language.
meming
the
tion to
tallest thou me good?) implies reproof, and by it.self might seem to
be a mere correction of the light and thoughtless

way

m

which such

MA K
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is preclnded by the
he entirely irrelevjint if not uuSome of tlie Oilhers, followed by nmny modern interpreters,
mennin'r.
exphiin it as an intimation ofour Lord's divinity.
Why call nie j^ood,
uidoss yon own me to he God, for none is good bnt God?
Bnt this
wonld he not only an obscure and indirect mode of announcinp; that
great trnth. but (]uile irrelevant and unconnected with the previous
context.
It woidd also iiui)ly what is not true, to wit. that the epithet
good, though absolutely ai)plicalile only to the Most High, may not. in
a lower sense, be lawfidlv applied toothers (as it is in Matt. 12.35.
25, 21. Luke 28, 50. Acts' 11, 24. Horn. 5, 7.)
The only way in which
these objections can he met is by supposing an aIlu.sion in the word
good, twice employed by Christ himself, to tlie same word twice occurring in the ruler's question, as i)reserved by Matthew (10, lOj, Good
master, irhat good shall I do ?
The meaning of the answer then may
You a.sk what good you are to do. and come to me as
be as follows
a teacher of good, able to inform you; but on that ground, why not go
He alone is absolutely good, and his will is the rule
to God at once?
of good to all his creatures and that will is expressed in his commandments,' which he then refers to more expressly in the next verse.
Tlie goodness of our Lord himself, and his divinity, are then not at
all in question, and are consequently neither affirmed nor denied.

titles

otht-T chuisf.

whirh would

:

Eiit this constnirtion

in tliat rasi'

'

;

Do not commit
not steal, Do not bear false witness, Detrand not. Honour thy father and mother.
19. Tlioii

Do

adultery,

knowcst the commandments,
not

kill,

Do

77ie commandments thou liioirest.
e. the written
make up the law as the revealed will of God. This is a
i.

answer

precepts which

diiect continuaequivalent to saying,

Why

in the other ver.'je. and is
as a teacher or revealer of good, to ask what you are to do.
when God's commandments are already upon lecoid for the very purpose?'
He then recites, not all the ten conmiandnients, but tho.sc belonging to
the second table and prescribing the duty of man to man. Those of
the first table, or the duties of man to God. are omitted, not, as some
sup|)Ose, because included in the declaration that Cod alone is good,
but because they would not furnish so decisive a test for self-examina
tion, siuce a man may imagine that he fears and loves God, but he cannot nnagine that he loves his neighbour if he robs or murders him, oi
The order of the decalogue is disrebears false witness against him.
garded either by Christ him.self or the evangelist, as unimportant to
his present purjio.-^e, the seventh commandment standing first, then the
sixrh then the eighth, ninth, and tenth, and last of all the fifth becau.«e^
as some suppose, the ruler was deficient in this duty, but more prol>
ably, as others think, because it is a positive commandment and the
Defraud not (or dcprice not) is by some reothers are all negative
garded as a se{>arate citation from Lev. 19, 13, but is far more probably'
i summary abbreviation of the tenth commandment, which alone la

tion of the

come

to

me

'
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And he answered and

have

I

is

here immediately preceded

ninth.

observed from

my

said unto him, Master, all

youth.

This is not to be regarded as a hypocritical profession, but an honest
expression of the man's Ijelief that he had actually kept the law, and
wanted something more to do in order to inherit (or secure a rightful
claim to) everlasting life or blessedness.
This does not argue any disposition to deceive, but only an extremely superficial and inadequate
conception of the meaning and extent of the divine law, as requiring
perfect and perpetual obedience, and extending to the thoughts, dispoOhserved,
sitions, and aliectious, no less than the outward actions.
literally, watched or guarded, which is the primarj^ maning of our
English verb to keep^ applied in the same manner. From my youth, a
relative expression which, like that in 9, 21, proves nothing as to the
precise age of the ruler, who is called a young man or a youth by

Matthew

(19, 22.)

21. Then Jesus beholding him loved him, and said
unto him, One thing thou lackest go thy way, sell whatsoever thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou shalt
have treasure in heaven and come, take up the cross,
and follow me.
;

;

Then^

literally,

It has been

much

and or hut (St), heholding, looking at or on bim.
disputed what could be the object of the Saviour's

Some say his sincerity and eai.iest
wish to know his duty some his real rectitude and innocence of life,
without which he could not have been so far deceived. Most probably,
however, love, as in many other places, here denotes not moral approbation, nor affection founded upon an}^ thing belonging to the object,
but a sovereign and gratuitous comi)assion, such as leads to every act
of mercy upon God's part (compare John 3, 16. Gal. 2. 20. Eph. 2, 4.
The sense will then be, not that Jesus loved him
1 John 4, 10. 19.)
on account of what he said, or what he was, or what he did, but that
having purpo.ses of mercy towards him, he proceeded to unmask him to
himself, and to show him how entirely groundless although probably
The Savioin's
sincere, was his claim to have habitually kept the law.
love is then mentioned, not as the effect of what precedes, but as the
ground or motive of what follows. 0?ie thing thou lackest, literally
one thing is hehindhamd (wanting or deficient) to thee. What thif. one
thing is, he then informs him by the exhortation or command ihut
follows.
Go thy way (in modern English go aicay), i.e. at once, and
Thou shalt have treasure in
io what I shall now enjoin upon thee.
heaven may seem out of place in this practical direction and seveie requisition; but it is equivalent to saying, sell and distribute what thou
love to this .self-righteous ruler.
;
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no return or compensation in the pnpent life, lint oniv
so that insteat] of le-seninf? it exajriiierates the rij:our of
Come^ literall}'. hither (see above on 4, [9),fol/otrm^
the requisition.
(become my ibllower or personal attendant), ttikhifj up the cn>MK (ot
This has been misunderstoo<l b}- tbousan's
sutfering and self-denial.)
and for af^es, as a jreneral command to Christiuns, or an evanjrt'Iical advice to such as wish to gain a suj)erei<)tr;itory merit by doinpr mure
than the law requires, directing them to give tip their possessions as
This is th** foundation of the
the one thing necessary to perfection.
vow of povcrt}'^ common to almost all monastic institutions, and of the
disposition to regard wealth as sinfid which is sometimes found in
This oj)iiiion. plausible as it may seem, and eflicacious
otlier quarters.
as it has been, roally involves three fallacies, each fatal to its truth.
The
first is, that oui- Lord admits the fact that this man had done all that
was commanded, and proceeds to tell him one thing more requircfl to
make him jierfect ; the second, that this one thing was the mere renunciation of his property; the third, that the requisition to renounce
it was a univei sal one intended for ail wishing to inherit everlasting
life.
The saerilice required was not the one thing lacking, but the
proof of it. The one thing lacking was not something to be superadded
to the keeping of the law, but something the defect of which showed
It was wilh'ngness to give up all
that he had not kept the law at all.
for God, when its possession became inconsistent with his service.
Without this, the ob.<ervance of the law was wortide.^s, or rather it
had no existence. The reserve or deficiency in this case had respect
to the advantages of wealth, which this man perhaps honestly expected
to combine, not only with the keeping of the law, but with the [;erformance of some extra-meritorious act which would secure to him the
Instead of naming anv such condiheritatie or portion of eternal life.
tion. Christ requires him to abandon what he knew to be his idol, and
Had his
the man at once perceives the deficiency of his obedien<-e.
ruling passion been the love of pleasure or of power, a corresponding
Multitudes would give up wealth, if suftest would have been chosen.
Multitudes
fered to retain some other object of supreme atl'ectiou.
have actrially done so, by monastic vows or otherwise, whose hearts
were still enslaved by sonje other selfish unsubdued afiection. In opposition to the errors which have now been mentioned, three points
may be stated: 1. Our Lord, far from conceding this man's claim to
have kept the law all his life, here shows him that his boa>ted obedience had been destitute of something which was absolutely necessary,
not to its perfection merely, but to its having any worth at all. 2. Instead of stating this deficiency in general terms, as the want of that
Bupreme devotion and entire submission to tlie will of God which will
Aispose men to abandon any thing for his .sake, he simply and ai once requires him to abandon what he knew to be his idol, thus (( nvincing
him. not merely of a theoretical or doctrinal proposition, but of i. is own
practical deficiency and destitution of the one thing ncedfid to a full
and meritorious obedience. 3. This requisition was a per.^^oi::;! test
and not a general rule of duty, being applicable only where the object
hast, cxpcctinc:

in the

future

;
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of idolatrous attachroent is the same, but taking other forms in refer
ence to other objects. Here ao-ain we have a fine example of our Saviour's paradoxical method of instruction, by presenting extreme cases
aud determining by what men are prepared to do in such cases, though
they ma}'' never occur in actual experience, what they will do in others
of a more ordinary and familiar nature.
This effect would be destro3'ed
by converting the extreme case into a con.<tant universal rule, which
is just as unreasonable as it would be to convert the proposition, that
every true believer must be ready to endure the pains of martyrdom
rather than den}- Christ, into a specific precept that every Christian
must become a mart3'r, as an indispensable condition of salvation, or
that b}^ so doing anj' Christian may attain a supererogatory merit,
even above that of obeying the divine law. It is one of the most striking facts in the history of the church, that this delusion as to martyrdom did really prevail in the age of persecution, and was followed by
the other, as to voluntary poverty, in what may be described as the
age of wealth and luxury.

22.

grieved

And
;

for

he was sad at that saying, and went away
he had great possessions.

Whether the

ruler fully understood the reasoning involved in our
Lord's reply or not, he see.-ns at least to have felt its application to
him.'^elf, i. e. he felt that he could not do what Christ required, and
could not therefore maintain his boast of perfect submission to the will
of God. For though he may not have admitted the right of this 'good
teacher" to exact of him so terrible a sacrifice, he must have felt that
even if he had the right, his own heart was incapable of such obedience.
So completely was he silenced by this con.sciousne.ss, and by the fearful probing which produced it. that he seems to have withdi-awn without attemjiting any self-defence or refutation of the Saviour's doctrine.
Ajid he. leing (or hecoming) sad. an expressive Greek term elsewhere
applied to the gloomy aspect of a lowering day (Matt. 16, 3.) At (or
for, on account of) the icord (or saying), x. e. what the Saviour had
just said in answer to his own demand, and which he therefore could
not decently complain of, though unable to receive it. He icent away
grieved, becau.se his proud (though earnest and sincere) hope of inheriting eternal life was crushed by this most unexpected and impossible
condition, /c>r he laid, literally teas having^ an expression foreign from
our idiom but suggesting the idea of continued or habitual as well as
Though a young man (Matt. 19. 22), he was not a
actual po.s.ses.sion.
mere expectant but had come into posses.sion of his property, which
may perhaps throw light upon the form of his inquiry, how he could
Many 2jossessions. may simply mean much
inherit eveilasting life.
Upon the furproperty, or more specilically various kinds of wealth.
tlR'i- hi.storj and final destiny of this young man the Scrifitures. as in
many other cases, diop the veil, and the question of his fate is left to
the conjectures of interpreters, which vary with their tem[)ers, or perhaps from accidental causes. Calvin thinks it more probable tha^t he
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wa>*.
The modern Germans lean the other wav. as
have hopes, not only for Simon Ma«;us, but for Judas
The mere silence of the hifitory proves notliinsr. as the Bihle
Iscariot.
contains few bio^raphif.il details that have not a historical or public
Kven the patriarchs withdraw from view as soon as they
intcn'St.
cease to be actors in the scene, though hmjj; before the end of lifi-.
As
Adam and Eve. the guilty source of our apostasy, are ahnost universally
believed to have been saved, notwithstanding; the silence of the sacred
record, so the same ])resumption may be warrantably rai.sed in other
less conspicuous and noted cases.
In the one before us. there is a
positive thou;j:h slijrlit hint of a favoural^le issue, in the statement made
by Mark alone, that Jesus loved him, which, as we have seen, most
probably denotes that he had puri)Oses of mercy towaids him, and in

contimied as he

some of

tlieni

this conclusion

23.

And

disci})les.

it is

pleasing, since

it is

allowable, to rest.

Jesus looked round about, and saith unto his
hardly shall they that have riches enter

How

into the king'doni of

God

!

Loolc'mg round, a gesture ehsewhere noted in this gospel (see above,
on 3, 5. 34. 5. 32). here designed to call attention to the painfid but
salutary lesson taught by the example of the man who had just left
them. How hardly, with what difficulty, i. e. in the face of what ol>structions and impediments.
The phrase has reference, not to the
sufficiency of God's grace, which is equal in all cases because inlinite,
but to the hinderances with which the man him.self must struggle, and
which uolhing but that grace can overcome.
Those harliig riches^ a
Greek noun originally meaning what is used or needed, but commonly
employed in the plural (Acts 4. 37 is an exception) to denote property,

(Compare funds and means in modern EngThis usage gives our Lord's words a wider application than if
limited to those possessing wealth or riches, although these are no
doubt especially intended, as peculiarly in danger. Into the kingdom
of God shall enter, i. e. become his faithful subjects here, and enjoy
his royal favour hereafter, all which is summed up in the usual expres
sion, * shall be .saved.'
and particularly money.
lish.)

24:. And the disciples were astonished at his words.
But Jesus answereth again, and saith unto them, Children,
how hard is it for them that trust in riches to enter into
the kingdom of God
!

But Je»yu
Astonished.^ filled with consternation and amazement.
ansirering. not merely saying, which is never tiie full meaning
if thi.s veil), but either continuing, resuming, saying further, or more
strictly still, respondinir to their thoughts though not expressed
words.
Children, an affectionate expr.^'ssion indicating an intention to
tkgaiii

m

relieve

and comfort rather than alarm them.

How

hard^ the adjective
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formed and corresponding to it also
Those trusting in (reljinjv; on) posseS'
This
sionSy the word used in the preceding verse and there explained.
second exclamation, which has been preserved by Mark alone, was evidently G:iven to explain and qualifv the one before it, by informing
them that not the mere possession of the good things of this life, bi't
overweening confidence in them, as sources or securities of happiness,
would hinder men's salvation ; yet implying that as this false reliance
is almost inseparable from the possession, the latter, although not
necessarily, is almost invariably attended by the greatest moral and
from which the adverb

in v.

23

is

in its sense as there explained.

spiritual danger.

25. It is easier for a

needle, than for a rich

camel

man

to

go through the eye of a

to enter into the

kingdom

of

God.
That the qualifying comment in v. 24 was not intended to retract
or cancel the original assertion in v. 23, but merely to explain it, or to
state the principle which it involves, is now shown by its repetition in
a still more emphatic and it might appear exaggerated form, if it were
not so clearly a proverbial one. It is easier^ more practicable, less
laborious, the idea suggested by the derivation of the Greek word being
that of (food (or easy) labour. Eye^ literally hole, puncture, perforation.
The supposed extravagance of this comparison led to the early
substitution of a Greek word differing from camel only in a single letter,
and supposed to mean a rope or cable, or to the explanation of camel
itself in this unusual sense.
For the latter no authority whatever is
adduced, and for the former only that of a Greek lexicographer and
scholiast, who appears to have invented it for the express purpose of
relieving an imaginary difficulty in the case before us.
The device,
however, does not answer the intended purpose, as a cable can no more
pass through a needle's eye than a camel.
As to the congruity of the
comparison, that is a question of taste and usage, and we find in the
Talmud the same similitude in the still stronger form of an elephant,
the lai'gost of known quadrupeds.
Our Saviour also has the camel
(See Matt.
elsewhere, as a proverbial similitude i6x something great.
To the more plausible objection that it lepresents the salva23, 34.)
tion of the rich as not merel;/ difficult but impossible, the answer is
that Christ iuiended so to represent it in the sense explained below (in
V. 27.)

26.

among

And

they were astonished out of measure, saying
themselves, AVho tlien can be saved ?

This emphatic repetition of the startling proposition, in what
to be an exaggerated form, only served to increase the amazement of our Lord's disciples. Ami (or tut) they were excessively astnu'
ishtdy not the verb so rendered in v. 24, but that employed in 1, 22. 6
2. 7, 37, and originally meaning strucTc or driven from their usual or ncjr-

seemed

'

M

A RK

mal state of mind by preat
hy S(i >/>»(/ to tJiciitseh'cti^ or

26. 27.
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wonder. This tliey oxprossed
thnnsdnx, i.e. to one anotlier, irho
Greek is an equivalent exiircssion)

sur|)riso or
irith

then (literally, and ic/to^ wiiich in
(is able to) he sarcd^ j. e. attain to cverlastin}^ blessedness
above, on v. 17. 24.25.)
This does not mean merely tr/iat rich

can

(see

man,

which would be an unmeaning echo of our Lord's own words, but
man. who of any class ? The logical connection has been variously understood, l»ut seems to be most naturally this, that if tlie
rich, or the more hi;ihly favoured class, are thus iuijieded and endangered })y the very advantages which they enjoy, how can others be
ichaf

ex}iected to attain salvation ?
Some of the best interpreters, however,
deny any reference to the case of others as still worse than that of
rich men, and understand the disciples as simply a-king. who then
can escape tlic>e fearful difliculties and obstructions? This implies
that they looked upon the peril not as a pecidiar but a common one;

either because they all expected to be rich and prosperous in Messiah's
kingdom ; or because all except the very poorest have their worldly
interests and goods, to hinder their salvation, in the .same way,
although not in the same measure ; or because they saw the principle
involved to admit of a much wider application, just as the test to
which the Saviour brought the rich young ruler might be modified to
suit a thousand other cases besides that of an idolatrous regard to
wealth or money.
According to this view of the passage, the disciples' question may be paraphrased as follows.
'If then, as we have
hist heard, property or wealth, with all its advantages both natural
and moral, is attended by such snares as to make the salvation of its
owners impos.';ible without a miracle and if this is only one out of
many situations and conditions, each of which has its own peculiar
;

snares and stumbling-blocks, equally adverse to men's salvation;
is this end tp be attained at all in any case ?

how

And Jesus looking upon them, saith, "Witli nnen
for with God all
impossible, but not with God
things are possible.
Lool'ing upon (or at) tJiem, to secure attention (as in v. 23), and
perhaps at the same time to express a tender and affectionate reirard
With
to them, as he did bv^ the use of the word children (in v. 24.)
men. with God. i. e. on man's part and on God's respectively, or so far
27.

(it

is)

man and God.
which would have required a very

;

not merely diffiexample or similitude
from that in v. 25, since the passage of a camel (or even of a cable)
througli the eye of a needle is not merely hard, or rather is not hard at
all. the idea of difficulty being swallowed up in that of sheer imjiossibility.
The disciples understood this more correctly than some learned
critics and interpreters, who try to explain our Lord's proverbial illusThe true solution
tration as denoting merely something very hard.
fs aflbrded, not by such extenuation of his language, but by his own
His answer to tha
-estriction of its' import in the words with men.

as the question concerns
cult,

Impos.'<ibfe.

diflfeient

—
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29.

then can he saved? is, 'No one, if salvation were dependneither rich nor pooi- would then be saved,
au}^ more than a needle can be threaded with a camel (or a cable)
but of God'.-i power tliere is no such limitation, for to hnn even such
impossibilities are possible as the salvation of the chief of sinners,
or of those whose circumstances seem to shut them out forever from
question,

loTio

ent upon

human power

;

his kingdom.'

28.
lefc all,

Then Peter began
and have followed

to

saj unto liim, Lo,

we have

thee.

Then^ literally, and. according to the common text, but the latest
Began to say^ not merely said^ but said at once,
editors have neither.
immediately rejoined, perhaps implying also that he did not finish, but
Zo, behold, see here, or look at
was interrupted by our Lord's reply.
this case.
We^ the disciples, and most probably the twelve, who were
his constant personal attendants, here contrasted with the ruler and
with Others who preferred something to Christ's special service. Left^

abandoned, given up all {^things), i. e. our worldly occupations
and substance. This expression shows that Peter and Andrew, James
and John, did not, as some think, stiil continue fishermen, any more
Even John 21. 3. may and
than Matthew still remained a publican.
Followed thee, not merely in a figuramust be otherwise explained.
This
tive spiritual sense, but in the strict one of personal attendance.
is not to be understood as a mere boa.stful and self-righteous claim to
some reward for their meritorious self-denial and devotion to their
master, although something of this spirit may have mingled with the
motives of the speaicer and of those in whose behalf he spoke but, in
part at least, as a solicitous inquiry whether they could stand the test
applied to the young ruler, whether they had proved their readiness to
give up all, be it little or much, for their master's sake and service,
let go.

;

29.

And

Jesus answered and said, Yerily, I say unto
no man that hath left house, or brethren, or
or father, or mother, or wife, or children, or lands,

you, Tliere
sisters,

for

my
And

is

sake,

and the gospel's

Jesus answering said, Verily (amen) / say to you, a common
formula of solemn affirmation, suited both to fix attention and command belief. iVo man, no one, no person, nobody, without regard to
difierence of age or sex.
Left, the same verb, with the same sense, as
What follows is an enumeration of the ties most likely to
in V. 23.
be broken, and the interests most likely to be sacrificed, by tho.se who
The latest
per.sonally followed Christ as his attendants and disciples.
critics put mother before father, and omit wife altogether, because not
found in the Valican and Carabi'idge copies. As the list is not exhau^btive but illustrative, and might be therefore clo-ed with an etcetera^
the oiui&bion or insertion of particular items can have no eflect upon
..he meaning of the
sentence. Lands, literally, fields, i. e. cultivated
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For the »al'c (or on account) of me and (in the oldest copies
grounds.
with an emphatic repetition) /"or the sake of the gospel \. e. not only to
attend me personally while on earth, which mi;;ht be tliou<:ht an
object of jiinbition, hut to spread the tidings of my wisdom and salvation, even when sejiaratcd from me.
,

But he shall receive an hundredtVdd now in this
houses,
and brethren, and sisters, and motliers, and
time,
cliildren, and lands, with persecutions ; and in the world
to come, eternal life.
30.

But he shall receive^ or iinleM he receive, an idiom of peculiar form
but unamhi^uous meaninjr, namely, that it will not be found true of
any one that he has thus forsaken all, without its beinj; also true that
he receives, i^c. The two thinj^s will and must go toijether, and the
one is just as certain as the other. An hundredfold is not an
arithmetical formula, but a rhetorical an<l popular expression for a vast
proportion (see above, on 4. 8. 20.)
In this time, not merely in the
present life, which would be otherwise expressed (as in 4, iD), l)Ut at
this critical juncture, the period imuiediately preceding the election of
his kingdom, during which the trials of his followers were greatest, and
themselves least able to endure them. House and brethren^ &c.. i. e.
full equivalents for such of these advantages as any one has sacrificed
The precise form of the compensation is not stated, befor my sake.
cause indefinitely variou.s, approaching nearer in some cases than in
otliers to a literal restitution on a larger .scale, as Bengel beautifully
hints that Paul had many mothers, for he could say of Rufus (Rom. 10,
Whether wife in the preceding verse be
13). ''his mother and mine.'''
genuine t)r not, no ancient copy has the plural icires in this verse nor
is there any leason to believe that there was ever even this poor pretext for the sneer of Julian the Apostate, that believers had the
promise of a hundred wives.
With persecutions seems so much at
variance with the tone of tiiis encouraging assurance, that some writers
have explained it to mean after jjersecution ; but although the Greek
The
preposition is so used, it is only when followed by a diHerent case.
true solution seems to be. that this clause is not an additional specitication of what Christ's followers should experience, but a reference to
The
what had been implied or presujiposed throughout the passage.
meaning then is, not that they shall have all these compensations or
equivalents for what they have abandoned, and at the same time perse;

but that with the persecutions which they must expect at all
;
events, they .shall have these gracious compensations and equivafents.
In the world to come,, or in the coming age (or dispensation), i. e. alter
cutions

ihe erection of Christ's kingdom, but without excluding heaven or a
*\iture state of blessedness.
Life everlastiHg. i. e a holy and happy
Btate of being as secured in time and enjoyed to all eternity.

31.

But many

la&t tiist.

(that are) first shall be last,

and

tiio

;
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and

last first, a proverbial expression

our Lord probabl}' emplo3'e<] on various occasions, and tbe sense
of which is clear notwithstanding its peculiar form as exhibited above
The essential meaning of the phrase, whenin an exact translation.
ever used and however modified, is that of alternation and vicissitude.
or revolution in the relative position of those to whom it is applied
[n this place it would seem to be employed as a caution against trustmg to appearances or to the permanence of present circumstances and
The exhilarating promise of abundant recompense to
conditions.
thoge who had forsaken all for Christ, was in danger of being misapplied to some whose self-denial and devotion were apparent only.
Ot
such cases the familiar tj^pe to us is that of Judas, then perhaps still
unsuspected b}- his brethren, but soon to be degraded by his own act
fiom the first rank as not only a disciple but an apostle, charged
with special functions in the apostolic bodv (John 12, 6. 13, 29), to the
last and lowest rank as the betra3^er and the murderer of his Lord and
Master. But besides this unique case, there were no doubt multitudes
of others, less flagitious and important, in which high profession and
pretension was to be succeeded hy a proportionally deep debasement,
so that many who then seemed first would become last, and on the
other hand, many of the most degraded and abandoned would become
first, both in divine and human estimation.
«']iicb

32. And tliey were in the way, going up to Jerusalem
and Jesus went before them, and they were amazed
and as they followed, they were afraid. And he took
again the twelve, and began to tell them what things
should happen unto him.

;

And

they were in the way (or on the road) ascending to Jerusalem.
they were still upon their journey when the following discourse
was uttered. This is another intimation that we have before us a
connected narrative (see above, on v, 17.) And Jesus teas going befere them (or leading them foricard)^ which seems to imply gome
unusual activity or energy of movement, as if he was outstripping
them, in token of his eagerness to reach the scene of suffering. This
ma}' throw some light upon the next clause, and they were amazed, or
struck with awe, the same verb that is used above in v. 24, here denoting, probably some dark foi-eboding of the scenes which were before
them in Jerusalem, a feeling which would naturally make them slow
to ^llow in that dangerous direction, and dispose them to wonder at
i,

e.

own

alacrity in rushing, as it were, upon destruction (John 11. 8.)
folloicing they feared' (or icere alarmed), i. e. although they followed him. it was not willingly, but with ?, painful apprehension of

his

And

danger both to him and to themselves. There is somcthmg very
Striking in the picture here presented of the Saviour hastening to
This backdeath, and the apostles scarcely venturing to follow him.
wardness would not be diminished by his talcing again the twelve^ i. e.
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taking them aside from the others who accompanied him on his jourHe hrgan (anew what he had done more
iiev (see above, on 9, 2.)
than once hefi)re) to tell them tlie {thimiK) nhont to happcic to linn
This is connnonly reckoned our Luid's tliiid prediction of his passion
tJ the twelve apostles (see above, on 8, ol. 9, ul)j but including the
less formal inlimation in 9, 12, it may be counted as the fourth.

33. (Sayini^:), Behold,

we go up

to

JeniPalem

;

and the

Son of Man

shall he delivered unto the chief priests, and
unto the scrihes ; and they shall condemn him to death,
and shall deliver him to the Gentiles.

Behold invites attention and prepares them for something strange
and surprising, as the intimation of liis death still was to tliern. although so frequently repeated.
We are aacendliKj to Jeraxabia^ the
form of expression always used in speaking of the Holy City, on
account both of its physical and moral elevation.
(Compare Luke 2,
42. John 2, 13. 5, 1. 7,8. 10. 14. 11,55. Acts U, 2. 15,2. 18,22. 21,
4. 12. 15. 24, 11. 25, 1. 9. Gal. 2, 1. 2.)
The prediction is the
Bame as in the former cases, but with a more distinct intimation that
he was to sulfcr b\- judicial process, or by form of law.
Tiicy (the
Sanhedrim, the national council or representatives) ahall coudemu kim
to death^ and deliver him to the Gentiles (literally, nations, meaning
all nations but the Jews) for the execution of the sentence, all which
was hterally fultilled, as we shall see below.
34.

And

they shall

mock him, and

and shall spit upon him, and
day he shall rise again.

shall kill

shall scourge hiui,

him

;

and the third

This verse describes the part to be taken by the Gentiles in the
Butieiings of Christ, every particular of which has its corresponding I'acts in the subsequent narrative; the mocking (see below, on 15,
10-21 >) ; the scourging (see below, on 15. 15) ; the spitting (.see below,
ou 15, 19) J tlie killing (see below, on 15, 25) ; and the rising (see below, on IG, 6. 9.)
Here ai^ain the terms of the prediction miy appear
to us too plain to be mistaken; but, as we have seen already, the correct understanding does not depend upon the plainness of the language, but upon the principle of interpretation,
if they attached a
mystical or tiguralive meainug to the terms, it mattered not hjw plain
chey might be in themselves or in their liteial accei)tation, which
they piobably supposed to be jtrecluded by the certainty that he was
to reign and to possess a kingdom.
(:See above, on 9^ .'.2.)

And James and

John, the sons of Zebedee,
him, saying, Master, we would that thou
ehouldesc do for us whatsoever we shall desire.
And
35. 30.

came

luito

13
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he said unto them,
you ?

10, 35-37.

What would je

that I should do

fi i

How deeply rooted in the minds of the disciples was this notion of
a secular and outward reign, Mark now shows by relating an extraordinary movement on the part of two of them, among the first who
had been called to be disciples and apostles (see above, on 1. 19.) He
omits the circumstance preserved by Matthew (20, 20), that they
offered this petition through their mother, or perhaps united with her
in it.
They begin, as if ashamed of their request, or conscious that it
might be properly refused, by desiring Christ to grant it without hearing it.
We would (or rather will), i. e. we wish, desire, that ichaterer
we may ash thou do for us. The same unreasonable and circuitous
form of application may be seen in Bathsheba's request to Solomon
But instead of promising beforehand
for Adonijah (1 Kings 2, 20.)
like Solomon and Herod (see above on G. 23) to grant the request,
whatever it might be, our Lord, though perfectly aware of it, requires
it to be plainly stated, not for his own information, but for their conWhat would ye that
viction and reproof.
(See above, on 5, 30-33.)
I should^ or more simply and exactly, what do ye wish (or desire) mo
to

do for you

?

They said unto him, Grant unto us that we may
one on thy right hand, and the other on thy left hand,

37.
sit,

in thy glory.

On thy right hand, on thy left hand., literally.. /rom thy rights, from
thy lefts, i. e. the parts or places on thy right and left, tiie Greek idiom
empIoying/>077i where we sa}^ on or at^ in speaking of direction or relative
position. The two places lieic described are those o^ honour everywhere,
not only in the east or in ancient times, but at any public dinner no
The desire to be near him was not wrong
less than in ro\al courts.
in itself but only as involving an unwillingness that others should
Tiiis desire may have been nurtured by the
enjo}' the same advantage.
honour which he had already put upon these two with Peter, and by
the place which John appears to have occupied at table next to Chri.st,
and therefore leaning or reclining on his bosom (see above on 5, 37.
The expression of it may h ive been
9, 2. and compare John 13, 23.)
called forth at this time by the recent promise that in the regenei-ation
or reorganization of the church, the twelve should sit upon as msiny
Rethrones judging the tribes of Israel (Matt. 19, 2S. Luke 22. 30.)
ferring to this promise, tiiey seem hei-e to ask that the}' may iill the
nearest seats to that of Christ himself In thy glory^ not that of his
second advent or his reign in heaven, but of his regal state or manifested royalty on earth, which they no doubt believed to be immediately at hand.
38

But Jesus said unto them, Ye know not what ye
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ask: can ye drink of the cup tliat I drink of, and be
baptized with tlie ba})tisin thjit I am baptized with?
I> l-mnr not irhut ye ank\ i. c, you think that you are askinpr only
and distinction, when in fact you are askinj: for distress
and .^uflV'rinj:. as that which must necessarily jirecede it, and in which
•or lionoiu-

those nearest to

ye able

me must

expect to be the largest sharers.

Can ye

(are

drink the cup (not of the cup, which weakens the expression, but the very cup or draujjht) ichic/i I drink (of or frotn is a
partitive expression, not in the original.)
This is the more important
as the cup itself is a scriptural figure for one's providential portion or
the lot assigned to him by (Jod, whether this be good or evil (sec
below, on 14. 3'). and compare Ps. 11, 6. IG, 5. Isai. 51. 17. Jer. 25,
15. Ez. 2^\ 31.)
The same thought is then clothed in another figure,
that of baptisjn or purifying washing (see above, on 7, 4. 8.)
(Can
ye, are ye able.
e. have ye fortitude and power of emlurance) to he
hajjttzcd. i. e. bathed, but with specific reference to the ceremonial
washings of the law, (with) the baptl'oa therewith I am. btiptized.
The original derives inimitable strength and beauty fiom the simple
collocation {wherewith I am baptized to be baptized), and especiallv
from the juxtaposition of these two forms of the same verb (,-ianTi(o~
to)

i.

fiai fiiiTTTi.a'iijViii.)

And they said nnto him, AVe can. And Jesns said
Ye shall indeed drink of the cup that I di-ink
and with the baptism that I am baptized withal shall
39.

unto
of,

tlieni,

ye be baptized.
It is certainly creditable both to the fidelity and courage of the.se
two disciples, that they do not shrink from this demand, or seek to be
exempted from participation in the suffeiings of their master, though
they may have had obscure and confused notions as to what those suf-

ferings were.
It is not impossible that they expected to be under the
necessity of fighting for the cause which they espoused, a prospect not
necessarily appalling to these Sons of Thunder, however shocking to
the modern sentimental and effeminate idea of the " gentle John.''
Wa
can. Ave are able, is a resolute and brave but rash self-confident assurance, showing plainly that they had no sense of their own weakness,
or correct idea of the dangers which awaited them.
Their Lord however takes them at their word, and promises that so far and in this
sen.se they shall hold a high place and one near himself by sharing in
his sufferings.
This prediction was fulfilled in both the brothers, but
James was the fiist apostolical martyr
in a very different manner.
(Acts 12, 2)
""ohn was the last survivor of the twelve, making up, as
has been well said, by the variety and length of his distresses, for the
Even admitting that the legend of tno
absence of the bloody crown.
poison and the boiling oil has no historical foundation, it is still true
that John, as well as James, pre-eminently shai-ed his master's cup
;

and baptism.
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Bnt to sit on my right hand and on my left nand^
mine
to give
but (it shall be given to them) for
is not
wliom it is prepared.
40.

;

This verse has been the subject of dispute for ages, some employing
because irreconcilable with his
omniscience.
Others, granting that he here disclaims the power in
question, understand it merely of his present errand or commission,
into which the distribution of rewards and honours did not enter.
A
third very ancient and most usual interpretation takes l)ut in the sense
of unless or except, and understands the sentence merely as determinThe construction thus assumed, though not sustained
ing the objects.
by general usage, is sufficiently sanctioned bv comparing jNlatt. 17, 8

it

to disprove the divinity of Christ

with Mark

9. 8.
The real difficult}' in the way of this interpretation
assigns no reason for our Lord's denial of their pra3'er. which
But what if it was not refused,
all the explanations take for granted.
but only veiled, in order to divert their attention from the honours to
the hardships of his service ?
What if they were indeed to be preeminent, not o\Ay as partakers of his suffierings, but also of his glory, yet
weie not to be immediatel}' appiised of this distinction ? How could
Yes,
this liave been more wisely represented than it is in this verse ?
you shall be near me and like me in my sutfeiings, and as to what you
are to be besides, leave that to me the whole thing is arranged and settled, and 1 neither will nor can disturb it.
What 3'ou ask is to be
given to those for whom tlie Father has prepared it (Matt. 20, 23), and
i would not if 1 could bestow it upon others.'

is,

that

it

'

;

41. And when the ten heard (it), they began to be
mtich displeased with James and JoJin.

When

the ten heard it seems to mean when they afterwards heard
but the strict sense of the Greek words is, the ten hearing, i. e.
at the time, being present at the whole transaction.
Began, but did
not long contini;e, their displeasure being soon allayed by their master's wise and giacious interfeience.
To be much dUpleased, or gi'ieved
and indignant, the same verb that is used above in v. 14 and theie exWith, literally, about, concerning, i. e. on account of tlie replained.
quest which they had made.

of

it

;

But Jesus

called them (to him), and saith unto
that they which are accotmted to rule
over the Gentiles, exercise lordship over them ; and theii
great ones exercise authority upon them.
42.

tliem,

Ye know

Calling to the??!, or calling them to (him), as they were quarrelling
(For the usage of the Greek verb, see above, on
themselves.
"3,13.23. 6,7. 7,14. 8,1.34.)
T^/wseajop^iAri/i^ (or supposed by themselves and others) to rule the n^Uions, literally, to take the lead or be

among
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he first fimonj? them. (See al)Ove. on 3, 22, where the participle of
the saint' verb means a prince or ruler, ar.d compare f.uke ^8, IS, where
in vs. 17-22 of tliis chapter.)
it is apjdiod to the rich man mentioned
Accounted to rule is unflerstood l»y some as referrinjr to tlie unsubstanlint as tlie tyranny
tial nattireof all human principalities and powers.
a.scrihed to them is any thinp: but unsul)Stantial, others with more
probal)ility explain the phrase as siini»ly meaninjr. those who are reco^Miized as chiefs and pcnerally known to be so.
Lord it orcr thcm^
oppress them, a verb elsewhere rendered overcome (Acts ID. 10) and
'*}eiiiij lords over (1 Pet. 5,.'!), and even in the parallel part of Matthew
(20, 25) exercise doyninion, a variation altogether arbitrary, as the meaning is identical in all these cases.
Great ones, grandees, a synonymous
expression added to complete the description by coml)ining greatness
with priority of rank and power. Exercise authoritij. a similar parallel
to the verb in the first clause, both resembling one another, not in
meaning only l)ut in form, being comj)Ounded with the same preposition (^KHTi'i) which is either an intensive significant of downward motion
or oppression from above, as if he had said, exercising power down
upon their subjects. The essential idea here expressed is, that in
worldly governments superiority of rank can only be maintained by
force and by coercing or restraining tho.se below.
Gentiles in this verse
should be nations, tlicre Ijeing no allusion to religious differences, unless
he be understood as intimating that the theocracy was necessarily exclusive of all tyranny in theory if not in practice.

not be among you but whosobe great among jou, shall be your minister,
and whosoever of you will be the chiefest shall be servant of all.
43. 4-1:.
ever will

Not

But

so shall

it

;

however, shall it he (or according to the latest critics, is it)
literally, in you, i. e. in my kingdom, of which you are to
be ministers and rulers. In oppo.sition to this secular or worldly domination, he repeats the maxim uttered on a previous occasion (see
above, on 9. 35). but in a fuller and a more expanded form.
Whoever
wishes (or desires) to become great (or pre-eminent in dignity) among
you, shall he your servant (or attendant), the word afterwards used
in the official sense of minister and deacon.
In v. 44, he uses a still
stronger term for servant, to wit. that which strictly means a slave.
For the twofold application of the words, as a promise and a threatening, see above, on 9, 35.
80,

amonfj yoiL

45. For even the Son of Man came not to be ministered
unto, but to minister, and to give his life a ransom for many.
They had no right to regard this as a hard saying, for their master's
precept was enforced by his example.
Even the Son of Man, the MesBiah in his humiliation, came not, did not cojne into the world, to he
ministered unto, waited upon, personally served by others, but to
minister to serve or wait on others. This was true as to the whole
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life, but most emphatically true of the great sacrl
which Avas to end it. and of which he had as 3'et said little, though
it was the great end of his mission and his incarnation, to give his life,
or soul,
e. himself, his person, as a ransom^ that by which one is .set
free, and more especially, the price paid to redeem (bu}- back again) a
This was the purchase which the Son
slave or captive out of bondage.
of Man had come to make by the payment of himself, his very soul or
For. not mereh' for the benelife, as a satisfiiction to the divine ju.^tice.
fit, but in the place of, as their substitute, the only meaning which the

course of his public
fice

i.

Many, distinguished
particle here used will bear in this connection.
both from one and all, and here applied to true believers, or the elect
This great doctrine, so abunof God, for whom Christ came to suffer.
dantlj' taught elsewhere, is incidentally used here to show the greatness of the Saviour's condescension and self-sacrificing love as manifested to his enemies, and thus affording a constraining motive for
an infinitely less degree of self-denial on the part of his followers to-

wards one another.
46.

And

tliey

came

to Jericlio;

and

as

he went out of

Jericho with his disciples, and a great number of peoi)le,
blind Bartimeus, the son of Timeus, sat by the highway
Bide begging.

And they come to Jericho., pursuing the same journey which has
been the subject of the narrative since the beginning of this chapter.
Having passed tiirough Perea, i. e. east of Jordan, till he reached the
latitude of Jerusalem, he now turned westward, crossing the river, and
stopping at Jericho, the first important station on the great road to the
Holy City. This ancient town, situated five miles west of Jordan and
twenty east of Jerusalem, was destroj-ed in the conquest of Canaan under Joshua (6, 20), but afterwards rebuilt (1 Kings IG, 34), and menIt was
tioned in the history of Elijah and Elisha (2 Kings 2, 5. 15.)
famous for its palm-trees (Deut. o-i, 3) and its balsam, a most profitThe cit}^ is described by Josephus as in his day
able article of trade.
populous and flourishing, but now exists only as a wretched hamlet
And he
still called Riha., a slight modillcation of the Hebrew name.
going (setting out. journeying) frora Jericho, either on his way to JeruAnd his disci'ples^
salem, or on sonig excursion to the neighbourhood.
apostles, perhaps with others who habitually followed him.
i. e. the
And a great crowd., literally, crowd enough., an idiom not unlike the
use of the French assez before adjectives denoting quantity or number.
This crowd was j;)robably composed of people going up to keep the passover, and had been swollen by cimtinual accessions from the towns and
The son of Timevs stands
neighbourhoods through which the}' passed.
Timeus is a common
first in the original though not in the translation.
name in Greek, but is usually here regarded as an Aramaic one. Bartimeus is the same name with the Aramaic word for son prefixed,
a very common form in that age, as appears from the occurrence of so
nany instances in the New Testament (Bartholomew. Barabbas, Bar*
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Blind BartimetLS, or more
Jonas, Barjesns, Barnabas, Barsabas, &c.)
exactly, Jinrtitueas the blind, iinplyinf; that he was a well-known
character at Jericho, which n»:iy account for his being named excluby Mark (compare Luke 18, 35), while Matthew (20, 3U) informs us that tliere was another fsee above, on 5,2.) By the way,
along the road, most prol^ably that leading to Jerusalem.
sively

And when

47.

he began

have mercy on

it was Jesus of Nazareth,
and say, Jesus, (thou) son of David,

he neard that

to cry out,
nie.

literally, Jesus the Nazarene is (the one
This was the familiar and indeed contemptuous appellation
by which our Lord was generally known, and in the use of which
Matthew (2, 23) represents the prophecies of his humiliation as fulfilled
He began, immediately, as soon as he hud heard
(see above, on 1, 24.)
To ery and say^
this, and continued so to do until he gained his end.
Son of David, his descendant
i.-e. to say aloud or with a loud voice.
and successor on the throne of Israel, a remarkable acknowledgement of
his Messiahship (see below, on 12. 3)), preserved in all the three accounts, and strikingly contrasted with the other designation in the first
You call him faunliarly. if not disrespectfully, the Nazarene,
clause.
Hare mercy on me, an
bu*; I address him as the son of David.'
acknowledgment of misery, unworthiness, and helplessness, as well as of
strong confidence in Christ's ability and willingness to help him.

It

was Jesus of Xazareth^

passinjr by.)

•

48. And manv chars^ed him that he should hold his
peace; but he cried the more a great deal, (Thou) son ol
David, have mercy on me.

Charged him, the verb rendered rebul-ed in
where (1, 25. 4. 30. 8. 32. 33. 9, 25), but here (as

v.

13 and often else30) mean-

in 3, 12. 8,

command in a threatening or reproving manner. Hold his peace,
be silent, or sav nothing (see above, on 3, 4. 4, 39. 9. 34.) There is no
need of sup[ osing a malignant motive for this interference, which was
evidently prompted by a natural desire to prevent disturbance, and preserve the Prophet from annoyance, even the highest private interests,
The more a greiU
in all such cases, being looked upon as unimportant.
deal, literallv, much more. i. e. than he did at first, thus showing both
ing to

the strength of his desire for healing
to grant

and of

his faith in Christ's ability

it.

Jesus stood still, and commanded him to be
called and they call the blind man, saying unto him, Be
of good comfort, rise, he calleth thee.

And

4:9.

;

Stood still, literally, standing, stopping, as he journeyed, at the
sound of that importunate petition, and perhaps of the reproofs and
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Mm

Commanded
to de called, or, acthreats which mingled with it.
This was a virtual re
cording; to the latest critics, said, Call
proof of the reprovei'S, as it ordered them, instead of keeping him away,
In obedience to this command, they
to hring him into Jesus' presence.

Mm!

had tried to silence him,
i. e. no doubt the same persons who
a change of tone so natural and common in such cases that it is not
necessary, if it is admissible, to put these words into the mouth of other
Be of good comfort, cheer up. or take courage, the verb used
speakers.
above in 6, 50, and there explained. He calls thee, summons thee, reThis is evidently spoken of as something
quires thee to approach him.
call him,

strange and unexpected to themselves,

50.

And

he, casting

away

if

not to Bartimeus.

and came

his garment, rose

to Jesiis.

His garment, upper garment, cloak or mantle (see above, on 2, 21.
thrown aside to facilitate his motions at the risk perhaps of losing it. Rising, standing up, from his seat at the wayside
5. 27. 6, 56. 9, 3),

(see above on v. 46.)

51. And Jesns answered and said unto him, What
The blind man
wilt thou that I should do unto thee ?
said unto him, Lord, that I might receive my sight.

Answering, responding to the reiterated prayer for mercy which nothing had been able to suppress, and which therefore seemed to indicate
What icilt
a more than usual intensity of faith as well as of desire.
thou (dost thou wish, desire) I ahall do to, thee, or for thee. i. e. for thy
Lord, in the original, Rahhoni or Rahhoiim, the
benefit or service.

Aramaic word which Bartimeus uttered, and which Mark, as in
several like cases, has preserved to us, perhaps enabled so to do by
That I may
Peter's vivid recollections (see above, on 5, 41. 7, 11. 34.)
see again, one of the original meanings of the Greek verb which is sometimes no less correctly rendered looh up (see above, on 6, 41. 7, 34. 8,
identical

24. 25.)

52.

hath

And

sight,

Go thy way thy faith
And immediately he received his

Jesus said unto him,

made thee whole.

;

and followed Jesus in the way.

Go thy loay. go away, depart, begone, implying that his prayer wa?
Thy faith
already granted, and his further presence no more needed.
liath saved thee, both from bodily and spiritual blindness (see above,
on 2, 9.) Immediately, without dela}- or preparation as occasionally practised (see above, on 1, 31. 2. 5. 3, 3. 5, 8. 7, 27. 33. 8, 23. 9,
But instea^J of
21), he looked tij^i ^^ saw again, received his sight.
obeying the command or accepting the permission to go home or Rise*
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where, he folIo\r<'(l him for accordinp: to tlie common text ^Jifn/jt) iji the
way, i. e upon his journey, forming; part of the i^rcat multitude which
accumpiinied his public entrance to tlie Holy City as recorded in the
following chapter.

CHAPTER

XI.

Having

finished his account of Christ's lonpj journey to Jerusalem,
some particulars preserved by Luke and John, relates his joyful rccog;nition by the nniltitude as the Messiah, and his
On his private
public entrance as such into the Holy City (1—11.)

Mark,

passinjr over

entrance the next day with his di.'jciplcs, he pronounces a symbolical
judjiment on a barren fig-tree, as a type or representative of unbelieving
In the exercise of his official powers he expells all
Israel (12-14.)
traders from the sacred enclosure of the temple, thereby leading to a
new combination of his enemies (15-10.) Returning the next day from
Bethany, where all his nights were spent at this time, they ob.'ierve the
fig-tree to be already blasted, which occasions a discourse upon the
On his arrival at the temple he is met by
faith of miracles (20-26.)
a demand from the authorities to show his right to act as he was doing
and the source of his alleged commission, which he answers by referring them to John the Baptist, who had foretold his appearance and
vouched for his divine legation (27-33.) The new features which di.stinguish this part of the hi.story, besides the change of scene from the
villages of Galilee and Perea to the streets and temple of Jerusalem,
are Chii.st's avowal of his Messianic claims, and his assertion of them
by official acts, and in reply to the objections of the national authorities.
The consecution or coherence of the narrative is proved not only
the
mutual connection of its parts but also by the exact concurrence
by
of one. two, or all the other gospels, both as to the substance and the
order of the topics.

1.

And when

they came

ni^h to Jerusalem, nnto

Bethphage and Bethany, at the mount of Olives, he sendeth forth two of his disciples.
As he draws near to Jerusalem, our Lord prepares for his public
When theij ajqjroach (or are near) to
entrance there as the Messiah.
(literally into, perhaps ujj to. as far as) Jerusalem, to (the .same paras'far as) Bethphage and Bethany, two villages east of Jeni.-alera,
and probably very near together. They are here named to designate
The names are supposed to mean house (or place)
the neighbourhood.
Bethany is elsewhere mentioned (John
respectively.
and
dates
"jfjigs
f], 1) as the residence of Martha, Mary, and Lazarus, from whom it
ticle,

13*
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derives its present name. It was fifteen furlongs from the city. Beth
At, close to (as on 1, 33. 2. 2. 4, 1. 5,
phaire has wholl}^ disappeared.
11. 22. 6, 3. 7, 25. 9, 10), the Mount oj Olives, the high ridge east ol
Jerusalem and separated from it by the valley of Kedron (John 18, 1.)
The present tense throughout this passage represents the scene as

actually passing.

from the other

Sendeth fort\ or away,

i.

away from him and

e.

disciples.

2. And saith unto them, Go your way into the village
over against you, and as soon as ye be entered into it, ye
loose him,
shall find a colt tied, whereon never man sat
and bring (him.)
;

Go your way,

i. e. go aicay, or simplv go. there being but one word
(See above, on 1, 44. 2,' 11. 7, 29. 10, 21. 52.)
Over
This is commonly supposed
against, opposite, immediately before you
to be one of the two villages just mentioned, probably the first, as we
know from John (12. 1. 12) that Christ set out from Bethan\' on this
occasion.
Immediately entering you will Jind a colt tied, on ichich no
one of men has sat. a circumstance requireri in certain animals employed in religious uses. (Compare Deut. 21, 3. 1 Sam. 6. 7.) Loosing (or untying) bring him.

in the original.

3. And if any man say unto yon,
say ye that the Lord hath need of him
he will send him hither.

Why
;

do ye this?
and straightway

Our Lord anticipates the question which would necessarily occur to
the disciples, namely, what they were to do if. as the}^ must expect,
If any man (i. e. any
objection should be made to their proceedings.
person, any body, am'- one) should ask them what they were doing, or
why they did it, they were simply to reply that the Lord had need of
it (the colt), and immediately he sends it here (or hither), the piesent
tense denoting the result, becau.se so certain, as already taking place.
The Lord is understood by some in its highest sense as a divine name,
the New Testament equivalent to Jehovah (see above, on 1, 3. 5, 19);
b}"" others in its lowest sense, as simply meaning our Lord or Master,
without claiming for him any higher honours. In realit}', and therefore
in our Lord's intention, the two meanings are coincident, though not
ivJentical ; but how the owner of the colt would understand the title is
another question. If we assume that he was a mere stranger, and that
his consent was secured by an immediate divine influence, it seems
most probable that he would understand the Lord as equivalent to God^
But if we suppose with some
in whose name the demand was made.
that he was an acquaintance, or still further, that a previous arrangement had been made with him, the Lord will rather be a personal
description of our Saviour as the well-known teacher, whose disciples
were the bearers of the message. Even on this latter supposition,
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nowovcr, which has no foundation in the text or context, there is evidence of siipeihunian foresight in our Lord's exact description of the
nicidents as they occurred.

4.

And

tliev

went

tlicir

way, and found the colt tied
where two ways met, and

by the door without, in a })lace
they loose him.
While the

accounts simply state that the disciples went
and found (Luke 19, 82), as he had told thera,
Mark describes particularly where they found the colt tied, namely,
hy the door irithout, i. e. just outside of the house and at the very door,
no doubt that of its proprietor, who had prolja))ly just used or was
about to use it. But Mark descri))es the spot still more precisely, as
beinp on the iray round, i. e. probably the road which wound around
the villajre. thouijh the Greek word is applied in the clas.sics to the
streets of towns, which in ancient times, anfl in the ea>t especially,
were seldom straijrht. But as tliis was an inconsidorable hamlet, of
which no trace now remains, and which had probably but one street,
it seems better to explain the term, which occurs only hero in the New
Testament, accordinc: to its etymology, as meaninjr the highway upon
which the village stood, and by which it was wholly or partially surrounded, A place ichere two icays met is a para}»hrase. not of the original {afK^uhov). but of the Vulgate version (bU'io.) The very obscurity
of this description serves to show that it is not a subsequent embellishment, but the vivid recollection of an eye-witness, perhaps Peter,
who is thought by some to have been sent with John upon this errand,
as we know (from Luke 22. 8) that he was upon another, four day.s
later, where Mark (14, 13) as here speaks only in the general of "two
disciples."
Went their icay, as usual, means nothing more nor less
than went (uciy. Loose him, or untie, unfasten it. the colt, which in
Greek is masculine. The present tense is not used here precisely as it
is in the preceding verse, but has the graphic force, of which we have
already met with numerous examples.

and did (Matt.

5.

them,

parallel
21, G)

And certain
What do ye,

of them that stood
loosing the colt ?

there said

unto

And some of thorn standing there,, the owners of the colt (Luke 19,
What are you doinfi, or why are you
33) or members of his family.
doing (this), the first word (n). although properly a neuter pronoun,
being often used as an adverb of interrogation (e. g. 2, 7. 9. 24. 4, 40.
What do ye hosing the colt ? is not an
5. 35. 39. 8, 12. 17. 10, 18.)
English idiom, though obviously equivalent to saying, what do you
Necessarily implied
mean by thus unfastening or untying him ?
though not expressed, is the demand by what right or authority thev
lid so.
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And

tliej said

manded, and they
Even

let

11, 6.

7

unto them even a? Jesns had com-

them

go.

just as. the Greek word (Ka^co?), like these Enfrlish
phrases, being a strengthened or intensive compound of the common
particle of comparison («$•), peculiar to the later Greek.
Jesun commanded. as recorded in v. 3, of which the very words are repeated here
bj Luke (19, 34.) Let them go, or let them alone, allowed them to do
what the}^ were doing, the verb so often rendered let or suffer (as in
1, 34. 5, 19. 7, 12. 27. 10, 14), sometimes forgive (as in 2, 5. 9. 10. 3,
28. 4, 12, and in v. 25. 26 below), and sometimes leave or forsake (as
in 1. 18. 20. 31. 8, 13. 10, 28. 29.)
The verb go is not expressed in
Greek, unless it be taken as a part of the inseparable phrase to lei, go.
as,

And

they brought the colt to Jesus, and cast their
garments on him, and he sat upon him.
7.

Omitting the circumstance, which Matthew, with his usual accuracy
as to numbers (see above, 5, 2. 10, 35. 46) states distinctly, to wit, that
the mother of the colt went with it (Matt. 21. 7), ]Mark and Luke (19.
35) speak onl}' of the colt itself, as the animal for which Jesus sent,
and upon which he was to ride.
Cast tJieir garments, i. e. their loose
outer garments, cloaks or mantles (see above, on 5. 28. 30. 0. 56. 9, 3.
If
10. 50) on him (or it^ i. e. upon the colt), as a saddle or a cushion.
the subject of the sentence is the same as in the first clause, this must
be regarded as the act of the two disciples. He sat vpon him, i. e. on
Mark and Luke omit or take for granted
the colt or voimg ass.
what is stated expressly both by John (12. 14. 15) and Matthew (21,
4. 5), that this was in fulfilment of a prophecy of Zechariah (9. 9),
which describes the King of Zion as coming to her mounted on an ass
and a colt the foal of an ass, two parallel descriptions of the same thing.
According to the ancient oriental custom, the ass and the mule were used
by persons of the highest rank for ordinarj^ riding and on state occasions (see Gen. 22, 3. Num. 22,3!'. Josh. 15,18. 1 Sam. 25,23. 2 Sam.
13. 29. 18, 9. 1 Kings 1, 33. 38. 44), while the horse mentioned in the
scriptures is invariably the war-horse (see Ex. 15, 21. Judg. 5.22. Ps.
By describ33, 17. 76. 6. 147, 10. Prov. 21. 31. Jer. 8, 6. Zech. 10. 3.)
ing the Messiah therefore as thus mounted, Zechariah represents him
as a peaceful king ; and by actually thus appearing, Christ appropriates
the passage to himself and claims to be the peaceful sovereign there deThis obvious reference to a well-known prophecy, which any
scribed.
Jew would instantly detect and imderstand. removes a portion of those
ludicrous associations, which are commonly connected with the animal
here mentioned, an effect which is completed by the well-known fact,
suggested b\- the royal usage just referred to, that the oriental ass is a
ess ignoble beast than the one which bears the same name elsewhere.
8.

And many spread

their

garments

in the

way

;

and

MARK
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off the trees,

301

and strewed (them)

Responding; to this claim, expressed in act tlioni:;li not in word, the
people recojrnize our Lord as the Messiah, spreadini; their (outer) ^^arinonts in (or on) the road, an ancient practice at tlic proclamation of new
80verei{^'ns. (Compared Kin^s'J, l.!.) While some tiius did him homaj^e
others sij;nitied the same thing in a still more striking and impressivo
manner, V)v cutting thick boughs from the trees and spreading them
before him, so as to form a kind of bed or carpet over which he rode.
The Greek word translated hranclits is not the one commonly emi»Ioyed
in that sense and here used b\^ Matthew (21,8), but according to the
common text a form not used in classic Greek (<TToipiu8ni) nor
found in several of the oldest manuscripts (B. D. E. G.).on whose authority the latest critics have expunged one letter, so as to produce a
form (iTTi,ia?)(ts) familiar to the best Greek writers, and denoting beds
or mattresses made of rushes, leaves, or twigs.
As here applied it
does not mean the boughs or branches, as such, but the kind of bed or
.cushion whicli they formed wh»ii spread upon the ground, thus answering the same purpose with the garments before mentioned.
This
accounts for the two acts being carefully assigned to different parties,
those who could not or would not use their clothes in this way substituting branches from the trees, or according to another rea<ling. from
the Jields. into which they are then descrilied as going from the highway, to procure materials for this strange but interesting ceremonial.

9.

And

they tliat went before and they that IbHowed
Ilosanna! blessed (is) he that cometh in
ot the Lord.

cried, saying,

the

name

Thus far the proclamation of the new king and his public recognition had been only by significant actions upon his part and that of his
attendants.
But now it was to break forth into laniruage. in a sort of
alternate or responsive chorus, uttered in succession by the crowd
which went before and that which followed Jesus, the distinct mention
of which, both by Mark and Matthew (21, 9), was probably intended to
suggest some such antiphony. the rather as it seems to have been practised in the Jewish worship and particularly in the chanting of the Psalms
from which the particular passage sung on this occasion was selecu'd,
Hosanna is a Greek moditication
being still found in Ps. 118, 25. 26.
or corruption of a Hebrew phrase occurring in that passage and
strictly meaning save noic (or ice pray thee)^ but here used as a joyful
acclamation or acknowledgment that the salvation so long promised
was now come. It is no fortuitous coincidence, that this same Hebrew
verb is the etymon or root of the name Jesus, borne b}- him wlio cam«
to save his people from their sins (Matt. 1,21.)
Blessed, i. e. praised
exalted, with divine and royal honours.
The {one) coming^ or the com
ing (one), a beautiful description of ths great deliverer so long es

!
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pected. and to vrhom this psalm is obviously applicable, either directly
as its proper theme, or indirecth' as the person typified and represented b}^ the aaicient temple, the restoration of which after the return
from Babylon this psalm, according to some eminent interpieters, was

According- to the present Jewish pracseries of psahns sung at the
passover, which makes it still more seasonable here, as the multitude
who sang it were composed, at least in part, of strangers who had
come up to observe that festival (see above, on 10, 1. 46.)
Driginally

tice

and

meant

to celebrate.

tradition,

it

also

10. Blessed (be)

that Cometh in the
highest

formed part of the

the

kingdom

name

of our father David,
of the Lord.
Hosanna in the

To

this ancient and inspired theme the people add a variation of
own. or possibly oae furnished by the liturgical forms which had
been gradually coming into use for ages, and though no more authoritative than the other traditions of tli£ elders, often, as in this case,
jierfectly accordant with the form and spirit of the divine patterns
upon which they had been modelled. The latest critics omit the repetition of the words, in the nmne of the Lord, reading, blessed is the
coming hingdom of our father David, who is so named as the founder
of the theocratic monarchy, and the most conspicuous representative
Hosanna in the highest has been variously
of the Messiah's royalty.
understood as meaning in the highest strains, or in the highest places,
i. e. heaven, which agam may either' be a call upon
the heavenly host
their

to join in these exulting acclamations, or a direct ascription of the sav-

ing influences rejoiced in to the highest source,

i.

e.

to

God

himself.

And

Jesus entered into Jerusalem, and into the
and when he had looked round about upon all
things, and now the even-tide was come, he went out unto
Bethany, with the twelve.
11.

temple

;

Omitting some particulars of this triumphal entrance, which have
been preserved by Luke (19, 39-44) and John (12, 16-19) but did not
fall within the scope of his own narrative. Mark hastens to record his
arrival at the city and the temple, here denoted by a Greek word
meaning sacred, and applied to the whole enclosure with its courts and
buildings, as distinguished from the sacred edifice or temple, properly
so called, and designated by a different word (the one employed below
And having lool'ed around, surveyed the tem{)le,
in 14. 58. 15, 29 38.)
not from id!e curiosity, nor as a means of gaining inforuiation, but as a
tacit assertion of his own authority, an act by wliich he took possession, as it were, of his Fathci's house and claimed dominion over it. an
attitude maintained by him throughout this final visit to the Holj
City.
Eventide (an old English word for evening-time) already hein^
the honr^ i. e. the time of day being late or far advanced towards eve-
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13.

This may seem to desij^natc tlic time of his amval Imt tlie
usaue of the (ireck word for alreadij rather connects it with the time
of his departure, as expressed correctly although not precisely in th**
common version. Jle went out (from the city and the t^smple) to (or
^iitii) Bethanii, the viUagc mentioned in the first verse of this chapter,
where he l()d<^ed or spent the nii^hts of this last visit, no doubt at the
house of La/anis or that of Simon (see below, on v. 10. and compare
With the ftrelrc, now in constant attendance on him,
Luke 21. 37. 3S.)
until the desertion of Judas (see below, on 14, lU) and the subsequent
dispersion of the rest (see below, on 14, 50.)
ninp^.

12.

;

And on

Betliany, he

the morrow, when they were come from
was hiingiy.

Maik appears to have recorded the occurrences of this week with
remarkable precision, while Matthew, as in many other cases, sometimes puts tofrether thinp:s which are akin, with less regard to chronolop:ical order than to mutual aHinity (st-e below, on v. 14.)
On the
morrow (or the next day, i. e. after his triumphal entrancL') they coming out from Betlinu]) (or having set out from that village to Jerusalem) he hungered (or wcta hungry), having probably partaken of no
food that moining. either because tliey set out very early, or because
the hunger was to bear a part in the following symbolical instruction.
That this was a simulated hunger, is not only an unworthy and irreverent but a perfectly giatuitous assumption, as our Lord, by his incarIt
nation, shared in all the innocent infirmities of human nature.
should also be observed, that though the hunger of our Lord alone is
mentioned, it necessarily implies that of his followers, who would
thereby be prepared to feel their disappointment the more .scnsibl}'. and
better to appreciate the great truth .symbolized by the.se fainiliar incidents, to wit. the failure of the chosen race to answer the great end for
which they had been set apart, and as it were to meet the divine ex-

pectations (compare Isai.

And

5,

1-4.)

off, liaving leaves, he
thing thereon and
might
find
any
came, if haply he
when he came to it, he found nothing but leaves, for the
time of iigs was not iyQt).

13.

seeing a fig-tree afar

;

or rather//-ow afar, the ex[)ression having reference not
position of the tree as to the point of observation.
Hating leaven, which in the fig-tree are said to be developed later than
Cawe if an elliptical but perthe fruit, and therefore presupp >se it.
fectly intelligible phrase, meaning, came to see or to determine, not for
Haply, perhaps, in
his own information but for that of his di.sciples.
Greek a particle denoting mere contingency or doubt as to the issue
And coming to zMiterally
not in his mind, but to the view of others.
upon it, that is. up to it, reaching it after having seen it so long at a
po

Afar
much

off,

To the
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For it was not the time (or season) of Jigs, and therefore the
developement of leaves was premature and unnatural, affording promise
of what was not to be realized.
This simple explanation, given by
Mark himself, does away with the necessity of all discussion, as to the
different periods at which figs ripen, or the possibility of some remaining on the tree all winter.
The fact, as Mark records it more distinctly,
but in perfect consistenc}' with Matthew (21, 19), is that a solitary figtree by the wayside had out of season put forth leaves without fruit,
and our Lord selects this premature and barren germination as a type
or emblem of the chosen people, with their high professions and their
ritual formality, but destitute of those fruits of righteousness, without
which these external forms were worse than useless. This idea had already been embodied by our Saviour in a parable (Luke 13, 6-9), and
thereby made familiar to the minds of his disciples, who would at once
understand his coming hungry to the tree as a significant act, answering to that of the owner of the vineyard, who came three years seeking
fruit and finding none (Luke 13. 7), especially if (as some suppose) the
parable was uttered at the same time, although placed by many harmonists much further back.
distance.

14. And Jesus answered and said unto it, E"o man
eat frnit of thee hereafter for ever.
And his disciples

heard

And

(it).

ansicering. orally responding to the tacit

and unconscious rekeep the promise of its foliage. No longer, implying that it had once borne fruit, or, as the Greek particle may be explained consistently with usage, not hereafter, never.
Of (or from)
thee let any one (literally, no one, the idiomatic double negative, enhancing the negation) eat fruit.
This is a simple calm conjmand, the
idea of a passionate vindictive imprecation being founded wholly on the
word curse used by the disciples (see below, on v. 21), and eagerly
caught up by the infidel interpreter, either as a pretext for accusing
Christ of selfish anger at his disappointment in not finding figs, or of
iirational displeasure at an inanimate and senseless object.
This very
circumstance ought to have sufficed to show that the whole transaction
was judicial and symbolical, and no more chargeable with spite or passion than the similar command which goes forth against every tree or
even weed that withers. And his disciples heard, or rather, they were
hearing, listening, when he thus addressed the tig-tree, an expression
which connects the narrative before us with its sequel, afterwards refusal of the tree to

corded in its proper chronological connection (see below, on vs. 20. 21),
although added here immediately b}'- Matthew (21. 20), so as to complete the narrative at once, a striking instance of the dillierence already
hinted at between the two evangelists, especially in this part of the history (see above, on v. 12.)

15.

And

theJ

come

to

Jerusalem, and Jesus went
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into the teini>le, and began to cast out tneiu that sohJ ami
bought in the temple, and overthrew the tal)les of tUb
money-changers, and the seats of tliem that sold dovea.

On

his second visit to the tcMiiple after this arrival at Jerusalem,

more

decisive act of Messianic power,

ho

a direct
cloiin, althonuh not expressed in vvorils, to that hicrh character or oilice.
This was the j)uri:ation of the temple, by hreakinjr up the market lieM
there, driving out the traders, and prohiliitiiif:; all traflic, and all other
])rofanation of the consecrated area to worldly uses.
A similar \)Y0ceedinji is described by John (2. 1 I— 10). as havinjr taken place at the
The
first passover after the connneucement of his public ministry.
attemi)t to identify these two purgations as the same transaction, but
referred by tradition to two ditierent dates, has no foundation but the
alleged improbability that such an act would be repeated, or that if repeated, no one of the gospels siiould record both, as in the case of the
niiracuious feeding, first of live and aftei'wards of four thousand (see
Both these objections, however, admit of a prompt
above, on 8, l-'J.)
and satisfactory solution. The purgation of the temple being inteniled,
not to produce any permanent elfect, but simply to assert our Lord's
authority, was peifectly appiopriatu both at the commencement and
the close of his ollicial life.
But the first took place before the oj)ening
of his Galilean ministry, which forms the subject of the first three gosThis accounts for their recording only the second, whereas John
pels.
records the first for a twofold reason ; first, because he wrote to supplement the others ; secondly, because he pays particular attention to
the first stage or period of Christ's work in Judea, before the imprisonment of Joim had led him to withdraw to Galilee (see above, on 1,
The abase or nuisance thus reformed had gradually grown up
14.)
on the pretext of providing for the wants of worshippers, especiallv of
strangers, by supplying them with victims for the altar (oxen, sheep,
and doves or pigeons), and with Jewish coin to pay their tribute to the
temple-treasury, which was given in exchange for Greek and Roman
money. Thus the outer court (often called the court of the Gentiles)
had been partially transfoi ined into a cattle-market, and partially occupied by brokers or exchangers with their banks or money-tables.
These he now cast'i ovt, or drives out with authority, perhaps by force,
The submission of the people
as in the former instance (John 2. 15.)
to this discipline requires no explanation, as its purpose was s\ mbol
ical not practical, and nothing more was needed than a momentary exercise of power, even though succeeded by an immediate repetition of
the oflience. Still more unnecessary is it to assume that during the
whole interval between the two purgations the temple had been free
from this profane intru.sion, which was now renewed, perhaps witli the
connivance of the priests themselves, in opposition to the claims of him
who had abated it. The probability rather is. that the inveterate custom had been interrupted only for a few days or hours, and had then
been restored and continued, till it was again interrupted in the case
before us.
perforins a

ineolviiij:;
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16. And would not suifer that anv
(an}^ vessel through the temple.

Would not

man

should carrv

did not suffer or permit (the same verb
any one (not mari) should carry a (not
any) vessel (implement or utensil), a word of wider import than the
English one, and nearly corresponding to the modern use of article.
Through the temjjle. i. e. through the sacred enclosure, which had
pTobahly become a thoroughfare or passage from one part of the city to
another.
The coexistence of such profanation, not expressly forbidden
b}^ the law. but in flagrant opposition to its spirit, with punctilious
attention hoth to commanded and traditional observances, illustrates
veiy^ clearly the hollowness and emptiness of pharisaical religion. That
our Lord did not suffer or permit the practice here referred to, may be
either understood to mean that he foibade it and denounced it, or more
strictly that he actually put an end to it, for the time being, by the
powerful authority and influence arising from his teaching and his
syffer, literally

,

that occurs above in v. 6). that

miracles.

17.
ten,

And

My

prayer

And
in act,

?

he tanglit, saving unto them, Is it not writhouse shall be called of all nations the house of
but ye have made it a den of thieves.

he taught,

i.

e.

and added force

what he had thus affirmed
by clothing it in familiar words

declared in words
to his doctrine

Hus it not heen written, has it not been long on record,
an cxpres.sive application of the perfect passive, which we have already
met with more than once in this book. (See above, on 1, 2, 7, 6. 9, 12. 13.)
The reference is to two distinct prophetic utterances, one of Isaiah (56,
7), and one of Jeremiah (7, 11). here combined as relating to the .same
thing or admitting of the same application. The passage in Isaiah is a
clear prediction of the future enlargement of the CJhurch, when all distinctions, national and personal, should cease, and the Gentiles be admitted to equality of privileges with the Jews. My house, the temple
at Jerusalem, considered as the earthl}- residence of God and the
asylum of his people. Shall he called, i. e. truly called, a common Hebrew idiom equivalent to saying, it shall he. The main idea in the
original connection is, that it should be a house of prayer hereafter not
for one but for all nations.
That our Lord had reference chiefly to
the fact, presuppo.sed or incidentallj^ stated, of its being called a house
of prayej, and not to its ultimate extension to all nations, may be
pathered from the circumstance that the latter clause is left out both
by Luke (19, 4H) and Matthew (21, 13), although Mark inserts it to
complete the sentenc.'. The whole I'rediction could be verified only
after the destruction of the temple, when the house of God, even upon
earth, ceased to be a limited locality, and became coextensive with the
church in its enlargement and diffusion. But the jiart of the sentence
which our Saviour quoted was appropriate, even lo the ancient temple,
A'hile the words from Jeremiah related originally to it, as profaned by
of prophecy.
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den, cave, cavern, often the resort

oftliieves. or r;ithcr robbers, as it is expressed in the version of Jer.
lie is not to be understood as sayinp; that this outward dese7. 11.

the temple was the worst abuse existinir. or the- vnly one
intended in llie prophecy, but merely that it served as a type or symbol of still worse coiruptions, just as his expulsion of the traders
represented a more generj»i and sweeping reformation of abuses.
craticin of

18. And tliti scribus and cliiel' priests heard (it), and
gonght how they might desti-oy hini lor they feared liini,
becanse all the people was astonished at his doctrine.
;

These new and startlinp^ acts of authority were rifrhtl)'' understood
by the chiefs of the theocracy, not as tlie wild (leeds of a zealot imitating Phiiieas in his lawless yet heroic zeal for God, of whicii fanaticism
there were many instances in that day (.see above, on 3, 18), but as unambiguous assertions of a hi;_dier and more permanent power, to wit,
that of the Mcssiali as the great reformer, so described by Isaiah
(4, 4) and by Maluchi (3, 3. 4, 1), and as such to be preceded by the
great reformnig |»ro})het of the old economy (see above, on 1, 2, 9, 4.
Aware that the establishment of these pretensions would be
11.)
fatal to their own official influence, the scribes and chief priests, as the
leadiuii members of the Sanhedrim or national council, no longer doubted
whether he must be destroyed, but how. by what means, it could be
For tliey feared him. not with a mere personal alarm, but as
effected.
the representatives of Israel, on account of the popular influence already
possessed by him, because the crowd^ the multitude, perhaps u.sed contemptuously in the sense of rabble, teas astonished, struck with admiration and surprise, at his doctrine, i. e. at his mode of teaching or of
setting forth his claims as a teacher come from God, to wit, by mira(See above, on 1, 22. 27. 4, 2.)
cles as well as wisdom.

19.

And when

even was come, he went out of the

city.

This verse distinctly marks the close of a second day, exactly corresponding to the one in v. 11, and implying what is formally affirmed
by Luke (21, 37), that during this last week his days were spent in
teaching in the temple, and his nights upon the mount of Ohves, i. e,
at Bethany, which was on its enstern slope unless the terms employed
by Luke be intended to suggest the idea, that at least a part of these
nights was employed in prayer amidst the solitudes of Olivet, an explanation perfeccly in keeping with the fact that to this evangelist we
are esprscially indebted for the scanty knowledge we possess of the
;

Saviour's habits of devotion.

20.

And

the lig-tree

morning, as they passed by, thej saw
dried up from the roots.
in the
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Another intaresting circumstance, preserved by Luke (21, 38^ and
happily illustrative of what Mark here records, is the thronging of the
people to the temple early in the morning for the purpose of hearing
him. To gratif}^ chis salutary craving for instruction, we find him
upon both these days (compare Matt. 21, 18) returning early to the
city.
Passing along^ or by the same road as on the day before, they
now behold the fig-tree, then conspicuous afar by its luxuriant foliage,
completely blasted, withered, dried up. from its very roots. It is not
said that the change took place at this time, but that they now observed it, having had no other opportunity of doing so, as their intermediate return to Bethany took place at night (v. 19.) There is
nothing in Mark's language to forbid the supposition that the withering took place as soon as they had turned their backs, and therefore
nothing inconsistent with the words of Matthew (21, 19), that the figtree was dried up or withered 'presently^ i. e. in modern English, instantaneously, upon the spot.
The attempt to treat this as a contradiction, although made by German writers of great eminence, would
be regarded as absurd in any Angio-saxon jury -room or court of
justice.

21. And Peter, calling to remembrance, saitli unto liim,
Master, behold, the iig-tree which thou cursedst is withered away.
And Peter (from whom Mark may have derived this incident),
calling to remennbrance^ or, without departing from the passive form
of the original, heing reminded,^ put in mind, b}' what he saw, of what
he heard the day before, says to Mm, PaHbi^ the identical expression
here preserved by Mark (as in 10. 51), but not perceptible in the
translation either here or in 9, 45 above and 14, 45 below, though it is
not easy to imagine why it was not left unaltered in these places, as so
manv other Aramaic words are elsewhere, and as this very title is re-

peatedly in John (1,38. 39. 3,2. 26. 6,25) and Matthew (23,7. 8.)
This want of uniformity in rendering the same word, even where the
sense and the connection are identical, although prol3ably occasioned
by the diversity of hands employed upon the version, is to be i-egretted,
not as a violation or concealment of the truth, but as depriving the
unlearned reader of enjoyments and advantages, however slight, possessed by students of the Greek text.
The remedy for this and other
errors of the same kind should be sought, not in endless emendation
of the printed text, which would do incomparably greater harm than
good, but by the faithful exposition of the words of inspiration, as a
necessary part of ministerial duty. Behold, lo, see, a woi'd expressive
of his own surprise. aiKi at the same time calling the attention of iiis
master to the object which occasioned it, as in our fiimiliar phrases,
see here, look here
It is nearly equivalent to saying, what is this f
or what does this mean ? and implies what is expiessed by JMatthew
(21, 20), an inquiry how it could have happened, i. e. how the blasting
could have taken place so soon.
Whick thou didst curae^ the onlv
!
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place in cither pospel wliere this miracle is so described, hut froni
which it has come to he its staiidinir desi;;nation ainoii;^ preachers and
It mi'jrht ])erliaps lie treated as a hasty word of Peter,
interpreters.
no more iiifallihle than several others left on record (for example, those

and uttered when he knew not what to say nor even
But there is a sense in which the word \» per0.)
fectly appr )priate, to wit. that of a judicial sentence, by which evil is
denounced on a deservmir object aufl by competent authority, the only
sense in which (.Jod can be said to curse his creatures, and in which
in 8, 32. 9, 5),

what he

said

('.),

human jiidi^^e may no less truly be descrihed as cursing those
Cursing is
he condemns to death or any other punishment.
sinful when it is not judicial or not just, but merely passionate or
wanton. It is asked, however, how a curse could have either of the
qualities just mentioned, when pronounced upon a senseless and inanThis has been made the ground of much sentimental
imate object.
lamentation, chielly on the part of those who love to pick Haws in the
conduct of the blessed Saviour. The reply to such objections is the
plain one. that the action was symbolical, the fig-tree representing the
unfaithful and unfruitful Israel, whose leaves were put forth in advance of other nations, but without the fruit which ought to have
attended or preceded them, and in default of which perpetual b.irrenTo the
uess was to be the condign punishment of barrenness itself.
still more trivial objection, founded on the loss incurred by the proprietor, some reply that its unfruitfulness already showed it to be worthothers that the right here exercised was just the same with that
less
by which not (mly single trees but whole plantations and whole harvests
The difficulty can be felt by none but those
arc continually blasted.
who question the divinity of Him who in this case, as in that of the
swine destroyed near Gadara (see above, on 5. 20). only did visibly
and audibly what God does silently in every providential stroke and
judgment upon man or beast, upor the animal or vegetable kingdom.
It is strange that the morality or justice of an action should depend
upon the visible and personal presence of the actor, or his absence and
concealment Irom the sight of men. The true question, as to all such
cases, is between the believer and the unbeliever in our Lord's divine
right to control his creatures and the subjects of his providential govWhere this great doctrine is admitted, all such objections
ermnent.
too every

whom

;

9f detail will be

22.
in

And

contemptuously

set aside as fi-ivolous.

Jesus answering saith nnto them.

Have

faith

God.

If the surprise of the disciples had related not to the sign but the
thing signified, our Lord would no doubt have expounded to them the
But as they seem to have
(;yniliolical design of this judicial miracle.
correctly understood its meaning, perhaps aided by the parable already
mentioned (see above, on v. 13). the}'^ were chiefly interested in th?
miracle itself, the promptness and completeness of the change eftectea
bv a word from Jesus. This astonishment implied a very different
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experience on their own part, perhaps frequent failures like the one
For such
oC which we have alread}^ had an account (in 0, 18, 28. 29.)
di.sappointments he assigns the same cause as on that occasion, namely,
a dellciency of filth, i. e. of confidence in the divine power to effect
such changes, or at least in the divine grant to themselves of a deriHave (more emphatic than in Engvative authority to do the same.
lish, and denoting rather to retain or hold ix^t) faith in God^ literally,
of God. a Greek idiom, in which the genitive denotes the object, and
which has sometimes been retained in the translation (e. g. Rom. 3.
22. Gal. 2, 16. 20. 3, 22. Phil. 3, 9. Col. 2, 12. Jas. 2, 1. Rev. 14, 12)
as it is here in the margin of the English Bible.

23. For verily I say unto yon, That whosoever shall
say unto this mountain, Be thou removed, and be thou
and shall not doubt in his heart, but
cast into the sea
shall believe that those things which he saith shall come
he sliall have whatsoever he saith.
to pass
;

;

If this indispensable condition were complied with, they could perform with equal ease the greatest and the smallest miracks, i. e. measured by the scale of their external physical effects. They could not

only blast a fig-tree, but remove a mountain from the land into th«
This mountain^ probably the mount of Olives, over which their
The sea, a more indefinite expath lay from Bethany to Jerusalem,
pression, because not referring to so near an object ; there is no need
therefore of explaining it specifically of the Dead Sea, or the Mediterranean, or the Sea of Galilee.
Whosoever (or whoever) in the first
clause means, of course, whoever has received from me the gift or
power of working miracles, to whom alone this promise was intended
to apply.
The mad attempts in later times to do the same by merely
praying and believing, are not only fanatical but silly, as they exercise
faith without an object, trying to believe what is not true, to wit, that
they have previously been commissioned to perform such wonders.
(See above, on 9, 29.) The verb translated doiibt means originally to
divide ; then to distinguish or discriminate ; and then, in classica.
while in Hellenistic Greek it has the
usage, to determine or decide
opposite meaning, to hesitate or doul)t.
This may be deduced either
from the more elementary idea of diflfeiing, disputing, with another or
one's self ; or from that of undue discrimination, as for instance, between great and lesser miracles, which last sense is peculiarly appropriate in the case before us.
Whoever does not rmike a diffcrerice of
this kind, or hesitate because he thinks the miracle too great, but
really believes that God can do it, and has commissioned him to do it,
shall undoubtedly succeed. He shall hare (literally, it shall he to him)
whatever he may say^ i. e. command or predict in God's name and by
Thus understood, the terms used in the first clause
his authority.
ire not hypeibolical but literal, and mean precisely what they say,
that if the apostles really believed their own commission to work
sea.

;
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miracles and faitlifiilly p«'rformed it. it would bo as easy to remove a
nionntaiu as to Mast a tij^-tive. Be thou remored, literally lilted taken
up, but with a view to its removal, thus includin": the import of two
Shall come to jkihh. literally
Engliish verbs, to fake tij) and take away.
cometi to pass or happens, the present tense denoting: the infallihie cer(Sec
t.iintv of the event by rcprescntinj; it as actually taking place.
above, on v. 3.)

24. Therc'tore I say unto you,

desire,

ye

when ye

What

tilings

soever je

pray, believe that ye receive (them), and

have (them.)

shall

For this (cause or reason), i. e. because faith is thus essential to
success in every thiuj!; dependent on a divine power. I nay unto yon, a
formula preparinjij them for soracthin^j solemn and important (see
above, on 3, 28. 0. 11. S, 12. 0, 1. 13. 41. 10, If). 29), namely, the assurance that whatever they believed they should receive they would
This may be either a specific promise to those clothe<l with
receive.
the power of workinj; miracles, or a generic promise to believers.
Takini:: the verse by itself, the latter would seem to be the natural conbut the intimate connection with what goes before seems
struction
to favour if not to require the other, as no good reason can be given
for .so sudden a transition from a subject which concerned only the
llow could he
apostles, to one of general and even universal interest,
say therefore, i. e. because the faith of miracles was indispen.sable to
their performance, whoever asked any thing believing should receive it ?
;

25, 20.

And when ye

stand praying, forgive,

if

ye

have aught against any that your Father also which is
in heaven may forgive you your trespasses. .But if ye do
not forgive, neither will your Father which is in heaven
forgive your trespasses.
;

The same question here presents itself, as to the generic or specific
application of this precept, but attended with less difficulty, as there
can be no doubt that the contlition here prescribed is one of universal
application, and the question whether it was addressed to the apostles
as such, or inten«led for believers generally, is of little exegetical or
It seems more natural however to suppo.se that
practical importance.
our Lord has reference to the twelve aj)0stles still, and after .stating
the nec'essit}- of faith and the efficacy of believing prayer, in working
ndraeles, reminds them that the same moral dispo.sitions were leqinred
in this as in all other prayer, particuhiily specifying that forgiving
temper which he may have .seen to be esfn'ciall}- deticient, at least in
Mime of them.
Tiiat he had reference, moreover, to the angry or vindictive feelings of his followers towards the unbelieving Jews, whose
de.stiny had just been foretold, is a possible but not a very obvious
eonjecture.
When ye stand praying^ often referred to as a commoa
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posture, and as perfecth' consistent with the most profound humiliation (Luke 18. 13). that of kneeling being rather mentioned on unusual
occasions (Luke 22. 41. Acts 7, 60. 9, 40. 20, 36. 21, 51), but without
forbidding or requiring either.
If ye lime aught, i. e. any thing, any
Against
ill-will, or even an}' just ground of quarrel or complaint.
any {one) or any {person), the (Ireek word being in the singular numThat^ so that, in order that, not as a meritorious ground or a
ber.
procuring cause, but simply as a sine qua non^ or indispensable condition, which is then repeated more distinctly in the next verse.

And

they come again to Jerusalem and as he
was walking in the temple, there come to him tlie chief
27.

priests,

;

and the

scribes,

and the

elders.

On arriving the same morning at Jerusalem our Lord begirvs to
-walk alout the courts or area of the temple, as if at home or in his
Father's house (see above, on v. 11, and compare Luke 2. 49), an action
uniuipoitant in itself, but taken in connection with his previous proceedings, tacitly expressive of the same claim which he had already
more emphatically put forth by his peremptory cleansing of the temIt IS not impossible, indeed, that the walking about here menple.
tioned was intended to observe how far that measure had accomplished
its external purpose of arresting the inveterate profanation of that
While thus engaged he is accosted by the chief priests,
sacred place.

Now as these are the three classes who composed
and elders
the Sanhedrim or national council (see above, on 1, 22. 8, 31). and as
every thing here indicates that Christ's proceedings had attracted the
attention of that body, it is altogether probable that this was an official deputation from it, similar to that which had been sent to John the

scribes,

Baptist on his

28.

first

And

appearance (John

who

19-28.)

By what

authority doest thou
authority to do
this
thee
gave

say unto him.

these things ? and
these things ?

1,

regarded as the first direct conflict between Christ and
tsiael, all previous collisions having been with indiof
the authorities
viduals or private combinations of unfriendly parties, whereas this, as
we have seen, was probably an onset by the Sanhedrim itself. The
demand here made is not to be regarded as merely officious and
malignant ; for whatever may have been the persona! or party motives
as
3f the individuals concerned," they were authorized and even bound,

This

may be

guardians of the temple and the law, to ascertain on what grounds any
one claimed to be a prophet, much more the prophet, i. e. th.e Messiah
But although
(gee above, on 6, 15. 8. 2.\ and compare John 1, 21. 25).
thev had this legal colour for the course which they pursued, it was in
fact a mere pretence and solemn mockery to ask, at this late hour, for
the evidence of that which had already been so clearly proved, that
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they appear to have avoided iniikiii*^ the demand, until it was extorted
from iL^ui b> the Stviaur's ui.cxiK-cted /ecagniiiou by the people and
assumption of the Messianic office. Be np; tims pat aj u v/ere in a defensive positicn, tliey were rathe fjived against their will than ea-jrerly
disposed to put the questions here rtcorded
By (or more exactly, //i,
ic/iat auihority (or delegatccl po\,'er) doest
e. in the exercise of)
thou thine thimjK. referring to his whole deijortment since hi.> last arrival, hut particularly, no doubt, to those acts by wliich he .saemLd to
What expresses more in
claim a xMessianic or Prophetic power.
Greek than English, meaning strictly, of what sort or kind? The
question then is. not simply whence or from what source the power
which he exerci-sed was derived, but wliat was the nature of the power
itself divine or human, Messianic or Prophetic.
The second question
is by some legarded as a more distmct enunciation of the lirst ; but
with greater probability by others, as a separate inquiry, con.sequent
upon the other and pushing the inquisition further still.
What is the
nature of the oflice or commis.sion which you claim to hold? And
from whom do you claim to have received it ?
i.

And

Jesus answered and said unto tlieni,
you one (juestion, and answer me, and
you by what authority I do these things.

29.

also ask of
tell

I will
I will

Instead of answering their questions, he proposes one himself which
they must answer before he will answer theirs. This has often been
mistaken by believing readers, and misrepresented by unfriendly critics,
as a mere evasion, though a wise one, of the captious question w hich
had been proposed to him
Hut why should an evasion be more wise
than silence or a positive refusal to reply to all ?
And Low could
either of the.se causes be consistent with the Savour's dignity, at this
eventful crisis, when the time had come for the a.ssumption of his
The only way in which this difficulty can be
Mes.sianic honours?
shunned is by mamtaining, that the question which our Lord proposed
was not intended merely to stop the mouths of his opponents, but to

answer their demands for his credentials, by referring them to testimony which had been presented long belbre, and was really decisive ot
The meaning then of this verse is, not merely that his
the question.
question must be answered first, but that it involved the answer to
their own.
3U.

aien
is
Is

?

The baptism of John, was
answer me.

(it)

from heaven, or of

The haptism of John is here put for his ministry or mission, as it
in .several other places (Acts 1. 22. 10, 37. 13, 25). and as the cross
often put for the gospel or for the method of salvation which it

teaches (I Cor. 1,17.18. Gal. 5.11. 0,12.14. Phil. 3, LS.)
From
heacth^ not merel}" of c.lesiial origin, but also of divine authorit}-.
Of
men, a variation onlv found in the translation, as tlie Greek prei>osi14'
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tion is the same in either C2ise. from men, i. e. of earthly origin and huThe question thus alternative!}' stated is the simple
authority.

man

question whether John was a true prophet and a messenger from
heaven. Answer me, i. e. if you can, or if you dare, the peremptory
challenge so to do implying that they would not venture to reply.

31.

And

shall say.

they reasoned with themselves, saying, If we
he will say, Why then did ye

From heaven

not believe him

;

?

They reasoned, or still more exactly, reckoned, calculated, the effect
of their replying one way or the other, an expression which implies
that they were governed more by policy than principle in making this
With (or to) themselves, not only individually {each one to
demand.
himself), but collectively {^among themsehes), as consultation was necessary to a joint reply, which also makes it still more probable that
this was not a private but an official application (see above, on v. 27.)
Wlty then, i. e. if he was a prophet sent from God, did ye not believe
him f This may seem to be a very insufficient reason for refusing to
acknowledge their belief of John's divine legation j and it is so if believe him merely means, acknowledge his pretensions or the truth of
his doctrines.
should they care for being thus reproached, when
Christ had so often uttered far more grievous charges against them or
the order to which they belonged? The only satisfactory solution of
this difficulty is the one afforded by attaching to believe its true specific
sense, which is that of believing what John said of Christ, or receiving
the forerunner's testimony to his principal. If they acknowledged
John's divine legation, they tacitly acknowledged the Messiahship of
Jesus, which he had so publicly and solemnly attested (John 1, 15. 26.
29. 32-34. 36. 3, 30. 36.)
This not only explains their motive for refusing to admit the truth of John's pretensions, namely, their reluctance to assent to what would follow necessarilj, to wit, that Jesus
was the Christ, but also vindicates our Saviour from the charge of
evading so important and legitimate a question (see above, on v. 29.)

Why

32.

But

if

we

shall say, of

ple ; for all (men) counted
indeed.

men

John

;

they feared the peowas a prophet

that he

The other answer to the question was no less objectionable but for
a very different reason, namely, their unwillingness to brave the popular conviction and belief of John's divine legation as a prophet, which
appears to have been undiminished by our Saviour's subsequent appearance, showing clearly that the two were not considered rivals, but
co-workeis in the same great process, though unequal in rank and
original authority.
There is a slight irregularity, or rather sudden
change, in the construction of this sentence, but without efiect upon
the meaning. It consists
abruptly breaking off what these rulers said

m
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themselves, ana continuing: the sentence in the words of the historian
j'tKirii in.siiad of ire /ear. as expressed l»y Matthew (l21. 2(1) and
Luke (l20, (J.) Jlthl John, is connnoniy explained to mean considered
or esteemed him ; but it niay have the same t«ense as in v. 22. to wit,
that they adhered to him, or held him fast, as a true prophet.
thi'i/

33.

And they iinswered tiiid
And Jet^us answering

not

tell.

do

I tell

you by

We

can
Baid unto Jesus,
saith unto them, Keither

wliat authority I

do these

thin<^s.

We cannot (ell, literally, ice do not know (compare John IG. IS),
instead of which our Lord himself says siinj»ly and authoritatively,
Tliis. as we have seen already, is no frratuitoua
neither do I (ell yon.
or puerile evasion of a lasvfiil and to all appearance reasonable (piestion. but a virtual thou<:h not a formal answi-r to it, under the disirui'^e
of a (piestion in return. The last clause therefore of the verse before
us does not mean, as some seem to imagine, and as others willin<;ly
pretenil, 'since you cannot answer my inquiry upon one j)oint. I will
not answer yours upon another, wholly dillereiit and unconnected with
l>ut it nuans. 'as you refuse the testimony boiue to my AK'ssiahit.'
ship by Joiin the Baptist, whose prophetic inspiration and divine commis>ion you dare not deny, so I refu.se to give you any other sati>(acThe principle involved
tion in reply to your demand for my authority.'
is the same as in his previous refusal of a sign from heaven (see aljove,
on 8, 12), and in Abraham's answer to the rich man in the parable. '• If
they hear not Moses and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded
though one rase from the dead "' (Luke 10, 31.) The principle itself is
the obviously just one. tli >t no man has a right to demand a superfluity
of evidence on any question of belief or duty, and that as tiie call for
such accumulated proof is a virtual rejection of that previously given,
it is the law of the divine administration to refuse it even as a favour,
and to deal with those who ask it as guilty of the twofold crime of
tempCing God, in the original and strict sense of that strange expression (see Ex. 17,2.7. Dent. 6, 10. Ps. 78, 18.41.50. Isai. 7. 12. and
compare Jas. 1, 13), and of making him a liar, as John still more
strangely phrases it, i. e, treating him as a false witness (1 John 5, lU.)
With this view of the passage, while it still remains a sijznal instance
of our Saviour's divine wisdom in replying to objections and in silencing
opponent.s, it does not consist, as some unworthily imagine, in evading
a momentous though malignant question by propounding one still
harder on another subject, l)ut in tearing ofi' the mask of hypocritical
anxiety to know the truth and save the name of God from profanation,
by requiring those who questioned him to say tirst whether they believed the testimony previously given, and of which his own was really
Thus explained, his answer may be
a confirmation and continuation.

You demand by what rights I
amplified and paraphrased as follows.
perlorm these functions, which belong not even to an ordinary prophet,
but to the Messiah only, as if this were your tirst acquaintance with my
claims, and as if no attestation of them had as yet been given ; thou-h
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my ministry was heralded by that of a forcrvmnei
bore witness to me as the true Messiah, and whose te*
timon}'^ cannot be rejected without calHng in question his divine legation, which I therefore challenge you to do. or if you dare not, to receive his attestation of my claims, instead of asking me for other and
unnecessary evidence and if 3'ou are unwilling to do either. I have still
more right and reason to say, Neither do I tell you by what authoiity
/ou know well that

who

explicith'^

;

I

do these

things.'

CHAPTEE

XII.

Mark

here continues his account of the great conflict between Christ
and the authorities of Israel, occasioned by his publicly and unexpectedly assuming that official character, which he had before only claimed
obscurely, indirectly, or in private. Following up his conclusive answer
to their demand for his commission or credentials, he propounds a parable, that of the wicked husbandmen or vinedressers, setting forth the
conduct of the Jews, throughout their histor}^ as a church or chosen
people, to the prophets, as messengers from God, and to himself, as the
last and greatest of the series, with an intimation of the necessary issue

In
to themselves, to wit, the loss of their peculiar privileges (1-9.)
order to express distinctly the important fact, that although put to
death by their hands, he was himseif to be their judge and their destroyer, he subjoins another parabolical prediction, drawn from the Old
Testament, to that effect, and understood by those for whom it was
intended, but \vho.se hands are still tied by their dread of popular commotion (1(1—12.) Instead of violence they therefore still resort to cunning, by proposing a series of questions to entrap him and embroil him
The fiist, propounded
either with the people or their Roman masters.
by a coalition of Hei-odians and Pharisees, related to the lawfulness of
their suVjjection to the Roman domination, but was answered so as to
avoid the snare and lay down an important principle, exciting at the

same time the surprise and admiration of his heareis (13—17.) The
next attempt was by the Sadducees, and therefore in a more frivolous
and scoffing tone, intended by a fictitious or exaggerated case, to expose
the doctrine of the resurrection as a gross absurdity, but made the ocThe
casion of a most important vindication of that doctrine (18-27.)
third question was proposed by a scribe or doctor of the law, with respect to the relative importance of God's precejjts. and so answered as
nut only to present the smn and substance of the whole law, but to
command the admiration and assent of the person who had put the
quesiion, and to silence all who were disposed to pu.sh the inquisition
Having thus disposed of their interrogations, he now
further (:28— )4,)
asks a question in return, involving an important Messianic prophecy,
the true sense of wiiich had been corrupted or lost sight of (35-37.) Thie
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is followed by a vrarninp: to the people fijrainst leaders so unworthy to
he trusted, l)Oth on ucnmnt <»f tlioir f:ils<' doctrine and their covetous
hypocrisy (.'')8-4(),) Kyaslipht but natural association, this important
narrative is wound up with a contrast between p-reat and small j;ifts to
the treasury, and a statement of the rule by which their value is to bo
determined (41-44.)

And

A

he began to speak unto tliem by parables.
planted a vineyard, and set an hedge about
(it), and diirgod (a place for) the wine-fat, and bnilt a
tower, and let it out to husbandmen, and went into a far
1.

(certain)

man

country.
Bfifan, i. e. bep:an aprain. resumed the series interrupted in 4, 34,
or bepran the series afterwards continued, althoutrh not recorded in deThe parables
tail by Mark (compare Matt. 21, 28. 22.1. 25,1.14.)
utteivd by our Lord in this visit to Jerusalem have a peculiar character, not only of signilicancy and solemnity; but also of appropriateness
to the crisis, and to the position which he had assumed towards the
rulers of the church and people.
/>// pnralj/es, literally, in them, i. e.
The idea
in the use of them, or in that particular form of instruction.
of this parable is found more than once in the Old Testament (Ex, 15,
17. Ps. 80, 8), but most distinctly in Isaiah 5, 1-7, which our JSaviour
no doul>t had in view on this occasion and assumed to be familiar to
his readers.
^1 cerUi'ni mayi, or more exactly, a man, without any
qualifyinp: epithet.
Planted a vineyard, i. e. planted vines in an enclosure, which is regarded in the east as the most profitable kind of
hu.sbandry.
The word translated hedge means any kind of fence or
enclosure, and is applicable even to a stone wall (Eph. 2, 14), but is
here commonly supposed to mean a thorn-hedge, which is regarded as
the most effectual protection against man and beast.
Digged a winefat^ or under-idt. the cellar or receptacle beneath the wine-press, into
which the grape-juice flowed through a wooden grate or lattice. The
circumlocution in the version is superfluous, the wine-vat itself being
commonly .tn excavation. A toicer. n<»t necessarily a permanent or
lofty structure, but applied to any building the height of which is its
principal dimension, and in this case descriptive of a shed or scaftbld,
still used in vine-growing countries to protect the ripening grapes from
depredation.
All these are mentioned (as in Isaiah 6, 2) to indicate
the care bestowed upon the vineyard, not as being the only acts required for the purpose, but as examples or sugirestive of the rest.
Let
it out. literally, gave it out, i. e. for hire, a verb employed in the same
sense by HerodotTis. Husband men. cultivators, tillers of ihe ground, here
used in the specific sense of vine-dressers, keepers of a vineyard, the exact
Greek term for which occurs in Luke 13. 7. Interpreters ditl'er very mucK
is to the meaning to be ])ut on the particulars of this description, some
assignmg a specific import to the hedge, vat, tower. &c.. but all agreeng that the whole description is a lively image of the relation betwetn
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God and

Israel as his chosen people, carefully segregated from the Gen
and provided with extraordinary means of spiritual culture and
protection.
Went hito a far country is perhaps too strong a version
of the Greek, which simply means to leave one's people or to go abroad,
without specification of the distance. The hiring out and the departure
are of course not to be pressed, but understood as circumstances introducerl in order to describe God as sending and the people refusing.
If
tiles,

explained more precisely, the departure may denote, not an essential,
providential, or spiritual absence, but the mere cessation of those great
theophanies or visible appearances of God, which preceded and accompanied the giving of the law at Sinai, and were followed by a series of
more mediate and indirect communications, both of an ordinary kind
through his constituted representatives, the kings and priests of the theocracy, and also of a more extraordinary nature by the special and occasional ministry of prophets.
The form3r class are then described, in
accordance with the usage of a vineyard, as the husbandmen, to whom
it was let out or hired during the absence of the o.vner.
2. And at tlie season he sent to the husbandmen a servant, that he might receive from the husbandmen of the

fruit of the vineyard.

At

the season, in the time of fruit, or of the vintage.

in the last clause, is a partitive expression,

Of the fruity

meaning some (or a

por-

which may be understood as implying that the vineyard was let out on shares, a common practice still, both in Europe
and the East, and described by travellers as usually much more advantageous to the cultivators than to the proprietors or owners of the soil.
The sending of the servant for this purpose naturally represents any
tion) of the fruit,

call or

summons

committed

to

to account for the advantages enjoyed, or the trust
God's people, and especially to those who hold official

Most interpreters exi)lain it here still more precisely, as denoting the extraordinary missions of the prophets under the Old Testament economy, who might, almost without a figure, be described as
servants sent to demand the fruits which the people and their rulers
were required to produce, i. e. obedience to God's will and devotion to
his service.
Even here, however, it is better to rest in the general relation thus denoted, than to urge particular resemblances which may
For the general principles of parabolical
Dot have been so intended
interpretation, as propounded and exemplified b}'^ Christ himself, see
above, on 4, 14-20.
stations.

3. And they caught (him), and beat him, and sent
(him) away empty.
But tliey, the husbandmen, not only failed to execute their contract

by delivering at least a portion of the fruits, but treated the message
Taking
t\'ith con'^empt. and the bearer of it with insulting violence.
Mm they heat (hirn), a verb which strictly means to flay or skin, but

;^
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Bocondarily applied to the severest kind of scourging. Empty
emptv-huiided, i.e. without that which he came for. According to the
obvious design of the wliolc parable, this is a lively figure for the undutiful and violent reception often given to the prophets or other
d vine messengers, and expressly mentioned by the Saviour elsewhere.
<'See Matt. 2;>, 2'J-;)1. o4, 37. Luke 11,17-50. 13, 33. 34, and compare
1 Th. 2,15. Uev. 10,0. 18,24.)

li

And

again he sent unto them another servant, and
at him they cast stones, and wounded (him) in the head,
and sent (him) away sliamet'uUy handled.
4.

It is

equally needless and impossible to identify these servants with

particular prc»phets. or even with specific periods in the history of
Israel the idea meant to be conveyed being simply that of repetition
and succes.-^ion. of a sin not perpetrated once for all, but frequently
committed through a course of ages. There is however a perceptiVjle
gradation in the conduct of the people here exhibited, the first .servant

having been only beaten, but the second stoned and wounded in the
head. At li'.m 'liey cant stoiUJi is the true sen.se of the Greek verb here,
althougli it usually means to kill by stoning (see Matt. 23, 37. Luke
13, 34. John 8, 5, Acts 7, 58. 59. Heb. 12, 2U}, which is here precluded
Pelting with stones is speciby the sUitetnent in the last clause.
fied not only as an easy and familiar kind of violence, but also as the
usual Ibrm of capital punishment under the Mosaic law, preferred because It could be inflicted by a number, and particularly by the witnesses
or prosecutors, who were thus deterred from rash and groundless accuTliis judicial usage gave to
sations (Lev. 2' 2. 27. 24, 14. 10. 23.)
lapiilatiou a peculiar character among the Jews, even when practised
without formal process, as a sort of charge, against tho.se who were
thus stoned, of some crime against the theocracy.
As we know
that some of the prophets perished in this way (Matt. 23, 37. Luke 13,
34), there is a twofold fitness in the action here ascribed to the husbandmen, both as a natural and common form of violence, and also as
historically true with respect to the thing signified.
Wounded in the
head, a Cireek verb used by Thucydides in the sense of recaj)itulating,
summmg up, reducing to heads or to one head (compare the compound
form in Kom. 13. 9. Eph. 1, 10). which is plainly a figurative secondary
usage, while the one which here occurs, though not found in the classics,
is an obvious derivative from head in its original or proper imix)rt, and
had probably been preserved in the dialect of common life. Shauiefully
hundlid^ literally, dishonoured, i. e. outraged or insulted. This is <*
sensible advance upon the sending away empty of the verse preceding,
the counterpart of which is not to be sought in particular aggravated
cases of misconduct towards the prophets, but in the general declension
of the unbeiievmg Jews from bad to worse throughout their historv.
I,

5.

And

and many

again he sent another, and him they killed
and killing some.

others, beating some,
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Again is here omitted by the latest critics, but with no effect upon
the meaning, the progression being adequately marked without it. The
climax here ottains its height so far as the maltreatment of the servants
is concei-ned, the beating and the stoning of the first two cases being
followed in the third by kiUing.
But that this was not intended to denote any such exact progression in the history, is now made plain by
the addition of the last clause, showing that the cases previously mentioned were selected as examples out of many others varying in aggravation.

Having yet therefore one son, his well-beloved, he
him also last unto them, saying, They vpill reverence

6.

sent

my

son.

is something peculiar but expressive in the very collocation
of the first clause, yet therefore o?ie son having, his deloved, which however is contracted by the modern critics into yet one son he had. Therefore, not a logical connective meaning /(^r this reason, but aeon tinuative
particle equivalent to so, or so then, in familiar narrative.
The connection here suggested is, that having sent his servants all in vain, he had
now none left to send except his only and his well-beloved son. This
circumstance, so admirably suited to command our sympathy in and
human case, becomes revolting when transferred directly to a divine
subject J a sufficient proof that parables are not to be expounded by
adjusting the particular analogies and then deducing general conclusions,
but by matching the supposed case, as a whole, with the real case which
it illustrates as a whole, and letting only such minute points correspond
as naturally fit into each other without violence or artifice.
This
method is not only recommended by its practical necessity in order to
avoid the grossest incongruities, and also by the principles of good taste
and the general analogy of language and interpretation, but required by
our Saviour's own example in interpieting a few of his own parables
(see above, on 4, 10-20.)
To this supreme authority it is vain to oppose that of Bernard or Augustin, or the dangerous position that a
parable must be made to mean as much as possible. Here again the
emphasis, though not the meaning, is impaired by a departure from
the original arrangement, he sent also him unto them last. The concluding words of this verse are so plainly expressive of hope or expectation, as to show SLill further that it is not this one Hgure in the
parable that corresponds to God, but the whole picture of the vineyard,
with its owner and his husbandmen and son and rewards, that corresponds to the whole history of Israel's undutiful reception of Gud'a
messages and wicked violence to those who brought them,

There

T.
is

be

But those husbandmen

the heir

;

come,

let

among

themselves, This
us kill him, and the inheritance shall
said

oui*s.

But, while the owner of the vineyard thus relied upon their prob-
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able respect for his own son, tJione husband inen^ a natural but graphic
stroke, which seems to point them out as standinj? on the other side, in
bold relirf and opposition to the figure in the forepround, Amongut
''literally, to or with) thnnxclrcH, a very common idiomatic phrnse,
which mifrhl seem to denote more individual rellection. but is determined to mean more, namely, mutual consultation, not only by the
usage of the same terms elsewhere (see above, on 2, 8. 9, 33. 10. 20),
but by the nature of the j»roposition made. neces.«;arily implying a
plurality of actors, and as a necessary consequence, of plotters.
The
)uh\ the owner of the vineyaid hy filial or hereditary right.
Come^
hitiier, the invitatory adverb used in lo^ 21. but with a plural terminaIt is here, like co7ne in English, not
tion like a verb, as in 1. 17. 0, 31.
expressive of mere motion, but a proj)Osition to perform a certain act,
even though it could be done without a change of place at all. Here
again it is incongruous to press tho correspondence of the si<rn and the
thing signitied, although this proposition bears an evident analogy to
the ambitious and al)surd attempt of the Jewish rulers, in the time of
Christ, to oust him from his heritage and make their own provisional
authority jK'rpotual.
In every ellbrt to continue the Mosaic institutions beyond the time prescribed for their duration, the Jews have
been guilty of the usurpation here projected by the husbandmen.
8. And tliey took liim, and killed
(him) out of the vineyard.

(liini),

and

cast

Took him^ the words translated caught him in v. 3, and in both
meaning taking him, as a preparatory act to further vioKilled him and cast him out would seem to mean that the
lence.
latter insult was offered to his dead body
but as Matthew (21. 39) and
Luke (20. 15) invert the clauses, there is probably no stress to be laid
upon the order, and Mark's expression, although less exact, may be
considered as equivalent in meanin2,- to the others.
The act of castinjr
out denotes the whole rejection of our Lord, but perhaps with an allusion to the literal fact of his suifering without the Holy City (see below,
on 15, 20, and comjiare Heb. 13, 11-13). which must not however be
regarded as the whole sense, any more than John the Baptist's preaching in a wilderness exhausted the prediction of Isaiah (see above, on 1,
3. 4), or the dividing of our Saviour's garments that of David (see
below, on 15, 24, and compare Ps. 22, 18).
As in many cases the
external coincidence serves merely to identify the subject of a prophecy, the same rule may at least occasionally hold good in the expocases strictly

;

sition of a parable

9.

He

What

will

shall therefore the lord of the vineyard

come and destroy

do?

the husbandmen, and will give

the vinevard unto others.

What shall (or will) he do, not merely what would the owner of a
rineyard do in such a case as that supposed ; for this form of the
14*

—
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question would imply that the whole case was hypothetical ; whereas
the future treats it as a real one, and still in progress, thus affording a
natural and beautiful transition from the sign to the thing signified.
As if he had said, by way of application. Well, there is such a vineyard and there are such husbandmen and they have done all this ; and
now I ask you how the owner of the soil may be expected to treat
such tenants V The answer to this question, which Mark records as
given by our Lord himself (compare Matt. 21, 41), is one of the
clearest intimations of the change of dispensations, the destruction of
the faithless Jewish rulers, and the transfer of their privileges to
another people, iieither Jews nor Gentiles as such, but a new commuThe question how the vineyard, if it means the
nity composed of both.
Jewish church, could be taken from the Jews themselves, is one of
those arising from the practice, which has been already mentioned, of
matching the detached parts of the sign and the thing signified, instead
of treating them as wholes and letting the minutiae adjust themselves.
The supposed violation of analogy is nothing to the one in the parable
of the Sower, where the seed is first expiained to mean the word, and
then apparently identified with the hearers (.see above, on 4, 15. 16.
18. 20). and yet no plain reader of that parable has ever been
disturbed in his conceptions of it, because founded on the obvious
sense and application of the whole, and not on a measurement of each
supposed conespondence by itself. The solution given by some wi-iters
of this difficulty, namely, that the vineyaid does not mean the Jewish
church but the Kingdom of God among the Jews, is rather an evasion
than an explanation, or, if not evasive, is at least superfluous, for the
reasons just suggested.
'

10.

And have ye

The stone
:
the head of the

not read this scripture

which the builders rejected

is

become

corner
Admirably suited as this parable was to illustrate the conduct of
the Jews to the Prophets and lo Christ himself, it was insufficient for
his purpose, as to one point, namely, that it left the Son dead outside
of the vineyard, and ascribed the work of vengeance only to the father.
To intimate his own resuscitation and return as an avenger, he subjoins
another parable (in the wide sense of the term) also derived from the
Old Testament, but not amphfied like the other or reduced to narraThe passage quoted is Ps. 118, 22, in the Septuagint
tive form.
The words in the original immediately
version with but little change.
precede the Ilosanna uttered by the people in their acclamations at his
public entrance (see above, on 11. 9. 10) and imply his sanction of that
application.
Have you not read, or did you never read, a form of
speech implying that the Hebrew scriptures were not merely read in
public but in private.
This scripture, in the specific sense of a text or
Rejected is
passage (see below, on 15. 18, and compare Luke 4, 21.)
Greek still more expressive, as it implies previous examination,
T/ie builders, or those huildiny
proof, or trial (see above, on 8, 31).
in
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(the spiritual tempie or the kinf^dom of Messiah), an appropriate description of the priests and rulers whose official work it was to cany
forward that threat enterprise, wliich ini<rht well ))e likened to a jrlorions
structure, such as a palace or a temple (1 Cor. 3,9. Eph. 2,21).

h

become^ literally, this is (or has) become for i. e. been converted into, a
head, not the top or sunnnit but the main or chief stone, of a corner^ and
Auj:;Mstin and other
therefore an important part of the foundation.
Fathers make the point of the comparison to be the junction of two
Some later writers
walls as an emblem of the Jews and Gentiles.
understand the corner-stone itself as an emblem of the Gentiles, whom
the Jews rejected, but whom God was about to put into their place,
liut the reference to Christ is required not only by the context here,
but bv the repeated ai)pli('ation of the passage to him elsewyiere (compare Eph. 2, 20. 1 Pet. 2, G).
^

11. This

our eyes

was the Lord's doing, and

it is

marvellous in

'i

From the Lord wds (came to pass, proceeded) tJu's, a feminine form
Greek, which most interpreters reijard as a close copy of the Hebrew
idiom, in whirh there is no neuter form, but the feminine pronoun is
used to sifjnify this thing. Some of the best interpreters, however,
make it ap:ree reirularly with the feminine noun head or corner which
removes the irrefz;ularity in Greek, but only by departing from the
Hebrew construction. From Mark's brief account it might appear,
that this quotation was intended merely to describe Christ as exalted
to his proper place in •• God's building," notwithstanding his contemptuous rejection by the Jews but from the fuller report of Matthew
in

;

(21,43.44) and Luke (20, 18), we learn that it was also meant to
represent him as a judge and a destroyer, an idea which the foregoing
parable could not convey without a violation of its plan and imagery
which required the Son to be regarded simply as a victim to the cupiditj^
and hatred of the husbandmen.
1*2. And they sought to lay hold on him, but feared
the people for they knew that he had spoken tlie parable
against them and they left him, and went their way.
;

;

They., not the people, who are distinguished from them in the
next clause, but the chief priests, scribes, and elders, whose demand
for his commission or authority had given occasion to this whole
discourse (see above, on 11, 27.)
Sought, not merely wished, but used
means, or at least endeavoured to discover them.
But, literally, ami,
the simple conjunctive being often used where an adversative particle
is required by our idiom.
T/ie people, literally, the crowd, the masses,
whom they despised as well as feared (John 7, 49.) Thei/ knew is by
Fome referred to crowd ov people, as a collective, they (the people) knew
that he spoke the paralle to (at or against) them (the priests, «icc.), and
Lhe latter therefore did not dare to seize him, lest the people shook'
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take sides with him against their rulers. But most interpreters prefei
the obvious construction, which supposes they and them to have the
same antecedent, and the clause to give the reason not for their fearing
but for their desiring; to arrest him. They desired it because they
understood the parable as pointed at themselves ; but because they
were afraid of the people, they deferred the execution of their purpose and apparently left him to return no more.
Went their way^ as
usual, means nothing more than went away.

And

13.

and of

they send unto him certain of the Pharisees
him in (his) words.

the Herodians, to catch

But although thus foiled in their direct attempt to silence him?
they lose no time in aiming at the same end by a more insidious
method, all the parties hostile to him coalescing for a moment in a joint
and several effort to destroy his popularity and influence, by setting
him at variance either with the Roman government or Jewish people.
The means emplo3"ed for this end was a series of entangling questions
upon difficult and controverted points, both doctrinal and practical, to
which it seemed impossible for him to return any answer that
would not commit him in the eyes of some important party. This
design is apparent from the coalition of two adverse sects or parties in
first attack, the Pharisees, or bigoted opponents of all heathenish
and foreign domination, and the Herodians, or followers of Herod, who
This
sustained him as the instrument and vassal of the Romans.
unnatural alliance between parties diametrically opposite in principle
was caused by their common hostility to Christ, whose growing
influence was far more dangerous to both than either could be to the
By combining, too, they seemed to render his escape impossible,
other.
as any answer which would satisf}' the one side must of course afford
a ground of opposition to the other. Of this crafty and unprincipled
contrivance, on the part of men whose only bond of union was their
hatred of our Lord and their desire to destroy him, it might well be
said that their design was to catch him. as a bird is caught in fowling,
hy a word. i. e. by a perplexing question, or, as some explain it, by an
unguarded answer.

the

And

wlien they were come, they say nnto him,
that thou art true, and carest for no
not the person of men, but
regardest
for
thou
man
truth.
Is it lawful to give
in
teachest the way of God
tribute to Cesar, or not ?
14.

Master,

we know

;

And they coming say to him, their first words being not a peremptory challenge, as in the preceding case (11, 27), but a flattering address
intended toallay suspicion and conceal their real purpose, so as U
throw him off hi.s guard and make it easier to entrap him. Master^ i. e
Teacher, ice know, not necessarily a false profession, since the character here ascribed to Christ was not only true but universally acknow-
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honest, candid, trutliful, one who spoke the truth
dirrnt for no niun. in the (Jrei-k a
double ne<jiitivc, as iisual enforcinp: tlic noiration (see above, on 5, 'M.)
The iuiporsonal verb is tliat
It docs not concern thee about no man.
employed above in 4, 38, and there explained. What they here ascril)e
to hiin is not indill'erence or unconcern as to the welfare of others, but
independence of their influence and authority, as motives for suppressThe flattery liere lies, not in the falsehood
ing an unwelcome truth.
or extravagance of the <lescription. but in the honesty with which they
seem to compreliend themselves among those for whom he did not care
As if they had said, we come to you not
in the sense above explained.
only as a wise and famous teacher, ])ut because we know that 30U will
tell us to our faces what you think, without considering how it will
attect us. liiijardent md the itcrnon^ literally (Zo.y^ not look into thefuce
(or at the outward appearance) of men^ i. e. art not influenced by any
ditterence of rank, position, wealth, or power, a regard to which in the
adrauiistration of justice was forbidden in the law of Moses as rexpect
of personj< or judicial partiality. (See Lev. 19, 15. Dent. 1, 17. 16. 19
and compare Prov. 24, '2'-]. 28, 21.) The same thing is here denied of
Christ, not as a jud^re. but as a teacher.
In truth or <f a truth, i. e.
truly, really, sincerely, without any such re.<<erves or personal regards as
those just mentioned. Such adulation has blinded the eyes and warped
the judgment of its thousands and its tens of thousands among human
sages, anil especially of those who glory in their insusceptibility of
flattery.
It is not surprising, therefore, that these ciafty casuists and
politicians, who regarded Jesus as a mere man. though an eminently
wise and good one, should have hoped to find him as susceptible of
Having thus prepared the way for their ensuing
flattery as others.
question, they at length propound it, in a very categorical and simple
form.
Is it lairful. is it right, not in itself or in the abstract, but for
us as meml>ers of the chosen people, subjects of a theocrac}' (see above,
on 2, 24. 20. 3, 4. G. 18. 10, 2). to give tribute, literally census, one of
the Latin words embedded in the Greek of Mark (see above, on 6, 27)
strictly meaning an enrollment of the people and assessment of their
property with a view to taxation (compare Luke 2, 1-5), but also used
in the secondary sen.se of the tax itself, here distinguished as a Roman
not a .Jewish impost by the Latin word applied to it and liv the express
mention of the taxing power.
Ce^aar. a surname of the Julian family
at Rome, inherited from Julius Ciesar by his grand nephew and adopted
Bon. Octavius or Augustus, the first emperor of Rome, was afterwards
transmitted through the line of his successors, not only those who were
connected with his family, but those exalted by a popular or military
nomination. It is here apjdied abstractly to tj^e oflQce, or rather to the
actual incumbent, Tiberiu.s, the step-son and successor of Augustus, who
reigned from the 14th to the o7th year of the Christian era. It is not
however in his personal capacity, but as the representative of Roman
power, that he is here mentioned.
Or not ? an artful presentation of
the question as requiring a direct and categorical solution, without
'*
^ualiiications or distinctions, but as we say in English, *• Yea or nay f
fedfred.

True,

witlioiit reiTiinl

i.

e.

to conseqiioTicos.

—
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15. SliaL we give, or shall we not give
knowing their hypocrisy, said unto them.

?

Why

me

?

bring

me

a

penny, that

I

may

see

But

he^

tempt ye

(it.)

May we give, or may we not give ? the form erf the Greek verb being
not future but subjunctive and indefinite. It is therefore really another
form of the pieceding question, not a second one consequent upon it, as
the Enfrlish version seems to intimate. 1. Is it lawful? 2. Shall we
do it ? for a tiling may be lawful and yet not expedient or bindinir.
(Comjjare 1 Cor. 6, 12. 10. 23.) But in Greek no such distinction is
expressed or suggested, but a simple repetition of the same inquiry in a
different and more laconic form, thus rendering it still more categorical
and peremptory, as admitting of no answer but a simple affirmation or
negation.
While the preamble to the question, therefore, was adapted
to conciliate and prepossess an ordinary wise man, the question itself
was so framed as almost to extort a categorical and therefore compromising answer. But he with whom they had to deal saw not only
through their question but themselves, and shaped his course accordingly, so as at one stroke to solve the difficulty and defeat their malice.
K)iowing (or according to some copies, seeing) their hyjpocrisy^ the
part which they were acting (see above, on 7, 6), but here from the
connection necessarily suggesting the idea of dissimulation, false pretences, which we commonly attach to the derivative in English.
Why
tempt ye me? not wh}'- entice me into sin, wiiich is the ordinary sense
of tempting (see above, on 1, 13), but why do you try me, prove me,
put me to the test, which is its primary and proper import. (See above,
on 8, 11. 10, 2.) Then, instead of answering in thesi, as they evidently
wished and expected, he gives a striking popularity and vividness to
what he is about to say, by addressing it not only to the ears but to
the eyes of those about him.
Bring me a penny, a denarius, another
of Mark's Latin words, denoting a silver coin in common circulation
since the Roman conquest, worth from fifteen to seventeen cents of our
money, but here mentioned not with any reference whatever to its
value, but as the tribute money (coi?i of the census or taxation) as it is
expressed in Matthew (22, 19.)
That J may see {it), is almost sarcastic, for though he did desire and intend to see it, yet the words, if
seriously understood, seem to imply that he had never done so, and
expected to derive some information from an inspection of the coin
itself
But this was no doubt understood by all about him as a sort
of grave rebuking iron}', intended to disclose his knowledge of their
secret motive.-:, and his scorn of their hypocrisy, in raising such an
abstract question on a point decided by their every-day transactions in
the way of business.
As if he had said, 'What are you required to
pay taxes to the Romans ? And in what coin ? Let me see one '
thus attracting the attention of all present to the question, and preparing them to understand his memorable answer.
!

16.

And

they bronght

(it.)

And

he

saith unto

them
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image and superscription

?

And

thev said

unto him, Cesar's.

And thy (either Miosc who put the question or some others presmay now couceive of him as hoMinj; the deent) hro'itjlit (^it.)
narius in his liand, or disphiyiu;^ it to those around, as if it had been
Romethiug new, thus still more exritinpj curiosity and gradually openin?: the way for tlie solution of the difficulty which had been su«rg:ested.
Whotte is this iinnfjc and inscription ? referiinp; to the well-known
hea<l an<l title of the emperor by which the money was authenticated
As if he had continued in the same tone as before,
as a k'lral teuder.
*
See, this money has a man's head aud a man's name stamped upon it j

Wo

what does

this

and figures ?'

mean ? who is this, here represented both in words
The inevitable answer. Cesar\<i, may to some have sug-

and obscurely, the solution just about to be
expressed in words, while others, perhaps most, still continued in susgested, at least vaguely

pense, until the words were uttered.

And

17.

Jer-us

Cesar the things
tliat

are God's.

The

answering, said unto them, Render to

and

God

tliat

are Cesar's,

And

they marvelled at him.

to

the things

words of this verse are not to be slurred over as mere exwords of course, but read with great dehberation and strong

first

pletives or

emphasis.

And

Jcsit.^

(Iiaving thus directed attention to the captious

and unreasonable nature of the question, not evading

it. but) ansicerunto them. i. e. directly to his tempters, as a solution
of their abstract question, but at the same time through them and as
it were over their heads, to the surrounding masses, as a practical
Render (return, pay back) the (things')
direction or a rule of duty.
of Cesar to Cesar, and the (things) of God to God, a collocation more
emphatic (though identical in meaning) than the one in the translation, as it places last in either clause, not the thing to be paid but the
person to receive it. Some attach to the Greek verb the diluted sense
of simply givmg out or paying, but the strong sense of paying back,
restoring, correctly though not clearly enough given in our version, is
not onlv permitted bv the etvmology and favoured by the usage of the
word (compare Matt^ 5. 20. 33. 6. 4. 18, 25. 20. 8. Luke 4, 20. 9, 42.
10. 8. Rom. 12, 17. 13. 7. 1 Th. 5, 15. 1 Pet. 3, 9). but required by the
whole connection and essential to the full force of our Saviour's
answer. Of the numerous specific sen.ses put upon that answer there
are jirobably but two exegeticall}' possible and yet essentially unlike.
The first of these supposes Christ to represent the two things as entirely distinct and independent of each other, belonging to excentric
incommensurable spheres, and therefore not to be reduced to any
common principle or rule. As if he had said. Pay your taxes and
pti foim your religious duties, but do not mix the two together or attempt to bring them either into conflict or agreement for they really
Delong to different worlds or systems, and have nothing common or

%u(j (at last) S'lid

;

—
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by which they can even be compared.

This paradoxical intciv

pretation would deserve no notice had it not been gravely urged by
one of the most celebrated modern German writers. The other exegetical hypothesis supposes Christ to say precisely the opposite of this,
to wit, that the two duties are in perfect harmonj^ and rest on one and
Within this general hypothesis, however, thera
the same principle.
are several gradations or distinct forms of opinion as to the principle

here laid down.

Without enumerating

these,

all

it

will

be sufficient

which can be reduced to this
The former understands our Lord as rather distinguishing the
class.
two obligations, but affirming their consistency and equal obligation,
when they are not in collision. The latter understands him as identifying both as parts of one and the same system, as if he had said,
your civil duties are but parts of your religious duties. By rendering
But the questo Cesar what is his you render unto God what is his.
tion still remains, what doctrine did he teach as to the Roman domination and the duly of the Jews while under it ? The most approved
and prevalent opinion is that in accordance with the maxim of Maimonides and other rabbins, he regards the circulation of the coin of
any sovereign as a practical proof that his sovereignty not only exists
but is submitted to. So long as the Jews submitted to the Romans
and enjoyed their protection they were not only authorized but bound
Others make the prominent idea that of
to pay for the advantage.
penal visitation, or subjection to the Romans as a punishment of sin.
The other precept, render unto God, &c., is understood according to
these ditferent hypotheses as meaning either, give your souls or yourselves (which bear his image) back to him by faithful service or by
true repentance, as you give back to the emperor in tribute the coin
which he circulates among you. All these constructions seem to me
too artificial, and the only satisfactory one that which understands our
Lord as first suggesting by the very aspect of the coin that they were
under obligations 'to the civil power, and then reminding them that till
these came in conflict with religious obligations they were no less
binding.
As if he had said, Yes, if you are actuall}' under Roman
to state two, the lowest aiid the highest,

.

'

domination, yet allowed to serve God in the way of his appointment,
and indeed protected in that service, you are bound to pay back what
you thus receive, but no such obligations can destroy those which you
owe to God himself, or suspend them when they come in competition.
In a word, repay to Cesar what he gives you, and to God the infinitely
greater

giJfts

18.

there

is

which you receive from him.'

Then come unto him the Sadducees, which say
no resurrection and they asked him, saying
;

Also come the Sadducees to him^ after the discomfiture of the Herodians and Pharisees. This does not seem to have been prompted by
the same motive with the first attack, but rather by a frivolous desire
to ridicule the doctrine of the resurrection, the denial of which is elsewhere mentioned as a characteristic of the party (compare Acts 23, 6.
)
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Those saying (teaching or maintiiininjr) a resurrection not to he.
/lim, sdi/iuff, what is recorded in v.
23, the four intervening verses bein^ a preamble or a statement of the
case on wliich the question was founded.

Asked (qiRstioned, cutechized)

a man's brother
die, and leave (his) wife (behind him), and leave no children, tliat his l)r()rher should take his wife, and raise up
Beed unto his brother.
19. Master,

Moses wrote unto

us, If

Master (Teacher), the same form of address with that in v. 14. admitting his authoiity as a relijzious teacher, if not as a piophet. Moses
wrote to us may either mean prescribed to us, enjoined upon us. or be an
ellipsis or contraction of the phrase in 10, 5, wrote us a commandment.
The law referred to is in Deut. 25, 5-10. and was a temporar}- regulation intended, like some other provisions of the law (e. g. Lev. 25, 13.
Num. uG, 4. 7) to keep the tribes and families of Israel as far as posAfter
sible in statu quo^ during the period of national independence.
the deportation of the ten tribes and the return of .Judah from captivity, the reasons for this singular provision were no longer in existence, at least in the same degree, and there is very little probability
This, with the extravagance of the case
that it was still observed.
here stated, makes it highly probable that it is not a real but a ficti
tious one, invented for the purpose of casting ridicule upon the resurrection, or as some suppose a well-known argument in the dispute
between the Pharisees and Sadducees.

Xow there were seven brethren, and the
And the second
took a wife, and dying left no seed.
took her, and died, neither left he any seed, and the third
And the seven had her, and left no seed last
likewise.
all
woman
died also.
of
the
The technical formality with which the case is stated may belong
to the usaiie of the Jewish schools, analogous to the modern practice,
when a question is submitted for professional opinion. Or the prolix
20. 21. 22.

first

;

may have been intended to enhance the ridicule of the supposed case. Had in v. 22 is not the verb so rendered in the next
verse, but the one which properly means toolc, and is so translated in
repetition

V8. 20. 21.

23. In
rise,

the resurrection, therefore, when they shall
shall she be of their. ? for the seven had

whose wife

\ier to wife.

This is the question growing out of the case previously stated. It
not like that of the Ilerodians and Pharisees, adapted and intended
'JO entangle or embroil him with the government or people, but a mer«

vg
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puzzle, or at most a grave scoff at the doctrine of the resurrection, as
involving such absurdities of theory and inconveniences of practice.

24.

And

Jesus answering said unto them, Do ye noi
know not the scriptures, neither

therefore err, because je
the power of God ?

Therefore^ hterally.ybr ihu. on account of this, referring to what
follows.
Is not this the cause of your mistake, that you do not
know,' &c. Err^ wander from the truth and from right reason. Not
knowing the scriptures, either in the sense of not being famihar even
with the letter of their teachings on this subject, or more probably in
that of not correctly understanding what they did know as to its external form.
The two things which he chart^es them with not know'

ing are.

what God had taught, and what God could

do.

For when they shall rise from the dead, they neimarry nor are given in marriage, but are as the
angels which are in heaven.
When they rise, not the woman and her seven husbands, as in v.
25.

tlier

but men in general, the dead, as appears from the general form of
the ensuing proi'osition.
Neither marry nor are married (or giren in
tnarriage), a sort of proverbial expression expiessing the same act or
contract with respect to the two sexes or the two parties in each case
of marriage (compare the compound form in Matt. 24, 38. Luke 17,
27. 1 Cor. 7^38.)
As (or like) angels in heaven, i. e. immortal, and
therefore not dependent upon reproduction for the preservation of their
species.
Some construe the clause, are in heaven like the angels ; but
the words relate to their condition upon earth, not in the resurrectionstate, or the period which follows that event, but at the very time of
its occurrence.
23,

26. And as touching the dead, that they rise
have ye
not read in the book of Moses, how in the bush God
spake unto him, saying, I (am) the God of Abraham, and
the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob?
;

Touching (about, concerning) the dead, that they do (i. e. are to)
As to the truth or the doctrine that the dead rise. Hate you
not read, or did you never read, as in v. 10.
The hook of Moses, i. e.
the I^entateuch or Law, which is not made up of distinct compositions,
but uas continuously written, and is really one whole, the subdivisions
being merely mechanical and for convenience, which accounts for the
five books having now no titles in the Hebrew text, but being designated by initial words and phrases.
In the hush may either designate
the ]ilace wheie the words were originally uttered, or the portion of
thf Pentateuch in wliich they are recorded (viz. Ex. 3, 6), according to
rise.
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an ancient metliod of citation which occurs occasionally even in tho
cltL'-isics (o. '^. IMin}- says in plu/nbo when referring to his cliapter upon
lead), and as some think in another passage of this p;os[)el (see above,
on 2, 2ii.; This cilatiuii takes fur grant(.'«l the Mosaic origin and divine
From our Lord's
authority of the writing from which it is derived.
sclecUng such a passage ratiiei than others in the later scriptures which
appi'ar more pertinent and cogent (e. g. Isai. 20, 19. Ez. 37. l-lO) Tertullian and Jerome inferred that the SacMucees acknowledged only the
five books of Moses, which was long the prevalent belief; but in our
day the niost competent authorities deny that there is any ground for
this opinion, :ind allege that the ^addiicees differed from the Pharisees,
not as to the canon of scripture, but only as to the traditional or oral
law (see above, on 7, 3.)

He

27.

living

is not the God of the dead, but the
ve therefore do i::reatlv err.

:

Two

God

of the

some colour, have been made to the vaan argument in favour of the resurrection.
The first is, that the declaration in the passage cited seems to mean no
more than that he who had been the <j!od of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, would still be the God of their descendants, which would be no less
The other is, that even if it
true if the palrianrhs had ceased to exist.
necessarily assumes their continued existence, it only proves the imVarious
mortality of the soul, and not the resurrection 3f the body.
attempts have been made to meet this difficulty, by alleging for example that as man consists of soul and body, their reunion is implied or
ensured by the fact that God is still their God or by assuming that
the declaration cited has respect to a covenant represented as still valid,
ind therefore implying the continued existence of the souls, and the
future reunion of the souls and bodies of the human parties to that
But all such explanations lay the chief stress upon somecovenant.
tiiing not spoken of at all. either in the original passage or in Christ's
citation and interpretation of it.
Perhaps the simplest and most satisfactory solution ot the dilficulty is. that this is not an argument at all,
Our Lord must then be
but an autlioritative declaration of the truth.
understood, not as saying that they ought to have known this doctrine
to be taught in that familiar passage, but as telling them that this,
Did you never read that
though not its obvious, is its real meaning.
gracious declaration of the Lord to Moses, in which he describes himobjections, not without

lidity of this, considered as

:

'

of Abraham. Isaac, and -Jacob ? Well, to you that may
mere reminiscence of the past but 1 can tell you that
the patriarchs are there leferred to, not as persons who exist no longer,

self as the

seem

God

to be a

;

spirits, but as living men, possessed of souls
and 1)0 lies, who>e God Jehovah is to be forever, a relation partially
su>peuded for the present l)y the separation of these parts, but hereafter
to be fully reinstated by the lesurrection and ledemption of the body.
In your interpretation of such scriptures, and in your rejection cf this
This view of the matter, whil*
doctrine, ve do thtrcfore greatly err.''

nor even as disembodied

;
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away with the necessity of all abstruse and recondite construe
answers every necessary purpose; for the context and the circumstances of the case are as fully satisfied by an authoritative declaration
it

does

tions,

as they would be by a formal demonstration, since in either case the
doctrine of the resurrection is confirmed by the highest possible authority, the only difference between them being that our Lord, upon
the supposition here proposed, instead of arguing the point, simply
states the conclusion, thus teaching with authority and not as the
scribes (see above, on 1, 22), who, as we learn from Luke (20, 39. 40),
were both satisfied and silenced by this unexpected answer.

28. And one of the scribes came, and having heard
them reasoning together, and perceiving that he had answered them well, asked him. Which is the first com-

mandment

of

all

?

This may at first sight seem to be an attack from a third quarter
but not onl}^ were the scribes for the most part Pharisees (see above,
on 2, 16). but Matthew (22, 34. 35) says expressly that this one was a
lawyer from among theiii^ who acted as their spokesman, on their re-

assembhng

after the discomfiture of the Sadducees.
It is therefore a
renewal of the first asspult (vs. 13-17), but in a less insidious form, and
by a less prejudiced and hostile agency, yet still with the design of
tempting i. e. trying him (Matt. 22, 35.) The way in which the two
accounts complete each other as to this point, although peifectly familiar to our courts of justice, is of course regarded by some pedagogues and pedants as a glaring contradiction, which it is uncandid and
unreasonable either to deny or to attempt ,to harmonize. This scribe
had been a witness of the previous conversation, and was no doubt one
of those whom Luke describes as applauding our Lord's answer to the
Sadducees.
While jAlatthew therefore represents him as a tempter in
the sense before explained (see above, on 8, 11. 10, 2. 12, 15) and as
the spokesman of the Pharisees, Mark, with perfect consistency, gives
prominent relief to his personal respect for Christ and his real curiosity
to hear his judgment on the subject here propounded.
What (^or whaX
kind of) commandment^ as the first word strictly means, though often
used for mere numerical distinction (see above, on 11, 28.) AU, in the
oldest copies, is masculine or neuter, and cannot therefore be grammatically construed with C07miiandments,h\xi with things nnderstood. forming a sort of superlative com^onnA, Jirst-qf-all.
First, i.e. in importance and binding force.
This is said to be an old rabbinical dispute,
still extant in the Jewish books.
The trial (or temptation) here involved no risk (as in the joint demand of the Herodians and Pharisees),
but only a dissent from one of the contending parties, and a loss of
reputation as a wise expounder of the laws, if not a suspicion of grave

error in preferring certain precepts to all others.

29. 30. 31.

And

Jesus answered him, The

first

of all the

—
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3^3

(is), Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is
and tliou shalt love the Lord tliy God with
all thy lieart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind,
and with all thy streni>t]i this (is) tlie fii-st coniniand-

coinniaiulineiits

one J^ord

;

:

iiient.

And

the second

(is) like,

love thy neighbour as thyselt*.
mandment greater than these.

(namely)

There

is

this.

Thou

shalt

none other com-

These snares our Lord avoids by stating- in reply, not a precept of
the decalojrue, or any other one conmiandnient of the law, but its comprehensive summary in Deut. 0. 4. 5 and Lev. 19. 18. the former passage
sununing up the lirst and the latter the second table, liy this admirable answer, he avoids the inconveniences attending a more specific one,
and at the same time turns awa}- the tlioughts of those who heard
him from unprofitable subtleties to fundamental principles of the highInstead of singling out particular cnminandest [)ractical importance.
4uents as entitled to the preference, he gives the lirst and second place
to two contained in scripture and preceptive in their foiin, yet comprehending all the rest, and at the same time setting fortJi the true principle of action, to which all obedience owes its value and its very being.
The tirst quotation is the fjinious Shema of the Jewish worship, so
called from its lirst word (yizt) meaning hear^ and constantly repeated
as a sort of creed or summary of all religion.
There is no need of attempting any nice distinction between heart and soul and mind, the
obvious design of the accumulated synonymes being to exhaust the one
idea of the whole man with all his powers and alfiections.
This likewise renders unimportant the additions made to the original, either in
the Septuagint or the gospel, and the variations of existing manuscripts,
since none of these diversities or changes have the least effect upon the
main idea of supreme love to God and disinterested love to man. Selflove, as being an original princiide of our nature, and therefore not subject to the caprices of the will, is wisely made the standard of men's
luve to one another, which would otherwise be ever sinking far below
And (there is) a
the level of our natural regard to our own welfare.
atcond, like (or of the same kind, namely) this.
Greater than these^
other prece})t (or commandment) there i« not.
Of all our Saviour's
\\ ise and happy answers to insidious or puzzling questions, this is the
most exquisitely beautiful, because so unambiguous, so simple, so exactly corresponding to the form of the question, so evasive of its trifling and unprofitable element, so exhaustiv and demonstrative of
w hat was really important in it, and therefore so unchangeably insiructive and so practically useful to the end of time.
32. And the scribe said unto him. Well, Master, thou
hast said the truth
tor there is one God, and there i8
;

tione other but

Ont of the

he

finest strokes in this fine

pictuie,

which the sceptical
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do their best to neutralize, if not efface, is the effect produced
himself, a change of feeling altogether natural and easy
in a well-disposed and highly cultivated mind, on finding unexpectedly
such deep and clear views of the meaning of the law. where he had only
looked for abstruse subtilty or shallow commonplace. The puerile
idea, that one evangelist describes him all through as an enemy, the
other as a friend, is as worthy of its authors as it is unworthy of the
subject, not only on religious principles, but even on their favorite
ground of esthetics and psychology. Nothing can be truer to human
nature or in better taste than the very change of feeling which those
writers so contemptuously set aside as a sheer harmonistical invention.
critics

upon the scribe

Another pitiful ffiilure of the same school is the effort to identify this
conversation with another like it. but of somewhat earlier date, preserved by Luke (10, 25-28), as having given occasion to the parable of
the good Samaritan. If this hypothesis, intended to discredit all the
narratives, as flowing from inconsistent and confused traditions, requires
anj'^ other refutation than is furnished by the palpable difference of text
and context, it belongs to the exposition of that gospel.
Well is not a
mere expletive or even a connective similar to tchy or so at the beginning of a sentence, but an emphatic adverb (as in v. 28, and in 7, 6. 9.
37 above) here equivalent to excellently, admirably, nobly.
Thou hast
said the truth, or more exactly, in (or icith) truth (i. e. truly) thou
hast saidj what follows (see above, on v. 14.)
Instead of three detached clauses, we have then one full one, icell and truly didst thou say
that (not for) there is one (the latest critics omit God^ which only
makes the phrase still more impressive.) This refers to the first words of
our Lord's quotation, the sublime declaration of the divine unity, which
the scribe then amplifies, perhaps with reference to the first commandment (Ex. 20, 3.) Not only is he one in tpe sense of what theologians
call simplicity, i. e. without parts, division, or complexity, but also in
the negative exclusive sense of onlines.-, and there is no other except him.
This is far from being a mere echo or a vain repetition of the words of
Moses ; it is rather a profound though simple comment on them, which
is continued through the following sentence.

And

him with

the heart, and with all
the understanding, and with all the soul, and with all the
strength, and to love (his) neighbour as himself, is more
than all whole burnt-olferings and sacrifices.
33.

to love

all

Here again, although the scribe repeats the words which Christ had
quoted, with an unimportant substitution of equivalents {mind for understanding), which may possibly belong exclusively to Mark's report, it
is only for the purpose of another comment or addition, showing like
the first (in the preceding verse) a more than ordinary insight into the
true sense and spirit of the law. and a remarkable congeniality with
As before he made the
Christ's own teaching upon that great subject.
unity of God exclusive of all others, so he now puts supreme love to
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him in its tnie position, with respect to all ritual observances, not as at
variance witli tiiem, or as siipersedinf;: them so lonj; as the Mosaic dispensation lasted, nor merely as superior in denree of di}j;nity and value,
hut as heinj; the soul or vital principle to which they owed whatever
diijnitv or vahie they jtossessed. and in default of which they must he
worse than worthless. Burnt -offerings and unrrljicrs are specilic and
generic terms, the' last denoting animal or bloody offerings in general,
the first the ohih or most im]»ortant species of such offerings, in which
the victim was entirely ct)nsumed, and the whole work of expiation
Animal oblations are exclusively mentioned, not as such, but
tyi)ilie(l.
as the most important part of the sacrificial ritual, in which alone the
doctrine of vicarious atonement, by the sacrifice of life for life, was
typified, the vegetable offerings being simply an appendage, a distinct
acknowledgment of God's piopriety in all his creatures, but apart from
the others, as devoid of meaning and effect as when Cain offered fruits
of the earth in competition with his brother's bleeding victims ((ien.4,
'6-5. lleb. 11, 4.)
'J'he idea here is. more (i. e. intrinsically better, more
acceptable to God, and more useful to the worshipper) than all the
ceremonies of the law, considered in themselves and as devoid of this
informing principle.

34. And when Jesns saw that lie answered discreetly,
he said unto him, Thou art not tar from the kingdom of
God. And no man after that durst ask him (any question.)
Jemis seeing him that he answered implies more than is expressed in
the version Jesus saic that he ansicered. namely, that he saw his person
Discreethj, in its
at the same time that he searched his thoughts.
modern usage, whiih is almost wholly negative, implying the avoidance
of all danger by a wise precaution, falls far short of the original, which
answers better to intelligently, meaning strictly and according to its
et3'mology, mind havingly.
He answered as one having i/oi?, intelligence or intellect, not only as a natural endowment, but in active exerThis high praise which, although
cise, and on the highest subjects.
sufficiently attested by our Lord's authority, is also justified by what
is here recorded of the man's own language and deportment, is now followed by a still more interesting statement, namely, that he was not
far from the kingdom of God. the best explanation of which language
is the simplest and most obvious, to wit. that he was almost on the
same ground with our Lord's disciples. The reference is not so much
This
to moral dispositions as to intellectual and doctrinal perceptions.
•s no assurance that the scribe was then a true believer or would
finally be saved.
It was rather a warning to come nearer stdl or rather
actually enter, lest he should have cause to wish that he had stdl remamed afar off. There is the same reticency, as to this man's subsequent career, as in tlie case of tlie young ruler (see above, on Jo. 22),

but with far more positive encouragement to hope that he was

ulti-
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Yet these are amontr: the very cases, of which Christ
himself said, that the first would be last and the last first. CSee above,
on 10, 31. and compare Matt. 19, 30. 20, 16. Lnke 13. 30.) Withjthis
most interesting conversation ends the series of tentative interi'Ogations,
to which the Saviour was exposed in this last visit to Jerusalem, a sei'ies
progressively diminishing in malice and in craft, until the last interrogator, though a Pharisee, a Scribe, and a tempter or inquisitor, was
finally pronounced by Christ hi^nself not far from the kingdom of God ;
thus bringing out as the result of these experiments on his capacity and
wisdom as a teacher, the remarkable fact that, while the worst of his
opponents were unable to convict him of an error or betray him into a
mistake, the best of them, when brought into direct communication
with him on the most important subjects, found themselves almost in
the position of his own disciples. Under such influences, some attractive and conciliating, some repulsive and alarming, it is not surprising
that of all our Lord's opponents, whether more or less malignant and
fanatical, no one any longer (in the Greek no longer) da/red to question
mately saved.

him.

And

35.

the temple,

David

Jesns answered and said, while lie taught in
say the scribes that Christ is the son of

How

?

Thus

far our Lord's position had been wholly a defensive one
but
turns tlie tables and asks a question in his turn, not merely for
the purpose of .silencing his enemies, but also with a view to the asserAnsiDering. retoiting their
tion of his own claims as the Messiah.
interrogations.
While he taught^ literally, teaching, not in private
conversation, but in the course of his public and official insti-uctions.
Ill the tewple. i. e. in its area or enclosure (see above, on v. 11.)
How.^
t^ay. i. e.
in what sense, upon what ground, or by what authoritj'-.
The scribes, as the
officially, or ex cathedra^ here equivalent to teach.
expounders of the law and the religious teachers of the people (see
The Christ, the
above, on 1, 22. 9, 11, and compare Matt. 23, 2.)
Messiah, Greek and Hebrew synonymes, both meaning Anointed, and
applied to the Prophet, Priest and King of Israel, predicted by the
proi»hets, and expected by the people (see above, on 1, 1. 8, 20. 9, 41.)
Son,
/s, in the doctrine of the scriptures, or is to he, in point of fact.
descendant, heir, of David, as the first and greatest theocratical sovereign (see above on 10, 47. 11. 10.)
;

now he

For David himself said by the
said unto my Lord, Sit thou on
make thine enemies thy footstool.
36.

Lord
I

Holy Ghost, The

my

right hand,

till

For assigns the reason of the question or the ground of the obj(?cwhich it states; but the latest critics have expunged the particle.
In the Holy Spirit, i. e in intimate union with and under the control-

tion
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My

Lord, \. e. David's, as our
ing influence of that divine person.
S.iviour explicitly declares in the passaj^es already cited ; yet not oi
David merely aK a private person, nor even as an individual king, but
as reprusentuig his own royal race and tiie house of Israel over which

The person thus described as the superior and sovereigD
reigned.
of David and his house and of all Israel, could not possibly be Da\id
himself, nor any of his sons and successors except one who. by virtue
See
nature, was at once liis sovereign and his son.
:)i his twofold
Kom. 1, u. -i. Tiiat the Lord here meant was universally identitied
with the Messiah b}' the ancient Jews, is clear, not only from their
own traditions, but from Christ's a.ssuming this interpretation as the
basi-; of his argument to prove the Messiah's superhuman nature, and
from the fact that his opponents, far from questioning this fact, were
unable to answer him a word, and afraid to interrogate him further
(Matt. 22, 40.) The original form of expression, in the phrase Sit at
seat at the right hand
lay rUjht hand, is the same as in Ps. Iu9, 31.
of a king is mentioned in the Scriptures as a place of honour, not arbitrarily, but as implying a participation in his power, of which the right
See above, on Ps. 45, 10 (9), and comhand is a constant .syiHl)ol.
pare Matt. 19, 28. The sitting posture is appropriate to kintrs. who
(Compare Ps.
are frc(piently described as sitting on their thrones.
In this case, however, the posture is of less moment than
29, lU.)
Hence Stephen sees Christ standing at the right hand
the position.
of God (Acts 7. 55, 56j, and Paul simply says he is there (Rom. 8,
The participation in the divine power, thus ascribed to the
34.)
Messiah, is a special and extraordinary one, having reference to the
This idea is expressed by the figure
total subjugation of his enemies.
of tiieu" being made his footstool, perhaps with allusion to the ancient
practice spoken of in Josh. 10, 24.
This figure itself, however, presupposes the act of sitting on a throne.
It does not imply inactivity,
as some suppose, or mean that Jehovah would conquer his foes for
The idea running through
him, without any intervention of his own.
the whole psalm is. that it is in and through huu that Jehovah acts for
the destruction of his ene nies, and that for this very end he is invested
with almighty power, as denoted by his session at the right hand of
God. This session is to last until the total subjugation of his enemies,
that is to say. tiiis special and extraordinary power of the Messiah is
tlien to ter.iiinate, a representation which agrees exactly with th;it of
Paul in 1 Cor. 15. 24-2!<, where the verse before us is distinctly referred to. although not expressly quoted. It is therefore needless, though
grammatical, to give the luitil an inclusive meaning namely, until then
This vcr>e, it has been said, is
and afterwards, as in Ps. 112, 8, etc.
more frequenily quoted or referred to. in the New iestament, than
Besides the [lassages already cited, it
any other in the Hebrew Bible.
.ies at the foundation of all those which represent Christ as sitting at
See Matt.'2G. 04. 1 Cor. 15. 25. Eph.
the ri-ht hand of the father.
1. 2iU22. Phil. 2, 9-11. Heb. 1, 3. 14. 8, 1. 10, 12. 13. 1 Pet. 3, 22.
it

A

whi compare Rev.
15

3, 2i.

—
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37. David therefore himself calleth him Lord, ar d
And the common people
whence is he (then) his son ?
heard him gladly.
Therefore^ or so then. David calls him Loi'd, i. e. his own superior
Whence, from what source, or by what means 1
or rather sovereign.
How is he at once his superior and inferior, his son and sovereign
The onl)/- key to this enigma is the twofold nature of the Messiah
as taught even in the Old Testament, and applied to the solution of
this very question in the beginning of the epistle to the Romans (1,
But this doctrine had been lost among the Jews, and more
3. 4.)
especially among the scribes or spiritual leaders, so that to them the
They still held fast however to the docquestion was unanswerable.
trine, that he was to be the Son of David, which indeed became a
reason for their giving up the doctrine of his higher nature, as being
incompatible with what the scripture taught so clearly as to his
descent and lineage. It is an instructive instance of perverted ingenuity, that one of the most eminent of modern German critics and
interpreters maintains that Jesus, for from admitting that the scribes
were right in making Christ the Son of David, teaches here that he
The effect of this unanswerable question upon those to
was not
whom it was addressed, or at whom it was aimed, is said by Matthew
(22, 46) to have been that no one could answer him a word, nor did
any one dare from that day any more to question him. There is of
course no inconsistency between this statement and the one in v. 34,
above, as both occurrences took place upon the same day; and as it has
been well said, while Mark exhibits him as silencing their questions.
Matthew goes further and describes him as silencing their very
answers.
On the other hand, Mark here describes the impression
which his teaching made upon the masses. And the common people
(literally, the much or great crowd) heard him gladly^ sweetl}', pleasantly, with pleasure (see above, on 6, 20.)
'{

!

38. And he said unto them in his doctrine,
the scribes, which love to go in long clothing,
salutations in the market-places

Beware
and

oi

(love)

contrast, tacitly suggested in the verse preceding, is here carout by representing CJhrist as warning them (the crowd who
heard him gladly) agaiust the scribes who would have silenced him.
In his doctrine, in his teaching, as or while he taught (see above, on
1, 22. 27. 4, 2. 11, 18.) Beware oj\ literally, see from, not look away from,
but look out from, be upon your guard against (see above, on 8. 15.)

The

ried

The scribes, those (wishing),
Love, literally, will, choose, wish, desii-e.
admits of two constructions, one of which supposes this to be desciiptive
of the whole class (beware of the scribes, for they love, &c.) the other
•jnly of a part (beware of those scribes who, or such scribes as, desire &.c.)
Che proximity of this verse to the one in which our Lord himself pro
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from the kingdom of heaven seems to reconv
lie is tfien to bo understood as

in this place.

by wliich to re<:;u]ate their trust in tlicir relij^ious
1^ l)ad said, 'Some scribes are not far from the
Messiah's kiuiidom, while others have lost si;;ht of his divinity; in
ordt-r to distinguish l)etuc't'n those two classes, observe which are
proud and ostentations, scllish and ambitious, in their conduct, and of
Clothiinj, clothes, or robes, in Groek the plural of a
those beware.'
noim originall}' meaning equipment, iitting out, applied botli to armour
and to dress, then restricted to the latter, then conlinod, as dress in
pivini: tbeni a test

As

if

Knirlish often

is,

traciuMs.

to the outer garment, robe or mantle, wliich in the

particularly fidl and flowing.
To go. in Groek to
\ralk ithout. suggesting the idoa of a needless locomotion for the purSidutations^ formal ceremonious compliments, accordpose of display.
ing to the oriental fashion in the murket-phices^ agora or forum, as the
oriental

costume

is

customary places of groat concourse (see above, on
39.

And

tlif

uppermost roonis

chief seats in
iit

tlie

G,

5G. 7, 4.)

syiiaiT'^ones,

and the

leasts.

As other objects of de.^ire and frivolous ambition to the baser sort
but |)robablv the greater number of the scribes, he names the Jirnt
scats (one Greek word) in the synagogues, or meetings for religious
worship, the idea of a building being secondary and incidental (see
Uppermost rooms is a Greek
above, on 1.21. 23. 29. 30. 3,1. 6.2.)
word of the same form, each being comjounded of a noun and the
Rooms here means placts, as in our familiar
ordinal number Jirst.
phrases make room, no room, while in good room^ large room, and most
other combinations, it means a chamber or apartment of a house,
which is the moaning probably attached to it by many English readers
Even places^
both in this and in several other places (e. g. Lu. 14, 9.)
however, would not be an adequate translation here, the Greek word
meanmg places to recline, i. e. at table (see above, on 2, 15). and the
whole phrase the most honouraV)le or consjiicuous of such reclining
places which, according to the Greek and Roman usage, was the middle
place in each triclinium or couch intended to be occupied by three.
Feasts, suppers, dinners (see above, on 6, 21.)
40. Which devour widows'
make long pra^^ers these shall
:

houses, and for a pretence
receive greater daujnation.

AVhile the preceding verse presents a lively but humiliating picture
of the vanity and levity of these Jewish clergy or religious teachers,
that before us adds a darker trait, belonging not to manners merely
'lliose devouring, swalbut to morals, or to mores in the higher sense,
lowing up. consuming, i. e. spending for their own advantage, the houses
often put for households, families, and by Xenophon and /Elian, as by

Mark, Luke (2ii. 47). and Matthew (23', 14), for the house with its
contents, ana so for jropert}' in general.
0/ icidows, often mentioned
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the Scriptures as the most defenceless class of poof, and therefore
objeds both of divine and human pit}', whose unrighteous spoliation, whether fraudulent or violent, is here mentioned as an aggrravatmg circumstance attending the embezzlements and peculations of these
worldly scribes, who may have had peculiar opportunities for such sin.s,
as expounders of the civil no less than the ceremonial and the mo^^al
"aw, or as the ghostly advisers of the sick and dying, the executors of
their wills and the guardians of their children, in all which capacities
enormous wickedness has been committed, since these words were utFor apretence making
tered, by a corrupted rainistr}'- and priesthood.
long 'prayers^ or more simply, hi pretence (or as a pretext) praying
long.
The only question here is, whether these words (in themselves
perspicuous enough) are to be construed with the first clause, as a further aggravation of the wickedness there mentioned (cloaking their
fraud and their extortion under unusual appearances of zeal and devotion, and even using these as means to their nefarious ends), or to be
taken as a new and distinct item in the catalogue (affiscting such devotion in [)retence. i. e. without sincerity, as hypocrites.)
Both these
lenses being perfectly appropriate and perfectly consistent, it is better
as in all such cases to combine them, and to understand our Lord as
(iaying, that the.se sii'ibes were not only h} pocritical and ostentatious in
cheir devotions but employed this very ostentation and hypocrisy as a
kneans of enriching themselves at the expense of the roost helpless
ola.sses
So far was iheir religious oflSce or profession from extenuating their guilt, that ou that very ground, as a fearful aggravation, these (pious sinner.<) 8hall receive (not only greater^ but)
more aliundant (or excessive) judgment (righteous retribution),
which in this case mtans of course condeumation, punishment, or execution.
By these criteria, which any roan was able to apply without
much risk of error or injusdce. he taught the people to distinguish between those scribes, probably ihe great mass, of whom they must beware
or be even on their guard, aud the few who, like the scribe in the preceding context, were already " not far from the kingdom of God," (v. 34.)
in

Epecial

And

many

Jesus sat o\er against the treasury, and bethe people cast money into the treasury ; and
that were rich cast iii much.

By

a perfectly natural as.sociation. the evangelist might here have

41.

held

how

devouring
widows' houses, that of a poor widow, perhaps thus impoveiished. giving her remaining mite to God, ev.^n if the incident itself had happened at some other time. But as Mark and Luke (21, 1-4) both
give it in the same connection, passing* over, as it were, for the i)urpose,
the extended report of Christ's discourse against the Scribes and Phari
Beea preserved l)y Matthew (23, 13-39), and as the other incidents of
adde<l, as a sort of contrast to the picture of these h3'pocrites

week, .so far as we can judge, are chronologically ordered
the most probable as well as the most pleasing supposition
ihat soon after he had uttered this same denunciation against clerica)

this eventful
it is

much

MARK
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widow w the very act of
Maik, as usual, imparts to us
And Jema
of the outward situation.

houses, he beheld a

di:itnotrically opposite.

a clear thou;:l» brief tilitnpse
or liaviuji; sat down, ])CThaps at the close of the discourse recorded ])riefly here an<l in full detail by Matthew, orer agnuhst^
opposite, in front of, the tints}! nj, a name p;iven by the rabbins to thirteen chests called trumpets from their shape, which stood in the court
of the women, but api>lied by John (S. 20). either to the court it.^elf or
to sou\e othei" lar<:e apartment of the temj)le. in which Christ addressed
the people upi»n that occasion and perhaps on this, although the word
treusunj here means, not the court or room, but the receptacle within
it, in which sense Josephus also used it, in sayinp: that the golden vine
presented to the terapic by Ajrrippa was suspended over the treasury.
The treasuries or store-rooms, mentioned by the same writer in the
plural numher, have respect to the siege of the city by the Romans,
when the citizens deposited their goods for safety in the chambers which
Beheld how denotes
Burroundefl or adjoined the courts of the temple.
a more particular and curious inspection than would have been exThe verb itself means to survey or
pressed l)y the usual word saw.
contemplate as a spectacle, and implies a close observation of the manner
llie people, crowd, or
as well as of the general fact of contribution,
nmltitude. as a promiscuous mass, without distinction of rank or wealth.
Cant, casts, the present tense as usual exhibiting the scene as actually
passing.
Money, literallv, brass or copper (see above, on 6, 8.) It appears from what is here said, that the contribution was not only in a
And
piiblic place but open to inspection as to what each person gave.
many rich (men) cast (in) many (^things or coins) or large (sums.)
sittinif,

And

there came a certain poor widow, and she
threw in two mites, which make a fartliing.
42.

There is something very striking in the form of the original, though
not in strict accordance with our idiom. Ajid coming one poor widow,
the very numeral im[)lying loneliness, a trait obhterated by translating
it as an indefinite article or pronoun (a or a certain), cast (in) two
mife\ or lejita, meaning very small coin, or the smallest then in circulation. Mark explains the Greek term by a Latin one (Kodpuvrrjs, quadraiis) denoting the fourth part of a Roman as, which was itself the
tenth part of the denarius or silver penny mentioned in v. 15 above. The
widow's mite was therefore about the fifth part of a cent, and her whole
The value is oul}- of importance as
contribution about two fifths.
showing upon how minute a gift our Lord pronounced this splendid
panegyric, which might well be envied by a Croesus or a Rothschild,
it IS a quaint but fine remark of Bengel, that instead of merely mentioning the sum (a quadrans), Mark gives the pieces that composed it,
one of which the widow might have kept, instead of casting both into
the treasury.

43. And he called (unto him) his disciples, and saitk
nnto them, Verily, I say unto you. That this poor widow
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thej which have cast into

the treasury.

Not content with noticing this humble benefaction for himself, our
blessed Lord directs the attention of his disciples to it also.
Verily
(^amen) I say unto you. his accustomed formula in introducing some*^hing solemn and important, or. as in this case, strange and unexpected.
More than all those casting into the treasury on this occasion. In the
last verse he explains the principle or gives the key to this paradoxical
assertion, namely, that the value of such gifts is to be estimated, not
only by the motive, which he takes for granted, or leaves out of the
account as too notorious to be overlooked, but by the cost or sacrifice
which it involves.
44. For all (the}'') did cast in of their abundance but she
of her want did cast in all that she had, (even) all her living.
:

For

meaning either

all the rich expressly mentioned
the widow is contrasted in the next verse,
or all the rest, as being richer than herself and therefore sacrificing less in their donations.
Of their al)undance^ out of that abounding (or remaining over) to them. But she., or as it may be rendered
tJiis (one) or this (woynan,) of her want, out of her deficiency, the
noun corresponding to the verb employed in 10, 21. and there explained.
All tliat she had., in Greek still more expressive, all (things')
whatsoever (or as many as) she had. All her living, the whole life of her,
in which sense life is used occasionally elsewhere. (Luke 8, 43. 15, 12.
Strong as these expressions are, they do not necessarily mean
30.)
any thing more than that she gave all then at her disposal or command, all that she might have spent for her subsistence.

in

all

V. 41,

they^

with

whom

CHAPTEE

XIII.

Having publicly assumed his Messianic office and begun to exercise
powers having defined his position with respect to the existing
theocratical authorities, and by his last discourse cut off" all hope of
our Lord now bids farewell to the
further tolerance or reconciliation

its

;

;

temple with a solemn prophecy of its destruction, addressed to his
disciples, who inquire as to the time and the premonitory signs of this
This gives occasion to a long prophetical
great, catastroi)he (1-4.)
discourse, in which he first tells them what are not signs of the end (513), and then what are (14-33), closing with an exhortation to perpeAs no part
tual vigilance and readiness for his a[)pearance (34-37.)
of scrii)ture has been more variously explained than this, with its
parallels in Luke and Matthew, it will be well before attempting to
mtevpret the details, to exhibit briefly some of the more general
hyTjotheses by which their meaning is determined, and to discriminate
between what is agreed upon as certain and what is more or less the
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The starting point of all discussion on the subjecl
iubject of dispute.
is the universally adtiiitted fact, that we have here an express predicThis is granted,
tion of the destruction of the temple by the Romans.
even l»y the infid»d who looks upon it as a happy accident, a chancecoincideuce, and by the scej)tic who rejrards it as a prophecy ex cventu.
Some u;o further and suppose the destruction of Jerusalem to be the
subject of the whole discourse; but this requires the assumi»tion of so
many hy|ierholical expressions, and such a violent construction of the
terms apparently referring to remoter changes, that the great mass of
interpreters a<lmit the coexistence of two great themes in this context,
th<' destruction of the temple and the end of the world or the present
state of things.
It then becomes a question how these topics stand
related to each other, as to which point there are two main theories,
each of which is variously modified.
The first is. that these two great
subjects are distinctly and sucessively presentefl, so that the interpreter
can separate them from each other ; the second, that they are promiscuously l)leuded. or at least continually interchanged and intermingled,
Of
so that <uch a separation is extremely difficult if not impossible.
tho>e who take the first view, some suppose the one theme to be finally
disposed of, before the other is introduced at all, but differ much as
to the j)recise point of transition, though the greater number fix it
either at v. 14 or v. 24 of this chapter (and the corresponding parts of
Luke and Matthew.) But as some things in each of the divisions thus
obtained se<'ni to be moie appropriate to the other, many interpreters
assume an inverted order of the to{)ics, or a return to the first after the
secon<l is dispo.«ed of, or a still more com[>licated scheme, in which the
xigmt of each event arc stated in succession, and then the times, in the
same order. These inconveniences, as well as other more important
reasons, have induced some of the best modern writers to regard both
themes as running through the whole discourse, but still with great
diversity otjudgment as to their precise mutual relation.
Some regard
this as a typical one, the destruction of Jerusalem [refiguring that of
the whole world hereafter.
Another theory is the perspective one,
according to which nearer and remoter events are presented like the
objects
a landscape, without chronological specification of the intervals between them.
third modification of this same hypothesis is
tliat of sequences or cycles, the same prophecy receiving not a gradual
fulfilment mereh', which is an assumption common to several of the
theories already mentioned, but a series or succession of complete fulfilments upon different scales and under different circumstances. Even
this incomplete enumeration will suflBce to show the vast variety of
plausible hypotheses devised to facilitate the exposition of this difficult
and interesting passage, a variety susceptible of only one solution,
namely, that the prophec}' itself has been but partially fulfilled, and
that the unfulfilled part, from the very nature and design of prophecy,
cannot be fully understood, or even certainly distinguisiied as liteial or
Every prediction which
figurative, until the event shall make it clear.
has been fulfilled was equally mysterious beforehand, for example
those of Christ's first advent, scarcely one of which was not suscei>ti-
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ble of t^o or more interpretations till he actually came ; and tho
same thing may be looked for in the predictions of his second coming.
It is the part of wisdom, therefore, not to attempt what is impossible,
the anticipation of things yet to be developed, but to ascertain, as far
as may be. what has been verified already, and to be contented, as to
the remainder, with a careful explanation of the tei-ms employed,
according to analogy and usage, and a reverential waiting for ulterior
disclo.sures by the light of divine providence shining on the word.
Among the incidental but important questions raised in this discussion,
one of the most difficult and interesting has respect to the apparent
nearness of the two events as here predicted, and the mode of reconciling this representation with the truth of history and our Lord's
omniscience.
This is a difficulty not confined to any one hypothesis,
but pressing more or less on all which recognize a real prophecy with
two distinguishable themes or subjects.
To this point, as well as tc
the general question, upon what hypothesis or principle the passage is
to be explained, there will be constant reference in the following detailed examination of the chapter.

1.

And

ples saitJi

went out of the temple, one of his disciunto him, Master, see what manner of stones,
as lie

and what buildings (are here !)
And he departing (going forth) out

temple (or sacred enclo19), but going
finally away from it, an idea still more clearl}'- expressed b}'^ .Matthew
One of his discijyleft, probably Peter speaking for the rest,
(24, 1.)
sure), not merely leaving

it

of

tJie

for the night (as in 11, 11.

who

are mentioned collectively by Matthew, and indefinitely by Luke
^Master (i. e. teacher), see, not as if he now surveyed them
for the first time, but as a natural and child-like expression of their
own surprise and admiration, which may have been uttered before, but
only recorded here, because of the remarkable discourse to which it
gave occasion.
What manner^ i. e. what sort or kind, the phrase
alwavs used to represent this Greek word in our version (compare
As the
Matt. 8, 27. Luke 1. 29. 7, 89. 2 Pet. 3, 11. 1 John 3, 1.)
words are not a question but an exclamation, there is no need of comWh/it stones/ ichat
pleting the sentence by suppl^'ing any thing.
buildings ! Josephus gives a lively and it might almost seem extravagant account of the materials used in Herod's renovation of the temple,
which he describes as marble blocks of dazzling whiteness and enormous size, some being twenty-five feet long, twelve high, and eight
wide.
Buildings, in the plural, means not merely the sanctuary (see
above, on 11, 11). but the courts with their porches and adjoining
The temple originally
chambers some of which were very spacious.
(21, 5.)

by Solomon (1 Kings 6, 37. 38). and destroyed 400 years after by
Nebuzaradan, general of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon (2 Kings 25,

built

9), was rebuilt after long delays and interruptions by the restored
Jews under Persian auspices and finished in the year 515 B. C. (Ezra
This structure, wb'ch appears to have been much inferior exS, 15.)
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2. 3), was ronowe(3 by Tlorod the Great
pifocnn'al, oiic iiail reinaiiiiiij^ while another was rehmlt. so as to j»reserve its moral and historical identity, |)erhaps on account of the pre-

lornally to Solomon's (Hafrj^.

Hence it is always known in history
Ilerod, witii whom tlic
not as the third but as the second temple.
love of art and esj»ecially of ornamental architecture was a rulin«;
passion, after decoralini; and rebuilding many towns and cities both in
Palestine and other countries, seems to have chosen for the occupation
of his last years the renewal of the temple, in a st3le of architecture
no doubt far superior to that of Solomon, when measured by the
John represents the Jews indeed as sayclassical or Grecian standard.
ing that the work had tlien been going on forty-six years (John 2, 2"),
the time of its original inception, but no doubt with many
i. e. from
interruptions and suspensions, though Josephus speaks of eight \ ears
during which ten thousand men were constantly employe(l upon it.
The separate mention of the stones is thought by some to imply that the
work of renovation was still going on and the materials lying about,
The admiration here expressed by the disciples
singly or in masses.
did not spring from ignorance or want of taste, but from the natural
impression made even on untutored minds by architectural magnitidiction (Iliigg. 2. 7-0. Mai. 3, 1.)

cjence.

And Jesus answering said unto him, Seest thou
buildings ? there shall not be left one stone
great
these
upon another, that shall not be thrown down.
2.

Nothing can be more natural than this question as a preparation
prophecy that follows, as if he had said, Stable and secure as
Tlie same essential meanthese splendid editiccs now appear to you.'
ing is expressed, but less emphatically, by the affirmative construction
(thou seest.)
Left, not left behind, which is expressed by a dillerent
Greek verb (as in 10, 7. 12, 19), but lee alone or left in statu quo.
Stone upon stone, the literal translation, is equally good English and
Shall not, twice repeated, is
more pointed than the common version.
the peculiarly expressive Greek negation by the aorist subjunctive
which excludes all possible contingencies. Thrown down, so traii.->lated
elsewhere deonly here and in the parable (Matt. 24, 2. Luke 21, 6)
stroyed (see below, on 14,58. 15. 29), come to nought,, overthrow (Acts
5, 38. 39). and once dissolved (2 Cor. 5, 1). the nearest approximation
to the strict sense, which is that of loosening, separating the parts, a
term peculiarly appropriate to such a total ruin as the one here preThis verb, and the phrase stvne upon stone, have been
dicted.
preserved in all the three accounts, no doubt because the Saviour
uttered these very words or their exact equivalents.
for the

'

;

3. And as he sat upon the mount of Olives, ovei
against the temple, Peter, and James, and John, and
drew, asked him privately,
15*
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On

his wa}^ from Jerusalem to Bethany, which lay across the
of Olives, he appears to have sat down on the mountain's brow
to rest or to take another view of the city, which from that point lay
spread out before him like a map or picture. He sitting (thus) over
against (directly opposite) the temple^ which was on the east side of
the city, next the mount of Olives, and separated from it only by the
narrow brook or dell called Kedron (John 18, 1.) The position here
assigned to Christ and his disciples is not onl}' striking; in itself, but
suited to enhance the grandeur of the prophetical discourse that follows.
Mark alone names the four disciples, who are no other than the two
pairs of brothers first called to attend the Saviour (see above, on 1,
16-20), two of whom (Andrew and John) had left John the Baptist
to follow him (John 1, 37), and three of whom (Peter. James and
John) had already been distinguished from the rest on more than one
Privately (in private or apart)
occasion (see above, on 5. 37. 9. 2.)
might seem to mean apart from the other nine apostles ; but as Matthew (24, 3) still says the discijdes, it is probaV>le that the four are
only mentioned as particularly earnest in making this inquiry, although
speaking with and for the rest.

mount

4.

when shall these things be ? and what (shall
when all these things shall be fulfilled ?

Tell US,

be) the sign

Tell us more than this, or over and above this, as if what he had
just said only served to whet their curiosity or appetite for informaThe as-urance that this strange event would certainly take
tion.
place made them only the more anxious to know when, and by what
These thiiigs, the changes just predicted,
tokens it would be preceded.
the destruction of the temple with all that it involved or presupposed
Shall be, happen,
or carried with it as its necessai-y consequences.
come to pass, though not the verb so rendered elsewhere but the simShall be. at the time of the event, or is now
ple verb of existence.
This shall be is
as a matter of prediction and divine ap[)ointment.
supplied by the translators ; that in the last clause is expressed in the
original, but bv a verb denoting simple faturition, which can be rendered into English only b}' the phrase, about to be fulfilled. Some
understand this to mean when all these (thi)igs). i. e. the temple and
its appurtenances, or the world itself are about to be finished, i. e. abolished or destroyed ; but there is no instance of this sense in the New
Testament, unless it be the doubtful one in Rom. 9, 28, where it is
quoted from the Septuagint version of Isai. 10, 22. It rather means
either when these predictions are about to be fulfilled, or still more
probably, when this existing state of things, this system or this dispensation, is about to be completed, wound up, brought to a conclusion
(compare Matt. 24. 3.) The sign, token, or premonitory indication,
either in the general sense in which all great events or changes may
Ve said to have their signs, or in the special sense of a prophetic sign,
The two
or one event predicted to ensure the occurrence of another.
questions nav be taken as equivalent expressions for the same thing,
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know when

it wil
be ? or as two
and the second to the
premonitions. It is plain, however, that even if the questions be distinct, they have relation to the same event, and that the disciples
looked for the destruction of the temple, which their Lord had just
predicted, as a part of that preat windinj^ up. denouement, oi- catastrophe, which they were already accustomed to associate with the erection

will

it

be,

to

distinct inquiries, the first relating to the time

of Messiah's kinp;dom.

And Jesus answering them, began
any (man) deceive you.

5.

lest

to say,

Take heed

Began to say is always somethine: more than said (see above, on 1,
45. 12, 1), and seems here to imply that what he said was not restricted to a single topic, that he first spoke of one thing and then proceeded
to another.

This

is

the more probable because our Lord, instead ol

beirinning with the signs or premonitions of his second coming, as
many seetn to think he does, and as the twelve may have expected,
begins by telling what was not to be so reckoned, although apt to be
But (instead of stating these signs
mi.staken for the signs in question.
Take heed^ literfirst) he began by saying (something very different.)
ally, look (out)^ see (to it), be on your guard (see above, on 8, 15. 12,

Lest any (^man), or any (one)^ mislead you, make you err or
wander from the truth or from the path of duty. The divine wisdom
of the Saviour and his knowledge of the perils which beset his followers are strikingly exemplified in this preliminary warning against
error and delusion, this exposure of false signs before giving a description of the true.
This method of proceeding is tiie more remarkable
because the course suggested by fanatical excitement is the very opposite, and even wise men who devote themselves to such inquiries are
38.)

too prone to look exclusively at

what

is

positive in Christ's instruc-

without heeding this preliminary admonition, or even observing
that his purpose in this first part of his discourse is not to tell what are
but what are not the premonitions of the great catastrophe to which
he' here refers, whatever it may be.
tions,

6.

For many shall come in
and shall deceive many.

my

name, saying,

I

am

(Christ),

For (introducing the ground or reason of this unexpected warning)
will come in my name, a very common phrase in the New Testament and used repeatedly in this gospel (see above, on 9, 37. 38. 39
41. 11,9. 10, and below, on 16, 17), but here in a stronger sense than
usual to denote, not mere profession or commission or dependence, but

many

assumption of another's name or personation of him. as apwhat follows, saying (that) I am, i. e. / am Christ. a&
expressed by Matthew (24, 5), and correctly supplied here by the
translators.
(See the similar expression used above in 6, 50, and
tfiere explained.)
This description would include false Messiahs, i. e

a literal

pears from

;
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such as claimed to be the true Messiah in opposition to oar Lord^ and
false ChrUts^ i. e. such as claimed to be himself, returned again according to his promise. The latter sense is certainly the most apj)ropriate in this connection, where he is not speaking to the Jews who
doubted or denied his Messiahship. but to his own disciples who had
solemnly acknowledged it (see above, on 8. 29), and who were much less
in danger of deception by the claims of any new competitor than by
a personation of the Lord himself.
But when was this fulfilled ? We
have no historical account of false Messiahs or false Christs, in either
of the senses just explained, before the downfall of Jerusalem ; whereas
there are reckoned more than fifty false Messiahs since that time
among the Jews, from Bar Cochba in the second centur\' to Sabbatai
Zebhi in the seventeenth ; and among the Christians various fanatics
and impostors have directly or indirectly claimed to be our Lord himself, in one sense or another.
This is one of the chief difficulties
which attend the exclusive application of this part of the discourse to
the destruction of Jerusalem, or the period immediately preceding it
to overcome which those who advocate that view are under the necessity of assuming, without evidence from history, that the prophecy
was verified, or of reckoning as false Christ^ some who were only false
prophets or false teachers or fanatical impostors, such as Simon Magus,
Elymas, Theudas, Judas the Gaulonite, Dositheus, Menander, Cerinthus,
and others ; no one of whom is known to have assumed that sacred
name and character. Some escape the difficulty by ai)phnng this particular prediction to a later period, and others, as we have already
seen, by giving a wide scope to the whole discourse, and making this
part comiirehend all false pretensions of the kind in question, from
the date of the prediction to the end of time.
7. And when ye shall hear of wars, and riimonrs of
wars, be ye not troubled for (sucli things) must needs
be, but the end (shall) not (be) yet.
Having told them that the mere assumption of his name, or profession of identit}'^ with him, however many might attempt it, would be
;

his actual return, he now points out another false sign of a
very different nature, not dependent upon human cunning or imposture, but on the misapprehension of God's providence by believers
themselves.
When ye hear (not shall hecn\ which is too exclusive,
though the reference is really to the future) wars and rumours (literally, hearings) of wars, which some suppose to mean the same thing,
the second phrase being added to explain how wars could be heard,
But most inichen ye hear wars, even (or that is) rumours of loars.
terpreters suppose two dill'erent objects to be here distinguished either
wars immediately at hand the sound of which is heard directly, and
or actual wars,
those more remote which are known only by report
such as have already broken out, and threatened or inchoate wars, oi
which rumour gives premonitory notice. Be ye not troubled^ agitated,
filled with consternation, as if these commotions necessarily imply the

no sign of

;

;
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hnminenco of some

p:;reat catastrophe or of the final consnmin:\tion.
necessity of this cuntion. not to the lirst disciples merely hut to
their snccessors, is ahundantly apparent from the well known fact that
pious men in every a^e have been continually falling into tliis misIt would be easy to evince, by a catena of quotations from the
take.
earlier und latei- fathers, from the medieval writers, the reformers, and
the protestant divines of the hist three centuries, that this propensity to
look on national commotions an<l collisions as decisive proof that the
world is near its end, has never been extinguished in the church.
There are no doubt truly devout Christians at this moment drawing
such conclusions from the mutiny in India and the war in China, in
direct opj)Osition to our Lord's coinmand, wliich, even if directly applied
onlv to the first disciples and their times, involves a priuciple admitting
The meanof a no less certain application to ourselves and our times.
ing is not that such changes may not he immediatel}' succeeded by the
greatest change of all, but only that they are no sign of it, and ought
not to be so regarded.

The

8. For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom
against kingdom, and there shall be earthquakes in (divers) places, and there shall be famines, and troubles
these (are) the beginnings of sorrows.
:

first clause of this verse simply represents as certain what had
been referred to as a possible or probable contingency. "I say
this because national disturbances not only may but will occur, and
you will therefore be in danger of this very error.' Hise, or retaining
the emphatic passive form, icill he roused (see above, on 1, 31. 4. 27. 5,
41. C, 14. 12, 2G, and compare the illustration drawn from such events
The next clau.se extends what has just been said of national
in 3, 24 )
commotions to physical calamities and social troubles, earthqualce.%
famines and disturbances^ which last word seems to mean internal
troubles, such as riots and rebellion.s, as distingui.>hcd from foreign or
international collisions
but the word is omitted by the latest critics
because wanting in several of the oMest manuscripts and versions.
The textual question is of less importance, as the enumeration of particulars is not intended to exhaust but to exemplify the general idea of
commotions and calamities, from which the followers of Christ would
be tempted to expect his speedy re-appearance. This mistake is no+
theoretical but practical, because it confounds the beginning with the
end of a disciplinary process, and unnerves men for exertion and endurance, by the hope of speedy or immediate respite, when a long course*
of trial and of suffering is still before them.
This idea, which was
negatively brought out in the last clause of the verse preceding, is positively brought out in the last clause of the one before us, where the
original order of the w^ords is peculiarly significant and striking.
Beginnings (not endings, as you may hastily conclude) of throes (or
vanga are) these (things). There is also wonderful significancy in the

The
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second noun, wliich properly denotes, not sorrows or pains in general
but the pangs of childbii-th in particular, a figure often used in scripture
to descril>e not mere intensit}' of suffering, but also the accessory i<iea.s
of its being sudden, temporar}-, and productive of some new result.
Hence it is never applied to the torments of the damned nor even to
the life-long sorrows of the present state, but only to intense yet momentar}' pains preceding some extraordinary change for the better or

Here again
the worse (compare Isai. 26. 17. John 16, 21. 1 Thess. 5, 8.)
it is difficult to find in contemporary history a state of things answering to this description before the downfal of Jerusalem, the Roman
empire being then at peace and the provincial wars of which we read
too insignificant and local to exhaust the meaning of this terribly sublime description.

for tliey shall deliver
9. But take lieed to yourselves
you up to councils, and in the synagogues ye shall be
beaten, and je shall be brought iDefore rulers and kings
;

for

my

sake, for a testimony against them.

The double pronoun

in the first clause is peculiarly emphatic, hut
yoursehes. implying a return fiom more remote anticipations
As if he had said. but while
or predictions to his immediate hearers.
these dangers will exist for ages and these errors be committed by
many generations of those who shall succeed you, there are others still
more imminent, affecting you as individuals, and calling for the utmost
These were the dangers of
care and circumspection to avoid them.'
immediate persecution to which the apostles would be soon exposed,
of arraignment before councils or tribunals, whether national or local,
with personal maltreatment of a painful and disgraceful kind, but with
the accompan3ing oi)portunity of bearing witness to the truth and to
The indefinite contheir master before civil rulers of the highest rank.
struction, they shall deliver you, is equivalent in sense, though not in
The verb docs not of itself
form, to the passive, ye shall he delivered.
denote treacherous betrayal, but simply transfer or delivery into the
power of another, and especially of magistrates or executioners (Luke
Councils, synedria, a word corresponding in its etymology to
12, 58.)
sessions and consistories, or meetings where men sit together for some
common purpose, and especially for consultation or deliberation upon
public business. An Aramaic corruption of this Greek word {Sanhedrin)
was used to designate the national council of the Jews, composed of
priests, scribes, and elders of the people (see above, on 8, 31. 11,27;
but tlie word itself may have been extended to the local courts of justice.
In (literally into) the synagogues, which some philologists regard
as a mere interchange of particles, but others as a, construct io prcegna7is.
Into the
in which previous entrance is implied though not expressed.
synagogues ye shall he (taken and) heaten, or scourged in the severest
manner (see above, on 12, 3. 5.) Synagogues is here to be taken in its
pioper fense of public meetings, chiefly for religious worship, at which
see

ye

to

'

,
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the Jewish traditions also represent such punishments as havinp: been
not as religious or ecclosiastical penriltios. but for the sake of
pri'ater publicity, as secular notices in Enj:lan<l are in certain cases [mblishfd in the eliurelies, or at least upon the church-doors.
Before^ a
inflict('(l,

Greek jireposition idiotnatically used to sip^nifv judicial or forensic appearance in the presence of a ma;:istrate. a ne<,dect of wliich idiom has
obscuied the sense in our translation of Matt 28. 14. Jiulers (leaders,
governors) and kiugs. here put for the highest class of civil magistrates
or riders.
Sfmll be hroiKjIU, literally, Uood^ or made to stand (.as in 9,
For my aake^ or on my account, i. e. be30) as culprits or offenders.
cause ye arc my followers and bear my name, ditt'use my doctrines
and promote my cause. Fo?' a testimony to the true religion and the
claims of Christ as the Messiah. AgtiiiiHt them^ or more exactly, to
t.htnii, i. c. the rulers just leferred to. without indicating the ell'ect uptsn
This prediction was fullilled in the apostles, as we know from
.hem.
the example of the only ones whose history has been recorded (see
Acts 4. 8.
1. 2 Tim.

5, 27.

12. 3.

10, 20. 17, 19.

18, 12. 22, 30. 24. 1. 25, 2. 26,

There is no need therefore of extending the immediate application of the words beyond them.
10.

4,

IG.)

And

the gospel

must

first

be published among

all

nations.

As the corresponding part of Matthew (24. 14) occurs later in our
Lord's discourse, some consider it misplaced in Mark's account ; but as
all the manuscjipts assign it this position, we must regard it as at least
ai)propriate. if not actually uttered in this connection.
Nor is there
any incongiuity or incoherence in this collocation, since the next verse
may be taken as a natural recurrence to the present or the proximate
future, after referring to that more remote.
And to (or into) all nortions. an indefinite expression answeiing tt) generally, everyichere,
wherever it is meant to be diffused, in opposition to a merely local
proclamation, mustjirst. i. e. first of all, as the great end to be secured,
and as a necessary consequence before you can expect your efforts or
your sufferings to cease. Be jjubluhed^ heralded, proclaimed, the gospel, standing emphatically at the end, i. e. the glad news of my advent
and salvation. Even in reference to the agency of the apostles, this
was substantially fulfilled in a very general extension of the church
before the downfal of Jeru.salem.
11. But when they shall lead (j'Ou), and deliver you
up, take no thought beforehand what ye shall speak,
neither do ye premeditate, but whatsoever shall be given
vou in that lioiir, that speak ye for it is not ye that speak,
but the Holy Ghost.
;

The exhortation to be confident and undismayed is now put into the
peculiar but expressive form of a command not even to premeditate
vhat they should say in self-defence before the magistrates and rniera
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They^ indefinitely, as in v. 9. Lead you and
previously mentioned.
deliver you^ in Greek, lead you delivering, the pronoun standing in thfsame relation to the verb and participle, which together express a simulTo take thought, in old English, is not merely to think,
taneous action.
but to be anxious or solicitous, which is also the meaning of the Greek
verb here. Shall ie given, or more exactly, may be given, a construe
In that hour, or titne (see
tion strongh"^ expressive of contingency.
above, on 6. 35. 11, 11). i. e. when you are thus delivered and arraigned.
That (literally, this) sjyeak (and nothing else) ; it is not merely an encouraging assurance, but a positive command to mix nothing of their
own with what was thus communicated to them. The same remark
applies to the next clause, ye are not the (persons) speaking, hut (it is)
This means, not simply that the Holy Spirit would
the Holy Spirit.
provide for them and spare them the necessity of self-defence, but also
that they must not interfere with this mysterious advocate, but look
upon themselves as nothing more than vehicles or channels of his revelations.

12.

Now

the brother shall betray the brother to death,
shall rise np against
to be put to death.

and the father the son, aiKl children
(their) parents, and shall cause them

This verse carries out the idea of the ninth with a fearful definiteness and distinctness, by explaining the vague subject of the verb there,
as including not only enemies but fi-iends, the nearest friends. In other
words, they must prepare themselves for the disruption of the tenderest
uSfow may seem to introduce an argument or indicate a change of
ties.
but in Greek it is the usual connective (^e) elsewhere rendered
topic
and or iut. The nouns in the original are without the article, which
not only adds to the rapidity and vigour of the sentence, but brings out
the different relations more distinctly and vividl3^ brother and brother,
father and son, children and p)arents. Betray is the same verb that is
translated deliver up in vs. 9. 11, and is used here in precisely the same
There is a needless and enfeebling circumlocution in the version
sense.
of the last clause, which means simply. tJiey loill hill them (or put them
The whole verse is merely an amplification of the ground or
to death.)
reason of the exhortation at the beginning of v. 9. But ye, talce heed
to yourselves, for dangerous and trying times are just before you.
;

ye shall be hated of all (men) for my name's
sake but he that shall endure unto the end, the same
ahall be saved.
13.

And

;

This verse caps the climax of anticipated horrors by requiring them
be prepared not only for unnatural but universal hatred, founded not
upon any thing belonging to themselves, but on that which might have
been expected to protect them, their relation to their master. For (or
on account of) my name, not only because you bear it and invoke it,
to
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hut because oi'all tliat it expresses and implies. In a word, he exhorts
them to prepare for the worst, but at the same time assures them that.
t/te (one) ptrttertring and endur'nKj (for tlie Greek verb exj)resses both
ideas) tu the end, not a fixed point but a relative expression (as in v.
7), meaning the extreme or uttermost of the trials throu«:h \\hich any
one is called to pass, Khali be xared^ rescued, finally deiiveretl fium
them.
He promises them no exemption from the common lot. but
rather intimates peculiar trials, both in kin<l and in degree, yet with
the cheerinj; promise of escape at last.
Here again the terms of lh«
prediction, although in themselves appropriate to the apostles and to
Bome extent realizwl in their experience, seem intended to embrace a
wider scope and to provide for a variety of other cases. What is most
important to ob.serve, however, is. that here ends the negative part ot
Christ's discourse, in which he shows them what are not the signs for
which they asked, and teaches them that neither the assumption of his
name, nor wars, nor international commotions, nor intestine strife, nor
providential calamities, nor persecution, nor the severing of the nearest
ties, nor the hatred of Christ's followers for his own sake, however
dreadful in themselves, are any sign of his approach, to put an end to
the existing state of things for through all these men may pass uninjujed and survive them.
:

But

ve shall see the abomination of desolaspoken of by Daniel the prophet, standing where it
ought not— let him that readeth understand— then let them
tliat be in Judea tlee to the mountains:
14.

wlieii

tion,

Here begins the positive part of his discourse, or his direct answer
to the question of the four disciples in v. 4.
But may here have its
proper adversative force, equivalent to saying, on the other hand,
when ye mhall see. or more exactly, when ye nee, another aorist subjunctive (see above, on v. 7), the ahoinination of desolation (or the desolating
ahomination), an exj)ression borrowed from the prophet Daniel (9, 27),
and applied in the Apocrypha (1 Mace. 1. 54) to the sacrilegious profanation of the altar by Antiochus Epij)hanes. The first noun in Hebrew denotes originally any thing disgusting or revolting, but is specially applied
in usage to objects of religious abhorrence, and especially to every thing
connected with idolatry and heathenism. The epithet attached to it
means wasting, desolating, and is particularly used to denote the devastations ineident to war.
The combination of the two suggests the complex idea of a heathen conquest, which, to the vast majority of readers
jn all ages, has appeared peculiarly expressive of the Roman triumph
over Israel and destruction of the Holy City under Titus (compare Luke
21, 2n). although some have ingeniously attempted to explain it of
moral and religious depravation from within.
The {one) spoken of by
Daniel the prophet is excluded by the latest critics as an unauthorized
assimilation to the text of Matthew (24, 15.)
Standing where it ought
V(?t (or must not), i. e. in a holy place as here expressed by Matthew
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Let the {one) reading attend (or understand), a parenthetical
(24, 15.)
comtnand, referied by some to Christ himself, in which case it is a
monition to the readers of the prophet, and would here be out of place,
aidless the reference to Daniel be a part of the true text.
Another explanation, which may be said to be a favourite with the modern Avriters,
understands tliis clause as an interjectional suggestion of the evangelist"
liimself. directing the attention of the reader to this remarkable quot?*^
lion and prediction.
But why should both evangelists make the same
inteijectional suggestion at the same place, without any thing in Christ's
As to the mention of the prophet Daniel, it is
woj-ds to occasion it ?
not absolutely needed to give meaning to the admonition, since every
Jewish hearer would at once recognize it as a citation of a well-known
passage in a well-known prophet. Or if the admonition does necessarily
imply a previous mention of the prophet, it furnishes an argument of no
small weight in favour of the textvs receptits. Asa signal instance of
perveried ingenuity it may be mentioned, that one of the earlier neologists of Germany explained this as a caution to the reader against
Then,
thinking this the genuine and proper sense of Daniel's language
in that case, you will have seen a sign at last of my approach, and may
begin to act accordingly. Then let the {disciples) in Judeafiee (escape)
into the mountains or the highlands of the interior (see above, on 3,
13. 5, 5), as the Christians in the siege of Jerusalem, according to
Eusebius. did flee bej'ond them to Peila, on the northern frontier of
Perea.
The full force of this exhortation cannot be perceived except
by viewing it in contrast with the former part of the discourse, in which
he accumulates what seem to be sufficient causes of alarm and flight,
Though thousands should appear professing
but only to forbid them.
to be Christ, though every nation in the world should be involved in
war, though all the ties of nature should be broken, and though men
should hate me so intensely as to persecute you purely upjn my account, no matter, remain quiet, "in your patience possess ye your
!

•

souls "

The.se are fearful evils and will lead to dreadful
21, 19.)
but they are not signs of my appearing. But when you see
a heathen host triumphant upon sacred ground, then, then flee from
Judea to the mountains, for a great catastrophe is then at hand.'

(Luke

sutl'ering,

And let him that is on the house-top not go
into the house, neither enter (therein), to take any
and let him that is in the held not
thing out of his house
15. 16.

down

;

turn back again lor to take up his garment.
Ihese are mere amplifications of the precept to

make

haste,

drawn

fiom oriental usage.
The house-top (literally, dome, which
originally meant a building, then a roof, and now a round roof), is here
in

])art

roof of the east, often resorted to for sleep, retirement, prayer,
and communicating with the street or field by stairs upon
the outside, to which some suppose allusion here, while others understand it as an exhortation to escape by flight along the tops of the con-

the
01

flat

vccreatitm,
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lly-lO.

tipuons hoTiPcs to the city wall, in either case vrithout descendinn: into
The
the jut'-'rior of the dwelliiii:, even Cor the most necessary puri)()se.
same idea ofexlreme haste is vividly excited hy the imap:e of the hnshandman or farmer tleeinu; from the Held without returning: to that part of
7^he
it (or to the house) where he has laid aside his upper garment.
(one) being in thejield. literally, into it, i.e. who has gone (and still r<»niains) there.

^

IT.

But woe

to

them

tluit

fhat give suck in those days

are with child, and to

them

!

The same impression of extreme ha.ste and confused flight is now
heightened by an exclamation of compassion for those who are retarded
even by the teuderest atfcctions and the most beloved encumbrances.
Woe to is here equivalent to al(isfor,ais an expression not of wrath but
pity,
lywue icitk child (literally, Juiving in the womb), because unfit to
suckling (giving suck), because unable to escape without abantravel
doning their infants. In those days, i. e. when the sign of this great
;

revolution shall appear.

18.

And

pray ye that your flight be not

in the winter.

The same impression is still further strengthened by exhorting
them to pray, thus suggesting their absolute dependence upon God for
such a mi-rcy. that these premonitory signs may be so ordered as to
time, that tlieir liiLrht may not be hindered by the season or the weather,
the Greek word signifying properly a storm, and then the stormy season
These f<jur verses (15-lc<) contain no new information
or the winter.
or prediction, but merely serve to enforce and amplify the precept in
the last clause of v. 14. and in conjunction with it to convey the
strongest possible impression of urgent danger and precipitate escape.

19. For (in) those days shall be affliction, such as was
not from the beginning of the creation which God created
unto this time, neither shall be.
,

All this implies that the evils thus to be escaped must be extraordinary both m kind and in degree, which implication is now exchanged
for a direct assertion, in a hyperbolical but not fictitious form, that the
distress against which they are here warned, and from which they are
instructed here to save themselves, would be without a parallel in human history. Although it is not absolutely necessary to attach the
strongest meaning to these strong expressions, it is certainly desirable
to understand thi-m stncth' if we can, and thus avoid the disadvantage
which always accompanies ihe process of extenuating and diluting the
Now it is, to say
expressions even of uninspired and human speakers.
the least, a singular coincidence that the contemporary narratives of the
Jewish War, the siege of Jerusalem, its capture, and the sufi'erings incident to both, describe the latter in such terms as make our Lord's
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Referring
prediction any thing but hyperbolical in form or substance.
the reader for details to Josephus, and to those modern writers whc
have wrought up his materials in other forms, we may simply say on
the authority of these contemporary statements which there seems to
be no reason for disputing or at least no means of refuting, that there
probably has never been so great an amount of human suffei'ing from
physical and moral causes, within so short a time and so confined a
This not only
space, as in the last siege of Jerusalem by Titus.
serves to vindicate our Lord's prediction from the imputation of ex-*
travagance, but also to restrict its application to that great event, the
history of which by an independent Jewish writer, with the best imaginable opportunities of information, so remarkabl}^ illustrates and confirms his language.

And

except that the Lord had shortened those
but for the elect's sake,
days, no flesh should be saved
whom lie hath chosen, he hath shortened the days.
20.

;

As if even this comparison with other times of suffering were not
enough, our Lord adds the finishing stroke to his appalling picture, by
declaring: that distresses so intense would be too much for human
weakness to endure, unless contracted by a special divme interposition.
Except tliat (literally ifnot^ unless) the Lord, the Sovereign God, Jehovah (see above on 12, 29, 37), had shortened, docked, curtailed, a
Gieek verb primarily signifying amputation or mutilation of the limbs
of animals, and here applied, by a lively figure, to the abbreviation
of time ; not to the shortening of the several days, as
No Jiesh, no
to that of their aggregate amount.
human life, with distinct allusion to its frailty and infirmity, should
But
ie, (or rather could he) saved, i. e. delivered from destruction.
For the sal: e of (or on account of)
this condition is complied with.
the elect (or chosen ones), not those of men, but those whom God has
chosen to be thus excepted. Hath shortened the days, in his own purposq,

of a

period

some suppose, but

which secures their being actually shortened
21.
(is)

And

then, if

Christ, or lo, (he

hereafter.

any man
is)

shall say to you, Lo, here
there, believe (him) not.

And the?}, at that time also. i. e. at the time of extreme suffering
just described, or at a period immediately succeeding it, no less than
at the time referred to in vs. 5. 6, whether earlier or later, there will
be danger of delusion from false Christs and false prophets. If any
{one), any person, any body, man or woman, say to you, Lo (behold,
look, see) here (is) the Christ (or the Messiah), or lo there (he is), beThis
lieve not (him or it), the man himself or what he says to you.
seems to imply that the coming of Christ, the signs of which had just
been given (vs. 14-20), was not to be a visible personal appeaiance;
for if it had been, the declaration, he is here, or he is there, would not
tave been necessarily and invariably false, and the disciples could not
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have been charp;ed to disbelieve it, from whatever quarter it proceeded.
This coiisiiUration. taken in conneciion with tlie wondeifiil coincidence,
already sjiokcn of, between the previous description and occurrences
ationdinj; the destruction of Jerusalem, seems to establish the important
fact, that in a part at least of this prophetical discourse, the coming
of Christ is an invisible impersonal one, and that any teachinrr to the
contrary, res|»ectin{5 the destruction of Jerusalem, might be rejected aa
delusive and unauthorized.

shall

For false Christs and false prophets shall rise, and
«hcw signs and wonders, to seduce, if (it were) pos-

sible,

even the

22.

elect.

As the preceding admonition was conditional in form (if any ons
gay), and nii!;ht therefore seem to be suggestive merely of a possible
contingency, the fact

is

now

explicitly affirmed, that such impostors

would undoubtedly appear, with the remarkable addition, that their
claims would be supported by miraculous credentials.
>SV^/<.v and iconders is a common i)hrase for miracles, exhibiting them under the twofold aspect of proofs or attestations and of prodigies or portents. Show
literally, give, Mhich has been taken in three ditierent senses
that of
;

oftering or promising,

without performing; that of giving out, professand that of really affording or exhibiting. The

or pretending
being the strict sense of the expression, is entitled to the preference without some positive reason for departing from it. Now the only
reason that can be suggested is the supposed improbability of the thing
predicted, and the absence of historical proof that the prediction was
fuHilled in this sense.
But we do read on the one hand of extravagant
pretensions, and on the other of extraordinary portents, just before or
at the time of the destruction of Jerusalem
and how far these things
were connected, may be reasonably made a question. This prediction,
in its strict sense, is among the passages whicn seem to show that even
real uiiracles are not sufficient of themselves to prove the truth of any
doctrine, but only one part of a complex demonstration, at once sensible, rational, and spiritual.
The last clause expresses both the tendency and purpose of these lying wonders, to seduce, to the reducing or
deceiving away from (the truth and from the church), if 2)08sihle (implying that it is notj. tren (or also, no less than others) the elect, those
chosen to salvation, both in the proximate and lower sense of present
"ieliverance fiom such deception, and in the higher one of ultimate deliverance from sin and suffering (see above, on v. 20.)
ing,

;

4ast, as

;

23

But take ye heed

;

behold, I have foretold you all

(things.)

He now

exhorts them to do their part b}' becoming caution, as he
by timely admonition. But (on the other hand) do ye
(emphatic because not neces.sarily expressed in Greek as it is in English; look [out), see {to it), be on your guard ; for if you fail to do so

had done

his
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Behold, a word entirely different from that
will not be my fault.
immediately preceding, and in this connection nearl}- equivalent to our
phrase, you see, you know. I have foretold, or told you beforehand, an
expression not confined to prophecy or supernatural prediction, but occ isionally used to express mere priority of time or order, a distinction
here of no impoi'tance where the two things coincide, as he had not
only spoken but predicted it beforehand. This appeal to the apostles as
in danger of delusion, and responsible for the u.se of the prescribed
it

means of escape

fioni

it,

implies

tha'.

the reference

is still

to those times,

without any indication of a wider or ulterior purpose.

24.

shall

But

in those days, after that tribulation, the sun
moon shall not give her light.

be darkened, and the

The language of this ver.se is entirely perspicuous ; but as to its
application and connection, there are two questions of no small diffiThe first is, what we are to understand by
culty and importance.
those days^ and as a subordinate point, that tribulation ? The other is,
in what .'ense the great physical changes mentioned in the last clause
are to be explained, as figures for political and social revolutions, or as
The.se questions are by no
hteral mutations in the face of nature.
means independent of each other, the solution of the second being really
In a case so doubtful and uncerinvolved in the solution of the first.
tain, where the speculations and disputes of ages have succeeded only
in presenting new alternatives, without providing new means of decisive choice between them, it wnll be sufficient to record the two most
plausible and popular hypotheses, to which indeed all others may be
The first assumes that ,this is a direct continuation
readily reduced.
of the previous prediction, so that those days are the days of the destruction of Jerusalem, and that distress the unexampled suffering by
which it was preceded and accompanied. From this assumption, by a
necessarv consequence, it follows that the changes mentioned in this
verse and the next are figures for national and social revolution ; that
the coming of the Son of Man (predicted in v. 26; is the same invisible
coming which took place at the destruction of Jerusalem (see above, on
V. 21) ; and lastly, that the angels of v. 27 are the preachers of the
gospel, and the gathering there ascribed to them the planting and exIt is vain to say. in oppositension of the church among the Gentiles.
tion to this view, that it converts into figures what may just as well be
literally understood; because so long as it remains true that some
prophecies are not to be sliictly interpreted (for instance that of Malachi respecting Elijah, as explained by Christ himself in 9, 12.13), it
will still be possible to put a similar construction upon others, and wdl
still be made a question whether this is right or wrong in any given

decided by the actual event, like the prophecies respecting
our Lord's advent and the circumstances of his passion (see above,
The adherents of the figurative explanation can appeal to a
p. 342.)
long series of Old Testament predictions, where it seems just as natural
and clear to them as it seems irrational and false to their opponents.

case, until
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therefore eannot ho decided, cither upon abstract prinriof hermeneutics, or from the p;(.'neral analopy of scripture, sinru the
principh'S are really the subject of dispute, and the analogies adduced
The only way in which the
are just as doubtful as the case before us.
ultimate solution of the question can be hastened or facilitated, is by
appealinp; to the context ami inquirintr whether the construction which
In favour of it
has now been stated is the sinipiest and most natural.
is the consecution of the i)assafr<-' and tlie intin)ate connection with th*?
previous context, without any explicit indication of a change of subject.
On the other hand it ma}'^ be urged that such transitions are not always formally announced, but often slightly though intelligibly hinted,
and that even those who deny the change of subject here, are obliged
to admit it at some later i>oint of the ])rediction, where it is no more
But is there any indication, even
self-evident or certain than at this.
a slight one, that our Lord here passes to a more remote futinity ?

The question
pli'S

Such an indication some discover in the conjunction but and pionoui
those, which although it may possibly mean those same, or the day
just mentioned, may also mean, and it is said with closer adherence t
its primary usage, as denoting a remoter ohject, those other, or the days
spoken of before but not in the immediate context, or even though not
previously spoken of at all in this discourse, yet readily suggested and
According to this view
intelligible from its whole design and purport.
of the passage, after having warned the twelve of the physical and
moral risks to which they must expect to be exposed in the approaching crisis of the Jewish church and state, he says, but in those (other)
days, after that tribulation (without saying how long aftei), there
shall be a change, not only in the church and state, but in the frame of
nature, and then shall the Son of Man appear again, not as in the other
case invisibly, but visibly and in his proper person, in the clouds and
with his angels, who shall gather together the elect from every quarter.
This exegetical hypothesis has ceitainly the gieat advantage of applying the strong language of the passage to a change which all believe to
be predicted elsewhere, although some deny that it is foretold here.
As to the question of connection and the sense to be attached to those
days, it is so minute and subtle, as a question both of logic and philology, that even the most candid and judicious may arrive at ^ery difThese remarks have reference to the report of
ferent conclusions.
Mark alone; the additional difficulties which arise from the word immediatcly used by Matthew (24, 29), and the mode of reconciling that
expression with the last view here presented, can be most conveniently
considered and disposed of in the exposition of that gospel.

And

the stars of heaven shall
that are in heaven shall be shaken.
25.

fall,

and the powers

Shall fall, or more exactly, shall befalling, which unusual expression may denote a continued rather than a sudden fall, whether literal
From its not being said upon the earth (as in Kev. 9. 1),
or tropical.
some infer that the stars are here described as falling out (the strict
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Bense of the Greek word), i. e. goins: out, expiring (compare Rom. 9, 6.
1 Cor. 13, 8.
Jas. 1, 11. 1 Pet. 1, 24), or appaiently falling out of
heaven, like what are vulgarly called shooting stars.
The powers
(those) in heaven, are b}' some understood to mean the Lcavenlj host
(or forces), an expression applied elsewhere both to tlie heavenly bodies
and to angels. Others, with less probability, attach to it the abstract
sense of physical forces, or the powers of nature, those mj'sterious influences by which the celestial motions and phenomena are caused and
regulated.
The essential idea, upon either of these suppositions, still
remains the same, namely, that of total change in the appearance of the
heavens. Shaken, a Greek verb originallj^ denoting the commotion of
the sea. but applied in usage to all violent agitation, whether physical
or moral (compare Matt. 11, 7. Luke 6, 38. 48, with Acts 17, 13. 27,
4. 2, 2.)

And

26.

in the clouds

And

then shall they see the Son of
with great power and glory.

Man coming

i. e. according to the first interpretation above given (on
the same time, that of the destruction of .Jerusalem ; according to the other, then and not before, at the time of the tinal consummation just predicted. The Son of Man, the Messiah, now in his state
of humiliation, but then exalted to the right hand of power.
In clouds
(without the article), not in the ordinary clouds of heaven, but surrounded b}' such vapoury yet luminous integuments as anciently disclosed and at the same time veiled the glor}' of Jehovah's presence (see
above, on 9, 7, and compare Ex. 14, 20. 16, 10. 19, 9. Num. 10, 37. Ps.
9~, 2. Dan. 7, 13.)
power much and glory, i. e. not only in the
actual possession of divine power and authoritj-, but also with a visible
display of it. according to the scriptural usage of the Greek and Hebrew
terms' translated glory (Ps. 68, 17. Acts 7,"53. Heb. 12. 22.)

then,

V. 24). at

WWt

27. And then shall he send his angels, and shall gather
together his elect from the four winds, from the uttermost
part of tlie earth to the uttermost part oi heaven.

The presence of the angels, implied in the preceding ver.«;e, as in
every mention of a theophany or divine manifestation (see above, on 8,
38. and compare Luk.e 9. 24, 9. 52j, is here distinctly mentioned in connection with theii- office as ministering spirits to the heirs of salvation
(Ileb. 1, 14), and especial!}- as sent foith to assemble them on this occasion.
Those who understand this as referring to the fall of Jerusalem
and its effects, either take angels in its i>rimar3^ and wide sense of messcngeis, or in the usual sense as figures for the preachers of the
gospel, or as themselves invisibl}" but really emploj^ed in its dift'usion.
Gather together \i^ in Greek still strongei, as the double compound verb
suggests the additional idea of a common centre, oi- rallying point,
rendezvous.
The four winds, the cardinal points from which tlie winds
blow, used in piophecy for the boundaries of the whole earth and for
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between them (Ezek. 37, 9. Dan. 7, 2. 11, 4.) From earth's end to
without the article prefixed to either of tljo nouns, i. e.
from end to end of the world or visible creation, of which heaTcn and
earth are the two great divisions.
Some, with less probability, suppose
an allusion to the apparent junction of the earth and sky at the horizon
or the boundary of vision.
But in either case, the main idea is the
same, that of assemblage from the whole world in its widest extension
and remotest bounds.
all

hcdreii'H end,

tluit

Now

learn a parable of the fi^-tree.
When her
yet tender, and putteth forth leaves, ye know
siunnier is near.

28.

branch

is

Now is not an adverb of time {viv\ but the usual connective {be)
nieaning simply and or hut^ but not with the strong adversative force
of the conjunction (ciXXii) at the beginning of v. 24.
From the Jig-tree
(i. e. as proceeding from it or afibrded by it) learn the jjaraUe (i. e. the
analogy appropriate to this case and throwing light upon it.) Her
hrauch, a literal translation of the Greek, in which the word iorjigtree
is feminine,
'flic possessive its appears to have been unknown at the
date of our translation, and the old form thereof \& avoided here as awkward and cacophonous. Has already become soft (or tender) with the
flowing sap. and thus prepared for germination. Its yet. referring to a previous condition as still lasting, conveys the very oppusite idea to the
one intended, which is that of change at the return of spring. Puts
forth, lets grow, or, if taken as a passive form, are put forth, which
however is less natural and less accordant with the half-personitication
of the fig tree in the words preceding.
Ye know that near the summer
is, one of our Lord's numerous appeals, not only to the processes of
nature, but to the business and experience of common life, to illustrate
moral truth. This is the third recorded use of the fig-tree for that
purpose (Gee above, on 11, 13. and compare Luke 13, 5.)
29.

Things
doors.

So ye

come

to

in

like

pass,

manner, when ye

know

that

it

is

shall see these
nigh, (even) at the

So also ye, an emphatic form, still stronger than the one at the beginnins: of v. 23, and servmg to distinguish his immediate hearers trom
the subject of the verb know in v. 28, although the parties are identical.
The antithesis really intended is between their habits of external obseivation as to natural changes and the duty of analogous attention to

more impoitant moral changes. (Compare Luke 12. 54-50.) Come
coming to pass, happening. They must not wait until
the signs were past betbie they drew their conclusion and adtlresseJ
tiiemselves to action.
Know, precisely the same form in Greek with
that in the preceding verse, and there translated ye know; but this fortuitous coincidence between the second person plural ot the present indicative and imi^erative, is one of the few ambiguities belongiag to the
16
far

to pass, or rather
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Greek verb, and occasionally making the construction doubtful (as in
John 14. 1), although here the sense is clear from the connection, even
in the common text but the oldest manuscripts and latest critics have
;

the passive form (yifwo-Kerai) it is Icnown.
(It) is r.igh, may either
mean the moral or figurative summer, corresponding to the natural or
proper one in the preceding verse or more directly, the catastrophe or
consummation which the figure represented. At (the) doors, a familiar
and expressive figure for proximity or nearness, which is rather weakened than enforced by adding even.
;

unto you, That this generation shall
these things be done.

30. Yerilj, I say

not pass,

till

all

Verily (Amen)^

I (the Son

of

Man) say

to

you (my

apostles), a preliminary formula indicative, as usual, of

disciples and
something to be

uttered peculiarly solemn and important. It is indeed the turning point
of the whole question as to the period referred to in the previous context, and might be described (by another figure) as the key to it, but
for its own obscurity and various interpretation.
Shall not pass, the
usual aorist subjunctive, suggesting rather the idea that it may or cannot pass, the negative future being necessarily implied though not expressed.
Be done, come to pass, or ha])pen. the same verb that is used
in the preceding verse.
Pass, pass by, or pass away, a verb applied
elsewhere to the lapse of time (as in 14, 35 below, and in Matt. 14, 15.
Acts 27. 9. 1 Pet. 4, 3). to the motions of men (as in 6, 48 above, and
in Matt. 8,28. Luke 12, 37. 17, 7. 18, 37. Acts 16, 8. 24, 7), and to
the disappearance or removal of inanimate objects (as in the next verse,
and in Matt. 26. 39. 42. Luke 16, 17. 2 Gor. 5, 17. 2 Pet. 3. 10. Rev.
But the critical word in this critical sentence is generation,
21, 1.)
which some make here synonymous with race or nation, and apply it
to the Jews, who are not to lose their separate existence until all these
changes have been realized. This gives a wide scope to the prophecy,
and readily enables us to transport what is said in vs. 24—27 to an indefinitely distant future.
But although some English writers, foi' this
reason, still adhere to that interpretation, others of the same class, and
the German philologists almost without exception, treat it as a sheer
invention without any authority either in classical or Hellenistic usage,
so that some of the best lexicons do not give this definition, even to
condemn it. Of the few alleged examples, chiefly in the Septuagint
version, all admit of being taken in one of the acknowledged senses,
which in the New Testament are three in number, all reducible to one
and the same radical idea, that of a contemporary race, or the aggreThis is the direct sense in the
gate of those living at the same time.
great majority of cases (such as 8, 12. 38. 9, 19. Matt. 11. 16. VI. 3945. IG. 4. 23,36. Luke 7, 31. 16.8. 17.25. Acts 2. 40. 13,36. Phil. 2,
15. Heb. 3. 10), and is scarcely modified when transferred fioni men
to time (as in Acts 14, 16. 15.*'21. Eph. 3, 5 21. Col. 1, 26), or to the
stages of descent and degi-ees of genealogical succession (as in Matt. I,
Common to all these cases is the radical idea of contemporameovs
17.)
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it would be nionstrotis therefore to exclude in that bemust do,
we luiderstaud it of the whole race in its successive generations.
It follows, therefore, that unless we foi<re a mean
ing for liic word in this place, which is not onl\ unexampled elsewhere,
but directly contradictory to its essential meaniu"; everywhere, we must
understand our Lord as .sayinp;. that the contemporary race or gener-

extJifcnrc.

which

lore us. as \vc

il"

i. e. those then livmg, should
not pass .'iway or die tdl all these
prophecies had been accomi)lished.
The pi'eci-e time designated is of
no importance whether a generation be reckoned at its maxinuim (a
hundred years), or at its minimum (thirty), the result in this case will
be still the same ; for although the great mass of the generation might
be gone within the shortest of the.se periods, some would still survive
to jepresont it. as we know that one of the men here arldresscd did actually live nearly, if not quite, seventy years loni:er.
The choice here
does not lie between a lari^er or a smaller fraction of a century, but between years and ages. Those who apply the whole preceding context
-to Christ's coming at the downfal of Jer.susalem, consider that interpretation as required by the verse before us ; but this exegetical necessity is not acknowledged on the part of those who give a wider scope
to the ])rediction.
Of these some assiune another change of subject, or
transition from a remoter to a proximate futurity, and limit ail thttse
things to what immediately precedes.
Others explain done or come to
pass as meaning shall begin to be fuljilled, so far as to ensure the re.st
of the fuKilnient which has been proceeding ever since. A third .solution proceeds upon the general assumption that this prophecy, like
prophecy in gei.eral. is not intended to predict events which were to
happen once for all at some specific juncture, but a series or sequence
of events which should often be repeated, sometimes on a large and
sometiuies on a small scale, now in this place, now in that, here in one
form, there in another, but throughout the variations with a constant adherence to the original essential con.secution of causes and
etfects, and even to the primary form of the prediction, so far as to
make each fullilment recognisable as such whenever seen upon the field
This last hypothesis, which might be
of history or actual experience.
justly questioned as a mere imagination if applied to this case only, is
in fact derived from an extensive induction of the older prophecies, and
only secondarily made use of in the one before us.
Bv one or another
of these plausible hypotheses, the words of Christ in this verse may be
taken in their strict sense, without necessarily restricting what precedes
to a proximate futurity, i. e. to the period of the Roman conquest and
destruction of Jerusalem, but applying at least some parts (f<)r example
The
vs. 24-27) to his second advent and the final consummation.
meaning of the verse before us then will be, that the contemporary
generation should not wholly pass away without beholding one great
cycle of fulfilment, i. e. without seeing this prophetic picture realized,
as to all its essential parts, in one specific instance, although not exhausted of its whole prophetic import, which is yet to be developed in a
Tourse of ages.

ation,

;
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shall not pass
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earth shall pass away, but

my

worda

away.

To

the strong asseveration in the first clause of the preceding verse,
itself has the force of the most solemn oath, our Lord now
adds another most emphatic declaration of the infallible fulfilment of his
pi-ophecy, applying, not as in the other case, to that one sentence, but
The meaning is not
to the whole discourse or series of predictions.
merely that his word can no more pass away than heaven and earth,
implying that the latter is impossible; for although the established
frame of nature, or existing constitution of the universe, is sometimes
used in the Old Testament as the stron2:est expression of unchangeable
stabilit}'^ (e. g. in Ps. 72, 7. 17. 89, 37. Jer. 33, 25). that meaning is not
only less accordant with New Testament usage, but is here foi-bidden
by the structure of the sentence, the first clause of which is not contingenc or conditional, but a direct and positive assurance that the heaven and the earth, with the article, i. e. this heaven and this earth,
"which you regard as so immutable, shall (i. e. certainly will) pass
But
away or disappear, cease to exist, at least in their present form.
my icords, what I say in general, and what I have said on this occasion
in particular, not only shall or will not pass away, as a matter of ordained and settled certainty, but could not in any case or possible contingency, a dillerence suggested by the change of the indicative future
Pass awty, as applied to words, means,
to the aorist subjunctive.
cea.se to be true or prove false, or in any way whatever fail of their

which by

accomplishment.

32. But of that day and (that) hour knoweth no man,
heaven, neither the Son,
no, not the angels which are

m

but the Father.
that day, the same emphatic pronoun that occurs above in
and which here as there ma}' possibly mean that (same) day, of
which I have just spoken (in v. 30), but more probably, because more
agreeably to usage, that (^other) day, of which I spoke before (in. vs.
A7id that hour, or according to the critics, or the hour, which
24-27.)
is merely added to convey still more precisely the idea of exact time.
JS"o one knows except the Father in the main proposition, the intervening
words being merely a parenthesis, designed to strengthen the negation
b\ excluding what might else have been considered probable exceptions.
No one {not even the angels, or as the oldest copy reads, an angel in
heacen, i. e. one nearest to God and therefore most likely to know), not
even the Son except the Father. This view of the syntax shows the
ab.^urdity of reading no man. unless it be in some pronominal and
vague sense which the word has lost in modern English (see above, on
It also seems to show the impossibility of the con2, 21. lU. 18.)
gtniction, nor the Son except (as he is one with) the Father, M'hich,
though true in logic and theology, is false in grammar. The difficulty
which it was intended to remove, is obvious and very great, and none

But of

V. 24;

—

—
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the less because peculiar to this gospel, where the words stand however
ancient nianusciij)ts and versions. th(ju,i,di in some with an addition
(such as oiili/ or of nnm) intended to relieve the seeming contradiction
between that negation and the omniscience of the Saviour. So deei)ly
was this difficulty felt in ancient times, that Ambrose pronounced the
clause an Arian interpolation, as if the Arians could have had the
in all

opportunity of making it in all known copies, or having it would only
have embraced it in this one case and in this one gospel!
Such subterfuges are no hunger thought of and the words are now universally
regarded as among the least suspicious in the text of the New Testament. Another .'incient method of escape, not critical but exegetical,
is that suggested by Augustin, who by Christ's not knowing understands that he did not choose to tell, as this was a matter not intended
to be known by the disciples.
Not only far more candid, but iinmea8ureal)ly more profound and satisfactory, is Calvin's recognition of the
words in their most obvious and strongest sense, as the statement of
'a truth be3'ond our comprehension, yet not more so than the whole
godliness, or doctrine of the incarnation, which involves
the coexistence of the finite and the infinite, of limitation and immensity, in one theanthropic person.
Whether this be represented as a
suspension or repose of the divinity in union with humanity, or called
b}' any other specious name, is a mere question of philo.sophical nomenclature, the decision of which any way must still leave the difficulty
where it found it.
As the proof of Christ's divinity depends on no
one passage nor indeed on any number of specific proof-texts, but is interwoven with the warp and woof of scriptural theology, it cannot be
unravelled, or in any way impaired, by the fullest admission that, in
some sense, the ignorance of men and angels, with respect to the precise time of the final consummation, was shared by the Son himself.
That such a declaration should be made at all, is wonderful enough,
but .scarcely credible on any supposition, or in any sense, if made in
reference to the date of thQ destruction of Jerusalem.

mystery of

33.

when

Take ye heed, watch and pray

the time

;

for

ye

know

not

is.

But what should be the

practical effect of this uncertainty ?
Not
recklessness, but watchfulness.
Tal'e heed, look (out), see (to it), be
upon your guard, the same expression as in v. 23.
Watch, in both
languages originally means to be awake, not to sleep, but with the
accessory notion, which has now become the principal, of being on
Pray, implying, as in v. 18,
one's guard or looking out for danger.
that neither watchfulness nor caution is sufficient to avert the danger
here in question without a special divine inteiposition. and that this
can only be obtained by asking.
So far from the use of these means
being superseded by their ignorance of the time fixed foi- tbe event.s,
this ignorance is given as the very reason why they ought to use them.
Watch and pray, Wcauae ye know not ichen the time U.
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Man

man

taking a far
journey, who left his house, and gave authority to his servants, and to every man his work, and commanded the
porter to watch.
34. (For the

is)

as a

This is not a formal parable, as the words supplied in the Geneva
Bible and retained in our translation seem to indicate, but merely a
comparison occurring: as it were at the moment, and immediately suggested to the reader, by an as or as if,
Ye know not when the time
Taking a far journey^
is, as if (or any more than if ) a man &c.'
is a single word in Greek, and that an adjective derived from (or akin
to) the verb used above in 12, 1, and there explained.
The former
strictly means away from home, or rather y^rt^m onf^s jjeo'ple. and denotes
therefore nai; mere absence from one's house or family but from his
countr}-.
Beyond this, neither distance nor the act of journeying is
necessarily suggested by the Greek word which, as here combined
with man^ appioaches very nearly to the English absentee, especially
as used in Ireland, to denote proprietors who do not live upon their
lands nor even in the country, but beyond the channel or in foreign
parts.
Who left is too historical a form, leading the reader to expect a
formal narrative, instead of a mere passing reference. The Greek word
is a participle, leaviing (or having left) his house, giving (or having given) to his servants, i. e. at the time of his departure, the authority
(or delegated power) to conduct his household and to manage his affairs
while absent. And to each his own icorh, so that the authority with
which thej^ were collectively entrusted was not to exempt them indiAnd to the porter or
vidually from the necessity of work or labour.
doorkeeper he entrusted a peculiar charge, that he should icatch, both
keep awake and guard the house, as well as be in readiness to readmit
his master should he unexpectedly return ; for this idea, although not
expressed, is necessarily suggested by the previous context, and implied
in our Saviour's application of the case supposed to that of his disciThe verb translated watch is not the one so
ples in the next verse.
rendered in the verse preceding and familiarly employed in Attic prose
b}^ Xenophon and Plato, but a later Greek or Hellenistic synonyme,
derived from a secondary sense of another Attic verb. The onl}'difference, if 2iny. in their primary signification, is that the one here
used means strictly to awake, and the other to be sleepless or to lip
awake. As here used they are perfectly synonymous.
'

for ye know not when the
35. Watcli ye therefore
master of the house cometh, at even, or at midnight, or at
the cock-crowing, or in the morning.
;

and

Watch ye therefore, do as that servant was required by his master,
for the same reason, that the master may himself return when not

expected.
in

hand

is

This transition from the parable or illustration to the case
very beautiful though very simple, and is rendered still more
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by our Lord's addressing his disciples just as if they were doHe
mestics left in dmige of their muster's property and dwelling.
does not say. 'for you are like those servants in not knowing,' but without employing any term of likeness or comparison, he says to them directly, for ye l-now not when the tnanier of the houae corutth^ thus
transj)0!ling them at once into tlie ideal situation which he had been
just describing. There is something in the turn thus given to the conversation as pleasing to the taste as it is helpful to the understanding.

Btriking

The

lust claus-'

is,

if possil)lL>,

more

ex(]uisite

and admirable

still

;

for

inimitable ease an<l grace, it carries out the imaginary case in its
details, without a formal a[)plication, which could not be needed even
by the dullest or most careless reader. The divisions of the night
here mentioned are commonly supposed to be the four military watches
which had su{)erseded the three ancient ones at the Roman conquest.
but here the
See above, on 0, 48. where this division is implied
watches are di.^tinctly enumerated, no doubt by their proper and
cu>tomary names. At oun, a Greek adverb, strictly meaning hite. a
relative expression sometimes meaning late in life, but commonly late in
the da\-, or towards its close, at evening, and in reference to night, the
early portion as distinguished from the three that follow. Midnight exCock-crow^ a
plains itsilf, and has its synonymes in every language.
conipoiinil used in .cE-^op's fables, and in this enumeration designating
the tiiree liours after midnight. In the morning, literally, early., the
exact correlative of late, the first of the four terms here used, and techwitli

;

After all, it may be
popular than technical, rural than military, and whether this view of the language does not enhance its poetical or graphic beauty. It is needless to observe how much
is ;uided to the point and force of the whole sentence, by distinctly
naming the divisions of the night, instead of saying as he might have
done, without a (hfference of essential meaning, at whatever time of
night he may arrive.'
nically signifying the three hours before sunri.se.

doubled whether

this division is not rather

'

36. Lest

coming suddenly he

find

you

sleej^ing.

This is the conclusion of the charge in the first clause of the preceding verse, the residue of that verse forming a parenthesis, in which the
reason is assigned for watching, namely, that they knew not when their
master would return. That reason is in fact, though not in form, here
carried out by showing why their ignorance should make them watchLest (for fear that) coming suddenly (without immediate warning
ful.
or afibrding time for preparation) he find you sleeping^ and thereby neglecting his express command as well as treating him with insolent inThe assumption here that they were bound to watch or sit
Jilicrence.
up for their master, which is not the ordinary duty of all servants,
seems to show that he considers his apostles as doorkeepers or porters,
whose charge it was to watch in this way. and of whom he made speci*
As if he had said, 'you will soon be
fie mention in the close of v. 34.
like servants left at home by their master, and especially like porters
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guard the doer and watch for his return.'

The

fitness

and pro.

priety of this particular comparison, besides the general one to servants,
is another delicate but admirable stroke in this inimitable picture.

37.

And

wliat I say unto yon, I say unto

all,

Watch.

Had our Lord's discourse ended with the preceding verse, it would
have been a charge to the apostles, as such, or at most to rulers in the
church, so far as they resemble or succeed them in official functions.
But with gracious wisdom, and at the same time with a heavenly art
transcending all rhetorical contrivances, he at the very close, and in a
sentence of unusual brevity, at once extends the exhortation to incessant watchfulness, as founded on the utter uncertainty of those great
changes, and especially the greatest of all which he had predicted, to
his followers in general, not only to those then alive, in view of the destruction just impending over Israel, but also, by parity of reasoning
and necessary consequence, to all believers who should live before the
What (^things) to you J say to all I say, then
final consummation.
summing all up in one single word, the burden and the moral of this
whole discourse, AtcaJce {or watch /) However the disciples may have
been affected and impressed by this concluding apologue and warning,
it is not to be supposed that they could either understand or feel it at
the time of its deliver}'^, as they did not long after, when they found
themselves indeed forsaken by their master, and entrusted with the
care of his house and household till he came again.

CHAPTEK

Xiy.

Having wound up the history of our Lord's prophetic ministry, the
evangelist now enters upon that of his sacerdotal work, beginning
with the final resolution of the theocratic rulers to destroy him (1-2),
but then pausing to record a touching incident which took place during
his abode at Bethany, his unction by a woman, as a sort of preparation for his burial (3-9). and at the same time bringing to maturity the
treacherous design which had alieady been conceived by one of his
apostles (10-lL)
Then follows an account of the arrangements made
for his last passover (12-10) and of its actual celel)ration. during
which he announces his betrayal by one of their own number (17-21),
and after which he institutes the Christian Passover or Lord's Supper
(22-25 ) At the close of this remarkable service, he withdraws from
the cit) to the mount of Olives, b}'^ the way announcing to the twelve
that they were about to be dissolved and .scattered until lie should reassemble them in Galilee after his resurrection ('26-28). wuh a particuThen
lar prediction to Peter of his own approaching fall (29-31.)
jomes the prelude to his final passion, the mysterious conflict in the
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garden of Cethsemane ^32-42), immediately f)l lowed by his seizure
and the Hiaht of his disciples, the particulars of which appallinj; scene
'Jlie next scene
are stated brieHy hiit with graphic vividness (4.')-.f^2.)
exhibits his arraiirunient in the presence of the Ilijrh Priest and the
Sanhedrim, the false char^^^e and testimony hrousht a<j:ainst him. his
refusal to defend him.self or answer any of their allegations, till at
length he has an opportunity, not only of declaring but of solenmly
swearing, that he is the true Messiah, whereupon he is condemned to
death for blas]>hemy, and in the meantime given up as a convict to deDuring these proceedings his prerision and maltreatment (53-05.)
diction with respect to Peter's fall had been literally verified by three
distinct denials of his master, under circumstances of peculiar aggravation, a humiliating but exact account of which concludes the chap-

Although the division of the chapters here is disproporand inconvenient, it could hardly have been made otherwise
without a still more undesirable disruption of the nanative, in which
no pause occurs between the incident at Bethany and the transfer ot
our Saviour from the bar of Caiaphas to that of Pilate. In examining
the details of this most interesting and important pa.ssage, it will be
even more than usually proper and expedient to make use of the parter (GG-72.)

tionate

accounts only for the purpose of defence or illustration, leaving
to tell his story in his own way, both as to the choice and the
ariangement of his facts and his peculiar method of expression, all
which are essential to the oneness and the definite effect of the whole

allel

Mark

narrative.

After two days was (the feast of) the passover, and
of niileavened bread and the chief priests and the scribes
sought how they might take him by craft and put (him)
1.

;

to death.

After tuo dai/s does not mean that the pas.sover was two days after
the discourse in the preceding chapter, though it may have been so,
but that two days before t^ie passover Jesus took the preparatory steps
The word translated passocer (pascha) is the Arahere mentioned.
maic form (afhps) of the original Hebrew term (rt02), applied in
the law of Moses to the aimual solemnity observed in commemoration
of the exodus from Egypt, and so called because the destroying angel
passed by or over (^0=) the houses of the Israelites in the destrucIt was first celebrated in the very night of the
tion of the first-born.
departure out of Egypt, and thenceforth annually (with a few interIt was the
ruptions) until the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus.
oldest ami in some respects the most important of the obsei-vances introduced by Moses, and is therefore often called the feast (or festival)
by wa}' of eminence. It was at once sacrificial and domestic, the essential rite consisting in the slaughter of a lamb at the sanctuary and
its subsequent consumption, not by fire on the altar, but as food by
The' original institution of this service
the household of the offerer.
is recorded in Ex. 12, 1-16, and afterwards embodied in the Mosaic

16*
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Num. 9, 1-3.) To make the rite more truly
was anciently observed precisely as at first, in a
standing posture and with every preparation for an immediate journey.
This exact imitation of the outward circumstance seems to have been
rradually discontinued, with the exception of the bitter herbs and the
legislation (Lev. 23, 5.

commemorative,

it

unleavened bread, although the essence of the rite remained unaltered.
Besides its primary conmiemorative purpose, it was connected, in the
ceremonial calendar, with the commencement of the harvest, and as a
prophetic symbol typified the great deliverer who was to come. " the
Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world " (John 1. 29.
From it the Jewish year was reckoned (Ex. 12. 2), and
1 Cor. 5, 7.)
by it the chronology of Christ's public ministry is mirked and measured in the gospel of John (2, 13. 23. 4, 45. 5, 1. 6, 4. 11, 55.) The paschal lamb was selected on the tenth day of the first month (Nisan),
and slaughtered on the fourteenth in the evening, or as the Hehi-ew
phrase (Ex. 12, 6) literally means, between the evenings, i. e. accordmg
to the Karaites and Samaritans, between sunset and dark; but according to the prevalent practice and tradition, the first evening began with
the declining and the second with the setting sun.
A similar distinction between an earlier and later evening is mentioned by Herodotus,
and may be still traced in the diverse use of the word evening, as denoting the afternoon or the beginning of the night, m diflerent parts
of our owm country.
The later traditions of the Jews, collected in
the Talmud and the writings of Maimonides and other rabbius, describe
a very complicated paschal ritual, including the distribution of five
successive cups of wine, the singing of a series of psalms which they
called the Great Hallel, and various liturgical formulas of benediction
and thanksgiving.
Whether the service was conducted in this form at
the time ol Christ is altogether doubtful
but even granting that it
was, it cannot be supposed that our Lord would put the traditional
additions on the same footing with the paschal rite itself.
Besides the
passu ver, properly so called, on the fourteenth day of the first month,
there was a festival of seven days, extending to tlie evening of the
twenty-first, during which unleavened bread was eaten, as it was at
the paschal meal itself, in commemoration of the haste with which
Israel went out of Lgypt with their dough yet unleavened in their
kneadiug-troughs, but at the same time with a typical allusion to the
fermentation of yeast or leaven as an incipient corruption and as such
an emblem of moral depravation, for which symbolical reason leaven
was excluded from a 1 ott'erings by the law of Moses, just as salt was
required in all animal oblations on account of its conservative and
antiseptic virtue (see above, on 9. 49.)
The whole of this festival is
here meant by the pa.ssover and the unleavened (bread, or strictly,
things, the a Ijective in Greek being of tbe plural number and the
o/'uter gender.)
Coincident with this great annual observance was
the filial lesolution of the ecclesiastical and national authorities (here
as often elsewhere represented by the chief priests and scribes) to destroy the life of Jesus, not by open violence, but as they still hoped,
by deceit or craft, a significant Greek word which originally means a
;

;
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but in its secondary usage any means of enticing even
The immediate object of the fraud or trick was to
prey.
Sought how
secure his person, but their ultimate design to kill him.
(as in 11, 18), considered and inquired by what means their end might
be attained, an exj)ression which perhaps implies that they had not
yet satislied themselves on this point, or projected any definite design.
bait

fish,
for fish

human

2.

I

But

tliey

said,

Not on

the feast (day), lest there

be an uproar of the people.
They

on any one occasion, but as the imfrom time to time, during their consultations on
On the/east Jay should be in the feast {or festiv at), as
the subject.
the concourse which gave rise to their fears was not confined to the
day of the passover strictly .so called, but continued through the whole
week following or the days of •unleavened bread. Lest, or lest at some
time during the term sj)ecified, the Greek word being not the simple
negative (/xj?), but a form compounded with an indefinite particle of
There he, litcrall}', shall he, a form of speech implying
time (|x/;7r()Te.)
more distinctly than the subjunctive, the probability of such an issue.
Uproar, a good translation of the Greek word which properly means
noise or audible disturbance (see above, on 5, 38), and is only secondarily applied to tumult or popular disorder in general.
Of the people,
as a mass or aggregate (Xaoi) but not an. organized body (^drjfiuv.)
Here, as elsewhere, the people present at Jerusalem are spoken of as
representing the whole race of Israel, which is the less surprising as
the population at this season was not only swelled to an enormous
size, but composed of Jews and proselytes of
every nation under
heaven " (Acts 2, 5.) Thus far the plans of the rulers for our Lord's
destruction .seem to have been merely negative, and so continued till
said, not once for all, or

perfect tense implies,

''

a

new turn was

Judas

given to their whole proceedings by ihe overtures of

(see below,

on

v. 10.)

And

being in Bethany, in the house of Simon the
he sat at meat, there came a woman having au
alabaster-box of ointment of spikenard, very precious
and she brake the box, and poured (it) on his head.
3.

leper, as

Before proceeding to describe this change of plan, and the negowhich occasioned it. Mark pauses to relate an incident connected
with it in more ways than one, as well as very striking and afl'ecting in
Being in Bethany, i. e. while he was at Bethany during his last
itself.
visit to Jerusalem. (See above, on 11, 11.) Nothing can be more natu*
ral and easy than the introduction of this incident at this point, both
by Mark and Matthew (26, G). the attempt to represent it as at variance with the chronology of John (12. 1; being altogether groundless,
as the six days there relate to his arrival in the neighbourhood of Jembalem. and the two days here to his preparation for the paschal service.
Equally groundless is the notion, entertained by some, that the

ciation
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passages describe two different anointings, a coincidence not only most
improbable, but here assumed without the least necessity. Simon the
leper, i. e. who had formerly been so aflQicted, not at this time, which
would have excluded him from society (see above, on 1. 40), unless we
assume that he was absent upon this occasion. The definite description of him as the leper implies that he was generally well known, perhaps as one whom Christ had healed. That he was a relative or intimate friend of Lazarus, though not at all improbable, is not a necessary
supposition to conciliate this narrative with John's, who mentions
Lazarus as present at the entertainment and Martha as attending on the
guests, neither of which statements necessarily implies that it was in
woman, i. e. Mary the sister of Lazarus and
their own house.
Martha (John 12, 3). the same difference between the sisters being
here observable as in the incident preserved by Luke (10, 38-41.)
Alahaster (box is not expressed in the original), a term properly denoting a variety of gypsum, white and semi- transparent, and susceptible of
being wrought into delicate and ornamental shapes, such as vases and
vials, particularly spoken of by Pliny as the best receptacles for unguents, or the fragrant oils regarded by the ancients as among the most
From the frequent use of alabaster for
costl}' and delightful luxuries.
this purpose it acquired the wider sense of any such receptacle, so
There is no need howthat Theocritus speaks of " golden alabasters."
ever of departing from the strict sense in the case before us, as the whole
impression made by the description is that of a refined and exquisite as
(9/" (that is, j'^?</Z (9/j or containing)
well as rare and costly sacrifice.
%pikenard.^ which appears to be intended as a version of two distinct
Greek words, the first a noun (iiard) denoting an oriental gum or exudation, highly valued by the ancients, and the other an adjective
(TTtrrrt/c?)?) which has been variously understood, as denoting tlie place
from which the unguent was procured (Pista). but of which we have
no other information or as derived from the verb (tt/vco) to drink, and
meaning liquid, potable, an explanation coinciding remarkably with a
statement in Athena3us as to drinkable unguents, among which nard is
But most interpreters, ancient and modein,
particularly mentioned.
adhere to the only sense of the Greek word justified by usage, which
connects it with the well known words for faith (TrlaTcs) and faithful
(maTck). and makes it here mean true or genuine, as opposed to counterfeits and adulterations.
Very precious^ i. e. in the old and strict
And
sense of the English word, of great price, costly, dear, expensive.
breaking, literall}', breaking together, i. e. crushing by compression,
which was probably a part of the luxurious custom, and perhaps one
reason for the use of alabaster, as a compact but compressible material.
The box, in Greek, the alabaster, as before, box being not only not in the
original, but probably conveying an erroneous notion of the shape,
which is much more likely to have been that of a close-mouthed vase
or long-necked phial. Poured (it) down iqwn him, dozen upon tliehead^
the last words being added as a specification of the first, and the downward motion twice expressed (though not at all in the translation) by
*.he repetition of a preposition (kotq) having that sense in connection

A

;
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both with verbs an'l nouns. (Forcxamplesofthis ojape. sec 1, 10. 30. 4,
5,13. 10,42. 11,15. 12,40. 13.2.)
The remarkable emphasis thus
put upon the down ard motion, though a matter f>f course, apparently
reiiuiriiiji; no particular mention, nuiy be intended to suggest that the
fra^rraiit all'usion ran <lo\vn upon the person of the Saviour even to his
feet, thus leconciling one of the alleged discrepancies between John's
4.

'

narrative and that before us.

4. And there were some tliat had indii^iiation within
themselves, and said, Wliy was this waste of the ointment

made ?
We have

here a fine example of the way in which independent but
concurrent witnesses complete each other's statements, a phenomenon
familiar to the plainest men among ourselves who ever .sat upon a jury,
or even attended a trial, though pronounced b}' German wisdom an iVreconcileable discrepancy.
There were some, says Mark the disciples,
says Matthew (26. 8) ; one of his disciples, Judas Iscnriot, says John
all perfecth' consistent and completely harmonized by simply
(12. 4)
sujjposuig. that what Judas suggested was inconsiderately caught up
and repeated by the rest, a fact of every-day occurrence in our popular
assemblies.
Had indignation, grieving and complaining, a verb expressive hoth of sorrow and resentment or disapprobation (see above,
on 10, 14. 41.)
Within (or more exactly to) them.Helres, perhaps with
the accessory idea, to earJi other (see above, on 2, 8. 0. o3. 10. 20. 11,
31. 12, 7.)
And saying, to what (end), or for what {reason), has this loss
(waste or destruction) of the ointment happened (come to pass or taken
place), a milder or more indirect reproach than that expressed in our
•

;

;

versijon.

5. For it might have been sold for more tlian three
hundred pence, and have been given to the poor. And

they

murmured

against her.

The ground of the objection is distinctly stated, not that the use of
such things was luxurious and therefore sinful, but that the money
which it cost might have been better spent in the relief of suftering.
In itself con.sidered. this is a most plausible objection, and was no doubt
honestly expressed by some or all of the disciples, except Judas who
first broached it, and whose avarice repined that she had not contributed the same amount in money, so as to be under his control and probably at his disposal (John 12, 6.) Might (or could) have been sold, a
Greek verb originally meaning export trade or traffic beyond seas, but
then generically used of any sale whatever.
More than, literally ahov€
or over, a coincidence between the Greek and English idiom. * Pence
denarii, the Roman silver coin before referred to (in 6, 37 12, 15) anrf
there explained. The sum here mentioned is from forty-five to fifty dol
lai s of our money, and agrees almost exactly with the price of the mos^
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costly nard as stated
isfaction.

by

not only at but

Murmured^ or expressed

Pliny.

their dissat

to her.

And Jesus said, Let her alone why trouble je her
hath wrought a good work on me.

6.
slie

14, 6. 7. 8.

;

?

Let her aJone^ leave her. suffer her to do what she is doing (compare
the use of the same verb in 7, 27. 10, 14. 11, 6.)
Troiible^ literally,
ghe (or afforcT) labours, cares, vexations, an idiom also found in Attic
prose.
good uor\ not merely no offence or folly, but a positively
good work, she has wrought^ the genuine past tense of the English
verb to worlc (now nearly superseded by the so-called regular form
worlced) and therefore exactl}- corresponding to the noun, as in the
original.
On me, literally, in me^ a preposition of more various and
frequent use in Gr-eck than English, here suggesting the idea of a closer
contact and more intimate effect or operation than the other particle.
This is a memorable and instructive instance of our Lord's rejecting an
ostensible morality as spurious or ill-time'l. and approving what would
still be condemned by many sincere Christians as a sinful or at least an
irrational extravagance.
But let it be carefully observed in what sense
and on what grounds he pronoiruced this paradoxical decision.

A

1.

For ye have the poor with you always, and whenmay do them good but me ye have

soever ye will ye
not always.

;

What justified this seeming misappropriation of so large a sum was
the extraordinary occasion and the secret motive.
To relieve the
wants of many is intrinsically better than to anoint the head or feet
of one. But if that one is the incarnate Son of God, about to suffer for
the sins of men if the same opportunity of testif3'ing love to him will
never be repeated and if that love ch.i be emphatically testified by
unction, or by any other costly outward application; it would be right
to make it. even if the poor must lose Ox' suffer .^o much for it
How
much more when such loss is entirely unnecessary, and may be prevented or made good by greater benefactions upon other occasions,
which can never be wanting, for the poor shall not cease out of the
land (Deut. 15. 11.)
To the popish argument (from these words) in
favour of a showy and expensive worship, Calvin ingeniously and
forcibly replies, that by applauding such an act as only practicable
once, our Lord implicitly forbids its repetition and condemns its habitual imitation, just as he would no doubt have rebuked this very woman for the same proceeding, if adopted as an ordinary token of
;

;

affection.

8.

hand

She hath done what she could she
my body to the burying.
;

is

come

afore-

to anoint

Whxt

she

had she

did,

i.

e.

according to her means and opportuni*
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to sacrifice her
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own enjoyment and

possessions lo the lionoiir of her Saviour.
She in come (or i^he u/u/crtook) hi/ovtlnnnl to anoint nnj hodii for the hnrial^ a rjreck wonl not
denol in*:: actual interment, bul the whole picparation of the body for the
toml) hy al)hition. shroudintr and (amoniz: the .lews) anointing; and perfuminir (<'ouipare John I'J, 40.)
All abuse of this example, as a pre«
text for substitutin;,' such attentions to the Saviour in the place of f:iith
and love and preneral obedience, is j»recluded by the obvious consideration, that in tiiis case his omniscience recofrnized the outward act as
merely the s])(intaneous expression of those inward dispositions,
without which it would have been in Mary's case, and has been in the
case of thousands, a mere superstitious mockery.

Yerily, I say unto jon, Wheresoever this gospel
be preached tliroiighout the whole world, (tliis)
also tliat she hath done shall be spoken of, for a memorial
9.

sliall

of her.
That Mary had indeed chosen the good part which could not be
taken from her (l.uke 10, -]2), either by the hypocrisy and avarice of
Judas or the utilitarian pp.rsimony of his brethren, is now evinced by
one of the most tilorious distinctions ever conferred upon a mortal, a
distinction wliich instead of fadimr with the lapse of time grows daily
briirhter, and t() which, as one lias well said, even unfriendly critics and
interpreter's contribute, as it were, ajrainst their will and in the very act
of doubt or censure.
Verily (in the original, amen) / say to you^ the
formula of solemn affirmation which we have already met with so reie:;tedly (see above, on 3,28. 0,11. 8, 12. 9, 1. 41. 10,15. 29. 11,23.
Vt^herever this gosj)el. r\oi Xha wviitGii one before us,
12. 4o. 13. oO.)
as some foolishly iumgine and others maliciou.sly pretend, but the history or

news of these

drawing to a close.
claimed) throughout

events, or

iShall he (is, or

my

whole history on earth, now

may

be) preached (heralded, pro-

(literally into) the lohole world, also

(i. e. in addihistory, or rather as a part of it, inseparable from it) what
she did (just now in anointing me, and you found fault with) shall he
told (or talked of) for a memorial of her. something by which she

tion to

my

remembrance, thus perpetuating her praise
and the malicious or mistaken judgment passed upon her.

shall be held in everlasting

10.

And Judas

one of the twelve, went untc
betray him unto them.

Iscariot,

.he chief priests, to

Fi.om Mark's narrative alone, there might seem to be no connecexcept that of chronological succession, between this and the
l)ut by combining the accounts, as anj' justice of
preceding incident
the peace would in the case of four credible witnesses, we learn that
the reception which our Lord gave to the sanctimonious suggestion of
Iscariotj in relation to the ointment, was the proximate occasion, though

tion,

;
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of course not the primary cause of that disciple's treachery (see John
Stung by the well-de>served reproof of his hy12, 10. Luke 22. 3.)
pocrisy and avarice, he yielded to the influences which had long beset
him. and went awa}' from the hospitable board of Simon to the chief
priests (as rulers of the church and nation), that he might 'betray him
The Greek verb strictly means deliver up or put into their
to them.
power ; but as this could only be effected by a breach of trust and
violation of the
a version.

11.

most intimate and tender

And when

thej heard

give liim money.
promised
might conveniently betray him.
to

ties,

(it),

betray

is

not too strong

they were glad, and
he sought how he

And

And they hearing (his proposal) were rejoiced at this most unexpected opportunity of compassing their ends, without the delay which
they had concluded to be necessary, and yet without popular commoAnd
tion, against which the traitor undertook to guard (Luke 22, 6.)
'promised, in answer to his own proposal (Matt. 26, 15), to give him
money., literally, silver., but generically used like the corresponding
The precise sum is preserved by Matthew on
French word (^argent.)
account of its connection with a signal prophecy (]Matt. 26,15. 27,4.
"Whether the sum there mentioned was the full price of his
9. 10.)
treason, or only the earnest mone}^, is a question which belongs to the
Sought how., inquired for the necessary
interpretation of that gospel.
ways and means, as in v. 1. Conveniently., opportunely, at a good
time, i. e. safely for himself, and so as to secure his employers from
the popular commotion which they so much dreaded.
the first day of unleavened bread, when they
12.
killed the passover, his disciples said unto him, Where
wilt thou that we go and prepare, that thou mayest eat

And

the passover

?

At length arrived the first day of unleavened bread, on which they
hilled the passover (i. e. the paschal lamb), an indefinite construction
equivalent to the passive form, the passover was Mlled, i. e. habitually
That the reference is not
or according to custom (see above, on v. 1.)
to what was done by the disciples upon this occasion, is clear from the
following inquiry where they should make the necessary preparation, of
which the kiUing of the lamb was the essential part. His di.sciples
say to him, Where wilt thou (dost thou wish that) going we pre*
^are

?

13. And he sendeth forth tw^o of his disciples, and
saith unto them. Go ye into the city, and there shall
meet you a man bearing a pitcher of water ; follow him.
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whose names (Peter and John) have been
lie omits the ([uestion put by the
Btaririfj (or
diseiples. and bcfrius aliniptly with our Lord'.s command,
carryiu;^) a ]tUi'h<i\ properly an eartlien vessel, the Cireek word dehis diiC7ph\%

preserved by Luke

(122. 8), th()n<rli

but the

kindred form to that
10 (see above, on 2. 4.)
This completes Matthew's more laconic statement, that he sent them to mch an
one. or to a certain peraon, without naminjr or describing: him, whereas
Mark and Luke (22, 10) tell how they were to find him. To the
sceptical interpreters this is of course a contradiction, or at least a
wholly diflerent tradition
Others admit the accounts to be consistent, but deny that there is any thinsr described in eitlier but the execution of a pn vious asreenicnt between Jesus and a friend or acquaintance in the city.
But how could the disciples reach this friend by
followinir the first man whom they met with a pitcher of water?
To
suppose that this too had been previously settled, is a perfectly irratuitous assumption ; and if not, it can only be regarded as a prophetic
sign, like that which Saul received from Samuel (1 Sam.. 10, 1-8), and
this would imply, not a previous agreement, but a supernatural foresight and control of human actions.
uotinir

not the

translated

sli.-ipe

tiling (tiles) in

luaterial, Ijeinj; a

Luke

5,

And wheresover he

go

say ye

is

the
the

guest-chamber, where I shall eat the passover with

my

14.

goodman
disciples

of the house,

shall

The Master

in,

saith,

Where

to

?

Wherever he

may

enter (or goes in), say to the master of the house,
hou.se-master.
Goodman is often incorrectly read, as if it were the noun man with an
epithet of praise before it (^goodman). whereas it is an old English
ivord for master, as applied to a house-holder, husband, or the father
of a family.
A similar mistake is sometimes made by reading handiwarl- (i. e. hand-work), in Ps. 19, 1, as if it were handy (i. e. skilful)
worl:
The master (teacher) mith is thought by some to imply that
the man was a disciple ; but this is not a necessary implication, if the
whole proceeding was extraordinary and the result secured by a special
superhuman influence.
The same consideration will remove all difficulty as lO the long delay in seeking this accommodation, when the
throng of strangers was so great and the available room alrea<ly occupied. Giust-chamber is in Greek a word pioperly denoting a place where
a traveller unloads his beast, or halts for the night ; then an inn or place
of public entertainment ; then a hired room, as here.
S/iall (or 7nay)
eat the passorer icith my di-'^ciples, who constituted, as it were, his
household, and would therefore be expected to unite with him in this
observance.
in

Greek a

15. 16.

single

word meaning house-owner,

And he

will

aished (and) prepared

;

shew you a large upper room
there

make ready

for

us.

fur-

And
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and came into the citj, and found
he had said imto them, and they joade ready the pass*

his disciples

went

forth,

as
over.

a Greek word meaning any room above the groundor up-stairs. where the best apartments of an Oriental house are
Furnished, literally, spread, i. e. supplied with tables
usually found.
and couches, such as were used at meals (see above, on 2. 15.) Prepared, not the participle of the verb that follows, but a cognate adjective answering to ready.
There are evidently two preparations for the
passover mentioned in this sentence; that of the room, already made
by the proprietor ; and that of the lamb with its accompaniments,
bread and \Tine and bitter herbs, which was now to be made by the
two disciples, and which they did make as recorded in v. 16, where
we learn no new fact but the simple execution of the Saviour's
orders.

Upper room,

floor,

17.

And

in the

evening he cometh with the twelve.

evening, literally, evening having come (become, begun to
is used above in 6. 2. 21. 35. 47. 11, 19.
cometh, into the city, to the house and room prepared for him.

I7i tJie

be), the

He

18.

same construction that

And

as tliey sat

say unto you,
betray me.

One

of

and did

eat,

Jesus said, Yerily I

you which eateth with me

shall

And they reclining (see above, on 2, 15) and eating, an obvious departure from the primitive and legal uskge, but one regarded by our
Lord as unessential or he would not have adopted it ; a practical reproof
of those who. even under a spiritual dispensation, fight about attitudes
and postures, as among the weightier matters of the gospel. According to the usual haruionical arrangement, the first words of the Saviour
at this interview were those pieserved by Luke (22, 15-18). followed
by a second strife for the pre-eminence (Luke 22. 24-30), and this by
the washing of the feet of the apostles with the following discourse
(John 13. 1-20), and this by what is here recorded in all four gospels
(Matt. 2G, 2L Luke 22, 21. John 13. 21.)
Oneofyou shall betray me
(in the sense before explained on v. 10), the {one) eating with me, not
m.erely one of those now at the table and partaking of the paschal meal,
but one who. in some special and peculiar sense, might be said to eat
with Christ, from which it has l)een inferred that Judas sat next him
upon one side, and partook of the same dish, a supposition favoured by
Those of Mark, however, may contain an
the words of John (12. 20.)
allusion lo Ps. 41,9, which John expressly quotes (13,18.)
10.

And

him one by
The

they began to be sorrowful, and to say unto
it I? and anotlier (said, Is) it I ?

one, (Is)

effect of this terrible

announcement on the minds of the disd«

MA UK
pics.

They

herjan (at once,

14,

on huarinp;
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20.

it) to

he sorrowf-iil. or

word
an nnnsual Greek

more ox

a jjussivc vt'ih
phrase, the sensa
and not an adjictive. One by one,
And another.
of which liowevei- is clear from its obvious composition.
althouj^h soiiietinies ridiculed by hypercritics as nnmeaninjj and superfluous after sayinjj:; one by on*\ is a perfectly natural expression belon;rThe first phrase only denotes order
iu;:: to the dialed of common life.
and succession, that they asked the question severally not tofrether,
while the other says the same thing in another form, that wlien one
had spoken then another would re-echo the inquiry. Far from being
a vain repetition or tautolon^y. this sujiplemental clau.scadds not a little
Ix it I. thouj^h essento the life and spirit of the whole description.
tially correct, is not an adequate translation of the Greek phrase, which
Ibrm and can only be expressed in P^nglish by a circuniis nei.':ative
loculion, being really equivalent to sayinjr, /if is not /, is it? (see above,
on 4. 21.) This is not a dillerence of mere form, as it shows that each
of the disciples, in the act of asking, really asserted his own innocence
or disavowed the guilt of tieason, and aggravates the shameless hypocris}' of Judas in projiounding the same questi(ni (Matt. 20, 25.)
It
is possible, indeed, though hardly probable, that the additional clau.se
{and another^ Is it I?) may have tacit reference to Judas, and may be
mteuded to distinguish him from the eleven, as no longer one of the
same body, but another, i. e. an alien and intruder.
actly, to

he

(jriirt'i/^

dislri-ssed, as tlie

(jirock

is

m

And

he answered and said unto them, (It
of the twelve, that dipperh with nie in the dish.
20.

is)

one

And heansioering (this general inquir}'-) said to them (collectively,
as all had asked him.) One of {i\oi the simple genitive, but as in v. 18,
a preposition meaning out oJ\ (from among) tJie tioehe (the chosen company now present.) That dij[qjeth (i. e. who dips), though correct in
sense, might be i-eferred by a hasty reader to the twelve collectively, as
au inaccurate expression for who dip ; but there is no such ambiguity
in the original, which strictly means the (one) dip])ing, and like the
similar expression in v. 18, seems to describe the traitor as [jarticularly
near to Clirist at table and in some peculiar sense partaking with him,
dipping the bread into the dish or bowl before tiiem. and containing
probably a broth or liquid preparation of the bitter herbs which formed
If there was only one such dish upon the
part of the pa.schal supper.
table of which all made use alike, this answer would be no description
of the person, but a mere reiteration of the general fact that oneot them
would be the tiaitor. and even that expressed in an unu.snal manner
'vith the definite article, the {one) dipping.
If we sujipose, upon the
other hand, that there were .several such bowls or dishes, one of which,
01- the only
upon the other supposition, was now standing before
Christ and his betrayer, both of whom were making use of it at one
and the same moment, then this expression {tlie one dipping) is a real
John's account of a previous communication
designation of the person.
between two of the disciples and their master, not alluded to in eithei

om

;
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of the other gospels, admits of an easy reconciliation with them, which
belongs however to a different place.

The Son of man indeed goeth, as it is written of
but woe to that man by whom the Son of man is
betrayed good were it for that man if he had never been
21.

him

;

!

born.
The Son of Man, the Messiah, still before you in the form of a servant, and approaching the end of his long humiliation, goet\ is now
going, taking his departure out of life, about to die, as it is written^
has been written, has been Jong on record (see above, on 1. 2. 7, 6. 9,
12. 13. 11, 17.)
Of, about, concerning him, as the subject of the prophecies referred to, which must therefore be fulfilled in him.
Indeed, the
particle of concession (fj.ev), meaning, it is true, and corresponding to
the hut (de) in the next clause, both together giving to the verse the
antithetical or balanced form, so much affected and admired in Greek
Bvt woe to, and alas for (see above, on 13. 17. both wrath and
prose.
pity being here appropriate) that man, not merely the man, or tJiis man,
but yonder man, as if Judas were already at a distance, or perhaps
pointing him out as one already severed from that sacred body, of
which Christ was the head and the apostles members. By ichom,
through whom, by whose agency. Betrayed, delivered over to the
power of his enemies (see above, on vs. 10. 11.) The original form of
the last clause is peculiar and considerably altered in the version.
Good
were it (literally teas it) for him (or according to the latest text without the verb, good for him) if not horn was that man. This is often
urged as one of the most cogent arguments in proof of the eternity of
future punishments, because, however they might be prolonged, if they
were ever to have an end. snch an existence would be still preferable to
The only objection to this argument in favour of a doctrine
nonentity.
clearly set forth elsewhere, is the seeming violence of putting a strict
logical interpretation on a phrase which seems to be proverbial and
popular.
(See above, on 9, 42.)
22.
aT]d

And

brake

this is

my

and blessed,
them, and said. Take, eat

as they did eat, Jesus took bread,

(it),

and gave

to

body.

In close connection with the paschal feast, as a supplement to it and
a substitute for it, our Lord, emplo3nng the materials already on the
table, 1. e. the bread and wine partially consumed in the repast just
finishe \ institutes a new solemnity, to be observed forever in the
church of the new dispensation. The simplicity of the rite itself, of the
mode in which it was established, and of its record in the gospels, is in
Btrikini contrast with the pomp and mystery which have since been
thrown around it. Of this institution we have four distinct accounts,
by Mark (vs. 22-25), Matthew (26, 26-29), Luke (22, 19 20), and

;
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Paul (1 Cor, 11.23-25.) They differ only as to fulness and the order
which some particulars are stated. Paul's account is in one resnect
the most authoritative, as it was communicated to him hy the risen
Saviour (1 Cor. 11.23.) As they did eat (literally, they eating) i. e.
while they were partakinjr of the paschal sujiper.
Talinq hnad. or a
hread (t/te bread. Matt. IIG. 2(ij. i. e. a loaf or cake of the unleavened
bread eaten at the Passover, and which the Jews now make in thin
hard cakes or biscuits. Having hUitxe'l^ and at the same time given
thanks (Luke 22,19. 1 Cor. 11.24), hehral-e it (in two, or into pieces),
in

and

m

(the apostles, still reclininfr at the table.)
Eat is
critics in the text of Mark, as an assimilation to
Luke and Paul have neither takewov eat. both which
that of Matthew.
however are implied in the whole transaction. This u my body, common to all foui- accounts, appears so unambiguous and simple an expres'^ion, that it is hard to recognize in it the occasion and the subject
of the most protracted and exciting controversy that has rent the
church within the last thousand years. That controversy is so purely
theological that it has scarcely any basis in the exposition of the text
the only word upon which it could fasten (the verb /*) being one which
in Aramaic would not be expressed, and therefore belongs merel}' to
the Greek translation of our Saviour's language.
Until the strong unguarded figures of the early fathers had been petrified into a dognia, at
first by popular misapprehension, and at last by theological perversion,
these words suggested no idea but the one which they still convey to
every plain unbiassed reader, that our Saviour calls the bread his body
in the same sense that he calls himself a door (John 10. 9), a vine (John
15,1). a root (Rev. 22. 16), a star, and is described by many other
metaphors in scripture (see John 10, 9.) The bread was an emblem
of his flesh, as wounded for the sins of men, and as administered for
their spiritual nourishment and growth in grace.
(fare

to

thi

omitted by the latest

23.

And

he took the cup, and when he had given
(it) to them, and they all drank of ir.

thanks, he gave

The same act is then described in relation to the wine, and almost
same words. The cup, still standing on the table wliether the

in the

;

any other of the

cups in the later Jewish ritual, is as unimportant as it is uncertain.
Giriny tlianls is not to be distinguished
from the blessing in the verse preceding, as if he only blessed the bread
and only gave thanks for the wine but as two descriptions of the
same act, each presenting one of its component parts, benediction and
tfianksgiving, from the latter of which the whole service afterwaids derived the name of eucharist.
They all (an expression not u.sed of the
oread), a sort of prospective or prophetic comment on the withholding
of the cup from the laity in the Church of Rome.
third or

five

;

And he said unto them. This is
testament, which is shed for many.

24.

new

my

blood

oi

the
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must of course receive the same constructioD a<i
That of (or the blood of j the new testament
The Greek noun {Sui^ijKr])^ from a verb which means
(or covenant.)
to anange, dispose, or settle, means itself arrangement, disposition, settlement, with special application to two kinds, a testaiuenlar}- arrangement and a mutual compact, or a last will and a covenant. The only clear
case of the former meaning iu the Gi-eek of the New Testament is that
This

this is

in

is

my

Heb.

llood

Ijody iu v. 22.

9, IG. 17,

followed almost immediately (v. 20) bv an example

of the other, referring, as in this place, to the Mosaic or Levitical covenant, ratified with Israel at Sinai, and sealed with sacrificial blood, pre-

figurmg the blood of Christ as the seal of a new or better covenant ( Heb,

That shed, or the (blood)
7,22. 8,6-10. 9,20. 10,16.29. 12,24.30.)
many not only for their benefit but in their stead, as the bloody
sacrifices symbolized, not only expiation in the general, or expiation by
the sacrifice of life, but vicarious atonement in particular, or expiation
by the sacrifice of life for life (Lev. 17, ll.j
shed^ for

,

no more of the
day that 1 drink it new in the

25. Yerilj I say unto jou, I will drink
fruit of the vine, until that

kingdom

of God.

Amen, I say to you, see above, on vs. 9. 18, and the places there
Fruit, ofispring, a term properly applied to animals, but
referred to.
The whole phrase is a perialso, by a natural metonymy, to plants.
phrasis for mine, not merely that before them, but the whole species or
The sense of grapes, which would be otherwise
variety of beverage.
more obvious, is here excluded by the verb to drink. That (literally
when) 1 drinh it new (not anew or again, but fresh and at the same
time of a new sort) in the kingdom of God. The simplest explanation
of these words is that winch makes them a solemn though figurative
declaiation, that the Jew ish Pas.^over was now to be forever superseded
by the Lord's Supper as a Christian ordinance. These words do not
decide the question whether Christ himself partook of this first sacrament, because they

may

refer to the wine of the paschal not the eucha-

ristical repast.

26.
into the

And when
mount

thej had sung a hymn, they went out

of Olives.

When they had sung a hymn, in Greek a single word, hymning (or
having hymned), referring no doubt to the series of psalms usually
chanted at the Passover and known in the later Jewish ritual as the
Great Hallel. There is of course no allusion to the modern distinctign
between psalms and hymns, nor to the modern use of metre, rhyme,
and artificial melody and harmony, all which appear to have been
wholly unknown to the ancient church, and have stdl less authority
from scripture than the use of human compositions as an aid in worship^
«vhen these are agreeable to God's word in their sentiment and spirit. The
original church-music was most probably the simplest kind of chant-
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which nil could join without laborious instruction or the curabersoiue machinery of choirs, music-masters, singing-schools or instruments, though these ap[)liances are not unlawful or at variance with the
character of s|>iritual worship,
Jnti) the Mount of Olirm, hum which,
Bethany, a village on the eastern slojtc, our Lord had piobai. e. iVem
bly come in to celebrate the Passover, and now goes part of the way
back, not as before to spend the night among his friends, but to enter
on his passion and to fall into the hands of his betrayer.
ing, in

And

Jesus

unto them, All ye shall be offendfor it is written, I will smite
the sliepherd, and the sheep sliall be scattered.
27.

ed because of

me

saitli

this night

;

As it matters little at what precise part of the evening or the meal
these words were uttered, there is no need of transposing them in order
The words themto assimilate them to the order of John's narrative.
selves liave also been preserved by Matthew (26, 31 j nearly in the same
They contain a prediction, that Christ's nearest followers, the
form.
twelve apostles, should that night be offiended in him, not offended at
him, in the modern sense, i. e. displea.-ed and alienated in affection, but
their faith staggered and their confidence impaired, so that at the fir>t
approach of danger, the}' would be dispersed, thus verifying, although
not exhausting, the prophetic picture drawn by Zechariah (13, 7) of
God's people scattered like a flock of sheep on the removal of the
shepherd, a comparison peculiarly appropriate in this case, on account
of the timidity and helplessness, the want of clear views and a strong
will, displayed by the apostles at the death of Christ,
28. But after that I
Galilee.

am

risen, I will f^o before

you

into

This discouraging announcement is immediately succeeded and maby a cheering assurance that the dissolution of the
apostolic body would be transient that it would soon be reconstructed,
and that Christ himself, then risen from the dead, would lead the way,
or go befoie them, to their old field of labour, and (as to most of them)
terially qualified

;

home in Galilee, Go before is a pastoral act. referring to
the figure of a flock in the preceding verse (compare John 10. 27.) The
verse may mean that before the Galileans could return home from the
p&ssover. he would be iscn from the dead, and once more at the head
of the procession (see above, on 9, 32.)
their ancient

i

29. But Peter said unto him, Althougli
offended, vet (will) not I.

all

shall

be

Not contented with this promise, that their separation should be
time and followed by a glad reunion, Peter, with character\stic forwardness and self-will, undertakes to make his own case an ex-

onl}' for a
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ception to the general defection, little imagining in what sense it would
prove to be so. Fastening on the first words of our Lord's prediction
\ye shall le offended in me), and as if he had heard nothing of what
followed, he declares, and. if (even if) all {the rest)^ or still more
arrogantly, all (men) shall be offended in thee^ hut (or yet) not I. This
is one of the most unfavourable specimens on record of the dark or
weak side of this great apostle's character, because it exhibits, not mere
self-sufficiency and overweening self-reliance, but an arrogant estimate
of his own strength in comparison with others, particularly with his
brethren and associates in the apostolic office. This invidious selfpreference is thought by .some to be pointedly yet gently hinted at, in
that searching question of our Lord to Peter at the sea of Galilee (Johu
i. e.
21. 15), ''Simon son of Jonas, lovest thou me more than these
more than any of his brethren, the chief of whom were present upon
that occasion (John 21, 2), and not one of whom had been allowed to
sink so low as to deny his master in the presence of his enemies, except
the vQxj one who, in his blindness and self-confidence, gratuitously
volunteered the rash engagement in the verse before us.

V

30. And Jesns saith unto liim, Verily I say unto thee,
that this day, (even) in this night, before the cock crow
twice, thou slialt deny me thrice.
In order to leave this

selt-sufficiencj^

without excuse, our Lord

dis-

tinctly warns him that within a few hours, on the ^^r\ day then passing, in the very night then coming on. he would deny all knowledge of
the person whom he now declared himself incapable of leaving even for

To-day has reference to the com})lete day of twenty-four
hours (what Paul calls the wx'^ijH-efjou. 2 Cor. 11, 35) ; tJiis night to
that part of it duiing which darkness prevails so that the one is a more
precise specification of the other.
Before the coch crow twice, i. e. at
the usual times, first about the middle of the night, and then a few
hours later, these being the familiar limits of the third watch called
cock-crowing (see above, on 13, 35.) As the second cock crow was the
one most commonly observed and reckoned as a note of time, the same
division of the night may be defined by saying, before the cock crow (i. e.
in the morning), which is the form of expression actually here employed in all the other gospels (Matt. 26. 34. Luke 22. 34. John 13,
The difference is the same as that between saying before the bell
38.)
rings and before the second bell rings (for church or dinner), the reference in both expressions being to the last and most important signal, to
which the first is only a preliminary. The existence or occurrence of
the lattei', though expressly mentioned onl}'' in the last phrase, is not
excluded by the first, and if previously known, may be considered as
Deny me. i. e. profess not to know me. which was a
included in it.
virtual though not a formal abjuration of his friendship and authority.
a moment.

;

31.

But he spake the more vehemently,

If I should die
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32.

in

any

wise.

Likewise

This additional and more Bpecific premonition, which niiglit almost
suflicieiit to prevent its o\\ n fullilnient. had a very different effect, not
Its effect on him
only upon Peter, hut upon the rest of the apostles.
was to proiluce a frequent iteration of the vow already uttered. More
vehemently is not an exact translation of the Greek word, which expresses quantity not <iu;ility, and means abundantly, superahundantl}',
t>p(ike or
excessively (conij)are the copiate forms in G. 51. 12. 40. 44.)
The
talked^ uttered still more in the same strain, that is not recorded.
effect upon the others was a feeble echo of their ardent spokesman's violent asseverations, a proceedin'j; very natural in such a situation, and no
doubt expressive of sincere allection in the minds of mcjst. but no less
inconsiderate and rash than Peter's pledge, without its independence
and oiiji;inality ; a difference suggested by the very foim of words in
-which it is recorded, likewise (or so too) also all said (or were saying.)

seem

And

32.

semane
I shall

;

named Gethye here, while

they came to a place which was

and he

saith to his disciples, Sit

pray.

If the conversation just recorded (vs. 27-31) took place on the way
from the city to the Mount of Ohves, Mark\s anangement may be
reckoned strictly chronological; but even if it passed before the}' left
the house, such resunq)tions and recurrences are natural and common
in all narrative style, and we have met with one already in this chapter
(see above, on v. 3.)
The verse before us is then to be explained as
taking up the story where the writer dropt it (in v. 27), to relate what
occurred a little while before. And they come (the graphic or descriptive present) into a place, not in the vague sense ot a spot or situation,
which would have required another (ireck word (rnnov), but in the
specific sense which we attach to it in speaking of a gentleman's place,
i. e. farm or country seat.
(Compare the use of the same word in
John 4. 5, where it is rendered parcel of ground, i. e. piece of land, and
in Acts 1, 18. 4, 34. 5, 3. 28. 7, where it is rendered jield, kind, lands,
possessions.)
Some suppose its use here to imply the presence or
vicinity of dwellings, an assumption which is afterwards applied to the
solution of some seeming diflBculties in this history. Of which the name
(is) Gethsemane^ or oil-press^ an appropriate designation of a place on
the Mount of Olives.
It was not. however, a mere mill or manufactory
of oil. but an enclosed oliveyard or garden (John 18,1). which the
local tradition still points out, beyond the valley or brook Kedron, al
the foot of Olivet.
Sit (or sit down) here^ while (or until) I pyrqy.

33. And lie takeih Mirh him Peter and James and
Tohn, and began to be sore amazed, and to be very heavy.

Out

of the whole

number of apostles he now chooses the same

17

three
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who had witnessed the transient but transcendent glories of his metamorphosis or transfiguration (9, 12), to behold the opposite extreme ol
These may have been taken
his deepest abasement and humiliation.
with him as the future witnesses of what the}' saw. or from his natura'
desire as a man to have friends near him while he suffered, though unWhither he took them is not stated, but
able to relieve or help him.
most probably into the interior recesses of the garden, while the rest
remained about the entrance or not far within it. The idea of sorr.e,
that they remained in the house of the proprietor or tenant, is both
Sore amazed, a very strong Greek word deneedless and gratuitous.
noting both surprise and consternation (see above, on 9, 15), and here
used in its strongest sense to signify the preternatural depression and
alarm, of which our Saviour condescended to partake, as the representThe other verb, although of doubtful
ative and surety of his people.
derivation, is employed by Xenophon and Plato to denote extreme
anxiety and anguish.
34-.

And

;

My

soul is exceeding sortarry ye hei-e, and watch.

saith unto them,

rowful unto death

He does not conceal his feelings from his three companions, but expresses them in tei-ms still stronger than those used by the evangelist
himself.
soul is not a mere periphrasis for the pronoun (/), but
refers his strange sensations more directly to the inward seat of feeling
and emotion. Exceeding sorrowful^^m Greek a compound, also used by
Aristotle and Isocrates, and primarily meaning grieved all round, en(into (as far as) death^
compassed, shut in, by distress on ever}^ side,
so that death itself can add but little to the agonies now suti'ered ; or so
that the least addition must exceed any human power of endurance
and result in death. Compare the similar expression of the prophet
Jonah (4, 9.) Tarry (remain, continue) here, i.e. in the .spot to which
he had conducted them, apart from the remaindei' of the company. He
feels the need of more comj)lete seclusion even from his three comWatch, either in the
panions, as essential to his liberty in prayer.
primary and strict sense of the verb both in Greek and English, i. e.
keep awake, or in the secondary but more usual sense, be upon your
guard, protect yourselves from danger by looking out for its approach
He does not ask their prayers on his behalf, but only
at any moment.

My

their watchful circumspection

on their own.

And

he went forward a little, and fell on the
ground, and prayed that, if it were possible, the hour
might pass from him.
35.

And

going on (or forward, or before them) a little (while or space,
the lattei-). he fell upon the earth (or ground), uot as an
oidinai-y posture of devotion, but as the expression and effect of an ex
Mark first gives the sum and substance of the
traoidinary anguish.
The petition was that
prayer, and then a portion of its very language.

more pjobably
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compatible with God's perfectionfe

arul desiirns.

the liour or tune, so long expected, of his bloody j)assioii. ini<:ht jjjisa
from him. be iviiioved, and cease, without his suUering what now im-

pended.
All attempts to reconcile this prayer with the assnmptioa
that our Lord did not really desire what he thus asked, are subversive
of the very use of language, and directly contradu'tory to the letter of
the scriptures.
The key to this mysterious enigma, so far as it can be
unlocked to the nund of creatures, is alforded by the obvious consideration, that our Loid endured precisel}- the same kind of .sulfering which
any mere man would experience in the same situation, but without
sin of his own.
He therefore shrank from death, and sunk beneath the sense of God's wrath, no less really than we do. This was a
necessary incident of his incarnation, and essential to his genuine
humanity, his actual possession of a true body and a reasonable soul.
But besides this unavoidable participation in the suflerings of the race
whose nature he assumed, his sutierings even in the garden were
vicarious he not only suffered with but for men, in their place, instead of them and though he could not simply as a man partake of
sorrows caused by sin. because his own humanity was sinless, he could
and did partake of them as the great atoning sacrifice b}' whose stripes
we are healed (.see Isai. 53,5. 1 Pet. 2, 24.) For both the.se reasons,
his expres.sed desire to esoaj)e is to be strictly understood as a necessary incident of his humanity, and also as a part of his vicarious suf;

;

fering.

36.

And

he said, Abba, Father,

all

take away this cup from
not what I will, but what thou wilt.
ble unto thee

;

tilings (are) possi-

me

:

nevertheless

Having indirectly stated the contents or substance of

his prayer,
gives his very words, or their equivalents, using the first person.
Abba, the Aramaic word for FatJier. here preserved by the evang<list
like other vernacular expressions which we have alrea<iy met with (see
above, on 5,41. 7, 11. 9, 5. 11, 21.)
He also gives the Greek translation, not as uttered by our Lord himself, but as necessary to its ]>eing
understood by Gentile readers. This seems more likely in it.^elf. and
more consistent with Mark's usage as just stated, than the opinion of
some writers, that the two forms, Greek and Aramaic, had become
combined in practice .so as to form one name, which they prove from
Paul's employing the same combination twice in his epistles (Rom. 8,

Mark

15. Gal. 4, 6.)
But how could such a combination have arisen, it not
from the necessities of those to whom the language of our Lord was net
7ernacular? It is not only possible, indeed, but probable, that Paul's
ase of the Aramaic form arose from the ti-adition of our Saviours havmg used it upon this occasion, or perhaps as a customary form of address in his habitual devotions.
All things (are) possible to thee, a
simple recognition of the divine omnipotence, without reserve or metaphysical distinctions.
The complete submission, in the last clause, to
the Father's will, without regard to his own human wishes, is a glori-

;
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ous triumph of our Lord's obedience, even over
can be conceived of. Though he really desired,
ered from the wrath of God, j'et, even as a man.
endure it, as the only means by which to save
(Matt.

sins.

37.

1,

And

the severest trial thai
as a man, to be delivhe finally consented to
his people fiom their

21.)
lie

cometli,

and

findetli

them

sleeping,

and

unto Peter, Simon, sleepest thou? couldest thou not
watch one hour ?
He Cometh back to the place where he hath left the three disciples,

Baith

the distance being mentioned exclusively by Luke (22. 41.) Findeth,
a discovery surprising not to him but to the reader and the writer.
Sleeping, not profoundly but at intervals, the impression naturally made
being that of a dozing drowsy state, occasioned by distress of m.ind
(Luke 22, 45.) This failure, even of his chosen friends, to comfort and
sustain him by their wakeful presence, though foreseen and as it were
provided for, could not fail to aggravate our Lord's distress at this momentous crisis. His question to Peter, and through him lo all, exSleepest thou, is it possible that you are
presses an upbraiding pit}'.
sleejjing, wliom I brought with me and left here, with an express command to watch while I was i)i'aying yonder? Couldest tlwu not. b.
strong expression, strictly meaning, wast thou not strong enough, or
hadst thou not sufficient strength l (see above, on 5, 4. 9, 18.) One hour
is not given as the precise time of his separation from them, but as a
proverbial expression for a vory short time. (For the usage of the Greek
noun, see above, on 6, 35. 11, 11. 13, 11. 32.)

38. Watch je, and pray, lest ye enter into temptation.
The spirit truly (is) ready, but the flesh (is) weak.
What they could not do from sympathy with him, they might well
to their own safet3\
Watch (keep awake, and on your
and pray (not for me but for yourselves), that ye enter not into
ternptation.. or some trial of your faith and patience, more severe than
you can bear. The meaning is not that this trial could be now averted, but that its approach made watchfulness and prayer a more becom-

do from regard

guard),

ing altitude for the apostles than the listlessness and mdolence of
The last clau.se is universally regarded as a gracious
hopeless sorrow.
apology for their remissness, but the antithesis is variously understood,
some supposing fiesh and spirit to be simply the body and the mind
but most interpreters, in better keeping with the usage of the terras,
m-a.ke Jiesh the sinful nature with its culpable intiruiities, and spirit the
higher dispositions and principles produced by grace. The meamng
then is that, altlK)ugh their better nature was inclined to do what he
required, the remains of natural coiTuption hindered it.

39.

the

And

again he went away, and prayed, and spake

same words.
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And ofjnin going awny he prayed the same word. This was not a
vain repetition, sueh as Christ hiiiisi-lf forhids (Matt. G, 7), hut an em
phatic reassertion, hoth of his sincere desire to escape the sufllerinir from
which nature necessarily recoiled, and of liis equally sincere desire that
the question should not be determined l>y this natural repugnance, but
by the sovereign will of God alone. It was the co-existence of these
two desires in his soul at the same moment, and the subjection of the
one to the other, tliat gives character and meaning to tliis great
turning point or juncture in the process of our Lord's humiliation and
If he had not shrunk from death, it must have
atoning passion.
been because he was impassible, incapable of suliering, and therefore
unfit to become the substitute of sinners dooiucd to everlasting woe.
If he had not humbly consented to endure the will of God for man's
sake, the great purpose of his incarnation must have been unaccomplished.
But by doing both, both perfectly, and both at once, he
proved himself to be indeed tJie one Mediator beticeeu God and men,
man Christ Jesus (1 Tim. 2, 5.)

the

40. And when lie returned,
again, for their eyes were heavy
to

found tliem asleep
neither wist they what

lie
;

answer him.
And returning

he found them again sleeping^ or according to the
again coming he found them sleeping. Coming, returning,
from his place of retirement, after his second prayer mentioned in the
latest text,

preceding verse. Ileavy is in Greek a passive participle meaning burdened, weighed down, a natural expression, perhaps common to all languages, for the effect of drowsiness upon the eyelids; for the state described here (as in v. 37) is one of drowsiness and not of deep sleep.
Wist^ the past tense of the old English .verb to icit, synonymous with
know. And they knew not ichat to answer (literally ichat they should
answer) him. i. e. how they should reply to his reproaches, or account
for their untimely slumbers. (See above, on 9, 6, and compare Luke
9,

32.)

41. And he cometh the third time, and saith unto
them, Sleep on now, and take (your) rest it is enough,
the hour is come behold, the Son of man is betrayed into
the hands of sinners.
:

:

Some editors
Sleep on noic^ hterally, sleep the rest (of the time).
point the text, and some interpreters expl.iin it. as a question, do ye
ileep on still (or still farther) 7
But these Engli.^'h phrases are incluBive of the present and describe a state of things continuing unchanged ;
trhcreas the Greek (ro Xoivrciz/) refers only to the future, and always
when applied to time answers, not to yet or still, but to henceforth or
to //y^rasused in the translation. (Compare Acts 27.20. 1 Cor. 7. 29. 2
Tim. 7, 8. Heb. 10, 13.) The best philological interpreters, therefore,
take the verb as an imperative. Sleep on ! They are not agreed, however
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as to the sense in which this permission or command is to be ixnderstoocL
Some regard it as ironical, implying a still more severe reproof of their
But as such an irony, in such a situation,
oscitancy and inertness.
seems untimely and incongruous, most wiiters understand it as a kind
of remission of a charge which seemed to weigh so heavil\- upon them.
As if he had said, Still asleep! (or once more sleeping!) Well. I will
disturb }'Our re.st no longer. Sleep on for the rest of the short resjiite
The obvious objection to this explanation is that in
still allowed 5'ou.
the same breath he tells them to awake ; but even this is not unnatural, if taken as a sort of after- thought, suggested by the sight or sound
Sleep out the little time still left but no,
of the approaching enemy.
It is enough, another doubtful and obscure exthe hour is come. &c.
In Greek it is a single word (d7re;^fi), a
pression found in Mark alone.
verb, which according to its etymology and composition, means both to
hold hacJc, (i. e. to restrain another or one^s self) and to have haclc (i. e.
In the former sense the
to receive again, receive in full, be sati.sfied.)
middle voice is apphed in the New Testament to moral and religious
abstinence (compare Acts 15, 20. 29. I Thess. 4, 3. 5, 22. 1 Tim. 4, 3.
1 Pet. 2, 11). and the active voice to local distance (as in 7, 6 above,
compare Luke 7, 6. 15, 20. 24, 13.) In the other sense, the active voice
denotes reception both of gifts and payments (as in ^latt. 6, 2. 5, 16.
Luke 6, 24. Phil. 4. 18), and in one case the recovery of a lost possesAccording to this varying usage, some explain the
sion (Philem. 15.)
verb here as a personal one meaning, he is (still) afar off^ i. e. the beBut the latter
trayer ; or, it is past. i. e. the crisis and the agony.
meaning is not justified by usage, and although the former is identical
with that expressed in Luke 15, 20, the assertion that the enemy was
The confar off would be neither true nor relevant in this connection.
struction commonly adopted, therefore, is impersonal, derived from the

—

!

of receiving, being satisfied, it is sufficient (or enough.)
a question as to its reference or application, whether
This depends in some degree upon
to their sleep or to their watching.
If the former, it
its being construed with what goes before or follows.

primary

sen.'^e

But there

is still

may mean, I ask no more of you, I no longer ask you to watch with
me if the latter, you have slept enough, the hour is come. This last
;

phrase readily recalls to mind tlie repeated declaration that our Saviour'fl
hour was not yet come (see John 2, 4. 7. 30, and compare John 12. 23.
13, 1. 32. 17, 1.), a usage which imparts peculiar grandeur and solemnity to this announcement that the long expected crisis had at length

meant by the hour is particularly stated in the last
clause.
The Son of Man, i. e. the incarnate Son of God, the :Messiah
in his humiliation, is delivered, handed over (the certain event, although
still future, being spoken of as actually passing at the moment) into the
arrived.

What

is

hands of the sirmeri^, i. e. either in a vague sen.'^e, of the world or of
mankind, considered as the adverse party, or more specifically, of the
wicked men who are to be his unjust judges and his cruel executioners.
The reference is not merely to the treachery of Judas or of the Jewish
rulers in delivering their Messiah to the Gentiles, but to the divine aban*
ionment of Christ to the power of his enemies (compare Acts 2j 23.)

MARK
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uj),

let us

go

;
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lo,

he that betrayetli

me

is

at

liaiui.
RiHe. up. or rouse yourselves^ the Greek word properl}' deiiotinir. not
a mere corporeal movement, but the act of awakinj^ out of sleep (see
Let us go, literally, UclJ, (off. or lead
above, on 4. 27. G, 14. IG. 12. 20.
the wav), the same expre.s.'^ion that is used above in 1. 38. and there exThe suppo.sition of an eminent interpreter, that this is an exphiiaed.
pression of retui-niug; terror, or a half- unconscious call to fli<rht. is not
only mo-;t unwortliy and unpleasini; in itself, but entirely at variance
with the tenor of the narrative, which clearly represents the p^reat preliminary pa.ssion as now past, and the Redeemer as aj^ain exhibiting: the
same serene intrepid spirit that had breathed in his farewell discourses
and his sacerdt)tal prayer preserved by John (14—17.) The interrup-

tion of this state of

mind aud

feeling

by

tlie conflict in

Gethsemane, so

discrepancy between John and the other gospels, is a
ne "essary part of the mysterious process, by which he was bruised for
O'lr iniquities and we by his stripes healed (Fsa'. 53,5. 1 Pet. 2,24.) It
U no more unnatural or iucimsistent than the transit of a traveller
through a deep and dark intervening valley, from one mountain to
Behold, lo. as
another, only to descend still deeoer on the other side.
some thing unexpected and surprising to his hearers. The one delicerifig (or betraying) me has (already) approached (or is at hand.)
far

from

being; a

And iuiiiiediately, wliile he yet spake, cometh Juone ot' tlie twelve, aud with him a great nmltitude
with swords and staves, from the chief priests and the
scribes and the elders.
4:3.

das,

And immediately, Mark's favourite expression, but here used emphatically to denote the instantaneous succession of the facts recorded.
Hi' y^t speaking, so that there could be no interval between his words
Cometh., or rather is at hand, is on
and the appearance of the enemy.
the ground, the previous movement being not so much expressed as
One (or according to the critics, being one) of the ticelce. a
implied.
miiuber of the Apostolic body. This would be a most superfluous description if it were not intended to sug2;est the fearful aggravation of the
traitor's guilt, arising from his long and intimate relations to his victim,
which accounts moreover for the words being found in all the parallels
great multitude, or more exactly,
(see Matt, 2G, 47. Luke 22. 47.)
much croicd, not great numbers merely, but a prom-scuous asierablage,
As the words
mob, or rabble (see above, on 2,4. 12 12. 37. 41.)

A

translated swords and staves have a wider sense, and might perhaps be
rend-'red knives and sticks, they suggest the idea not of a military force
but of an armed mob, carrying such weapons as they might have hastily
caught up on hearing the alarm and learning the arrest tli:it was about
This is not inconsistent with the next words. //y>//i tht
to take place.
chief priests., Sec. which relate to the commission held by Judas, the
mervening ou\,a:>e being merely a parenthetical description of the crowd

)
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by which he was accompanied.

14, 43. 44.

That there was

also a civil or militarj
and explicitly

force to secure the execution of the order, is implied here

The distinctness and formality with which
affirmed by John (18, 3.)
the chief J>rie8t8^ scribes^ and elders are enumerated here and elsewhere
(see above, on vs. 1. 10, and on 8, 31. 10 33. 11. 27), would be wholly
unaccountable except upon the supposition that the writer wished tc
keep his readers constantly in mind, that this was not a personal
but national transaction, being managed both by popular and official
agency.
44.

And

he that betrayed him had given them a totake him,
that same is he

Whomsoever I shall kiss,
and lead (him) away safely.

ken,

:

The (one) delivering (betraying) him^ the main idea being not that
of treachery but extradition, which however necessarily- involved the
other (see above, on vs. 10. 11. 18. 21. 41.) Had given them,i\ot to the
token, not
mob, but to the officers hj whom he was accompanied.
the word translated sign in Matt. 20, 48, but a cognate form denoting
a concerted signal, not unlike the military countersign in English. 1
shall kii^s, or may kiss, the original construction being more expressive
of contingency, as though he had said, 'if I should ki-s any one, that is
The practice of saluting with a kiss prevails to this day, even behe.'
tween men, not onh' in the East, but in many parts of Eurojje. Some
sup])0se it to have been the customar}^ salutation used by Christ nnd
his apostles, as it afterwards was practised in the apostolic churches
(Rom. 16, 16. 1 Cor. 16, 20. 2 Cor. 12, 12. 1 Thes. 5, 26. 1 Pet. 5. 14.)
This would make the act of Judas appear natural and imsuspicious
(though he had so lately left his master and his brethren) except to those
who were already in the secret. Others gather from the silence of the
history on this point, and the undue familiarity which seems to thoin
implied in such a practice, that the act of Judas was a new and unaccustomed one. and that he did not care for the surprise which it would
naturally call forth, as his purpose would by that time be accomplishTake hiin, a sti'onger word in Greek meaninij^ master, overpower,
ed.

A

him (see above, on v. 1, on 1, 31, 3, 21, 5, 41. 6, 17. 7. 27.
Lead him away might in accordance with Greek usage, mean to
death or execution (as in Acts 12, 19). but is here no doubt to be taken m
its usual and proper sense, take him oti", i. e. in custody or as a prisoner, to
seize,

secure

12. 12.)

those who sent you.
Safely, securely, or according to the derivation
This injunction has
of the Greek verb, infallibly, i. e. without fail.
by some been represented as an absurd precaution against Christ's mi'•aculous power, and therefore probably a fiction, while another class
-oeard it as a symptom of that madness or infatuation which was natural in Judas's position. Perhaps more probable than either is the supnosition that, although he knew our Lord's aversion to the use of hia
extraordinary power for his own protection and defence, he may hav€
apprehended some attempt to rescue him by hi- disciples, such as actu
(Sec below, on v. 17.
Rlly took place but was instantly arrested.
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was come, lie ^oeth straightway
Master, Master, and kissed him.

as Roon as lie
saith.

he had come^ in Greek a

a4<

sinjrle word, coming (or having
which Judas well knew as a place of [tre(ioeth a compound form of the same partihim. He stai'h (or Haijn) as if the scene were

to Getlisfm.ine.

vious resort (John IS,
ciple,

14, 45. 46. 47.

coming

fo (or

up

2.)
to)

actually passincr. Rai/n^ liabbl, the orijrinal vernacular expression,
here preserved hy Mark (as in 9, 5. 11, 21 above), but without a Greek
translation (as in v. .'50. 5. 41. 7,34), because the title had become familiar even to the Gentile reader.
The notion entertained by .some,
that this form of address was less respectful or affictionate, and therefore used by Judas when the others said Lord or M(isfer,\s entirely
groundless, as may be seen by a comparison of J«)hn 1.38. 49. 3,2.
26. 6,25, even in the English version, and of 9, 5. 11, 21 above and
still

John 4, 31. 9, 2. 11,8, in the original. Kittsed him, an emphatic com.pound of the verb in the preceding verse, without exact equivalent in
English, but denoting that he kissed him in an affectionate and earnest
manner, adding to tlie guilt of the betrayal by the manner of committing it.
This variation of expression, while it serves to illustrate the
resources of the language for the accurate expression of minute distinctions, also shows the precision both of Mark and Matthew in employing it. as the stronger term would have been misplaced in recording
what tlie traitor said, but is highly appropriate and expressive in relating what he did.
46.

And

thej laid their hands on him, and took him.

Omitting Christ's upbraiding questions, here preserved by Luke
(22,48) and Matthew (26. 50), Mark relates the execution "of the
traitor's orders (as recorded in v. 44; and the actual seizure of that
Laid,
sacred per.son which had so often and so long escaped them.
literan)\ t/iVew or cast, but without im{)lying undue force or violence.
I'ool- hi})!, the verb used above in v. 44, and there explained.

And

one of them that stood by drew a sword, and
smote a servant of the high priest, and cut off kis ear.
47.

an expression which may have been intended
was the random act of a single person. Of those
standing by might seem to intimate that it was a chance spectator or
an unknown individual; but we learn from Matthew (26. 51) that it
was one of those with Jems, and from John (18, 10) that it was Simon
Peter, both wliich statements, although more preci.se than Mark's, are
perfectly consistent with it, yet regarded by the sceptical critics as unThe idea that the earlier
questionable tokens of a variant tradition.
evangelists suppressed the name of Peter, lest it should involve him in

But one or so7ne

(one).,

to suggest that this

danger as the author of this injury, is utterly at variance with the fact
that he was recognized a few hours after by a near relation of the ma*
17^
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whom

he had wounded (John 12, 26), and also with the fact that all
on that score had been silenced by our Saviour's last recorded
miracle of healing (Luke 22. 51.) Drawing the sicord, which he carThe word translated
ried, one of the two mentioned in Luke 22, 38.
siDord is not the classical expression, but one used in Honiti to denote
the knife worn by his heroes with the sword, and used to slaughter
animals.
In later Greek, it was applied to military weapons, first to
certain new varieties or forms, and then in the New Testament to swords
Smote, struck, wounded, the same Greek word being used
in general.
by John (18, 10.)
comi)l;iint

'

48.

And

come out
to

take

Jesus answered and said nnto them, Are ye
tliief, with swords and (with) staves

as against a

me

?

Answering their thoughts or actions (see above, on 9, 5. 10. 21. 12,
To them, the whole crowd, but especially the officers who came
Teith a commission to arrest him and to represent the national authoriThe last clause may be also read without interrogation. Ye are
ties.
wme out, which appears to be more natural. As against a thief, or
rohher, as the Greek word properly denotes, and the context here requires, since such a posse would not be required for the detection or
pursuit of a mere thief, in the modern and restricted sense of the exSwords and staves, or knives and sticks,
pression (see above, on 11, 17.)
as in V. 43, the foiiner phrase suggesting the idea of armed officers,
civil and military, and the latter tha. of a promiscuous rabble armed
with clubs or bludgeons and such other weapons as could be provided
To take (arrest) 7ne, not the verb employed
at a moment's warning.
>5.)

supposed to signify the act of seizing with both
hands, and frequently applied in the New Testament to legal appre(Besides the parallels, Matt. 26. 55. Luke 22,54.
hension or arrest.
John 18, 12, see Acts 1, 16. 12. 3 23, 27. 26, 21.) The reproach implied in these words, whether construed interrogatively or affirmatively,
is that the}^ should now come out against him as a formidable public
enem}', after letting slip so many opportunities of safe and quiet seizure
in vs. 44. 4G. but one

as particularly mentioned in the next verse.

49. I

ye took

was daily with you

me

nut

;

in the temple, teaching,

but the scriptures must be

and

fulfilled.

Daily, day by day, not all day, but from day to day, referring no
doubt chiefly to the days immediately pi-eceding, though possibl} not
With you., a much stronger
without allusion to his former visits
phrase in Greek, meaning at you, close to 3'^ou, in intimate proximity
and contact with you (see above, on 1, 33. 2. 2. 4, 1. 5, 11. 22. 6, 3. 9,
Li the temple, i. e. its area or courts, within the sacred
19. 11, 1. 4.)
Teaching, not
enclosure (see above, on 11,11.15.16.27. 13,1.3^
merely present as an idler or a looker-on, but publicly engaged in my
ifficial work, and therefore all the more accessible, both in the way of
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accusation and of seizure.
And ye took me not or did not seize me (see
ahove. on vs. 44. 4())- as ye iiiij^lit have done with so much ease and
saCt.'ty.
The force of this rebuke may seem to be impaired by tlic fact
that the rulers of the Jews had been deterred by the fear of fKjpuhir
resistance, of which there now seemed to be no hjnjrer any danjrer.
liut
our Saviour may liave reference to this very chanj^c, as his words were
not n(i(hesscd to the rulers, but to their representatives, ofticial and
popular.
The translation of the List chiuse has effaced a striking trait
^f the original, an instance of the ti^aire called aposiopesis, in which the
.conclusion is suppres.sed or left to be supplied by those who read or
hear the sentence (see above, on 7, 11.) The literal translation is,
hut that the scriptures mitjht he fulJiUed and there he stops abruptly.
Some supply, -now seize me !' which however would require a different
verbal foim before it ; others, 'ye are now allowed to take me,' which
is open to the same objection.
The formula most readily sujrgested and
agreeable to u.sage (compare Matt. 1, 22. 21, 4. 26, 5G.) is, all this comes
to 2>ntis (or hajipcns), but nothing need be formally supplied, the sentence bemg left intentionally incomplete in form, although the sense is
doubtless that expressed in the translation.

—

50.

And

they

all

forsook

him and

fled.

And

having him^ to himself and to his enemies, the verb employed
v. 6 and in 13, 2.34. and other places there referred to.
All
fied, a clear case of the strongest universal term being qualified and
restricted by the context, as it can only mean all his followers or disciples, as predicted in v. 27, but repudiated as incredible by those who
now fulfilled it by their own free actions. This change is far from
above in

being inconsistent with experience and human nature, or, as the Germans say, unpsychological. The very rashness of the promise (v. 31),
and of the impotent attempt at self-defence when it was hopeless (v.
47) might have .served as premonitions of the shameful dereliction
here lei'orded.
To the objection sometimes made, that so explicit a
prediction must defeat its own fulfilment, the rei)ly is, that such prophecies are uttered only when the issue is too certain to be thus prevented,
as in the case of Judas (Matt. 20,25. .John 13.27) and Peter (see
above, on v. 3<>.)
It may even be admitted, in a certain sense, that the
prophecy contributed to its own fulfilment, by enfeebling or destroying
the factitious courage, which existed while the danger was still future
or remote.

51. 52. And there followed him a certain jonng man,
liavang a linen cloth cast about (his) naked (body) ; and
the young men Liid hold on him, and he left the linen
cloth,

and

fled

from them naked.

This incident, recorded only here, has occasioned much discussioDj
not because of its intrinsic moment, or of any light thrown by it on the
Wistor\\ but simply from the difficulty of determining why it wa.s in-
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Of the various conjectures upon this point, one of which sup
serted.
poses the young man to have been John, another James, another some
one from the garden of Gethsemane, another some one.from the house
in Jerusalem which they had lately left, there seem to be only two that
The first is, that the young man was the
are not perfectly gratuitous.
author of this gospel, who has then preserved a vivid reminiscence )f
his own, connected with the scenes of that night long to be rememThis,
bered, yet with characteristic modesty suppressed his name.
though merely a conjecture, is intrinsically credible and partially corroborated by the fact that Mark, whose name a uniform tradition has
connected with this gospel, was a joung man living with his mother in
Jerusalem a few years later (Acts 12, 12), and not improbably at this
time also. This much at least may be asserted with some confidence,
that if the incident occurred to any person otherwise well knuvvn, it
was no doubt the evangelist himself. 1 he remaining supposition is,
that the youth who thus escaped was entirely unknown and unimportant, and that the incident itself is mentioned, only as a vivid trait in
the recollections of some one who witnessed the whole scene, perhaps
Peter, whom another old and uniform tradition represents as having influenced in some way the production of this gospel, and contributed
certain one^ the same expression
some of its most valuable matter.
Folas in V. 47, and here too meaning a single insulated individual.
(Jesus), either as a friend, or out of curiosity, aroused by
lowed
linen clotJi^ in Greek a single word, denoting
the noctuinal tumult.
the material and not the shape, which ma)'- have been either that of a
sheet under which he was sleeping, or of a loose garment worn at night,
in either case implj-ing that he was undressed and probably just risen
Cast about, in the original, agrees not with the garment
out of bed.
but the man, and means that he was wrapped or muffled in it. on
The young men (if genuine) may mean the offi(his) nalcecl (body.)
cers or soldiers, or more probably than either, the disorderly young
men who are found in every mob, and who delight in acts of wanton
violence.
p]ut the latest critics follow some of the most ancient manuscripts and versions in expunging these words {the young men) and
leaving the verb perfectly indefinite {they seize him.)

A

Mm

A

and
53. And thej led Jesiis away to the high priest
with him were assembled all the chief priests and the
:

elders

and the

scribes.

Led away, from the garden of Gethsemane where he was arrested
and across the brook or valley of the Kedron, into the city of Jerusalem
To the High Priest^ i. e. to his residence, and into his immeagain.
Mark takes no notice of the confus'on then existing ir,
diate presence.
the office of High Priest, occasioned by the arbitrary interference of the
Romans, so that there were several High Priests alive at one time, i. e.
several who had actually exercised the office, though the law of Moses
recognized but one, and that one the hereditary representative of Aaroa
This appears to have been Annas, who was therefore probably re
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by the strict Jews as the legitimate incumbent but having
been displaced by the Romans, and depriwd of a>ll direct ollicial power,
he appears to have securcil tlie nomination of his own son and s»>n-inlaw, as his successors, thereby maintaining indirectly his own inliuence.
and probably the title too in common parlance, wliich accounts for
Luke's mentioning; both Annas and Caiaj)has as High Priests at tbo
same time (Luke •>.-). and for Jolm's saying liere that they brou^zht
him first to Annas, the father-in-law of Caiaphas, who was High Priest
that year (John 18, 13), which does not mean that it was now a yearly
office, even under Rojnan domination, but is merely an allusion to the
frecjuency with which the incmnbents were tiisplaced by the authorities.
John adds (18. 21) that Anmis sent him bound to Caiaphas, befora
whom he was foimally ariaigned. With greater brevity, but equal
truth, yiiivk speaks of one Hitih Priest and one appearance of our Lord,
before him.
And there come together with him, i. c. with Jesus into
the High Priest's pre.^ence, or there come together to him, i. e. to the
High Priest himself, which last is the construction now prefened.
g:ardcd

'

;

T/tc chief ijri est s. scribes^ and eMerx^ ixre again di.-tinctly named (see
above, on v. 4o) as the three great orders or estates, comjjosing the
syncdrion or sanhedrim, which represented the whole church and nation, and now, as soon it was day (Luke 22, UG), convened at the residence of Caiaphas, to deliberate and act upon the ca.se of Jesus.
otl. And Peter I'ollovved him afar ofl\ even into the
palace of the hio-h priest
and he sat with the servants,
and warmed himseUat the lire.
;

However unexpected the fact here recorded, there is probably nc
reader who. as soon as it is stated, does not feel it to be perfectly in
keeping with wliat he knosvs already of the character of Peter, who
would scarcely seem to be himself if he continued in concealment, and
whose reappearance on the .scene, and subsequent performance there,
exhibit just the strength and weakness which together constitute the
native temper of this great apostle.
Without saj'ing how he gamed admis.sion. which is afterwards explained by John (18, 15), Mark simply
states that Peter followed yVow tifar (or from a oistance. see above, on
5, 6. 8, 3. 11. 13), implying that at first he had retreated with the rest,
but now ventured to approach the place of trial, under the influence no
doubt of true affection for his master, and not of a mere idle curiosity
which would scarcely have induced him to incur such hazard for its
Even into answers to three particles in Greek, the first
gratification.
of which (ecof) means unto, up to, or as far as ; the second (etro)) inside
or within; the third (et?) into; an unusual accumulation of such
words, suggesting that his going so far was a strange and unexpected
thing.
The 'pulace^ literally, hall or court^ and probably denoting not
the whole house but a part of it.
The idea of a palace, i. e. of a pi nicely
aiansion, which tradition has attached to this word, here and in the
parallels (Matt. 2G, 58. Luke 22, 55. John 18, 15), appears to have no
idequate loundation in the usage either of the word or of the office, ai
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we have no

reason to believe that the High Priests at any time were
but lea.st of all at this time, when the tenure of
their place was so precarious, and any such di.'^play would probably
excite tjje jealou.sy of Roman power.
There is no objection to the
word, however, in the simple sense of an official residence, as the
bishops' palaces in England are so called without necessaiily itnj)]ving
gitiier magnitude or splendor.
Sat^ was sitthig. loith the servants, not
mere domestics but more probabl}' the officers, as the word is rendered
in John 7, 32. and often in that gospel, i. e. the executive or ministerial
agents of the national authorities. And icarming himself at the five,
literally, the light, which they had kindled, as it was a cold night
(John 18, 18), probably according to the custom of the east, in the
centre of the hall or open court already mentioned. This description is so
natural and lifelike, yet so little likely to occur to a fictitious or even
to a later writer, that it seems to vouch for the contemporar}' origin
of this whole record.
lodger] in royal style,

55.

And

the chief priests and

for witness against Jesus, to

all

put him

the council songht
to death,

and found

none.
Here begins the judicial process (fal-sely so called) b}' which the
Messiah, whose advent Israel had expected for ages, and for whose
sake the theocracy existed, was to be denied and put to death as an impostor.
The national character of the proceeding is again suggested by
the mention of the chief priests and the lohole synedrium (or council),
collective
designation being substituted for the scribes and
elders, who are usually mentioned with the chief prie.sts as composing
There is something in the very
it.
(See above, on vs. 1. 10. 43. 53.)
variation of the parallel accounts, in their description of this body,
While Mark names onl}- the chief
that appears to be significant.
priests distinctl}", comprehending both the other orders under the
generic title, and Matthew distmguishcs the elders aL<o, leaving the
scribes to be included under the residuary phrase, Luke on the other
hand particulary n)entions the chief priests and scribes, but instead of
elders uses the collective term of kindred origin, the 'presbytery (elderIn this variety of
ship or senate) of the people (Luke 22. G3.)
forms, to all but sceptics less suspicious than exact resemblance, the
evangelists convey the one idea, that this legal persecution was the
work, not of private prosecutors, but of public representatives and
rulers.
Sought for witness (i, e. testimony, evidence) against Jesus, to
(with a view or in order to) kill him (or put him to death). The necessit}' of this preliminary measure arose from the legal requisition oi
two witnesses in ev(;ry trial for a capital offence (see Deut. 17, 6. 7
19, 15. Heb. 10, 28, and compare Matt. 18, IG. 1 Tim. 5, 19. Rev. 11
3). which seems to have been construed strictly as requiring double
testimon}' to the same act.
It was necessary, therefore, to find two
W'lio had been present at the same or a [trecisely similar ofience,
whatever it might be. The difficulty, then, was not that they fouruJ
this
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English Bilile renders it, but, as the Greek words literallj
did not Jind (what they were scekin*;). i. e. probably two
witnesses to one and the sann? act.
It would have been stranpe indeed
if no one oonld be lotuid to testify at ali
but it was not stranj^e that
they r()un<l it hard to ol)tain two concurrent witnesses to one and the
Fame thinp:. 'Jlie only other sense in which it could be absolutely said
that i\\e\ found none, is that althouirh they could easily piove many
acts and words of Christ, they did not amount to a capital oflence, so
that in reference to their object, which was to destro}' him, they may
be said to huve found none.
inne, as tlie

mean,

t/tet/

;

50. For many bare false witness against him, but their
witness a<^reed not to<j:etlier.

That it was not the mere want of witnesses that hindered their proceedings, is now stated most distinctl\', for innnij bore falise witness
•againKt him.
This does not necessarily denote a sheer invention, or
even a delilierate perversion of the facts alleged, but merely their objec•tive untruth, whether they believed them to be true or not.
The gross
misapprehension of our Saviour's words and actions, into which the
and fiom which his own disciples were not wholly
the absence of malignant purpose, be enough to
falsity their te.>-timon3' ; how much more when such a purpose did exist
and oj>erate. whether \n a great or small degree. The literal translation of the last clause is, and equal the iestiraoniea were not.
Some
suppo.se equal to mean adequate, sufficient for their purpose, which
aftoids a good sense but is hardly justified by usage.
Others understand it to mean evefi. uniform, harmonious, and with the negative, inconsistent, contradictory.
This also gives a good sense, but the fact
implied is hardly probable, to wit, that all the witnes.ses directly contradicted one another.
Free from both these objections is the explanation which supposes equal to have reference to the legal requisition of
two concurrent witnesses to one fact, which it might not be .>-o easy to
obtain as a multitude of independent witnesses to diliierent words or

Jews continualh'
free,

would, even

fell,

in

actions.

57. And there arose certain, and bare false ^^itness
against liim, saying,

At length they seemed to have attained their purpose, having met
with a pluiality of witnesses to one remarkable expression of the
Saviour.
And certain (i. e. some) arising., i. e. coming forward, making their appearance, or literally standing up before those who exaniincd them.
The particular charge here alleged against him may appear to he a strange one in comparison with many others which they
might have uigcd. And so it would be. if they had selected it theni.^elves
as the ground of accusation, but it seems to have been forced upon them
fts the only charge supported by two witnesses, with even the appeaitnce of consistency, and this proved only an appearance.
The charge
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was false, not because Christ had never spoken such words, for we have
them upon record, but because it transformed into a threat what he had
uttered as a promise, or offered to do if they themselves destroyed the
temple, and because they wholly disregarded his allusion to the meaninjr of the sanctuary under the Old Testament, as a s} mbol of God's
presence and inhabitation, to be superseded by the advent of the Messiah.

58. We heard him say, I will destroy this temple that
made with hands, and within three days I will build
another made without hands.
is

We

heard

Mm saying^ probably on the occasion mentioned by John

very opening of his ministry, and several
years before the accusation. Destroy^ the same verb that is used above
I'his temyle. not the word which has
in 13,2. and there explained.
occuired so frequently before (11,11.15.16.27. 12,35. 13,1.3. 14,
49). but one which denotes the sacred edifice, the sanctuar}-. or temple
The form of the original is here peculiarly expresproperly so called.
thu the handmade.
sive, although foreign from our idiom, the temijle
Made icithout hands is in Greek a single word, the same that occurs
just before but with a negative particle prefixed.
Within, literally,
through, i. e. during, in the course. I will build stands emphatically
at the close of the original sentence.
(2, 18-21), aiid if so at the

— —

59.

But neither

so did their witness agree together.

and not even so (or thus), i. e. according to
Wees their testimony equal^
the statement made in the preceding verse.'
the same expression that occurs in the last clause of v. 50, and admitting <jf the same variety of explanation, but most probabl}- denoting,
here as there, that they could not succeed in finding two concurrent
witnesses to this one speech of Christ, or any other of his words and actions, which could possibly be made the ground of a specific charge
against him.
In the present instance, as the witnesses all varied from
the truth, they naturally varied from each other, so that no two
were so far agreed as to satisfy the requisitions of the law. (See above

But

on

neither

so^ literally,

V. 55.)

And

the high priest stood up in the midst, and
asked Jesus, saying, Answerest thou nothing ? what (is it
which) these witness against thee?
60.

And arising, standing up, in the midst, i. c. within the body of the
council, and, as some understand it, in the centre of the semicircle
formed by the assembly according to an old tradition of the Jews
themselves. Into the midst is the exact translation, which apparently
implies a previous movement of the high priest fiom his seat to some
conspicuous position for the purpose of addressing him.

All

thii
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seems to presuppose a formal meeting of the Sanliedrim, and to show
that the in(iuiry mentioned in v. 5o was not a private or preliminary
one, but the conuuencenient of the pnhlic procciss, as appears indeed
from its beinji; tiiere ascribed to the whole body. As the witnesses did
not ajrree touether. the accused was not obh^ied t<> answer or defend
himself, and therefore by his silence only exercised the rij;ht belonging
At the s^nue
to the humblest Jew according: to the law of Moses.
time, he knew well that all defence would be entirely unavailing (Luke
22, 07. 08), and be?ides had no desire to be acquitted by them.
Auitirerest thou nothing? is in Greek still stronger from the double
Degative {ovk oi'^t j/), \vhich cannot be expressed in English without
changing the whole sense (see above, on 'i, 27. 5, M. 0, 5. 12. 14.)

The meanmg of the question may be either, hast thou nothing to reply,
dost thou acknowledge what they say ? or wilt thou not reply ? dost
thou treat the testimom' with contempt?' The latter agrees better
with the following question, ivhat do these testify (ifjiiihst thee? i. e. is
it true or false? and if true, how dost thou explain it, or justify thy
conduct ? This was an attempt to make the prisoner supply the want
of testimony by his own confession, a proceeding utterly alihorrent to
the spirit and the practice of the English law, though familiar to the
codes and courts of other nations, both in ancient and in modern times.
'

'

'

peace, and answered nothing.
Again tlie liigh priest asked him, and said unto hini, xVrt
thou the Christ, the Son of the Blessed ?
61.

But he

As our Lord

]ield

his

persisted in refusing

all

reply to these vexatious ques-

but unsupported even by false witnesses, the high priest suddenly dismisses tfiat complaint as unavailIt is
ing, and propounds to him the real question now at issue.
perfectly consistent with Mark's statement, although not included in
it, that this question was put, not in the same way with those before it,
but in the solemn form of a judicial adjuration, or an oath by the living God, Jehovah, as distinguished from all false gods (Matt. 20, 03.)
Such an oath the priests were empowered to administer (Num. 5, 19),
and such an oath our Lord did not refuse when lawfully propounded,
thus explaining by his own act the true meaning of his piecept, J^wear
not at all (Matt. 5, 34), as not forbidding solemn and regular judicial
oaths.
Art thou the Christy the Messiah? (see above, on 1.1. 8,29
9. 41. 12, 35. 13. 21.)
The ^on of the Blessed, i. e. of the Blessed God^
an epithet which frequently occurs in the Old Testamer»t. It has been
disputed whether this is a mere paraphrase or repetition of the first
In the one case the meaning is.
clause, or an independent question.
'Art thou the Messiah, whom we know to be the Son of God?' In
Jie other case, 'Dost thou clauu to be, not only the Messiah, but the
bun of God ?
The former is the natural and obvious construction, and
is defended on the ground that, as the Messiah w<is called the Soti oj
Man on the authority of Dan. 7, 13, so he was likewise called the Son
i(f God on the authority of Ps. 2, 7, both which passages were certions,

on a charge not only

'

false
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by the ancient Jews as Messianic prophecies. That
the his/her title was so used in the time of Christ, is argued from such
passag'esas John 1, 49. 3,17.36. 5,25.27. 9,35. 11,27. 20,31. Acts
The onl}^ reason for a different opinion is the supposed defer^9, 20.
tion of the Jews from the doctrine of 2»Jessiah's deity, implied in our
Lord's question in relation to the 110th Psalm (see above, on 12, 35-37.)
But all the known facts may be harmonized by simply assuming
that Son of God was still a current name of the Messiah, though its
meaning had been lowered and extenuated. The question still recurs,
however, whether the high priest intended merely to inquire if he
claimed to be the Christ, employing two familiar Messianic titles, or
whether he designed to ask if he claimed also to be a divine yierson.
The latter is more probable, becau.se the second title would be otherwise superfluous because the Saviour had already been accused of calling God his father and of thereby making himself God (John 5. 18)
and because his answer to the question was treated as blasphemy, for
which a mere assumption of the Messianic office would have furnished
no colourable ground or pretext.
taiuly regarded

;

;

And

Jesus said, I am, and ye shall see the Son of
on the right hand of power, and coming in the
clouds of heaven.
62.

Man,

sitting

Not only because solemnlv enjoined in due form of law, but also
because thereby furnished with a public opportunity of making known
his claims, our Lord now answers with sublime conciseness and simplicit}', I AM. i. e. I am both the Christ and the Son of the Blessed, perhaps not without allusion to the significant divine name once revealed
To this cateto Moses (see above, on 0, 50, and compare Ex. 3, 14.)
gorical and unambiguous response, he adds what ma}- seem to be a mere
prediction, but is also both an explanation and a pledge or confirmation
Yes. 1 am the Son of God, but no less really
of the foregoing answer.
the Son of Man, and you shall one day see the very form now arraigned
and about to be maltieated in your presence, no longer as the form ol
a servant, but of a king seated at the light hand of power, as a sharer
in the honours of omnipotence, and coming with the clouds of heaven.'
(See above, on 13, 2G.)
'

63.

priest rent his clothes, and saith,
further witnesses?

Then the high

What need we any

This bold and perhaps unexpected avowal of his Messianic claims,
most explici and offensive form, was eagerly caught at hy the
high priest, as supplying the deficiency of proof from other quartets,
and enabting them out of his own mouth to condeuni him. He profeeds, therefore, to rend (or tear open and apart) his clothes, not the
loose outer dress (see above, on 5,27. 6,50. 10,50. 13, lG),'but the
tunic or under-garment, which, according to Mamiouides, were both
The act itself was not a sign
{or all) to be subjected to this process.

m

their

•
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rf personal nionrninn;, which as such was not permitted to the high
priest (Lev. 10, 0). hut of olKcial detestation and abhorrence at the
blasplicniv supposed to have l»een utt«-'red,
HV/// yet (or hHII) huve ire

need af witntmeiif llie ditficulty un<ler which the cause had lal>oured,
and by \\ liich it woiild probably have been defeated, if our Lord had
nut spontancousl}' bup[)lit'd wiiat was wanting by his own confession.

64.

Ye have

A.nd they

all

heard

tlie

coiuleiimed

bhispheniy; wliat tliink ye?
to be guilty ct' death.

him

Ye heard the hlasphemy (just uttered), not the bare claim to prophetic honours, or even to those of the Messiah considered as a mere man,
which could not have been described as blasplieniy, but the distinct a.ssertion that he was the Son of God. and therefore, as the .Jews correctly understood it, a partaker of the divine essence. (See the same interpretation
of his lantruaLre. and the .same charge founded on it in a more popular in-

What think ye?

formal way. John lO. 3U-oO.)

literally. irh<it (ijfjiears

you. or hoic does it appear to you?
This is not a colloquial demand
for their opinion, but most probably the customary form of taking votes
or putting questions in the Sanhedrim, and therefore followed by an
unanimous decision of the body. Guilty of death.^ i. e. justly liable,
obnoxious, or exposed to it.
know of one exception to this statement (>ee below, on 15, 43) j but the dissentmg senator was probably
not present at this meeting.
to

We

And some began

on him, and to cover liis
face, and to buffet him, and to say unto him. Prophesy;
and the servants did strike him with the palms of their
65.

to spit

hands.
The sentence having been pronounced, its execution was partiallj
forestalled by cruel and unmanly treatment of their prisoner.
This
might seem froai the concise account of Mark and Matthew (26. 67) to
have proceeded from the senators themselves, which in itself is credible
enough, as we may learn from the subsequent experience of Stephen
(Acts 7,54. bl ) and Paul (Acts 23, 2) before the same tribunal. We
however, conduct of tlie same kind, although not precisely at the
same time, ascribed b}' Luke (22, (jo) to those who held Jesus, i. e. to
the oflicers and soldiers who had charge of him, and these may pos-

find,

shameful scene, both before and after
then, however, such maltreatment would not

sibly have been the actors in this
his arraignment.

Even

have been possible without the permission or connivance of the Sanhedrim itself. The insults were particularly aimed at his pretensions
to prophetic inspiration, now su})posed to be exploded and declare<l inAnd some beejun to spit
«^alid by the highest theocratical authority.
upon him, universally regarded as the strongest and the grossest indi*
And to cocer his face, literally,
cation of contempiuous abhoircnce.
Prophesy,
cover it aroutid,, i. e. completely, so as to prevent his seeing.
not in the restricted modern sense of foretelling something future, but
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in the primary and wide sense of speaking by inspiration or under h
The demand may have been made in tliis
special divine influence.
vague form, but also in the shape of more specific taunts, one of which

has been preserved by Matthew (26, 68), and of course regarded by
the sceptics as a discrepant tradition.
The express mention of the
servants (i, e. oflficers, see above, on v. 54) in the last clause seems to
favour the opinion that the acts described in the first, disgraceful as
they are. were those of their superiors in rank and station. The rest
of this clause is a periphrastic version of a rare and doubtful phrase
which literally means, they threic him (or threw at him) with slaps,
i. e. struck him with the open hand; but some explain the last word to
mean strokes with a rod. In either case, the essential fact remains the
same, to wit, their brutal violation of that sacred person by blows as
lawless as they were inhuman.

66. 61. And as Peter was beneath in the palace, tliere
conieth one of the maids of the high priest and when she
saw Peter warming himself, she looked upon him, and
said. And thou also wast with Jesus of IN^azareth.
;

During the intervals of these proceedings, Christ's prediction with
respect to Peter had been lamentably verified.
The several steps of
his denial, though protracted through the night, and parallel to those
of our Lord's examination, are here put together so as to form one connected narrative. The confusion and obscurity confessedly belonging
to this subject are precisely such as might have been expected a 2>fiori
from the actual confusion of the scenes described, the multiplicit}'- of actors, the incessant movement to and fro. and the consequent variety of
forms in which the story might be told with equal truth, according to
the few facts chosen out of many by the several historians.
While all
agree in three distinct denials on the part of Peter, none of them assert
that there were only three demands or accusations, a restriction which
would really have been suspicious and improbable, considering how
many were arrayed against him. By assuming what is constantly
occurring in such cases, though rejected by the sceptics as a sheer invention of the harmonists, to wit, that Peter was assailed by many
with the same demand, and also that the speakers moved from place to
place, as the}^ naturally would at a time of such excitement and commotion, all apparent discrepancies may be reconciled without the use
of force or artifice.
With these remarks upon the mutual lelation ol
the four accounts, we may proceed to examine more particular!}^ that
before us, leaving the others to be similarly handled elsewhere.
Petei
being in the court helow^ not in the lower story of the house or palace,
as the Engli.sh version seems to mean, but in the open space around
which it was built, and which was lower than the floor of the surrounding rooms.
One of the maids (or female servants) (v/'^Ae high
priest, perhaps the one who kept the door (John liS, 17), though John's
statement may refer to a previous challenge made when he and Peter
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entered (18, 15). whereas this took place wliile he was at the fire
warming himnelf {^ac above, on v. 54.) Seeing him (thus employed),
and no doubt struck with something; in his aspect, either previously
fauiiliur or unlike tiiat of the men uround him. loohintj at him (something; more than simply seeing him), she sat/M (directly to him;, And
thou (or t/iou too) touxt icith the Nazarene Je.sioi^ a contemptuous <lescription commonly applied to Clirist and to his fi»llowers long after.
rSee above, on 1, 24. 10, 47, and comimre Matt. 2, 23. Acts 24, 5.)
There is no need of supposing: that these questions were malij^nant. or
desi^iued to implicate Peter in the charge a^rainst his master.
If indicative of any thing beyond mere curio.sity, it was probably of interest
in the case of Malchus (see above, on v. 47, and compare John 18, 20.)

But

6S.

stand

porch

I
;

lie

denied, saying, I

Taken completely by

know

And

what thou sayest.
and the cock crew.
.surprise,

not, neither under-

he went cmt into the

and probably consiMering only the

possible hazard to himself, Peter answered with a prompt and categorical denial that he even understood the question, a denial rendered still
more emnhatic b}' the u.se of two synonymous verbs, rendered l-now
and understand. Disturbed, however, by the question of the woman,
he now passes from the court itself into the fore -co art or vestibule, i.e.
the front part of the house, through which lay the passage from the
couit into the street, most probably an arched gateway, as in many
houses at the present day, not only in the East, but in European cities,
such as Rome and Pans. This movement may have been intended to

prepare for his escape from the embarrassing position into which he
his own rashness,
iiut here he meets with two
interruptions ; first, the crowing of the cock. i. e. the earlier or midnight
crow, which marked the beginning of the third watch, as the morning
crow announced its close. The other gospels refer only to the latter,
whereas Mark distinctly mentions both, perhaps aided by the in'lelible
impiessious of the person most immediately concerned, who, though he
does not seem to have been much affected at the moment by this early
cock-crow, no doubt afterwards remembered having heard it. This
premonitory signal of his fall might possibly have hastened his de
parture, but lor another interruption mentioned in the next verse.

had been brought by

69. And a maid saw
tneni that stood by. This

again, and
(one) of them.

Jiini
is

began

to

say to

The same woman who had challenged him before, and who was
still on duty at the door, seeing him again, perhaps about to

probably

leave the house, began to call the attention of the bystanders to him,
by asserting positively what she only asked before, saying. T}ii» {man)
among them, one of them), i. e. of the followers of
iif of them (from
Jesus.
It would have been strange indeed if this suggestion had excited

no attention and occasioned no inquiry.

All experience and auaJ-
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ogy would lead us to expect precisely what we find recorded in the
gospels, namely, that several began at once to question him. another
woman (Matt. 26, 71), a man (Luke (22, 58). and some who had been
around the fire (John 18. 25), especially a kinsman of the pei'son whom
Peter himself had wounded (John 18. 20.) The attempt to represent
this most natural and therefore most harmonious variety as contradiction or a variant tradition is, like all the other efforts of the same sort,
lost upon the great mass of Amei'ican and English readers.
TO.

denied it again. And a little after, they
said again to Peter, Surely thou art (one) of
for thou art a Galilean, and thy speech agreeth

And

that stood

them

;

lie

by

(thereto.)
Ajid he again denied, not merely that he was a follower of Christ
we learn from Matthew (26, 72). that he even knew him. There
is here a sensi!)le gradation or advance upon his first denial, in the personal and disrcsi)ectful form now given to it (/ l'?ww not the man.)
But this appears to have had no effect upon the persons round him ; for
after a little, a relative expression perfectly cun.sistent with the more
exact specification of about one hour (Luke 22, 59), during which it
no doubt formed the sulyect of a lively conversation and discussion,
those standing hy. who had been thus employed, again said to Peter,
stating the conclusion to which thev had come, ISurely (certainly) thou
art of them (i. e. thou b^longest to them), as in v. 69. For this conclusion they assign a specific reason, that he was a Galilean, as most of
Christ's di.sciples were, and as he was himself by residence, as well as
by reputed birth. For this they also gave a reason, that his speech
(talk or dialect) resembled (that of Galilee), probably in accent and
pronunciation, which, according to the Jewish books, differed from that
of Judea in confounding the gutturals and the two last letters of the
Hebrew alphabet. Provincial differences of this kind are mentioned
very early in the Sacred History, (See Judges 12, 6.)
but, as

71.

know

But he began
not this

man

of

and to swear, (saying)
ye speak.

to curse

whom

I

This is the third stage or degree of the denial, in which Peter, not
contented with repeating what he said before, abjures still more di.stinctly and contemptuously all acquaintance with the Saviour, and as if
this most disloyal lie were still too little, corroborates it with profane
oaths and an impious imprecation of divine wrath on himself, if tie even
knew the man of whom they spake, and to whom he had, a few houra
earlier, made the strong self-confident assurance recorded in vs. 29. 31.
He began (perhaps implying that he afterwards continued) to anathematize (or curse him.self if what he said was false) and swear (or invoke God as a witness of its truth.) Besides the other aggravations
of this fearful sin, its combination of falsehood, ingratitude, disloyalty
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pn>niise, it appears to have involved a rnonientary lapse
into sinful habits long sin?e forsaken, as the supjX)sition, that Peter had

and broach of

to profanoness. is not only natnnd and rre<libk'. Imt
serves to explain his j^ratuitous resort to such means of corroboration in
the case befoie us.

been once addicted

And Peter
the second time the cock crew.
unto
him,
&aid
Bi^i'nre
that
Jesns
called to
And
the cock crow twice, thou shait deny me thrice.
when he tliought tliereon, he wept.
72.

And

mind the word

It

was not from any natural

cause, but

by a

special piovidential or-

second or nioininu; cock-crow had so difTerent an effect
from the first, to wit, that of recalling to the mind, of Peter the prediction of his master (see above, on v. 30.) That such oblivion is jiossible
under strong excitement and temptation, must be known to thousands
from theii' own experience, who will therefore need no refutation of the
eiiarge. that the narrative is untrue because ** unpsycholojric-a!.'' Wlule
Mark and Matthew (20, 75) both omit a striking and affecting circumstance preserved by Luke (22,01), the lirst named uses an expression
found in neither of the others, and the sense of which is much disputed,
although no explanation is more probable than that given in the English Bible, (rhen he thouglit thereon^ literally, ai.Ht'ing (his miud)o/t (//.)
Examples of this usage have been found in several of tlie lattei- classics,
such as Plutarch. Marcus Antoninus, Sextus Empiricus, and Galen.
The other explanations which have been proposed, e. g. I'ushing out^
covering (his head), hegiiining^ continuing. &c. are all either contrary
The only one entitled to
to usage or require too much to be supplied.
compete with that first given takes the verb in the same sense but supplies a dift'erent object, ca.'tting (his eyes) on (him) i. e. looking at the
Saviour as he passed, an act exactly corresponding to the one ascribed
to Christ himself by Luke (22. 01). and represented as the immediate
If this be philologically
cause of his self-recollection and repentan<.e.
possible, it certainly presents a very beautiful antithesis between the
statements of the two evangelists, the one relating how the Lord looked
at Peter, and the other how Peter, looking at the Lord, wept bitterly.
derincr. that the

CHAPTER XV.
Havin(; traced the history of our Lord's prosecution to his condemnation by the Sanhedrim, and added, as an episode the brief apostasy
of Peter, Mark now proceeds to give the second part of this judicial
process, namely, that which took place at the judgment-seat of Pdate,
the Roman Procurator of Judea, before whom he avows his royal dig
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but gives no answer to the accusations of the Jewish rulers
Seeing these accusations to be groundless, Pilate seeks to give
(1-5.)
him the advantage of a custom then prevailing, according to which
some one prisoner was set free at the 3'earlv festival; but the people,
instigated by their rulers, demand the release of a notorious criminal,
and the crucifixion of Jesus in his stead (6-14.) With culpable facility the governor, thougli anxious to deliver him, at length abandons
the attempt, and allows them first to mock and then to crucif}' him
(lG-20.)
Mark describes briefly, but with great distinctness, the procession for this purpose from the judgment-hall to Golgotha, the treatment which he there received, and various coincidences tending to
After six
identify- him as the ]Messiah of the prophecies (21-32.)
houi's of preternatural darkness, and a dying cry which led to new
derision on the part of his tormentors, he expires upon the cross,
thcreb}" opening a free access to God, denoted by the rending of the
vail within the temple, and is acknowledged as the Son of God by the
Roman officer who had charge of his execution, as well as by the
women who came up with him from Galilee (83-41.) The completion
of his great work, and the end of his prolonged humiliation, are indicated by a sudden change in the tone of the whole histor}', and the
providential care with which his body is preserved from prof\mation
and promiscuous burial, being entrusted to the care of a wealthy ruler
who believed in him, laid in a new grave at or near the place of crucifixion, and watched through the Sabbath by those female followers,
who seem to have filled the place of the apostles during their defection (42-47.)
Of these events we have three accounts besides the one
before us. that of Matthew (xxvii^ most resembling it, while those of
Luke (xxiii) and John (xviii. xix) are more distinct and independent,
though substantially harmonious, and forming altogether a historical
pictuie which has never been surpassed, anc in which the hghts and
shades are blended with an elTect beyond all human art and skill. The
nitv,

particular narrative of Mark, though vivid, has comparatively few of
those minute strokes, which he elsewhere adds so often to the parallel
accounts ; a differencL' perhaps arising from the interruption of the recollections and impressions with which Peter had befcre supplied him!

1. And straightway in the morning, the chief priests
held a oonsuhation with the eklers and sci'ibes and the
whole council, and bound Jesus, and carried (him) awa^',
and delivered (him) to Pihite.
trial, that which took
at (or totranh) the
Inimedlately
governor.
the
Roman
place before
daion, in Greek an adverb meaning early, early in the morning (see
above on 1, 35. 11, 30. 13, 35), but here used as a noun, with the artiThe whole phrase means,
cle prefixed, and governed by a preposition.
as soon as it was day, without defining the piecise limc any further.
The chief priests are spoken of throughout this whole transaction as

Here begins the second part of our Lord's

M^
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Che leaders in it. wliich was tlic natural result of their position as the
ropresontativcs of llie theocracy and the highest of tlic orders
which composed the Sanhedrim. As the Greek word rendered couhuItatioii sometimes means a council (as in Acts 25, 12), the whole phra.se
Cmiikhui a comicil) miiiht he understood to denote the holding of a
formal meeting; hut the usage of the gospels is decidedly in favour of
explaining it to mean the act of j>rivate consultation and deliheration.
(See ahove, on 3, G, and comas to what step they should next take.
pare Matt. 12, 14. 22. 15. 27, 7. 28, 12.)
The priests consulted with
the other memhers of the Sanhedrim, the ehlers and scribtM, all three
classes heing comprehended in the phrase which follows (^o/ul the irhoU
Syiu'driutn). a fo mal and exact enumeration, of which we have alreadyhad ]V[K'ated instances, all intended to evince the national and public
cliaracler of the ti'ansaction.
The necessity of furtlier consultation at
this stage of the proceedings arose from the fact that they had lost the
power of intiictmg capital punishments, as we learn, not only from
John 18. ni,but fiom Josephus and the Talmud, which contains a traditional statemL'ut, that this power was taken from the Sanhedrim,
about forty yeais before the downfall of Jerusalem. Although they
had condemned the Saviour, therelbre. it was not in their power to
execute the sentence, without resorting to their foreign masters ; and
they might well regard it as a serious question how this shohld be
done without undue concession on the one hand, or a failure to attain
their j)urpose on the other.
The result of their deliberation was. that
they replaced the pri.soner's bonds, which may have been removed
durnig the trial, and carried him aicay^ from the high priest's house,
which was no doubt near the temple, to that of the Procuiator on
Mount Zion, and delivered him, gave liim up, transferred him as a
After the eldest son of Herod the Great, Archelaus,
I)risoner. to Pilate.
(Matt. 2.22), had been recalled an 1 banished to Gaul by Augustu-S,
Judea was annexed to the great Roman province of Syria, and governed by deputies called Procurators, the fourth of whom was Valerius
Gratus and the fifth Pontius Pilatus, appointed in the thirteenth year
of Tiberius, and already hated b}' the Jews for his extortions and
severities (compare Luke 13. 1.)
Like his predecessors and succes.sors
in that oHice, he resided connuonlj' at Cesarea (compare Acts 23, 33.
25, 1. 4. G. 13) but attended at Jerusalem during the great festivals, in
order to preserve the {»eace, then specially endangered, and also it is
said to exercise judicial functions, the.se times of extra rdinary con
course being naturally chosen for that purpose.
(See below, on v. 7.)
olticial

2.

And

Pilate asked him, Art thou the King of
he, answering, said unto liiiii, Tliou say est

Jews ? And

tlie
(it.)

Omitting the preliminary dialogue with Pilate, which was afterwards supplied by John (18, 29-31), and in which the governor refu.sed
to ratify and execute their .sentence without knowing the chargi* and
the cviileuce on wiiicii it rested, Mark proceeds at once to theiv coinphance with this requisition, by appearing before Pilate, not as judges
18
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out accusers of their own ISIessiah. Knowing well that the religions
charge of blasphemy, on which they had themselves convicted him
(13. 64), would not be entertained at that tribunal, they artfully accused him of claiming to be King of the Jews, and as such a competitor or rival of the Emperor (Luke 23, 2.)
Pilate therefore asks
him. art thou the King of the Jeics? or as the words might be translated with a closer adherence to the form of the original, thon art
(^then) King of the Jetcsl which gives to the inquiry a slight tone of
sarcasm, perfectly in keeping with what follows.
The answer of our
Lord, thou sayest (it), interpreted according to its most obvious meaning and the idiom of other languages, might be regarded as an evasion
or even a negation of the question, and is actually so explained by one
of the Greek commentators, 'thou sayest (it), not I!'
It is now
agreed, however, that the idiom is a Hebrew one, of which traces have
been found in later Jewish books, and which amount to a strong
affirmation.
That our Lord employed this very phiase, or its exact
equivalent, may be inferred from its appearance in all four accounts.
(Compare Matt. 27, 11. Luke 23, 3. John 18, 37.)
3.

And

the chief priests accused

him

of

many

things

;

but he answered nothing.
In addition to this general charge of claiming ro3al honours, or
perhaps in mere specification of it, the chief piiests, his official prosecutors, accused him {of) many (things)^ or much (see above, on 1,45.
appears
3,12. 5,10. 23,43. 9, 26), to which he answered nothing
from Pilate's question in the next verse. The positive statement
of the fact here is peculiar to King James's Bible, being found
neither in the Greek text nor in any of the earlier English versions.
The reasons of this silence were no doubt the same as wl/cn he stood
before the Sanhedrim (see above, on 14, 60. 61) ; the frivolity of the
charges, the certainty of condemnation, and his own unwillingness to
be acquitted. The statement has reference only to the charges of the
Jews, and is therefore perfectly consistent with John's detailed i-epoit
of a conversation between Christ and Pilate, as to the nature of his
kingdom, by which the goveinor appears to have been sati.sficd that
there was nothing in his claims adverse to the imperial prerogative or
dangerous to the public ];eace. (See John 18, 34—38.) He was thus
enabled to see through the flimsy pretext upon which the Jewish rulers
claimed his interference for ihe punishment of Christ as a political
offender, the only means by which they thought it possible to cou)pus8
,

'a.'s,

his destruction.

4.

tliou

And

asked him again, saying, Answerest
behold how many things they witness

Pilate

nothing?

against thee.

But Pilate, although satisfied that these accusations were malicious
\Dd frivolous, could not understand our Lord's refusal to give them »
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and formal contradiction. lie therefore expresses his surprise
at this reserve, not only us injurious to the prisoner's own canse, hut as
niakinu: it less easy for the governor himself to discharj:e a prisoner,
whom he lully believed to he innocent, hut who obstinately refused to
direct

plead not guilty.
This idea is suggested in the last clause of the verse
before us, nee how main/ (and how (jrciit) tli'ingx thnj hutif)/ ar/itlnut
thee f
As if he had said, how can 1 dismiss such multiplied and formal charges, even though 1 think them gioundless, if the accused party
will not .say they are so ?'
Thus undeistood, the (jue-tions here recorded are not merely curious, much less malignant, but intended to
facilitate

5.

our I^ord's acquittal.

^

But Jesus yet answered nothing;

so that Pilate

mai'velled.
This surprise of Pihite was increased on finding, that the prisoner
not only stood mute to the charges of the priests, but refused to give
the governor a reason for his silence.
The apparent harshness of this
conduct with respect to Pilate, who undoubtedly at this time wished
to set him free, i.s relieved by the consideration, that he ought to have
done so on his own conviction, and that even the most formal contradiction on our Lord's part would not have prevented or delayed the
fatal concession, by which Pilate ultimately sacrificed him to his enemies.
As yet, however, he continues to pronounce him guiltless, and

an attempt to transfer him to Herod's jurisdiction (Luke 23,
5—12), still reiterates the same conviction (Luke 23, 13-15.)
Pas.sing
over these particulars, [^reserved by Luke, Mark proceeds to describe
Pilate's next expedient for the rescue of his prisoner.
after

6.

Now

prisoner,

at (that) feast

whomsoever they

he released unto them

one

desired.

At that feast he released seems to be an anticipation of what afterwards occurred as to Barabbas but the Greek words are expressive,
not of an incident, but of an usage. At that fea«t^ i. e. at the pa.ssover (.John 18, 3'.i), not only that year, but every year, or as the words
might be translated, /ieaif^ hy feast (see above, ou 13, 8. 14, 4'J), he released (i. e. as the imperfect tense implies, he was accustomed to
;

release) unto them (for their benefit or satisfaction) whoinsoecer they
desired^ or requested as a favour to themselves, which is the true furc«
of the middle voice (see above, on G, 24. 25. 10, 38. 11. 24.)
The
but as no trace
origin of this strange piuctice is entirely unknown
;

Jewish books, it was probably established by
the Romans, as a means of popular conciliation, in the troublous times
The clas-^ical analogies which
preceding the destruction of Jerusalem.
Bome adduce, the Greek Thi-wiophoria and the Roman Ltctisternia
iwe only partial, and throw little light upon the Jewish custom.
3f it

has been found

in
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7. And there was (one) named Barabbas, (which lay)
bound with them that had made insurrection with hinj^
who had committed murder in the insurrection.

There happened at this time to be a notable (or noted) prisoner
Mark and Luke (23. 19) as a rebel and a
murderer, and by John (18, 40) as a robber, all which expressions
seem to indicate him as a Zealot, one of those fanatical insurgents,
whose excesses Josephus represents as growing more and more atrocious till the outbreak of the war, and as contributing in no small
measure to the ijltimate catastrophe (see above, on 3, 18. 11, 15.) The
political complexion thus imparted to his crimes may account m part
The last clause is plural, and
for the popular clamor in his favour.
(Matt. 27, 16), described by

refers to to his fellow-rebels (or insurgents.)

And

8.

(him

the multitude, crj-ing aloud, began to desire

to do) as

he had ever done unto them.

Instead of crying out (or nloud^^ several of the oldest manuscripts

and versions have ascending (going up) i. e. to the Prjetorium (see beBegan (and continued) to desire (or rather to express
low, on V. 16.)
Him to do^ supplied by the translators,
desire by askinir, as in v. 6.)
As he always
is no doubt the coriect mode of completing the ellipsis.
did to them (or for tliem, as in v. 6) may perhaps imply that Pilate
was hmiself the author of tins questionable practice, though it does not

Though the
necessarily exclude a reference to his predecessors also.
populace (6 o^ko^^ would no doubt have claimed their privilege in any
case, they were piobably prompted to deijiand it still more importunatelv by their rulers, with a view to the attainment of their own malignant purpose (see below, on v. 11.)

But Pilate answered them, saying, Will ye
release unto you the King of the Jews ?
9.

that I

From Mark's brief narrative it might appear, that Pilate merely
caught at the demand of the people for a pri.sonei-'s release, as possibly
atfording him the means of rescuing our Lord, who.se innocence of all
political designs he not only saw but had repeatedly as.sertcd (Luke 23,
But we learn from the more detailed account in Matthew
4. 14.)
(27, 17), that Pilate had assembled them and given them their choice
between Barabbas and Jesus, erroneously but naturally thinking to
secure the liberation of the latter by limiting the choice to him and to
But he ought to have considered that the fuel
so infatiiGus a convict.
ing of the Jews towards Christ (as described in the next verse) would
have led them to prefer any other, however infamous, much more one
Nvho.se resistance to the Roman power they may have secretly applauded
as a zeal for God.

10.

bim

For he knew that the chief

for envy.

priests

had delivered

'
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For introduces Pilate's reason for calling him King of the Jeia
(compare John 18, 20), to wit, because he knew that they had brought
him to his l)ar and transferred him to the Roman jurisdiction, not because tliey thou«;ht liim really an enemy to Cicsar, or, if they did so,
would have valiK-d him the less on that account, but because he was a
formidable rival of their own. and if his claims were established, nnisl
at once destroy their inlluence and power as the chiefs of the theocracy,
and as such representin<: the Messiah till he came, so that their selfish
interest would prompt them to defer his advent to the latest moment.
Thi>s is the jealousi/ or party-spirit, rather than personal envy, which
the governor corr<!Ctly saw to be the motive of their whole proceeding
against Christ, and which he covertly sugirested hy demanding whether
he should not release their king. This description involves likewise a
contemptuous allusion to their charges of amhitious aspirations against
one so harmless and. as he supposed, so powerless as the man before
him.
It must not be overlooked that the jealousy or envy here referred to was imjHited by Pilate to the chief priests as the leaders in
this persecution ; while the proposition in the verse preceding is addressed to the multitude, as if in answer to their own demand for their
accustomed privilege. It may be regarded therefore as a .sort of appeal
from the rulers to the people, as if he had said, You ask for a prisoner
as usual ; well, here is your King, whom your leaders have just brought

before

me

;

shall 1 set

him

free

?

11. But the chief priests moved the people that he
should rather release Barabbas unto them.

To counteract the governor's ap]ieal to the people, which appeared
to recognize Jesus as their King, and in that character proposed to set
him free, the chief priests and elders (Matt. 27, 2u) moved (agitated,
instigated, stirred up) the crowd (or rabble) by persuasion (Matt, ib.)
to demand, that he tshould rather release (discharge, set free) BarabThis deliberate preference ol
la.s to them {ov for them, as in vs. G. 8.)
a bad man to a good one, of a justly condemned criminal to one whom
even Pilate recognized as innocent, would have been enough to brand
But when to this we add that
the conduct of the priests with infamy.
they preferred a murderer to the Lord of life, a rebel and a robber to a
prophet, to their own Messiah, nay, to the incarnate Son of God himself, this perverseness seems almost mcredible and aUogether irreconFor a mascileable with rectitude of purpose and sincere conviction.
terly exposure of these aggravating circumstances in the conduct of the
Jewish rulers compare Acts 3, 13-15, where Peter adds the very
fact here mentioned, that they insisted on his death in opposition to
the judgment and the wishes of a heathen magistrate.

And

Pilate answered, and said again imto them,
shall do (unto him) whom ve
call the King of the Jews ?
12.

What

will

ye then that I

!
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The expression of their choice between the prisoners seems to
have taken Pilate by surprise, and to have left him in doubt as to their
wishes with respect to Jesus ; for he pi'obably could not even yet believe, that they would go the whole length of their murderous intentions, and therefore asks them how this other prisoner shall be disposed
of.

As

this

was not within

their jurisdiction, or in

any way

disposil, since their extradition of the prisoner to Pilate, he

at their

must be

understood as asking, not for information, or in deference to their opinion or desire, but simply to express his own surprise at their extraordinary choice. As if he had said, Do you not perceive that by choosing
the robber, murderer, and rebel, to be set free, you leave the other
prisoner in custody ? and how do you expect him to be treated ?
'

13.

And

they cried out again, Crucify him

Again does not mean that they had uttered this same cry before,
but simply that they now uttered it in reply to Pilate's question, in
return to what they had just heard.
We are now so accustomed to
associate crucifixion with the death of Christ, that it may seem to us
a matter of course that he should die in that way, rather than in any
other.
But as the proposition came from the Jews and not the Romans, although crucifixion was a Roman not a Jewish punishment,
and although if he had been executed b}^ the Jews themselves he
would probably have died by lapidation (see above, on 12, 4), it becomes a question, why the multitude cried crucify him^ rather than
behead Mm^ stone Mm, or .simply, put him to death. That crucifixion
was at once the most painful and disgraceful mode of capital punishment, was no doubt a reason for our Lord's sub nitting to it as a part
of his humiliation and atoning passion, but can scarcely have induced
the Jews to clamor for it, as they here do, without some more proximate and palpable occasion. Such an occasion was afforded by the
fact, that Pilate had just given them their choice between two prisoners, and they, in choosing one, had virtually put the other in his place
and as Barabbas by the Roman law would no doubt have been crucified,
Thus understood, the
they ask that Jesus may be treated likewise
cry of the infatuated rabble. Crucify him ! really means, deal with
him as you would have dealt with Barabbas, and with Barabbas as
you would have dealt with him, i. e. crucify the one and release the
other.
By causes seemingly so accidental was the great providential
purpose realized, according to which Christ was to die an ignominious
and agonizing death, yet one which should preserve the integrity of his
body from mutilation or distortion, and at the same time bring about
a literal fullilment of the curse pronounced on every one who hangs
upou a tree, (see Deut. 21,23, and compare Gal. 3, 13,) the original
reference in which is to the posthumous expo.sure of the body after
Intoning or beheading, by suspension in some public place, the only
hanging practised under the law of Moses, while the terms of the
oaalediction are so chosen as to be appropriate to crucifixion also,
I
remaikable example of the unexpected way in which the
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prophecies are often verified.
This was in fact one of tlie ends to lie
acconiphshed by the Saviour's transfer from the Jewish to tlie Roman
power, as we learn from the remarkable expressions of a ditferent evangelist

(John

1-Jr.

18, 32.)

Pilate said unto them, Why, what evil hath
And they cried out the more exceedingly,

Then

he done ?
Crucify him!

Pilate perceives too late the error, into which he had fallen, of allowing the people a specific choice between the prisoners, and of even
seeming to refer the tate of him whom he considered innocent to
their decision.
Uut instead of stopping short at this point, he betrays
his weakness and his want of principle by needlessly reofiening the
question, and demanding upon what ground they insisted on his execution,
ir////, in the original, is for. implying a negation (no, not .so,
for ichat evil hath he done?) Perceiving their advantage and his
vacillation, the mob, as might have been expected, under the direction
of their artful and malignant leaders, answered this question only by

more exceedingly (or out of measure^ as the same word or a
is rendered in 10. 26 above), crucify him, i. e. 'carry out
your own plan, stand to your agreement, execute your bargain you
have given us our choice and we have chosen Barabbas ; now do your
part and put Jesus in his place.'
cr3-ing

kindred one

;

15. And (so) Pilate, willing to content the people, released Barabbas unto them, and deli veered Jesus, when he
had scourged (him), to be cruciiied.
Willing, not in the attenuated modem sense of having no objecbut in the primarv and stronir sense of desiring-, wishins.
Thit>
distmction is important, as the word, correctly understood, implies
that Pilate acted under the influence of other motives than such as
grew directl}' out of this affair. That a Roman soldier and an arbitrary ruler should have yielded to mere clamour, in direct opposition
to his own avowed convictions, is so highly improbable as not to be
admissible, if any other explanation of his conduct can be even plausibly suggested.
Such an explanation is perhaps afforded by the well
known fact, attested by Josephus and contemporary classical historians, that the Jews were among the most unmanageable and refractory
of ali the conquered nations; that the Roman emperors attached an
almost disproportionate importance to their being kept in due subjection, by a skilful combination of concession and coercion ; that it had
now become a constant practice for the people to complam at Rome of
oppression and mal-adininistration ; and that these complaints were
treated with particular attention and .sometimes followed by the most
unfortunate results to those who had occasioned them. Be.sides the
:ase of Archelaus, which has been already mentioned, we find two of
tion,

y
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the later promirators, Felix and Festus, although men of very differ, nt
character, attempting to conciliate the Jews, or as Lul-e expresses it.
to lay vp fatow^ with them (i. e. against the day of reckoning at
Rome), by unjust treatment of an eminent apostle (compare Acts 24,
27. 25. 9.)
There is every reason to believe that Pilate shared the
same anxiety, and therefore highly probable, that when he found the
whole mass of the people thus united with their leaders in demanding
this unrighteous sacrifice, it occurred to him that he had now an unexpected opportunity of gaining popularity, and possibly escaping ruin,
by abandoning one whom he knew to be innocent indeed, but whose
destruction would appear to such a man a small price to be paid for
his own safety.
If this view of the matter be correct, he was not
merely willing to content the people in relation to this one affair, but
positivel}^ wished to gain their favour, with respect to his own official
conduct, and the influence which they might exert against him. wh.en
his functions ended.
This supposition, while it serves in some measure
to account for Pilate's otherwise inexplicable conduct, far from extenuating aggravates his guilt, by assigning a, directly selfish motive for
what might else have seemed the mere effect of weakness. To content
the people is a Latin legal phrase {satis facere^ translated into Greek
(to Uavov TToirjo-ai), the converse or correlative of which occurs in Acts
It is here not a technical but popular expression, correspond17, 19.
ing to our own word satiny, derived from the Latin one just mentioned.
The pjeople^ here as throughout this narrative, is a Greek word
meaning crowd or rabble^ and employed to signify the tumultuary character of the proceeding, which was rendered national less by the popular participation than by that of the highest theocratical authorities.
The extraordinary change in the feelings of the people, since their jo3'fnl
recognition of our Lord as the Messiah (§ee above, on 11, 8-10). has
been made the ground of sceptical objection, but admits of satisfactory
solution from the following considerations.
Even granting that the
multitude on both occasions was sub.stantially the same, which is a
very large conces.sion. when we take into account the vast numbers
present at Jerusalem besides the ordinary population, we have no right
or rea-on to regard it as exempt from that mobility of feeling and of
conduct, to which the word mot) owes its origin, and which is constantly
exemplified throughout the world, in every time of more than usual
excitement, and is commonly ascribed to the extraordmary force of
human sympathy in large crowds, making them susceptible of influ-

This mere
ences which as individuals they would scarcely feel at all.
susceptibility, however, would account for nothing, unless the influence
it.self can be detected, as it may be here, in the concerted action of the
theocratic rulers, which had nevei- yet been biought to bear upon the
people as it was in this case, all tiie previous op])Ositi(m liaving been
It is not surprising that
that of individuals and private combinations.
the masses, with their habits of religious veneration for the leaders
of the church or nation, on finding that these leaders as a bod}',
looked on Christ as an impostor and blasphemer, should have sudden.
enounced hira as one who had deceived themselves. It may be asked<
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why

however,

the rulers did not earlier avail themselves of this roninstead of constantly defcirin;^ tiie execution of their
plans for fear of popular n'sistance.
(See ahove, on 14. 2. an<l compare
Luke 22, 0.) It is not to be denied that this recpiires ex{)lanation. and
implies that somethinj^ had occurred to make tiie people less disposed
to such resistance, and to give the rulers influence or freer scope.
This
last solution is atl'orded by the obvious consideration, that the multittide
who welcomed Ciirist as the Messiah were lartrely mlluenced by false
views of the kingdom about to be estal)lished, and of the promised
king himself, whom they regarded as a conqueror and secular monarch,
by whom the Jews were to be rescued from their present vassalage,
and raised to an equality, or rather a superiority, to other nations.
Under the influence of such anticipations, and of our Saviour's miracles as proving him to be the Deliverer so long expected, man}' woidd
be ready to espouse his cause and to acknowledge his pretensions, even
in dc'liauce of their theocratic rulers.
But when these secular and
carnal hopes were disappointed, by his unresisting seizure and arraignment, and his formal condemnation by the Sanhedrim as an impostor,
there would naturally be a great revulsion in the public feeling towards
him, which would no less naturally lay them open to the intluence of
unscrupulous and crafty agitators ; and this, with the proverbial mobility belonging to all crowds, is abundantly sufficient to account for
the alleged inconsistency, or rather to convert it into a decisive proof of
authenticity and truthfulness.
Released Barabbas to them (to the
people), and delivered Jesus, virtually to them also, but formally to
the Koman soldiers, who were to execute the sentence.
ILicing
scourtjed him (another word of Latin origin, see above, on 0.27.37.
12. 14.)
This was a cruel and gratuitous addition to his sutfierings, not
peculiar to this case but belonging to the Roman practice.
learn
from Luke (23, 10) that Pilate had before proposed this as a minor but
trolhiii; iiilliicnc-c,

We

sutlicient

punishment

(too

innocent.) but which he
ther proof that his feeble
to his seltish fears.

16.

And

Pretoriuni
The

;

the soldiers led him awaj into the hall called
call together the whole band.

and they

soldiej's,

then on duty.

much for one whom he acknowledged to be
now inflicts in addition to the greate*. a furmovements of compassion had now yielded

no doubt those composing Pilate's body guard and
Led him aicay, from the judgment-seat, probably

erected in front of the house, not onl}- to accommodate the scruples of
the Jews (John 18. 28, 29). but also in compliance with a Roman custom. Josephus speaks of Florus, one of Pilate's successors, as erecting
Into (within, inside of^
his tribunal in the very place here mentioned.
Called Fretorium. literally,
the hall (or open court, as in 14, 54. 06.)
which is Fretorium^ the relative being of the neuter gender and therefore not agreeing with halL which is feminine but with something not
exprsssed, or, with the whole inside of the court, as being the oflficial
residencci of Pilate.
Fratorium is ^mother of the many Latin worda

18*
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occurring in this gospel, and originally means the tent of the Praetoi
or commander in an encampment, but was afterwards extended to the
official residence of any Praetor or Proconsul, or other representative
of Rome in provinces or conquered countries, as in Acts 23, 35 to the
Procurator's residence in Cesarea, and here to the corresponding structure in Jerusalem, both of which were built by Herod the Great, the
latter with great splendour on the northern brow of Zion oveilooking
the enclosure of the temple, and connected with it by a bridge, one arch
In the court of this palace, the
of which is said to be still extant.
guards call together the whole hand, cohort, maniple, the Greek word bevng used with great latitude, to designate larger and smaller divisions of
the army, and here most probably employed in an indefinite or relative
sense, to mean the whole corps to which they belonged, whether larger
or smaller.

17.

crown

And

thej clothed him with purple, and platted a
it about liis (head).

of thorns, and put

In derision of our Lord's supposed pretensions to compete with
earthly sovereigns, these rude warriors affect to clothe him in a loyal
dress and to pa}'' him royal honours. . They clothe him in purple, or
as Matthew has it. scarlet^ the Greek terms for colour being very indefinite, and frequently confounded even in the classics, that rendered
furple being used especialh' to designate a great variety of sha-le-; IVom
But even if the word Ije taken in its
bi'ight red to deep blue.
modern fixed sense, there is no inconsistency between the statements,
as the meaning evidently is, that they clothed him in mock-purple, or
in something to represent a royal dress, most probably a red military
cloak (Matt. 27. 1:8), which would answer their purpose as well as any
And they put around
thing more costly or of a real purple colour.
This
liim (i. e. around his head), having woven (it), a thorny croicn.
is commonly explained as an act of wanton cruelty, the thorns being
Some
painting.
intended to pierce the brow as commonly exhibited
interpreters suppose, howevei', that as nothing is said of any such effect,
the crowning was intended, like the robing, merel}^ for derision, and
that the crown was made of thorns, because some plant of that kind
happened to be near at hand, or because the thorns presented the appearance of some customary ornament about a crown. The use of
some plant was the more natural becau.se the first crowns were mere
wreaths of leaves and flowers, such as those of palm and laurel, worn
by the victors in the ancient games.

m

18.

And

began

to salute him. Hail,

King

of the

Jews

!

Having thus pretended to array him as a king, they now affect to
pay him homage in the customary form. Began to salute (i. e. to hail
or recognize him as a sovereign.) Rail, rejoice, be happy, the Greek
equivalent of the Hebrew and Chaldee phrase, Oh Ung li^e forever
The king of the Jews, the title which he had assumed,
(Dan. 6, 21.)
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\nd wliich

tliese soldiers, like their commander, thought supremely ridiculous, as borno by sucli a person.
It has been well observeil that,
as the Jews espcciiilly derided his prophetic claims (see above, on 14,

65), so the

Romans mocked

at his regal pretensions.

19. And they smote him on the liead with a reed, and
did spit upon him, and bowing (their) knees, worshipped
'him.

That this scene was not mere raillery or sport but cruel mocking,
apparent from the violence by which it is now followed. 77ici/ sfrvck
hit head icith a reed^ no doubt the same which Matthew (27, 29) represents as having been put into his hand as a mock-sceptre.
With these
rough soldit-rs the jesting tone is hard to be maintained, and soon relap>es into bitter earnest or is mingled with it in incongruous confusion.
Thus, after violatnig their own fiction, b}' striking the pretended king
and spitting on him, they still bow the knee and worship him. or do
is

him reverence as a

real sovereign.

And when

20.

they had mocked him, they took off
own clothes on him, and

the purple from him, and put his
led him out to crucify him.

As this was only meant to be a passing show or momentary mockery, they soon grew weary of it, stripped him of the temporary purple,
and replaced his own clothes as a necessary preparation for conducting
to execution
but not till Pilate had exhibited him to the Jews
without, as their pretended sovereign, and made another effort to deliver him, but on the false ground of his insignificance and incapacity
They lead him out^
to injure either Jews or Romans (.John 19, 4— IG.)
appears to have been customary in all execui. e. out of the city, as
tions, being expressly spoken of in several cases, as in those of the
blasphemer (Lev. 24, 14), of Naboth (1 Kings 21, 13). and of Stephen

him

(Acts

:

7,

58.)

21. And they compel one Simon a Cyrenian, wlio
passed by, coming out of the country, the father of Alexander and Rufus, to bear his cross.

They compel^ a Persian word adopted by the Greeks and originally
signifying the impressment or compulsory employment of men. beasts,
and conveyances by royal couriers in the Persian empire, secondarily
applied to all forced assistance or compulsory employment of any kind
certain passeror for any purpose (compare its use in Matt. 5, 41.)
hy (or so}ne one passing by), which seems to imply that he was taken
at random, without any special reason for selecting him. such as hia
being an African (from Cyrene on the north coast), or a slave, or a dis-

A

ciple.

From

thejield does not necessarily

mean from work

thore, but
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may mean from the country into town (see abo-^ e
on 5. 14. 6. 56.) Mark describes him more particularly as the father
of Alexander and Rifus. no doubt well known persons when he wrote
most probably among the Christians. The attempt to identify these
persons with those named in Acts 13, 1. 19. 33. Rom. 16. 13. 1 Tim. 1,
That he might hear Jiis cro^k^
20. 2 Tim. 4, 14 is entirely conjectural.
as malefactors usually did, and as John (19, 17) says that Jesus did id
Thei-e are two ways of reconciling this apparent contradicthis case.
first, by supposing that our Lord did bear his cross until ha
tion
reached the city-gate and then sunk under it. so that going forth (Matt.
or secondly, by
27, 32) they compelled this stranger to relieve him
supposing that Simon only lightened the burden by carrying the part
either of which exof the cross which was behind him (Luke 23, 26)
planations is more natural than the supposition of a contradiction.

agreeably to asage

;

;

;

And

22.

which

is,

they bring him unto the j^lace Golgotha,
being interpreted, The place of a skull.

Golgotha is an Aramaic form of the Hebrew word for shull. The
Latin version of the same word is Cahariinn, from which comes Calvary, a word fjimiliar to us by tradition, although not used in the
English Bible. Some suppose it to have been so called from the skulls
of those who had been executed there ; but their exposure was conOthers suppose the
trary to Jewish usage and to ceremonial purity.
skulls to have been buried ; but why then should the place be called
from them any more than from other portions of the skeleton ? For
these reasons, and because the word is singular, not plural, it is
now the prevalent opinion, that the place was so named from its
shape, as a protuberance or knoll, which will account for its traditional description as a mount or mound, but not a mountain or a lofty
hill.

And

23.

myrrh

;

they gave him to drink wine mingled with
but he received (it) not.

They (the .soldiers) gave him (i. e. offered to him, put into his hand
or to his lips), to drink, for the purpose or in order that he might
partake of it, myrrhed wine (spiced or medicated with myrrh), a mixture said to have been usually given to criminals before execution for
A precept somethe purpose of deadening their sensibility to pain.
what similar is contained in the Talmud, apparently founded upon
Prov. 31, 6. As the wine used by the soldiers was a cheap sr-ur wine
(called in Latin 2)osca) little if at all superior to vinegar, and as myri'h,
gall, and other bitter substances, are put for the whole class (see Deut.
29. 18. 32, 32. Jer. 8, 14. Lam. 3, 19. Amos 6, 12. Ps. 45, 8. Cant. 4, 6.
14), there is really no difference between this passage and the Hnegaf
mingled icith gall of Matt. 27, 34. It is equally unreasonable, thereto e, to suppose two different potations with some harmonists, or to
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Althouj?h in itself an act of
a contradiction with some sceptics.
yet as forming part of the whole nmrderous process, it w as a
literal fuUilment of the prophecy in Ps. 09. 21.

Bllep;e

nierc'V,

24.

And

wliou they

o'aniients, casting luts

liiid

upon

crucitie(l liiin,

iheni,

they parted Ids

what every man

sliould

.take.

.And having
or after

were

allotteil,

him. i. e. nailed him to the cross, either before
they cliride (or diHtrihute) his pannents, which

crxtcified

its erection,

as they often are in

modern

times, as a penjuisite or fee,

Gunnents, clothes, precisely as we use the latter
word in Eng:lish when we speak indetinilely, either of the whole dress,
or of any given part, as in the more particular account of this transaction which has been preserved by John (ID, 20.)
This was another
literal fulHlment of a prophecy (Ps. 22, 1»), not in its full or hijrhest
sense, but so as to identify the person in whom even that sense was to
be fultilkd. (See above, on 11. 2.)
to the executioners.

25.

And

it

was the

third hour,

and they crucified him.

The third hoin\ according

to the Jewish reckoning, i. e. from sunabout nine o'clock of our time. But according to John (19. 14)
it was already the sixth hour when Pilate made his last attempt to
rescue him.
This discrepancy is of course regarded by the sceptical
interpreters as irreconcileable.
But what can be intrinsically more improbable than such a contradiction, on a point so easily determined,
and which must have been notorious to multitudes ? And how can its
escaping observation and remaining uncorrected be accounted for ?
The extreme improbability of these assumptions would suffice to justify us in concluding, that there must be some m ans of solution, even
But besides this
if we knew not what it is, or how to ascertain it.
strong presumption against a contradiction, theie are several methods
of solution, each of which is less incredible than that hypothesis. The
first is to refer the two specifications of time to different events or incidents, Mark's to the crucifixion, John's to the preparation, with
which they arc respectively connected in the narrative. The objection
to this explanation is, that it leaves John's statement unexplained and
unintelligible, as the preparation was a whole day (see below, on v. 42.'>
The second method of solution understands hour to be used by both
rise,

evangelists for a division of the day (see above, on 6,48. 13, 36), extending from the third to the sixth hour, the beginning of which is
nwntioned by one writer, and the end by the other. This, though admissible in case of exegetical necessity, ought not to be assumed without it, as no evidence exists of any such usage of the word hour, and
third solution,
the words do not naturally suggest this meaning.
much more probable than either of those previously mentioned, is that
John, writing primarily for the churches of Asia Minor, uses the Roman mode of reckoning, i. e. from midnight, as he is thought by some

A
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The objection that this would make
to do elsewhere (1, 39. 4, 6. 52.)
the crucifixion too earl}^, is greatly weakened by considering, that our
Lord was arrested in the evening, and condemned by the Sanhedrim at
daybreak. The fourth solution i-ests upon the supposition of an early
error in transcription, of which however there is no trace in the oldest
copies extant. But as these are at least four centuries later than the date
of composition, and as numbers may have been expressed in those still
older by numerical letters, the signs for three and six, being very much
AVhat is most important here is
alike, might easily be interchanged.
not a peremptory choice between these ditferent solutions, but a due
appreciation of their probability, compared with the assumption of a
direct contradiction, unobserved by friends or foes for ages.
26.

And

ten over,

the superscription of his accusation

was writ

THE KIKG OF THE JEWS.

The inscription of his crime (or accusation) was inscribed, according
to the Roman custom mentioned by Suetonius and other writers.
Mark merel}' records the fact that the only charge against him was his
being king of the Jews, a ground of condemnation so absurd, that the
find accordingly
Jews themselves would never have assigned it.
that it was written bj^ the Roman governor (John 19, 10), no doubt as
a sort of protest against such an execution, not so much on account of
also learn from the parallel acits injustice as of its absurdity.

We

We

counts that it was written in three languages (Luke 23, 38), and placed
above the sufferer's head (Matt. 27, 37). and that when the Jews desired it to be changed, the governor refused (John 19, 21. 22.)

27.

on

And

his right

with liim they crucify two thieves, the one
hand, and the other on his left.

Two thieves, or rather rohbers (see above, on 11, 17. 14, 48), probably associates of Barabbas in his insurrection, and now left to suffer
for it while their leader was released. Their being crucified with Christ
was not necessarily intended as an indignity to him, but may have been
in accordance with the usual practice of executing at the same time
those who were condemned at the assizes held before or after the great
They crucify^ i. e. the soldiers charged
festivals (see above, on v. 1.)
by Pilate with the execution (see above, on vs. 15. 16.) One from (his)
right and one from his left {'parts)^ a peculiar idiom equivalent in
meaning to right and left hand (or side) in English (see above, on
10,37.40. 12,36. 14,62.)

28. And the scripture was fulfilled, which saith,
he was numbered with the transgressors.

And

This verse is omitted by the oldest manuscripts and latest criticb,
rho suppose it to have found its way into the text from Luke 22, 37.
Whether genuine or not, there can be no doubt that it indicates a real
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fulfilment ol the prophecy in Isaiah 53, 12, although not exhaustive of
as it includes otner outward points in which the Saviour

its rneaninjr,

was conlounded with transfrrc^ssors, and in its highest sense teaches the
great doctrine of his suUitilutiun and vicaiious atonement for the sina
of men.
2U.

And

tlieir lieads,

ple,

tlic\y tliat

and

and huildest

passed by railed on liiin, wagging
Ah, thou that destroj'est the tem-

sayini;-,
(it)

in three da^'s.

The cruel mocking of our Saviour is continued as he hangs upon
Those pausing br/, not merely such as happened to be passthe cioss.
ing when the crucifixion took place, but also many who were present
foi' the purpose, and who walked to ani fro befoie Inui to express their
spite and tiiumph in his <lying agonies.
Blaxphemed him. both in the
lower sense of railing or reviling, and in the higher sense de!:ermined b) his
being a divine person (see above, on 2, 7. 3, 28. 7, 22.) Wdgtjing (literally
moving) their heads, either laterally (.shaking the head) as a gesture of
negation, here implying a denial of his Messianic character, or vertically
(nodding) as a gesture of assent to his condemnation as a just one; or
mote indelinitely, with some motion of the head expressive of malignant
triumph (.see Ps. 22, 7.) The particular taunt here recorded has respect to the specific charge on which he was arraigned before the Sanliedr.m, and on which he would have been condemned bnt for a failure
in the testimon}' (.see above, on 14, 57-59.)
Ah. in Greek oua, a sort
of applauding acclamation (like huzza or bravo) u.sed in the ancient
games, and here applied ironically to our Lord, as one who had promised
llie (joae) destroyor threatened more than he was able to perform,
ing (throwing down, dismantling) the temple (i. e. who undertook to
do so) and in three dags building (it again.)
30.

Save

thyself,

The greatness
helficss state

and come down from the

of his undertakings

"If thou hast

power

is

cross.

contrasted with his present
and build the temple,

to destro}'^

th' u must have power to save thy own life, and to come down from the
This allusion to his own words, as
crass where thou art hanging.'
misrepresented by the witnesses against him, seems to have been
uttered by the common people, and is liir less bitter and malignant than
that expressed by their rulers, as recorded in the next verse.

Likewise also the cliief priests mocking, said among
themselves with the scribes. He saved others himself ho
cannot save.
31.

;

These cruel insults, far from being confined to the mere populace
were carried furthest by the chief priests, scribes, and elders (Matt. 27,

by Luke

(23, 35) as the rulers, thus impart*

to these last acts of derision the

same national and public charactei

41). collectively described

ng
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which had been already ascribed to the judicial process and to the
transactions before Pilate, and also implicaring these representatives ol
Israel in the execution of our Lord, tho^ugh outwardly performed by
Roman soldiers. There is peculiar venom in the sarcasm uttered by
these rulers, as it actually taunts hiin with his miracles of mere}', and
without denying their reality, exults in the supposed loss of his saving
power, just when

it

was needed

for his

own

dehverance.

Let Christ the King of Israel descend now from
the cross, that we may see and believe.
And they that
were crucified with him reviled him.
32.

This cruel taunt is followed by a no less cruel challenge to this false
Messiah, this pretended king of Israel, to verifj^ his claims by now descending from the cross, with an accompan3nng offer to acknowledge
his pretensions, when established by this ocular demonstration.
Besides the masses and the rulers^ Mark and Matthew (27. 44) represent
the robbers crucified with him as uniting in these blasphemous revilings, an act of desperate malignity which might appear incredible at
such a moment, if analogous examples were not famished in abundance
by the scenes which still occur at executions, and sometimes at the
death-beds of notorious sinners, whose blasphemy and malice are not
always silenced even by the agonies of dissolution. Luke (23, 39-43)
represents only one of these unhapp)'- wretches as reviling Christ, and
the other as reproving his companion, and imploring mere}' from the
Saviour, who receives his prayer.
The seeming inconsistency in these
accounts may be removed by supposing, either that the plural form in
Mark and Matthew is generic and descriptive of the class, like chief
priests, scribes, and elders, without excluding individual exceptions ; or
that both did actually take part in the blasphemy, but one was suddenly arrested and converted, as a trophy of divine grace even in what
might have seemed a desperate extremit3^
are only concerned
here with the apparent inconsistency ; the details of Luke's narrative
belong to the exposition of that gospel.

We

33.

And when

darkness over

tlie

the sixth hour was come, there
whole land, until the ninth hour.

was

As the moment of the Saviour's death approached, external nature
displayed tokens, as it were, of sympathy with the great catastrophe.
The sixth hour coming (or becoming, happening, arriving), when he
had already hung upon the cross three hours (see above, on v. 25),
there was darkness, literally, darhness happened (or began), another
form of the same verb that is used
the preceding clause.
W^as over
(or came up)on) the ichole land (of Israel), or the whole earthy the Greek
word bearing both translations. As the latter, however, is itself restricted by the fact that it was dark already over one half of the globe,
there is the less objection to the common version, which confines the
jarkness to the Holy Land, as the appointed scene of tb^^e sublime

m
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events, and accounts for the silence of contemporary history in refer
ence to this (larkness.
Tlioii^h the sun was ohscured (Luke 2.'>. 4")). it
was not a natural eclipse, which is excluded by the full moon preceding
deteiniiniiip; the Passover. Nor would the mere concurrence of a natural eclipse, however striking;, have been so sir^nificant at this preat
crisis, as an extraordinary obscuration, specially ordained for this particular occasion,
[t was not, however, a mere transient shjulow or deli(iuium of daylight, but a darkness of three liours. from the sixth to

and

the ninth of the Jewish day, i. e. fnmi noon to three o'clock of our
reckoning:, beinj; half the time of tlie Redeemer's actual suspension and
exposure on the cross. This unearthly gloom immediately preceded
his last words and actions after a protracted silence.

And at tlie ninth hour, Jesus cried with a loud
saying,
Eloi, Eloi, lama sabaclithani ? which is, being
voice,
God, my God, why hast thou torsakeii
interpreted,
34:.

My

me

?

At the close of this long interval of darkness and silence, during
which we may suppose the taunts and sneers of those standing by to
have been hushed in terror and suspense, Jesus speaks again, and with
a loud voice, uttering the first words of the twenty-second Psalm, Mi/
Ood, my God, wliij didst tlton /orsdl'e (abandon, leave) mef The.se'
words are given, no doubt as he uttered thvm, in Hebrew, with the
single substitution of one Aiamaic synonyme {sahachthani for azdhth<tni). followed by the Sentuagint version, net as having been uttered at the same time, but as added for the benefit of Gentile readers.
Some regard this repetition of the first words of the psalm as an intimation that the whole prophecy which it contains had been or was
about to be fulfilled in him. The more usual and obvious opinion i.s,
that he .'jelecte-d this particular expression, not because it was the first,
or to represent the rest, but because it was designedly descriptive of the
trial through which he had just passed, as a state of actual desertion by
the Father, in which lay the essence or the height of his vicaiious pa.ssion, and compaied with which his mere corporeal agonies were nothing.
Some infer from this use of the psalm in question, that it is a formal
and exclusive prophecy of this event, and that all its language has reOthers explain the psalm as having primary refespect to it directly.
rence to David and his enemies, but as types of Christ and tho.se who
caused his death. A third hypothesis divides the psalm mechanically,
as it were, between these two great themes, assigning certain parts to
A
each, without propounding any principle or rule of distribution.
fourth view of the matter understands the psalm as a generic prophecy,
describing what the righteous as a class, or an ideal person representing
them, must suffer at the liands of sinners, and supposes the <lescription
to have had its highest and most striking although not its sole fulfilment

in the

aypotheses

is

Common to all these exegetical
the assumption of an original intentional reference to hin^

sufferings of Christ.
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and not a mere accommodation or perversion of the language to another
Bubject, as asserted by the sceptical interpreters.
35.
(it),

And some

said,

of

them

that stood by,

when they heard

Behokl, he calleth Elias,

The allusion here is to the obvious resemblance of the name Elijah^
both in its Greek and Hebiew foi-m. to the word which means my God
in the quotation from the twenty-second psalm.
This resemblance is
still stronger, or more marked, in Matthew's ortliography {Eli) than
in Mark's (Eloi), though sufficiently perceptible in either to explain
the speaker's meaning and intention.
Some regard this as a serious
mistake upon the part of those who stood by. and who are then to be
regarded as reall}' believing that the Saviour had invoked Elijah. But
this is not a natural or probable erroi' in a Jew, who must have understood the words, unless we assume that the}- were indistinctly uttered,
which is not only a gratuitous assumption, but apparently at variance with
the statement that he cried with a loud voice, implying, in such a case
as this, articulate intelligible utterance.
Even the Hellenistic Jew.s, to
whom some have imputed the mistake, were as familiar with the Hebrew text as modern Jews in Europe or America. To the supposition
that the persons meant were Roman soldiers, there is a different but
no less obvious objection, namely, that they would know nothing of
Elijah ; or if this be too much to assume in reference to those who had
been many years in Palestine, it may at least be said that even such
would scarcely think of Elijah in the circumstances here described, and
also that the same familiarity with Jewish history and doctrines, that
would make the prophet's name familiar, vrould prevent its being thus
confounded with another well known formula. On these grounds, or
on others, most interpreters are now agreed, that this was not an actual
error, but a bitter irony or sarcasm, which affected to mistake the meaning, and involved at the same time an allusion to the prophecy of
Malachi (4, 5), that Elijah should return before the coming of Messiah

(See above, on

9,

11-13.)

And one ran and filled a sponge full of vinegar,
put
(it) on a reed, and gave him to drink, saying, Let
and
let ns see whether Elias will come to take him
alone
36.

;

down.
The action here described had no connection with our Saviour's cry
or with the false sense put upon it by the lookers on, but was occa
The one who ran was
Bioned by his saying, i thirst CJohn 19,28)
IjO doubt one of the Roman guard by whom he had been ciucified, and
the vinegar ad ninistered the sour wine provided for the soldiers (see
This however was not
above, on v. 23. and compare John 19, 19.)
drugtred or sj^iced with gall or myrrh, like that which he refused before
(v. 24) because unwilling to mitigate his sufferings or deaden his own

'
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That which he now received was merely sour wine, or
wine and watea or perhaps what is properly called vinejrar, still nsed
as a heverap:e in modern as it was in ancient times (Hiith 2, 14.)
The
rea.son of our Lord's complaint and draught, and their connection with
sense of them

the aimpietion of his sacrifice, helontr to the exposition of John's go.sThe circumstance is mentioned here hy Mirk, in order to complete the cruel je.st about Elias.
When in compliance with his own
request, one of the soldiers fillefl a sponire with vine^^•^r and placed it
on a reed or stalk of hyssop (John I'J. 2'.>) and approached it to his
month, the heartless mockers, far from being moved by this last sijjn
of life, called to the soldier, let alone (desist, or wait), let us see if lias
comes to take him doicn. As if they had said, 'why allay his thirst
when his forerimner is approaching to deliver and provide for him ?
To this absurd as well as wicked jest, the man appears to have responded, in the very act of giving him the vinegar, a circumstance
recorded here by Mark, while Matthew (27, 49) gives the language of
the others, a variety which none but a sceptical interpreter can look
pel.

E

upon as contradiction.
37.

And

Jesus cried with a loud voice, and gave up

the ghost.
Emitting a great voice, not a mere crj" but an articulate intelligible
utterance, the words of which have been preserved by John (19. oO)
and Liike (23,40). while neither Mark nor Matthew records any of our
Lord's last sayings, after the citation from the twenty-second psalm.
The accounts, however, are entirely consistent, and combined afford a
series of dying words, succeeding one another with a natural and perfectly harmonious connection.
Gave up the ghost is not, as the English
reader might imagine, an exact translation of some strange Greek
ph^a^^e, but a native idiom of our own, corresponding to a single Greek
word, meaning bre/ithed out or expired, a beautiful substitute for died,
which all the evangelists appear to have avoided, perhaps in order to
suggest more strongly the idea, that our Lord's death was an act of his
own will, as predicted by him.self (John 10. ISj, and distinctly although
(Compare Matt. 27, 50.
variously recorded here in all the gospels.

Luke

23, 46.

John 19,30.)

And

the vail of the temple was rent in twain, from
the top to the bottom.
3S.

The restrictive institutions of the old dispensation being temporary
design and preparatory to the new. the completion of the great work
of atonement was attended by a symbolical announcement, that the
barriers erected in the ceremonial law were now cast down, and free acThe event which symbolized
cess aliowed into the presence of Jehovah.
this great cliange was the rending of the veil or hanging, which divided
the Holy Place from the Most Holy, or the ouler from the inner sanctuary.
As the whole sanctuary, both in its moveable and standing
in

;
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form, set fortli the doctrine of divine inhabitation, so its innermos*
apartment represented the most intimate approach to God and communion with him, and the rending of the veil which closed the entrance
symbolized the removal of all hindrances to such communion, now cf
fected b}^ the sacriHcial death of Christ.
The demand of the German
sceptics how tins rendin*^ could be known to any but the priests, is
only equalled by the answer of the German believers that, as many
priests were afterwards convei'ted (Acts G, 7). it became generally known
through them. The rending is described with great particularity by
Mark and Matthew (27. 51) as being into two parts, and from top to
bottom, whereas Luke (23, 45) simply says that it was rent in the
midst (or through the middle.) Compare the allusions to this veil in

the epistle to the

Hebrews

(6, 19.

9, 3.

10, 20.)

39. And when the centurion, which stood over against
him, saw that he so cried out, and gave up the ghost, he
said. Truly this man was the Son of God.
This verse describes the effect of Christ's death and the accompanying circumstances on the Roman officer who had been charged with
The centurion^ a Latin word denoting the commander
the execution.
of a hundred men, but used with some degree of latitude to designate
the subordinate officers of a Roman legion. It is worthy of remark
that while Matthew and Luke often use this title, and invariably in the
form of a Greek translation or equivalent, Mark in this chapter three
times has the Latin word itself, in strict accordance with his Latin isms
Points of difference, so slight and unimportant in themelsewhere.
selves, are, for that very reason, the more likely to be genuine, or to
proceed from the original writer, and evince not only the integrity and
unity of each composition, but its autlior'S individuahty of thought and
language, unuifected by liis inspiration. Tae centurion^ the {one) standing bi/, over agniiist him (or in front of him), observing the whole proSome of
cess of his crucifixion, seeing that so hacing cried he expired.
the modern writers tr}' to make this the ground of the centurion's confession, namely, that the dying man could cry with so loud a voice
whereas the meaning evidently is, when all was over, when this last
cry had been uttered, then the centurion said what is here recorded.
Truly, no doubt, certainly, this mai\ thus shamefully put to death as
an impostor, was innocent of that charge (Luke 23, 47), and was really
As the article is wanting before
the Son of God, as he pretended.
both nouns, some translate the phrase, a son of a God. and explain it
as a heathenish expression, but on that account the more appropriate
in the mouth of a Roman soldier who knew nothing of the true reliThis may be admitted, as to the mere form of the expression;
gion.
but it cannot be supposed that any Roman, of the rank of a centurion,
even if he had been in the countrv only a few days, much kss if he
had spent some years there, could be so wholly ignorant of Christ's
pretensions, and of the sense in which he claimed to be the Son of God,
as to attach no other meaning to the words than that suggested by hip
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own mythology. He no doubt spoke

in Latin, which ha« no more defi
nite expression than FilitiH Dei, the language having no such part oi
speech as the definite article.

40. 41. Tliere were also women lookiii*^ on afar off,
among whom was Mary Magdalene, and Mary the mother

James the le>s, and of Joses. and Salome wIhj also,
when he was in Galilee, followed him, and ministered
unto him and many other women which came up with
him unto Jerusalem.
of

;

;

Besides the Roman soldiers, whose orders required them to witness
the whole prt)Coss of the crucifixion, it was also witnessed by a very
difFL'renr class, and from very ditterent motives, those of personal inFrom the special mention of these two
terest and strong affection.
'classes or spectators of the tragedy, it is not improbable that they alone
were present during the whole time, the remaining multitude, though
vastly numerous, continually lluctuating, as in all such casos. where
the show, whatever it may be. is prolonged through many hours. But
who were they whose personal attachment to the sufferer kept them
thus in sight, though at a distance, of his agonies ? Not the apostles,
whom he had selected to be with him, and by whom his kingdom was
With a single exception (John 11), 2G). they appear to
to be erected.
have been still dispersed, and at a distance from the scene of sorrow;
but their place was providentially supplied by a number of female
friends and disciples, who had come up with our Lord from Galilee, and

who had previpusl}'^ contributed, both by their possessions and their
personal attentions, to his maintenance and comfort. Not only Mark
and Matthew here (27, 55). but Luke at an earlier period of the history (8, l-o), expressly speak of these devoted women as many, although only few are named ; so that this honourable duty of providing
for our Saviour's wants was not monopolized by any narrow clique or
circle, but divided, as it were, amonir the body of his female followers.
Mary Magdalene, or Mary of Magdala. now Mijdal, on the west coast
of the Sea of Galilee, on whom our Lord had wrought a signal miracle
of dispossession (Luke 8. 2), of itself sufficient to account for her devotion! though it sprang no doubt from a still liigher source of spiritual
gratitude.
Tradition has confounded or identified this woman with the
nameless " sinner '' in Luke 7, 37. and thus made the local name of
Magdalen descriptive of repentant harlots, an assmnption perfectly gratuitous and possibly calumnious of this devoted Christian. For although
no depth of degradation is beyond the reach of Christ's compassions
nud almighty grace, we have no right to exalt even these by assuming
a degree of degradation which may never have existed in the case supposed.
Or even granting the tradition to be credible and ancient, we
should carefulh' distinguish between any mere tradition and authentic
history.
Mary the mother of James and Jose^i, mentioned above, in
G, 3j with two others, as the brethren of our Lord, i. e. most pr*)bably
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and the sons of Clopas or Alphaaus by

this

Marv, who

ia

as the sister of our Lord's own mother, notwithstanding the identit}^ of name, but by some as the sister of Joseph.
James tlieless. literally; the little, either in stature (like Zaccheus, Luko
10, o), or in age, to both which the Greek word is applied in usage.
Although positive in form, it is probably a relative expression, and intended to distinguish one James from another, i. e. according to the
prevalent opinion, James the ^on of Alphaeus from the older, larger,
or more eminent apostle of the same name. Instead of Salome., Matthew has t]ie mother of the sons of Zeiedee^ whose name is therefore

commonly regarded

commonly supposed

But this inference, though probato be Salome.
not absolutely certain, as the two evangelists may not have
named precisel}^ the same three out of the many Galilean w'omea whom
they both describe as present at the crucifixion.
ble, is

42, 43. And now, when the even was come, becanse
was the preparation, that is, the day before the sabbath,
Joseph of Arimatliea, an honourable counsellor, which
also waited for the kingdom of God, came and went in
boldly unto Filate, and craved the body of Jesus.
it

There is nothing in this history more striking than the sudden
change, not only in the narrative, but in the incidents themselves, as
soon as the great work of expiation is accomplished. As before this
every thing was providential!}^ so ordered as to aggravate and almost
to exaggerate our Lord\s humiliation, so now the same extraordinary
providence is visible, protecting his remains from profanation, and securing them an honourable burial, preparatory to his resurrection.
The
insults of the soldiers and the rabble and the rulers are now followed
by the tenderest attentions of refined and tender friendship; the
scourge, the buffet, and the spittle, by delicate perfimies and spices
the mock-robe and thorny crown by pure white linen and a tomb where
no corpse had ever rested. The special divine interposition with respect to our Lord's burial must not be overlooked.
The Roman custom
was to let the bodies rot upon the cross and be devoured by birds ; )>ut
when this form of punishment was introduced among the Jews, their
law would not admit of this exposure (Dent. 21, 23), and it became
usual to expedite the death of those thus executed, so as to admit of
their burial the same night in a promiscuous receptacle or common
grave.
There was therefore every human probabilit}', that Christ's
limbs would be broken to abbreviate his life, and his body buried with
the other convicts, and especially with those v»'ho suffered at the same
time, both which events would have seriously interfered with the design and the effect of his resuscitation.
But the first was prevented
b\ his early death, the more remarkable because the death by crucifixion was among the most lingeiing and painful possible, the frame
being suspended by sensitive but not vital parts, and life destroyed, not
merely by the wounds, but b}- the joint efiect of hunger, thirst, expo
;
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Rj>a«;ms.
The other profanation was preventerl by an
nioveniont on the part of a distiii,L;uishe<l person, wliu has
'J'his was Ji>f<ep/i oj
hitherto been out of view, th()ii;_'h not inactive.
(or jather frvin^ i. e. oii^inally from) Ariuuitlieu. described l»y i^iikc
(23, 51) as a city of the Jews, and identified by some ^^eojrraphers with
the Ramah or Ramatiiaim of 1 Sam. 1, 1, but by Ensebius and Jerome
witli an Armatha near I^ydda. called Ramathem in Maccabees and lianwitha bv Josephus, This man was a counsellor or senator, not a local
majiisiiate of Arimathea. but a member of the Sanhedrim, who had
taken no part in the process against Jesus (Luke 23. 51). l)Ut hhiiKelJ
also icuited Jar the kingdom of God^ i. e. expected the Messiah's advent (see above, on 1, 15.) The word translated honourable has respect
originally to the personal appearance and means handfoyne. comely, as
in 1 (.'or. 7.35. 12,24, but is then transferred to character and .social
This
position, corresponding ver}- nearly to rcsj/ecf'ih/e in English.
man, who had hitherto been a concealed disciple through fear of the
Jews, now comes forward, when it was least to be expected, musters
courage to go into Pilate's presence, and asks, as a gift or a favour to

fare,

cramps and

uncxpec'tt'cl

himself, the

body of Jesus.

And

Pilate marvelled if he were already dead ;
and calling (unto him) the centurion, he asked him
whether he had been any while dead.
44.

Pilate exjiresses no surprise at the request, nor an}' hesitation in

acceding to it. a result no doubt secured by the character and rank of
He only wonders at the early death, and even doubts
the petitioner.
but having learned from the centurion, who had charge
if it be possible
of the execution, that he had been dead some time, he gore the body to
Joseph, not delivered or transferred it mereh', but. as the Greek word
properly denotes, made him a present of it, no doubt in allusion to the
frequent practice, probably well known to Pilate's own experience, of
receiving money fioin the fiiends of executed criminals, to spare them
the dishonour of exposure or promiscuous burial.
;

45, 46. And when he
gave the body to Joseph.

knew

And

(it)

of the centurion, he

he bought

line linen,

and

took him down, and wrapped him in the linen, and laid
him in a sepulchre which was hewn out of a ruck, and
rolled a stone unto the door of the sepulchre.
Besides the facts which Mark here mentions, that the body was
taken from the cross, wrapped in linen, and laid in a tomb hewn in the
rock, no doubt a lateral excavation, and a stone rolled agamst the
opening; we learn from Matthew (27, 6o) that the tomb was Josepli'a
own. which he had recently prepared from Luke (23,53) that it had
never yet been used and from John (19, 41) that it was in a garden,
Both Mark (v. 42) and John (19
at or near the place of crucifixion.
;

;
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42) mention, that it was the preparation^ that is, immediately before
the .sabiiiitli, which began at sunset, so that a speedy burial was necessary to avoid a viola'tion of the law and therefore, as this tomb was
iieai- a4; hand, the body was immediately conve3'ed there, these apparent
ik^idcuts contributing not onl}^ to its preservation from dishonour but
to the fulfilment of two prophecies, the one that his bones should not
be broken (P.s. 34, 20), and the other, that though joined with the
wicked in his death, he should be buried with the rich or noble (Isai.
;

53.9.)

47. i\nd

Mary Magdalene and Mary

Joses beheld where he was

(the

mother) of

laid.

The last fact which Mark here mentions is that two of the women
named in v 40, both called Mary, were spectators of Christ's burial,
as well as of his death, observing wiiere he was deposited, to which
Matthew (27,01) adds, that they sat down before the tomb, and Luke
(23, 50) that they afterwards procured spices, to be used upon the
body of their master, after the sabbath which they religiously observed.

CHAPTER XYI.
remaining topics are the Resurrection and Ascension, with the nitermediate appearances of Christ to his disciples and his commission to
The confusion wliich confessedly exists in this
the twelve apostles.
part of the gospel narrative, and the consequent difficulty of reducing
it to one continuous account, is not the biult of the historians, but the
natural effect of the events them.selves, as impressed upon the senses
and the memory of different witnesses. If it had pleased God to inspire a single wiiter as the historian of the resurrection, he would no
doubt have furnished as coherent and perspicuous a narrative as any
other in the sacred volume. But since it entered into the divine plan,
as a necessary element, to set before us not a single but a fourfold picture of our Saviour's life and death, we must purchase the advantage
of this varied exhibition, by submitting to its incidental inconveniences,
among which is the difficulty, just referred to, of combining all these
views, taken from different points of observation, into one complete view

The

be seen at the same moment. The histoi-ical problem is as hard to
«oive as the pictn-ial, not more so, and the .seeming inconsi.stencies, ref^ulting from the effort to amalgamate the narratives, ought no more to
destroy our faith in their eventual harmony, than si'uilar pumts of disagreement, in four photographic views of the same edifice or land.scape
ought to make us question either the identity of the object or the abto

bolute truth of the delineation.

A

large part of the ditficulty, practi-
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cally felt as to the gospels, has arisen from the error of aitcinptinc^ the
impossible, to wit, the resolution of four lan(lscai)es into one, and the
effort to improve u])on God's method of exliibitinj; this part of saving
truth, instead of thankfully resting; in the apostolic dictum, that •' the

foolishness of (Jod is wiser than men" (1 Cor. 1.25.)
The extent to
wiiich these harmonisiic methods have been carried, has produced a
natural though not a rational leaction towards the opposite extreme ol

denying all consistency and unity in these inspired variations of a single
theme, and converting even incidental proofs of onene.'^s into pretended
proofs of contradiction.
Between the.se extremes of error, as in multitudes of other cases, there is haj)pily a middle course of truth and
moderation, which, refusing to reject the tokens either of essential haror unessential variation, endeavours to account for every seeming inconsistency, and yet to leave each narrative in undisturbed po.ssession of its characteristic and designed jjeculiarities.
Thc^^e views,
which have already been presented in their substance and applied to
the whole histoiy, are here repeated as peculiarly appropriate to this
concluding portion, in which the variations are more numerous and
striking than in any other passage of the same length, and in which the
opposite extremes of sce[)tical and harmonistic method are presented in
tiie most revolting contrast.
While apparent contradictions between
Mark's brief narrative and those of Matthew. Luke, and Jolin. may be
readily removed by fair comparison and natural hypotheses, such as
all involuntarily assume in weighing evidence relating to the commonplace aliairs of life, it is still more important to detect, if possible, the
grounds on which he has selected and arranged his facts, as furnishing
a key to their correct interpretation and appreciation.
Sucli a key is afforded by the simple suggestion, that in this account of the Saviour's
resurrection and subsequent appearances, a specitic purpose of the writer
is to point out the successive steps, by which the incredulity of the
apostles was at length subdued, and their minds prepared f«»r the reThese succe.ssive
:ieption and the execution of their great commission.
steps or stages are: his message by the company of women (1-8);
that by Mary Magdalene (9-11); that by the two di.sciples journeying to Ennnaus (12-13) ; his final appearance to the apostolic
body (14); followed by the great commission (15— 18). the ascension
The reader
(19). and the execution of these farewell orders (2U.)
will do well to bear in mind the close (concatenation of these topics,
when he comes to the question with respect to the genuineness of the
last twelve ver.ses (see below, on v. 9.)

mony

And when

sabbath was past, Mary Magdalene,
and Mary the (mother) of James, and Sah^me, had bought
sweet spices, that they might come and anoint him.
1.

tlie

In execution of the purpose just ascribed to the evangelist, he deRcribes the first intimation of our Saviour's resurrection wliich reaeiied
the apostles. This consisted of a declaration male bv an angel l.j three
women at the sepulchre, and a message s^iit through them to tht

19
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The scCbhath heing past (or more exactly, through)
eleven (1-8.)
implies what is expressly said by Luke (23, 56), that notwithstanding
their desire to pay the last permitted honours to the body of their Lord,
" they rested the sabbath-day according to the commandment."
The
women named are those who had been previously mentioned (15, 40)
as spectators of the crucifixion, and two of them again (15, 47) as witThough only the two Maries are here named by
nessing his burial.
Matthew (28, 1), and only one of them b}^ John (20, 1), and none of
them by Luke (24. 1), who merel}' continues what he had been saying
of the Gahlean women (23, 56), and adds some (or certain) icith them ;
it is evident that all this is nothing more than a striking instance of
harmonious variation, the accounts differing only in minuteness and
The essential fact, which Mark here brings out, is that the
precision.
first intimation of Christ's being risen was made to women at the sepulchre.
After naming the three leaders or most active members of the
company, he states their errand or the object of their early visit. They
l)rought spices (in Greek aromata)^ when is not here said, although the
obvious construction of the sentence is that they did so after the sabbath was past, and as this came to an end at sunset, thej- might easily
have done so alterwards, so as to have them read}^ for use early the
next morning. The statement of Luke (23, 56) is equally indefinite as
to the precise time of these purchases, which might be mentioned before their observance of the sabbath, though it took place after it. The
representation of the two accounts as contradictory is not only groundThat they might anoint him
less but unfair, and as such to be lejected.
is usuall}'' understood of embalming for the preservation of the body,
which would im^ply the absence of all hope as to his resurrection. But
as embalming in the proper sense was not a Jewish practice (as to John
19, 40. see above, on 14, 8), and was the woi-k rather of physicians
than of women (compare Gen. 50. 2), and as the aromatic substances
here mentioned were suited only for external application, it is on the
whole most probable that they intended merel}^ to express affection
and respect by outward unction, just as another Mary had done during
her Lord's lifetime (14,

8.)

And

very early in the morning, the first (day) of
the week, they came unto the sepulchre at the rising of
2.

the sun.
precise time of their coming for this purpose is described by
as very early on the first day of the iceek^ which agi-ces with the
parallel accounts, even the added words, at the rising of the sun (literally, the sun hating risen)^ being really no more at variance witlj the
others than with Mark's own words ; and he surely cannot be sup*
posed to contradict himself The expressions may be fully reconciled,
either by referring them to different arrivals, not distinctly mentioned,

The

Mark

known to various languages, which takes dawn and
biuriso indefinitely, as descriptive of the same time, namely, early mornor from the usage
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Septiuij^int version of

cited

2 Sam.

from Judges
4. 2 Kings

2."'>,

9, 33.

Ps.

3, 22.

And tlu'j said among themselves, Who sliall i-oll
And
us away the stone from the dooi' «jt' the sepulchre?
wlien they looked, tliey saw that the stone wiis rolled
3.

away

-4.

;

for

it

was

vi^ry great.

The evangelist relates the conversation of the women on their way
to the sepulchre of Christ, when they seem to have considered, for the
tirst time, how they should gain access to the tomh, which was secured
by a great stone or rock, placed against or in the entrance of the excaBut on arriving at the spot, they find
vation (see above, on 15, 40.)
When they looked, literall}'. looking
the obstruction already removed.
vp^ implying that their eyes before were downcast (comj)are Luke 24. 5)
They
and their thoughts absorbed in the subject of their conversation.
hthoil (with surprise) that the stone has been rolled airay, the present
tense describing the whole scene as actually passing.
The concluding
it was great exceedingly) have reference, not to what immediately precedes, but to their anxious thoughts and consultations.
This connection is made clear by a parenthesis in most editions but the
original construction is what the Greek grammarians called a hystcron
yroteron, or giammatical inversion, when the writer goes back anc
As if he hac
supplies a word or clause omitted in its proper place.
said, they asked who would roll the stone away, and when they came
found it rolled away already, which was a sensible relief, for it was very

words {for

;

'

large.'

And

entering into the sepulchre, they saw a young
man sitting on the right side, clothed in a long white garment ; and they were affrighted.
5.

From what

is

here said

it is

clear that Joseph's sepulchre

was not

mere grave, but a spacious vault or exca%ation. such as men provided
for themselves and for their families (compare Lsai. 22, 10). and of
which there are specimens still extant in the rocks about Jerusalem.
A young man. in Greek a single word meaning youth, here descriljed
as he appeared! to the women, but by Matthew (28. 1. 5) as an angel
of the Lord, who had descended from heaven, rolled away the stone,
and sat upon it. There is something puerile in the attempt to reprea

sent this as a contradiction, since it is not necessarily implied that he remained in that position, nor in Mark's account that he was inside of
the sepulchre, but only that the women, as they went in. saw him
sitting on the right hand, perhaps at the entrance, and upon the stone;
which he had just removed. The dill'erence in relation to the number
of the angels is the same as in the case of the demoniacs of Gadara (.see
above, on 5, 2), and of the blind men healed at Jericho (.sec above, on
10. 40), except that Matthew here records but one, and the plurality
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belongs to Luke (23. 4), which does not favour the idea, entertained
by some, that Matthew naturally saw things double, or combined them
It was sufScient for Mark's purpose to describe the angel
into pairs.
who addressed the women, and thus took the leading part in this
Clothed^ literally, cast about^ enveloped, wrapped, the
transaction.
same verb and the same construction as in 14, 51. White, denoting not
mere colour but a supernatural effulgence, as in 9, 3. Affrighted^ both
astonished and alarmed, the same verb that is used above, in 9, 15.
It here
14, 33, and a strengthened form of that in 1, 27. 10, 24. 32.
expresses not mere fright, but that peculiar awe which may be supposed to spring from .the sight of a superior being.

And

he saitli unto them, Be not aiFrighted ye seek
Jesus of Nazareth, which was cruciiied he is risen he
behold the place where they laid him.
is not here
6.

;

;

;

;

The language of the angel is encouraging and re-assuring ; he anticipates their anxious inquiries for the Saviour, and informs them of his
resurrection.
Jesus the Xazarene. the crucified, is not a mere description of the person, but a pointed allusion to his extreme humdiation,
summed up in the name Nazarene (Matt. 2, 23), and terminating in
You are looking for the body of that scorned and
his crucifixion.
persecuted Galilean, whom the Jews so lately put to an ignominious
and painful death ; but you are come too late, he is no longer here ; he
has awaked from the sleep in which you thought him sunk forever ; so
that now you can find nothing but the spot which he occupied during
Gracious and soothing as these words are,
his brief death and burial.'
they are not without a slight tone of repr6ach, that those who loved
the Son of ]\Ian so well, and had attended so long on his teaching,
should look upon his case as one of natural mortality, and come to
'

honour

his remains,

but not to witness his resuscitation.

But go your way, tell his disciples and Peter, that
he goeth before you into Galilee there shall ye see him,
7.

;

as he said unto you.
and consolation of these pious women
from heaven spoke, but through
messenger
the
only or chicflj^, that
them to the body of Apostles, or disciples in the strictest sense, and especially to Peter, who, notwithstanding his denial of his master, was to
be restored, not only to his place as an apostle, which indeed he had
not lost, but to his old precedence as the representative and spokesman
(Compare John 21, 15-17. Acts 1, 15. 2, 14. 38. 3
of his brethren.
It

was not

for the relief

Go your imy. in modern English go away, in
4. 8. 5, 3. 8. 29.)
Greek a single word, depart, begone, implying that they had no time
Having, as it
to lose and that their presence was required elsewhere.

G, 12.

were, supplied the place of the apostles during their defection (see
above, on 15. 40. 47), these devoted women are now commissioned to
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recall them to their duty, by reminding them of an appointment made
by Christ before he sullc-red (see above, on 14, i28). but wliich tbcy haa
forgotten in the sorrow and confusion caused by the literal fuHllnient
of those prophecies respecting his own death which they had probably
regarded as mere parables. The confusion of mind thus produced appears to have prevented their perceiving or remembering, tfiat the same
predictions had foretold his resurrection, which had now come to y)ass
accordingl}'. and of which tiie angel here directs the woman to inform
them, not directly, but by saying that the Lord was ready to fulfil his
pledge, by going before them into Galilee.
This might seem to mean
that he would actually go there as of old at their head, and as their
literal leader; but we learn from John (21, l-14j, and Matthew ('2Mj
16-18), that he joined them after their arrival, and may therefore take
the words before us in the equally legitimate sense, that he would V>e
in Galilee before them, i. e. they would find or meet him there, on their

return home from the passover.
There shall ye see him, a« he said to
you, referring to the promise and appointment made on his way from
the upper chamber in Jerusalem to the garden of Gethsemane (see
above, on 14, 28.)
8. And they went out quickly, and fled from the sepulchre
for they trembled, and were amazed
neither
said they any thing to any (man), for they were afraid.
:

;

Going out they (not merely walked, or even ran, hut) Jled from ths
The next words do not formally assign a reason for their

sepulchre.

but continue the description, and {not for) tremor and ecstasy
(trembling and amazement, see above, on 5, 42). had (held or pos-

flight,

Taken by itself, the last clause of thisver.se would .seem
sessed) them.
to mean that the women, in their terror and confusion, did not deliver
the angelic message to the eleven.
But as the natural eflect of their
alarm would be the opposite of this ; as it is not easy to see what they
had to fear from making the communication ; and as Matthew speaks
expressly twice (28, 10. 11) of their going to report to the disciples ;
ordinary laws of language and of evidence not only suffer but require us to understand the clause as an additional description of their
haste and agitation, trembling and amazement seized them, and to no
one they said nothing, for they were afraid, not afraid to speak, but so
alarmed at the vision and the words of the angel, that they did not stop
As Mark is
to speak to any one, but hurried to convey his message.
not relating all these movements in detail, but simply enumerating the
successive intimations made to the eleven of their Master's resurrection, he proceeds no further with the first, but passes to the second in
the next verse.
all

Now when

was

risen early, the first (day)
of the week, he appeared first to Mary Magdalene, out of
whom he had cast seven devils.
\f.

(Jesus)
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Although Mary Magdalene was one of the three women named bj
three of the evangelists, as coming early to anoint the body of the
Lord, two of them afterwards appear to separate her from the rest
and introduce her alone in a part of the ensuing transactions. This is
understood, b}'' some of the best modern writers, as implying that, al
though she came with the other women to the tomb, she reraaineo
behind when they had fled, pursuing her inquiries for the bod}^ of her
Lord, and was consequently honoured with a second vision of angels
and a sight of Christ himself. This is related in detail by John (20,
11—18), and very compendiously by Mark, who reckons this his iirst
appearance, either absolutely or in reference to his own selection and arrangement of the facts. This verse assigns a reason for Mary Magdalene's devotion to the Saviour, and perhaps for the honour put upon her
by this special appearance to herself alone. There is then no ground
for the assertion, that she is introduced here as a personage who had
not been previously mentioned, which has been used to corroborate the
fashionable modern notion, that this and the following verses are a
spurious addition to the gospel by a later hand. The external evidence
j-elied upon is the omission of the passage in the Vatican manuscript,
and some indications of doubt as to its genuineness in several other
ancient critical authorities. In support of the foregone conclusion
thus reached, German ingenuity has not failed to detect internal indications of a difl'erent writer, such as the absence of Mark's favourite
expressions, and the use of several not found elsewhere in his Gospel.
The futility of such a process, when applied to a dozen sentences, if
not self-evident, may easily be made plain by applying it to an equal
part of any other book, and observing how triumphantly the same
thing ma}^ be proved in any case whatever. The folly of supposing
that the gospel ended with the word for (^icpo^ovvro ydp, v. 8j, has led
to the more complex hypothesis of a genuine conclusion now lost and
replaced by that before us, which some ascribe to Mark himself
but at a later date. But to most minds this assumption will seem far
less easy to believe, than the simple supposition, that the actual conclu
sion is the one originally written, not only in direct continuation of
what goes before, but in execution of a plan which runs through the
whole chapter, and has been already stated in the introduction to it.
10.

him, as

went and told them that had been with
thej mourned and wept.

(And)

slie

It appears from this verse, that the case of Mary Magdalene was
mentioned, only as a second intimation of our Lord's resurrection made
to his apostles ; for as soon as she had seen and heard him, as related
in detail by John, she went and reported to the disciples (John 21. 18),
or as it is here expressed, to those who had heeii icith him, that he was
alive, and what he had said to her.
One of the arguments against the
genuineness of these verses is the use of this unusual expression, thos6
who had been with him, although perfectly appropriate and more expressive than John's term {disciples), because suggestive of the fact
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that they had formerly been with him. but lijul S/Tice forsaken him
and been far from him. at the very time whin their preseiK'e and attentions .seemed to be most needed.
As they mourned and trcpt, literally, mourning and icerping^ as they mij^ht have done for any human
friend, whose loss they thought irreparable.
This untimely sorrow,
at the very time when they should have been rejoicing, shows their
faith and hoi)e to have been shamefully defective, as appears still furtlier in the next verse.

11.

And

they, wlien tliey had heard that he
her, believed not.

was

alive,

and had been seen of
So

little prepared were the eleven for the very ehange which Christ
clearly and repeatedly predicted, that when Mary came to them
with this new mes.sage, and her own direct testimony to the fact that
he was risen and had appeared to her, it had no more effect ujjon them
than the previous report of her companions, who had gone with her to
the grave, and after leaving her apnear to have been favoured with a
distinct sight of the risen Saviour (Matt. 28, 9. 10.)
Beliered not is
in Greek still stronger, being one compound verb which might be rendered divhelieved^ or as it is expressed by Luke (24. 11), it seemed to
them as idle talk or nonsense. Such a state of mind may seem almost
hicredihle ; but it must be remembered, that all depended on a fixed
Ci»nvi(;tion that the death which he predicted was not to be literally
understood, so that when it did take place, they could not instantaneously adjust their views and feelings to this great and sudden
change, but simply abandoned all their previous hopes, and sunk into

had

an impotent despairing sorrow.
12. After that, he appeared in another form unto two
of them, as they walked, and went into the country.

As if to punish them for their defection and stupidity, and perhaps to avoid a similar revulsion in the opposite direction, our Lord
did not appear at once to the eleven, but prepared them for the sight
by these repeated messages through others. At the same time, he rewarded the aflectiouate fidelity and stronger faith of his devoted female
friends, by making them the channels of the two communications
which have been already mentioned. That this privilege, however,
was not to be limited to either sex, is now shown by the mention of a
third intimation made to two of them, not two of the eleven (as appears
from Luke 24, 33), but two from among the disciples in the wider sense,
to whom the description in the preceding ver.se (mourning and iccejtThe meagre summary of which
ing) must be understood as extending.
some writers here complain is as perfectly in keeping with Mark's purpose in this chapter, as the rich detail of Luke (24, 13-3.5) with his
design.
The only discrepancy which has been alleged is Mark's saying
that oui" Lord appeared to them in another form^ while Luke says that
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their eyes were Tiolden that they should not Tcnow him.
the cause and the other the eJBfect.

And

13.

they went and told

neither believed they them.
And they^ the two disciples mentioned

(it)

The one

givet

unto the residue

in the verse preceding,

;

going

back to Jerusalem instead of going on to Emmaus (Luke
13, 33}, reported, carried back word (as in v. 10, and in 6, 30) to the
rest, to those remaining in the Holy City, but with special reference
no doubt to the apostles, as their representatives and leaders, whose incredulity was more unpardonable in itself, and at the same time hurtful
Neither them (or not even them) did they beto the faith of others.
lieve, an emphatic expression, not implying that these witnesses were
more entitled to belief than those before them, but referring simply to
the circumstance, that this was the third mediate intimation of the
great event, and that even this, although the third, was insufficient to

away,

i.

e.

command

their full belief; so that the defect of faith afterwards re-

buked

Thomas (John 20, 27. 29) was here displayed, though in a
by the entire apostolic body, and could only be removed

in

less degree,

by the immediate
14.

attestation

which

is

recorded in the next verse.

Afterward he appeared unto the eleven, as they
and upbraided them with their unbelief and

sat at meat,

hardness of heart, because they believed not them which
had seen him after he was risen.
Afterward, in Greek an adjective in the comparative degree, meaning later, latter, the neuter form of which, as of many other adjectives,
Though it does not of itself mean last, for which
is used as an adverb.
there is a separate superlative form (vararov. not used in the New Testament), it often virtually takes that meaning from the context, namely,
when connected with the close of a distinctly marked series or succesThis is also
sion of particulars (as in Matt. 21,37. 22,27. 26,60.)
the case here, and a point of some importance to the emphasis if not
the meaning of the passage, as it marks not a mere chronological succession, but a climax or complete gradation in the disclosure of the
Saviour's resurrection to the body of apostles.
Having sent them
three announcements of the great event (vs. 7. 11. 13), he now, lastly
(or at last), appeared to the eleven, literally, to them the eleven, or tht
eleven themselves, i. e. directl}', without any further indirect or mediate communication.
Ap>peared, in Greek a passive form, was manifested (or disclosed), suggesting the idea of suddenness, and agreeing
with the general fact, revealed in all the gospels, that the Saviour's intercourse with the disciples, in the interval between his resurrection
and ascension, was not continued but occasional, and probably at distant intervals (see John 20, 26.)
As they sat at meat, literally, to
them reclining, lying down, or lying up (to the table), then the customary attitude at meals (see above, on 2, 15. 14, 8. 18.) Upbraided^
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(or reproach 6 1) their unheUet] or rather increiluUty.m reference to
the pvat fact of his bein^ risen from the dead, but not a total want of
Ilardnens of hearty in Greek
faith in his <hvine authority or doctrines.
a sinj^le word {hai'dhetirtrdncM), denoting not mero callousness or insensibility of the aftet^tions, but torpor and inaction of the whole heart,
in its widest sense, includinfr intellect as well as feeling (sec above, on 2.
6.8. n,5 4,15. 0,52. 7,10.19.21. 8,17. li>.5. 11,23. I2,30.;i3.) The
specific ground of this reproach is then assigned, becnuRe they did /iOt heliete those havituj seen (or who had neen) him rmen. This is probably the
meeting from which Thomas was absent (John 20, 24), the eleven having reterence to the whole body, as then constituted, not to the number
It thus appears that Thomas
actually present upon any one occasion.
was only guilty of the same incredulity a little longer than the rest,
because not so early favoured with the sight of his risen master, and
that the reproach addressed to him at the next interview (John 20.
27-29) was equally applicable to the others.

15.

And

lie

Go ye into
every creature.

said unto them,

and preach the gospel

to

all

the world,

With the same rapidity and breviiy which mark this whole concluding narrative, Mark subjoins immediately to C.'hrist's reproof of the
apostles for their unbelief, their great commission, which according to
Matthew (28, 10-20) they received in Galilee, a difference pushed by
some so far as to allege that Mark represents our Lord's ascension as
taking place in the room where the di.sciples were convened. The truth
is that Mark's obvious design in this whole chapter is not to relate
details, but simply to enumerate the links required to complete the
great chain of events which he has been constructing.
The analogy of
vs. U-14 would lead us to expect no greater fulness than we actually
The essential fact is, that such a commission was given befind here.
fore our Lord's ascension, not the place or other circumstances, which
however are recorded elsewhere. There is also no absurdity in supposing as some eminent interpreters have done, that the commission
here recorded is distinct, i. e. utteied at a different time, from that in
Matt. 28. 18-20, the one at Jerusalem, the other in Galilee.
Go ye
into all the icoi'ld is not in the original a direct command, but a participial construction, going into all the icorlL preach the gospel, from
which it has sometimes been inferred, that the precept is conditional
and means, wherever you do go (for other purpo.ses) there preach the
gospel.
But the thought supplied, Jor other purposes, is perfectly
gratuitous, the true ellipsis hamg, Jar this purpose, as the participle \n
dependent on the following verb, and is a past form meaning strictly,
having gone. The verb itself is one that properl}' means going to a
distance, journeying (as in v. 12.)
Preach the gospel has become so
technical a phrase for official or professional duty, that we often lose
sight of its primary and proper sense, proclaim the good neics. publish
the glad tidings of salvation.
To every creature, or more exactly, to th^
\o}u>U creation^ which may either be a parallel equivalent to all th4
19*

:
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world^ then put for
telligent creation,

its

with

the subjects of salvation,

He

16, 16. 17.

inhabitants, or

may mean

the moral and

specific reference, in this case, to

iii»

mankind, as

and the recipients of the gospel message.

that believeth and is baptized shall be saved
but he that believeth not shall be damned.
16.

;

The command

to preach the gospel is attended by a solemn sancor a promise and a threatening, to show its bearing on the destiny
of those who shall embrace it or reject it.
The {one) helieinng (it as
true, or as from God, and accepting the salvation which it offers) shall
he saved (deHvered from all evil, natural and moral, or from sin as well
as sufFei'ing). and the {one) disbelieving (refusing to believe, the same
verb as in v. 11, rejecting it as false, and the Saviour whom it offers)
shall be damned, a word not too strong to express eternal ruin or perdition, but from its modern use or abuse, awakening different associations from the Greek verb, which means simply, shall be judged against^
i. e.
condemned, implying, although not expressing, the same terrible
tion,

result.

And

these signs shall follow them that believe
In my name shall they cast out devils ; they shall speak
with new tongnes.
17.

(As) signs (or proofs of your divine legation) to those believing (or
converted by your preaching) these (things) shall folloio (it.)
This
seems to be a simpler and more natural construction than the one commonly adopted, these signs shall follow those believing, i. e. go with
them wherever the}^ go. It has been disputed whether this is a promise
of miraculous gifts to all believers, and if so how it was fulfilled.
As the
miracles here mentioned were to serve as signs or proofs, their end
would be attained without their being universal, i. e. by their being
bestowed upon many, or even on a few, who may possibl}'^ be those
represented as believing., not with a saving faith mercl}^ but a special
f;\ith of miracles (see above, on 9, 20.)
Or the promise may be to believers as a body, though it was to be fulfilled in the experience of only
some. And as this whole discourse has reference to the planting and
extension of the church in the first ages, the presumption, even from its
terms, would be, that these miraculous endowments were a temporary
gift, a presumption since confirmed by the experience of the church, although the time cannot be ascertained at which they wholly ceased.
In my name^ bearing it, invoking it, and claiming for me all that it imports, as well as acting for me and by my authority (see above, on 9,
37-30.41. 11,9.10. 13,6.13.)
They shall exj^el demons, hcie as
elsewhere (see above, on 1,34.39. 3,15. 6, 13) placed in the first
rank among the miracles of Christ and his apo.^tles. as extending to
another world and to another race of spiritual beings. New tonguei
can only mean languages before unknown to the speaker.s, in which
sense the promise was fulfilled at Pentecost, and on a smaller scale iu
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19.

othe* cases still preserved in apostolical historv.

(Sec Acts 2, 4. 10, 40.
Cor. 13, 1. 8. 14, 5. G. IH. 22. 23. 30.) This is on©
o( the frroiinds, on which the sceptical critics would reject this passajie
as a s])urious addition to the gospel, while to otliers. free troin such
dofrinutic prepossessions, it is rather a conlirmation of its authenticity
and genuineness.
19, G.

and compare

IS.

They

1

shall

tiike

up serponts; and

any deadly tliini;, it bliall not hurt tlieni
hands on tlie sick, and they shall recover.
Take up

serpents, handle

venomous and deadly

;

if thcv drink
they sliall lay

reptiles

without

in-

a propliccy fulfilled in the experience of Paul (Acts 28.2).
thouLrh pronounced by some interpreters entirely irrelevant an<l of
another kind. As the (ireek verb often means to tnke <iic(iy or to
tale vp for the purpose of removing (see above, on 2. 12. 21. 4. 15. 25.
6, 8. 29. 43. 8, 8. 11. 23. 13. 15. IG. 15, 21). some explain it here in reference to the cxpidsion of noxious animals from certain regions, as by
St. Paul from Malta, and St. Patrick from Ireland; but these are later
legends, and the other miracles here mentioned arc instantaneous acts
upon particular occasions.
Anything deadly, mortal, futal, such as
poison.
Shall not, the strong aorist negation excluding every possible
contingency. Hnrt them, not in the sense of giving pain, but in that
of permanently injuring, or more specifically, killing. There is no par
ticular fulfilment of this promise upon record in the sacred history, and
the later legend of John's drinking poison may have been directly derived from it.
But this is no proof that it was not really fulfilled, as
the cases above mentioned were recorded incidentally, for other reasons,
not as specimens, much less as an exhaustive list, of such fulfilments.
On the injirm (strengthless, as in G, 5. 13), they shall lay hands, as
the twelve did when first sent out (see above, on 9. 13.) Recoter,
litejally, have (^t]iem><clrcs) icell (the converse of the phrase employed in
1,32.34. 2.17. G, 55). which some strangely understand, not of the
sick, but of the healers, who should not only give health to others, but
enjoy it unimpaired themselves.
jur}',

19. So then, after the Lord had spoken unto them, lie
was received up into heaven, and sat on tlie riglit hand
of God.

So tJcen. a resumptive and continuative particle of frequent use in
the New Testament, though not in this book, which is far from rendering the genuineness of this pas.-age doubtful, as the writer only introThe Lord, now
duces tlie phrase here to wind up his whole narrative.
absolutely so called, when his sovereignty or lordship had been proved
and attested by his resurrection. After the speaking to them (just recorded), i. e. the commission to evangelize the worla, with the acconi
panying sanction and assurance of divine assistance. Was taken up, and
AS the Greek verb would at once suggest to every reader, taken back.
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the preposition used in composition signifying both upward motion and
repetition or restoration, as in dva^Xenco. to look up and to see again
Into the Jieaven. the sky, the
(see above, on 8, 24. 25. 10, 51. 52.)
visible expanse, refer.^ing merely to the apparent direction of the movement ; or into that part of the universe where God permanently mani-

and angels (see above, on 1, 10. 6. 41.
Sat (or sat down) on the right,
7,34. 11,25. 12,25. 13,32. 14 62.)
literally, yr(?m the rights, the same peculiar idiom that occurs above, in
10, 37. 40. 12, 36. 14, 62. 15, 27, and in which the adjective agrees with
varts or i^laces, as it does in English with side or hand.
The right
hand here denotes the place of honour and of shared or delegated power,
and the whole phrase Christ's assumption of the mediatorial dignity,
which he had purchased by his sufferings and obedience (see above,
fests his presence to the saints

on

12, 36.)

And

they went forth, and preached every where,
the Lord working with (them), and confirming the word
with signs following. Amen.
20.

But they, the apostles, SkS the other party in this great transaction,
going out (or forth), not from the room in which the Lord appeared to
them, which some assert to be the only meaning that the words will
bear, but from Jerusalem, after the effusion of the Holy Spirit and
the dispersion of the mother church, as recorded in the first part of
Preached (announced, proclaimed the new
the Acts of the Apostles.
religion) everyichere, in all directions, and perhaps more strictly still,
in all parts of the world, as we know that the original diffusion of the
gospel was extremely rapid and simultaneous, which accounts for the
absence of detailed information, while the general result is among the
most notorious facts of history. The Lord, the risen and ascended Saviour, mentioned just before by the same title, worMng icith (them),
co-operating, an expression also employed by Paul (2 Cor. 6, 1) to denote the gracious use of human instrumental agency in executing the
The particular co-operation here intended is that promdivine plans.
ised in v. 17, of which this clfcuse describes the general fulfilment.
Confirming, fortifying, strengthening, corroborating, rendering effecThe word, i. e. the gospel which they
tive, by miraculous credentials.
With (literally, through, by meana
preached as a divine revelation.
of) the folloicing (or accompanying) signs, not signs in general, but
those specifically promised in the previous context (see above, on vs.
It would not be easy to find two short sentences containing
17. 18.)
more than these concluding verses, one of which describes the whole
process of our Saviour's exaltation, and the other the whole missionary
vvoik of the apostles, as its necessary fruit, and therefore a conclusive
If the original conclusion of this
proof of its reality.
place has been wonderfully well supplied.
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